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Preface 

This book was written out of 20 years of teaching and writing broadcasting 
history and out of the sincere conviction that our normative lmowledges and 

standard accounts of broadcasting in the United States need serious revision. 
The Evjisaj3that I bring to it stem from commitment to a cultural studies 
4pproach to history and social analysis, central to which is a focus on the workings  
of power in our culture and in our meaning-producing institutions and practices.  

It is not hard to see that, in many previous histories of the central role that 
media have played in our nation's and the world's events, an unspoken but pow-
erful hierarchy prevails that selects, defines, excludes, and emphasizes in accor-
dance with values that privilege the stories and strategies of certain social groups 
and marginalin- those of others. Mostly, in the Western world, this hierarchy has 
privileged the experiences and interests of men over women, of Europeans over 
people from other parts of the globe, of the educated upper and middle classes 
over the working class. It has also tended to preserve conservative and power-
laden visions of social structure, families, sexuality the role of business and gov-
ernment, and an unquestioning view of America's dominant and isolated place jp 
the world. Additionally, the focus of traditional histories tends to center on the 
hardware of communication—technology, organizations, laws, economics—and 
to skip over the ways that these crucial components inteth cultural values, 
social discourse, audience formation, and the production of meaning, without  
which broadcasting cannot be fully understood nor its social and political impor-
tance appreciated. 

It is my intention in this book to uncover the arbitrariness of many of these 
biases, to counterpose some of the people, events, and ideas that contradict these 
exclusions, and to foreground some of the untold stories of U.S. broadcasting his-
tory, in all their messy, culture-constructing complexity. Only Connect examines 
.1J.S. broadcasting_ in its rultural eontext,Each chapter opens with an overview of 
the social tensions of its historical period, looks at the media environment that  
tnfluenced broadcasting, and proceeds to examine not only industrial and regula-
tory developments but also the rich texture of programming innovations, the 
audiences they created, and the debates they provoked. 

Uniquely, this book employs a Connection, or case study approach. Each 
Connection goes into a particular issue, event, program, or influential figure in 
depth, as an illustration of the larger picture the chapter has sketched out. Each 
Connection is based on the work of one or two historians whose research has 
broken important ground in the field, and I encourage readers to consult their 

XV 
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publications directly for deeper insights than this broad overview can accom-
modate. Thus the purpose of the Connection structure is not only to illustrate 
key developments in broadcasting history in all their fascinating detail, but to 
point to significant works in this vital field and to encourage readers to think 
about history as a lively area of scholarship and debate, not as inert facts in a static 
past. Each chapter closes with Notes, Further Reading, InfoTrac College Edition 
sources, and a list of Web sites that readers can consult for their own research 
and enjoyment. 

Only Connect seeks to place broadcasting in a detailed web of social, politi-
cal, and cultural connections that inform and illuminate what takes place in the 
studio, on the screen, and in the living rooms of the nation. In doing so, it high-
lights the tensions and contradictions that run through broadcasting's history, 
bringing out social struggles, utopian and dystopian visions of media power, 
attempts to restrict what can be said and heard over the air, and disputes ever 
opening up the airwaves to a more democratic.system of voices and images. It is 
an interventionist history, seeking to generate questions as much as to provide 
answers. 

To write in this way is not to imply that previous histories have nothing to 
teach us: They do. They taught me, and I have drawn heavily from many of them 
in researching this book. Throughout, the work-of Christopher Sterling and John 
ICitross, in Stay Tuned: A Concise History of Broadcasting in the United States 
(Wadsworth 1986) has provided a basic reference point and remains one of the 
most comprehensive sources for U.S. broadcasting history, particularly in the 
areas of policy and industry structure. I owe them a great debt in this book. Simi-
larly, Erik Barnouw's masterful three-volume history has inspired generations of 
students to pursue the study of the fascinating melange that is broadcasting in this 
country; all of us draw on his work and particularly admire the progressive vision 
he brings to the role media can, and should, play in a democratic system (A His-
tory of Broadcasting in the United States, Oxford 1966, 1968, 1970). I am also 
appreciative of Michael Emery and Edwin Emery's sweeping The Press and 
America, 8th edition (Simon & Schuster 1996) for a cultural interpretation of the 
history of the print media. Other historians without whose reference works the 
field would have been much impoverished include John Dunning (On the Air: 
The Encyclopedia of Old-Time Radio, Oxford 1998), Tim Brooks and Earle Marsh 
(The Complete Directory to Prime Time Network TV Shows 1946—Present, Bal-
lantine Books 1982), Alex McNeil (Total Television, Penguin Books 1996), Harry 
Castleman and Walter J. Podrazik (The TV Schedule Book, McGraw-Hill 1984), 
and Harrison B. Summers (editor, A Thirty Year History of Programs Carried on 
National Radio Networks in the United States, 1926—/ 956, Arno 1971). For gen-
eral background reading on U.S. history, nothing is more useful than Howard 
Zinn's The Twentieth Century: A People's History (Harper 1988). There are also 
many scholars whose works I have featured in the Connection sections of this 
book, or included in the text or in the Further Reading lists, who have done 
important and groundbreaking work in the field of media studies. I'd like to thank 
them all, and hope that they in turn will find this book of use. 

The people who helped me in the writing, revision, and publication of this 
volume are numerous and have not only inspired and guided my work but have 
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saved me from some really embarrassing errors. Special thanks go to Jennifer 
Wang and Jason Mitten, my first readers, who provided more helpful suggestions 
than I can enumerate and caught more mistakes than I will ever fully admit to! 
Douglas Battema supplied a thoroughgoing critique and also, crucially, a depth of 
background on the history of media and sports, which this writer badly needed. 
Thanks to my readers through Wadsworth, whose reviews guided my revisions. 
They are: Douglas Battema, University of Wisconsin at Madison; Susan L. 
Brinson, Auburn University; Steven Classen, California State University at Los 
Angeles; Susan Douglas, University of Michigan; William E. Loges, University of 
Southern California; Anna McCarthy, New York University; Edward Morris, 
Columbia College at Chicago; Lisa Parks, University of California at Santa Bar-
bara; Michael K. Saenz, University of Iowa; Thomas Schatz University of Texas 
at Austin; Reed W. Smith, Georgia Southern University; and Thomas Volek, Uni-
versity of Kansas. Karen Austin, my former editor at Wadsworth, helped to bring 
this project to fruition through her enthusiasm and support; without her it 
wouldn't have happened. 

Overall, I dedicate this book to my colleagues and students, past and pres-
ent, at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Without the scholarly environment 
that they have created—with its truly impressive array of ideas, theories, re-
search, publication, discussion and, yes, argument—my own intellectual life 
would be greatly diminished. I believe the last eight years working at Madison 
have taught me more than any other academic experience of my life, and I'm 
grateful to be part of this lively, provocative, and productive group. As our former 
graduate students go out to universities and occupations around the world, I am 
proud to be able to cite their work and contributions in my own scholarship and 
to know that they are influencing generations of students in turn. 

We cannot truly understand the workings of broadcasting, our most per-
vasive medium, if our histories focus only the stories of the few at the top and 
ignore the many oppositions and uprisings of subordinate groups as they have 
struggled for a stronger position in our imperfect democracy, through our imper-
fect media. Though only glancingly alluded to, I hope my strong commitment to 
a more perfect and egalitarian political system, with democracy as its base and a 
vital and diverse media to support it, has come through clearly in this work. Only 
Connect seeks to demonstrate the ways in which the United States has devel-
oped, struggled, argued, and connected through its broadcast media in particular. 
First radio, then television, now supplemented by the Internet, have both united 
and divided us as a nation and as citizens of the world. Yet I believe the overall 
progression (not without serious remissions) from a controlled paucity of author-
itarian voices to a more diverse, open, and inclusive system is the good news of 
the twentieth century. It didn't happen without work, debate, and conflict, how-
ever, and many signs at the beginning of the twenty-first century point to a 
renewed danger of concentration of control and closing off of democratic possi-
bilities. However, as I note in the concluding chapter, it is heartening to see that 
knowledge of history actually can help to deflect or diminish the effects of certain 
counterprogressive events that would set back the cause of diversity and democ-
racy I can only hope that this volume might contribute to the re-imagining of the 
future through revision of our stories of the past. 



CHAPTER 

MAKING HISTORY 

The title of this book, Only Connect, comes from Howards End, a novel written by British 
author E. M. Forster in 1910.1 You may have seen the film produced in 1992 by Mer-

chant-Ivory and released to much critical success in the United States. It's about the inter-
secting lives of three families in Edwardian England—the romantic, liberal Schlegels; the 
wealthy, conservative Wilcoxes; and the poor, struggling Basts—who meet by chance and 
who, through a series of accidents and misunderstandings, find their lives forever altered. 
Forster opens the book with the phrase "Only connect ..." above the first paragraph, and the 
process of making connections—between actions and their outcomes, between rich and poor, 
between the past and the present—creates all manner of problems for the characters. 

In the book's climactic scene, Margaret Schlegel tries to make Henry Wilcox see that his 
behavior affects the lives of others. He doesn't see the connection between his own infidelity, 

' which ruined the life of Mrs. Bast, and his condemnation of her sister Helen's out-of-wedlock 
pregnancy. 

"Not any more of this!" she cried. "You shall see the connection if it kills you, Henry! You 
have had a mistress—I forgave you. My sister has a lover—you drive her from the house. Do 
you see the connection? Stupid, hypocritical, cruel—oh, contemptible!—a man who insults 
his wife when she's alive and cants with her memory when she's dead. A man who ruins a 
woman for his pleasure, and casts her off to ruin other men. And gives bad financial advice, 
and then says he is not responsible. These men are you. You can't recognize them, because 
you cannot connect. . . . Only say to yourself: `What Helen has done, I've done.'"2 

Henry Wilcox here stands for the inequities and blind spots of a whole way of life in early 
twentieth-century England, a time during which change took place so rapidly that people's 
values, beliefs, and perceptions could barely keep up. It takes a while longer for Henry and 
the other characters to realize the results of these failed connections, but by the end of the 
book Margaret and Henry are married, Helen has had her baby in defiance of Victorian 
morals, and the future seems brighter. Some connections have been made, and Forster holds 
out the promise of barriers lifted and contradictions at least temporarily resolved. 

Why begin a book about the history of broadcasting with a quote from an author who 
wrote before radio, and most certainly before television, were even invented? For one thing, 
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Forster's novel is about the tragedies that occur when connections fail, or are mishandled. 
Sometimes it's communication that fails—the telegram arrives too late, a dying woman's will 
is ignored, or two conversations overlap in a way that confuses them both. Other times it's a 
social or perceptual connection that's missed—the failure to understand how one family's 
affluence and good fortune is gained at the expense of a whole class of others or how an 
unconsidered effort to fix things can have tragic results. It is also a meditation on the changes 
that twentieth-century culture and "progress" are making on traditional ways of life, how a 
shift in one direction can cut off another, and how each "improvement" comes along with pos-
sibilities for ruin. 

This ambiguity at the heart of progress—the push/pull tension that says as one thing is 
gained, another might very well be lost—forms the core of Forster's vision in Howards End 
and also informs the history of broadcasting in our century. With each new marvel of com-
munication—promising so much progress and improvement in quality of life—came worry 
about the negative effects of the new connections. For each utopian hope, there was a cor-
responding dystopian fear, and many of them, as we shall see, revolved around the barriers 
that new forms of communication and connection both knocked down and, in other places, 
built up. 

History, too, is about making connections. This first chapter will not plunge immediately 
into a chronology of broadcasting-related events, but will spend some time considering 
exactly what role I, as the author of this book, and you, as its reader, play in the construction 
and use of this thing called "history." You may have picked up this book because it is part of a 
course on the history of broadcasting, or because you are interested in reading an overview of 
radio and television's impact on twentieth-century culture, or because you have an interest, 
personal or professional, in the media and like to keep up with books in this field. The subject 
of this book most likely seemed transparent: a tracing of the various circumstances, condi-
tions, and actions that led to the development of broadcasting and its uses in the United 
States, with all the major players and programs highlighted and the most important issues dis-
cussed. The word cultural in the title might have alerted you to the likelihood that radio and, 
TV programs and their audiences would be emphasized over the more traditional, and almoe 

emphasis on industry and pollTfiiid  on the 'boo . 
However, even a moment's reflection will reveal that the enormously complex and varied 

set of events that might be said to comprise broadcasting's past—even if we limit it to the 
United States and to primarily this single century and to only the national networks that are 
our common experience—cannot possibly be included within the pages of one book. This 
is particularly true if we consider the ways that radio and television have intersected with 
people's lives as an important part of the history of broadcasting. For example, suppose we 
consider that TV's history is not just a history of the networks, or of the FCC (Federal Com-
munications Commission), or of media magnates like Rupert Murdoch or David Sarnoff, but 
equally of the many people, you and me included, who have used the medium, carried its 
information and meanings into our lives, figured in the marketing and programming plans of 
decision makers, and understood ourselves and our world through its representations. Then 
television would have a billion histories—as many histories as there are viewers to experience 
it. Where could we possibly begin such a history? How could we draw lines around it suffi-
cient to contain it within the covers of a single book? 

In short, we can't. And part of the intellectual heritage of twentieth-century postmod-
ernism is acknowledgment of this fact. The traditional historian takes a stance above and 
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beyond the content of the book—omniscient, omnipresent, and invisible, neutrally and objec-
tively setting out what is manifestly true about the past: "just the facts." This book is predi-
cated on the premise that such a stance is false and misleading. Each book, and especially a 
textbook designed for the classroom, starts out with a distinct set of assumptions and theories 
that guide the author in making the inevitable and extensive selections—what to put in, what 
to leave out—that go into writing a book. As cultural and historical theorists such as Michel 
Foucault and Michel de Certeau teach us, each book starts with a preconceived framework of 
ideas—about what's important and what's not, who counts in history and who doesn't, which 
sets of causes and effects are relevant to the story and which aren't—that all too often the 
author hides behind a mask of neutral knowledge and objectivity. 

Thus knowledge is never neutral and objective, but partial, contingent, and constructed. 
De Certeau, for instance, reminds us that a historical narrative always begins at the end: By 
the time the author sits down to write, he or she has already determined what the outcome of 
the story will be, and even the events that begin the history are merely the product of the end 
of the author's series of decisions and choices. However, it is not the selection and privileging 
process that is at fault here—no book can be written, no story told without it—but rather the 
denial that such a process exists, and most of all the corresponding erasure of the role of you, 
the reader. Are you just a passive recipient of the "true facts" about the history being told? 
Does history happen without you, or do you play a role in deciding what history is? 

Throughout this history, you will be frequently reminded that this author has made selec-
tions and omissions in the countless billions of events that make up the history of broadcast-
ing and what led to the particular choices and inclusions made. You will be introduced to the 
work of many other historians and authors as we go through this historical narrative, so that 
their varied and sometimes conflicting perspectives can serve as a balance to mine—and to 
yours. You will be encouraged not to read this history as a seamless whole, as an inevitable and 
already completed progression of events, but as a creative process of interpretation and con-
struction in which you can, at any moment, intervene. You can draw upon your own knowl-
edge, look into historical evidence at your own initiative, evaluate the interpretation given an 
event or program, and ask some hard questions that the book overlooks. This is what making 
history is all about; it is not just a historian in a room surrounded by books and musty docu-
ments, writing out some true and self-evident story of the past "as it really happened," but a 
process by which both writers and readers activate a certain perception of their culture, past 
and present, and put it into use in their daily lives and shared understandings. 

I don't pretend that our role is equal; as the author, I have obviously set the ground rules 
and laid out the field of play. And I won't deny—as you may not either—that who I am as a 
person plays an important role in the choices I have made: As a White, middle-class, Mid-
western American woman born in the mid-1950s, my interpretation of events comes along 
with not only a set of overt theoretical beliefs, which I can and will highlight and discuss, but 
with a set of assumptions and biases of which I am not always aware. If you occupy a social or 
cultural position different from mine—if you are, say, a young African American woman, or 
an older Asian man, or a son of Latino immigrants, or from an Orthodox Jewish family, or per-
haps even a neighbor of mine with a very different set of opinions—then you will no doubt 
see many holes in my perceptions, many points at which your experience of our mediated cul-
ture departs from mine that need to be included. And when you express these views, putting 
them into words in class or into writing as you do your own historical work, you enter into the 
process of constructing history, and you enrich it. 
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THE POWER OF HISTORY 

So what are the basic goals of this book and the conceptual framework it uses to get there? 
My purpose is to offer an overview of the complex and often amazing way that our primary 
twentieth-century broadcast media—radio and television—have intersected with our national 
culture to produce not only institutions (such as networks, stations, cable channels, the FCC) 
but also texts (programs, messages, representations, documents), ,tnesrql Aigenorses%(ways of 
thinking and talking about these phenomena), and audiences (real, experienced, measured, 
and imagined). I believe that the best way to understand how broadcast media work in our 
society is to look at them as conduits for social and cultural power. This includes the power to 
create understandings about the world and the people who live in it, the power to direct our 
attention toward some things and away from others, the power to influence how we see our-
selves and our potential in life, the power to ensure that certain kinds of things get said over 
and over, while others remain silent, on the margins, without a voice. 

Obviously the media are centers of huge amounts of economic and social power, not only 
in the United States but all over the world. The single largest sector of the U.S. export econ-
omy is now media and intellectual property. Radio and television are multibillion-dollar per 
year businesses. Hundreds of thousands of people are employed in the entertainment sector 
of our economy. Our political process, and the political processes of other nations, have been 
and continue to be fundamentally influenced by the power of the media. 

It Flows Two Ways 

Yet, we the audience are not powerless in this media megalith. Every day we pick and choose 
among a variety of programs, messages, and meanings available to us. We understand media 
texts depending on our own knowledge, values, and experiences. We accept the truth of some 
messages and reject others. Of course, the power to make meaning out of texts is not neces-
sarily equal: Analogous to the author/reader situation, the producer of a text makes the initial 
plays while the audience has a harder time being heard. One has all the mighty machinery of 
the media industry on its side, the other can find it difficult to talk back or to find an entry 
point into the machine. 

Are we ever influenced in our thinking without our conscious knowledge, persuaded of 
the fact of something without being totally aware of it? Yes, or advertising wouldn't be as ef-
fective as it is! This can be particularly true when television or radio produces an overwhelm-
ing consensus about something, when it frames or represents a "fact" over and over, in a 
variety of settings, in a way that conforms with deep-seated social mores. For instance, one 
popular way of explaining the domestic sitcoms of the 1950s and I960s is that they simply 
reflected the reality of people's lives during that conservative, family-oriented, rather dull 
period of history. As post-war baby boom families purchased TV sets for their new suburban 
living rooms, naturally they wanted to see people just like them on TV. Donna Reed families 
begat The Donna Reed Show. Does this explanation work? 

This brings us to the first Connection in this book. The Connection feature pulls together 
the historical or theoretical material in a focused case study. Typically, a Connection highlights 
the work of scholars or historians in the field, summarizing their arguments and referring you 
to their work if you are interested. 
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A typical American family, Donna Reed version. 

Connection Seeing Through the Fifties 

Here, we consider the way that television and history intersect. Before getting into a more theoretical 

consideration of just what history is and how it has been redefined by poststructuralist theorists and his-

torians in the late twentieth century, let's go back and look at a basic historical fact that most of us 

already know about television: Television in the 1950s emphasized the White middle-class family to the 

exclusion of all else. Furthermore, we might also know that this was simply a reflection of how American 

society "was" in the 1950s—a point of view that even affected political policymakers in the 1990s. Con-

servative leaders in the early nineties like Newt Gingrich, Pat Robertson, and Govemor Kirk Fordice of 

Mississippi invoked a 1950s vision of the "safe streets, strong families, and prosperous communities of 

yesteryear," and others recalled the era as a time in which "things were better" and "the country was 

moving ir the right direction."3 "Strong families" meant heterosexual, nuclear units with a dad who 
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worked, a mom who stayed home and looked after the house, and good clean kids who respected their 

parents. "Things were better" because the government stayed out of people's private lives, and families 

were self-sufficient and right-thinking. 
Where does this perception of the past, specifically the 1950s, come from? Certainly there were 

many programs on television during this time that did depict such families, and many of them were 

highly rateo. Father Knows Best (CBS/NBC 1954-1962), Leave It to Beaver (CBS/ABC 1957-1963), 

The Donna Reed Show (ABC 1958-1966), The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet (ABC 1952-1966), 

Make Room for Daddy (ABC/CBS 1953-1964), Dennis the Menace (CBS 1959-1963), and Beulah (ABC 

1950-1953) all featured a family composed of a stay-at-home mom, a vaguely employed dad (but 

always white collar), a minimum of two children with at least one being male (you could have a family of 

all sons but never all daughters). They were always White but of no discernable ethnic heritage (not 
noticeably Vish, or Polish, or Italian), of no particular religion but definitely Christian (never Catholic, how-

ever, and not Jewish, though many of the actors, writers, and producers were). The mere possibility of 

anything or anyone not heterosexual was never alluded to, and though Mom or Daughter might occa-

sionally get restive about their preordained domestic fate, they always got over it in a humorous manner 

that reinforced the rightness of "traditional" ways. 
These families lived for the most part in a substantial suburban single-family home, with a yard and 

trees and neighborhood schools that the kids could walk to. Their kitchens contained the most modern 
appliances, they dressed well, owned at least one car, and entertained regularly. They ate meals together, 

served by Mom (unless there was a maid, usually depicted as an African American woman, as in Beulah 

or Make Room for Daddy). Not only were all the families affluent and mysteriously nonethnic, so was 

everyone ese in their neighborhood and social circle. 

Mary Beth Haralovich explains the success of this type of show by linking it to the economic needs 
of the networks and their advertisers during these crucial post-war decades.4 She discusses the various 

government incentives encouraging home ownership in covertly segregated communities outside the city 

limits, the strategies of the expanding post-war consumer products industry, and the rise of market 

research designed to promote consumption. These three trends were closely tied to the emergent busi-

ness of the television broadcast networks, as they promoted N set sales to suburban homeowners; 

aired shows sponsored by the manufacturers of home appliances and other consumer goods; and in-

creasingly used market research to match up audiences, products, and appropriate programming. 

Both programs and advertising spots reinforced the egne consumerist lifestylèbi The Cleaver's 

kitchen featured the same appliances advertised during the commercial breaks; the Nelsons could be 

seen using the Kodak cameras that sponsored their show. By combining these strategic economic imper-

atives with a realistic film-based style of production, programs such as the ones above produced a rep-

resentational universe that naturalized the conditions they were in fact trying very hard to sell to the 

American public: the ideal consuming family. By featuring families such as these—and on/y families such 

as these, excluding working-class, non-White, and nontraditional families—such programs seemed to 

claim that this was how Americans just naturally were. (If not, something was wrong with them.) 

In fact, as Haralovich and others have shown, this was far from an accurate picture either of most of 

the programs on N at that time or of the average American family. The majority of families in the United 

States were not in fact nearly as affluent, " nonethnic," or "traditional" as their N models. The statistical 

majority of U.S. citizens occupied lower-middle and working-class jobs and neighborhoods, identified 

strongly with their diverse ethnic and racial heritages, and included a far higher percentage of women 

working outside the home. 

N's efforts to convert Americans to an affluent, consumption-based lifestyle can be seen as an 

ongoing social project that in fact contradicted the way that most of us actually lived our lives. Educational 
films such as "A Date with Your Family," for instance, produced in 1947 (Ephemeral Films), demonstrates 
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how clearly unnatural such a middle-class milieu was for its intended audiences, who needed to be 

instructed in how to conduct family life along proper middle-class consumerist lines. As sociologist 

Stephanie Coontz wryly puts it, " Contrary to popular opinion, Leave It to Beaverwas not a documentary."5 

Secondly, these programs, though popular, were far from the dominant or most highly rated pro-

grams of the 1950s and 1960s. A quick look at the top-rated 25 shows for 1959-1960 reveals only The 

Danny Thomas Show (Make Room for Daddy), Dennis the Menace, and Father Knows Best; westerns 

made up the largest number of top programs (Gunsmoke, Wagon Train, Have Gun Will Travel, Wanted: 

Dead or Alive, The Rifleman, The Lawman, Cheyenne, Rawhide, Maverick, and The Life and Legend of 

Wyatt Eatp) and by far outranked the family shows overall. Meanwhile, other shows featured playboy de-

tectives (77 Sunset Strip), a single working woman (The Ann Sothem Show), stand-up comedians (The 

Red Skelton Show, The Ed Sullivan Show) and " hillbillies" (The Real McCoys). A look at local television 

schedules might even contradict the unarguably dominant "Whiteface" of 11/, as Doug Battema argues.6 

Could it be that our perception of the 1950s, both socially and on television, is more influenced by 
Nick at Nite reruns than any kind of historical fact? And this is not simply idle speculation when govern-

ment policy depends on just such questions. How we interpret the meaning of the domestic sitcoms of 

the 1950s depends on the connections we make: Do we connect these sitcoms to a historical mode of 

family life as it simply "was," as conservative rhetoric in the 1990s attempted (and that we might decon-

struct by looking at conservative political objectives)? Or do we conne them to a host of industrial and 

social strategies and changes, as Haralovich does? Depending on the context into which we put these 

television programs, and the explanations we write around them, their history changes, even though the 
facts of their existence do not. 

HISTORY = THE PAST + HISTORIOGRAPHY 

History is a slippery object. The family sitcoms mentioned above are historical texts, pro-
duced in the irt under a particular set of circumstances  Does that make them history? And 
if so, can we understand them, as conservative leaders in the nineties apparently did, as trans-
parent windows to the world of the past? Clearly this is wrong, but how can we make sense 
not only of television's—and radio's—relationship to the past but of what history is, and how 
we can possibly "know" anything about it? 

Here we need to make a distinction: The English language uses the same word, history, 
to denote both "the past" (all those events that occurred sometime before the present 
moment) and "historiography" (writings about the past). They are not the same, and Keith 
Jenkins in Re-Thinking History suggests that we break apart the two terms to arrive at the 
equation above: History (our understanding of what happened in the past) consists insepara-
bly of both the past and historiography.7 

Jenkins points out the many logical reasons why we can never know anything about the 
past without the intervention of some kind of writing or telling: The past is such an infinitely 
immense body of events that our consciousness could never encompass it all; the past is infi-
nitely variable, depending on the perceptions of each individual participant or observer. The 
past cannot be directly experienced but only hinted at through what Jenkins calls traces of the 
past—documents, records, memories passed on through verbal or visual means, monuments, 
artifacts, or television shows. Some traces are more closely connected to the past than others 
(the courtroom transcript of a trial, say, rather than a news story or a docudrama about it); 
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some we call reliable whereas others are flawed (but why?); all must go through a process of 
interpretation and validation to mean anything. 

Historical Erasures 
Just as the writing of history must depend on some available and credible traces of the past (or 
else we would not grant it the special status of fact as opposed to fiction), the past can only be 
known through such traces and through the writing that brings them together. The past does 
not exist independently of historiography—for how could we ever know it except through 
what is written or somehow preserved? But neither could history ever be written without 
careful use of clues to the past, or it would cross the border into fiction. 

Furthermore, as historian Michel-Rolph Trouillot reminds us in Silencing the Past, his-
tory is made not only by official historians, writing official histories.8 Rather, we produce and 
use history every day, and such use alters the historical record. If we, or a conservative politi-
cian, choose to remember the United States in the 1950s as a place patterned after The 
Donna Reed Show, then this use becomes part of the historical record and thus a part of his-
tory. The repeated assertion that 1950s America resembled a small riumher_of TV citenmç ac-
'vely begins to erase from tun- common memory—from our history—a whole set of events 
such as militant labor strikes, African Americans' struggles for basic civil rights, restrictions 
gainst Blacks and Jews in many "idyllic" suburban communities, and McCarthyism playing 
ut behind the scenes) that were every bit as much of the past as the happy domestic families 
n TV. 

Even though some events can be proved to have happened, if they are not repeated in 
the right places, or worse, if they are overlooked or omitted by powerful histories, they can be 
silenced out of existence. Trouillot uses the example of the successful revolution in Haiti 
in the 1790s that brought former slaves to power and established an independent Black-
governed state. The story of Haiti's revolution was downplayed or written out of accepted 
Western history by White American and European writers unable to face the contradiction 
between treasured democratic ideals and the kind of race-based thinking that allowed and 
justified enslavement. 

We might think similarly about the history of working women on television. A medium 
that depended on extraordinarily powerful female producers and executives—Lucille Ball, 
Donna Reed, Ann Sothern, Joan Davis, and others—could not permit these women to play 
themselves as themselves: successful businesswomen. Instead, the prevailing emphasis on 
getting women out of their wartime jobs and back into the home to be good consumers meant 
that television's women had to prnsent themselves as housewives only (or domestic laborers, 
if they were non-White), even if some, like Lucy, constantly struggled to get out. Thus the his-
tory of 1950s America becomes a pastoral vision of moms at home, despite the fact that by 
1960, 40 percent of American women worked outside the home, making up over a third of 
the total workforce, and the fact that in television many found powerful and influential 
careers. 

HISTORY AND NATION 

What determines which facets of the infinitely variable past are preserved and remembered, 
and which are forgotten and silenced? Here is where social power comes in, and with it an-
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other extremely relevant concept for the study of broadcasting: the nation. If you were born 
and raised in the United States, you have probably never thought about broadcasting as a spe-
cifically national medium. That is because you live in one of the most ethnocentric cultures in 
the world. We export our media products across the globe, and it is a rare country that has not 
had some experience with U.S. films, music, or television, not to mention similar products 
from other countries. 

In contrast, unless you are Latino/a and have tuned in to the growing world of Spanish-
language media, you have probably never experienced media made outside the United States 
except on an occasional basis—a recording from Brazil, perhaps, a movie from India, or a 
BBC show on public television. We Americans—meaning citizens of the United States—live 
in a cultural cocoon created by our own powerful media industries. Despite our reputation as 
a melting pot country where a myriad of cultures meet and adapt, and there is much truth to 
that, when it comes to television, in particular, we are extremely insular. When's the last time 
you saw a sitcom from Singapore, a soap opera from Mexico, a news report from Russia, a 
police drama from France? Yet citizens of most of these countries routinely watch news on 
CNN, reruns of Friends, the latest episode of The Bold and the Beautiful or NYPD Blue. They 
are learning much about our culture; we are woefully ignorant of theirs. 

Our Way 

Included in this ignorance is the indisputable fact that broadcasting, in particular, is deeply 
tied up in the nationalist project. That is, from the very beginning, as we shall see, control 
over broadcasting has been a crucial part of defining who we are as a nation, defending our 
national interests over those of other countries, ed creating a sense of our national heritage 
and historThis is also true for other nations; in fact, in virtually every other country in the 
world, radio (and later television) was considered such a vital part of national interest that it 
was put under the direct control of government and supported by public funds. Only in the 
United States was broadcasting permitted to be funded by private, commercial corporations 
through the sale of advertising time. Most other countries thought that was a crazy idea— 
just asking for social disorder and squandering a valuable national resource. But we did it 
our way. 

Our unique broadcasting history came about partially because of our lucky position as a 
very large country without much concern about competition for limited broadcasting fre-
quencies. or much worry that our two contiguous neighbors—Canada and Mexico—would 
infringe on our broadcasting territory. It was also a result of the deep-rooted American reluc-
tance to let the federal government make too many of our important decisions for us—and 
our equally strange willingness to let major corporations take on that role instead. 

One of the greatest utopian promises of the revolutionary new technology of radio in 
the 1920s was its ability to tie our vast and varied country together as a nation. Here was a 
medium through which a polyglot people could learn not only to speak proper English but 
also learn about their national heritage and just what it meant to be American. When televi-
sion came along, these promises were heightened. In 1941, David Sarnoff promised an eager 
nation that "The ultimate contribution of television will be its service towards unification of 
the life of the nation, and, at the same time, the greater development of the life of the in-
dividual."9 Even today, you must be a U.S. citizen to own a broadcasting station. (Witness 
Australian Rupert Murdoch's problems in this area when he purchased the Fox network.) 
Similarly, one of the strongest arguments used by the media industry to get the deregulatory 
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Telecommunications Act of 1996 passed was that only by these concessions could the U.S. 
industry remain a worldwide power and resist takeover by powerful foreign companies. 

Border and Identities 
As historians Joyce Appleby, Lynn Hunt, and Margaret Jacob point out in their book, Telling 
the Truth About History, an important aspect of the developing discipline of history in the 
United States and Europe—what they call "scientific history"—was its concern with demon-
strating and justifying the spread of Western knowledge and democratic nationalism.1° This 
nationalism is the defining focus of most history as we know it, as nationalism has been one of 
the prime motivating factors in the past events of the last two centuries. But, defining "nation" 
does not just mean fighting wars, instituting governments, and defending our borders against 
foreign encroachments; it also means shaping a notion of who we are and who we are not, of 
giving ourselves an identity as a nation apart from all others. 

This means that the structuring categories of identity within our national social system— 
those classifications and hierarchies that define each individual's role and allot his or her posi-
tion in life (most relevantly race, gender, ethnicity, sexuality, class)—are just as vital to our 
national history as laws, wars, and politics (the stuff of traditional historiography), as Appleby, 
Hunt, and Jacob argue. For instance, we can understand one of the central events of the 
twentieth-century, World War II, in two ways. The first is as a war ofertional borders: Ger-

f( many's attempt to take control of other countris and those couqtries' assisted defense o)  their 
national sovereignty. The other is as a war o interior borderslor identity: the attempt of a 
nation to assert a superior Aryan national iden *ty and to wipe out its Jewish citizens and oth-
ers who did not conform, those who provided the "other" category without which so-called 
Aryan identity could not exist. Borders and identities—these are the stuff of nations. And so 
they are the stuff of history. Equally, they are the stuff of broadcasting. 

This book, therefore, although conforming to the nationalist focus of broadcasting gen-
erally and confining most of its attention to the United States, constantly remains aware of 
that border and takes frequent glances across it, looking for what it excludes and leaves out. 
We'll attempt to always keep in mind that there is nothing natural about the way broadcasting 
developed in the United States (in fact, it is very different from the rest of the world) and let 
those comparisons and contrasts inform our analysis as we go along. 

Second, we'll trace the ways in which identity's interior borders have played such a cen-
tral role in the formation of broadcasting structures, programs, and practices. Race/ethnicity 
and gender, in particular, provide some of our culture's primary social strategies of classifica-
tion and stratification, in real life as on TV; we'll see how radio and television participated in 
dominant ways of thinking, used gender and race in their programs and industry structures, 
provided challenges to the dominant social system, and generally contributed to our ongoing 
social shifts of power. 

Finally, this book will look at radio and television as one of our nation's primary sites 
of cultural negotiation, dispute, confrontation, and consensus, a place where all of these 
things—nation, power, culture, history, identity—come together in a frequently infuriating 
and always fascinating melange of sounds, images, and endless discussion. Just to kick things 
off, our second Connection looks at a particularly exotic example of broadcasting's "woollier" 
side to examine what happens when radio, populism, power, knowledge, and nation engage in 
a border skirmish. 
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Connection The Strange Case of Dr. Brinkley 

Starting in 1923, residents of a good part of the state of Kansas were treated to a new experience, car-

ried over the astounding new medium of radio. They heard themselves addressed Ike this: "You men, 

why are you holding back? You know you're sick, you know your prostate's infected and diseased. . . . 

Well, why do you hold back? Why do you twist and squirm around the old cocklebur .... when I am offer-

ing you these low rates, this easy work, ttm lifetime-guarantee- of- service plan? Come at once to the 

Brinkley Hospital before it is everlastingly too late." 11 This was only one small part of the pitch made over 

radio station KFKB (for Kansas Folks Know Best, "The Sunshine Station in the Heart of the Nation") by 

John Romulus Brinkley, " M.D., Ph.D., M.0 , LL.D., D.P.H., Sc.D.. Lieutenant, U.S. Naval Reserves; mem-

ber, National Geographic Society." Though most of these degrees and distinctions had been achieved at 

less than distinguished institutions (such as the Bennett Eclectic Medical School in Chicago) or through 

outright purchase, Brinkley had by the early 1920s built up a considerable practice centered around his 

miracle cure for "male trouble': the implantation of goat glands from special Toggenburg goats (known 

otherwise for their wooi, but this was not what interested Brinkley) into the testicles of patients experi-

encing such symptoms as "No pep. A flat tire." Brinkley's hospital adjoined a flourishing stock farm so 

that, as historians Gene Fowler and Bill Crawford describe, "transplant recipients could stroll among the 
frisky bucks and take their choice." 12 

In 1923, Brinkley was awarded one of the first radio station licenses in Kansas, based in the small 

town of Milford where the Brinkley Hospital was located. The station schedule included a typical assort-

ment of musical performances and "talks," including three medica' lectures a day by the good doctor. 
Soon he added another feature, The Medical Question Box, on which he read letters from listeners seek-

ing medical advice, diagnosed his listeners' ailments over the air, and recommended patented medi-

cines—prescribed by number—that they could obtain from one of the 1,500 certified members of the 

Brinkley Pharmaceutical Association across the country. Patients began to streani into Milford for the 

relief the doctor provided; the town's post office could barely handle the volume of mail that poured in. 
The new medium of radio had created one of its first regional stars. A survey done by the Radio Times in 

192 °flounced KFKB "the most popular radio station in Amenca." 13 

ut Brinkley was on a collision course with both the FRC (the Federal Radio Commission, the FCC's 

precursor) and the powerful American Medical Association (which Brokley reviled on air as the "Amateur 

Meatcutters' Association"UWhen KFKB was given an upgrade to 5000 watts while the Kansas City Sta.'s 
application to take its station to equal power was denied, the newspaper launched an exposé of Brink-

ley's medical  franchise. Their investigation was buttressed by the ongoing public accusations of medical 
quackery against Brinkley made by Dr. Morris Fishbein, head of the AMA, which was beginning its suc-

cessful drive for the professionalization of the practice of medicine. Soon the FRC reversed its previously 

tolerant stance and in late 1929 revoked Brinkley's license, charging that he was in fact operating a 

point-to-point service for commercial purposes and not a proper broadcasting station in the public inter-

est. The Kansas Medical Board revoked Brinkley's medical license a few months later. 

Brinkley—known simply as "Doctor" by everyone, even his wife—fought back by running a write-in 
campaign for governor of Kansas in 1930, using the slogan " Let's Pasture the Goats on the Statehouse 

Lawn." His campaign was a model of populist appeal; Gene Fowler and Bill Crawford claim that later 

Southern politicians Huey Long and W. Lee "Pappy" O'Daniel (another radio sage) would use Brinkley's 
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Brinkley's audience was overwhelmingly working class and rural. Radio brought considerable 
novelty to their lives. 

example in their successful campaigns :n Louisiana and Texas, respectively. 14 Here Brinkley deviates 

from the picture of the lovable quack (after all, in the 1930s the AMA was still promoting tobacco use 
as safe and recommending that pregiant women drink alcohol) and into the dark side of the power of 

radio populism: bigotry and aqti-Semitism. Jason Loviglio explores the links Brinkley's political speeches 

made between the health of the "red-blooded American man" and the attempts by Hollywood and Jews 

("they of the circumcision") to "emasculate" true (White Protestant) Americans. 15 These less-than-virile 

qualities would rater be associated in Brinkley's increasingly fascist diatribes with the New Deal, com-

munists, income taxes, and federal and professional regulators generally. 

By all rights Brinkley should have won the 1930 governor's race; his write- in votes carried him to the 

win, but his politica, opponents pressed a case that invalidated over 50,000 ballots that did not have his 

name written down exactly as "J. R. Brinkley" (as opposed to " Dr. Brinkley" or simply "Doctor") Rejected 

by his country's national institutions—federal, state, and professional—despite his considerable and 

continuing popular support, Brinkley made a move that defied the national basis of broadcasting and 

revealed radio's inherently subversive character: He determined to coplinue broadcasting into 

national territory from the safety of Mexico. Opening up his pioneering 'corder blaster" station XER in 

Villa Acuña, Mexico, just across the Rio Grande from Del Rio, Texas, Brinkley capitalized both on the 

ican government's desire to use these stations to forge a more equitable frequency agreement with the 
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United States and on the unique nation-defying capability of radio. As Brinkley observed, " Radio waves 
pay no attention to lines on a map." 16 

XER (later renamed XERA) sprang to life with 50,000 watts, later upped to 150,000, then to 

500,000, and eventually to an unbelievable 1 million watts of powe- (the highest permitted in the United 

States at the time was 50,000)ehis allowed it to reach most of the continental United Stat71 at a favor-

able position on the dial right between popular stations WGN Chicago and WSB Atlanta. It developed into 

not only a showcase for the doctor's flourishing medical practice but for a host of other popular cultural 

forms either outlawed or marginalized by sanctioned U.S. broadcasting: fortune telinq, astrology, the 

radio equivalent of personals columns, d,jrect selling to listeners, hillbilly Jearly countryyand Mexjcan 

music, and fundamentalist preachers of uncertain denominatipn. Brinkley himself expanded into other 

metal concerns, including one recommendation with which he was years ahead of the AMA: " If you 
have high blood pressure, watch your diet. Eat no salt at all." 17 

But the forces of sanctioned knowledge—in this case, medical—could reacn even where broad-

castng regulations couldn't. In March 1939 Dr. Fishbein published a series of articles in the AMA publi-

cation Hygeia called " Modern Medical Charlatans," in which Brinkley played a featured role. Brinkley filed 

suit against Fishbein and the AMA for libel, but the tide had begun to turn. Despite an outpouring of pop-

ular support, the case was lost, and soon the fickle public came forward with a host of lawsuits against 

the doctor. Not long after, the Mexican government, having finally reached a better frequency allocation 

agreement with the United States, closed down the station. 

The demise of Dr. Brinkley's astonishing career did not bring a halt to the world of the "border 

blasters." Many similar stations continued to operate into the 1970s and 1980s, bringing a host of cur-

rently illegitimate or unauthorized programs and voices into U.S. airspace, and providIng a forum where 

figures ' ace the legendary DJ Wolfman Jack and the charismatic Black preacher Reverend Ike could thrill 

with a touch of the forbidden. Today their nheritors are mostly Spanish-language stations, still bringing 

a different cultural voice across national boundaries and pointing up the contradictions that the advent of 

broadcasting introduced to an apprehensive nation: A medium that knows no boundaries is bound and 

restrained by national laws and regulation; a medium that reaches the public directly and effectively cre-

ates an equally pressing desire to direct and control it; a medium that holds out democratic promise falls 

under the sway of racist demagogues Broadcasting must, by law, operate within the public interest— 

but what if it's goat glands the public really wants? 

The story of Dr. Brinkley encapsulates the way that  radio became a focal point for ques-
tions of nations and borders knowledfrrs and i(lentities_ authoribtive powor and the threat of 
jincontrolled populism.  It is a story that is omitted or downplayed in most accounts of U.S. 
broadcasting because it concerns culture literally at the margins of dominant history: pushed 
across the border, excluded, maverick, unofficial, and unsanctioned. It concerns an area of 
culture (many would be unwilling to give it that name) that falls far outside the places and 
spaces where culture is usually created. Situated in small-town rural America, appealing to 
the uneducated working classes, addressing them in ways not approved of by such elite insti-
tutions as the AMA but that clearly speaks to their innermost fears and hopes, mobilizing eth-
nocentr'.c racist appeals that created an "us" that was embattled, misunderstood, sick, and 
tired—Dr. Brinkley and his brethren on the border made connections via the miracle 
medium of radio that the larger society could not tolerate. ts His story shows us where the bor-
ders of broadcasting culture are, and Nvho gets to draw them. 
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CONCLUSION 

es>94" 

Thus history is not the mere writing down of static, dead events in a fixed chronology. Rather, 
it is a continuous and interactive process, constantly taken up, shaken up, revised, and utilized 
by people in the here and now, including the readers of this book. When it comes to broad-
casting, we will see that the same issues of inclusion and exclusion, of fact and fiction, of bor-
ders and identities, of empowered and silenced voices that play such a vital role in the making 
of history also form the significant forces in the development of radio and television. As we 
begin with an examination of the cultural milieu from which broadcasting arose, we will be 
looking at the currents of power swirling around radio's imagination, invention, deployment, 
and use. The central task will be to make the connections that help to explain why radio, tele-
vision, and newer technologies developed as they did. We can also begin to imagine the con-
nections that failed: the technological potential that was suppressed, the programs that never 
made it to a wider audience, the possibilities for a different kind of interaction with broad-
casting that were shunted off to one side or actively discouraged. In addition, we'll examine 
the ways that our culture devised to think about this new set of phenomena: the discursive 
patterns that encouraged thinking and talking about radio in some ways and not in others, and 
the hopes and fears that engendered them. 

Throughout, be looking for the gaps in this history, the questions that you have that go 
unaddressed here, or the issues that don't get fully explored. Then, make your own interven-
tion into history. Each chapter will include lists of further reading and other sources of infor-
mation, such as Web sites, that can be mined for current and historical information. This book 
sets out some guideposts for a tour through the almost 100-year-old existence of our culture's 
most central and controversial medium. It is up to each one of us to take these signs and inter-
pretations, connect them, and make them into history. 
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CHAPTER 

BEFORE BROADCASTING 

W here does a cultural history of U.S. broadcasting start? It would be easy to begin with 
the invention of radio, because this is the basic technological breakthrough that al-

lowed broadcasting to emerge onto the cultural scene. From there we could trace radio's pro-
gression and evolution until it attained its current state of perfection in the 1990s. But wait: 
What we've just sketched is the typical progress narrative, by which a certain phenomenon 
springs into existence; undergoes a pattern of "natural" growth based on its "essential" quali-
ties; is improved upon, updated, and advanced; and arrives at some equally arbitrary stopping 
point. By this narrative, once movies were invented, they got better and better until they 
became the Hollywood film industry today. Automobiles just had to evolve the way they did, 
and now have reached technological fulfillment in, say, the Dodge Caravan. In radio, one 
clever invention followed another, leading inevitably to the exact kind of radio and television 
that we have now. This kind of story has a certain charm—it can be made easily into television 
documentaries, for example, like Ken Burns' recent Empire of the Air. Yet it closes off histor-
ical investigation in some important ways: From what cultural milieu did the invention spring, 
and what problems did it promise to solve? How were some potential uses of this new tech-
nology privileged and others discouraged? Could it be that progress in one direction shuts 
down development in another? 

Empire of the Air also rovides an excellent example of another trope of historical writ-
ing: theÜreat man" narrativ By this popular historical device, radio's invention and prog-
ress stems from the actions ora handful of extraordinarily powerful, creative, and influential 
men (and they are almost always men). Their actions, personal characteristics, feuds, deci-
sions, and genius determine the direction of history. They are the ones who identify the pri-
mary potential inherent in the new technology and personally direct its "natural" growth. In 
Burns' entertaining 1992 PBS film, we are told the history of radio through the personas of 
three figures: inventor and con man Lee De Forest; rags-to-riches RCA chairman David 
Sarnoff; and eccentric, thwarted technological genius Edwin Howard Armstrong. Certainly 
these men were important individuals whose position, farsightedness, or talent thrust them 
to the forefront of events and who did indeed exert a strong and lasting influence on the his-
tory of radio. 

Yet we forget that those on the tip of the iceberg of history are held up by other people 
and events of the past, those not receiving so much attention. We might justifiably turn our 
attention to the events and circumstances that produced these men and their achievements, 

16 
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and that discouraged or obscured other participants in radio's development. David Sarnoff's 
role as untiring radiotelegraph operator, relaying news of the Titanic disaster (somewhat 
embellished by the RCA chairman in later years), could not have played out without technical, 
legislative, cultural, and social developments that set the scene for his starring performance. 

What was the context for radio's development? Out of what mixture of social, cultural, 
and technological forces did radio emerge—not only as a machine, but as a practice? Who 
decided that we needed a technology that could make sounds fly invisibly through the air, to 
be received at a great distance by those with the right kind of technological know-how? What 
surrounding social and cultural circumstances influenced the ways that this technology devel-
oped and was put into use? And was the development of radio always a straightforward pro-
gression? If so, progress for whom? 

These questions take us back in time, to a period shortly after the turn of the twentieth 
century and before the first world war. This is not a dead and long-past period, as we might 
think from our position in a new century, but a vital time whose concerns and interests touch 
us even today. We are not so very different from our great-great-grandparents. We wormy 
about the same things (new technolog's threat to children, the fear of social disorder), we 
share the same interests (the lives of celebrities, salacious true stories of our fellow citizens' 
misdeeds), and we struggle with similar problems (immigration, intolerance, the economy, 
warring nations). U.S. radio came into being at a particular time, in the particular social stew 
of the Progressive era, and it is here that we venture to trace the multiple roots of broadcast-
ing history 
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Society Hot only continues to exist by transmission, by communication, but it may fairly be 
said to exist in transmission, in communication. There is more than a verbal tie between the 
words common, community and communication. Men [sic] live in a community in virtue of 
the things they have in common; and communication is the way in which they come to pos-
sess things in common.' 

In our nostalgia for the past—demonstrated, for example, by our glorification of a handful of 
1950s sitcoms as icons of a better time—we tend to think of years gone by as a more inno-
cent, more stable, less troubled time than today. Things were better back then. In the words 
of the opening song of Norman Lear's famous seventies sitcom All in the Family, "Those 
were the days." 

In fact, we are probably describing our feelings about our own idealized childhood more 
than any particular historical period. If even the 1950s in the United States—a period of rela-
tive affluence and stability, though not quite of Donna Reed proportions—can be said to have 
its dark underbelly, then the period from 1890 to 1920 in this country might be said to resem-
ble hell on earth: children 8 and 10 years old working at heavy machinery for 12 hours a day; 
no Social Security for older folks who might end their days in poorhouses; a higher crime rate 
than at any time until the 1970s; Jim Crow laws in full force and about 70 lynchings per year 
in the South and Midwest; a full-fledged Ku Klux Klan campaign against Catholics, with 
crosses burning on church lawns; no poverty programs; and starving immigrants arriving at 
our ports to find not streets paved with gold but a hard land indeed. 
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Immigration and Nativism 
More than any other factor, it was the force of immigration that turned these decades at the 
beginning of the twentieth century upside down. People from all countries streamed into the 
United States at a greater rate than ever before. More than 30 million immigrants, many from 
southern and eastern Europe, left their homes for the new country during this 30-year period. 
Immigration reached a peak in 1907 when almost 1.3 million new Americans disembarked on 
our shores, at a time when the country's total population was less than 100 million. By 1910, 
the percentage of foreign-born people residing in the United States had reached 14.5 per-
cent, the highest by far in this century. (In 1970 the figure was 4.3 percent; by 1999 it had 
risen to 10 percent.) In a country with only a tenuous hold on a national sense of identity and 
unified culture, this influx of millions of people with different languages, cultural traditions, 
religions, politics, and ways of thinking created an unprecedented feeling of social disruption 
and instability. Nativist organizations and movements sprang up, such as the Ku Klux Klan 
and the America First party, dedicated to upholding a White western European supremacist 
position to keep the forces of "difference" in their place. 

This period was also marked by a population shift from country to city. In 1880, over 70 
percent of the population lived on farms or in rural areas; by 1920 that proportion was down 
to less than 50 percent, and urban residents constituted the majority of the population. Living 
conditions in America's cities reached a new crisis of crowding, disease, crime, and poverty. 
African Americans continued to be treated as not fully American, as their right to vote, find 
decent employment, and expect fair and equitable application of laws were systematically vio-
lated. Many left their Southern farms and small towns for the promised better life in North-
ern cities. Asian Americans, who could not even own property by law, gathered in the cities of 
the West Coast and New York. 

Progressive Intervention 

In response to these widespread problems, a movement of social intervention and remedia-
tion sprang up. Sometimes called the Progressive movement, its theorists and practitioners 
believed that the only way to ameliorate these dire conditions was through a scientific 
approach to people and their problems, combining sociological study and analysis with social 
work, education, and legislative reform. John Dewey, quoted above, was a major Progressive 
theorist; Jane Addams and her Hull House workers applied Progressive thought to the immi-
grant neighborhoods and streets of Chicago. Rather than simply reject the "foreigners" in 
their midst and retreat to the hostile racism of the nativist movement, Progressives believe 
that America's strength lay in its uccessful assimilation of the diverse cultural currents 
swirling through the country. Not only White middle-class Protestants subscribed to Progres-
sive values; these years also mark the birth of such organizations as the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), Marcus Garvey's Universal Negro Im-
provement Association, the General Federation of Women's Clubs, the National Consumer's 
League, and the National Association of Colored Women. 

These groups understood that communication was one of the pritnary, most essential fac-
tors in assimilation, progress, and democracy. Immigrants could not become true Americans, 
could not arrive at an understanding of and appreciation for their new lives as citizens of a 
democracy, without communication. African American and other ethnic and racial groups 
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could not bring their message to the wider public without techniques of publicity and discus-
sion. Similarly; established White citizens could not be brought to a full understanding of 
other cultures' and races' rights without information and connection. Although education was 
the primary means to bring the nation together, especially for the children of the immigrants, 
another way to reach all Americans was through the popular media. Communication would 
help to create a common culture and a sense of community. Progressives were the first group 
to theorize the media's social effects and to include it in their social platforms. The way that 
radio was received and understood when it entered the picture owes much to Progressive 
concerns. 

The Woman Problem 

One more socially progressive yet destabilizing issue in the late 1800s and early 1900s was the 
push for women's rights. The women's suffrage movement has a long history in this country, 
dating back as far as the American Revolution but coming into widespread debate in the years 
before and after the Civil War. Despite many setbacks and delays, by the second decade of 
the twentieth century women had achieved a significant amount of political progress. Several 
Western states had already granted women the right to vote, and the push for a federal 
amendment to the Constitution was about to reach fruition. On August 26, 1920, this law 
would finally be passed, but until that time and even after, the question of women's status and 
rights remained a perplexing and troubling issue. 

Many of the assumptions on which our nation was founded—the separation of public 
and private spheres, the gendering of labor, the control of reproduction, the ownership of 
economic assets, ideas about men's and women's essential differences—were thrown into dis-
array by the very idea of women exercising their opinions in the public space of politics. To 
admit women to the polling booths was not a mere technicality of law but an admission that 
beliefs underlying many aspects of American life might need to be reconsidered. Further-
more, the new media expanding throughout the country—popular books and magazines, 
films, the penny press (much of it addressed to women as the quintessential purchasers of 
goods for the family)—gave women's voices and experiences a new public life. Suffragists may 
have been the first political action group to incorporate media coverage and publicity as vital 
elements of their organizing work. Through posters; events staged for news coverage; promo-
tional materials such as buttons, ribbons, and even Kewpie dolls; and several long-standing 
feminist newspapers such as the Woinan's Journal, the first-wave women's movement recog-
nized the value of communication media and used it successfully to win their objectives. 
Radio would continue this tradition of feminized address and open up more areas of debate 
and controversy. 

The War to End All Wars 

The new popular media also played a large role in the domestic context of World War I. The 
nationalist fervor stirred up by the need to mobilize a nation for war grew out of the pressures 
of immigration and nativism; in many ways those pressures were brought to a boiling point by 
the war's demand for unity. As historian Robert Wiebe, in particular, points out, the United 
States remained a "segmented society" into the early teens.2 Immigrants lived in ethnic 
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enclaves in city and country, spoke their own language, often sent money home, and even 
returned home again themselves in numbers far greater than popular memory recalls. But 
the war provoked a need for all to declare themselves as "American" and to forsake their for-
eign ways—not in the gentle, assimilatory manner prescribed by the Progressives but with 
loyalty oaths, denial of ethnic heritage, and expulsion if necessary. Frankfurters became hot 
dogs, Dachshunds were renamed "liberty hounds," and German-language papers were 
forcibly shut down. Immigrants from eastern Europe and Russia, in particular, were viewed 
with deep suspicion. As would occur later with World War II, the spirit of isolationism ran 
high: Why should we get involved in Europe's problems? In response, war hawks stepped up 
their nationalist rhetoric. 

On April 6, 1917, President Wilson declared America's involvement in a war that had 
been raging in Europe since 1914. One week later, he named newspaper editor George Creel 
to head the Committee on Public Information, the first organized propaganda effort spon-
sored by the U.S. government using modern communications media. The Creel committee 
not only censored what newspapers could print about the U.S. war effort but became the 
main source for what could and could not be said about the war. The committee also had the 
power to request the cooperation of the advertising industry, which complied by creating a 
highly successful campaign to sell war to the American public. Critics (on both the nativist 
right and the pacifist left) wondered if marketing techniques weren't overwhelming careful, 
rational thought and worried about the susceptibility of the masses to such a coordinated pro-
paganda effort. In this politicized environment of fear and suspicion arose some of the first 
studies of media's effects on public opinion. 

THE RISE OF POPULAR MEDIA 

From 1890 to 1920, American popular media blossomed like, some would say, weeds on a hot 
day. Scientific inventions and technological improvements—such as the telegraph, telephone, 
mechanized printing, photography and rotogravure processes, and the nascent motion pic-
ture—led to an explosion in numbers, forms, and types of media by the 1910s. A correspond-
ing' e in advertising enabled a new form of financial support and dissemination for popular 
media. From the earlier period of the colonial press, when only the wealthy could afford 
books and newspapers, the rise of advertising-based media combined with technological 
developments to bring affordable books, magazines, newspapers, and other printed and pic-
torial material into the reach of almost every household. 

It also brought a shift in the purpose and addrqss of the media: From organs of opinion 
published by and for the wealthy and educated elitekie media became pmkr—directed at 
the 'co J;aj1.2c .1 people, reflecting their concerns and interests, using forms of ad&ess and com-
munication that they could understand and enj9À Businesses with goods to sell paid to have 
ads for their products placed in newspapers, magazines, and even in books and films. This 
source of revenue allowed publishers to charge the public very low prices, often only a few 
pennies. The public, for its part of the bargain, accepted advertising material as part of the 
information and entertainment they received. The advertising-based method of finance also 
meant that more people than ever before could be reached by one publication. This feature is 
what made commercial media profitable, but it also led to increasing fears of how easily such 
mass audiences might be influenced or manipulated. These fears would play a large role in 
the early debates over radio. 
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Press and Magazines 

It was the steam-driven printing press that allowed the first form of popular media to emerge: 
the penny press of the 1830s_ Samuel Morse's pioneering development of the telegraph in the 
1840s enabled the nascent press industry to expand the reach and breadth of its reporting— 
to make almost instantaneous connection with all different parts of the countiy—and soon the 
popular press spread like wildfire. By 1915 over 2,300 daily newspapers appeared in English 
in American cities and towns and over 150 in foreign languages. Most cities had at least two 
competing papers, and major cities like New York and Chicago boasted more papers than an 
individual reader could get through in a day. Competition spawned controversy; new media 
entrepreneurs like William Randolph Hearst (later the subject of Orson Welles' famous film 
Citizen Kane) introduced sensationalized crime stories, muckraking reports of corruption in 
high places, and an emphasis on emotional stories that were believed to appeal to the female 
audience these papers courted. In reply, Adolph Ochs' sedate New York Times attempted a 
cooler, more intellectual journalism marked by newly developing standards of objectivity and 
journalistic neutrality. 

By the teens another form of journalism had arrived: the smaller format and heavily pic-
torial tabloids, led by New York's Illustrated Daily News. Patterned after successful British 
papers of this ilk, the tabloids developed a combination of sensational headlines, prurient pic-
tures, gossip, scandal, and news that related to common people's daily lives. They would soon 
become the most widely circulated publications in America's largest cities, providing a per-
spective shunned by more respectable dailies. Similarly, the nation's African American minor-
ity supported a flourishing Black press, led by influential papers like the Chicago Deferwler, 
the Pittsburgh Courier, and New York's Amsterdam News. Largely excluded from coverage in 
White newspapers, the U.S.'s Black and ethnic communities depended on papers like these to 
represent their points of view, cover issues from their perspective and in their communities, 
and crusade for social and political reform. 

Magazines developed at an equal pace. Aided not only by printing technology and adver-
tising revenue but also by an 1879 reduction in postal rates, magazines tended more than 
newspapers to specialize by audience and subject matter and also to address their public as 
national rather than local. Early magazines such as Godey's Ladies Book and St. Nicholas 
focused on women and children's interests, respectively. Others, such as Harper's Monthly, 
the Literary Digest, and The Atlantic Monthly, served a relatively highbrow general public 
with social, literary, and political context. They were later challenged by more popular titles 
like The Saturday Evening Post, McClure's, and The Ladies' Home Journal that combined 
muckraking social commentary with fiction, fashion, and features. These new middlebrow 
journals boasted circulations in the hundreds of thousands, creating a new national audience 
that could be mobilized behind serious social issues. Many credit the passage of the Pure 
Food and Drug Act of 1906, which curtailed the activities of some of publishing's heaviest 
advertisers, with crusading magazine journalism. 

However, not all popular journals proved so highminded. A host of specialized magazines 
sprang up in the late teens and twenties, often tied to other popular culture phenomena. 
Movies propagated film glossies like Photoplay and Motion Picture Stories, which told tales of 
the stars' personal lives to their fascinated fans. Physical fitness maven Beniarr Macfadden 
founded a media empire with titles like True Story and True Crime. These extremely popular 
publications featured accounts of illicit romance, moral dilemmas, and assorted walks on 
the wild side, all told as "true stories" in the first person by "ordinary" members of the public. 
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Stories were selected by an editorial board that reflected the audience: "numerous girl read-
ers, including stenographers, dancing teachers, and even wrestlers, who were instructed to 
read not for style or good taste, but `for interest,' and to rate a manuscript on a scale of 90 to 
100, depending on how they felt while reading it."3 

Advertising Agencies 
The rise of advertising-based media both depended on and itself produced a corresponding 
rise in the profession of advertising. From brokers who bought a certain amount of page 
space in each city's dailies and weeklies and then peddled the space to businesses to advertise 
their products, advertising grew into a flourishing profession. The first true advertising agen-
cies were founded in the 1880s, offering not only media placement but design and execution 
of advertising campaigns, market research, and growing professional expertise. By 1920, busi-
nesses spent over $3 billion a year on advertising, a good portion of that in the popular media. 
It was a profession relatively open to women, because women purchased so many of the prod-
ucts to be pitched. A number of women trained in the suffragist movement directed their 
experience with publicity and persuasion into the advertising profession. One of the earliest 
successful agencies—and one that employed many former suffrage crusaders—was the 
J. Walter Thompson firm, founded in 1878 and still thriving today. We will encounter this 
agency in an important role later in our story. 

Music, Vaudeville, and Film 
The urbanization of the United States, in turn, further strengthened an already booming pop-
ular entertainment establishment. Music halls, vaudeville circuits, music publishing, and the 
new nickelodeons and small film theaters brought aural and visual culture into easy reach of 
urban residents; expanding vaudeville "wheels" or circuits, film chains, and the growing music 
business extended popular culture's reach even into the hinterlands. These entertainments, 
even more than print, had an enormous appeal for arriving immigrants, because the barrier of 
language was lessened and the opportunities for participation increased. 

Music has always played an important role in American life, but before the advent of 
recordings and radio, people had to make it themselves. If any aspect of popular culture can 
be said to have suffered at the hands of new technology, it is the world of the amateur musi-
cian. Before the 1920s, if you wanted to prolong the delicious experience of hearing the lat-
est tunes performed on the stage by a touring vaudeville troupe, you had to purchase the 
sheet music and play it yourself, perhaps accompanied by friends and relatives. Barbershop 
quartets and amateur chamber music formed an important part of social life, entertaining 
the whole community from the bandstand in the park or on the street corner in good 
weather. Music publishing was an expanding and vital industry, with millions of copies of 
sheet music sold each year. Thus music publishers and talent bookers put out much of early 
radio's programming. The phonograph, expanded and abetted by the radio, would soon 
change all that. 

In America's teens and twenties,çyaudevilrelprovided a range of popular entertain-
ments—from singers and dancers to juggling acte, comedians, pet tricks, acrobatics, comic 
and dramatic skits, burlesque, musical acts, minstrel shows, operatic shorts, silent films, and 
ventriloquists—to cities large and small. From the premiere theaters of Broadway to the giant 
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Orpheum and Keith circuits to tiny local theaters and open air venues, America went crazy 
for vaudeville as the main entertainment in town. Many theaters featured talent nights, where 
Ámembers of the community could try out their own skills as performers. Stars such as Fanny 
•ABrice, Jack Benny, Fred Allen, and George Burns and Gracie Allen got their start this way; 
vaudeville entertainment existed in and of the communities that embraced it, not located in a 
distant Hollywood. Though it constantly struggled for respectability and was never embraced 
by espousers of high culture, it was America's main showcase of popular culture from the 
1860s until radio brought it down in the 1930s. Revived briefly by early televisinnk variety 
shows in the 1950s, it is now only a distant memory 

One threat that vaudeville fairly successfully weathered was that of film. It helped that 
early movies were silent. From their beginnings in the short novelty pieces of the first decade 
to the development of longer narratives, cinematic techniques, and popular stars in the teens, 
the movies had become an established national industry by the post-war years. By 1922, over 
40 million people attended the movies weekly, and Mary Pickford (America's Sweetheart), 
D. W Griffith, Charlie Chaplin, and Lillian Gish were household names. The major motion 
picture companies still with us today were founded during this period: United Artists, Fox, 
MGM, Paramount, Warner Bros., Columbia, Universal. Film, vaudeville, the popular theater, 
and the music business fed off one another's talent and creative energy; it was common for a 
vaudeville star to make films, publish sheet music, and perform on stage, just as film stars 
moved around on this entertainment juggernaut in a variety of venues. Soon radio would 
elbow its way into these cozy relationships. 

Early films often formed part of the vaudeville lineup; later, as special motion picture 
theaters were built, "going to the movies" usually meant seeing not only one feature film but 
a series of comic shorts, cartoons, newsreels, a serial or two, perhaps a stage spectacle based 
on the main feature (in a major city), and finally the feature itself, all accompanied by a full 
orchestra, a theater organ, or at the very least a pianist. The special effects may have been 
minimal, but as an event, movie going could not be beat. In ethnic neighborhoods, silent 
movies were often accompanied by a narrator translating the title cards and providing a run-
ning commentary in the local language. Young people, in particular, found at the movies a 
glimpse of a more affluent, glamorous life than the local neighborhood or strict old-world tra-
ditions allowed. Parents began to worry that the movies were corrupting the morals of their 
sons and daughters by exposing them to dangerous Hollywood ways. And indeed, several 
studies have shown that young women from immigrant families, in particular, used popular 
culture as a way of breaking out of the strict roles prescribed by traditional family and social 
structures.4 

Sports and Spectacle 

Many other popular activities vied with the media for the public's attention and leisure time, 
some of which provided material for broadcasting. Organized sports, growing in popularity 
since the 1880s, represented a major leisure-time activity, especially for men and boys. The 
Progressive spirit, which had always emphasized the benefits of physical activity and fitness, 
recommended sports such as baseball as excellent outlets and conveyors of good social values 
for young men of the immigrant and lower classes. Other nations felt similar pressures. The 
Olympic games were revived in 1886, based on the ancient Greek ideal of bringing athletes 
from many nations together to compete. The first professional sports leagues were organized 
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in the late LN Os, providing an entertaining spectacle for the male public. Other leisure-time 
facilities included amusement parks, parks and playgrounds, dance halls, dime museums, and 
even the new palaces of consumption—department stores. This is the popular culture milieu 
from which broadcasting sprang. 

PROGRESSION AND REPRESSION 

The Invention of Mass Culture " 
Not everyone looked upon this explosion of popular culture with delight. The terms mass cul-
ture and mass communication began to appear in discussions of current social trends, with 
overtones of faceless, threatening mobs overwhelming individualism and self-control. In the 
context of social disruption related above regarding immigration, it is not surprising that Pro-
gressive thinking had its repressive side. These strange, foreign, or different people should 
not be hated, reviled, and rejected; rather, they should be educated, brought into the fold of 
Americanness, and shown the higher path. This could only happen, many well-intentioned 
reformers felt, by teaching them how to suppress their baser savage instincts (any tastes and 
a bits different from tlose of upper-middle-class western European Americans) in favor of 
anctioned high culture' Organizations like Anthony Comstock's New York Society for the 
Suppression of Vice patfolled burlesque theaters, dance halls, and workmen's clubs, while 
social workers attempted to turn city youth's attention away from the temptations of movies, 
jazz, and confession magazines, and toward a sphere of "higher" art and entertainment. 

The term e91so had political implications; it was a term employed by economic theo-
rist Karl Marx to refer to "fir people," the laboring proletariat, who he argued would eventu-
ally rise u a overthrow th d e ominant capitalist order. Between 1911 and 1917, it was the 
title of an influential political journal in the United States, The Masses, which espoused a pro-
gressive socialist agenda and, in the years leading up to World War I, took a decisive pacifist 
stance. In the jingoistic years of the war and the Communism scare that followed, the term 
mass became associated with radical politics and Reds by middle-class defenders of the 
American mainstream.@ass culture...4,as often consi4ered to be the suspect terrain of immi-
grants, militant labor unions, and Communists and (hence represented a clear and present 
dangei--in the words of the 1918 Sedition Act—to established order and control. Much 
more than the equivalent term popular culture, which would not gain widespread use until 
after World War II, mass culture and mass communication are terms that date from the con-
flicted late teens and early twenties of the twentieth century and denote a deep uneasiness 
with populist democracy and technological progress. 

High and Low in the Culture Wars 
Not surprisingly, these are the same years during which American culture consolidated the 
bifurcation of culture that had begun in the late 1800s into "high culture" and "low culture," 
as historian Lawrence Levine describes.5 Even as popular media disseminated its low, mass, 
often vulgar forms to a growing lowbrow public, other institutions created a separate and ele-
vated sphere for the more legitimate high forms favored by educated western European 
elites. Opera houses, symphony halls, "legitimate" theaters, museums, and libraries simulta-
neously preserved higher forms from the taint of the popular market and restricted admission 
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to those able to appreciate (and afford) such fine arts; yet they also provided a way for those 
from more humble backgrounds to educate themselves, elevate their tastes and aspirations, 
and hence achieve a form of upward social mobility. 

The notion of taste crept into social discourse. Carefully distanced from economic, social, 
or political terms, taste was something each individual might possess ( theoretically) regardless 
of class, gender, or race, but the determination of what constituted good taste and had taste 
cou on ve To show the limits of taste as a cultural stan ar —an to 
give just one example of the first outbreak of the culture wars of this century—we'll look at 
jazz—one of the most compelling and threatening musical forms ever to emerge from the 
rich cultural stew of twentieth-century American culture. 

Connection The Scandal of Jazz 

In 1917, according to a report in the venerable penny press The New York Sun, a new kind of sound agi-
tated the ears of White Americans. Writer Walter Kingsley reported a conversation he'd had with vaude-

ville impressario Florenz Ziegfeld, who described how his "Ziegfeld girls" had encountered a kind of 

music they'd never heard before on a tour to Cuba. These strange sounds "put little dancing devils in 
their legs, made their bodies swing and sway, set their lips to humming and their trigers to snapping."6 

Ziegfeld quickly made use of a new technology that allowed him to avoid the perils of travel and bring the 

music to him: He commissioned a recording from the Victor phonograph company, who sent a technician 

"down there" and brought back what this one, highly biased, account called the `irst strains of jazz in 

America. Zieeeld featured the new music .n his next Broadway Toles," and the rest is history. 

'n fact,tzz was an American invention..› it is significant that Ziegfeld's highly self-serving histor-

ical narrative displaces it offshore— across the horrier—to Cie. Historians have ong debated the ori-

gins of jazz as a musical form, with little consensus, except that it emerged from the Black communities 

of the South, migrated north, and via the expanding popular culture industry began to reach a wider— 

and WhIer—audience in the late teens and early twenties. By the late twenties White musicians and 

bandleaders had begun to appropriate the form, tilendinci it with morLFitropean rmicir.al trarlitinng tn 
create the Biq Band sound so nopilar ouariy main  

Aiding this process was the invention of our first medium ot recorded sound: the phonograph. 

Thomas Edison figures as the primary innovator in the technology of capturing sound through its ana-

logue transformation into magnetic signals embedded in wax on a cylinder, later refined into a flat disk 

made of acetate. Early phonographs could both record and play. as the needle on a long arm either put 

down or picked up concentric tracks of magnetic translations of sound waves that were either drawn in 

or amplified outward by a large trumpet horn. The impact of recorded sound on the spread of nonmain-

stream music cannot be overstated. It is one of the first technologies that allowed music and sounds 

from far-off or Eocially isolated places to be brought to the wider society'›ithout the observer having to 

travel there, or bring the mus cians into places where they weren't particularly wanted, or force the 

music to suffer translation into unfamiliar note systems or performances. With jazz, a highly specific (and 

highly racialized) cultural form was detached from its environment and transplanted into new settings via 
technology. 
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Recordirg technology combined with radio brought jazz to the m ddle-class world, sparking one 

of the twentieth century's first social panics. 

Phonograph companies sent recording technicians into the hills of Kentucky, down the red cay 

roads of the Black South, and onto Native American reservations to record sounds and music unique to 

those cultures. Combined with the migration of America's largest excluded minority, African Americans, 

to Northern and Midwestern cities, by the end of the teens a market for what were called race records 

developed in both White and Black neighborhoods. Jazz began to emanate not just from the downtown 

nightclubs and not just from the segregated halls of the cities' "Darktowns" but from middle-class living 

rooms via the phonograph (and later, as we shall see, the radio). And although many enjoyed and popu-

larized this phenomenon, the backlash was swift and vocal. 

"Mezz" Mezzrow, an early (White) Chicago jazzman, put it bluntly, " Our music was called ' nigger 

music' and 'whorehouse music' and ' nice' people turned up their noses at it."' The editor of the Musical 

Courier described one jazz band's performance as "a kind of savage rite" with "all of the players jolting 

up and down and writhing aboLt in simulated ecstasy, in the marner of Negroes at a Southern camp-

meeting afflicted with religious frenzy." 8 The national music chairwoman of one of the major Progressive-

affiliated geform groups, the General Federation of Women's Clubs, wrote an article in 1921 called " Does 

Jazz Put the Sin in Srcopation?" Describing jazz as " originally the accompaniment of the voodoo 

dancer, stimulating the half-crazed barbarian to the vilest deeds . . to stimulate brutality ano sensual-

ity," she explained the threat that jazz posed to civilized life: 

Jazz d sorganizes all regular laws and order; it stimulates to extreme deeds, to a breaking away from 

all rules and conventions; it is harmful and dangerous, and its influence is wholly bad. A number of 
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scientific men who have been working on experiments in musio-therapy with the insane, declare 

that .. . the effect of jazz on the normal brain produces an atrophied condition on the brain cells 

of conception, until very frequently those under the demoralizing influence of the persistent use of 

syncopation ... are actually incapable of distinguishing between good and evil, between right and 
wrong.g 

This explicitly racialized threat is further developed by other moral guardians of American life, includ-

ing one Fenton T. Boa who wrote about the negative effect of jazz on youth in particular: 

Those moaning saxophones and the rest the instruments with their broken, jerky rhythm make a 

purely sensual appeal. They call out the low and rowdy instincts. All of us dancing teachers know 

this to be a fact. We have seen the effect of jazz music on our young pupils. It makes them act in a 

restless and rowdy manner. A class of children will behave that way as long as such music is played. 

They can be calmed down and restored to iormal conduct only by playing good, legitimate music.1° 

In 1922, the Ninth Recreational Congress, a gathering of Progressive reform groups concerned with 

youth and leisure activities, declared a war on jazz. One speaker, Professor Peter Dykeman of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, claimed that "Jazz is the victim of its wild, modem devotees, who are as bad as the 

voodoo worshipers of darkest Africa." He linked the spread of this "African" practice explicitly to new 

technology, claiming, "We are in danger of becoming a nation of piano-pumpers, radio-rounders, and 
grafanola-grinders. Those mechanical instruments, if unwisely used, are dangerous to the musical life of 
America." 11 

These outcries against jazz grew out of Progressive beliefs in the power and importance of commu-

nication in national culture combined with fear of the undisciplined masses, linked to deeply rooted 

racism. They call for regulation of these new technologies and cultural forms, made on the basis of a 

racial, ethnicized, and class-based hierarchy of taste and high/low culture distinction. Jazz's very popu-
larity spoke against it and awoke troubling notions of uncontrolled, barbaric masses disporting them-

selves without discipline or restraint. As early as 1922, radio was being identified as one of these trouble 

spots, and we will see that the link between jazz and radio would have a lasting effect on its industrial 
structures and regulation. 

FROM RADIOTELEGRAPHY TO THE WIRELESS 

We are now ready to introduce the technological innovation hovering at the edge of the Pro-
gressive era, which began to feature more and more largely in the rhetoric of these decades. 
Americans had become used to the telegraph's ability to transmit coded messages via wire 
over long distances, and to the wired voice medium of the telephone that brought personal 
communication into homes and offices. But the ability to transmit without wires—wireless--
remained only a vision until the Italian/British inventor Guglielmo Marconi made it a reality 
during the very last years of the nineteenth century. Backed by decades of research by other 
innovators, Marconi was at last able in 1901 to send the dots and dashes of Morse code, long 
used in telegraph communication, from England to Newfoundland across the Atlantic, having 
dazzled the Americans with a ship-to-shore radio report on the America's Cup race in 1899. 

He was followed by American inventors Reginald Fessenden and Lee De Forest, both of 
whom contributed key devices to the development of wireless telephony, the transmission of 
noncoded voice and music. Fessenden's high-speed alternator allowed him to send out what 
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has been called the first true broadcast on record: a concert of music and holiday readings 
transmitted on Christmas Eve 1906 from Brandt Rock, Massachusetts. De Forest's disputed 
invention of the Audion tube permitted better amplification of received radio waves that 
made later low-cost crystal sets possible. Finally, the even more powerful Alexanderson alter-
nator, the brainchild of General Electric engineer Edward Alexanderson, meant that consis-
tent transmission over very long distances, even overseas, would finally become a reality. 

These inventions were first aimed at solving the urgent industrial problem of ship-to-
ship and ship-to-shore communication. In an age in which expansive imperial and industrial 
empires made the global shipping trade a vital national concern, communication between 
ships and ports, the expedient dispatch of cargo, and the ability to call for help in emergen-
cies urgently required a medium that could cross the waves without wires. Wireless sets 
were installed on ships as early as 1899. The Titanic disaster in 1912—made infinitely worse 
because of insufficient and inattentive wireless operators—provoked the passage of the 
Radio Act of 1912. It was a revised version of an earlier piece of legislation, the Wireless 
Ship Act of 1910. This set of rules, a version of which was jointly agreed upon by 29 nations, 
mandated radio equipment for all long-distance vessels and set up standards of operation to 
enable wide and continuous mutual communication. The U.S. Navy also adopted radio com-
munication early on, and wireless soon became an important aspect of national defense. 
Already the federal government had been brought into the radio business, setting an impor-

tant precedent. 
As these technological steps in the faster, further, and more accurate slinging of sounds 

across the airwaves—often called the ether in the terminology of the times—garnered public-
ity and public investment, they intersected with innovators whose genius lay not so much in 
technology as in use. America's growing population of radio amateurs soon became a major 
determining factor in decisions about how to use this new medium, how to direct and control 
it, and how to think about it in the context of American culture. The term amateur refers to 
the growing group of technologically adept tinkerers—young and old, male and female, from 
all ethnic and class backgrounds—who became fascinated with the possibilities of this new 
technology and determined to experiment on their own. Often putting together their own 
radio sets, which could both receive and transmit, wireless amateurs tapped out identifying 
messages in Morse code and received others' messages in an ongoing contest to see "how far 
they could hear." Edwin Howard Armstrong, Lee De Forest, and Frank Conrad, innovators 
in radio, all started out as amateurs, experimenting at home with the wonders of the ether. 

The technological breakthrough that made amateur wireless possible was the develop-
ment of the crystal set. This was a low-power device that used silicon-based crystals to detect 
radio-wave transmissions, a system that was inexpensive and simple enough that almost any-
one could obtain the basic components and put together a radio set capable of picking up 
both code and voice transmissions. During the pre-World War I years, from 1906 to 1917, the 
amateur community boomed. Radio amateur organizations and publications sprang up that 
would later become major lobbying and opinion centers as radio went public. There were two 
major national organizations: the Radio League of America, founded by Hugo Gernsback, 
which claimed to have 10,000 members by 1910; and the American Radio Relay League 
(ARRL), founded in 1914 by Hiram Percy Maxim and still active in ham radio operations 
today. These two colorful visionaries might be thought of as the computer hackers of today's 
Internet scene. Great men or not, their story (in the Connection that follows) brings together 
the spirit, struggles, and personalities that mark the amateur movement and allows us a 
glimpse of a very different way that radio might have developed. 
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Connection Radio Hackers: Hugo Gernsback 

and Hiram Percy Maxim 

It is hard for us today to understand the world of innovation in which the early radio amateurs lived. We 

are so accustomed to radio and television as one-way media—receive only—that the idea of a radio or 

television set that could both receive and send messages is hard to envision. Likewise, we are so used 

to the idea that only big companies can broadcast over the airwaves that it sometimes comes as a shock 

to remember that the frequencies on the electromagnetic spectrum that allow these companies to 

broadcast in fact belong to the public—tc us—and are only managed on our behalf by the federal gov-
ernment, who grants such companies licenses. Why can't we use these frequencies to send out our own 

signals? Why isn't broadcasting more like the Internet: a medium of open, individual access, little cen-

tralized control, using an infrastructure of public computers and data links to allow us 00th to browse and 

to post, to receive and to contribute information, to be active originators as well as passive receivers? 

This is the vision that the amateurs had for radio, and for more than a decade it was the dominant 

model. It took a concerted effort on the part of big business ard government, feeding on the elite pub-

lic's fear of the masses, to change that vision te the highly centralized, one-way, restricted-access sys-

tem that is broadcasting. Hugo Gernsback and Hiram Percy Maxim headed organizations whose 

members fought against this centralization of control of early radio, and the story of what became of their 

model might serve as a warning for what could happen to the Internet as well. 

You may have heard of Hugo Gernsback in quite a different context: He is more widely known as the 

father of science fiction. In 1925, after basically giving up on amateur radio, Gernsback took his futuris-

tic visions to another medium, founding Amazing Stories magazine that published some of the first sci-

ence fiction in the United States. He also wrote sci-fi novels himself, and the annual Hugo Awards for 

outstanding achievement given by the World Science Fiction Convention each year are named after him. 

An immigrant, Gernsback arrived from Luxembourg as a young man in 1904 with an invention to mar-

ket: an improved dry battery. He started up a rack supply house on the back of this innovation, and soon 

began to publish one of our « irst magazines of popular technology called Modern Electronics. It later 
became the still widely circulated Popular Science. 

This was the first period of wireless growth. Using Morse code (because voice transmission 

wouldn't become practical un:il around 1915), hosts of radio hackers built their own crude crystal sets 
and began to venture onto the airwaves. Calling out to one another using code phrases that efficiently 

conveyed " I'm here" and " I receive you," and constantly striving to receive distant signals, the amateurs 

soon began to organize themselves into clubs and associations to promote DXing (as it was called) as a 

hobby, to share techniques and tales, and eventually to lobby for favorable treatment from an increas-
ingly intrusive government. 

Hiram Percy Maxim also got involved in rad o during this time. Maxim came from a family of inven-

tors, his father and grandfather founded the Maxim-Vickers Company of England, which made munitions 
and later ventured into electronics. Hiram Percy himself graduated from MIT (Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology) at age 16; his early inventions include a gas-powered tricycle, an electric automobile, and 

finally (based on exhaust muffler technology) the Maxim silencer for guns. Born in 1869, Maxim was 45, 

old by amateur radio standards, when he founded the ARRL. Rea izing even then that amateurs were 

being perceived as disruptive, undisciplined "small boys" whose signals interfered with more 

"respectable" uses of the medium (and who sometimes played practical jokes on air), Maxim set out to 
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organize amateurs into a network of operators across the nation—a relay league—who could be 

counted on in times of emergency to hurry to their stations and spread the word from operator to oper-
ator, alerting authorities and sharing important communication. The ARRL lobbied Congress for a few 

special hign-power frequencies to allow more expedient relaying, published a book of members and call-

signs, and began to publish its own magazine, OST (still published today). The ARRL also encouraged 

better standards of operation and responsibility and thus helped to improve the reputation of amateur 

radio as a field. As historian Susan Douglas puts it, 

Maxim clearly sought (discipline America's amateurs and to establish distinctions between those 

who were skilled operators with efficient apparatus and those who were hack). He wanted to make 

the amateurs, both in reality and in image, more docile and cooperative, more in harmony with the 

prevailing social order.' 2 

With this kind of initiative and improved press coverage, amateur radio grew into a highly regarded 

hobby for young men (and a few women). Amateurs ventured into voice transmission as this became 

possible and began to innovate some of the practices that would mark early broadcasting. Concerts, of 

both live and recorded music, were played to all who could receive them. Speakers were invited to give 

talks on issues of the day. Operators invited friends in and indulged in chatting and joke telling, or 

exchanged information on community events, special sales, weather and sports reports, and the like. As 

pressure to enter World War I increased(radio was promoted as patriotic training)sure to come in handy 

for the boy who enlisted with these important skills. 
In April 1917, the United States formally declared war on Germany. At this point the amateurs were 

ordered by the government to shut down their transmitters for the duration. Many amateurs entered the 

Signal Corps, and they later formed an important core of innovators after the war with the improved 

technology they liberated from the Navy. This is the point, too, at which many more women became 
involved ir wireless operation, as they were recruited to serve as trainers for the male operators who 

would go overseas. As the cover of OST put it, in its last issue before wartime suspension, "The Ladies 

Are Coming." But not until September 1919 would the Navy Department, under whose jurisdiction radio 

fell, lift the ban on amateur transmitting. By 1921, more than 10,000 licensed amateurs sent and 

received invisible messages across U.S. airspace. 

The amateurs, with a few prominent figures like Hugo Gernsback and Hiram Percy Maxim at the 

head of national organizations, had established a new form of communication. As a OST editorial put it 
in 1921, " Do you realize that our radio provides about the only way by whin an individual can commu-

nicate intelligence to another beyond the sound of his own voice without paying tribute to a government 

or a commercial interest?" 13 These organized amateurs defined and fought for their vision of radio, what 

they began to call citizzLe. Establishing an important argument that the airwaves belonged not to 

any private interest but to the public, to the citizens, they envisioned radio as a minimally controlled, 

open-access, two-way medium that would allow citizens to communicate freely, under voluntary codes 

of behavior that would be enforced by the community. If this sounds something like early Internet philos-

ophy, it is not a coincidence. 
What happened? In 1922, radio broadcasting suddenly began to look like a viable business oppor-

tunity (as we shall see in Chapter 3). Hundreds of commercial operators applied for licenses, represent-

ing a wide variety of business concerns from radio equipment manufacturers to department stores, 

newspapers, religious establishments, and even dry cleaners and chicken farms. Broadcasting a mixed 

schedule of entertainment and information designed to promote and publicize their businesses, nascent 

commercial operators began to crowd the available spectrum space. Amateur organizations like the 

ARRL soon began to resent not only these untrained and undisciplined operators hogging their band-
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Women amateurs made up a relatively small but enthusiastic part of the citizen's radio 
movement. 

width but also the  tendency of businesses to blame the amateurs for the crowding. Stories about the 

carelessness and dangerous hoaxing of the amateurs began to appear in the press. Who knew who 

these amateurs were? They might be Reds, or militant unionists, or even jazz enthusiasts, indulging in 

their corrupting tastes and spreading them invisibly through the airwaves The amateurs tried to correct 

and calm these tears. They pointed to the far more frequent vola..'ons caused by commercial stations, 

who had a substantial investment to protect and didn't mind whose frequency they stepped on. They 

defended their practices anc argued that the commercial statiors broadcast tne most questionable 

material. But their lobbying arid press power waned as major corporations Ike RCA, Westinghouse, and 

General Electric got into the game. 

In 1922, as Chapter 3 describes, the U.S. government passed some severe restrictions on the new 

business of Kilo, designed lo aid the corporate broadcaster. These decisions created three different 

t&ias on which operators might broadcast and for which a license was required. The amateurs were 

consigned to the least favorable assignment, below 200 megahertz (MHz), and forbidden to broadcast 

most of those things that they themselves had pioneered: music, talk, weather and sports reports, and 
news. By 1923 relations between commercial interests and amateurs had sodred to the extent that OST 

nc longer reported on statior broadcasts arid began to focus on purely amateur activity. By 1924, the 

magazine had adopted a cynical, defeatist tone as it editorialized, 

whe. 
o-rt, -t424z, 
o-real- ew's 
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But say, isn't it funny how the cupidity of commercial interests is always being attracted by amateur 

development? The history of amateur radio in this country has largely been one of guarding our 

cherished right to existence from the designs of somebody who would like to have something of 

ours, generally because they think they can make some money out of it. Ho, hum. 14 

The era of amateur radio came to an end as radio became big business. The vision of citizen radio faded 

from public memory. 
Hugo Gernsback turned his attention to the more promising world of science fiction. In the years to 

come, he would imagine, though not develop, such devices as fluorescent lighting, radar, jukeboxes, tape 
recorders, loudspeakers, and television. Later writers such as Arthur C. dance and Ray Bradbury would 

acknowledge Gemsback's influence on their work. He experimented with some of the world's first televi-
sion broadcasts from station WRNY in New York City in 1926 and encouraged his readers to build their 

own TV receivers, much like they had built their crystal sets a few years before. He imagined, in his writ-

ings, multistage rocket boosters to the moon and tethered space walks. Gernsback's death in April 1967 

occurred just two years before the Apollo moon landing. 
Hiram Percy Maxim turned his efforts toward international amateur radio. He is credited with found-

ing the International Amateur Radio Union (IARU) in 1925. Maxim continued as the president of the ARRL 
until his death in 1936, where he helped to ensure the continuation of ham radio against the increasing 

inroads of commercial spectrum usage. By 1934 there were over 46,000 licensed ham operators in the 
United States, and the ARRL's Emergency Corps played a crucial role in such disasters as the 1936 

Johnstown flood and a major East Coast hurricane in 1938. 

These are two great men whose stories fade beside those of the radio victors like David 
Sarnoff, William S. Paley, and the radio stars whose fame rests on a very different vision of 
what broadcasting could be. Gernsback and Maxim represent the side that lost and that was 
forced into obscurity and relative silence by big business, commercialization, and national 
regulation. Yet the concept of public ownership of the airwaves, the idea that the people have 
some rights and interests in the way that broadcasting is organized and performed, is a legacy 
we owe the radio amateurs, not the major corporations that followed. And it seems clear that 
this vision is the one that informed the early development of Internet and Web technology— 
and that it might be vulnerable to the same pressures that destroyed amateur radio. Is it 1922 
in the story of the Internet? As radio moves into the boom years of the1920s, the parallels 
become uncanny. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has tried to paint a picture of the complex social and cultural web into which 
radio was introduced in the 1920s. The late teens and early twenties were a period of 
immense social and political upheaval. Immigration, nativism, World War I, the newfound 
power of women, migration from farms to cities, the growth and problems of urban life, and 
a growing popular culture challenged Progressive notions of assimilation and control. Enter-
tainment industries like publishing, advertising, sports, movies and vaudeville rose up to 
amuse, inform, cajole, and educate this polyglot breed of Americans. A new kind of culture 
developed at the grassroots level that many, especially the established elites, feared and 
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resisted. Mass communication began to be recognized as a powerful new social phenomenon 
in an atmosphere of expanding democracy and social instability. The advent of radio drew on 
and affected all these trends. Far from arriving as a finished, uncontroversial technology that 
could be easily adopted into existing structures and hierarchies, radio stirred up conflicts, 
offered competing uses, provoked strue:les over whose interests would prevail, and raised 
fears about the dangerous cultural forces that might be unleashed by this invisible medium of 
connection and communication. Out of these many forces radio broadcasting arose as a vital 
and necessary participant in the American experience. 
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CHAPTER 

BROADCASTING BEGINS: 
1919 TO 1926 

In 1915, filmmaker Cecil B DeMille directed a sensational, controversial movie called The Cheat for the newly formed Paramotmt Pictures corporation. Though it was made a bit ear-
lier than the period we'll be dealing with in this chapter, it paints a telling picture of America 
in the prosperous and xenophobic teens and twenties. Considering that it was remade twice— 
in 1923 and 1931—it apparently spoke to citizens of the day as well. 

Set in an affluent Long Island community, the film involves a wealthy, bubbleheaded 
young society woman who has been entrusted with the proceeds from her Red Cross chap-
ter's drive to aid Belgian refugees. Her husband, who has been experiencing some difficulties 
in the volatile financial market of those decades, has cut off her dress allowance. Determined 
to have a new dress at all costs, she remembers what she overheard at a recent dinner party 
about a stock that just cannot go wrong, and she takes the club funds to a broker, who invests 
them thinking that they are her own. The stock, of course, goes down rather than up, and she 
must come up with more funds if she wishes to recoup her initial investment. In desperation, 
she turns to the "shadiest" person she knows: her mysterious, sinister Japanese neighbor, who 
lives in a nearby mansion surrounded by exotic decor. He agrees to loan her $10,000 but on 
one condition: If she cannot repay him by the stated time, she will become his mistress. 

When she fails and comes to beg for more time, he reveals the "savage beneath the skin" 
and viciously brands her with his own special mark, to show that she is now his. This scene in 
particular outraged audiences and censors, especially because the an makes it clear exactly 
what will happen next. But in the nick of time her husband rushes in and shoots the "evil Ori-
ental." The husband is arrested and tried, and the repentant, chastened wife proclaims her 
own guilt in a climactic courtroom scene, culminating with her revealing the scar in the shape 
of a Japanese character that the brand has made. The courtroom erupts in a riot of outrage 
against the Japanese merchant, with the (all White male) audience shouting "Lynch him! 
Lynch him!" while urging the court to "right the wrong of the White woman." The role of the 
sinister Japanese was played by Sessue Hayakawa, who built a career out of such parts in the 
absence of other opportunities for Asian actors at the time. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT: THE JAZZ AGE 
In its evocation of affluence and sudden reversals, dependent but resentful wives, authoritar-
ian yet insecure husbands, social climbing and fear of ostracism, and particularly its projec-
tion of all that is wrong with modern society onto a nonAmerican Asian character, this film 
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captures much of the spirit of the 1920s. During this time the stock market and the general 
economy boomed; more Americans became middle class or wealthy during this decade than 
ever before, and the prosperity seemed like it would go on forever. Many invested in the 
stock market. New ventures sprang up by the thousands. The banking and financial sector 
took precedence over old-line manufacturing and transportation industries. The media in-
dustries expanded, converged, and spread across the country. Americans just wanted to have 
fun. Sound familiar? 

Yet, the fun did end. The stock market crashed in 1929, ushering in the Depression. And, 
in fact, those times of well-being had not been shared by all. With the unprecedented eco-
nomic prosperity and social change, along with an equally strong backlash of racism, fear of 
immigrants, and fundamentalist morality, the 1920s resemble 1990s America more than a lit-
tle. The borders of the nation—both internal and external—were being patrolled with a 
vengeance, and it is in this charged milieu that radio broadcasting became a national medium. 

Restrictions and Backlash 
After World War I, which had slowed the influx of foreigners to American shores, immigra-
tion began to pick up again in 1920. However, the militant Americanism whipped up by 
wartime propaganda now viewed this flow as a threat rather than an opportunity. In 1921 the 
most stringent set of immigration restrictions in the United States was enacted and later cod-
ified in the National Origins Act in 1924. Not only did this legislation restrict the number of 
people from other countries who could enter this country to less than 200,000 a year, but it set 
quotas on the national origins of immigrants, based on pre-1890 immigration records, which 
was well before most of the eastern European and Asian immigration started. This meant that 
only northern and western Europeans would be admitted in any numbers from that time for-
ward—a deliberate program to Whiten and Aryanize the United States. Asian immigration 
was cut off almost completely, because the Chinese Exclusion Act, which did exactly what it 
sounds like, had been in effect since 1882. These laws, and the social attitude that they re-
flected, effectively closed the book on the early pluralistic period of American culture. From 
that point on, an emphasis on unity, consensus, and assimilation would prevail—even as a 
multitude of factors fought against it. 

Not surprisingly, these attitudes fed the flames of the nativist resurgence that the war 
years had legitimized. The Ku Klux Klan, which had died out after the post-Reconstruction 
restoration of White supremacy in the South, revived in 1915 under the inspiration, some 
claim, of D. W. Griffith's film Birth of a Nation. However, the Klan remained small and ob-
scure until the post-war years, when a renewed attention not only to persecution of African 
Americans but also to the dangers posed by Roman Catholics, Jews, foreigners, Bolsheviks, 
and organized labor boosted its membership to over 4 million in 1925. By that time the Klan 
was not only in the South but also in the Midwest. Membership peaked again in 1928 during 
the campaign of the first-ever Catholic candidate for president, Alfred E. Smith. Lynching 
and cross burning remained popular Klan activities throughout the decades. 

Black Resistance 

Nativists and racist groups were very threatened by the rise of the early civil rights movement. 
The African American community, in particular, had responded to the patriotic call of the war 
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years by putting aside their objections to segregation and discrimination in the military and 
society at large and enlisting in the war effort Prnmiçpd th fh...;,cemultly 
would result in social reforms after the—war,..but instead slapped with renewed hatred, segre-
gation, and unemployment, Black Americans felt betrayed. Reformers began to advocate a 
more militant, less conciliatory stance. Leaders like W E. B. DuBois, one of the founders of 
the NAACP and editor of its influential magazine The Crisis, advocated a new kind of Black 
nationalism and Black cultural identity. 

In the meantime, continued migration to the cities brought sizable African American 
communities together—in New York's Harlem, Chicago's South Side, Pittsb-gh, Detroit, 
and many other industrial centers. This is the period of thearlem RenaissanA, an uprising 
of African American literature, art, and political theorizing exemplified by such figures as 
Counte,e Cullen, Claude McKaye, Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston. and many others. 
Black musicians like Louis B. Armstrong, Count Basie, Bessie Smith, Alberta Hunter, and 
Duke Ellington achieved national fame during these years, giving the twenties the memo-
rable title "the jazz age." Developing media like recordings, movies, the popular press, and 
soon radio brought their achievements to a national andienge. And due in part to enforced 
segregation, African American communities built up economic and social institutions of their 
own. Black universities thrived, the Black press gained prestige and importance, and the 
educated Black middle class grew in size and social clout. Yet still America remained deeply 
segregated. 

What Did Women Want? 

Freud's famous perplexed question might be answered in many different ways during the 
1920s. Though American women had won the right, at last, to vote in elections, many other 
social and political areas remained closed. Most universities and professions would not admit 
women; many public and civic spaces such as clubs, juries, sports arenas, public parks, and 
pubs and restaurants were either legally or virtually off limits to females; and though married 
women could now own property, it was nearly impossible for a woman to establish credit or 
obtain backing for business ventures. Reproductive control could not even be discussed pub-
licly, much less made widely available, despite the struggles of birth control pioneers like 
Margaret Sanger. Most women remained in thrall to biological reproduction and the sexual 
double standard. Black women and women of other ethnic groups remained doubly disen-
franchised, despite the laws on the books. Women of all races, like African Americans, had 
responded to wartime exigencies by taking jobs in factories, on streetcars, and in the military 
itself, but found themselves disemployed and unwanted once the boys returned. 

However, a spirit of rebellion against traditional gender roles pervaded the land. Women 
cut off their long Victorian tresses in favor of the new bobbed look; they traded in ankle-
length skirts for the short skirts above the knee; they ventured out on the town for entertain-
ment, where they might even drink and smoke cigarettes; and despite all discouragements, 
they took on jobs and hoped for careers. The flapper—a quintessential 1920s good-time 
girl—arrived, and 22 percent of women worked outside the home by 1930. More women 
entered universities, and women's clubs and organizations continued their widespread influ-
ence in many areas of social and political reform. One of the most effective was the League of 
Women Voters, still active today. The consumer movement would strengthen during the next 
few decades largely through women's organizing. 
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Yet it is often reported that the push for the women's vote—much anticipated and feared 
as a potential power in social reform and politics—at this early stage only produced one clear 
result: Prohibition. The Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution, passed in 1919, made 
the production, transportation, and sale (if not consumption) of alcohol a federal offense; the 
Volstead Act allowed for its reinforcement. Temperance and women's suffrage were tightly 
linked issues; they represent the last gasp of the Victorian "separate spheres" philosophy, 
which positioned women as the moral guardians of the home. As long as women's power was 
seen as relating to domestic issues, it was not overly threatening, and the banning of alcohol 
was perceived as a social reform that would improve the living conditions of women, children, 
and families. Prohibition and votes for women: It sounded like an uplifting unbeatable com-
bination. In practice, however, keeping Americans from drinking proved utterly impossible 
and may even have set back the impact of American women on politics. It also drove drinking 
underground, where some of the forces most feared by reformers were able to gain an 
impressive foothold. 

Bootleggers and Speakeasies 
It is ironic that when we think of the 1920s, the decade of Prohibition, we envision hip flasks, 
road houses, speakeasies (illegal drinking establishments that had to be entered via a pass-
word), hot jazz clubs where the liquor flowed like the music, not to mention the mobsters 
who distributed the illicit beverage. Though it is true that the reported number of Americans 
who consumed alcohol dropped during the twenties, it is also true that organized crime took 
root and flourished largely because of the illegal liquor trade. From disorganized gangs who 
committed petty crimes in their own neighborhoods, criminal organizations like the mafia 
grew during the 1920s into regional and even national powers, and are still with us today. 
Partly we can thank new technologies for their achievements: Without such modern devices 
as the telephone, the automobile, fast boats for smuggling off the coast, and of course effec-
tive weaponry, the mob would have remained immobile, cut off, and small time. 

Bootlegging is the term used for the illegal traffic in liquor. It comes from the practice of 
concealing liquor flasks in one's boot tops and came to denote a whole network of organized 
crime. Al Capone, the Chicago gangster, is probably the decade's best-known figure, but other 
names are familiar to us through movies from Little Caesar (1930) and Scarface (1932) to The 
Untouchables (1987). Violence in the cities reached an all-time high, as rival gangsters took 
their business disputes to the streets. Bugsy Siegel, Bugs Moran, Lucky Luciano, and their ilk 
belonged to those immigrant and "other" classes whom the reformers most wished to reform. 
Through many techniques—including smuggling alcohol from Cuba and the Bahamas, mix-
ing denatured alcohol with flavoring, and manufacturing their own alcohol out of corn—boot-
leggers sold their illicit goods to a national market of tavern, restaurant, and nightclub owners, 
who learned that it could be profitable to cheat the federal government. The mafia, in turn, 
especially after Prohibition was repealed by the Twenty-First Amendment in 1933, put their 
expertise to use in other fields (such as narcotics, gambling, prostitution, loan sharking, and 
extortion) and also developed structures of cooperation and regional division, like any legiti-
mate monopoly. This was not the lesson the reformers had intended to teach. Prohibition, 
though stemming from deeply moral and paternalistic impulses to lift the benighted working 
classes and immigrants out of their slough of poor self-control, backfired by creating a nation 
of happy scofflaws. Perhaps there are parallels in drug enforcement today. 
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Popular Entertainments 

The twenties represent the first decade of modem mass media. American film became not 
just a national but a global phenomenon, as motion picture studios sprang up, consolidated, 
purchased theater chains across the country, and exported their products abroad. By the end 
of the twenties virtually every town and hamlet in the United States had its downtown movie 
theater, and movie attendance per week more than doubled, reaching an all-time high na-
tional average of three visits to the_theater per household per week. Audiences followed the 
adventures of serial stars like Pearl White, thrilled to tke exotic sex appeal of Rudolph 
Valentino, laughed and cried with Charlie Chaplin, swashbuclded with Douglas Fairbanks, 
suffered along with the good heroines like Lillian Gish, and secretly wished to emulate the 
bad girls like Clara Bow and Theda Bara. Movie magazines abounded, film celebrities in-
creasingly became news, and many flirted with the new medium of radio. When the talkies 
were introduced in 1927, a whole new era of cooperation between film and radio began, 
despite the disappointment of a few soprano-voiced male stars and leading ladies with impen-
etrable accents. Before long the moral influence of the movies and their exotic source in 
Hollywood attracted national concern. The Hays Office was created in 1922 to patrol film 
morality and censor the worst offenses, under the fairly willing cooperation of the Motion Pic-
ture Producers and Directors Association (MPPDA). 

This was the high point of vaudeville, which continued to rival films with live stage enter-
tainment coast to coast. erjudeville and ffim became increasingly intertwined,'th stage stars 
moving easily to picturès, and screen gems frequently featured on stage. 36me producers 
took vaudeville to new "legitimate" heights, as variety shows and revues began to dominate 
Broadway. Impressarios like Florenz Ziegfeld produced a Follies spectacular each year on 
Broadway, where soon-to-be stars of film and radio like Fanny Brice dazzled audiences. 

The music industry experienced an enormous expansion. More professional musicians 
found paid employment in the 1920s than in any decade before or since. Each vaudeville per-
formance, stage revue, Broadway musical, film theater, and radio station had to have its in-
house musicians—often an entire orchestra—and nightclubs, speakeasies, hotels, restaurants, 
and dance halls provided additional venues. Sales of sheet music and recordings added to the 
vitality of America's musical culture, and popular singers and performers became virtual 
members of the household. Song and dance crazes swept the nation: the Charleston, the 
Lindy, the Bunny Hop. 

In print it was the era of jazz journalism. The sensational tabloids increased in number 
and readership. Sex scandals, murder trials, graphic photographs, and screaming headlines 
vied for attention on the newsstand. Though the number of daily papers declined, consolida-
tion in the journalism industry brought national newspaper chains into competition. Syndica-
tion reached new levels, as newspapers sought to hold readers by providing not only news 
coverage but feature stories, recipes, advice columns, serialized fiction, sports analysis, and, 
above all, comics. Theemic strierd debuted a few years earlier, but by the twenties pages 
of the daily and weekly paper began to fill up with such perennial favorites as Dick Tracy, 
Barney Google, and Popeye and Olive Oyl. Some comics took on serial storylines, such as The 
Gumps, Little Orphan Annie, and Gasoline Alley. Magazines proliferated in all genres, pub-
lishing far more fiction and poetry than can be found today, and the confession magazine in 
particular enthralled the public with stories like, "Side Door to Hell," "I Killed My Child," 
and "How Can I Face Myself? I Let Him Cheapen Me." 
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With all of this media activity (much of it supported by advertising) and with the con-
sumer products industry reaching new heights along with the economy, this was also a period 
of great growth for the advertising industry. Major firms expanded nationally and internation-
ally, merged and consolidated, and began to create specialized bureaus and techniques for the 
various media. By the late 1920s a few perceptive firms had instituted their own radio depart-
ments, preparing for further ventures into this promising new medium. While memorable 
phrases and catchy jingles began to find ineradicable places in popular memory, and the ad 
industry gained prestige and respectability, a certain suspicion of these new magicians of 
prosperity remained. A jingle from Printer's Ink in 1932 sums up most Americans' mixed feel-
ings about the whole profession: 

Glorifying pink chemises, eulogizing smelly cheeses, 
Deifying rubber tires, sanctifying plumbers' pliers, 
Accolading rubber panties, serenading flappers' scanties, 
Rhapsodizing hotel fixtures, sermonizing on throat mixtures; 
Some call us the new town criers, 
Others call us cock-eyed liars!' 

Who Are These Americans? 
There are a myriad of other important social strands we might trace during this vital and cre-
ative decade. Sacco and Vanzetti and the Red scare, the Scopes trial, labor organizing, Charles 
Lindbergh's famous flight, Babe Ruth's amazing baseball feats, the host of American writers 
and artists who left America for Europe—all of these are memorable parts of Roaring Twen-
ties culture. But the underlying common denominator of these years, on all levels, was the 
fe of fra entation and the  earning for some kind of national uni. In the face of political 
disputes, la r unrest, foreignness and difference, raciafiions, gender troubles, and vio-
lent crime, the nation struggled to define itself as something whole, identifiable, coherent. 
What was America, and who were Americans? Did we really have our own culture, character, 
and identity? Or were we just a shifting, volatile mass of separate parts, all in conflict with one 
another, with no common ground on which to stand? Even our geography worked against an 
easy assumption of integration, being vast and spread out over distances incomprehensible to 
most nations. 

But as historian Robert Wiebe has theorized, there was one identifiable factor pulling 
America together. This was what had allowed the United States, despite all internal fragmen-
tation and opposition, to spring together so quickly in 1917 when war beckoned and to orga-
nize and fight effectively. This is what the twenties boom would build on and the crash of 
1930 would call into questionee close alliance of interests between modern corporations 
and the federal governmenThis alliance developed to a greater degree in the United States 
than in most other nations of the world. The working relationship developed by such govern-
ment organizations as the Federal Trade Commission (established in 1914), the  Interstate 
Commerce Commission ( 18879-19 -6Tle lee.desaLgesersze—Systelit+1913), and many other 
departt federal and state level at once allowed for a certain amount of gov-
ernment control over business and created favorable conditions for big business to prosper. 
As Wiebe puts it, 

[P]rivate leaders had come to believe that they also could not function without the assistance 
of the government, increasingly the national government. Only the government could en-
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sure the stability and continuity essential to their welfare. . . . They required long-range, 
predictable cooperation through administrative devices that would bend with a changing 
world. . . . They wanted a powerful government, but one whose authority stood at their dis-
posal: a strong, responsive government through which they could manage their own affairs in 
their own way.2 

The government, in turn, reali7ed that in a divided country suspicious of centralized control, 
private corporations could do more to stabilize and shape conditions voluntarily, but with 
guidance, than outright state intervention or ownership might. 

The alliance of government and industry put labor unions, in particular, outside the fold. 
It meant that labor would from here on out be fighting an uphill battle against unfavorable leg-
islation. It also meant something in terms of national identity: Whoever these Americans were, 
they would be defined not only as citizens living in a community or as workers building an 
economy, but most importantly as consumers living in a marketplace. Industry, particularly the 
booming consumer products and media industries, would serve as the essential link among 
conflicting concepts of the people, the public, the audience, the nation. Government would do 
at least part of its job through the intermediary of the private corporation. This central alliance 
would have a direct and lasting impact on the new communication medium of radio. 

RADIO ACTIVITY 

RCA: The Radio Corporation of America 

A decisive moment in shaping U.S. broadcasting occurred in 1919, just after the war. Radio 
had played an important part in the war effort, and it had not gone unnoticed by the U.S. 
Navy and other government observers that one company owned the patents and manufac-
tured almost all the vital parts and units necessary for effective radio transmission: the British 
Marconi company, still run by inventor Guglielmo Marconi. Luckily, the British were our 
allies, so cooperation in radio deve . But administra-
tors in Washington predicted that the next time this might not be so. In the atmosphere of 
distrust and isolationism that followed World War I, the U.S. government sought a way to 
bring radio into its national fold, safe from outside interference. 

One idea was to let the government, most probably the Department of the Navy, take 
over radio outright. Many argued vociferously for this position, and indeed it was the path 
taken by almost every other nation faced with a similar decision during these years. Radi a 
a technology and as a form of national comm vital to national 
interests, an{too important as a unifier for cultural and social system, to be left in the hands 
o1ate owners who might Also, groups such as the amateurs had 
argued that the spectrum was a public resource, not to be sold or assigned to private use. Of 
course, the amateurs would certainly have balked at the idea of the Navy—one of their most 
hated foes—taking over, and many Americans felt the same way, not least of which were the 
major companies who had already invested heavily in the new technology-. 

In March 1919, while this debate raged, it began to look like the General Electric Cor-
poration (GE) might sell not only a number of the advanced Alexanderson alternators to the 
British Marconi Company but also exclusive rights to future sales. This would have given 
Marconi a virtual world mrampoly on state-of-the-art radio equipment, including within 
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the United States, where the American Marconi subsidiary would have assumed a dominant 
position. Even General Electric felt a little queasy about this proposition, and their chairman 
Owen D. Young approached Acting Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt for guid-
ance. Though the exact nature and extent of government assistance is not clear, GE was en-
couraged to purchase a controlling interest in the American Marconi company; later, it 
purchased the rest of the stock. Why would British Marconi go along with such a move? Well, 
because the U.S. government had seized control of all operating stations, including Marconi's, 
during the war and had not yet given them back, Marconi recognized that it stood a better 
chance of realizing some profit this way than if it tried to resist the compelling combination of 
federal power. it sold out, and walked away with exclusive rights to the use of 
the Alexanderson alternators in Europe, its home market.LE2with the help of the govern-
ment, now had almost total control over U.S. radio. 

In October 1919, GE with the guidance of the federal government formed a subdivision, 
grandly titled the Radio Corporation of America (RCA). This nationalistic organization, com-
prised of the powerful radio oligopoly that would dominate broadcasting for most of the cen-
tury, brought together the major companies involved in radio research to pool their patents 
and coordinate the development of radio in the United States. It was stipulated in RCA's char-
ter that it  ownership must be 80 percent America», that its hoard of directors must consist 
entirely of U.S. citizvns, and that one member must be a representative of the government. 
One of those board members was David Sarnoff, formerly with American Marconi; later he 
would be named president of RCA. Westinghouse and the American Telephone and Tele-
graph Corporation (AT&T) became part of RCA in 1920. In 1921 the United Fruit Company 
became a minor partner, because of its involvement in radio communication in its fruit ship-
ping business. 

Through a complicated system of agreements, the companies involved in RCA agreed to 
divide up the business as follows: AT&T could manufacture and sell radio transmitters and 
could specialize in the field of radiotelephony (providing a telephonelike service between 
interested parties). GE and Westinghouse could manufacture radio receivers, which they 
then would sell to RCA. RCA would operate as a sales agent to retailers for all radio receivers; 
authorize others to manufacture receivers using AT&T, GE, and Westinghouse patents and 
collect and distribute their royalties; and operate all maritime and transoceanic stations ob-
tained as part of the deal. All four companies could manufacture equipment for their own 
use—meaning that all could, if they so desired, build and operate their own domestic radio 
broadcasting stations. In 1921, no one understood very clearly what exactly radio broadcasting 
might be. Very soon, they would. 

Early Regulation 
By 1920, various amateurs, experimenters, businesses, and other interested parties had 
begun to take advantage of improvements in voice transmission made during the war by air-
ing an invisible, but not unnoticed, national show. Most simply talked, some played music, 
and some put out various reports for the edification of the local and national listeners. More 
and more people applied for broadcasting licenses. In January 1922, the Interstate Com-
merce Commission (ICC), under whose jurisdiction radio fell, inserted this clause into all 
amateur station licences: "This station is not licensed to broadcast weather reports, market 
reports, music, concerts, speeches, news, or similar information or entertainment." To keep 
their license, amateurs now had to agree to these restrictions and accept an assignment to the 
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less desirable airspace below 200 megahertz. These were the grandfathers of ham radio op-
erators today. Those who wished to continue providing information or entertainment had to 
apply far a more stringent broadcasting license on the 360 megahertz band. Thousands did, 
and quickly this band became crowded, with signals overlapping and interfering with one an-
other, especially in major metropolitan areas. All the members of RCA, including RCA itself, 
established early stations. 

Westinghouse was the first major corporation to venture on air, because it had its own in-
house amateur: Dr. Frank Conrad, an engineer. Conrad had joined the amateur fraternity in 
the teens; his broadcasts became so popular in the Pittsburgh area by 1920 (aided by the 
recordings he played that were donated by and credited to a local record shop) that the 
Joseph Horne department store mentioned Conrad's etherial concerts in their newspaper ads 
aimed at selling radios to the public. Noting this, Conrad's superiors at Westinghouse con-
cluded that receiver sales could only- be enhanced if they began to provide some organized, 
regular entertainment that could be received on them. Conrad's garage station soon became 
KDKA—often referred to (with some dispute) as the nation's oldest station, and the only 
"K" station e  t of the Mississippi. In 1921 Westinghouse opened up two more stations: WBZ 
in Springfield, Massachusetts, and WJZ in Newark, New Jersey. Later that same year KYW-
Chicago debuted. 

Defining "Quality" 

But there was a problem. How could Westinghouse provide its superior brand of service— 
and thereby convince the public to buy RCA radio sets—if it was to be constantly harassed 
and interrupted by the uncontrolled broadcasts of area amateurs? And recall from our discus-
sion of the jazz panic in Chapter 2 that these are the very years during which much concern 
arose over just what kind of music and culture might be wafting invisibly through the airwaves 
and into middle-class homes. Westinghouse went to the ICC to present a solution to the 
problem: If the government itself was not to take charge of this powerful new medium, then 
perhaps it should help big business to establish order and control. Westinghouse officials pro-
posed that the ICC create a new radio frequency at 400 megahertz ( MHz), and a new tyujc, 
Class B station license.  

Class B broadcasters would have to meet more stringent standards of quality than the 
Class A stations on the 360M Hz band. Besides broadcasting at a higher power-500-1000 
watts —a ifflriiTaffle was expressly forbidden to play phonngrpIi rtirrlc nn the air or 
my_atber-leind-ef-Feeneding. Instead, they were restricted to airing likeaaleat." This is the 
origin of radio and television's insistence on the superiority of live programming that would 
persist into the 1960s. The intention of this rule was, first, to give precedence to stations that 
were not duplicating something that the public could get elsewhere in another form—to keep nq 
radio entertainment unique and origiñal. (This would later hinder the movie studios from get- narix:0 
ring into radio, as we shall see.) Second, the rule would have the effect of making sure that the 
desirable 400MHz licenses went only to wealthier and more established organizations, L'Lin " 
because providing live entertainment on the air was much more expensive and difficult than 
playing records (and might cut down on objectionable jazz). 

Setting an important precedent, government and business, working together, had come 
up with a way to "improve" broadcasting and restrict access to "responsible" parties, without 
infringing on any actual First Amendment rights as to what radio broadcasting should consist 
of. Class B licenses became available by the end of 1922. Though their frequency and name 
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changed in the aftermath of later radio conferences, the principle of classification and prefer-
ment remained, along with the first blow to open access on the airwaves. 

AT&T, GE, and RCA all opened up stations on the new 400MHz band within the year. 
RCA, after a failed experiment with station WDY, agreed to take over WJZ and a new station, 
WJY, from Westinghouse in 1923 and moved the stations to New York City. It also initiated 
station WRC in Washington, DC. AT&T opened up station WEAF in New York City in 
August 1922. GE made its on-air debut with WGY in Schenectady, New York, in February 
1922 and later KOA-Denver and KG0 in Oakland, California. They were joined by many oth-
ers. Some former Class B stations that survive to this day include WWJ-Detroit, WSB-
Atlanta, WOR-New York, WIP-Philadelphia, and KHJ-Los Angeles. 

Radio Conferences 
The decision to create station classification had come about as a result of the 1922 Radio Con-
ference, convened by Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover on February 27. Fifteen rep-
resentatives from government and industry were invited to, discuss current problems and 
future plans for radio. Some important recommendations coming out of this conference 
included 

• To keep radio under control of the Commerce Department, rather than the Post Office 
or the Navy 

• To continue to have the Commerce Department assign frequencies, power, and hours 
of operation, rather than letting anyone broadcast whenever and wherever they might 
want 

• To ensure that radio generally should be operated in the public interest, not just in the 
selfish private interest of the individual broadcaster 

Though a bill introduced to make these and other resolutions into law failed to emerge from 
committee, they set the tone for further discussions. 

Another National Radio Committee conference was called in March 1923, and again it 
was a small one with only 20 delegates—none from the amateur community or from the gen-
eral public. Notable here were recommendations for division of the country into five regions 
for the purpose of assigning licenses and an extended discussion of how radio was to be fi-
nanced, given the increasing restiveness of the American Society of Composers, Authors, and 
Publishers (ASCAP). The powerful music rights organization had become concerned that too 
much of its artists' material was being played on the radio, with no compensation to its cre-
ators. Nothing was resolved at the conference, but a group of broadcasters, seeing the writing 
on the wall, got together that same month to form the National Association of Broadcasters 
(NAB) to look after Etreir copyright interests as a groui) They are still a power in the broad-
casting industry today. 

It was agreed at the second conference that the Commerce Department must continue 
its work of selectively assigning licenses. But later that year a challenge in court ruled that the 
Radio Act of 1912 had given the government no such right; the assigning of licenses and fre-
quencies was a purely clerical task that should involve no preference or exclusion. Congress 
needed to pass a new radio bill if more than this minimal kind of regulation was wanted. How-
ever, it failed to do so, and stations continued to proliferate in the airwaves. 

A third conference was convened in October 1924, this time with an expanded base of 90 
delegates and with small broadcasters and others outside the government/industry alliance 
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included. Here tensions between RCA and operators of smaller stations began to emerge, 
sparked by RCA's statement that it would soon begin a chain of superpower 50,000-watt sta-
tions across the United States, in the absence of any restrictions preventing it. No agreement 
was readied, except that monopolistic practices should be discouraged (a shot at RCA), and 
no concrete recommendations were made to Congress. Finally, Secretary Hoover determined 
to resolve the issue of radio once and for all. Calling the largest conference yet-400 dele-
gates from across the nation—on November 9, 1925, he deliberately restricted the debate to 
the problem of how (not whether!) to limit the increasing number of stations flooding the air-
waves, on what standard of public interest such decisions should be made, and by whom. 

Principles and Precedents 

The results of this conference were introduced to Congress as House Resolution 5589 in 
December 1925 and eventually became the Radio Act of 1927. In Chapter 4 we discuss the 
provisions of this critical piece of legislation, which led directly to the Communications Act  
of 1934 and our current body of law on broadcasting. But the conference resolutions set in 
place several important concepts that would dominate U.S. broadcasting for the next several 
decades. First, the principle of open access to all corners was rejected in favor of restriction 
based on quality: A few quality broadcasters were better for the nation than many poor or  
mediocre ones. Second, this distinction should involve the notion of the_public interest; Al-
though a difficult term to define, 4.staudarsishoold.bcamesibg.all.partiesto..detiide.whewoul€1— 
be allowed on the air and who woukl not Third, neither government nor private interests  
alone should be allowed to dmnin.fe_radio; decisions as to quality and public interest should 
be made by an alliance of the two. RIlp, unlike the press and the movies, would instead be a 

(regulated medium,)l espite potential infringement of First Amendment protections. 
Finally, advei'sing was given a tacit okay as a means of support for radio, although an 

excessively direct or hard-sell approach would not be regarded favorably; advertising on the 
air should display good taste. This meant that, after all debate, the United States would not 
seek government or public funds for broadcasting, unlike most other nations, and radio would 
become a commercial medium in private hands. Related to this, ASCAP's claims for compen-
sation were determined to be just, and from that point on_hroadeasts were to he enadriered 
public performance>. Permissions would have to be sought and royalties paid..This too would 
raise the stakes for radio, making it harder for low-budget stations to survive. Thus the 
groundwork was laid for American radio to develop into a privately owned, government-
regulated, advertising-supported national system of communication and cultural unification. 

Early Broadcasters 

Though the majority of stations during this early period were owned by radio equipment 
manufacturers and dealers, other categories included educational institutions, newspapers, 
and retailers. About 75 percent of early stations fell into the commercial category, meaning 
that their purpose was to promote or publicize the main business of their parent company. 
Direct advertising as we know it today was frowned upon, but indirect advertisement  through 
simply publicizing a service, performer, publication, or companseTniPy accepted and in 
fact provided most of the material on early radio. 

Radio drew blithely, and fairly indiscriminately from the popular entertainments of the 
day: Music publishers and song pluggers put on shows featuring their music; talent agencies 
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thrust their clients before the mike; magazines sent representatives to read stories and articles 
over the air; newspapers provided news reports, serials, and household columns; hotels and 
night spots provided live broadcasts of their in-house orchestras; movie theaters broadcast 
their stage shows and organ recitals; vaudeville houses and theaters previewed their shows; 
and retail outlets and businesses sponsored various programs with a discreet plug or two at 
open and close. Most programs were less than 15 minutes long, and a piano was always kept 
on hand in the studio in case some talent failed to show up and the announcer might be 
forced to fill in. 

How did this chaotic, experimental world of early broadcasting evolve by the end of the 
decade into the regularly scheduled, daypart-divided world of recognizable program genres? 
What forces and influences shaped early radio practices, and how did early broadcasters de-
cide what was appropriate—or inappropriate—for the newborn medium? The answers to 
these questions would become important worldwide, as the United States literally capitalized 
on its head start in radio to provide ideas and examples (not always the best examples) to 
countries across the globe. Here we look at the career of Bertha Brainard, who got in on the 
ground floor of radio with a few fresh ideas that she turned into precedent-setting programs. 
She eventually became the first director of commercial programming for the National Broad-
casting Company (NBC) and had considerable influence on how radio actually took shape 
and prospered. Her individual story lets us see the confluence of many important elements 
that shaped American broadcasting. 

Connection Bertha Brainard and NBC 

Most published stories about Bertha Brainard—in keeping with the way the media treat women gener-

ally—emphasize her looks. A successful woman in a man's world, she seemingly surprised most writers 

of the period by being "five feet two and intensely feminine," "scarcely big enough to reach a micro-
phone," and "possessing what Elinor Glyn designates briefly as ' It- (a twenties word for sex appeal). 

"Petite, pretty, with her pink and white skin, blue eyes, and red gold hair, she looks more like a butterfly 

than an important executive," one reporter gushed. Another put it bluntly: "People who do business 

for the first time with WJZ are rather surprised to learn that Miss Brainard is really the ' boss' of the 

works. .. . A visitor entering her spacious office sees a beautiful, red-headed woman seated at a daintily-

decorated desk; and his first impression is that he is about to meet one of those soft-voiced females who 

direct you to tables in tea rooms."3 
Brainard must have gotten used to such a reaction, and certainly her career shows that if anything 

she used it to her benefit. She entered radio at a crucial moment before the industry had fully established 

itself, when, as is often the case in cutting-edge movements, gender roles stayed flexible long enough to 

let at least a few women through the door. Many women seized opportunities in early broadcasting; 

some—like Brainard and other women executives like Judith Waller and Janet MacRorie at NBC and 
writers and producers like 'ma Phillips, Anne Hummed, and Elaine Carrington—made great successes 
with their work in the field. Others were diverted into more traditional feminine paths such as secretarial 
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Bertha Brainard served 
as NBC s f rst director of 
commercial programming. 

work and public service and child- oriented programming. But Brainard stayed on the business side of 

the developing industry and rose to positions that allowed her to exercise uonsideFel9le-4'144enso-oei-the 

medium. 

Born just before the turn of the century in Moitclair, New Jersey, she followed the traditional path of 

many women lucky enough to go to colleçe by pursuing a teaching degree. World War I diverted her into 

the war effort. She became one of those young ladies doing men's jobs: in this case driving an ambu-

lance in New York City that transported wounced soldiers from ships to area hospitals. After the war she 

briefly became manager of a resort hotel (where most likely her responsibilities included arranging for 

entertaiiment for the guests), then took a job on the Daily News Record, a trade journal of the New York 

fashion industry. Most accounts say that ier first brush with radio was listening to her brother's crystal 

set as stations came back on the air after 1919. She became convinced of the enormous possibilities in 

this new medium but also was sure that it could not grow without a higher standard of entertainment in 

its programs. Why not bring together the 3normous reserve of live talent in the New York City area with 

the growing medium of publicity that was radio? 

Luckily for Brainard, her timing was perfect. She approached Westinghouse station WJZ soon after 

it had gone on the air in Newark, New Jersey, with an idea, as one article pJts it: "Why not link radio to 

the stage by broadcasting a weekly dramatic review?"4Alliteratively titled " Bertha Brainard Broadcast-

ing Broadway," her show went on the air in the spring of 1922. Soon Brainard was bringing Broadway 

stars themselves before her microphone, to talk about their roles and even to perform skits. From there 

it was a short step to begin broadcasting entire performances from the theater, with herself as narrator, 

commentator, and host. The success of this very early show led to her appointmeit as WJZ's program 
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director. In 1923 she was named assistant manager of the station, just as WJZ outgrew its Newark stu-

dios and moved to a deluxe new broadcasting facility on 42nd Street in Manhattan, not far from Broad-

way's twinkling lights and pools of talent. Though many early stations across the country were emulating 

these practices by bringing whatever local talent they could find to put on "ether performances," few 

could rival WJZ's prime location and Brainard's head start. Soon she had inaugurated many new pro-

grams, including the first hour-long show directed especially to women as an audience. 

Despite her duties as a producer, Brainard continued her on- air announcing work, as did many 

women at this time. But in 1924 a debate began to rage in radio circles: Were women's voices suited to 

radio? It was touched off by a letter to the new magazine Radio Broadcast, which claimed that the voices 

of women, when they could not be seen, were irritating and offensive to most listeners. Columnist Jen-

nie Irene Mix surveyed a number of station managers to get their opinions. Although most disagreed, 

some concurred, saying that women's voices on air " lacked personality," were "mnrintnnou_s," or were 

"affected."5 Some blamed microphone technology, Miéfilhey claimed could not reproduce higher tones 

as well as lower. Because many women actually served as announcers, the claims remained moot until 

one station manager reported the results of a listeners' poll he had taken in 1926 that showed that 

men's voices were preferred over women's voices by a ratio of 100 to 1. His explanation of this result 

reveals his bias: " Men are naturally better fitted for the average assignment of the broadcasting 

announcer . cover[ing] sporting events, shows, concerts, operas, and big public meetings.... The 

woman announcer has difficulty in repressing her enthusiasm and in maintaining the necessary reserve 

and objectivity."6 

It was Charles B. Popenoe, Bertha Brainard's boss and station manager at WJZ, who commissioned 

this study and publicized its findings. Just a few months later, Brainard would take over his position as 

Popenoe moved into corporate financial work. The somewhat suspect conclusions of this survey would 

continue to be reported as fact and would act as a barrier to women in radio, except in daytime shows 

directed at female audiences. The door of opportunity for women that radio had opened was already 

beginning to close. But Brainard herself managed to escape upward. 

In 1926, NBC was just beginning to put together the network that would bear its name for the next 

75 years. The idea of a network (sometimes called chains or webs) was one that regulators and industry 

had just begun to envis-a_ge. Rather than a series of separate stations, each broadcasting from its local 

area, or a set of superpower stations (like Dr. Brinkley's) blasting across entire regions, networking was 

the interconnection of broadcasting stations using wires. A program could be produced in one location— 

say a talent-filled city like New York—and sent over land lines from station to station, city to city, across 

the country. Though this took an over-the-air medium actually out of the air and back into wires similar 

to telephone or telegraph, it allowed for important improvements in central control, cultural unification, 

and economic efficiency. AT&T had experimented with networking as early as 1923 (because it owned 

the wires). connecting WEAF to two other stations to relay the World Series games. 

With a network, one large corporation could supervise the programs for an entire national network 

of stations, rather than letting a lot of small-time and possibly irresponsible stations in a lot of small cities 

broadcast whatever they pleased. Certain standards of quality could be maintained, bringing nationally 

recognized and legitimated talent to towns and cities from coast to coast. Advertisers who were ensured 

of large audiences nationally might finance the most glamorous and high-budget productions. In 1926 

only a few stations could be reached by wires, but soon this would spread. However, RCA was forced to 

use inferior quality telegraph lines for its networking experiments, because AT&T was reserving phone 

company lines for itself. 

Brainard's position as manager of NBC's flagship station meant that as RCA began to experiment 

with linking stations together, it was her task to provide the programs. In 1927 she was appointed NBC's 
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new director of eastern programming; this changed to director of commercial programming in 1929. 

Referred to in one article as "the femin:ne brains of the National Broadcasting Compary,"7 she took over 

programming responsibilities as they shifted from providing a space on which promoters could display 

their wares to a department that actively created innovative and attractive programmirg that advertisers 

might be persuaded to sponsor. In particular, she recognized that women would comprise the major part 

of the broadcasting audience and that programming directed toward women would have the greatest 

appeal to advertisers. She believed that drama had a particular appeal for women and audiences gener-

ally and pushed for a more entertainment-based schedule that included music, variety, comedy, sports, 

and theater, as well as news coverage that kept radio's dramatic focus in mind. 

A quick sample of programs introduced on NBC in the very early years under Brainard include musi-

cal programs like the Brunswick Hour of Music, the National Symphony Orchestra, and the Maxwell 

House Hour, one of the first news commentary programs, by Frederick William Wile; for women, General 

Mills B_e_e_Qacedsmi_ng_in sho, and the Radio Household Institute program. Sustaining programs— 

those put on by NBC as a service, not for commercial sponsors—include Cheerio, an inspirational talk 

show; public affairs discussion by the Foreign Folicy Association; a number of relig:ous programs; an 

informative drama show called Great Moments in History; and dramatic sketches (forerunners of the sit-

uation comedy) like Real Folks of Thompkins Corners and Romance Isle (perhaps a precursor to Fantasy 

Island?. 

In 1932, Bertha Brainard proposed a vision for the economic support of radio that, had it been 

adopted, might have provided a very different economic model for radio and television. As she wrote in a 

memo ro NBC's sales director, 

am looking forward to the day when you and the sponsors realize that the daytime hours are our 

most important selling times and the rates for the daytime hours will be double those of the evening, 

in view of the fact that all our real sellMg will be done to the women in the daytime, and the institu-

tional good will programs will be directed to the mixed audiences after 6:00 p.m. I am such a con-

firmed feminist that I thoroughly believe this is going to take place, and in the riot too distant future.8 

Though her predictions never came true, they offered a vision of radio that acknowledged the con-

sumer power of women and also provided a way to shelter prime time programs from an overly com-

mercial function. At night, sponsors might provide programming for corporate pulecity—much as on 

PBS today—rather than to sell products. What actually happened, however, was that by the mid- 1930s 

program production passed out of the networks' hands and into the control of the advertising agencies 

and sponsors. The networks would become little more than censors and custodians of airtime, and the 

power of early programmers like Brainard wou d wane. Yet it was on such early stations as WJZ and 

WEAF, as we shall see, that the precedents for broadcast genres and practices were set. 

Early Programs and Audiences 

flow did radio programs develop god ()Effie in.eds ofstatiiins. iietworks, advertisers, and audi-

ences? \\Ulf influences Ir( oil other popular t iedia. sales strattes. and ainlience preferences 

came together to produce the early broadcast programming? And how did early audiences 

respond? In our next Connection, we pick up tlie story ( dearly radio ilium ation witli a look at 

the other station: \\ Ifs rival WF„›11-7 I lure a 'how deluded that would set tlie nation on its ear 

and begin to change the relationship of radio to its public.. 
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Connection "Eveready Red" Wendell Hall 

Frustrated with its limited role of radiotelephony established by the RCA agreement while watching its 

partners jump into the promising new arena of broadcasting, AT&T came up with an exciting idea in 

1923.1f it opened a station and allowed individuals and businesses to buy blocks of time on the air to fill 

with whatever materials they might like (rather than providing its own schedule of programming), this 

deal would resemble the use of a telephone booth rather than actual broadcasting, from which AT&T was 

barred. WEAF gave the name "toll broadcasting" to the idea, to show its affinity with telephone practices. 

This is generally regarded as the first instance of outright sale of time to advertisers and therefore the 

first example of commercial broadcasting. However, the only real difference was that WEAF proposed 

that they charge for what stations like WJZ were doing for free. In fact, very quickly even this distinction 

waned as RCA's stations and others began to charge as well. And before too long WEAF began to pro-

duce its own programming as an inducement to advertisers, rather than rely on substandard sponsor-

produced shows. 

When AT&T determined in 1923 to try toll broadcasting, it was lucky to encounter a few forward-

looking businesses and ad agencies who already seemed to believe that racio could enhance their sales 

plans. The N. W. Ayer Agency, one of the first to get involved in radio, had little trouble persuading the 

National Carbon Company that this medium could do wonders for Eveready battery sales. First of all, 

radio had begun to move from the garage into the living room. Before 1920. amateurs had to build their 

own receivers. They were bulky and messy, trailing wires and dripping battery acid. But the first com-

mercially manufactured sets became available that year, and between 1923 and 1924 the number of 
households owning at least one radio set more than tripled. Though still only about 5 percent of all 

households owned a radio, that percentage nearly doubled each year of the decade until by 1930 it 

reached almost 50 percent. After the introduction of Edwin Howard Armstrong's superheterodyne re-

ceiver in 1924, quality and ease of reception improved. Another decisive breakthrough would come in 

1926, when sets were introduced that could be plugged directly into household current, rather than rely 

on batteries. But it was the prospect of selling batteries to the growing crowd of radio owners that 

excited N. W. Ayer and the National Carbon Company. 

And so on December 4, 1923, The Eveready Hour made its debut on WEAF. Drawing on the experi-

ence of WEAF's other groundbreaking show, Samuel Rothafel's Capital Theater Gang (later known as 

Roxy's Gang), National Carbon determined to stage a variety program. Based on vaudeville and music 

hall precedents, this program would bring together a varied cast of singers, musicians, storytellers, dra-

matic skits, and a central announcer around a different unifying theme each week. Often the themes 

invoked a patriotic or nostalgic note, celebrating American identity and historical heritage. Graham Mac-

Namee, WEAF's charismatic general announcer, served as master of ceremonies, and an abundance of 

stars drawn from stage and screen made guest appearances. But what tied the show together was a few 

central performers who returned each week, creating a sense of continuity and community in the invisi-

ble radio audience; this led not only to increased battery sales but to a whole new kind of relationship 

between performer and public. 

A form of invisible, private yet public intimacy developed between isolated listeners, sitting with 

headphones in urban living rooms or remote farmhouses, and their weekly friends who seemed to speak 

directly to them, whispering in their ear, returning each week to delight and entertain. Film stars were 
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visible and compelling, but they appeared irregularly up there on the screen and never as themselves. 

Stage performers were live, right there in front of you, but separated by a stage platform and only avail-

able in public. On the radio, though, charming new friends performed only for you. They addressed you, 

hoped you liked the show, told you what had happened in the week intervening, and begged for some 

kind of return indication of friendship. No wonder ' applause cards" (mail- in response cards) poured in by 

the thousands. 

The most popular member of The Eveready Hour troupe was ukulele-strumming, red-headed Wen-

dell Hall. Hall haa started out in vaudeville, traveling around the country as the world's one and only 

singing xylophonist. Luckily for his reputation and the history of radio, Hall at some point decided to jet-

tison the bulky xylophone in favor of the much smaller and lighter ukulele, and for this instrument he 

composed the 1923 hit tune " It Ain't Gonna Rain No Mo.— Barnstorming around the country to promote 

his song, Hall performed not orly on stage and in music stores but increasingly on local radio stations. 

The tune became one of the first national hits of early rzlio. Nationa• Carbon signed him on. Buttressed 

by the kind of visibility Hall had gained, the company tied his bright red hair to their product—batteries 

with a red-painted top—and he became "the red-headed music maker" aneeready Red" o his fans. 

Luckily for us, Hall saved many of those cards and letters that kept coming in. They a rchived at 

the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, and paint a poignant, lively picture of the impact that this new 

radio intimacy had in the lives of people frcm all walks of life. Some seemed surprised at their actions, 

like this couple from New York: 

My Dear Wendell—for such you must be called—anyone who can " radiate" such a genial person-

ality as you, at once becomes a friend Each night you have entertained us, we have just grinned, 

until it hurt and when A.J.N. [the announcer] mentioned to write—why we obeyed the impulse. 

Some turned their cards into works of art, as with one fan who decorated the front with a sketch of 

Hall as the face of a locomotive train coming down the tracks, with red hair flaming. He wrote, " I want 

this to show my appreciation for the ' Red Headed Music Maker'—you old brick head. You are as much 

of a crackerjack as any I have heard." He signed off with "Shake—you are good." 

Others testified to Hall's humor: " If there is any grouch around that you couldn't pull a laugh out of 

he must be dead from the neck up." Some wrote not to Hall but to his sponsor, like this letter from Wash-
ington, DC: 

Please, oh please give us more of te Red Headed Music Maker, everytime we hear him we like him 

better, he sure is funny as a crutch. After you hear him two or three times and you pick up the paper 
and find he is going to perform you feel just Il(e you are going to a nice big party and someone you 
know is going to be there. 

But one of the most touching sets of letters comes from a listener in Davenport, Iowa, who wrote 

successively on March 19 and 21, 1924. Her notes, in spiky handwriting with seemingly random words 
underlined, give a clue as to radio's powerful intimate voice. 

Grandma was aroused from "dreamland" last night at midnight by the "Radio" wh ch is at the head 

of my bed—sounded like a voice in my room.. . . I am so anxious to hear "red head" again I fell in 
love with him even if I am 74 years old. 

Grandma wrote again two days later, this time asking for one of the " gifts" that radio performers often 
used to gauge their popularity: 

Dear Sir—guess I can call you "dear" as your " little red headed sweetheart" is too far away to get 

jealous of "Grandma" who is 74 years old but Id in love" with y_ar and your " red head." Wish I 
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Early radio entertainers aroused a sense of intimate familiarity in listeners of all ages—a new 
kind of social relationship. 

could see you and tell you how much I have enjoyed your music on "Yuku" and your songs etc. I 

could see your smiling face and snapping eyes in imagination. Now I want your picture and I hope I 

am not to [sic] late to get one amid the many others who want one also. . . . I am a lover of the 

"Radio." 

Popular radio announcers and performers found themselves inundated with such letters. Many sent 

gifts, gave news of their own family events (as if the radio stars knew the listener as well as the listener 

knew them), and even proposed marriage. Perhaps to ward off more such letters, Hall was married on 

The Eveready Hour in 1924. 

Wendell Hall, though born in Kansas, often adopted a Southern accent and sang songs in the mir-

strel dialect. Another letter points to one of radio's more unsettling features—its invisibility—which 
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mignt allow important visual social cues to go unnoticed or to be confused. In the socially divided 

1920s, in which race and ethnicity in particular marked a person's place, radiocould_hliff_raciqL Pthnir, 

and even gender distinctioas. This could be either pleasurable or distressing, as a letter from a 1924 lis-

tener indicates: 

The very idea of that lady wanting to know if you were white or colored. What's the difference as 

long as she was being entertained and enjoyed it? We all have paid good money to hear and see 

mored entertainers while she was getting her concert free. I suppose your southern drawl threw 

her completely off the track, and she could only picture you with a dark face when she heard you 

speak. Quite different with me. . . . Won't you please send me a photo of yourself, regardless of 
color2g 

ReLclemvirle areater access fflr African_AmPuicanecularmprç tn_thP genPral ru ihlir than frwmPrI1( 

possible, particu'arly in the area of music. On the other hand, it also breathed a whole new life into the 

minstrel show Blackface tradition—where White performers impersonated African Americans by smear-

ing their faces with dark makeup and joked and sang in a heavy dialect. The minstrel style waned on 

stage even as it persisted into :he 1940s on radio. The Eveready Hour featured George Moran and Char-

lie Mack in their popular "Two Black Crows' act. Such a minstrel duo became a standard feature on recto 

variety shows. Ethnic impersonators also abourded, with imitations of Irish, Russian, Italian, German, 

Greek, Mex.can, and many other accents and grew into one of radio's (and vaudeville's) staple comedy 
forms. 

As The Eveready Hour built in populanty with its local audience, AT&T was making plans to extend 

its appeal nationwide. It hadn't taken tie company long to perceive that, under the RCA licensing agree-

ment, they held one key card that could make them the dominant figure in radio: their enormous network 

of land lines and their expertise in operating them. With high-ouality telephone lires, stations could be 

linked into networks of much better ransmissien quality than with the telegraph lines that RCA was 

forced m use. AT&T began experimenting with interconnection of stet ons as early as 1923. In spring 

1924 they connected stations n 12 cities for a special broadcast of the Republican National Convention. 

By October they were ready to begin offering a daily 3- hour block of programs over land lines, originat-

ing from WEAF, and by spring 1925 13 stations ir 12 cities had taken them up on the offer. The Eveready 

Hour, airing on Tuesdays from 9 to 10 PM, formed a cornerstone of the schedule. Other key early network 

programs included The A&P Gypsies from 9 to 10 PM on Mondays and the Goodrich Silvertone Orches-

tra (featuring the " Silver Masked Tenor") on Thursdays from 10 to 11 PM. 

By late 1924, the huge popularity of this growing radio medium made it clear that the RCA members 

would have to resolve their competitive situation somehow, because the 1920 agreement had not antic-

ipated the new uses to which radio technology was being put. Westinghouse, GE. and RCA itself were 

frustrated by AT&T's refusal to let them use phone company lines; AT&T's jealous guarding of its lines 

combined with its aggressive entry into radio s:ation operation had the appearance of an attempt to 

monopolize the entire industry. In November, a judge issued a finding that AT&T did not have an exclu-

sive right to wireless telephony under the earlier agreement. This prompted a reconsideration of priori-

ties, and in July 1926 AT&T sold station WEAF to RCA and retreated into its primary business: the sale of 
telephone service. Now RCA owned the two flagship stations of two nascent networks, referred to as the 

Red network (anchored by WEAF) and :he Blue network (anchored by WJZ). The commercial network era 

was about to begin. The Eveready Hour and Wendell Hall would continue as one of NBC network's origi-

nal hits until 1930, by which time over 50 variety shows graced the airwaves. 
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Other Important Early Stations and Programs 

However, AT&T and the RCA partners were not the only game in town, and New York City 
did not have a monopoly on broadcasting innovation. Chicago, in particular, was a vital cen-
ter of radio production until well into the 1930s. Its distinctive style rested on the fact that 
here the major stations were owned by newspapers. Newspaper publishers had been among 
the earliest to see the publicity value of radio and to recognize what we would now call syn-
ergies in content. One of the earliest pioneering newspaper stations was WWJ-Detroit, 
owned by the Detroit News. But Chicago had a concentration of competing newspapers and 
stations. The two most important, both founded in 1922, were WGN, (still) owned by the 
Chicago Tribune, and WMAQ owned by the Chicago Daily News. 

Not surprisingly, such stations used the newspaper model as a guide to radio content. 
They also took full advantage of Chicago's position as a center for jazz music with a plethora 
of broadcasts from night clubs and hotels. While WGN concentrated on more cultural and 
educational programming in keeping with its image of serious public service to the city, 
WMAQ experimented with more popular forms. The nationally sensational Blackface com-
edy series Amos 'n' Andy debuted on WGN, as an experiment in a comic-strip-based serial 
form, but soon switched to WMAQ from which it was syndicated across the nation. WMAQ 
began broadcasting the Chicago Cubs games in 1924. As program director Judith Waller 
put it, 

The Chicago Daily News was a family newspaper and as we got underway I became inter-
ested, and I think the paper was interested too, in publicizing the various departments of the 
paper. When I thought of a women's program, I would think of it emanating from the 
women's department of the paper, or a children's program coming from the children's depart-
ment. . . . We tried to tie the paper and the station together.rn 

Later, Chicago would originate one of radio and television's most persistent and enduring 
genres—the soap opera. Again, this would draw on the serialized women's fiction featured in 
most popular papers of the day and prove just as appealing in a new form. 

Another group of influential stations were operated by universities and educational insti-
tutions. One of the leaders—and a leading candidate for the "oldest station in the nation" con-
test—was WHA at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. Broadcasting even before the war, 
a hardy gang of experimenters led by Professor Earle Terry became one of the most outspo-
ken purveyors of a model for radio based on education. Transmitting school programs, lec-
tures, informational talks for farmers, public affairs discussions, children's programs, and 
household advice shows, WHA became a powerful advocate for educational radio, as we will 
see in Chapter 4. Much later, it would play a key role in educational television. 

In 1937, the National Advisory Council on Radio in Education put out a history titled, 
Education's Own Stations» Author S. E. Frost compiled statistics that showed over 180 edu-
cational stations going on the air between 1921 and 1926, though over half of them lasted less 
than five years. In 1926, then, there were over 90 educational stations broadcasting, with 
most of the largest and most persistent operated by the great Midwestern land-grant univer-
sities. Some of the most successful include WRM (later, WILL) at the University of Illinois in 
Urbana; WSUI (formerly WHAA) at the University of Iowa in Iowa City; KSAC at Kansas 
State in Manhattan, Kansas (broadcasting on KFKB until Dr. Brinkley got the frequency!); 
WWL-New Orleans, operated by Loyola University (the only station owned by an educa-
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tional institution that operated as a commercial broadcaster); New Mexico State's KOB in 
State College, New Mexico; WEAO of Ohio State University in Columbus (later changed to 
WOSU); KOAC from Oregon State in Corvallis; WPSC at Penn State; and WBAA at Purdue 
University in West Lafayette, Indiana. For most of these stations, agricultural broadcasts 
were just as important as more standard educational content. 

However, as we shall see in the next chapter, after 1927 the number of educational sta-
tions dropped dramatically. From 1927 through the 1930s, the numbers going off the air 
exceeded the number of new licenses until by 1937 only 38 educational stations remained. 
Although this seems a strange phenomenon when so much was made of radio's ability to edu-
cate and inform, we can see the roots of this result in the social discourse around radio in the 
early 1920s. 

SOCIAL DISCOURSE 

As radio developed as an industry, as an experiment in mecha regulation, and as a new experi-
ence for listeners, it also became a center of debate and diseussion. How was radio talked 
about and understood, both by influential figures and by the general public? What cultural 
influences and associations were employed in defining the potential and problems of this new 
technolog? What did people talk about when they talked about radio? 

Utopian Hopes, Dystopian Fears 

Cone key idea in the social discourse of the 1920s, as we have seen above, was the desire for 
national unitjImmigration laws, Americanization drives, education, and reform all worked 
toward the goal of an assimilated American identity that would pull together this disparate 
nation into a unified whole. Of course, it was felt that such unification might also have its 
dangerous side. Some types of division and distinction were to be preserved and even encour-
aged, such as that between races, between men and women, between social classes. All cul- rçlsoitt 
tore was not equal, as the jazz debates proved. Some cultural elements and practices were .4 
thought of of as debased, barbaric, and not to be tolerated; others were considered uplifting, 
beneficial, and desirable. 

The most common recurring element in early discussions of radio, in the United States 
and in other countries, was the notion of national unitti. "Repeatedly, the achievement of cul-
tural unity and homogeneity was held up, implicitly and explicitly, as a goal of the highest 
importance."12 The new medium of radio promised to aid beneficial cultural standards of uni-
fication but also threatened to weaken some important social divisions and distinctions. Radio 
was much discussed in the press, in government debates, in club meetings, and no doubt 
around the dinner table and backyard. Utopian hopes and dystopian fears for radio's unifying 
propensities fell into four areas. 

First radio promised a npw kind of physical unity. The miracle of wireless transmission 
could link together the vast distances of this nation in a way never before possible. Remote 
communities could tune in to symphony concerts and news analysis from far-away cities. 
Chicago could hear what New York was doing, and the remote West Coast cities of Los Ange-
les and San Francisco could beam their culture back east. Pittsburgh could hear Seattle, and 
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Bangor could listen in to Dallas, along with all points in between. Shut-ins—those whose 
physical condition or isolation made it difficult for them to participate in communal culture— 
could have it brought to them via radio waves. Geographic and physical separation could be 
overcome by electrical agitations in the ether. 

However, removal of physical barriers to communication could also pose a er_tr_Ot 
could tear down the boundaries between middle-class neighborhoods and the nightclub strip 
downtown, between decadent city and innocent  countryu_between the private home and the 
public forum. Women rt— iiiliTMniirtretrriestic privacy invaded by seductive salesmen or 
romantic crooners while their husbands were at work. Children could enter into cultural 
spaces where their physical presence would have been strictly forbidden. Writer Bruce Bliven 
gives a foretaste of these worries in a 1924 article called "The Legion Family and Radio" (and 
here legion means "those whose numbers are legion," such as the masses or common people): 

Ten-year-old Elizabeth is a more serious problem. Whenever she can, she gets control of the 
instrument [radio], and she moves the dials until (it is usually not a difficult task) she finds a 
station where a jazz orchestra is playing. Then she sinks back to listen in complete content-
ment, nodding in rhythmic accord with the music. Her eyes seem far away, and a somewhat 
precocious flush comes gradually upon her cheeks. . . . Mother Legion abominates jazz. 13 

Elizabeth would never be allowed to attend a jazz club, but with radio the suspect racialized 
music could come to her. Such fears were widespread, and would soon be translated into 
social research. Dr. Brinldey's story, too, illustrates what many considered the dangers of too 
powerful—and too undisciplined—use of radio's physical unification. 

Second, radio promised cultural unity. Implied in the worries about radio and jazz above 
is the notion that some kinds of cultural unity might be problematic—everyone's children lis-
tening to jazz, Dr. Brinldey's medical advice—but it also promised greater exposure than ever 
before to reforming, uplifting cultural influences on a peton21 scale. In England, the British 
Broadcasting Corporation had made this notion their cornerstone, building a publicly owned 
and financed national broadcasting system to give the public "not want it wants, but what it 
needs." Other countries followed suit. As we will see, the formation of our own National 
Broadcasting Company (NBC) promised some very similar cultural benefits. and_Parly regp-
lation clearly favored this vision. Broadcasting would be selective, not open; would prefer 
'(quality" to diversi9and would operate in the public interest, as defined by important official 
gatekeepers. 

However, radio possessed certain characteristics that defied this sort of cultural control. 
It was invisible, knew no physical boundaries itself, and had a long tradition of free-spirited 
amateur broadcasting behind it. Despite the nationally unifying efforts of networks, local sta-
tions abounded, providing their idiosyncratic and often suspect local fare. Foreign language 
stations, in particular, managed to remain on the air in small numbers until World War II, 
although they often came under federal scrutiny. 

But the element that more than anything else, it seemed, might incline radio toward the 
(vulgar, the barbaric, and the illegitimate was its commercial base in advertising Advertisers 

wanted toselLproducts, and this they would do through whatever means proved most effec-
tiv)f jazz sold products, then it would be jazz; if Blackface performances did the same thing, 
then Blackface it was. Though the national networks might prefer to control and unify cul-
tural expression on a high level, and though the government might encourage this mission, as 
long as advertising remained the basic support of radio, an avenue for the proliferation of 
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diverse popular tastes remained. Cultural unity and commercialism seemed at odds, unless 
they could be forcibly harnessed together. 

Another form of unity radio could accomplish was linguistic. Radio (with a few excep-
tions) spoke English, though many Americans could not. Radio was seen as an instrument for 
spreading fluency in the unifying English language, and not just any English: proper, gram-
matical, and unaccented English, as it should be spoken. Up until World War II, the United 
States contained pockets of ethnic groups who, despite having been born here, and perhaps 
even having parents who were born here, continued to speak another language at home, 
attend church services in that tongue, and read foreign-language newspapers. Now they could 
be brought into the English-speaking fold. Class mghility.ennIA achieved, as well, by learn-
ing how to speak properly and avoid the working class ain't and double negative. And what 
sorts of culture would be conveyed in this perfect English? One visionary, later to become 
NBC's head of programming on the West Coast, brought radio's potential for linguistic, cul-
tural, and physical unity together in one glorious vision: 

In America, no . . . homogeneity exists, or can be obtained, until the entire population has 
been taught to speak the same language, adopt the same customs, yield to the same laws, 
from childhood. Now, thanks to radio, the whole country is flooded with the English lan-
guage spoken by ip.opr_eloeinionists. American history, American laws, American social cus-
toms are the theme of countless radio broadcasters whose words are reaching millions of our 
people, shaping their lives toward common understanding of American principles, American 
standards of living. . . . Wholesale broadcasting, coupled with restricted immigration cannot 
fail eventually to unite the entire American people into closer communication than anything 
yet achieved in the history of our development.i4 

Yet pesky broadcasters did not always cooperate! In fact, radio provided a whole new venue 
for that other American tradition—colorful slang. Alusze4mIlaquial_style-sime-libeeeme 
apparent_oirmay_pugular_shaws. Despite the excoriations of English teachers and public 
denunciation of various radio performers, a slang-filled, everyday dialect began to pervade 
the land. 

And this was not radio's only linguistic transgression. As a purely aural medium, radio 
used language detached from its visual context. Who could tell whether that reasonable-
sounding, nonaccented speech actually stemmed from a Bolshevik? A Red labor organizer? 
A "Negro" or "Oriental"? Could we even be sure that that high voice was a woman's (men 
frequently played women's roles)? As for Jewish or Catholic, how could we ever tell? As a 
result, radio's dominant programs obsessively rehearsed the linguistic markers of difference. 
Minstrel dialect marked Blacks, and few Black performers were allowed to speak in anything 
but minstrel dialect, no matter what their natural speech, because otherwise, how would we 
know? Hemy ethnic accents marked Asians, Mexicans, and Irish in comic skits throughout 
the land; that's how we might realize their ethri • tity. and of course recognize a "normal" 
voice as nonethnic. "Normal" came to ean not sh, Asian, Mexican, Italian, African, 
Greek—though of course that's what most Americans actually were, by birth or heritage. 

Radio opened up as many means of transgression of social identities—perhaps more—as 
it did means of normalizing them. This led in a demand for the fourth kind of unifying force: 
institutional unity. Given its extraordinary powers—physical, cultural, and linguistic—this 
medium seemed to cry for centralized control. The amateurs had experienced the first out-
break of anxiety over radio chaos and had been banished as a system of preferments was 
established. Major corporations and the federal government agreed with this mandate, as did 
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many social theorists of the day. Even advertising creating a unifying institutional force, as the 
economies of scale introduced by networking forged a national consumer base for nationally 
produced programs and nationally marketed products. And, as we shall see, these same 
economies combined with regulatory preferences gradually squeezed out much of radio's 
early localism and diversity 

Yet institutional unity had its dystopian side as well. Many clearly perceived that a unity 
based on commercial purposes would shut out much of radio's potential. Profits would be 
pursued at the expense of creative possibilities, unless something could be done to check this 
tendency To some, a unified medium of popular culture itself posed a threatening prospect, 
and as later programs like the top-rated Jack Benny Program and satirist Fred Allen began to 
pol.selun..ateLpretzuggas4aigiteulture, some regretted radio's very scope and reach. Fed-
eral regulation of this national medium created a peculiar double standard around First 
Amendment freedom of speech guarantees. If the government could regulate radio, could 
the press be next? Later disputes over such provisions as the Fairness Doctrine would bring 
these contradictions out in the open. 

Public Service Versus Commercialism 
As we've indicated briefly above, the tensions rooted in radio's possibilities and potentials, 
both good and bad, circled around two concepts: public service and commercialism. Radio's 
use of the limited public resource of the electromagnetic spectrum, together with perceptions 
of unusual social power, combined to create public service expectations for the new medium. 
Yet radio's advertising-based system of financial support, as well as the private ownership of 
stations, pulled it in the opposite direction, toward unrelieved private profit. 

The public service model of broadcasting, developed in Great Britain and adopted over 
much of the globe, fit ip., with Progressive notions of reform, uplift, and central control. 
Though it might provid4y- down cultura system by which the license fees of many sup-
ported the cultural tastes of a few), it also invited the masses of the public to participate freely, 
to pull themselves up by their cultural bootstraps, to enter into the authorized public life of 
the nation. Of course, this offer implied that their own tastes, ideas, and cultures were not as 
fit or as suitable for propagation, and it was decades before the BBC recognized that subordi-
nated groups like the working class or women might desire, and benefit from, material that 
treated their own experiences as equally important and legitimate. Also, it implied that noth-
ing commercial could possibly operate in the public service. 

The commercial model adopted in the United States addressed some of these concerns 
but presented pressing problems of its own. Few other nations chose to adopt it, at least 
partly because untrammeled commercialism meant a heavy American influence. A public ser-
vice system could at least keep U.S. corporations and cultural influences out. In the United 
States, the commercial system ushered in an awkward and potentially dangerous government-
assisted oligopoly, as we shall see. Rather than follow a purely competitive model, the United 
States opted for a government protected and regulated system without the element of public 
accountability that a fully public system might require. Through rules and regulations that 
privileged and protected a small group of national corporations, and often very explicitly shut 
out any true competition or challenge, the U.S. commercial model allowed a range of popular 
diversity not often seen in public service systems; but at the same time it kept many other 
possibilities from developing, especially any form of programming that lay outside the broad 
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mainstream. Hiding corporate preferment behind a smokescreen of open competition, it 
would take decades and a whole new set of resistant technologies (such as VCRs, cable, and 
the Internet) before a more truly diverse and choice-based broadcast environment could 
grow. Meanwhile, a lot of companies got rich off the public airwaves. If the British insisted 
that commercial and public service were opposite, contradictory, and mutually exclusive, the 
American system tried to prove that they were one and the same and thus failed to examine 
the places where that easy equation breaks down. 

Public Interest GUSC.Cxx.fres reslxrc0 111:+hiS 
The key phrase around which all e tensions carne home to roost like so ruany bedraggled 
chickens was iihe public interest. Appearing first in 1922, but confirmed in the Radio Act of 
1927 as "the public interest, convenience, or necessity," this was the wiggle word that suppos-
edly put a check on the greedy inclinations of advertisers and broadcasters to squeeze the last 
dollar out of our hybrid system, in favor of paying the public back for its gracious concession 
of public airspace. It is the token of the basic quid pro quo of the American system: that, in 
exchange for free use of the spectrum, broadcasters would forgo profit maximization in favor 
of less profitable service to the public. However, what exactly this meant was never fully 
defined, because to define would have meant to enforce, and to enforce would have meant to 
censor—a violation of First Amendment protections. We will trace the evolution of the con-
cept of the public interest over the next chapters, as it shifted and changed in relation to its 
social context, industrial conditions, and social theories. Later, industry spokesmen would 
claim that the public interest is what the public is interested in. The history of broadcasting 
shows that it was never that simple. 

CONCLUSION 

In the period between 1919 and 1926, radio broadcasting emerged from its previous domain 
in the garages and attics of the amateurs and became a truly American social practice. Joining 
the social upheavals and disturbances of the jazz age, a time of rising affluence, increasing 
social tensions, technological advancement, and cultural experimentation, radio added its own 
unique voice to the mix. New institutions arose to address and control the growing business of 
radio. The Radio Corporation of America was formed in an atmosphere of nation building fol-
lowing the first world war. Though many of its structures were similar to those in other 
nations, significantly the United States, alone among the major nations of the world, chose to 
entrust its rapidly growing broadcasting system to the hands of major private corporations 
rather than to the state. Innovators like Bertha Brainard at NBC and Wendell Hall of The 
Eveready Hour helped to flesh out this structure with entertainment, intimate address, and 
the creation of a new kind of audience identity. As radio gained in social centrality and impor-
tance to people's everyday lives, it also attracted serious debate. How should such a powerful 
new medium be controlled and shaped to best serve the public interest of all Americans? 
How could its threatening aspects be contained and its promises be developed? The next 
decade would strive to provide answers to these questions, and in so doing build one of the 
most successful broadcasting systems in the world. 
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0 WEB SITES 

www.oldradio.com Maintained by engineer Barry Mishleind, this personalized site offers arti-
cles about radio, both old and new, and links to many others. 

vrww.adams.net/-jfs A site devoted to San Francisco's role in radio development, by amateur 
historian John Schneider. Many links to other sites on local radio history. 

www.coax.net/people.lwf/aaer.htm An interesting piece on the history of African Americans in 
early radio, with some great links at the end. 

www.DistinguishedWomen.com Go to "Journalism and Mass Media" and scroll down to the 
bottom of the page to click on Donna Halper's article, "Remembering the Ladies: A Salute to the 
Women of Early Radio." 

www.old-time.com A multipurpose site on old radio, with audio clips, articles, radio logs, 
events, and numerous links. 



CHAPTER 

COMMERCIAL NETWORK 
BROADCASTING: 1926 TO 1940 

The boo economy of the 1920s got off to a slow start. Not until 1924 did the stock mar-
ket mount a steady upward advance. During 1925 and 1926, the bull market charged 

ahead, and feelings of prosperity strengthened to the extent that the culture of conservation 
of the preceding century began to give way to the new culture of consumption. In 1927 there 
was a sharp spike in the stock index, and 1928 saw a frenzied rise in speculation and ill-
founded investments. Credit had become the name of the game. Consumers purchased on 
credit, businesses expanded on credit, and investors extended themselves well beyond any 
sensible margin to invest on credit in the stock market. "Buy now, pay later" became the slo-
gan of the time. More Americans owned their own homes (via mortgage), owned at least one 
car (on credit), and shopped in expanding downtown department stores (with charge cards) 
than ever before. 

Though a recession in the summer of 1929 brought about a steep drop in home con-
struction, newly founded investment trust companies pushed the stock market ever higher. 
Radio served as cheerleader and accompanist to the orgy of affluence uaming to rely increas-
ingly on ad support at a time when advertising sang the theme song of the decade. Why worry 
about corporate control, commercial domination, or the sale of the public interest when it was 
obvious this state of affairs was good for everybody? It seemed that no matter how the radio 
pie was sliced, there would be plenty to go around. If things were a little bleaker in Europe, 
with war-tom countries struggling to put their economies and political systems back together 
and to pay off debt to American lenders—well, they would catch up. The rising tide of afflu-
ence would float all boats into the slipstream of progress, behind the luxury liner America. 

But in October 1929, this pleasant daydream came to a screeching halt. On Monday 
October 21 the market fell swiftly but recovered somewhat on Tuesday and even gained a lit-
tle. On October 24, stock prices fell into a steep downward spiral, but again managed to pull 
back from disaster. On Monday, October 28, the infamous Black Monday, the floor collapsed 
as the market dropped 49 points, the worst single daily drop during the entire Depression. 
Tuesday's index sank further. By Friday the New York Stock Exchange suspended trading to 
catch up with paperwork and allow the market to take a breather. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT: DEPRESSION AND A NEW DEAL 

Despite feints toward recovery, over the next three years the market staggered down, down, 
and even further down. It hit rock bottom in the desperate years of 1932 and 1933, at which 
point the Times index stood at 58 (from a high of 452 in September 1929), one-fourth of 

62 
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American workers had lost their jobs, and banks foreclosed on tens of thousands of family 
farms as farmers found no market for their crops. By 1932 Hoovervilles, shantytowns where 
the homeless and unemployed eked out a precarious existence, dotted urban landscapes and 
countrysides. Bread lines, soup kitchens, and trucks piled high with displaced families' be-
longings were common sights. Though cartoons showing bankers jumping out of Wall Street 
windows provide one vision of the crisis, most people in the middle- to upper-income brack-
ets managed to hang on, though in reduced circumstances. But for the urban and rural lower 
middle and work-Ire-classes, rtwas disaste,r. 
—President Herbert Hoover struggled mightily to turn back this tide of ruin. Pursuing the 

alliance tactics of government and industry that had worked so well in previous Progressive-
era crises, he urged bankers to continue to lend, corporations to invest, and above all to avoid 
doubting the general soundness of the American economy. On the advice of industry, Hoover 
and the Republican Congress passed the disastrous Smoot-Hawley Tariff in 1930, attempting 
to shore up the national economy h) once a9in policing thelorders. raising the bars to entr  
for goods from other lands. European economies, already unstable, now began to collapse. 
The Depression extended worldwide. In 1931 Hoover persuaded Congress to authorize the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, a government effort to channel millions of dollars in 
loans to struggling cozporeons. Hungry citizens objected to this flow of largess to those who 
seemingly needed it least. But by Hoover's philosophy, these large corporations and banks 
were not private enterprises but public entities, working together with government toward 
the public good. Rather than penalize the failing private sector, or worse yet allow the gov-
ernment to directly manage and control industries as part of the public sector, Hoover fell 
back on the Progressive method of government encouragement and support of independent, 
self-regulating private enterprise. It didn't work. Conditions worsened. Hoover carried only 
six states in the election of 1932. 

A newly elected Democratic President, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, came to office in 
1933 with a nation in deep trouble and no ready-made plan to change the well-established 
way of doing things. But clearly something had to be done. Convening Congress in emer-
gency session immediately after his inauguration, Roosevelt began to encourage and approve 
recovery legislation, starting with banking and agriculture (and also finally repealing Prohibi-
tion with the Twenty-First Amendment in 1933). The New Deal began, but it would take a 
while for its policies to split the old government/corporate alliance and make a difference for 
a struggling society. 

Depression 

Unemployment hit urban workers the hardest; this meant Black and immigrant laborers in 
particular. Even those who were employed found their work cut back to a few hours a week, 
bringing in too little to pay the rent, much less feed a family. Many had been led into taking 
out lge_s—for homes or household goods—during the boom years; now bank failure meant 
that not only did people lose whatever moneyihey had saved np . hut they were in debt that 
they could not pnsihIypayofL.Often evicted and thrown out on the street, they moved in 
wifhImily members or drifted from shelter to shantytown. Historian Lizbeth Cohen reports 
that in Chicago, only half those employed in manufacturing industries in 1927 still had jobs, 
however partial, by 1933. Industrial payrolls fell to a catastrophic one-quarter of what they 
had been only five years before.' Ethnic organizations, religious groups, and city agencies that 
had played an important role in helping new immigrants and tiding others over hard spots 
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found their resources depleted and overwhelmed. As these traditional community-building 
resources declined, Americans felt themselves cut off from their ethnic and community ties. 

Black workers were often the first to be let go, as supervisors (usually White) tried to 
save their own neighbors and ethnic group members. According to Cohen, by the end of 
1932, between 40 and 50 percent of Chicago's Black workers were unemployed. Mexican 
workers suffered too, and ethnic tensions were exacerbated. In terms of age, men over 40, 
exactly those who had built up some seniority and had families to support, found themselves 
nearly unemployable as companies sought less costly younger workers. Some turned toward 
radical politics. Although the American Communist Party did not experience a huge upturn 
in membership, more people joined Communist and Socialist Party protests against inade-
quate employment and relief efforts. These parties made special efforts to recruit African 
American and Latino workers who were hardest hit. But as Cohen observes, even political 
radicals advocated federal government assistance and guidance to lead the country out of its 
economic morass. 

With the main breadwinner unemployed, wives and children scrambled to find jobs, 
often in the lower-paid service industry. Jobs as waitresses, housecleaners, and clerks were 
somewhat easier to find, and women at that time could legally be paid less than men for 
doing the same job. Family roles were undermined, and gender roles were overturned as 
women and children found themselves supporting the family and possessing income and 
responsibilities that the men now lacked. Many men felt threatened and resentful and took 
out their anger and confusion on their families. To help stem what was perceived as the un-
dermining of traditional male authority, some states passed laws forbidding married women 
to hold jobs, so that the employment could go to a more deserving male. As existing struc-
tures of family, community, city, and corporate authority collapsed under the weight of the 
Depression, people began to look to the federal government to do something—anything—to 
relieve the unbearable pressures on their lives. 

A New Deal 

After 1935, a shift occurred in the comfortable relationship between government and corpo-
rate America established in the earlier decades of the century. With the breakdown of the 
economy came a breakdown in public trust of industrial beneficence and a demand that the 
government step in to get things back on track. During the early years of Roosevelt's adminis-
tration, even industry itself looked for help and guidance from federal agencies and regula-
tors; later a much more antagonistic relationship would develop as Roosevelt became at once 
one of the most loved, and most hated, presidents in American history. 

Some of the more enduring efforts of the New Deal to get the nation back on its feet 
were the Ervilian Conservation Corps (CCC), which employed thousands of young men, 
18-25, in public improvement workilthe Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), a federally 
funded plan to build dams and create éTectrical power for the impoverished Tennessee River 
Valley and surrounding regions; and the Agriculture Adjustment Act (AAA), which estab-
lished a system of loans, land controls, and crop subsidies to aid American farmers. Another 
program of the New Deal was the Works Progress Administration (VVPA), which employed 
over 3 million people a year in conservation and public works. One of the VVPA's most visible 
programs was the Federal Theatre, Music, Writers' and Arts Projects. We see the results of 
these efforts all around us today—in roads, airports, public buildings, parks, bridges, murals, 
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music, photography, history and folklore guides, and a heritage of innovative drama and stage 
performances. Some well-known names associated with WPA projects in the thirties include 
Orson Welles, Dorothea Lange, Claude McKay, Richard Wright, Saul Bellow, Ralph Ellison, 
Thomas Hart Benton, John Houseman, Chester Himes, Conrad Aiken, Nelson Algren, and 
many more. 

Though all these New Deal programs were controversial, and some were inefficiently 
run, they provided employment and hope in the Depression's darkest years. Despite efforts 
made to extend the era's racial discrimination to these projects and keep minorities out (the 
Black press sometimes referred to the NRA, described below, as the Negro Removal Act), 
organized groups founded during the Progressive era were able to exert pressure to in-
clude African Americans, in particular, in these recovery programs, as the list of names above 
indicates. 

However, one of the first initiatives of the Roosevelt administration proved more contro-
versial: the founding of the National Recovery Administration in 1933. The NRA attempted 
to formally yoke together government and industry leadership, via government funds and 
coordination of industrial planning. It foundered violently on the shoals of conflicting author-
ity and labor organization. Though many businesses were willing to accept industrywide rules 
and codes enforced by the federal agency, others balked at the intrusion of government into 
private enterprise. Small businesses claimed that the government favored large corporations. 
The labor provisions of the NRA codes proved particularly inflammatory, as they attempted to 
guarantee workers the right to organize unions and bargain collectively. 

The National Labor Relations Board was established in 1934, but resistance to its efforts 
was so strong that it took the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 to mobilize compliance. 
One of the most powerful pieces of pro-union legislation ever passed, the Act led to the 
development of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO), a huge umbrella organiza-
tion of mostly unskilled workers in such industries as steel, rubber, and automobile manufac-
turing, which first rivaled, then joined, the American Federation of Labor (AFL) to create the 
largest and most inclusive labor organization in U.S. history. The new alliance of government 
and labor would lead to two crucial trends in American life as the thirties led inexorably into 
the war years, and also as radio developed into a national medium: ( 1) the growth of a new 
kind of grassroots American culture—more assimilated, more government oriented, and 
united by radio; and (2) increasing hostility between both small and big business and the Roo-
sevelt administration. These twin pressures would lead to a corresponding rise in populist pol-
itics that carved out the controversial ground in-between. Radio would play an increasingly 
important role in the middle of this cauldron of cultural tensions. 

RADIO GROUND RULES 

The Radio Act of 1927 as well as its successor, the Communications Act of 1934, are pre-
Depression documents. They reflect the easy relationship between leaders of industry and 
the federal government, with its basic trust in the ability of corporations to govern themselves 
in the interest of the public, under federal rulemalcing designed to preserve stability and give 
mild guidance. We will see in Connection that if the Communications Act had been written 
even one year later, it is possible that radical changes might have been made in our national 
broadcasting system. One thing is certain, however: Contrary to historical accounts that 
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depict the basic structures and institutions of American broadcasting as natural and shaped 
by consensus, every step to hammer out broadcast regulation was a bitter struggle, pitting 
small broadcasters against huge corporations, educational stations against commercial rivals, 
and increasingly activist federal government regulators against the economic interests of big 
business. 

Connection Battles in the Airwaves 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the 1924 lawsuit that invalidated the existing framework of broadcast regu-

lation led to the hasty formulation of a piece of legislation introduced to Congress in December 1925. 

Extensive lobbying and debate caused ratification of the eventual Radio Act to be postponed until Febru-

ary 1927. Many issues remained unresolved, but with no authority to do anything about the increasing 

disorder in the airwaves—over 200 new stations went on the air in 1926, with little attention paid to 

overlapping signals, assigned power, or times on the air—Congress was under pressure to pass any 

kind of legislation that would relieve the congestion. The 1927 act was intended as an interim measure, 

setting up the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) as a center of national radio authority to bring some kind 

of order to the airwaves. However, the commission was only given authorization to operate for one year, 

at which point it would have to be revisited and reauthorized. This requirement that the right to regulate 

radio be renewed every year is a sign of the controversies and conflicts swirling around this radical new 

medium. 

Historian Robert McChesney has taken a close look at these formative years of 1927 to 1935 in 

American broadcasting.2 His findings illuminate both what wa.§411..stake in the bitter _wcisaLitralersial 

debates over broadcasting regulation and how the commercial  network system ultimately won out over 

all alternative visions. As McChesney argues, those who were best organized and best positioned to have 

a voice in rulemaking for radio were able to heavily influence the eventual outcome. Not surprisingly, 

those were the major radio manufacturing companies, whose expert advice dominated FRC hearings and 

fact-finding efforts. Amateurs, small-station operators, and educational institutons with precarious bud-

gets found themselves shoved to the sidelines while corporate America dvided up the airwaves to its 

own benefit. The Radio Act of 1927 gave the FRC the right to select applicants for given frequencies and 

power but provided little guidance as to what the relevant criteria for selection should be. The phrase 

"public interest, convenience, or necessity" was borrowed from public utilities law as a guideline, 

although now that interest, convenience, or necessity was to be determined remained a political football. 

McChesney shows how the ball was deployed to assure a commercial victory, despite strong opposition. 

General Order 40 

In March 1927, with the ink on the new Act barely dry, the FRC embarked on a full-scale reordering of 

the airwaves. McChesney characterizes the process as one that favored large broadcasters from the 

beginning. One Department of Commerce official remarked that " the success of radio broadcasting lay 

in doing away with small and unimportant stations."3 But heavy opposition from smaller station owners 

made outright revoking of licenses too risky politically. Instead, the FRC developed a practice based on 

its earlier Class B decision. First, it created a number of national "clear channel" stations: superior qual-
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ity broadcasting stations with enough power to be heard over an entire region, ass,gned to a frequency 

where they would have no competition (unless it came from over the Mexican border!). Most of these  

clear channel assignments went to stations either owned by or affiliated with one of the major broad-

, casting manufacturers. For the lower power stalions, the FRC designed a complicated system of frq-

uency sharing, with one station assigned, say, to the morning hours on a particular wavelength, another 
the afternoons, and a third the right to oroadcast in the evenings. 

But how to justify the more favorable assignments? Early on, the FRC commissioned a poll of news-

paper and magazine radio editors to try to determine which were the most popular stations in the com-

munities they served. Here we can see early regulators toying with the idea that the public interest 

should be defined simply as "wnat the pubic is interested in." However, upon discovering that the public 

favored such stations as KFKB where Dr. Brinkley held forth on goat glands, the FRC pulled back from 

this populist stance. Instead, they hired Louis G. Caldwell as general counsel to rethink both the practice 

and principles of broadcast regulation. Caldwell came to the FRC with experience as the Tribune Com-

pany's radio advisor and as chair of the American Bar Association's Standing Committee on Communi-

cations. He became the main author of the FRC's precedent-setting 1928 General Order 40 and one of 

the most influential figures in the history ot broadcast regulation. 

For this early exercise in station culling, the FRC under Caldwell's advice at first linked the public 

interest standard to technological capacity. Prefe-ential treatment should go to stations that could "bring 

bout the best ossiltes.throughout....gsjicacal the United 

in practce, those with the deepest pockets and highest quality transmitting equipme9t. Armed with this 

standard, General Order 40 rearranged the assignments of 96 percent of the existing stations in the 
country. The unchanged 4 percent were mostly tnose powerful stations with clear channel assignments 

owned by or affiliated with networks. Frequency sharing agreements were put into effect, with licenses 

that could be renewed or challenged every three months. This led to an outburst of dispute, with those 

assigned to poor broadcasting times or substandard frequencies inundating the FRC with appeals. It also 

led to much hostility within the industry, as broadcasters battled one another for more favorable spots. 

However, the FRC's stated goal to close down "unimportant" stations began to work; McChesney reports 

that by November 1928, withir a year of General Order 40's implementation, there were 100 fewer sta-

tions on the air. 

Yet this standard still allowed broadcasters like Dr. Brinkley, who had plenty of money and could 

afford excellent equipment, to remain on the air, as well as troublesome but technologically proficient 

stations like WCFL, the Chicago Federation of Labor's pro-union broadcasting station. In 1929, the FRC 

shifted tactics, coming up with a definition of the public interest that would have lasting impact and vir-

tually drive noncommercial broadcasters from the airwaves. In a decisive break with alternative visions, 

the FRC disavowed any notion that broadcasting should have common carrier status:  in other words, the 

FfiC denied that the general public should have ooen,q&cess tg the airwaves in the sense of usina them 

themselves. As McChesney puts it, " Rather, the FRC argued that broadcasters were not licensed to serve 

users, but rather to serve listeners."4 The FRC saw its goal as restricting access to the airwaves to a priv-

ileged few, in order that the listeners, now defined as a passive mass rather than as active broadcasters, 

might have the best service. (' magine if the government decided that only large companies like Disney 

and AOL Time Warner were now authorized to create and operate Web sites, so as to provide a smoother 

and easier experience for the rest of us on the Web.) In effect, it disbarred the general public from the 

category of " user" and created a two-tiered vision of the public: those elite few who were entitled to use 

the airwaves (to broadcast, to obtain station licenses) and all the rest of us, who were entitled only to 
passively listen in to their offerings. 

So, who was best equipped to provide the newly disempowered listener with superior service? Who 

would comprise the new elite? Here :he FRC came up with two categories of stations. As McChesney 
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reports, on the one hand, there were the "general public service" stations, who did not reflect one set of 

private, selfish interests but rather set out to provide a "well-rounded program" that would serve "the 

entire listening public within the listening area of the station." The other category the FRC called "propa-

ganda stations," whose main purpose was to spread their own views or pursue one agenda rather than 

open up the station to a variety of groups and purposes. The former would be given precedence in 

license disputes and the latter discouraged from remaining on the air. Astoundingly, the FRC chose to 

place private commercial stations—those that sold their time slots to a variety of advertisers—in the 

first privileged category and to characterize educational and nonprofit broadcasters as less desirable 

propaganda stations! This makes little sense to us today. How can we understand it? 

We must recall the cozy relationship between industry and government here. The year was 1928, at 

the height of the stock market boom and America's romance with corporate leadership. Commercial 

profit drove the economy, advertising drove commercial profits, and the result was good for everyone. 

Thus, in the FRC's reasoning, even though it was true that commercial broadcasters employed advertis-

ing to make a profit, which was a selfish, private concern, the side product was a service that benefited 

a//Americans, not just those interested in education or labor (or goat glands. or religion, or movies). Thus 

advertisers, with their drive to provide that which makes the public happy, could be entrusted to provide 

a fairer, less partisan, more well-rounded broadcasting service to the untrustworthy masses of the Amer-

ican public. 
As for educational and nonprofit stations, the reasoning went, ŒrLgress could not possibly give a 

station license to every single group that might want one for its own purposelnd if they had to choose 

some groups over others, wouldn't that be undue government tampering with free speech rights? Since 

evetygroup could not get a license, then no groups should be shown unfair preference. Instead of seem-

ing to endorse any number of random grab-bag groups who might use their air franchise to proclaim 

radical, subversive, controversial, dangerous, and selfish views, such groups could simply buy time on a 

commercial station like everyone else. 

The effect of this categorizing principle, as McChesney writes, was to drive nonprofit stations off the 

air in unprecedented numbers. Usually assigned to unfavorable hours on undesirable frequencies, 

required to defend their hard-won frequency assignment every three months, often against far more 

affluent commercial challengers, nonprofit stations had little left over to actually run their broadcasting 

service. So a downward spiral began. After the stock market crash in 1929, as the Depression deep-

ened, nonprofit groups who had been hanging on tenuously lost whatever hold on broadcasting they 

had. Meantime, as we shall see, the commercial radio industry flourished. But critics of the commercial 

system and educational broadcast reformers had not given up. 

The Communications Act of 1934 
As McChesney points out, because the Communications Act of' 1934 made few fundamental 

changes from the structures laid down in the Radio Act of 1927, historians have assumed that 

its passage was trouble- free and preordained. In fact, in every year between 1927 and 1934 

tliere were numerous bills for the reliirin, improvement, and sometimes radical overturning of 
the established commercial system introduced into Congress. Rather than quiescent years of 

a commercial fait accompli, tliese were years of debate. organization, and both legislative and 

public opinion battles about die nature and structure of the U.S. broadcasting system. 1)uring 

this period. U.S. boiadcasters. regm mlators. and the general public watched their neighbor to 
the north. Canada, completely scrap its previously commercial system and institute a public 

service network funded (iy license fees, patterned after the BBC. his provided an important 
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lesson for both sides. Though commercial interests won out in the United States, their victory 
was by no means inevitable, and certainly not achieved without raising some important ques-
tions that would continue to trouble our commercial network system to this day. 

On one side in the battle for the public airwaves were the commercial broadcasters, led 
by the emergent but highly successful new advertising-based networks (NBC and CBS), and 
the trade/lobbying group, the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB). Their opponents 
consisted of a handful of public interest groups and educational broadcasters, backed by cer-
tain elements of a resentful newspaper industry as well as the American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU). Most influential on the nonprofit side was the National Committee on Education by 
Radio ( NCER), fnunded in 1910 to ennsnlidate enneerps of edurators puhlir hmadrasters  
end cultural critirs of the commercial system  By 1934 it had over 11,000 members, who lob-
bied hard for some basic changes in the organization, structure, and financing of American 
broadcasting. Some of the ideas proposed by the educational group included setting aside a 
fixed percentage of stations for educational purposes, so that public broadcasters would not 
have to compete with commercial stations for license assignments (this happened in the FM 
band, finally, in 1942); adoption of an entirely new broadcasting system modeled on those in 
Great Britain or Canada, with public funding and public ownership of stations; or, lacking the 
above, the creation of a number of publicly owned and operated stations on the local, re-
gional, and national levels, funded by taxes, that would supplement but not replace existing 
commercial stations and networks. 

Despite much public support and an extensive lobbying campaign that did produce a 
number of bills and amendments iia Congress, the nonprofit side was defeated by the com-
mercial system at every turn. Partly this must be credited to the Depression, deepening just 
as the regulatory debate heated up, which made any thought of diverting much-needed gov-
ernment funds away from more direct economic relief seem frivolous. Yet, had the reformers 
managed to delay passage of the Communications Act even one more year, so that it might 
have met a more activist federal government with an established principle of public interven-
tion in commercial spheres, it might have tipped the scales toward at least some elements of 
reform. But on June 18,1934, President Roosevelt signed the Communications Act of 1934 
into law. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) replaced the FRC as radio's reg-
ulatory body. Building on the precepts of the Radio Act of 1927, it codified into a lasting body 
of regulations—still in force today, despite some major revisions—that made advertising-
based commercial network broadcasting the backbone of the American system. 

The Romance Hits a Few Bumps 

However triumphant the commercial system seemed after 1934, passage of the Communica-
tions Act did not end the tension inherent in radio's private use of public airwaves. Though 
the American public appeared largely overjoyed with the entertainment and information pro-
vided to them by the commercial networks and stations—as we shall see in Chapter 5— 
strong pockets of resistance remained (not least of which was the American public's pre-
dilection for "substandard" programming). The FCC began its first term in 1934 with seven 

commissioners appointed to staggered seven-year terms, with no more than four members to 
be from the same political party. Not only radio but also telephone and telegraph operations 
would fall under the new commission's jurisdiction. 

Most FCC members possessed legal, public utility; or engineering backgrounds, and 
many of them would go on to take positions in the broadcasting industry afterward—a cozy 
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relationship that later became subject to federal investigation itself. All were White men 
drawn from the educated elite. (Not until 1948 would the FCC get its first female com-
missioner, Frieda Hennock; not until 1972 would the first African American commissioner, 
Benjamin Hooks, take his seat, and Latinos would have to wait for Henry Rivera in 1981. 
We're still waiting for the first African American woman FCC commissioner. Rachelle 
Chong, the first Asian American, and Gloria Tristani, the first Latina, were appointed in the 
nineties by President Clinton.) As a body chosen to represent the public interest, they pre-
sented a decidedly skewed picture. Like many privileged reformers before them, they saw 
their first duty as protecting the American public from dangerous influences and its own de-
plorable inclinations. . 

First cracking down on "substandard" broadcasters like Dr. Brinkley, the FCC inaugu-
rated a "raised eyebrow" system of programming and advertising standards. Though broad-
casters' First Amendment rights prevented outright censorship, the FCC published guide-
lines and suggestions for responsible broadcasting that frowned on (among other things) 
medical quackery astrology and fortune telling, contraceptive advertising, favorable refer-
ences to hard liquor, racial or religious defamation, obscenity and indecency, excessive 
violence, the playing of recorded music, on-air solicitation of funds, and some violations of ad-
vertising decorum, such as too frequent or lengthy ads or the interruption of serious pro-
grams. One stipulation against the presentation of only one side of a controversial issue (not 
covering any of the topics above, though) would eventually lead to the controversial Fairness  
Doctrine. Though nonrenewal of stations' licenses was the biggest threat the FCC could 
make, it rarely came to that (only two licenses were revoked and eight turned down for re-
newal between 1934 and 1941). But broadcasters realized that their best interests were served 
by observing the raised eyebrow and acting accordingly, —kustaubagazzelofseZzoil - ¡wee 

President Roosevelt would go on to become the first president to make extensive use of 
the radio to communicate with the American public, in his famous Fireside Chats. His admin-
istration, however, would launch a series of investigations into the business practices of the 
growing industry, as the vague precept of "public interest, convenience, and necessity" failed 
to provide much practical assistance in keeping the profit motive from dominating the new 
national medium. Though commercial broadcasters made extensive promises to follow up 
their high-flown public service rhetoric with concessions to the needs of educational and non-
profit groups, in practice nonprofit or public service programs made up a very small part of 
network schedules. When they were given airtime at all, such programs (usually low rated) 
were pushed to the margins of broadcasting, or found their times changed so often that audi-
ences couldn't follow them. The networks themselves offered a few high-profile sustaining 
programs like the NBC Symphony Orchestra under conductor Arturo Toscanini, the Univer-
sity of Chicago Round Table, the World Series, and Metropolitan Opera broadcasts, but for 
the most part the FCC's idea that nonprofit groups would be able to share in the network 
broadcasting schedule was never realized. Furthermore, advertising agencies began in the 
early 1930s to produce the bulk of radio programming directly, taking over what had been 
envisioned as a major responsibility of regulated, licensed station owners. Consolidation oc-
curred as broadcasting practices became highly profitable and standardized. By 1938, almost 
40 percent of the stations on the air were owned by or affiliated with either NBC or CBS; for 
the powerful clear channel stations, that proportion was 28 out of 30. 

As President Roosevelt's New Deal progressed, his appointees on the FCC began to take 
a more interventionist approach to radio's commercial limitations—not by attempting to cen-
sor programs but by looking at the internal operations and structures of the industry itself, in 
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt was the f rat American president to make frequent and effective use of 
radio's potential for national address. 

an effort to open up the airwaves to greater diversity. Attempting to ward off a commercial 
monopoly of the airwaves, the FCC investigated AT&T's rate structure between 1936 and 
1939, recognizing that the telephone company's exclusive arrangements with NBC and CBS 

(and highly discriminatory rates for any interlopers) were squeezing out competition. The 
slight but effective reduction in land-line rates helped to support one of the major networks' 
wain competitors, the Mutual Broadcasting Systemt, founded in 1934 by a consortium of 
powerful independent stations. 

In 1941, furthering this investigation, the FCC published its "Report on Chain Broad-
casting," a study that had begun in 1938 to look into such anticompetitive practices as exclu-
sive affiliation contracts and limitations on the right of stations to refuse network programs 
(clearances). It ended by barring many such practices and furthermore recommended a pro-
vision that no one company could own more than one network—a clear slap at NBC, whose 
Blue and Red chains dominated the nation. (The result would be the formation of the Amer-
ican ç Broadcasting Company (ABC), built fro the divested NBC Blue chain.) Later, other 
prohibitions would be added: e "duopoly" rule (no one company could own more than one 

station in the same market, o y recently repealed) and (much later) "cross-ownership"  
which barred newspapers from owning radio stations in the same market, or vice versa. How-
ever, existing cross-ownership was grandfathered in, which let such companies as the Chicago 
Tribune keep their stations. 

Yet, surely FDR and his appointees kept in mind—especially as the war neared—that 
just as commercial network radio had become central to American life, it had also become 
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central to American politics. Roosevelt needed the cooperation of the radio networks just as 
much as the networks needed the arm's length regulation of the federal government. So 
although the FCC put restrictions on some of the more egregious violations of the public 
interest and open-market competition principles, it also took on an increasingly protective 
role, such as keeping out interlopers like the film industry, making sure that new technologies 
such as FM (frequency modulation) would be developed with the least disruption to estab-
lished interests, and never seriously considering any federal intervention in the commercial, 
privatized development of television. Only a few voices—none within the FCC itself—spoke 
out about radio's highly discriminatory treatment of racial minorities or nearly complete ban 
on discussion of racial issues. The relationship between corporate America and the federal 
government, though at times strained, remained solid. The war years would bring this rela-
tionship even closer, though they would also produce a new wave of criticism. However, in 
radio's growth decades of the 1930s and 1940s, the majority of Americans paid far more atten-
tion to the amusements and ideas issuing from the box in the living room than they did to the 
machinations of companies and regulators in Washington. It was the radio age. 

NETWORKS TRIUMPHANT 

Announcing the NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, Inc. National radio broad-
casting with better programs permanently assured by this important action of the Radio Cor-
poration of America in the interests of the listening public. . . . The purpose of that company 
will be to provide the best program available for broadcasting in the United States. . . . The 
Radio Corporation of America is not in any sense seeking a monopoly of the air. . . . It is seek-
ing, however, to provide machinery which will insure a national distribution of national pro-
grams, and a wider distribution of programs of the highest quality.5 

With these confident words, RCA publicized its formation of the first official national 
commercial broadcasting network on September 9, 1926. Its first broadcast went out over 25 
telephone-wire-linked stations on November 15, featuring a live (of course) 4-hour show 
hosted by new NBC president Merlin H. Aylesworth in New York. Singers and entertainers 
from remote sites in Chicago, Kansas City, and other locations were switched on at the 
appropriate time, capitalizing on networking's ability not only to send out a signal to various 
points but to transmit from them, too By January 1927, NBC had its second network, the 
Red, up and running with former AT&T station WEAF as its flagship. Consolidating man-
agement of both networks at its new headquarters at 711 Fifth Avenue in New York City, 
RCA thus inaugurated the era of network broadcasting. Only in the 1980s, with the rise of 
cable, has anything occurred to disrupt the power of over-the-air broadcasting networks in 
American life and culture. 

For a time NBC had the field to itself. Stations scrambled to sign on as affiliates of the 
only game in town, meaning that they and only they would be authorized to receive NBC pro-
grams in their area. Usually, NBC chose the most powerful and popular station in a given city 
as its affiliate (often taking some kind of ownership interest in it, until limitations on the num-
ber of stations a network could own were established). But the second-best station could sign 
on with the other NBC chain. Others were out of luck, although for a while NBC allowed 
some duplication within the same market. A favorable arrangement with AT&T meant that, 
although NBC's initial announcement assured the public that "If others will engage in this 
business the Radio Corporation of America will welcome their action, whether it be coopera-
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tive or competitive,' in practice any rival to NBC's chains would have to struggle with inferior 
quality telegraph wires. 

However, as the newly commissioned FRC began its station reassignment process in the 

spring of 1927, under the Radio Act that contained specific stipdations against monopoly, it 

began to seem to the triumphant RCA/AT&T alliance that perhaps some kind of competition 

in the network business might be desirable, if only for appearance's sake. At about the same 

time, a small group of entrepreneurs, shut out of NBC's de facto monopoly, announced plans 

to form their own network. Their efforts, and eventual success, provided NBC's only real 

competitor until the mid-forties and also pushed radio broadcasting in a different direction 

than it might otherwise have taken. NBC's confident assertions of upholding elite standards, 

providing only the best in broadcasting, would soon be shaken by an upstart whose only cul-
tural claim was that it tried harder—not to please the guardians of highbrow culture but to 

please the fickle audience and its even more fickle intermediary, the radio advertiser. 

Connection CBS: "We Try Harder" 

In the spring of 1927 Arthur Judson was a frustrated man. With new radio regulation in place, the situa-

tion with ASCAP clarified, and NBC's announcement of the beginning of chain oroadcasting, things 

should have looked bright for his talent business. Having formed the Judson Radio Program Corporation 

in January of that year, aimed at providing an economical alternative to ASCAP's hign-priced roster of 

creat ve talent, he looked to NBC as a lucrative client. But that network, intent on establishing a talent 

bureau of their own, told him in no uncertain terms to take a hike. 

He determined on a more adical approach. With associates George A. Coats, an Indiana promoter 

with important connections, and well-known radio sports announcer J. Andrew White, he formed a com-

pany ca led United Independent Broadcasters and set about showing NBC what was what. They would 

create their own network. They would approach non-NBC-affiliated broadcasters. purchase a few hours  

of time, then produce programs to appear during those hours using the talent they already had under 

contract. Advertisers would pay good money to sponsor such programs, especially when they could 

reach a regional or national audience via station interconnection—the basic principle of commercial 

broadcasting. By late spring they had agreements with 12 potential affiliates, including WOR Newark, 

which would be their hub. And UIB, witn its low overhead, could charge lower prices for the same high-

quality programs and station coverage than NBC could, and still make a profit. All they had to do was get 
AT&T to provide the land lines to link the stations together. 

This proved difficult AT&T was not arxious to jeopardize its exclusive agreement with NBC for a 

bunch of ragtag promoters who looked unlikely to be able to pay their bills even if AT&T granted the ser-

vice. They were flatly turned down. This was a setback indeed, since a regular broadcasting service 

needed the quality and reliability of transmission that only AT&T could provide, having long ago estab-

lished a monopoly on national telephone service. But George Coats had a few cards up his sleeve. In an 

interview published many years later, Arthur Judson recalls, 

We now had the stations, but before we could operate we had to have telephone lines. We held 

a good many rather hectic meetings to discuss the question of getting them. We applied to the 
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telepnone company and were informed that all of their lines were in use and that it would be impos-

sible to furnish lines for at least three years. We argued but got nowhere. 

Finally Coats, who was from Indiana, said, " I think I'll go down to Washington. I know some Indi-

ana people in Washington." 

He came back and said, "There's a friend of mine down there." I said, "Who is he?" "Well," he 

said, " he's just a man about Washington who fixes things. He has contacts." 

Coats went down to Washington again, came back and said: " If you give him two checks, one 

for $1000 and the other for $10,000, he will guarantee that you will get the wires."' 

Possibly Coats' "fixer" had some link to the influential head of the Interstate Commerce Commission, 

Indiana Senator James E. Watson, a powerful voice in the history of broadcast regulation. 

An ancillary factor may have been their timing: With station reassignment going on, NBC could not 
..... afford a hard-line monopolistic position and may have pushed AT T to concede to what looked like, after 

all, an operation with very little capitalization or hope of success. he Columbia Phonograph Corporatioa dcb 

had invested in UIB and contributed its name to the project in hopes of promoting its recording artists via 

the new chain, but its own business was faltering. The Columbia Broadcasting System made its debut on 

September 25, 1927, with a Metropolitan Opera broadcast, but a month later was over $100,000 in 

debt. Columbia Records backed out. A Philadelphia station owner, Jerome Louchheim, stepped in to tide 

them over, but it wasn't until the struggling business attracted the attention of William S. Paley, young 

vice-president of the Congress Cigar Company of Philadelphia, that its fortunes began to improve. Paley 

had been one of the network's early sponsors, touting his company's cigars with a musical variety show 

called La Patina Concert. Convinced that radio advertising was the wave of the future, Paley bought a 

controlling interest in the network in September 1928. He would stay on as CBS's head until 1977. 

One of Paley's first innovations was an adjustment of the station payment and compensation 

scheme. Under the existing arrangement used by both NBC and CBS at the time, the network paid the 

station each time it aired a sponsored program, meaning a program for which the network received pay-

ment from advertisers. This was a fixed amount, from $30 to $50 per evening hour, which many larger 

stations felt was far from enough, given the size of their market and their normal charges for airtime. But 

stations were additionally required to pay the network for any networlustaining prograa that they 

aired locally; that isZograms that the network supplied that did not have a national spona Sometimes 

these programs were serious or highbrow shows that helped to fulfill the station's public service obliga-

tions; sometimes they were programs that the station could sell to local advertisers to bring in revenue. 

Charges ranged from $45 to $90 an hour, an amount smaller stations often found hard to meet. 

Although radio remained one of the few areas of U.S. business relatively unaffected by the Depression— 

indeed, these were growth years for the radio business—the declining economy hit the smallest opera-

tions hardest. 
Paley's plan did away with the station's payments for sustaining programs in favor of a tighter 

agreement for guaranteed clearances, with payment to the stations on a sliding scale adjusted for sta-

tion power and market size. In other words, CBS affiliates could have all of CBS's network programs, 

sustaining and commercial, without charge—in fact, the network would pay them. But they had to agree 

to take the entire network schedule and not arbitrarily opt out of a given program for their own reasons. 

For that kind of guarantee to his network's sponsors—that their programs would be heard over all the 

network's affiliates, with no exceptions—Paley was willing to commit himself to a considerable expen-

diture. Rates paid by the network to the stations now ranged from $125 to $1,250 for an hour- length 

commercial evening program, which was a substantial inducement. (This vactice continues today in the 

form of tation compensation: the fee that networks pay their affiliates for clearanOof their schedules 

to receiv commercial network programs.) Meanwhile, NBC affiliates were required to pay the network a 

flat rate of $1,500 a month, regardless of their size, until NBC finally reconsidered in 1935. 
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CBS :ried harder to innovate popular programs and to tighten network/affiliate relations. 

This novel practice indicates one important difference between CBS and NBC, at least in the ear-

lier days. Even on its more commercial Red network, NBC stood poised between two poles. It had 

achieved its position of prominerce by promising a level of public service defined in its announcement 

and elsewhere as "highest-quality" programs of the " best" kind—even as the pressm to find commer-

cial sponsorship demanded a wider audience than these qualfty programs could deliver.  NBC needed to 

be specific about exactly what it provided as a public service—its sustaining shows—and what it did to 

make money. CBS, on the other hand, suffered under no such expectations. As the smaller, struggIng, 

lower-priced network, without RCA's deep pockets or governmental ties, CBS unabashedly courted what-

ever sponsorship it could get. It developed an aggressive policy of recruiting top talent and by 1938 fea-

tured as many of the nation's top-rated shows as did NBC's two networks put together. 

In fact, historian Erik BarnoLw credits CBS with spearheading most of the major innovations in radio 

programming that mark the more glorious moments of the radio age: 

The outburst of creative activity that came to radio in the second half of the 1930s was largely 

a CBS story. The first stirrings were at CBS, and while these eventually awakened much o, The 

industry, the most brilliant moments were at CBS—in drama, news, and almost every other kinc of 
programming.8 

We'll talk about programs in more detail in Chapter 5, but an overview of CBS's standout efforts 

would have to include its Columbia Workshop program, which began as a sustaining effort broadcasting 

serious drama and evolved fit° Orson Welles' famed Mercury Theatre of the Air (and its momentous 

"War of the Worlds" broadcast) sponsored by Campbell Soup. Also, CBS was the first to build up a news 

division offering coverage that would become crucial during World War f. Howard K. Smith, Lowell 

Thomas, Edward R. Murrow, William L. Shirer, and other preeminent names came together at CBS in the 

late 1930s to pioneer the concept of the " news roundup," broadcasts from remote sites and nations 
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brought together in a combination of news and analysis. Other well-regarded CBS shows included The 

American School of the Air, Arch Oboler's Lights Out, Du Pont's history series Calvacade of America, and 

the prestige drama program Lux Radio Theatre. 

However, even its most respected programs demonstrate the comfortable relationship with sponsors 

from which CBS might occasionally distance itself but always embraced in the end. Barnouw relates the 

amusing story of the network's attempt to ban controversial ads for laxatives, a type of product advertis-

ing that tended to receive the raised eyebrow from the FCC and other cultural critics. CBS offered sev-

eral programs sponsored by laxative manufacturers. With great fanfare, Paley announced in May 1935 

that henceforth such products in questionable taste would be expunged from the CBS airwaves, the pol-

icy to take effect as soon as present contracts had expired. General praise, from the FCC and from the 

press, ensued. It was common practice at that time for sponsors to let their contracts lapse for the sum-

mer months, when listenership was lowest, and return under new contracts in the fall. Paley's announce-

ment had the effect of inspiring laxative manufacturers to simply extend their contracts through the 

summer and into fall; there would be no contract expirations at CBS, a most profitable development for 

the network, and therefore no actual ban. As Barnouw says, "The year in which CBS got its ' avalanche of 

praise' for banning laxatives turned out to be one of its best laxative years—the best, some say. Eventu-

ally the laxative ban was forgotten."9 Likewise, the network's much-touted limitations on outright sales 

talk, 10 minutes during the evening hours and 15 minutes per hour during the day, did not affect the 

popular practice of integrating product pitches into the dramatic content of the show. 

CBS's need to try harder to establish itself led it to some sticky situations in its early years. Father 
Coughlin, a Catholic priest from Royal Oak, Michigan, whose anti-Semitic and hate-filled diatribes won 

him a large populist following during the Depression years, found a home on CBS until he became too 

hot to handle (Chapter 6). And CBS pioneered the practice of sponsored news and political commentary 

programs, such as the Ford Sunday Evening Hour, on which Ford executive William J. Cameron was 

allowed to criticize the New Deal and espouse Henry Ford's antilabor philosophy. Liberty magazine's 

Forum of Liberty program gained a prestigious on-air platform for leaders of industry to broadcast their 

antilabor, anti-New Deal views in exchange for buying advertising in the magazine. And CBS joined the 

other networks in allowing news programs to be commercially sponsored, particularly as the war 

boosted ratings in the forties. 

Yet CBS set a certain tone, a certain style, in the radio business that st000 in sharp contrast to NBC's 

more stuffy corporate image. CBS's slick promotional brochures proclaimed the gospel of radio to the 

business community, with much attention paid to ornate covers and deluxe presentation. Paley himself 

began to move in glamorous social circles, imparting an air of distinction to the network. Phrases such 

as "grace and swift maneuver," "suave," " brilliant, dynamic, acquisitive," were used to describe the cul-

ture at CBS, whereas NBC's corporate culture received the descriptor "ponderous." Underneath lay a 

keen attention to the bottom line. 

By 1938, the upstart network was in first place, if NBC's two networks are counted separately. NBC 

boasted 135 affiliates, divided between the Red and Blue, to CBS's 106, although CBS affiliates tended 

to be smaller, lower-power stations. CBS brought in almost $29 million in total network revenues in 

1938, with a profit of $3 million. NBC's revenue that same year totaled $38 million: $27 million from the 

Red and $11 million from the Blue. As an indicator of the perceived value of network time to advertisers, 

CBS in that year charged $8,525 per evening hour, while NBC charged $8,400 for an hour on its Red 

network and $7,800 for an hour on Blue. 

Both companies had embarked on a campaign to own as many of the desirable clear channel sta-

tions in their network lineup as possible. Besides WABC-New York, which became CBS's flagship station, 

Paley acquired eight more between 1928 and 1936: WJSV-Washington, DC; WBT-Charlotte, NC; WEEI-
Boston; WBBM-Chicago; WKRC-Cincinnati; WCCO-Minneapolis; KMOX-St. Louis; and KNX-Los Angeles. 
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NBC owned ten; besides its original three (WEAF and WJZ in New York, WRC-Washington, DC), it pur-
chased WMAL-Washington, DC; WTAM-Cleveland; WMAQ and WENR in Chicago; KOA-Denver; and KPO 

and KGO in San Francisco. Profits from owned and operated stations ((AO's) have always been higher 

thar network profits themselves; in 1938 CBS's profit margin for its stations was 16 percent, compared 

to a 10.5 percent profit ratio for the network.1° Trying harder brought success. 

Furthermore, until barred by federal investigation in 1941, both CBS and NBC owned their own tal-

ent bureaus, furthering their monopolistic hold en the radio entertainment business. NBC's Artists' Ser-

vice and CBS's Columbia Artists, Inc., signed actors, musicians, humorists, and other kinds of talent to 

long-term contracts, then took a percentage oi the work they found in radio and other productions. 

Barnouw reports that in 1935 Columba Artists had under contract approximately nett the artists touring 

in the United States." 11 A producer coming to CBS with a new program found herself required to employ 

CBS talent, or face prohibitive charges; independent or ad hoc networks like the Mutual Broadcasting 

System, struggling to compete with NBC and CBS, ended up enriching them anyway if they used talent 

under contract to their rivals. 

Later, both networks added recording companies to their subsidiary list and roved into the tran-

scription businesg(the production and distribution of recorded programs). Plus, as Broadcast Music Inc. 

(BMI)—the rival to ASCAP formed by the NAB h 1939 and owned by broadcasters—gained in power, 

networks controlled a piece of the music rghts pie as well. In many ways the networks of the 1930s and 

early 1940s resembled the vertically integrated film companies of the studio system days, and like the 

film studios they would be required to divest themselves of some of their monopolistic features in the 

New Deal spirit of the 1940s. 

If CBS tried harder, then another upstart network of the 1930s exerted sometimes desperate efforts 

to stay afloat. Since necessity is the mother of invention, it also pioneered some unique and blithely pop-

ulist program forms. The Mutual Broadcasting network arose from the combined efforts of four powerful 

independent stations—WOR-New York, WGN-Chicago, WLW-Cincinnati, and WXYZ-Detroit—who carved 

out a place for themselves and other stations left out of the network oligopoly. By 1940, Mutual had 160 

affiliates, many in smaller cities and rural areas; most of them also belonged to one of the smaller 

reg onal chains such as the Don Lee network on the West Coast or the Colonial network of New England. 

Eschewing the big-budget variety and prestige drama productions that dominated NBC and CBS prime-

time schedules, Mutua developed a strong presence in such less reputable or marginalized genres as 

sponsored news, thriller dramas for young audiences like The Shadow, The Lone Ranger, and Bulldog 

Drummond, quiz shows such as Double or Nothing, and religious programs like rhe Lutheran Hour, The 

Old-Fashioned Revival Hour, and The Voice of Prophecy Though it started out with very loose affiliation 

agreements—more like a program syndicator than a network—by the late thirties competition caused 

Mutual to tighten its affiliate structure so as to deliver coverage to advertisers. 

It is not mere irony that CBS, the network that had innovated some of the most success-
ful practices in the history of broadcasting. is also responsible for the eventual regulatory 
crackdown that would ensue. In hammering out its station compensation deal, which effec-
tively encouraged the expansion of the network system, CBS also undermined the ver v basis 
and assumptions upon which the U.S. regulatory structure had been based. The Communi-
(rut-ions Act of 1934 had designated the individual broadcasting station as ultimate gittpkpeppr 
and responsible party in controlling this new medium using its licensing system as the means 
by which broadcasters were required to answer to the public. The CBS system pulled the 
rug out from under this approach, mandating that stations simply tun) over the bulk of their 
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programming responsibilities to the unlicensed, unsupervised networks. Except as it affected 
their owned and operated stations, networks remained outside the regulatory reach of the 
FCC. And as networks made the decision to allow advertisers and their agencies to provide 
the bulk of radio programming, control over this influential medium receded further and fur-
ther from government hands. 

Gradually, exactly the kind of radio structure that early regulators and critics had most 
wished to avoid came to prevail across the land: A restricted-access, vertically integrated 
oligopoly, dominated by two large corporations and supported by increasingly blunt and intru-
sive commercial advertising, exerted what could be called a stranglehold on radio program-
ming, outside of any kind of public supervision or control. Public airwaves were producing 
immense amounts of private profit; educational and other public service programs occupied 
less and less space on the broadcast schedule; stations unaffiliated with the networks found it 
hard to survive, and local control over the voices in the air declined as each year rolled by. 
Radio was suffocating in its own success. This is not to say that the system failed to produce 
much that pleased and served the American public—it obviously did, judging by radio's pop-
ularity—but what was produced came from increasingly narrow parameters. 

Yet blame cannot be placed entirely on the networks, whose actions merely pursued the 
possibilities put before them. By advocating the kind of paternalistic, elite version of regula-
tion that valued established hierarchies and good taste above social diversity and expressive 
freedom, regulators of radio's middle decades backed themselves into a corner. They wanted 
cultural control and they got it—just not the kind they had had in mind. Commercial net-
works like CBS and its even more populist, hardscrabble competitor, the Mutual network, 
followed their 'audience maximization mandate; they provided a vast array of popular en-
tertainments, many of which spoke to and for the masses far better than did the earnest edu-
cational efforts of highminded reformers. Commercial advertisers did, in fact, know their 
public, and reverted to their own version of serving up "what the public is interested in"— 
focused, of course, on selling their own products. Yet regulators, rather than open up the air-
waves to more possibilities and creating a diversity of broadcast opportunities, chose instead 
to close ranks around their established system. Regulators increasingly used their power to 
protect the economic interests of existing networks and powerful stations, occasionally requir-
ing them to make small adjustments here and there when egregious violations came to light. 

THE SPONSOR'S MEDIUM 

What happened to NBC's lofty visions of radio showmanship? When the FRC placed the hot 
potato of programming decisions into corporate rather than public hands, who would end up 
grasping hold and who would get burned? As we have seen, early radio stations based their 
operations around whatever related talent or business needed publicity, but NBC at least saw 
its role as a network in very different terms. Instead of letting the entertainment market dic-
tate what programming might be made available, NBC programmers like Bertha Brainard 
from the commercial side, Phillips Carlin from the sustaining program side, and their boss 
John Royal, Vice-President of Programming, envisioned their task as program builders. Ra-
ther than let publicity seekers come to them, they actively sought out talent, came up with 
program concepts, and orchestrated and produced programs from the well-appointed radio 
studios at NBC headquarters, which soon moved to the elaborate Rockefeller Center when it 
was completed in 1936. Then, if a well-heeled sponsor wanted to purchase the program and 
bracket it with a certain (controlled) amount of sales talk for his product, fine. Indeed, this is 
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how money would be made. But earlywe itself as the primary program impressario, 
playing a crucial atekeeping role in 1—yet profitable— 
path. As Brainard described her task in a 1926 letter to a potential client, attAx_1442..0%.-5 

This department secures suitable talent of known reputation and popularity creates your 
program and surrounds it with announcements and atmosphere closely allied with your sell-
ing thought. 12 

This state of affairs would last about six years. By 1932 the major point of creative control 
of programs had shifted to the advertising agencies of major radio sponsors; by 1936 almost all 
of the prime-time and most of the daytime hours were completely out of the networks' 
purview except for some mild censorship (see p. 84). Networks would not regain their power 
to select programs and set schedules until after the quiz show scandals of television in the late 
1950s. What happened? How could such powerful near monopolies lose the ability to shape 
the central component of their business? 

Three factors intervened in the early to Nis1-1930s to shift the center of radio production 
away from the networks to the sponsors. Firs»tein undermined profitability Even 
the electronics industry felt some of the effects of the Depression. RCA's stock fell along with 
everyone else's, and investing large amounts of money in programs "on spec," without a guar-
anteed sponsor, began to seem less and less attractive. When advertising agencies stepped 
forward with a complete program package, asking only that their clients be allowed to buy 
time at high prices from the network, it was an easy deal to make. The networks complied and 
soon found the most lucrative and popular parts of their schedules preemptiv occupied by 
sponsored, pre roduced programs. CBS pursued this vision from the start. 

Second, vertising agencies too needed to find additional ways of boos ng profits dur-
ing the economic hard times. Radio presented an attractive opportunity. And the payment 
schedule worked out during these early years proved particularly enticing. An agency that put 
together a program could take its usual 10 to 15 percent fee from its client on the total cost of 
the show, and on top of that it could get an additional 15 percent from the network when it 
brokered the purchase of airtime. This was a nice piece of double-dipping and hastened the 
perception of agencies that radio was a good place to direct their efforts. A few agencies, as 
we have seen with The Eveready Hour produced by the N. W Ayer agency, got into radio very 
early on, but it was around 1929 to 1930 when most agencies established radio departments 
in-house. 

Third, given the economics above it made sense for agencies—particularly those with 
the biggest clients, who tended to be drawn to national radio—to produce the most elaborate  
and high-budgeted show possible, because this made their fees hieî Why scrape by with 
cheap, lesser known talent, with little name recognition, and thus guarantee themselves a 
smaller fee, when they might go for the big names (with big costs but also big followings) and 
make more money? And where else to find the big stars but in Hollywood? If the networks 
seemed reluctant to look too mtich toward the West Coast for their talent (their own talent A 
bureaus could not rival the studios for top stars under contract), then the agencies would LA›.-11"‘" «At) 
wrest control of production from the stuffy network executives and take it into their own 
hands. Allied with cooperative film studios, ad agencies bypassed the program departments 
and talent bureaus of the networks and thus boosted their own fees. 

This helped to produce the noted swing toward Hollywood (discussed in Chapter 5) and 
helped bail out movie studios who had been heavily hit by the Depression. It also turned 
radio into a multimillion dollar business very quickly. By 1938, costs for a top-rated prime-
time 1-hour variety program like the Chase and Sanborn Hour (starring ventriloquist Edgar 
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Bergen and his dummy Charlie McCarthy) ran to almost $36,000 per show, with total pro-
duction costs of $20,000 and airtime charges of $ 15,900. 13 

The competition between CBS and NBC also plays an important role here. It is very pos-
sible that had NBC had no real competitor it could have kept up its genteel highbrow role 
indefinitely, charging high prices for the programs it devised for its clients and using some of 
those profits to produce high-quality sustaining programs, according to the original plan. With 
CBS in the game, competing for lucrative contracts and pushing the more generally popular 
kind of programming for all it was worth, NBC had to jump into the fray or lose out entirely. 
If sponsors began to chafe under the restrictive contract terms and more cautious approach to 
programs at NBC, they could take their ideas to CBS and find a welcome reception. Of 
course, if it hadn't been CBS another group would surely have moved into the opening to 
start up a rival network. 

Without the state-guaranteed protected monopoly of a system like the BBC, commer-
cialization was bound to lead to ever greater competition, competition would lead to going 
after the mass audience, and mass audience meant the triumph of the popular over the taste-
ful and elite. But it is easy for us to forget today the vital central role that advertising agencies  
played in the shapisr  jrour national broadcasting culture.  It was in the production meetings 
and client negotiation if the nation's major agencies that radio programming took shape and 
evolved into its mature forms, many of which are still with us on television. The FCC thought 
that it could control radio through its stations, but almost before the ink on the Communica-
tions Act had dried the real power had drifted out of government oversight and into the hands 
of the commercial marketplace. 

This produced an outburst of popular creative innovation, unrivaled since early movie 
days... It led to the familiar characteristics of the American system of radio, whose names 
became household words not only in this country but eventually throughout much of the 
world. History books talk about the William S. Paleys and David Sarnoffs, but those men had 
very little to do with tgeveryday sounds and experiences that wafted across America all day 
and most of the nightUadio was the product of numerous advertising personnel, who corn-
T miss' ed the scripts, hired the talent, oversaw production, and dunned the sponsor for pay-

ment. Who were these men and women? They are too numerous to ever emerge fully from 
the obscurity of the past, but a few have left archives of their activities that give us a glimpse 
into this busy and vital world. One of those is J. Walter Thompson, a company that would be-
come a major center of radio innovation. 

Connection J. Walter Thompson, Radio Showmen to the World 
criN ( L).13k) 

In the spring of 1929, a mighty battle took place within the walls of J. Walter Thompson, a New York-

based agency that had been a leader in advertising innovations since 1870. Radio production was heat-

ing up, and although JVVT had been one of the earlier firms to establish a radio production department, 

times had changed with more and more clients eager to pursue the hot new medium with their own 

advertising dollars. 
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By the end of the twenties almost 50 percent of U.S. households owned at least one radio. Radio 

itself was changing, with more big-name variety shows and an increasing trend toward drama, and 

although the major emphasis of most stations was still on music, different possibilities were beginning to 

emerge on- set up a radio department in 1927 under the direction of William S. Ensign, who had cre-
ated The Eveready Hour for N. W. Ayer and served as the musical director for Awry and His Gang. Ensign 

began signing on major clients like Goodricn Tire, Shell Oil, and Maxwell House Coffee, while other agen-

cies began quickly to set up their own departmerts to compete. 

Ensign moved on in the spring of 1929, and was replaced by Henry P. Joslyn, who had come up in 

the JWT ranks as head of the music department, specializing in what still made up most of the programs 

that JWT built for its clients. It seemed a likely choice. But just two months later this began to look like a 

short-sighted decision: If the future of radio lay not so much in judicious music selection but more in 

drama, comedy, and variety, then skills in overall showmanship were required, not just in music. And who 

was this rano audience? What did they prefer to near over the air, and how could it best be linked to the 

selling iiterests of their clients? These were the new questions that needed to be answered. 

Contenders for the position of head of radio at JWT posed three different solutions. For Joslyn, 

music was and always would be the backbone cf radio. Selecting the finest musicians, writing a small 

amount of 'continuity" (the dialogue or sketch that provided a bridge between musical numbers), and 

çraftng introductions that made a discreet reference to the sponsor's product— this was the stuff of 
radio. 

A second contender, Aminta Casseres, had a different idea. Casseres was the highest-ranking 

woman at JWT, in a company with a urique approach to the question of gender. Under the supervision of 

Helen Lansdowne Resor, co-director of the firm with her husband Stanley Resor, JWT had long before 

instituted separate men's and womer's editorial groups. Men worked with men, women worked with 

women—a system that the Resors believed produced the best and most profitable results. Because 

American women purchased millions of household products and they were also the major radio audi-

ence, women were needed in the advertising business to best understand and speak to their own s•  • 

and because women were less likely to be listened to and properly promoted under male supervision, a 

separate women's division was maintained. (A number of former suffragists worked in the JWT women's 

group, selling products to U.S. women just as they had labored to sell the idea of voting rights in the 

teens.) Casseres was head of the women's editorial group. In her vision for radio, drama predominated. 

She was particularly interested in emo:ional and human interest stories because she believed that thes,e 

were best targeted to reach radio's main audience of womep, Later she led JVVT's development of day-

time se-ial drama. 

The third likely candidate was head of new pusiness, John U. Reber. Sometimes referred to as the 

Grim Reber, he was a straightlaced New Erglander who nonetheless saw the future ol radio in big-name 

variety productions. A leading proponent of the tneory that ad agencies could do a far better job of cre-

ating radio programming than the radio networks, Reber argued for a tighter relationship with Hollywood, 

vauceville, and theater. He argued that these entertainment industries, unlike the radio networks but sim-

ilar to the advertising business, had their fingers on the pulse of the American public. Rather than try to 

uplift or improve tastes, or restrict programs to a cautious, highbrow mainstream, Reber believed in radio 

as a popular medium, calibrated to "what the public was interested in." And he didn't mind spending 

money to achieve it.  Reber was convinced that it was the presence of established hip-name stars that  

would hiiild radio Unlike Casseres, who envisioned creating new program forms that would be unique to 

radio, Reber believed in drawing on the entertainment forms already available and popular with the pub-

lic, beyond mere music. 
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A young scriptwriter newly employed at JWT in the spring of 1929 humorously related what hap-

pened as these three vied for the position of radio director: 

Mr. Joslyn, who had long been head of the radio department, called me in. He liked my continuity, 

he said. Would I make such and such changes in the script before 10 o'clock the next morning? 
Feeling that my script must have had merit to warrant his attention I gurgled with delight and said 

yes sir.... 

On returning to my desk, I was summoned by Miss Aminta Casseres, one of the copy execu-
tives She said that as the new head of the radio department, she wanted to thank me for writing 

this continuity. She asked if I could make certain revisions—a very different set from the ones 

Joslyn suggested. Would I bring her a revised script back in the morning, say at 10? I said yes 

ma'am, and returned to my office to ponder.... 

It was not for long. The phone rang and I was asked to come to John Reber's office. He said that 

he had been appointed head of radio and liked my stuff. Here were the changes to make (all differ-

ent from the other two sets). . 

I was not at the meeting when these three worthies, each armed with one of my scripts, fought 

out their conflicting ideas.... But after several weeks of intramural shenanigans, during which I had 

to write all the Thompson shows three different ways, Reber emerged, bleeding, as Our Radio 

Chief.' 4 

Reber's final selection as radio head set U.S. broadcasting on a path it would follow for the next 30 

years. Although he was not alone in his innovations, JVVT under Reber's direction did lead the pack in 

certain kinds of highly popular programs including the Rudy Vallee/Fleischman's Yeast Hour, the Lux 

Radio Theater, The Jack Benny Program, and many other of radio's preeminent hits of the thirties and 

forties. By 1938 the agency was producing at least five of each year's top-ten shows, all from Hollywood. 

Reber's stars included not only Vallee and Benny but George Burns and Gracie Allen, Al Jolson, Walter 

Winchell, Eddie Cantor, Major Bowes, Fanny Brice, and Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy. 

The American Medium 

Plow did this alliance among Hollywood, advertising, and radio shape the fundamental 
aspects of the medium? One characteristic that marked U.S. radio as different from its fg non-
commercial rivals, such as the BBC, was the early development o consistent scheduling 
Radio programs from the earliest days appeared on the same day at e same time, encour-
aging audiences to build their own schedules around their favorite shows. This seems like an 
obvious advantage, but only if one believes, as U.S. radio innovators did, that catering to the 
audience's convenience and building up the largest possible listenership are the goals of radio 
production. For the BBC, a more important goal was to provide cultural improvement 
through radio. With this motivation, it made more sense to treat radio programs like special 
events, unique and occasional, much like attending the theater or a symphonic concert. Audi-
ences were required to consult their program guide, make specific plans to listen to this or 

-that, and get up and go about their business when the program was done. In the United 
States, a high premium was placed on keeping the listener tuned in all day long, if possible to 
the same station, so as to maximize the publicity given to performers and products. 

Though U.S. radio schedules remained fairly diverse until the network era, they soon sta-
bilized into the system of time slots (from 15 minutes to 1 hour), starting on the hour and at 
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quarter-hour and half-hour intervals, with one show flowing continuously into the other 
(punctuated by commercials and station identification). This is the system that worked best in 
the competitive commercial environment of U.S. radio, as devised by networks, sponsors, and 
agencies working in concert. In Great Britain and other countries, without such pressures, 
shows were intermittent and of varying lengths, with simple silence (or dead air, as it was 
called in the United States) not just tolerated but often required between programs so as to 
preserve a proper respect for the material. 

Agencies like J. Walter hompson would spearhead another key broadcasting character-
istic: the differentiation of1,aynd Lighttime scheduleilhat soon began to mark radio and 
still marks network television. In JWT's vision, nighttime radio became the star-studded 
equivalent of a night on the town. True, major advertisers sponsored the programs and aired 
their ads, but in a way that minimized their intrusiveness. The technique of integrated adver-
tising was pioneered at JVVT, starting with the Rudy Vallee show and extending throughout 
the nighttime schedule. By this method, a pitch for the product or mention of the sponsor was 
worked into the dramatic content, rather than stopping the program for a separate, explicit 
commercial. For example, Rudy Vallee, nightclub host, strolls casually among the tables and 
just happens to hear a young couple talking with enthusiasm about Fleischmann's Yeast. Cecil 
B. DeMille brings out one of his weekly guest stars, who incidentally mentions the wonderful 
job that Lux Soap does on her curtains. Gracie Allen asks innocently how they manage to get 
milk out of carnations, for sponsor Carnation Instant Milk. Such indirect promotion saved 
major stars from having to make explicit product pitches and frequently added to the humor 
of the show—particularly as some comedians, like Jack Benny, introduced the habit of 
humorously insulting the sponsor. It still sold goods. 

The nighttime audience was believed to be the largest swath of the general American 
public, and evening shows were skewed toward what were una as m e int ests. 
The thinking was that this was the only time of day that men were likely to e listemng, so e 
major effort must be directed at getting their attention and catering> their tastes  (despite 
the fact that over 50 percent of the nighttime audience was actually female). This meut 

. Despite the many talented 
women of stage and screen, female stars appeared mostly as guests or as sidekicks to male tal-
ent in the nighttime hours of U.S. radio. For a long time Kate Smith was the only woman to 
single-handedly headline a major evening show, followed by Fanny Brice in 1938. Not until 
the war years would radio's nighttime hours open up to female talent. 

During the day. on the other hand. the audience was believed to he almost entirely  
female  (despite consistent data showing the male daytime audience as almost 30 percent of 
the whole). A separate daytime sphere opened up for American women, dedicated to appeal-
ing to their interests and catering to their needs—within the purview of sponsors, of course. 
Entire genres were developed with women in mind, appearing almost exclusively in the day-
time: the serial drama (or soap opera), the daytime talk show, the breakfast show, and a cer-
tain kind of light music program that would later morph into a format for post-TV radio. 
Indeed, serial drama—the type of continuous narrative featuring a cast of recurrent charac-
ters that carried over weeks or months—was so identified with the feminine audiences of the 
daytime that it became anathema at night. Not until the 1970s would prime-time soaps. aireil 
weekly. be allowed onto the nighttime airwaves by the nineties the majority nf hnnr-lnng 
prime-time dramas eontainerl heavy snap inflnenre  But from the mid-1930s through the six-
ties, serial drama remained the province of women in the daytime and the target of radio's 
heaviest criticism. 
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Network Woes 

Once ad agencies had seized the reins of program production and showed few signs of giving 
them back, what was a network to do? Well, for starters, simply collecting the fee for use of 
airtime kept network sales departments busy, and these departments played a key role in per-
suading clients to try radio, assisting agencies in collecting audience data, and recommending 
talent for agency prodijctions. But they also had another function—that of cultural gate-
keeper, or entral censor, f what went out over their expensive air. Some of this function was 
strictly com ercial: kee mg sponsors from insulting each other, or colliding too abruptly (a 
show for Marlboro immediately followed by one from. Lucky Strike}, or violating FCC stan-
dards. But ultimately one of the network's key functions devolved onto their so-called Conti-
nuity Acceptance departments. (Scripts were known as continuities at this time, and hence 
this means Script Acceptance.) These were the centers of script review and program observa-
tion that attempted to ride herd on the wild and woolly ad agency producers who were 
blithely unconcerned with FCC eyebrows or considerations of good taste. Today they're 
referred to as Standards and Practices departments, or something similar, and serve much the 
same function for television. 

At NBC, the head of Continuity Acceptance was Janet MacRorie, a former schoolteacher 
of Scottish descent known in some quarters as "the old maid." Hers was largely a thanldess 
task. Ad agencies took delight in slipping double entendres past the censors, especially in 
radio where inflection or emphasis could shift a meaning completely. And because network 
radio went out live, even if the script were approved there were no guarantees that the per-
formers would stick to it. In the 1930s the networks adopted the practice of assigning one of 
their own producers to every agency show broadcast from their studios, to keep an eye on 
things and to note every deviation from the approved written script. JWTs archives contains 
microfilms of such "as-broadcast" scripts, and sometimes the deviations are highly significant. 

For instance, Louis Armstrong, the famous jazz trumpeter, was signed on as host for a 
summer replacement for The Rudy Vallee Show in 1937. In keeping with the racial prejudice 
cif the time, a script was prepared for him that insisted on his speaking in heavy minstrel 
dialect. Armstrong, a well-spoken man without any such accent in his normal speech, refused 
to repeat the insulting dialect and inserted his own introductions and bridges. The NBC floor 
producer noted his substitute dialogue with increasing exasperation and reported these devi-
ations to his superiors. The show was canceled after six weeks, and no African American musi-
cian would host his own sponsored network show again until Nat King Cole in 1946. 
Armstrong gained a reputation of being difficult to work with, and although the jazz' great's 
career was hardly impeded by the event, the episode demonstrates the kind of culturà1 polic-
ing that took place under network guidelines and also shows the limits of cultural diversity the 
advertisers were willing to allow. 

MacRorie labored mightily to set network shows on the right course, producing NBC's 
first program policy manual and sending a constant barrage of memos about offensive pro-
grams to the heads of programming, sales, and network operations. In 1938, as the Roosevelt 
administration prepared to launch its investigation of the radio industry, MacRorie fired off a 
memo to Lenox R. Lohr, president of NBC networks, venting her frustration with what little 
effect network policies had had on agency-produced daytime serials: 

With criticism mounting against the n'rerit of radio programs in general and the question of 
public interest stressed so strongly, I believe we should ask for change in type of material 
used on the following programs broadcast from New York: 
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(a) "John's Other Wife"—a daytime show. Quite bad; story poor—an endless conflict be-
tween the wife and her husband's business associates. . . . 

(b) "Just Plain Bill and Nancy"—a daytime show of no merit whatever—tragedy is para-
mount—babies arriving, babies dying, adults going out of their minds—oxygen tents, 
hospitals, murders, robberies, etc.... 

(c) "Dick Tracy"—the moral of right coming out on top is greatly overshadowed by colorful 
deeds and skill of the miscreants. Plenty of gun play and screams. . . . 

(d) "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch"—a succession of calamities—never a happy mo-
ment—robberies, murders, deaths by natural causes, gangsters, ex-convicts—no relation 
between radio script and book of same title. 

The memo goes on in the same vein; the shows continued unabated. The same type of mate-
rial can be found today not only in the women's daytime ghetto of the soaps but in prime time 
as well. 

Yet a memo responding to some of MacRorie's earlier complaints, from head of network 
sales Roy Witmer, sets out the problem in a nutshell: 

I hold no grief [sic] for these particular programs. I too think they are morbid. But are we to 
give the radio audience what they apparently like to listen to or what we think they ought 
to have? The advertisers pursue the former course. The British Broadcasting Company the 
latter.'6 

In Chapter 5 we will take up in more detail the question of what kind of programs the 
American system of national commercial networks, supported by advertising and pro-
grammed by sponsors and agencies, created during the fertile decades of the thirties and for-
ties. And as audiences tuned in by the millions, social critics took note. A body of academic 
radio research began to develop, not much of it looking favorably on the radio business, even 
as networks and agencies honed their market research skills. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has examined the development of the American model of commercial network 
broadcasting. We've looked at the regulatory and social context within which networks 
emerged, the battles over control and structure of the medium, and the way the radio indus-
try survived and adapted. Far from reflecting a natural and simple process of technological 
development, U.S. broadcasting emerged out of a great deal of indecision and controversy 
over the direction it would take and might well have evolved very differently. But we've also 
seen how commercial forces were able to triumph over would-be reformers, to shape the sys-
tem to reflect their own economic interests. 

Yet the industry itself was not a unified and monolithic enterprise. Though NBC and 
CBS quickly became the two major players, exerting a strong oligopolistic control over radio 
broadcasting in the United States, they also competed with each other and with the ever-
more powerful forces of the advertising industry. This chapter has also traced the often-over-
looked influence of advertising agencies in radio program production and outlined the 
struggle for control over content that they waged with the networks. The next chapter will 
take that focus further by examining the radio programs that resulted from this creative and 
highly commercialized conflict. Combined, the radio networks, the advertising agencies, and 
the taken-for-granted American public created what some have called the golden age of U.S. 
radio broadcasting. 
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WEB SITES 

www.antique-radio.org From the home page of the Bellingham Antique Radio Museum, click 
on "Links" and then go to one of two subsites: "The Samoff Story" relates the life and accom-
plishments of NBC head David F. Sarnoff. "History of the CBC and Radio in Canada" gives 
some background on the development of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. 

http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/hartman/jwt This Web site features information about the his-
tory of the J. Walter Thompson advertising agency and links to the corporate Web site. 



CHAPTER 

RADIO FOR EVERYONE: 
1926 TO 1940 

W hile currents of regulatory debate swirled behind the scenes and the industry began its 
rapid consolidation, standardization, and expansion, the American public learned to 

regard itself in a whole new light and to conduct itself in a whole new manner. In increasing 
numbers, people invited radio into their homes. By 1931 over half of U.S. households owned 
at least one radio set; by the end of the decade that percentage had reached over 80 percent. 
Radios were introduced into automobiles in 1930, and by 1940 over one-quarter of all cars 
sold could tune into local radio stations on the road. The cost of radio receivers dropped 
steadily, though they still represented a considerable investment of a family's income. Surveys 
done during the Depression years showed that the household radio was the last item that 
struggling families would choose to give up, as it spoke to them of a world outside their trou-
bles and reminded them that they were not alone. 

Radio was one of the few industries relatively unaffected by the Depression. As Business 
Week reported in 1932, "It's like going into a different world when you leave the depression-
ridden streets for the office of a big broadcasting company. Men going past are fat and cheer-
ful. Cigars point ceilingward, heels click on tiles, the merry quip and the untroubled laugh 
ring high and clear." Other media were not so lucky. As movies, vaudeville, and the press all 
suffered a downturn in their fortunes, radio gathered its resources, sweeping them all into its 
creative whirlwind and creating the programs and experiences soon known around the world 
as American radio. Radio became one of the twentieth century's most hybrid forms, through Sa combination of direct borrowing, skillful adaptation, and piecemeal creativity, based on 
radio's unique characteristics and capabilities. 

THE MEDIA MILIEU 

The film industry showed an early interest in radio. WEAF's first popular show, Roxy and His 
Gang, started out as a simple remote broadcast of the pre-film stage show at New York's Cap-
ital Theater, owned by the Balaban and Katz chain (soon to be bought by Paramount). In the 
days before regulatory and network standardization, when the main business of radio was 
inviting various representatives of entertainment businesses on the air to publicize them-
selves, it seemed natural that Hollywood, with its immense reservoirs of talent under con-

88 
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tract, should join in to publicize that other national medium—the cinema. In 1925, Harry 
Warner of Warner Bros. put forth a prediction and a challenge: 

I am in favor of the motion picture industry, after the wave-length situation has been ad-
justed (as it will be)—building and maintaining its own broadcasting stations in New York 
and Los Angeles, and possibly in the Middle West. Through these sources . . . programs 
could be devised to be lgoadcas. t before and after show hours tending to create interest in 
all meritorious pictureibeing released or playing at that timelNights could be assigned to 
various companies, calling attention to their releases and advising where they were playing 
in that particular locality. Artists could talk into the microphone and reach directly millions 
of people who have seen them on the screen but never came in contact with them personally 
or heard their voices. Such programs would serve to whet the appetites of the radio audi-
ence and make it want to see the persons they have heard and the pictures they are appear-

Warner followed up on this vision by opening up station KFWB in Los Angeles that same 
year, and a second one, WBPI, in New York City in 1926. In summer 1926, Sam Warner took 
a portable transmitter on a cross-country tour, broadcasting from theaters showing Warner 
Bros. films. 

Over the next few years, organ concerts and the like from movie theaters became a sta-
ple of evolving radio schedules. Pathé, the newsreel company, started a news release service  
based on its theater productions. And in the tumultuous spring of 1927, as NBC's fledgling 
network sent out its first scheduled broadcasts, and as CBS organized to do the same, the 
movie industry made a play for the big time. On May 24, the Paramount-Famous-Lasky Cor-
poration (forerunner of Paramount Pictures) announced that it too would start up a radio net-
work "tie dramatizing and advertising first-run motion pictures." To be called the Keystone 
Chain, it would start out with a dozen stations in its initial lineup. Already, interest was high. 
But what about obtaining the necessary lines from AT&T? 

Paramount's announcement listed the name of Clarence McKay as an associate of the 
project McKay was president of the Postal Telegraph Company, one of AT&T's few rivals in 
its attempt to extend its telephone monopoly into the telegraph business. Thus the new Key-
stone Chain represented a threat to established interests on two fronts: as a powerful rival to 
RCA's domination of the radio network business and as an interloper on AT&T's monopolis-
tic control over radio interconnection. These were no half-broke small-time promoters, like 
CBS's motley crew; this network showed every sign of potential success. Yet the Keystone 
Chain failed to materialize due to critical factors in both the broadcasting and the movie 
business. 

First of all, in June 1927 Adolph Zukor, Paramount's canny head, became aware of plans 
to start up a new network to rival NBC (later to become CBS, see below) and opened up dis-
cussions with its founders about joining forces; perhaps the new network could be called the 
Paramount Broadcasting System? Later, as we shall see, Zukor did form an alliance with the 
by-then CBS network. But in 1927 other forces intervened.ehe movie industry was under 
investigation by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) for monopolistic practices, largely 
based on charges brought by theater ownersITheater owners generally were not at all happy 
with the notion of their supplier studios going into the radio business. It had already become 
a truism in the industry that ra • was li1gtiIgJDoffiece*ts. (As shown in a 1925 Mov-
ing Picture World headline, "Radio and Snow Blamed for Slump." Theater owners couldn't 
do much about bad weather keeping audiences inside, but radio they could protest.) 
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Second, the film industry was still in the throes of conversion to sound. The two major 
sound systems available came from the labs of none other than AT&T and RCA, who had 
introduced competing technologies to the market. Going ahead with the Keystone Chain 
would have meant alienating both of these crucial suppliers. The major studios had signed a 
"standstill" agreement in early 1927—agreeing as a body not to make a decision about whose 
system to endorse—but it was due to expire in the fall of that year, at just about the same time 
as the announced network would open. 

And finally, there was the FRC to contend with. As a network operator and station owner, 
Paramount had two strikes against it: It was charged with monopolistic practices even as the 
Radio Act inveighed against such actions, and it ran the risk of violating the earlier stipulation 
that "nonduplicated" programming (not available in any other form) would be looked upon 
-with more favor than that available in some other form. Since Paramount promised to feature 
reenactments of its own movies (the whole point of which was that they would soon be avail-
able in another form), it is hard to imagine that the FRC would have regarded them with 
favor. (They would also most likely have been classified as "propaganda" rather than "general 
interest" broadcasters.) As Paramount began to gauge the depth of resistance to its new 
scheme—from its own exhibitors, from the federal government, and from its partners in 
sound film—this particular venture began to seem like less and less of a good idea. Paramount 
held back; no new network emerged. 

Though other short-lived attempts by film studios to enter: radio networking emerged 
over the next few years—including one by MGM-Loews announced in September 1927 but 
never consummated—the next major approach was made once again by Paramount. In the 
summer of 1929, just months before the stock market crash, Zukor again entered into negoti-
ations with Paley about a EB...§,kreigruktzeRz-à . A stock transfer was hammered out, 
by which terms Paramount received a 49 percent interest in CBS while CBS received a cer-
tain amount of Paramount shares. In three years, Paramount would have the option of either 
buying the rest of CBS or simply regaining its own stock by turning back CBS's. By 1932, 
however, the country was in the depths of the Depression, and although radio's fortunes con-
tinued upward, the film industry was in steep decline. Rather than further consolidate their 
mutual interests, Paramount withdrew its merger offer, and the brief alliance was over. 

Radio Still Goes Hollywood 
Shut out of networking in its early days, hammered by the Depression, and preoccupied with 
the problems of becoming an aural as well as visual medium, Hollywood looked for other 
kinds of opportunities in radio. It quickly found them. The very capacities that had driven the 
studios to think of radio soon drove radio to think o film. As broadcasting became a profitable 
business in the s, its voracious nee for ent sent it scrambling westward to Holly-
wood—to the film stars, writers, directors, and producers whose combined efforts would 
make radio great. The first to recognize this was the radio giant RCA itself, which in 1929 pur-
chased a controlling interest in the Keith-Albee and Orpheum film companies, merging them 
to form Radio-Keith-Orpheum, or RKO Picture's (though their immediate interest was simply 
to have a market for their sound-on-film technology, which the rest of the industry had 
bypassed in favor of AT&T's). RCA would now be able to achieve the cross-promotional and 
synergistic borrowings envisioned by Paramount, without the penalties. Heightened tensions 
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with movie exhibitors in 1932 would produce the short-lived (and much exaggerated) "radio 
ban," by which various studios promised to limit the appearances of their stars on radio, lest 
they use up their appeal in the rival medium. But by 1936 Hollywood had already become the 
major center of radio production, surpassing Chicago and even New York. 

Aided by an FCC investigation of telephone country land-line rates authorized by FDR 
in 1935, AT&T reformed its rate structure to the West Coast effective in 1937. Soon both 
NBC and CBS had built major production studios in Los Angeles, only a stone's throw away 
from the luxurious studios of their movie competitors. Film stars became frequent and highly 
sought-after radio guest stars, particularly on the extremely popular comedy/variety programs 
hosted by such renowned radio names as Jack Benny, Rudy Vallee, Eddie Cantor, Edgar 
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Bing Crosby, and Al Jolson. Another Hollywood-inspired pro-
gram type was the "prestige drama," featuring adaptations of Hollywood films or major stage 
productions, the most famous of which was the Lux Radio Theatre with movie director Cecil 
B. DeMille as host. Hollywood celebrity gossip programs like Walter Winchell's, Hedda Hop-
per's, and Louella Parson's drew ratings higher than most dramatic programs. 

And as the Hollywood/radio synergy continued, radio stars began to depend on film ap-
pearances to cement their popularity. The Blackface duo Gosden and Correll of Amos `n' 
Andy fame made Check and Double Check for their parent company's film arm RK0 in 1929. 
Rudy Vallee and Bing Crosby became almost as well known for their films as for their radio 
shows. A whole genre of celebrity showcase films like The Big Broadcast of 1932 (and subse-
quent Big Broadcasts for the next three years), Hollywood Hotel, and their ilk showed audi-
ences what their radio friends looked like and provided the film industry with a whole new line  
of profit. Orson Welles would follow up his reputation-making "War of the Worlds" broadcast 
with a contract from RKO to produce his even more widely lauded Citizen Kane in 1940. 

The movie studios would continue to take more than a passive interest in radio over the 
next two decades. Some would sponsor shows—as in MGM's Good News series of 1938— 
while others got into the transcription (radio syndication) business. And by the mid-1930s 
television loomed on the mental horizon of all in the entertainment industry. Once again, the 
film studios would make a play to take a major position in that lucrative new entertainment 
form; once again they would be defeated by a combination of FCC protectionism and their 
own business practices. It took an Australian interloper to finally consummate the marriage of 
film and broadcasting, bringing the 20th Century Fox studio together with TV station owner-
ship to form the Fox network in 1988. Paramount had to wait until 1993 to get its network 
with UPN (the United Paramount Network). By a final ironic twist, Paramount and CBS at 
last completed their long-postponed merger in 1999 as part of the Viacom empire. 

The Afterle of Vaudeville 

These were hard years for the once-thriving vaudeville business. Movies had siphoned off 
many of vaudeville's leading attractions, the Depression caused box office receipts to drop 
precipitously, and radio mopped up what was left. Two events seemed to mark the official 
death of the vaudeville/burlesque circuit, both in 1932: the closing of the Palace Theater 
in New York and the actual death of Florenz Ziegfeld, the legendary showman of Ziegfeld 
Follies fame. Yet vaudeville lived on in radio. An astonishing number of radio stars moved 
onto the airwaves with a version of their stage acts, from Burns and Allen to Jack Benny, Fred 
Allen, Fanny Brice, Al Jolson, Edgar Bergen, and Eddie Cantor. Radio humor largely 
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stemmed from vaudeville humor, with its traditions of the male/female duo (Gracie Allen and 
George Burns, Jack Benny and Mary Livingston, Fred Allen and Portland Hoffa), the satiric 
and bawdy burlesque (Fanny Brice, George Jessell, Weber and Fields, Jack Pearl, Abbott 
and Costello, Red Buttons and Phil Silver), but perhaps most of all its long heritage of ethnic 
and minstrel humor. 

We've already mentioned the minstrel or Blackface tradition, from which radio's first 
blockbuster hit Amos 'n' Andy derived. Many other comedy routines drew on this race-based 
genre, and indeed radio preserved the minstrel tradition long after it had ceased to exist in 
any other form. (Though, as historians like Thomas Cripps and Thomas Bogle have argued, in 
the film industry it evolved from actual Blackface performances into an institutionalized way 
to restrict the representation of African Americans.) Some of radio's popular minstrel acts, in 
which White men played Blacks through use of accent and dialect, include George Moran 
and Charlie Mack as "The Two Black Crows," Harvey Hindermeyer and Earl Tuckerman as 
"The Gold Dust Twins," and Pick Malone and Pat Padgett as "Pick and Pat," who also played 
"Molasses and January" on NBC's Maxwell House Show Boat. Both Al Jolson and Eddie Can-
tor got started as Blackface performers. African Americans, too, performed in the minstrel 
tradition, from stage stars like Bert Williams to radio duos like Ernest "Bubbles" Whitman 
and Eddie Green and stand-alone comedians such as Eddie Anderson on The Jack Benny 
Program. Other early radio shows based entirely on minstrels include The Dutch Masters 
Minstrels (NBC Blue, 1929-1932), the Sinclair Minstrel Show (NBC Blue, 1932— 1935), and 
Pick and Pat (NBC Red, 1934). Such programs fell into a category sometimes called hillbilly 
and minstrel shows. Even as late as 1940 the minstrel type remained popular (Plantatio 
Party ran on NBC Red from 1938 to 1943), but by the post-war years hillbilly programs, fetr-
turing strongly accented rural White characters, had taken over completely. 

Ethnic acts in some ways resembled their Blackface counterparts but differed as well. 
Long established in vaudeville, these humorous routines used heavy accents from a variety of 
national identities, buffoonish costumes, halting and confused English, and a certain amount 
of physical slapstick. Though almost any ethnic group could be skewered, vaudeville favored 
Irish, Dutch (German), and Jewish and what one Variety writer charmingly called "Double 
Wop" (Italian duo) acts. Often these were performed by members of the burlesqued ethnic 
group, sometimes they were not. On radio ethnic comics played staple roles in many comedy 
variety shows, from Sam Hearn's "Schlepperman" on Jack Benny to Mel Blanc as Pedro, a 
Mexican gardener, on the Judy Canova Show and Minerva Pious as "Mrs. Nussbaum" and 
Charlie Cantor as "Socrates Mulligan" on The Fred Allen Show. The hillbilly act also grew out 
of this tradition, and by the World War II years had become the only acceptable form of 
dialect comedy left (grandparent of the most popular television show of 1962-1964, The Bev-
erly Hillbillies). 

But it is in the form of the variety show itself, network radio's preeminent prime-time 
offering, that we can see the influence of vaudeville on radio most clearly. From The Rudy 
Vallee Show through Jack Benny and Bing Crosby to TV programs like The Ed Sullivan 
Show, The Smothers Brothers, Saturday Night Live, and even Late Night with David 
Letterman, we can see strong remnants of vaudeville's typical variety act structure. Combin-
ing a host/announcer with comedy sketches, musical performances, dance, monologues, and 
satiric banter—sometimes even animal acts—the variety show takes a myriad of forms 
today. The vaudeville circuit of touring companies and local theaters is gone, but it lives on 
electronically. 
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The Swing Decades 

If radio kept movies at arm's length and swallowed up vaudeville, the music industry took to  
radio like a duck to water and rose to new heights of success and cultural influenc. Even as 
the recording industry faltered during the Depression years, radio moved into the gap. Music 
had been the first, most important type of radio content, and it remained a dominant com-
ponent even as drama, talk, comedy, and quiz shows proliferated. More than 40 percent of 
NBC's total programming consisted of music in the thirtiee. No show was complete without a 
studio orchestra or ensemble; even programs that later became predominantly spoken—like 
The Burns and Allen Show—started out as comedy skits interspersed with musical perfor-
mances. Musicians built their careers through a combination of live performances, radio gigs, 
song publishing, and recordings, and radio provided a vital and lucrative venue that could be 
relied on to pay the bills. Radio embraced a variety of musical genres, but probably the dom-
inant one was jazz's cleaned-up, Whiter cousin, Big Band swing. From Vincent Lopez and 
Paul Whiteman to Benny Goodman, Eddie Duchin, Tommy Dorsey, Fred Waring, Guy Lom-
bardo, Glen Miller, and of course Phil Spitalny's All-Girl Orchestra on the Linit Hour ofle 
Charm, Big Band music ruled the day. Even those performers and bands that never had their 
own regular program performed constantly as guests and on live remotes from night spots 
and concert venues. 

However, the airwaves were not nearly as open to the leading African American band-
leaders whom many considered artistically the best. Even such prominent musicians as Duke 
Ellington, Cab Calloway, Nat King Cole, and Louis Armstrong found themselves unspon-
sored, without a regular venue, far more frequently than their White counterparts and imita-
tors. Callaway was featured briefly on Mutual in 1941 and on NBC Blue in 1942; Ellington 
had a brief four months on Mutual in 1943, and Armstrong never again after 1937. Cole had 
the first African American-led regularly sponsored network show from October 1946 to April 
1948 on NBC, but this was after wartime attention to race relations had begun to open up 
the network schedule a bit. Mixed orchestras—combining White and Black players—were 
frowned upon by most club venues, so a real barrier existed to African American musicians' 
ability to benefit from radio's enthusiastic adoption of all things swing. Women artists, Black 
and White, found the jazz scene a tough one to break into, but not primarily because of radio. 
Famed singers and instrumentalists like Alberta Hunter, Billie Holiday, Lil Hardin, and Mary 
Lou Williams performed on radio but never headlined their own show. Ella Fitzgerald man-
aged to get a one-season contract on the newly formed ABC in 1943 and performed occa-
sionally on The John Kirby Show, an all-Black musical program featured briefly on CBS from 
April 1940 to January 1941. 

Other musical forms either could not have existed without radio's peculiar qualities or 
could never have found national audiences. As historian Allison McCracken recounts, radio 
spawned a whole new style of singer, called "crooners," who stood up close to the mike, sang 
softly and yearningly into it, and seemed to speak directly into the hearts of their adoring, 
mostly female, audiences.3 Bing Crosby, Rudy Vallee, Frank Sinatra, Perry Como, Sammy 
Kaye, and a legion of others provoked critical disdain for their feminized, sexual style even as 
they built up recording and movie careers. Radio created the first musical superstars, mostly 
in the arena of jazz and swing. Other more regional or ethnic forms of music found an audi-
ence that they might not have had. Country and western music in particular though never a 
large component of networks' schedules, drew in listeners from across the nation in shows 
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like National Barn Dance, The Grand 01' Opry, and The Gene Autry Show. Room existed on 
the radio dial for blues, gospel, religious, ethnic, folk—and yes, even classical—music. The 
• focus of this book—and most existing records—on the national networks also obscures the 
much more varied output of America's thousands of local stations, where a variety of musical 
cultures flourished. Radio had America singing. 

The Press/Radio Wars • 
Relations between the newspaper industry and radio were not as comfortable. Though news-
papers had been among the first to try out the new medium of radio in the 1920s, and several 
large publishers owned powerful and influential stations, the Depression provoked a split 
between pro- and anti-radio forces, with many publishers claiming that radio was siphoning 
off not only readers but advertisers in a tight market. News did not take up a large amount of 
broadcast time in the twenties and early thirties. NBC and CBS both aired a few 15-minute 
programs in 1932, mostly on a sustaining basis. NBC had David Lawrence's Our Government 
and William S. Hard's Back of the News, both broadcasting only once a week. The magazine 
Literary Digest sponsored Lowell Thomas with a daily quarter-hour broadcast, consisting 
mostly of commentary delivered in a friendly, folksy style. CBS offered Edwin Hill's Human 
Side of the News, Frederick W. Wile on The Political Situation, both once a week, and H. V. 
Kaltenborn's Current Events three limes a week, all on a sutstaining basis. Time Magazine 
began its oft-parodied buteighly popular March of Time newdramaiization series on CBS in 
1931, produced by the Batten, Barten, Durstine, and Osborne (BBDO) agency. In 1932 CBS 
debuted Boake Carter in a sponsored news show for Philco Radios five times a week. The 
Associated Press news service had reluctantly adopted a policy of allowing stations to use news 
bulletins, since the threat to the kind of coverage that newspapers could provide seemed min-
imal. Then American aviator and hero Charles Lindbergh's baby son was kidnapped. 

The Lindbergh kidnapping, and the subsequent trial of Bruno Hauptmann for the crime, 
provoked a crisis in press/radio relations. This was the first national media event in which 
radio played a significant role. Both networks and several local stations sent their own 
reporters to cover the event, transmitting interviews, commentary, and trial coverage over the 
air to a captivated nation. For the first time radio vied with newspapers over coverage of a 
breaking story, and the press erupted in panic. Charging first that radio broadcasts were cut-
ting into newsstand sales (though in fact readership went up), then that radio reports featured 
emotional and sensational reporting (perhaps more a reaction to the fact that radio coverage 
was live), press spokesmen cast radio in the role of the enemy. 

The widespread coverage of the presidential election in November of that same year 
exacerbated the conflict. At a meeting in December 1932, the American Newspaper Publish-
ers Association (ANPA) recommended that, first, the wire services should stop providing 
news to radio stations until the news had been published in the papers and, second, that 
newspapers should stop providing radio programming schedules as a service and instead 
require stations to pay for the privilege. In the face of this challenge, networks began their 
first concerted efforts at building up their own news-gathering operations. 

Unhappy with this turn of events, a meeting of newspaper and radio representatives was 
called in December 1933 at the Biltmore Hotel in New York. The resulting Biltmore agree-
ment stipulated that in return for the news industry setting up a Press-Radio Bureau, the 
networks would suspend their own news-gathering efforts. All three major wire services— 
Associated Press (AP), United Press (UP), and the International News Service (INS)—would 
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filter their reports to the bureau, which itself would produce bulletins no longer than 30 
words each, sufficient for two 5-minute newscasts daily, to air mid-morning (after the morn-

eeree  ing papers were out) and late in the evening (after the afternoon papers). Radio commenta-
tors were forbidden from referring to news less than 12 hours olI. And a ban was placed on 
sponsored news. Unfortunately for feafilil members of the press, these extreme restrictions 
merely caused radio to revolt. 

Radio networks and stations turned to different news providers—most notably the Trans-
radio Press Service, Inc., a commercial wire service that had no problems defying the Bilt-
more plan. Soon UP and INS jumped ship as well, leaving only the newspaper-owned 
cooperative AP holding the bag. And networks—perhaps realizing that if the press objected 
so vociferously to radio's potential as a news medium there might actually be something in 
it—began to take news far more serimisly than before. As the political situation in Europe 
worsened, both NBC and CBS began to put together news bureaus in various significant 
cities at home and abroad. When the war broke out, these organizations would leap into 
action. 

However, the clash provided an opportunity for the educational broadcasters who were 
currently involved in the struggle over radio regulation. Newspaper owners' enmity for the 
commercial broadcasters led them to turn a sympathetic ear toward the cause of noncom-
mercial radio (as had occurred ten years earlier in Great Britain). Organizations like the 
NCER (National Committee on Education by Radio) were able to achieve a good amount of 
publicity for their cause, and many leading journals picked up the anticommercial radio cry. 
Even movie exhibitors got into the act, joining forces with newspapers and educational 
broadcasters in decrying the threat of commercial radio. (It is no coincidence that the so-
called radio ban was declared by the film industry in 1932.4) Movie theaters had always had 
to pay for movie listings in local papers and saw no reason why radio stations should not do 
the same. Many of these allied interests declared themselves in favor of a government-owned 
system to supplant the current commercial one. Citing radio broadcasters' irresponsibility 
and unfitness for the important task of covering the news, the press and related interests 
called for a level of government control over broadcasting that they would never have toler-
ated in their own realm. This resembles the argument that the British press made at the time 
that the BBC was founded. Rather than allow a competitor (for advertising and for audi-
ences), the press advocated restrictions that on the face of it would seem to set a dangerous 
precedent for their own industry. 

But in the late thirties, after the passage of the Communications Act, many newspapers 
adopted an "if you can't beat 'em, join 'em" attitude. By the end of the decade, almost 30 per-
cent of the nation's 800 stations were owned by newspaper companies, a policy encouraged by 
the NAB in its own self-interest. The UP began offering a special radio news service in 1936, 
and INS and AP later followed suit. The number of news programs on the air in 1940 was 
double the number in 1932, most of them several times a week, and the great majority were 
sponsored. But this trend toward commercial success brought with it certain drawbacks. Eliz-
abeth Fones-Wolf has investigated the impact of sponsors on coverage of labor and industry 
issues, and she concludes that such sponsors wielded considerable pro-industry leverage over 
the news that reached the American public.5 

Yet newspaper owners' initial hostility to radio may have helped to temper anti-New 
Deal sentiment, as Roosevelt turned to radio to bypass a largely conservative, hostile press. 
Many have concluded that radio played a major role in his reelection in 1936. There is also 
evidence that the president eyed the increasing convergence of the press and radio through 
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station ownership with suspicion. Under his leadership the FCC would embark on an investi-
gation of the cross-ownership of radio stations and newspapers in the same market, though no 
rule would be passed for several decades. 

On a less contentious but equally important front, newspapers contributed much of 
their "non-news" offerings to the new medium. Competition in the teens and twenties had 
diversified the content of daily and weekly papers, which offered not only sports coverage 
but also features, women's pages, puzzles and quizzes, advice columns, household hints, chil-
dren's pages, serialized fiction, and comic strips. Many of these became nationally syndicated 
in the 1920s, as newspaper empires such as Hearst and Scripps Howard expanded across the 
country, and powerful city papers like Colonel Robert R. McCormick's Chicago Tribune 
exerted influence over the Midwest. Radio borrowed many of these formats for its early 
shows. Shows such as Blondie, Li'l Abner, Dick Tracy, Little Orphan Annie, and Terry and 
the Pirates all started as syndicated comic strips. In turn, newspapers garnered circulation by 
capitalizing on radio popularity. Comic strips based on radio programs and summaries of 
radio serials—not to mention gossip and publicity about radio's burgeoning celebrity cul-
ture—began to fill the pages of daily newspapers. And most papers considered their radio 
schedule listings an important part of their service obligations to the public—a vital element 
in radio's success. 

Magazine Chat 

We've already seen that magazines of political and critical opinion like The Literary Digest 
and Time played important roles in bringing the news format to radio. More populist publica-
tions like the confession magazine contributed to successful early shows, including Love Sto-
ries, Mary and Bob, and the Court of Human Relations, a forerunner of much of the material 
on Court TV or Judge Judy. Popular thriller magazines brought shows such as True Detective 

Cysteries and The Shadow. But the greatest influence from magazines may have been the 
women's daytime talk sho;)based on the kind of familiar and intimate domestic address pio-
neered in women's magazines since the days of Godey's Ladies' Book. Women who had been 
brought up on The Ladies' Home Journal, Good Housekeeping, The Woman's Home Com-
panion, and McCall's, with their recurring columnists who talked about matters of special 
interest to women in a chatty, informal tone, looked to radio for the saine kind of information 
and companionship. Many journalists and columnists made the transition to radio, including 
Emily Post, Mrs. Julian Heath, Ida Bailey Allen, the various Betty Crackers (an artificial per-
sona invented by General Mills to advertise household products), Nellie Revell, and perhaps 
most famously Mary Margaret McBride. These magazines also featured seriali7ed fiction cen-
tered around women's lives, a format that would explode into the daytime radio serial, com-
monly known as the soap opera. 

Radio itself spawned a whole new area of magazine publication. The radio journal, from 
its earlier more technical debut in Radio Broadcast, the ARRL publication QST, and Radio 
News, soon expanded to include a host of more program-based periodicals like Radio Pro-
gram Weekly, Radio Revue, Broadcast Weekly, What's On the Air?, Radio in the Home, and 
many others. With in-depth features on various shows, celebrity profiles, letters from listen-
ers, plot summaries for the serials, and national radio schedules, these magazines were the 
prototype for today's TV Guide, Entertainment Weekly, Soap Opera Digest, and the like. They 
gave listeners a sense of going behind the scenes to learn more about the world they listened 
in on every day and made audiences into fairly savvy consumers of radio fare. Letters written 
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to the various programs frequently reflect a sense of participation and power, as they praise 
what they like, condemn what they find obnoxious, and threaten to discontinue use of the 
sponsoring product if problems aren't resolved to their liking. Magazines served not only to 
publicize the budding medium but also contributed to a sense of community among listeners 
that could be mobilized to effect change.6 

POPULAR COMMERCIAL RADIO 

During the 1930s, radio invented itself as a popular, commercial medium. From movies, 
vaudeville, music, and newspaper and magazine elements like comic strips, serialized fiction, 
and household chat columns, filtered through the interests and marketing techniques of the 
advertising industry, a new type of popular culture filled the air and percolated into the struc-
tures of everyday life. By the mid-1930s, gathering around the radio in the living room at 
night after dinner was a common experience that united Americans nationwide, across class, 
race, gender, regional, and ethnic differences. Though it was the White urban middle class 
that adopted radio first, radio's audience quickly expanded. Housewives kept the radio hum-
mILig in the daglime.asiire.y..pedomied their often isolated and unappreciated duties. 
rushed home from school to hear the latest adventure 
newç and rruintry mush- chn-.-.-N  preachers took to the air and new radio congregations gath-
ered 'round on Sunday tnornings for services; sports fans kept track of their team's progress; 
news reports provided coverage that supplemented the urban dailies and rural weeklies. Pres-
ident Roosevelt spoke to each and every American personally in his occasional Fireside Chats. 
Music accompanied parties, dinners, leisure time, and the drive to work. The breakfast show 
emerged to provide national accompaniment to even the earliest hours of the day. American 
families had become radio families. 

What kind of national community did radio create? We have seen how early commenta-
tors, critics, and regulators regarded radio's potential for encouraging a unified national iden-
tity and the fears that such possibilities raised. Not surprisingly, radio reproduced many of the , 
same cultural and social divisions that typified the rest of lifeThe virtual exclusion of African 
Americans and other minority groups from the air, and the confinement of their representa-
tions to minstrel and ethnic stereotypes, meant that radio's "blindness" did not extend to race 
and that these groups would be "spoken for" rather than being allowed to find their own 
voices. Ethnic differences continued to be emphasized in vaudeville-based comedy shows  
with certain groups marked out as different—Jews, Irish, Italians, Asians, and Mexicans, in 
particular—and others streamlined into a White middle-class normalcy. Later, programs 
based around the average American family would become the standard (though the life they 
portrayed was far from average), and their early prototypes can be seen in highly popular pro-
grams such as One Man's Family, created and written by Carlton Morse; The Aldrich Family, 
a teen-centered half-hour comedy; and Vic and Sade, Paul Rhymer's much-loved saga about 
"radio's home folks." 

An acknowledgement of working-class life pervaded radio (as it did early television), as 
the drama of assimilation became an early popular form. Programs such as The Rise of the 
Goldbergs, Amos `n' Andy, Fibber McGee and Molly, Duffy's Tavern, and many similar skits 
on the ubiquitous variety shows played out the struggles of immigrant or migratory laboring 
families to assimilate within American culture. So did many of the daytime serials, which 
tended to focus on much less affluent lifestyles than do today's soaps. Of course, radio's lack of 
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visual cues meant that listeners could fill in the scarce background provided with material 
from their own imagination. One could imagine Ma Perkins or Vic and Sade in a variety of 
settings, from humble to comfortable. 

And though women's representations were fairly severely circumscribed on nighttime 
shows, during the daytime a lively variety of possibilities opened up, due to women's pur-
chasing power. This enfranchisement by virtue of the marketplace created an abundance of 
wish-fulfillment programs that showed female characters moving in social, political, and eco-
nomic circles that were denied to women in actual American life. Unlike the sidekick, help-
meet, and victim roles of night time, during the daytime women played the central roles; 
their actions counted (for good or ill), and issues and problems that particularly affected 
women made up the bulk of the drama. This acknowledgement was largely confined to 
White middle-class women, however; women of color remained on the margins of daytime 
radio's imaginary world, occasionally appearing as household workers or as problems for 
White characters to deal with. Yet the real-life world of radio itself—the world of writing, 
producing, and performing—provided a host of new careers for women, whose efforts cre-
ated some of the best-loved and long-lasting formats of broadcasting. (We'll look at one such 
innovator, the mother of soap operas Irna Phillips, later in the chapter.) 

One other characteristic of radio shows was their frequent self-consciousness of their 
own position as radio shows. Rather than trying to hide the mechanisms of radio production 
behind the realist mise-en-scène that the movies had developed—pretending that the camera 
doesn't exist and that we can somehow view what is simply "really happening"—radio tended 
to draw on its stage inheritance by acknowledging the presence of audienceqaddressing 
them direcfly, providing proxy audiences in the studio during the broadcast (tre origins of 
both the "live studio audience" and the laugh track), and often basing shows around some 
concept of, well, putting on a radio show! This kind of self-reflexivity as it is sometimes called, 
did not extend into all areas. We have seen how integrated advertising pretended to be part of 
a program's dramatic content, and many shows, especially daytime serials and the situation 
comedy format that developed in the late thirties and early forties, adopted a kind of invisible 
eavesdropping aesthetic. Yet the inevitable radio announcer or host would provide an intro-
duction to the program ("Yesterday, we left Betty and Bob in the kitchen, discussing what to 
do about Junior's delinquent friends . . .") and would come back in at the end ("Tune in 
tomorrow for another exciting episode of . . ."); as well, the commercials addressed "you" and 
"your regularity problems" and the like with crazed intensity 

Many of radio's top-rated shows in the 1930s and 1940s featured a self-conscious pro-
duction aesthetic (though it was not usually an honest one, as much unacknowledged labor 
went on behind the scenes, as we shall see). Cecil B. DeMille acted as theatrical showman 
on The Lux Radio Theatre as he introduced the stars of that evening's performance, pre-
tended that he himself had selected each episode's movie adaptation and leading players, 
summarized the background to the action about to commence, and reflected appreciatively 
on the sponsor's product. George Burns and Gracie Allen came to the microphone to say 
hello to the audience, then embarked on a comic monologue and introduced their visiting 
stars. The variety show explicitly proclaimed itself as a theatrical radio production, complete 
with host, transitions between acts, musical interludes, and interactions with the audience. 
(The inheritors of this tradition today are the late-night talk shows like David Letterman and 
Jay Leno.) One of the most popular shows all through network radio's heyday, and even into 
the age of television, was The Jack Benny Program. Benny pioneered the radio show about 
putting on a radio show, and his brilliant cast of comedians delighted the American public 
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with their impersonation of a bumbling. dysfunctional "family- of inept and eccentric per-
formers who put on a show each week under the erratic and penny-pinching guidance of 
Jack Benny, radio host. 

Connection Jack Benny and His Radio Family 

Young Benny Kubelsky of Waukegan, Illinois, hardly seemed marked out for a career as radio's most 

beloved comic host, whose fra red violin cii)layklffiroMbeapg w deli  for 

over 30 years. But when his parents gave him violin lessons, they started him down this still unimagin-

able path. Benny got rather good and in 1912 joined forces with orchestral pianist Cora Salisbury to form 

a musical act on the local vaudeville circuit. Calling themselves "Salisbury and Kubelsky—from Grand 

Opera to Ragtime," they did well enough that established concert violinist Jan Kubeiik obiectedlo the 

cacÍujonjit their npme similarity created. 

Chan ing his stage naiie to Ben K. Benny, the young per'ormer switched partners and began to 

introduc humor into his act, exaggerating his effort in playing dfficult numbers, rolling his eyes, waving 

his little ftnger in the air languorously during easy sections. This act succeeded to the point that in 1917 

Benny and his partner performed as the second act at New York's famed Palace Theater, only to run into 

problems again, as established comedian Ben Bernie complained not only about name confusion but the 

similarity of Benny's shtick to his own. Finally adopting the moniker that would make him famous, Jack 

Benny's act shifted to something resembling his later persona: &would-be suave and sophisticated man-

about-town whose pretentious efforts to i_rgpaia_‘me_imclermiJnIhyjolumi_ArLEgaLugajnetude,,, 

resulting in discovery and embarrassment. By 1924 the Palace was billing him as its star attraction. 

In 1928 he was asked to perform as master of ceremonies at the Palace, along with an act that now 

included Mrs. Jack Benny, formerly Sadie Marks (a cousin of the Marx brothers) whose stage name was 

Marie Marsh but who soon would become known nationwide as Mary Livingston Invited onto radio in 

1932 in New York by a young Ed &elm, who hosted an interview snow on WHN, Jack came to the 

attention of Bertha Brainard at NBC. She set up an audition for him with the N. W. Ayer Agency and its 

client Canada Dry. They approved of the young comedian, and The Canada Dry Ginger Ale Program 

would run for a year with Benny as host. It was a standard musical variety program that confined Benny 

to simple comic introductions. Before too long he had introduced Mary Livingston orto the program, in 

the character of an enthusiastic but critical fan who at once built Benny up and deflated him at important 
momerts. 

The time from 1932 to 1933 was a watershed year for radio's first big breakthrough format—the 

comedy variety show. The previous year saw only two such shows on the air, one e them Eddie Cantor's 
vaudeville- inspired music interspersed with comedy act that soon garnered the highest in radio ratings. 

By January 1933 there were 12 such prog-ams on the NBC and CBS schedules, including Benny's; Can-

tor's show reached astronomical ratings. Canada Dry dropped the sponsorship in January 1933, but it 

was picked up by General Motors and resumed in a new revitalized format. By 1936 The Jack Benny 

Program was the highest ranked in the bunch. Like other programs in this genre, Benny's show com-

bined comic skits (featuring not only himself and Mary but other recurring characters), routines by guest 

stars (sometimes in combination with the cast), and musical performances. Unlike most other shows (but 

similar to the early Roxy and His Gang and The Eveready Hour). Benny began to develop the idea of the 
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Jack Benny built up a 20-year comedic reputation of legendary cheapness. Here he counts his 
money, probably thinking of ways to avoid giving his cast raises. 

"radio family:" a recurring cast of characters who got together each week to put on a radio show, with 

Benny as " himself," a variety show comedian and host, and Mary and the others as "themselves," his 

loyal but often disgruntled employees. 

Unlike earlier shows, however, the Benny program took nis concept outside the radio studio and 

created skits based on the " private lives" of the performers—all fictional and humorously constructed by 

an outstanding group of comic writers. Over the years a complex and detailed life was built up around 

Benny and his cast, involving not only their professional but their personal lives. Cast members would 

come over to his house, go shopping or on trips together, sometimes take the show on the road and get 

in numerous scrapes on the way. Mary Livingston did not play Jack's wife (though audiences were well 

aware of their real- life marriage) but(nstead a kind of secretary; ddie Anderson was added to the cast 
in 1937 as Jack's valet and butler Rocnester; and commercial nnouncer Don Wilson, bandleader Phil 

Harris, and Kenny Baker (later Dennis Day) as singer and comedic stooge made up the central core of 

the show. So Mary might accompany Jack to buy Christmas presents for the cast and run into Rochester 
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doing the same; a regular guest star like Ronald Colman also played the part of Benny's neighbor in Bev-

erly Hills who might drop in on Jack unexpectedly to complain about noise coming from his place; a skit 

might featue Dennis Day and his mother, who disapproved of Benry, at home over breakfast discussing 

how to ask for a raise. Other times the radio family would clearly be together in the studio, involved in the 

activities necessary to putting together a radio show. Jack would complain to PM Harris about the 

orchestra, Don Wilson would make constant attempts to introduce the sponsor's name into the conver-

sation, and Rochester would brush off Jack's attempts to have his ,acket pressed before the show. 

This mixture of fiction and " reality" blended into another of the show's innovations: satiric skeiches 

that lampooned other forms of popular and high culture, from movies to literature to the theater. These 
could take on the tone of self- satire; for example, the not-very-good fictional comedy team of the fic-

tionalized 'Jack Benny Show"—underpaid, overworked, and led around by the nose by their stingy, 
demanding, and self-deceiving boss Jack Benny"—performing inept and poorly executed skits based 

on respectable properties such as Little Women or Uncle Tom's Cabin or movie westerns. On another 

level, of course, well appreciated by their in-the-Know radio audience, the highly skillful team of comedi-

ans brilliantly lampooned not only the objects of their satire but racio performance itself. This latter also 

included a well-known Benny trait: skewering the sponsor. Benny had been making mild fun of his spon-

sor and the sponsor's products since Canada Dry days, which was what got him canceled. Later under-

writers like General Motors and, most famously, General Foods' Jello Gelatin, didr't mind the humor as 

long as it sold the products. Benny's introductory phrase, " Jello, everybody!" became a catchword. 

What made this show so popular? Why does it stand as an ernolem of the radio-era comedy variety 

program, the most famous program in the most loved genre on rad o? And why is there nothing like it on 

the air today? First of all, it drew on an extremely talented group of comedy writers who had honed their 

abilities in vaudeville—a demanding form no longer available as training ground for today's aspiring 

gagsters. During the show's early yeais, its head writer was Harry Conn, who had also helped to build up 

The Burns and Allen show. He left over a contract dispute in 1936 and was replaced by Bill Morrow and 

Ed Beloin, also from vaudeville. Many feel that the greatest years of the show were those after 1943, 

with the four- man writing team of Sam Perrin, Milt Josefsberg, George Balzer, and John Tackaberry. 

Though several had backgrounds in vaudeville, by this time radio comedy had evolved enouah of its nwri 

character that a new form emerned_faster anniance.ealislaad_than the &Land also more devoted to 

Rather than a series of separate gags and sketches, per-

formed more like a stand-up comedian or a late- night talk show host, the later show relied more and 
more on character development, running storylines, and longer unified scenes. A so, by the 1940s the 

show was able to build orawing on  

of the characters and developing runnina age Jack's famous cheapness, for instance, was so well 

known that when a 1940s program had a robber hold up Jack with the line "Your morey or your life!" the 
long pause that followed produced roars of laugnter from an audience who could fill in Jack's response 

from long familiarity: " I'm thinking." 

Secondly, throughEs self-referertiality)the program was able not only to comment humorously on 

ttLeeculiarities of American life and oulture but no the stranoe and unique nature nf radin itcetf—one of 

the central peculiarities of American Ide. The show seemed to acknowledge all of radio's cultural ambiva-

lence—as a " publir—inTeLest" medium dominated by co perme-
ated by commerce, as an invisible medium that created indelible images—and to thumb its nose at 

those who would criticize it. It thus marked out an important piece of cultural ground in the decades 

between the wars: a popular and popJlist space that poked fun at the pretensions of high culture even 

as it aspired to a very high level of entertainment itself. But this was popular entertainment—aimed not 

at those in the cultural elite but at the common woman and man, who by their appreciation of cultural 
satire proved that they were not such dumb masses after all. (The Simpsons might embody this kind of 

attitJde today.) Irreverent, disrespectful of pretentiousness, yet still aimed at the broad mainstream, the 

what would later become the situat on comedy. 
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Benny program seemed to embody all that was the best and worst about radio, and about American life. 

Even its racial politics show a movement in a more liberal, less repressive direction—all the while pre-

serving basic hierarchies. 
Eddie Anderson, whose gravelly voice and emphatic delivery made him instantly recognizable, was 

one of radio's highest paid and most prominent African American stars. In his role as Rochester he car-

ried on the repressive minstrel tradition in certain ways: cast as a servant, addressing the other cast 

members as " Mr." and "Mrs." while they called him by his first name, speaking in dialect, portrayed as 

highly sexual, free spending, and feckless and given to drinking and gambling, Rochester could have 

been another insulting addition to the long line of Zip Coons of Blackface humor. But the program's writ-
ers, and Anderson himself, added a level of self-conscious satire to the role that worked to subvert the 

so-called naturalness of minstrel conventions. First of all, the show portrayed Jack as comically inept and 

dependent on Rochester's greater good sense, skill, and organization. Rochester ran Jack's household, 

kept track of his engagements, drove him places in the ancient Maxwell car and repaired it when neces-

sary, and nade wry comment on Jack's peculiarities. He frequently talked back to his boss and refused 

to act subserviently; in one skit, when Rochester is asked to answer a ringing doorbell, he replies, " Boss, 

you're nearer to it than I am." In another, when Jack asks Rochester to spar with him because he's try-

ing to learn to box, Rochester knocks Jack out with a well-placed punch. Rochester has all the traditional 

manly qualities that Jack seemingly lacks: the ability to attract women, enjoyment in spending money 

freely, and an active social life outside of work. 

Second, the show allowed Rochester to be aware of dominant White impressions of Blacks and to 

enjoy subverting them. In one program, when Jack asked Rochester for a suit he has sent to be pressed, 

Rochester replied, " Gee, I'm lazy. Don't I remind you of Stepin Fetchit?" (a Black film actor known for his 

highly stereotyped roles). Supporting this subversion of minstrel holdovers was the construction of the 

character of Phil Harris. Supposedly the bandleader (though in fact someone else handled the actual 

direction of the show's orchestra), Harris was a White character who "doubled" Rochester and in fact 

surpassed him in displaying most of the traits of Blackface comedy. Uneducated and ignorant, given to 

mispronouncing the English language and speaking ungrammatically, a flashy playboy with an addiction 

to gambling, women, and liquor, associated with jazz music through his bandleader role, Harris embod-

ied most of the negative stereotypes of the minstrel representation and showed them as completely 

compatible with Whiteness. Next to Harris, Rochester seemed a model of calm, competent normalcy. 

Though these characterizations can cut two ways—playing with racial representations by citing them 

can just reinforce them in some people's minds—it certainly allowed the show to be understood by 

many as a less repressive and even mildly liberating variation on the largely unrelieved Whiteness of the 

radio dial. African American audiences and media embraced Anderson's character (the Chicago 

Defender billed the show in its radio listings as "Eddie Anderson—with Jack Benny"), and it earned 

favorable mention by African American advocacy groups. 

But above all it was the character created by Benny himself that drew massive audiences to the 

show over a 20-year period. Sometimes referred to as "America's fall guy," Benny specialized in a kind 
of humor that took on social hypocrisies and contradictions and focused them onto himself. By turning 

social satire inward, Benny's humor became personalized and individualized, rather than the kind of overt 

social commentary made by fellow comedian Fred Allen. (The manufactured feud between Benny and 

Allen marked some of the high points of both programs in the late thirties.) When the show ran a contest 

in the 1940s asking for essays on the theme of " I Can't Stand Jack Benny Because . . ." the winning 

entry captured some of this unique appeal: 

He fills the air with boasts and brags / And obsolete obnoxious gags. 

The way he plays his violin / Is music's most obnoxious sin. 
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His cowardice alone, indeed / Is matched by his obnoxious greed. 

In all the things that he portrays/ He shows up my own obnoxious ways.' 

Benny's doubled-edged humor—at once bringing up socially reprehensible traits and, by showing 

Jack's pompous and silly reaction to them, making them semi-acceptable—turned his show into a place 

where social contradictions could be humorously explored. The Rochester/Phil Harris doubling exposed 

some of the arbitrariness of accepted racial repiesentations. One character, the floorwalker played by 

Mel Blanc, introduced a note of exaggerated gay representation that some have said was a rare ac-

knowledgment of nonheterosexual identity in network radio. The character of Schlepperman, a dialect-

speaking Jewish character, took on a strange piquancy next to Benny's own secular/assimilated Jewish 

identity. Though certainly not all audiences picked up on the inner joke behind the outer more obvious 

and traditional humor, it gave the program a depth and an edge lacking in most others. -To 
Benny took his show onto television in 1950 and continued it until 1965. Though it never hit the rat-

ings heights that the radio version had, it continued to delight auciences with its self-mocking humor 

even as sitcoms and westerns began to dominateee TV schedule. Qack Benny himself continued in 

guest appearances and specials until well into his 700 Few television performers or creators today could 

match such a long-running success story; this is partly due to the strangely static nature of established 

radio programs and to the adaptability of Benny's basic humor and format, in a program that could have 
been created only on radio. 

Dramatic Adaptations 

The other highly rated programming on network radio's nighttime schedule was the dramatic 
adaptation program. Though few in number—in the 1938 to 1939 season there were only six 
such shows on the air—their consistently high ratings and high publicity profiles make them a 
significant form. Either stage or screen properties could be adapted, but the most popular 
were the movie-based shows like The Lux Radio Theatre, Hollywood Playhouse, The Screen 
Guild Playhouse, and The Silver Theater. Even when the dramas enacted were stage plays, 
they always presented a glittering roster of Hollywood stars. Other notable members of this 
group were Orson Welles' Mercury Theater of the Air (later known as Campbell Playhouse 
after the soup company assumed sponsorship) and the Cavakade of America, a series based 
on dramatic reenactments of important moments in American history. 

The Lux Radio Theatre resulted from the entry of agency J. Walter Thompson into radio 
and remained one of its stellar properties. Relying on the Hollywood showmanship of film 
director Cecil B. DeMille (known for his biblical and historical epics, as well as for the riding 
crop and boots he affected on the set), Lux's famous opening line, "And now .. . Lux presents 
Hollywood!" helped to start the rush to the West Coast and cemented the Hollywood/radio 
axis. Though film studios gave up the idea of using the show to preview films early on—due 
to exhibitors' objections—it became a popular spot to build up stars' reputations and to pop-
ularize a movie in another, shortened aural form. DeMille actually had very little to do with 
putting together the show, but his carefully constructed persona as producer emphasized 
the Hollywood connection and helped to keep at arm's length too close an association of 
Hollywood glamour with outright commercial selling. Almost every major star and significant 
movie made an appearance on Lux sooner or later, and ratings remained high until televi-
sion's ability to show actual movies took away the program's raison d'être. 
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The most famous radio drama of all times may be Orson Welles' panic-inducing "War of 
the Worlds" adaptation on the Mercury Theater. The show started on a sustaining basis on 
CBS in 1938 and was designed to ward off federal investigation into radio's overcommercial-
ization; the young and controversial Welles was hired to continue the innovative dramatic 
work he had done as part of the WPA theatrical group. Although many accounts agree that 
once the first couple of broadcasts were past the group that Welles had gathered around 
him—notably John Houseman and Howard Koch—actually did most of the dramatic selec-
tion and adaptation work, still Welles' inimitable sense of drama and timing permeated the 
productions, as well as his penchant for self-reflexive and confrontational material. Howard 
Koch was given writing credit for "War of the Worlds," much to Welles' later chagrin. And 
none of the Mercury Theater group anticipated the real-life drama that the play would set off. 
Due to a variety of factors—most analyses blame the pre-war tensions of the time as well as 
the fact that listeners tuned in during a musical interlude in the Bergen and McCarthy show 
on NBC, thus misunderstanding that this was not a news bulletin but a play—a sizable num-
ber of Americans gasped at news of a Martian invasion of New Jersey. They were riveted to 
their radios as the aliens vaporized much of the New Jersey militia and began to march 
toward New York, and then they began to flee their homes in hysteria. While CBS got sued, 
Welles got a Hollywood contract that he parlayed into Citizen Kane. The show continued 
under Campbell's sponsorship until 1940, with less and less involvement by Welles. 

Comedy Series 
Starting out with a few groundbreaking shows like Amos 'n' Andy and The Rise of the Gold-
bergs in the early 1930s., the comedy series came into its own in the late 1930s and developed 
into what we now call situation comedy or sitcom.)'he basic idea was to take a group of 
humorous or eccentric characters, place em in a co ic situation, d let hil ' - 
21.1eLsi Q. Some of radio's early and long-running series inc ude LUITI a Abner, based on a 
couple of hillbilly shopkeepers in an Arkansas town played by Chester Lauck and Norris Goff; 
Easy Aces, an early dysfunctional-couple comedy of sharp husband and wife insults created 
by Goodman and Jane Ace out of their former vaudeville routine; and the domestic comedy 
The Aldrich Family centered around awkward teenager Henry Aldrich and his beleaguered 
parents. Later, Fanny Brice enlivened the airwaves in the comedy Baby Snooks, which 
revolved around a precocious and devilish child, a Dennis the Menace prototype. 

Just to show that it's the exception that proves the rule, two programs that seem like 
strong antecedents to television sitcoms don't actually fit into the comedy series bracket. The 
well-respected domestic serial One Man's Family, created and written by Carleton E. Morse, 
ran in the evenings on NBC, in a variety of half-hour time slots under various sponsors, yet 
presented a serial drama whose storyline held audiences enthralled for over 15 years. It was 
not primarily humorous, though there could be much humor in its familial interchanges, nor 
did it traverse the same terrain as daytime's serials, though much of its family-based drama 
revolved around love, relationships, tragedy, and emotions. Focused on the Barbour family 
and set in Sea Cliff, California, it attracted ratings as high as most star-studded variety pro-
grams and is one of the most fondly remembered of old-time radio's top shows. Perhaps 
because of the high quality of its writing, or because it was male centered rather than focused 
primarily on women, or because of the high authorial reputation of its creator, One Man's 
Family was able to hang on to its evening time slot when other more feminized serials lost 
their (often highly rated) perch and were banished to daytime. However, even its success 
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couldn't convince networks and agencies that the serial format could work in nighttime; it 
would take Dallas, 35 years later, to do that. 

Another program that continues to live on in popularity even after 50 years off the air is 
Vic and Sade, Paul Rhymer's much loved creation. More comedy than drama, not exactly a 
serial, since its storyline didn't rely on continuations, yet following the life curve of the Gook 
family in "the small house halfway up ix the next block" (somewhere in small-town Illinois), 
Vic and Sade ran on daytime from 1932 to 1945, mostly on NBC. Although more a series of 
comic sketches than anything else ( it more closely resembles situation comedy than One 
Man's Family), its daytime slot put it in a world of soap operas and kids shows. Its use of 
comic character naines may be unmatched by any other radio program, from the Gooks 
themselves to Chuck and Dottie Brainfeeble, Rishigan Fishigan of Sishigan, Michigan (who 
married Jane Bayne from Paine, Maine), Ruthie Stembottom, Hank Gutstop, Orville 
Wheeney, Blue-Tooth Johnson, and Smelly Clark, not to mention the cast of eccentrics sum-
moned up by Uncle Fletcher's tall tales. The show was produced in Chicago and sponsored 
by Procter & Gamble, the daytime colossus. Why it stayed on daytime is hard to say, unless 
its low-key humor and quirkiness would have wilted in the spotlight. More than others it was 
a quintessential radio low, relying on the aural tools of voice, pacing, accent, and dialogue to 
achieve its effect. Like other shows that most creatively employed radio's special characteris-
tics—Fred Allen comes to mind—it didn't make the transition to television. 

Thriller Dramas 

Another type of nighttime series programming that gained in popularity through the 1930s 
and 1940s was the thriller drama. These could range from the crime and police series like Big 
Town, Gangbusters, Mr District Attorney, and Crime Doctor through fantasy/action adven-
ture such as The Shadow and Inner Sanctum to more traditional mystery/adventure series like 
Sherlock Holmes and I Love a Mystery. Even a series based on western adventure like the 
long-running Death Valley Days or The Lone Ranger, forerunner to TV's ubiquitous westerns, 
might be included in this category. Most were 30-minute shows that ran in the evenings, 
though a few occupied the kid-friendly late afternoon hours and some ran several times a 
week. Many were adapted from comics, crime novels, or movie serials. Though popular—or 
perhaps because of that popularity—they also attracted a certain amount of social criticism 
due to their emphasis on violence and horror. Was the emotion evoked by radio's sound-based 
thrills more powerful or dangerous than film's (or television's) graphic depictions? Many par-
ents thought so, and some of the first studies of radio centered on the effects of such shows on 
children, particularly potential disruption of their sleep habits. 

Quiz Shows 

Another genre unique to the radio medium, the quiz show's antecedents lie in the news-
paper's puzzle pages or magazine's "teat4eme_- bcaulgule:fetues. On radio they combined 
information-based formats with personalities and in later years might also rely on audience 
participation. Two of the most popular were Kay Kyser's Kollege of Musical Knowledge and 
Information, Please. The former, led by bandleader Kay Kyser, asked contestants questions 
based on popular music, leading to monetary awards. Information, Please was a panel-type 
show, hosted by Clifton Fadiman, book critic for the New Yorker magazine, that drew 
together a group of illustrious guests to answer questions sent in by the public. Assembling 
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celebrities from the worlds of politics, literature, the arts, show business, and sports, the pro-
gram awarded prizes to questions that could stump the experts and encouraged witty banter 
among the panelists. Though the quiz genre could prove controversial—especially with later 
give-away programs that dispensed large sums of money to listeners who called in the correct 
answer—no one could criticize the highbrow playfulness of Information, Please. 

Sports 
Though the marriage of sports and broadcasting might seem like an inevitable one in retro-

nnin s rts sed so roblems for the new medium. First of all, a new 
of announcer pas neede —one who co make e game come alive in sound only, 

ascribing the action in a way that was at once both clear and engaging. A few star announc-
ers emerged in the twenties and early thirties, including Graham McNamee, Ted Husing, 
Red Barber, and Bill Stern. Baseball, college football, and boxing were the most popular 
broadcast sports, with the World Series attracting by far the most radio attention and inspir-
ing the earliest networking experiments. Local stations made a practice of broadcasting local 
events. Yet there were p_robleiLis as coverhe days before lighted stadi-
ums, most games were played dunng the day, during the women's ghetto hours when men 
were presumed to be at work. Should a network alienate its female listeners and sponsors by 
disrupting cherished serials and count on a male audience, which it usually claimed did not 
exist in the daytime? Were sporting events of sufficient national import and news value to be 
counted as a public service, or could they be sponsored without detracting from the viability 
of local teams and stadiums? Finally, could they become the property of only one sponsor or 
station through a contractual arrangement, or were events such as the World Series of suffi-
cient cultural stature that the networks would have to share? 

These and other questions were eventually resolved, and league sports along with major 
prizefights, wrestling matches, horse races, tennis matches, and college football became 
major contenders for radio time and dollars. The Mutual network became financially viable as 
a result of its acquisition of exclusive broadcast rights to the World Series in 1939, under the 
sponsorship of Gillette, in a manner similar to the upstart Fox network's coup over CBS for 
NFL rights in 1996. 

Yet not all sponsors were happy with sports broadcasts, especially when their highly rated 
programs were preempted for special sporting events by networks mindful of the public ser-
vice value of emphasizing this popular program genre. The networks, however, continued to 
play up the idea that providing sports coverage was an important part of their public service 
obligation, as much to avert one network being allowed to purchase the right to broadcast 
exclusively (if it was news, then how could it be exclusive?) as to boost profits. That this highly 
masculinized form of entertainment could be held up as vital public service, while the pro-
grams preferred by women were denigrated as trivial and worthless, shows how gender 
entered in to decisions about early radio programming, as Douglas Battema points out.8 

Religious Programming 
Spoils promoters and out-of-work vaudeville stars were not the only folks to see opportunity 
in the air. Radio seemed a God-given device to spread gospel preaching and religious instruc-
tion over the nation, to reach those who for various reasons could not attend services, and to 
extend the proselytizing of evangelistic denominations. As historian Tona Hangen informs us, 
stations aired religious programs from the earliest days, and many religious organizations and 
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individual figures applied for licenses.9 One of the more colorful early broadcasters was 
Aimee Semple McPherson and her International Church of the Foursquare Gospel, radiating 
from her Angelus Temple in Los Angeles. During the post-Radio Act period, when religious 
stations were classified as propaganda outlets, many of these stations lost their licenses and 
went to the s t of bu 'n time just like any commercial sponsor. The networks at first sold 
time to anyone who could ord it, but as Father Coughlin put tolerance to the test (see Con-
nection in Chapter 6), that policy began to change. CBS and NBC both adopted policies of 
granting free time to representatives of the three major religious groups (Protestant, Catholic, 
and Jewish) and denying all others equally. Long-running network mainstream religious pro-
grams include The Catholic Hour on NBC; The CBS Church of the Air, which alternated 
denominations; Hymns of All Churches, heard on CBS in the daytime; Message of Israel on 
NBC; The Mormon Tabernacle Choir, mostly on CBS; National Vespers, a Protestant inter-
denominational program on NBC; and Religion in the News an NBC. 

Some fundamentalists and other sects turned to putting together their own ad hoc net-
works by buying time from local stations. The Mutual network continued to be friendly 
to religious broadcasts, and many popular programs such as The Lutheran Hour, The Old-
Fashioned Revival Hour, and The Voice of Prophecy found a home with Mutual as did several 
other programs that had lost their place after the network policy change. Though radio 
preaching attracted much suspicion for the amount of on-air fundraising it had to do—and for 
a few highly publicized charlatans of the air who were seen as bilking a gullible population of 
the elderly and unsophisticated—this kind of fundraising was necessary for genuinely reli-
gious men and women who had to pay substantial sums for their radio outreach time. Hangen 
argues that despite the struggle nonmainstream groups faced in using radio to its maximum, 
the new medium profoundly changed the face of fundamentalist religion and entered Amer-
ica's spiritual life in a manner that continues today. 

DAYTIME RADIO 

Daytime Soaps 

Before 1935, network evening schedules still featured a small number of highly popular serial 
programs that were designed to appeal particularly to women: Just Plain Bill, Myrt and 
Marge, and The O'Neills ran five times a week on CBS in the early evening hours, with 
Gertrude Berg's ever-popular The Goldbergs on NBC in a similar slot. By 1936, despite rat-
ings higher than many nighttime variety programs, they were gone, banished to new positions 
on the daytime schedule. Here they survived but earned ratings less than half their former 
numbers (though still relatively high by daytime standards, when fewer people overall were 
listening). Why would networks undercut the popularity of successful programs by resched-
uling them? Why would sponsors go along with this? 

The answer has less to do with ecoAmies than it does with social and regulatory pres-
sures. In the aftermath of passage of thdiEommunications Act of 193,0the networks set out 
to demonstrate their hie public service goals rather than simply the most commercially prof-
itable pro2ramming. Serial programs for women failed this test on a number of levels. 

First, since women were perceived as radio's main "selling audieace--a frequently 
quoted statistic asserted that wunrapurchased mortileaMeregauf_alaciusekkl_prod-
uct—programs directed toward wamen mid few chanveç purà.e.cunzueacial-goods. 
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All of these programs were sponsored, usually by humble products like soap or toothpaste; 
many made heavy use of integrated advertising, permeating the drama of the program with 
less-than-subtle plugs for the sponsor's product. This kind of overt commercial selling began 
to look less appealing as broadcasters attempted to distance themselves from their commer-
cial roots. 

Second, culture produced by or for women has always been regarded with disdain in 
the Western tradition, even as women have provided the main audience for most forms of 
modern culture. From Herman Melville's condescending remarks about the "damned mob 
of scribbling women" whose novels captured greater sales than his, to the exclusion of 
women from classical orchestras, to the diminished critical reputation awarded female-
oriented genres (the romance novel, the women's film, the melodrama) and women's inter-
ests in general (the newspaper's "women's pages" with recipes and society notes), work 
produced by women or for women has always come under considerable cultural suspicion. 
And, as many social historians have noted, women also became associated with the "mass" in 
"mass culture." Because many characteristics deemed to be feminine—irrationality, emo-
tionalism, susceptibility to persuasion, passivity—were also associated with mass culture, the 
concept of "the mass" became feminized. Radio's new soa enre awoke all of these 
reactions and became a new touchstone of discredite mmercialize ass cul-
ture. Usually written and produced by women, centere • around female characters and 
female concerns, appealing unambiguously to women as a primary audience (though many 
men became captivated as well), radio's soaps attracted more than their fair share of social 
criticism. 

So the networks had a dilemma: How could they capitaliw on the demonstrated interest 
of their main selling audience in these discredited dramatic forms while still maintaining their 
position as purveyors of quality programs of the highest standards? The answer lay in estab-
lishing what seemed like a natural fact: More women were at home during the day to listen. 
However, as later ratings would show, the networks exaggerated the difference in the gender 
balance of daytime and nighttime audiences quite a bit. Thinking of daytime as primarily 
women's time had two advantages. First, networks could boost the rates charged to sponsors 
,fpr daytime hours, even though the audience was smaller, by emphasizing what we now call 

ezailedirectly at their most valuable consumers. Second, confining such pro-
grams to the daytimce meant that the critical audience of men would not be home to hear 
them! Under cover of daytime, out of the bright light of nighttime's public scrutiny, a separate 
women's sphere could be allowed to flourish. This also had the advantage of neatly reproduc-
ing Victorian notions of women's separate domain in the home, a comforting and nonthreat-
ening tradition. 

It worked. The daytime women's serial drama, now referred to as "soaps," grew to 
unimagined heights. From only ten in 1934, soaps had expanded to over 54 in 1940, taking up 
most of the day between 9:45 and 6:00 on all three networks. Usually 15 minutes in length, 
repeated every weekday, and separated only by the ubiquitous commercials, soaps became a 
controversial cultural form; a place where women could hear their unique concerns 
addressed; a place of social interaction among listeners, fans, and producers; and a new form 
of drama that eventually took over the televisual medium. Although many contributed to this 
format and although its development was inevitable, a few notable figures stand out in the 
creation of this vital twentieth-century form. The most visible, both then and now, was "the 
mother of soap opera," Irna Phillips. 
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Connection All Irma's Children 

It is possible that the soap opera might have come into being withoJt 'ma Phillips, but her imprint is so 

large on the field that surely dramatic serial production would have evolved differently had she not been 

there to come up with the basic recipe and stir the pot. Not only did she originate the first successful 

daytime serial specifically for women (Painted Dreams on Chicago station WGN in 1 g30), but she went 

on tc create the single longest-running show in U.S. broadcasting (The Guiding Light, started in 1937 

and still going) as well as a host of other highly popular shows. Today's Children, Women in White, Road 

of Life, Lonely Women, The Right to Happiness, and The Brighter Day were all created and produced by 

Phillips in the 1930s and fort es. Her nfluence extended into television and into our present era: Both 

Agnes Nixon, creator of television soaps All My Children and One Life to Live, among many others, and 

William Bell of The Young and the Restless trained as_staff wgiercips. 

Phillips was a sc oolteacher when she, too, noticed the opportunities radio presented the entrepre-

neurial woman. The youngest daughter in a family of ten children, she got her master's degree from the 

University of Wisconsin in drama and psychology, then moved to Dayton, Ohio, for a teaching job. Back 

home visiting family in Chicago, she auditioned for a radio acting job and eventually turned up on WGN 

in a daytime chat show called Thought for a Day, which she both wrote and performed. Station manager 

Henry Selinger took note of her abilities and set ner the task of creating a serial drama program for the 

daytime female audience. Phillips came up with Painted Dreams, the story of Mother Moynihan, her 

daughter Irene, and her ;odger Sue Morton. The drama centered on the struggles of t "new iwoman" to 

find a place in the warn.; Was d to be the taditional domestic role cf wife and mother or the new role of 

career woman? This was a drama central to Phillips' own life. She claimed that Mother Moynihan was 

closely patterned after her own mother (who lived with Phillips until she died in 1938), and surely the 

aspiring modern girl, Irene Moynihan, had something in common with 'ma herself. When WGN attempted 

to assert ownership over Painted Dreams in 1932, Ima disassociated herself with that title and created a 

new serial, Today's Children, very similar to the first (now centered around Mother Moran, her daughters 

Eileen and Francis, and boarder Kay Norton) anc took the show to rival station WMAQ. It ran until 1937 

and spawned a host of imitators. Phillips herself played Mother Moran. 

Tim time, Phillips was careful to retain full ownership of the program, even subsidizing its produc-

tion out of her own funds until a sponsor, General Foods, picked it up, followed by Pillsbury in 1933. She 

became a fiercely independent radio entrepreneur, producing all her own shows through a partnership 

with Carl Wester & Company, and allowing agencies, sponsors, and networks little control over her 

expanding soap opera empire. Phillips wrote most of the early shows herself, and later she expanded to 

a system by which she plotted out the large narrative arcs and her team of hired writers filled in the dia-

logue. By 1940 she had four top-rated serials on the air at once, a record only riva:ed by the team of 
Frank and Anne Hummed. 

Phillips' success stemmed in large part from her frank and outspoken creative philosophy. She be-

lieved strongly in the appeal and usefulness of dramatic serials in the lives of women. Asked about her 

dramatic formula, she responded thlaytime serials ust center around three basic themes selL— 

preservation, family, and sex. She addressed her progr ms adamantly to women and centered them in 

women's lives—her first two programs had no central male characters—and believed that her audi-

ences were intelligent and interested in learning. She took pride in working with social agencies and 
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medical professionals as she developed her storylines, which frequently dealt with real- life problems and 
issues. S.le often protested the censorship her programs received, claiming that nighttime shows could 

get away with far more daring material in the controversial areas of sex, race, and politics than could the 

soaps. And though Phillips believed that, in the world of soaps, home and `wilily must always come out 

paramount as (lier.entee-Qt-wceripn'Innrermany of her shows centered around professional women 

and the struggle between the demands of marriage and career. 

As radio's output standardized in the 1930s, it was the daytime soaps that came in for some of the 

heaviest criticism. Unlike the nighttime shows, daytime serials were dominated by a feminine culture that 

often transgressed into forbidden territory. Soaps were about relationships. as they are today, and rela-

tionships could be dicey territory, especially on conservative 1940s radio. Serials' open-ended storylines 

allowed for endless development of "problem" material, and even when the plot elements resolved on a 

strongly moral note—the baby turns out not to be illegitimate, the divorce is reversed, the affair is 
Covealed as an iiiiisjoriyplenty of time had been given to the delicious:y immoral possibilities they 

offered. Critics everywhere objected, from the networks' Continuity Acceptance departments, to the 

more highbrow journals, to those concerned with child welfare and social policy. In a review of a pro-

posed Phillips soap in 1934, an NBC reviewer laments: 

This program .. . is another of the amateurish type of programs that have attained such popularity 

with a certain class of listeners.... It panders to the crude emotions 01 the shopgirl type of listener, 

and it trades upon the maudlin sympathies of the neurotic who sits entranced before the radio, 

clutching a copy of "True Confessions" and (possibly) guzzling gin and ginger ale. Despite the many 

things that are wrong in a show of this type, it will undoubtedly be successful. . . . It will sell cheap 

products to vulgar people.... But to people who have an I.Q. of something higher than 15 years, it 

will be another of the dreadful things that the radio brings.1° 

It is easy to see the condescension in these remarks, along both gender and class lines. It assumed 

that programs that catered to a feminine working class or " shopgirl" audience had less of a right to exist 

than did other, more legitimate programs—and further, that all women who liked such programs could 

be equated with gin-guzzling shopgirls. 

Such criticisms could even come from the heart of the industry itself, as when in 1943 Variety, then 

and today the bible of the entertainment industry, ran a four-part series called "Analyzing the Daytime 

Serials." Tne author took on Phillips directly: 

Thus, over the last few years, Miss Phillips' stories have contained a variety of brutal physical situa-

tions, divorces, illegitimate births, suggestions of incest and even murders. Whether that sort of 

material is emotionally or mentally upsetting to neurotic listeners is a matter for psychiatrists to 

decide. Admittedly, however, it is hardly uplifting, or inspiring, or, in the normal sense, even enter-

taining. Yet there is nothing objectionable in such material if it is used with taste and dramatic skill, 

as Shakespeare and Eugene O'Neill prove. But in undiscriminating or clumsy hands, it inevitably 

arouses resentment." 

Phillips took issue not only with this characterization of her work but with the assumptions it made 

about her audiences. In a later response, she asked, "Does the 1.0. of a housewife change after six 

o'clock, or doesn't she listen? Or does the advertiser, who knows that approximately 92.1oercent141, 

rod ed in the urchased home r, i the e ser en r s' 

isjacK..?" Here she asserted the i ea that the au ence at night and during the day consisted largely of 

the same people, in which case their frequent characterization as " neurotic" or somehow abnormal could 

not possibly be true. 

But the criticisms most taken to heart by Phillips were the charges that the events her serials por-

trayed were not realistic but were in fact, as the Variety article claimed elsewhere, " hopelessly melodra-
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matic" or "morbid." What seemed to excite the most criticism were plots that focused on a lack of male 

controP over female sexuality and reproduction—hence the objections to storylines suggesting divorce, 

affairs, illegitimate births, and even adoption of children by single women. Phillips defended her material 

by citing statistics and by referring to her own life: She, a single woman, had adopted and raised two 
children. She also emphasized the fact that her plots never endorsed immorality and always resolved 

around acceptable lines in the end. However, as the Variety quote suggests, it may have been a question 
of whose hands the writing was in rather than what it actually portrayed. 

Phillips' soaps were progressive in many ways for her day, but still reflected an almost exclusive 

address to the white middle-class audience. Though she took on the issue of ethnic difference and 

assimilation (both Today's Children and Guiding Light were set in industrial towns with many different 

ethnic groups living side by side; the early Guiding Light centrally involved an Orthodox Jewish family), 

only rarely did an African American figure appear in a Phillips drama and then only as an ancillary char-

acter. Conforming to the tastes of a "consumerist caste" envisioned by the agencies and networks as 
almost entirely White, soap operas left African Americans on the margins of dramatic inclusion. In the 

early 1950s, as racial codes loosened somewhat on radio, a few entrepreneurial producers would create 

all-Black serials such as The Story of Ruby Valentine and The Life of Anna Lewis, both aired on the 

National Negro Network. 

Criticisms of daytime fare continue even today, though their focus shifted to daytime talk 
shows in the nineties. This may be the result of the fact that elements of the daytime serial 
drama have become standard features of prime-time television. Continuing storylines, 
emphasis on the personal lives of the characters, concentration on relationships and sexuality, 
even in the formerly pristine environment of police dramas and the like, have migrated from 
day to night. Most shows are soaps now, in some way or another, and although daytime con-
tinues its serial dramas, they are in the decline. However, daytime's other children, the 
woman's chat shows, have built new empires in daytime TV and radio. 

Daytime Talk 

From the earliest days, "talks" specifically oriented to women in the home made up an 
important part of daytime schedules. These "home service" programs—usually featuring 
appealing hostesses who cheerfully dispensed household, child-rearing, and health informa-
tion interspersed with light musical entertainment—became some of the most popular shows 
on the air during radio's earliest years. The precedent for all of these may well have been the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture's Housekeeper's Chats, whose main hostess was called Aunt 
Sammy (Uncle Sam's wife). In the days before networks, scripts were sent to stations all over 
the country, and each local station cast its own Aunt Sammy to host a 15-minute program fea-
turing household advice, recipes, skits with incidental characters, and listener letters during 
which letters were read and responded to over the air. This emphasis on listener interactivity 
combined with a casual, chatty tone (often with the creation of a fictional central character) 
mark out the intimate, public/private world of the daytime talk program. 

Two other innovations are worth considering, in light of what daytime talk would be-
come. First, with daytime hours the last to come under planned development by the 
networks or sustained interest by the advertising agencies, a s ace ed u r indivi al 
women entre reneur/producers to franchise their own formats (much as Oprah infrey 
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began producing her own show and selling it to stations). Home economics professional Ida 
Bailey Allen put together her own program, cultivated audience loyalty by starting her Radio 
Homemakers Club, and sold her own advertising time to sponsors whose products she 
endorsed on the show. This format combined household advice with features on the arts, live 
music, dramatic skits, and special segments for children. Allen also pioneered the concept of 
the interactive studio audience, with a "bodyguard" holding a (barely) portable microphone 
as Allen ventured into the audience to air their questions and comments directly. Many 
other professional women took a similar route into radio. 

Second, these programs offered an early model of the magazine concept program, which 
television executives would later latch onto with much fanfare in the 1950s (notably Sylvester 
"Pat" Weaver on NBC). Their evolution has many roots, but an early NBC prototype was the 
Woman's Radio Review, which combined separate segments and multiple sponsorship, as did 
Ida Bailey Allen's show. This format would mutate into the popular breakfast program of the 
late 1930s and 1940s, complete with a male/female team, light banter, celebrity guests, news 
and weather, and product plugs. Today and Good Morning America were not far behind. But 
one daytime chat figure rose to exceptional prominence and left an indelible mark on daytime 
talk' ometimes suspect territory. 

Mary Margaret McBridarted out as a print journalist, moving into feature article writ-
ing i the 1920s with high-profile interviews of titans of culture and industry in the country's 
leading magazines. By the time the Depression hit, she was one of the highp.st4laidmatrs in 
the United States, but her income took a considerable tumble as the print industry 
retrenched. Having explored the world of radio in a series of articles, McBride determined 
that greater fortune might lie in a change of venue. She auditioned for the role of "Martha 
Deane," a fictional persona invented by station WOR to deliver the household advice format, 
and won the part. But the character of Martha Deane—a grandmotherly type with a large, 
advice-needy family—could not contain the ebullient McBride for long. In 1934, early in the 
show's run, she suddenly paused on air, drew a breath, and proclaimed, "I find it necessary to 
kill all my family. I'm not a grandmother. I don't have any children. I'm not even married. I'm 
not interested in telling you how to take spots out of Johnny's suit or how to mix all the left-
overs in the ice box. I'm a reporter and I've just been to the flea circus. If you would like to 
hear about it, I'll tell you."12 

McBride embarked on a career of such unscripted, spontaneous chat. In these early net-
work days, when all the networks had to exert control over was the written script or "conti-
nuity," almost everything on radio was required to follow the printed plan. Not McBride. Her 
emphasis on ad libbed talk, including her unscripted interviews with guests, marked out a 
new kind of informality and unpredictability on the air. Soon she originated her own three-
times-a-week program under her own name, while still maintaining the Martha Deane show 
on WOR. She was another independent broker—booking her own sponsors, inviting her 
own guests, and choosing her own topics. By 1940, McBride presided over two daily 45-
minute shows, one on NBC and one on CBS, buying the time, lining up the sponsors, and 
collecting the fees. Her income began to exceed $100,000 per year, a princely sum in those 
days. It was estimated that, by the late 1940s, her show reached 20 percent of the available 
audience, more than 8 million listeners per day. For her show's fifteenth anniversary celebra-
tion she filled Yankee Stadium, with extra subway trains running all day to handle the crowds. 
She received more than 5,000 letters weekly, became the recipient of numerous industry 
awards, and attracted guests like General Omar Bradley, Eleanor Roosevelt, and New York 
Mayor Fiorello La Guardia. 
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Mary Margaret McBride was a fiercely independent producer and innovator of the unscripted talk 
show genre. Here she interviews Margaret Mead. a prominent anthropologist. 

McBride came in l'or the same sort of criticism directed at the soaps. She was called triv-
ial, naive, cozy, fluttering, and twittering. Her listeners were compared to addicts and as-
sumed to be unintelligent, susceptible, and easily led. Much was made of McBride's plump, 
middle-aged appearance and fondness for colorful hats. Most of all, it was the unashamed 
consumer orientation of her show that offended. McBride prided herself on testing all the 
products offered by her sponsors and personally endorsing them with unscripted praise. 
Rather than airing carefully produced ads, McBride assumed that her audience had a legiti-
mate interest in the purchase of consumer products, since it was a part of their job as house-
wives, and treated endorsements of household products as worthwhile news—somewhat 
disingenuously since they were also her sponsors, though she always admitted this. Many 
mainstream critics felt that nothing serious could go on in this atmosphere of feminized com-
mercialism, despite McBride's obvious effectiveness as both a marketer and a radio personal-
ity. Yet could 8 million listeners really be wrong? If McBride's success is judged by her 
numerous imitators, the answer would be no. Her program continued to be highly popular 
through the 1940s, yet the transition to television proved impossible. She tried a prototype 
show in 1948 on NBC, scheduled unfortunately against Bob Hope on CBS. One critic's reac-
tion showed the problems she faced: 

Perhaps the ladies in the daytime can survive Miss McBride's effusive and interminable com-
mercials, but for the men at home in the evening they are hard to take after a day at the 
office. To watch Miss McBride shift—without pause or loss of breath—from a eulogy of 
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Kemtone paint to an analysis of Russia is an ordeal not quickly forgotten. If nighttime televi-
sion is to be daytime radio, away video, away!'3 

If this critic had viewed some of the nighttime news programs, he would have seen a similar 
blending of the commercial and the serious. Yet more was at stake here than pauses and shifts 
of subject matter. 

CRITIQUES OF MASS CULTURE 

McBride and Phillips and the shows and audiences they created occupied an embattled space 
in the late 1930s and early 1940s, as social discord rose, war in Europe increasingly loomed on 
the horizon, and the Depression refused to lift. Just as television is blamed for a number of 
social ills today, radio began to look like a central component of what was wrong with Amer-
ica as the thirties waned. A more organized and institutionalized investigation of radio and its 
effects would not take place until the wartime threat had materialized, but during the 1930s 
public intellectuals on both the right and the left found much to dislike in U.S. radio» 

For conservative commentators writing in such journals as Commonweal, Harper's, and 
The Atlantic Monthly, radio represented the eclipse of established cultural norms and values 
by a new kind of vulgar, democratic populism. By turning such an important national medium 
over to the shopkeepers and moneychangers, radio had paved the way for a debasing and triv-
ialization of American culture, a dumbing down that undermined personal creative expres-
sion in favor of a mass mentality. Pandering unashamedly to the lower classes and women, 
ignoring the values of traditional authority; catering to emotion, sensation, and mindless en-
tertainment over serious discussion, education, and cultural uplift, American radio, they be-
lieved, had squandered its immense potential for social good. Behind broadcasters' sunny 
chat and jokes lurked a kind of mass speak that encouraged homogenized mass thinking. We 
have seen these opinions expressed from various sources above; many of its spokesmen had 
been involved in the fight for educational radio in the early 1930s. By the end of the decade, 
many felt that their worst fears had been confirmed. 

The same kind of criticism came also from the left, but with a slightly different spin. Crit-
ics writing in journals like The New Republic and The Nation did not embrace the democratic 
nature of U.S. radio but instead excoriated it. For them, it was not so much that elite values 
and traditional authority were under attack but that commercial radio represented the tri-
umph of capitalism and consumer culture in its most naked form. In turning over radio to the 
large, industrial corporations who now owned it, radio had become an outlet for blatant self-
interest and preservation of the status quo. It was a purveyor offaise consciousness, the Marx-
ist term for the spurious ideologies propagated by those in power to keep the working classes 
in their place. Behind these tendencies were the nefarious arms of the growing advertising 
sector, for whom market considerations were the only ones of value. The American people, 
leftist critics believed, were being sold a bill of ideological goods—procapitalism, antilabor— 
just as they were being sold the products advertised so endlessly on the radio. The transfor-
mation of active citizen into passive consumer was the ultimate means of pacifying any kind of 
movement for social or political change. 

Both conservative and left-wing critics thus distrusted this new mass culture of radio. 
And radio's defenders were few. Besides the industry itself, whose claims could be dismissed 
as entirely self-interested, and besides the public who seemed bent on passive, uncritical 
enjoyment of radio entertainment, no one, it seemed, was eager to leap to radio's defense. As 
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the war approached, these criticisms intensified. Radio would clearly play an important role 
in war; how that role would take shape seemed increasingly up in the air. Would broadcast-
ing be taken over by the government (as in World War I when stations were shut down and 
as Hitler had done in Germany) and become an instrument of propaganda? Would it con-
tinue down its blithe commercial path, peddling goods while Europe burned? Or did it have 
a greater role to play? Though the war years were brief, they represent a watershed in radio's 
development, use, and social position. They also provided a last fragile bulwark before the 
onslaught of television. 

CONCLUSION 

From a collection of individual stations offering an eccentric mix of local entertainments, 
radio by the 1940s grew into an enormously profitable industry and a central focus of Ameri-
can life. Advertising agencies, networks, and stations, with a heavy dose of Hollywood, cre-
ated unique new forms of entertainment, information, and expression. Though primarily 
intended to sell consumer goods, the avenues of creative innovation opened up by this amaz-
ingly successful medium allowed a variety of programs, genres, stars, and audiences to 
emerge that spoke to the hopes, fears, and desires of the American public. Jack Benny be-
came America's fall guy on the most popular type of radio show, the comedy/variety format, 
providing sophisticated and humorous satire of social pretensions and hierarchies to a new 
middlebrow audience. As the networks divided their schedules into distinct daytime and 
nighttime realms, daytime became the territory of women. Innovators like Irna Phillips 
invented a new form, the daytime serial or soap opera, that addressed the interests of women 
in highly melodramatic, continuing narratives, and Mary Margaret McBride set out on the 
path that would lead to The Today Show and Rosie O'Donnell. Yet despite radio's popular suc-
cess, the medium came under increasingly heavy criticism as the war years drew near. Both 
conservative and left-wing critics objected to radio's cultivation of lowbrow tastes and its 
heavy penneation by advertising. Radio's very success became a mark of its limitations, and as 
war rumbled in the distance, it seemed change might be on the horizon. 
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www.mtr.org The Museum of Television & Radio in New York City runs this site, with a host of 

information about the history of broadcasting. In particular, its pages on its soap opera exhibit 
give much information about Irna Phillips and the history of soaps. 
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www.mcs.net/-richsam/home.html A site developed by a fan. Rich Samuels, about broadcast-
ing in Chicago between 1921 and 1989, including audio and visuals. You can take an audio tour 
of Chicago's Merchandise Mart radio studios in 1930 or look for pictures and character descrip-
fions from Irna Phillips' soap Today's Children. 

www.fau.edu/library/bro81.htm A Web site created by Florida Atlantic University devoted to 
Jewish heroes and heroines in America, including Gertrude Berg, creator of The Goldbergs. 

www.otrsite.com Listen to classic radio shows. 

wwvv.old-time.com The Official Old-Time Radio home page. This Web site allows old-time 
radio fans to speak to one another, share information, and to order old radio programs. 



CHAPTER 

WAR AT HOME AND ABROAD: 
1940 TO 1945 

- 

Though the United States did not officially declare war on the Axis powers until after the 
bombing of Pearl Harbor in December 1941, the conflict raging in Europe had a consid-

erable effect on U.S. politics, social debate, and culture generally from the late 1930s on. 
Radio featured centrally in these debates—both in terms of the fears that the new technology 
spawned regarding its use as a means of propaganda and in terms of its potential to rally, 
inform, and unite the American public during difficult times. As war rumbled distantly and 
then broke fiercely and intensely, radio would cement its cooperative role with the federal 
government as it gained respectability by bringing Americans news and information. It would 
also serve as a staging ground for the battles over democracy at home. As the United States 
attempted to answer the vital questions of "who we are and why we fight," radio spoke with 
ore authority and immediacy than any other medium. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT: 
THE WINDS OF WAR BLOW CHANGE 

Embattled Isolationism 

As early as 1933 trouble brewed abroad. Amid economic depression and upheavals, Adolf 
Hitler's Nazi Party came to power in Germany. In 1935 Italy's longtime fascist dictator Benito 
Mussolini marched into Ethiopia. Most Americans, meantime, had adopted a philosophy of 
suspicious isolationism. U.S. involvement in World War I seemed in retrospect a nightmarish 
mistake that had won the United States very little and yet cost so much in human suffering. 
The only ones who seemed to have prospered from the war to end all wars were the muni-
tions manufacturers and Wall Street bankers, as the Senate's Nye Committee reported in 
1936 after a two-year investigation. 

With this political climate, President Roosevelt formulated his Good Neighbor Policy in 
1934, which limited U.S. involvement in the political affairs of South and Central America, 
and Congress passed the Neutrality Acts of 1935 and 1936, which specifically forbade sale of 
war materials to those involved in fighting. Much suspicion attached, as well, to the Soviet 
Union's uncertain role in European politics. A Soviet alliance with Germany would be disas-

118 
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trous news for democracy in Europe, but would a link with Allied powers aid the advance of 
socialism and godless Communism? Better to stay out of the whole thing. 

Japan invaded China in 1937. In early 1938 Hitler took over Austria and later that year 
brought Czechoslovakia under Nazi rule. On the night of November 9, 1938, in a major esca-
lation of the Nazi persecution of Jews, German militia, police, and citizens destroyed over 
7,000 Jewish businesses and 170 synagogues throughout Germany and Austria. As rumors of 
Kristallnacht ("night of broken glass") spread, Hitler began to seem less like a head of state 
bent on expanding his national territory and more like a brutal racist dictator on a course of 
terror and extortion. Then, in 1939, Germany signed its fateful nonaggression pact with the 
Soviet Union and in August invaded Poland. On September 3, 1939, Great Britain and 
France declared war on Germany. World War II had begun. 

But still the sentiment toward isolationism in the United States remained high. Gradu-
ally the Roosevelt administration weakened the Neutrality Acts to allow aid to the Allied 
powers and began to develop a more interventionist stratee but the problem of unifying a 
divided nation behind a call to arms remained. The Depression had caused serious social tur-
moil and weakened people's faith in central corporate and government institutions. Despite 
the efforts of the New Deal to restore morale and boost employment and social welfare, a 
slump in 1937 had driven employment rates back to their 1934 level, and the stock market 
lost half of the gains it had made since 1933. Amid bad news from Europe and Depression at 
home, Americans turned against themselves. Labor unions mounted drives for workers' 
rights as employers fought them off, leading to riots and unrest. Rising support for the Social-
ist Party and for Russia provoked violent anti-Red backlash. Demagogues from the right 
espoused anti-Semitic views even as other groups, viewing the persecution of Jews under 
Hitler, began to unite under the banner of tolerance and equality. Pro-Hitler groups like the 
German-American Bund agitated openly and mounted parades, even as pressure built to 
tighten immigration laws to exclude Germans (which only ended in keeping thousands of 
fleeing German Jews from finding a refuge in the United States). 

How could such a divided nation agree on anything, much less getting involved in a war 
that seemed far away, separated from American interests by two oceans? Even as the Ger-
mans swept into the Netherlands and France in 1940, even as Italy joined in on the Axis side 
by declaring war on Britain and France in June, even as the Germans began to drop bombs 
on England during the winter of 1940 to 1941, Americans remained united only in their 
desire to keep out of the war. Then, on December 7, 1941, the Japanese, who had entered 
into alliance with the Axis powers, dropped wave after wave of bombs on the American naval 
base at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, wreaking mass destruction. On December 8, 1941, Congress 
declared war against Japan and, a few days later, against Germany and Italy. We were in. 

Who We Are, Why We Fight 

Though a direct attack on U.S. territory quickly reversed much of America's isolationist sen-
timent, much needed to be done to rally the entire population behind the war effort. The 
armed forces mounted massive recruitment drives as well as instituting a draft for men of 
military age. As manufacturing production turned to military equipment, a nation that had 
been taught to consume now needed to be instructed in how to conserve resources. War 
bonds needed to be sold, women needed to be recruited to work in the jobs that men aban-
doned to enter the military, a whole nation needed to be mobilized and inspired. Not least in 
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this mobilization effort was the difficult task of explaining "who we are and why we fight." 
Each of these clauses was problematic. Who were we as a nation? A divided group of sepa-
rate ethnic and religious groups, all fighting over allocation of resources and rights? Or a uni-
fied nation possessing certain central values of democracy, human rights, and individual 
freedom? Why were we fighting? Was it only a struggle over where certain borders would be 
drawn in faraway Europe and Asia? Or was it a battle to preserve freedom, national self-
determination, and democracy across the world? 

One group, African Americans, had particularly divided sentiment. As in World War I, 
African Americans were being asked to fight for abstract human rights overseas that they 
were consistently and concretely denied at home. To make matters worse, the U.S. armed 
forces retained a degree of racist separatism even greater than most cities and regions in the 
United States. Black and White troops were strictly segregated; Blacks were banned from 
most officer positions and combat roles; military bases abided by Jim Crow laws that refused 
to permit African American troops to eat in the same mess halls, enjoy the same enlisted 
men's clubs, and worship in the same chapels. The Navy allowed Black recruits to serve only 
in cooking and cleaning units. The Marines remained lily-white. Though many of these re-
strictions were eased as the war progressed, full integratio i of the military did not occur until 
President Truman's oti te too ace i 1949 well after the war had ended. 
The military itself perpetrated civil rights violations rou out the war that it purported to 
condemn abroad. 

In fact, the rhetoric of freedom and democracy, combined with such egregious offenses 
against the rights of U.5.-eitirns, provoked a greater degree of racial unrest at home than the 
country had yet seen. tilta/eni d acro nation, eciall in cities that had attracted 
1 en f ' erican and Latino/a w kers in e e ens dustnes. In e 
Sou , Black soldiers in uniform were lync y ite mobs. The a presePTIP a cru-
cial role in mediating these tensions—acknowledging the manifest inequalities and hypoc-
risies in U.S. war-inspired rhetoric while still encouraging Black Americans to play their part. 
Many powerful papers, such as the Chicago Referder and the Pittsburgh Courier, pushed for 
struggle on what they called the '(double iront: victory at home against racism as well as 
victory abroad against the Nazis. For their efforts they were regarded with much suspicion 
and distrust by the government. Both the Army itself and the FBI mounted investigations of 
the Black press (much as FBI director J. Edgar Hoover would later spy on the civil rights 
movement). Yet the nascent movement for civil rights looked increasingly toward the govern-
ment to redress these inequalities, spurred by the promises of democracy and justice inherent 
in wartime rhetoric. 

Another group whose wartime experience would greatly affect subsequent politics was 
American women. As the war progressed and more and more of the male population signed 
on to serve in the military, women were aggressively recruited to fill formerly men-only jobs 
in defense industries, domestic production and services, and in women's auxiliary armed 
forces. Women learned that they could do these jobs well—in some cases, better than their 
male counterparts—and that the world would not end if they were not at home every minute 
to care for children and tend to domestic duties. They also had the heady new experience of 
getting paid on very nearly an equal basis for the work they did—leading the majority of U.S. 
women to report, in a survey done at the end of the war, that they did not want to give up 
their jobs to returning troops but would rather find some way of staying employed. And in 
fact, they did. Even though the government based its "full employment" policies after the war 
only on male employment, women continued to make up an increasing percentage of the 
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U.S. paid workforce—though not in the same high-paying jobs that they'd held during the 
war. Even the social push toward suburbanization and domestication after the war would have 
only a temporary effect on women's employment. 

The Military-Industrial Complex 

If some of President Roosevelt's New Deal policies, combined with the confidence-destroying 
effects of the Depression, had weakened or at least strained the comfortable relationship 
between U.S. corporations and the federal government, wartime exigencies quickly healed 
the rifts. A new era of not always harmonious but vital alliances began even before war was 
declared, as once again corporations realized that their interests were protected by national 
defense (and that finally the war would break the back of Depression) and the government 
became fully cognizant that America's victory would largely stem from its system of produc-
tion. Corporate America geared up for war, and the government saw to it that industry got 
what it needed. This would continue after the war as well, as we shall see, and would usher in 
a new era of what many have called "corporate liberalism." Eventually wartime hero, four-star 
general, and President Dwight D. Eisenhower, in his last speech upon ceding office to John F. 
Kennedy in January 1961, would warn against what he saw as the encroaching powers of the 
"military-industrial complex" pitting its needs against those of the American people. However, 
this danger was far from the public's mind in the 1940s. 

The radio industry would become a key player in the war mobilization effort and in the 
cooperative relationship with federal initiatives. Both at home and abroad, U.S. radio would 
play a crucial role in inspiring a nation to unify behind the war, by bringing new voices to the 
definition of national identity, disseminating wartime messages and news to the American 
public, reassuring and entertaining troops overseas, and spreading the values of American 
democracy over the world. This close cooperation would pay off as television, its development 
temporarily halted by wartime emergency, sprang into full force after the war. From a some-
times suspect purveyor of mass entertainment and consumerism to a trusted guardian of the 
national and public interest, the broadcasting industry would make a crucial transition during 
the war years. Even if the wartime honeymoon did not last long, it would have lasting effects 
on the U.S. television system. 

Central to this transition was the way that the broadcasting audience was understood. 
(Did radin (and later television) create a passive and easily manipulated audience of the uned-
ucated ripe for dangerous propagandaancLsusceptib1e tíll.janner of pernicious 
influences?)The phenomenon of Nazi Germany (and of a few inflammatory figures at home, 
like Father Coughlin as we will see later in this chapter) would seem to confirm this view. Or 
was the radio audience a collective of rational individuals, using information judiciously to 
make reasoned decisions, choosing what to believe just as they chose what to listen to? This is 
the view that the broadcasting industry most liked to convey, and they began to fund social 
scientific research to support it. But perhaps this view was merely a further strategy of a 
manipulative and corrupt capitalist system, by which large corporations used their wealth and 
power to persuade consumers to buy products to the exclusion of all other interests. Could we 
talk about an informed and rational American public when their avenues of information were 
so totally dominated by self-interested private business? Here the influence of a body of crit-
ical intellectuals—many of them members of the German Frankfurt School exiled in the 
United States—came into consensus with homegrown American mass culture critiques and 
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into conflict with some of their former colleagues, now happily conducting industry-based 
research in the United States. 

All of these points of view had been brewing through the 1930s, but they reached a stage 
of crisis in 1938 and 1939 as war seemed imminent. Before we can understand how federal 
regulators and the radio industry ultimately responded to the war, we need to explore what 
both government and industry were finding out about the nature of the public. Who were 
they? And would they fight? If so, for what, and how could they best be persuaded? Did they 
need to be protected from dangerous propaganda, even if this meant stepping on key demo-
cratic values like freedom of speech? Could a democracy employ propaganda techniques 
without contradicting its own basic principles? American radio would cobble together an-
swers to these questions and put them into operation, right or wrong. What they decided on 
had much to do with how they understood that great unknown: the American radio public. 

SOCIAL DISCOURSE: THINKING ABOUT RADIO 

ese 

etc.1'6. 
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IIndustry Conceptions of the Audience 

For the early radio amateurs, the concept of audience was not an abstraction but fairly con-
crete: I know who can hear me because they radio me back. The idea that there might be oth-
ers listening in was fairly irrelevant, like the lurkers on an Internet discussion group. What 
counted was interaction and response. When one-way broadcasting became the dominant 
form of radio, especially in its commercialized U.S. version, a new concept was created: the 
broadcast audience. At first, stations and networks thought of their audiences as a simple 
aggregate number: How many people with radio sets can I reach with my broadcast signal? 
There was no way of knowing how many people were actually tuned in at any given time, or 
what they thought about what they heard, unless they took the considerable trouble to pen a 
letter to the station. Stations promised potential sponsors the simple possibility of an audi-
;nce, and spon ors were content to go with that. Very quickly, however, the concept of 
("applause cards" de vailable at the radio deale udien fill o and 

nuileitz) came into being, to encourage t e only kin o response available in that age of 
expensive long-distance rates and few telephones. Thus, the preferred form of radio audi-
encehood was a fairly interactive one still: those who took the time to stand up and be 
counted and to express opinions regarding what they had heard. 

Slowly, as the industry consolidated, a less voluntary and more standardized means of 
understanding the audience was needed. The first type of actual audience measurement sys-
tem came from the advertisers, who, after all, were the ones beiug asked to pay a certain 
amount for time on the air at certain times of the day and felt they needed to know more 
about what they were getting. The Association of National Advertisers hired researcher 
Archibald Crossley to devise a way to find out what people were actually listening to. This 
roduced the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting (CAB) reports, starting in 1930. The CAB 
tem used ajelephone recall method, by which teams of researchers called up numbers cho-

sen randomly from the telephone directory and asked people to list what they had been lis-
tening to the day before, as well info • n li e, and 
huoldincome. 

As Eileen Meehan argues, this produced a picture of a "high quality/low quantity" audi-
ence: NuJ & of list rs we rather small, but well educated and affluent.' Why? In 
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these early years of the Depression, only 41 percent of homes subscribed to telephone ser-
vice, and only a fraction of these paid extra to have their names listed in a directory. Thus, 
the CAB surveys reached only an affluent fraction of total radio households, producing a pic-
ture of an affluent audience with strong purchasing power: what Meehan calls "the con-
sumerist caste," a very desirable one to advertisers. But asking them to remember everything 
they listened to the previous day produced a small number of specific recalled programs. 
Thus, the CAB ratings painted a picture of the radio audience as a good bit smaller and 
wealthier than it probably was, which suited advertisers' purposes since it could result in 
reduced rates. 

The networks countered by supporting a rival method developed in 1932 by the C. E. 
Hooper company, often called the Hooperatings. While drawing on the same telephony 
directobase (though emphasizing urban listings, an even more desirable consumer 
group sibriey had access to the stores), Hooper employe a cte/e/idental 
method. Calling a randomly selected household, they simply asked what the radio was tuned 
to now. This produced a high quality/high quantity result, since far more people could say 
what was on at that moment, and the same affluent group provided the answers. The net-
works and stations preferred this result, so they could charge more for their advertising time. 
Eventually, the Hooperatings wippd not the competition and maintainal.a.ratinguJatànoWy 
from 1936 to 1949,. As telephone ownership and directory listings became more widespread, 
the representativeness of Hooper's sample grew, but none of the parties paying for the 
service—networks, stations, agencies, and sponsors—had much interest in accuracy in the 
demographics they produced. A picture of the audience as a large group of affluent con-
sumers avidly tuned to radio suited all their purposes. What were the less-affluent classes lis-
tening to? Who cared? 

In fact, one of the earliest ways of thinking about the audience specifically focused on 
justifying the narrowness of ratings samples. NBC promised advertisers that it could provide 
a "class" versus a "mass" audience: an affluent, well-educated group of listeners who presum-
ably would possess the purchasing power to make program sponsorship result in product 
sales. As we will see below, this also may have been part of NBC's attempt to distinguish itself 
from CBS, its more populist rival, and also to allay growing fears of the mass manipulation 
side of radio's utopian promises. However, in 1942 a new ratings entrant weighed in with an 
improved method that eventually swept the field. 

The Nielsen Company was a market research firm that got into broadcast audience mea-
surement in 1942, after it had spent several years testing 4.cleviee for the automatic registra-
tion of radio listening developed in the 1930s at MIT. Nielsen's groundbreaking Audim-etfr 
was a recording device that could be attached to radio receivers in people's homes. It would 
automatically register when the radio was turned on and what channel it was tuned to. By the 
mid-1940s, Nielsen was dispensing data to the major networks and stations, wlech avoided 
audiences giving potentially misleading answers to the Hooper surveyors. Though ratings had 
ways een a factor consiUered in ma'ng programming decisions, the Nielsen ratings pro-

vided a new scientific basis and also helped networks and stations visualize how audiences 
listened throughout a whole evening—the beginnings of thErtion of "audience flow. m-
bined with other measurement techniques soon to follow, networks began to get an Kfea of 
what audiences preferred—broken down by age, gender, and region—not just about a whole 
program but even moment by moment within the show. Nielsen quickly adapted its ratings 
method to television after the war. By 1950 it had achieved monopoly in the field, although a 
few rivals would emerge later. 
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All of these techniques were based on the individual response to a specific, narrowly 
defined question: What do you listen to? Though they reinforced many cultural assump-
tions—preferring (to this day) middle-class audiences, breaking respondents down into 
"heads of household" (men) and "ladies of the house" (women) in ways that compounded 
gender stereotypes, and always undercounting children—they worked for a system that des-
perately needed some scientific means of talking about the audience. Numbers could be used 
to set prices, and if advertising sold goods and everyone made money, why worry if the statis-
tics really painted an accurate social picture of the American public? However, the numbers 
produced by ratings have always been used to make more sweeping social analyses than their 
fragile claims to truth can bear. To social critics of the thirties and forties, they represented 
the ominous vulnerability of the masses to mindless, materialistic brainwashing. To the grow-
ing field of communications researchers, they represented just the tip of the iceberg of what 
social science research could and should do. 

The Rise of U.S. Media Research 

Radio was not the first mass medium to attract attention from social researchers. The earliest 
roots of U.S. media research can be seen in the studies of pro  . e s «ng World War 
I, most notably by University of Chicago political scientist s s Lassw swell's work 
centered on the potential that new means of mechanize nd distribution pre-
sented in times of war. Another influential thinker was alter Lippman editor of The New 
Republic, a highly regarded magazine of liberal opinion, not conduct research 
himself, Lippmann's essays about the democratic potential and danger of new mass media 
influenced many other theorists and provoked widespread debate. 

The movies also inspired studies on the media's social effects, most notably in the large-
scale research project initiated by the Eaxne-Fumliu-tlie-19305,. It produced several volumes 
of findings, mostly on movies and young people, looking for links between movie attendance 
habits and social attitudes, emotions, sexual behavior, and tendency toward juvenile delin-
quency. In the Payne Fund's emphasis on the susceptible audience of young people, and in 
Lasswell's and Lippmann's conclusions regarding the mass media's potential for manipulation 
and propaganda, we can see a vision of the American public emerging that is large, faceless, 
vulnerable, and easily swayed by the persuasive powers of mass communication. Though 
these researchers implied that it was the forms and characteristics of the new mass media 
themselves that presented a danger, we can discern under these claims a fear of the "mass" 
audiences that they created, newly empowered by inexpensive, popular media addressed not 
to the educated elite but to the man and woman on the street. 

In the mid-1930s, the war brewing in Europe not only brought new social urgency to 
these issues but also caused an influx of European-trained social scientists and theorists, 
mostly from Germany, and many of them Jews fleeing Nazi genocide. From the University of 

and Lep Lowenthal o referred to as the_Frankfne sphool). Though much of their most en refe 
Frankfurt's acclaime Institute for_SaciaLRpçearclaame Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer, 

influential work would not be completed until their return to Frankfurt after the war, Adorno 
in particular would contribute to American through his research at 
Princeton Unlyersity. Here he joined the office of Radio Researca group founded by Aus-
trian refugee(tata_Luarsfaai formerly . o Vienna). This influential orga-
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nization was funded by the Rockefeller Foundation, a source of nongovernmental grant 
money that, under the direction of John Marshall, began to define its mission as centrally 
involved with the problems of mass media and democracy. It had helped to establish the 
P • Hadley Cantrill and Frank Stanto 
(who would go to CBS as director of research and later become network president). As war 
approached, the Rockefeller Foundation provided funding for ten crucial sites of research 
into media, public opinion, and propaganda. They would provide the basic foundation for 
future media research in the United States. 

Out of these research centers came basic concepts about the American public and the 
media that would be put into effect in the war efforts in just a few short years. Two separate 
strands emerged. The first group, loosely combininedorno's critique of consumer capitalism  
nd Lippmann's pessimistic view of the publie, spoke to the fears of the masses that radiç 

eneendered, particularly its use in Axis countries. A communication system driven by the 
profit motive, addressed to the lowest common denominator, and relying on sensation and 
emotion to sell itself, could not produce the kind of intellectual culture needed to mobilize 
against fascism and to resist the appeal of totalitarian despots. Without leadership from the 
educated elite, such critics believed, the public would make the wrong choices about vitally 
important issues. Thus, democratic propaganda was not only possible but necessary; the pub-) 
lie must be guided and coaxed into making the right decisions, but this was unlikely to happen 
in a system driven by profits and marketing. 

The other strand—the more administrative branch of developing research—insisted that 
y‘ only the public could be understood, it could be communicated with in its own terms and , 
drawn into consensus with democratic values and opinions, These analysts tended to resist 
the idea of the all-powerful media, leading to later concepts such as Lazarsfeld's two-step the-
ory of opinion change: that each community possesses certain "opinion leaders," citizens who 
provide an important filter for their neighbors and acquaintances. Messages from the mass 
media first pass through the opinion leaders, who tend to be of higher social status and better 
educated, and from them to the less engaged. Thus as long as the opinion leaders can be 
reached, the deleterious effects of mass media are diminished. Lasswell's famous theory of 
mass communication (actually more of a research model)—"who says what to whom with 
what effect"—could then be employed to find out what would most expeditiously persuade 
opinion leaders to arrive at a particular point of view. No need for insidious propaganda tech-
niques; give the right people the right information and they will arrive at the right (that is, 
progressive, democratic) opinion and influence others around them. 

But perhaps these theorists' points of agreement are more important than their differ-
ences. Both schools of thought believed in the necessary role of experts, and they increasingly 
defined these experts as social scientists working in the fields of mass psychology and com-
munication. Though Adorno and Horkheimer broke with this model, finding their experts not 
in the rationalizing fields of the social sciences but in the avant-garde of philosophy, art, and 
music, they agreed that the masses could not be trusted to think for themselves. Also unlike 
Adorno and Horkheimer, the social scientists had no problem with using the tools of market-
ing and advertising to sway public opinion, as long as it was scientifically done for the right 
motives. Most relied on scientific methodologies such as surveys, focus groups, and controlled 
laboratory experimentation to find out what people thought, where they got their informa-
tion, and how they could be reached. These techniques would exert a great influence on the 
activities of the Office of War Information, and the internal debates that they engendered 
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would seriously affect television policy after the war. But to understand why these questions 
of audience capacity and responsibility seemed so urgent, one man embodies all the perils 
and possibilities that radio as a medium seemed to offer in these tension-ridden pre-war 
years: Father Charles Coughlin, the radio priest. 

Connection Father Coughlin and the Masses 

It is possible that no single individual had more of an impact on thinking about the radio audience than 

Father Coughlin, the radio priest from the Shrine of the Little Flower in Royal Oak, Michigan (outside 

Detroit). His actual religious and political legacy amounts to very little. But during the years that his radio 

program blasted over American airwaves, no figure was more controversial, or more public, or more pop-

ular. Father Coughlin put to the test not only the parameters of American democracy but also the open-

ness of the U.S. system of radio and the perils it held as a democratic medium. He at once demonstrated 

the effectiveness of radio as a medium for reaching the m ublic directl , without interven-

tion by cultural or social au o , " at system to shut down suc in uence. He played into 

the hands o those social critics and scholars who most feared the power of the mass public in a demo-

cratic, capitalistic system: their worst fears, confirmed. Yet his eventual silencing showed how easily the 

media industry could use its corporate powers to muzzle popular opinion—something that didn't make 

social critics very happy, either. 

Father Coughlin's career began as part of the early romance between religion and radio. Leaders of 

America's religious organizations, from the largest to the tiniest sect, were quick to see the potential that 

radio offered for a whole new kind of ministry. Many churches were early station license holders, but the 

reorganization of General Order 40—and their classification as "propaganda" stations—meant that by 

1930 most ere off the air. However, the broadcasters had pledged to maKe time available to diverse 

interests NBC had from the first adopted a policy of not selling time to religious broadcasters. Instead, 

they woul offer f re pirtime t çf the three major denominations—Catholic, Protestapt, 

and Jewish— others were out of luck, and so 

were individuals from within these three groups who wished to broadcast their own messages. 

Yet, because the FRC also specifically included religious programs as part of a station's public ser-

vice obligations, many local stations made time available. Accordingly, Faber Coughlin began a chil-

dren's religious show at Detroit station WJR in 1926. This went over so well—the parish priest had a 

knack for broadcasting and a sonorous, compelling voice—that Coughlin expanded into broadcasts for 

adults on a hookup to WMAO-Chicago, later joined by WLW-Cincinnati. Encouraged by the thousands of 

letters of support flowing into his Royal Oak rectory from his Radio League of the Little Flower, Coughlin 

took his mission to the network airwaves in October 1930 by purchasing a slot on CBS—still trying 

harder to make a profit—at the favorable time of 7 PM on Sunday evenings. 

It was the Depression that in many ways made Father Coughlin's fortune. Addressing a nation strug-

gling with economic problems and the social disruption they brought, Coughlin offered messages of 

sympathy and solace that seemed to speak directly to each listener. Like Wendell Hall and Dr. Brinkley 

before him—like President Roosevelt in his Fireside Chats—Coughlin knew how to take advantage of 

radio's capacity for intimacy. As one biographer wrote, "To an uncanny degree, Charles Coughlin con-

structed a personal bond between himself and each listener. The result was the transcendence of phys-

ical, social and denominational distance: Coughlin hac(built an electronic neghborhood.7'") 
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Father Charles E. Coughlin of Royal Oak, Michigan. showed a tension-ridden nation the dark 
side of racio's popul•st appeal. 

As long as the charismatic priest stayed on the subject of spiritual aid to a country in crisis, he pro-

voked I ttle corcern. But his very engagement with his aucience soon led him to foray into politics. It was 

the threat of international communism that first attracted Coughlin's attention. An anticommurist stançe 

was hardly cortreversial. but Coughlin began_to link the actions of " capitalists and bankers" at home and  

abroad to the communist menace and to irge corporations to weaken communism's appeal by raising 

the wages and standard of living of U.S. laborers. Ns galvanized the radio audience and began to worry 

network executives. 

In January 1931 matters came to a head. CBS got wind of the political subject matter of the priest's 

planned January 4 broadcast and requested that he delete objectionable material. Coughlin promised 

that he would, then spent the entire broadcast inveighing against CBS's attempts to censor him. Letters 

of support for the priest poured into network and station offices across the country. CBS canceled his 

contract, under the auspices of instituting a new policy foroidding the sale of time to individual religious 

figures, similar to NBC's. From then on, the CBS Church of the Air would provide free time to a consor-

tium of authorized religious bodies—and to no one else. The gatekeepers were closing the gate; &ready 

one important policy change rests on Coughlin's doorstep. 

But networks, by regulatory design, were not the only game in town. Coughlin now cobbled together 

his own ad hoc network, buying time from local stations in cities across the country. Over 26 stations 

covering most of the East and Midwest. the radio priest continJed to send out his increasingly political 

messages. Donations poured in to covet costs and support his work. By the mid- 1930s it was estimated 

that his radio congregation comprised over 10 million iegular listeners. His office staff ir Royal Oak 

increased to over 100 clerical workers involved full-time in opening mail and posting donations, which 
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amounted to roughly $20,000 per week. When station WOR-New York polled its listeners on "the most 

useful citizen politically in 1933," almost 55 percent answered Father Coughlin. WCAU in Philadelphia 

asked its listeners which they would prefer on Sunday afternoons, Father Coughlin or the New York Phil-

harmonic broadcast? Coughlin came out ahead with 112,000 votes to 7,000 for the Philharmonic, 

clearly a vote of mass over class. 

He became an early endorser of presidential candidate Franklin D. Roosevelt, attacking President 

Hoover's corporation-friendly policies and championing FDR as an ally of the common man against the 

rapacious corporations and banks who had driven the country into economic failure. Many credit him for 

aiding the FDR landslide victory in 1932, with slogans like " Roosevelt or Ruin." However, as the New Deal 

progressed Coughlin began to take issue with New Deal policies. In 1934 he created what many viewed 

as the beginnings of his own political party, the National Union for Social Justice (NUSJ), and began pub-

lishing a monthly newsletter, Social Justice. The last clause in NUSJ's platform statement perhaps best 

sums up Coughlin's populist appeal: 

Human rights to be held above property rights; government's chief concern should be with the poor; 

the rich can take care of themselves. 

i
A s long as Coughlin saw FDR and the New Deal as champions of the poor and the working class, all 
went well. But as the Roosevelt administration began to broaden its focus from the domestic toward 

involvement in the crisis heating up in Europe, Coughlin increasingly pulled in the opposite direction, 

toward isolationism and anti-Semitism. 

By linking aid for beleaguered European governments facing the Nazi threat with the interests of 

"international bankers," and in turn associating bankers with " international Jewish conspiracies," and, 

further, with Russian communism, by 1936 Coughlin had assembled the ideological elements and rhe-

torical strategies that would propel him to further heights of support and controversy. It also led to a deci-

sive break with Roosevelt. Coining colorful disparaging phrases like "ba rs" an "J " 

Coughlin's rapidly growing anti-Roosevelt stance led him into alliance with groups e had earlier excori-

ated, like the Liberty League, a group of wealthy right-wing bankers and industrialists, and later the 

German-American Bund, a pro- Hitler group. He campaigned actively against FDR in the 1936 elections, 

calling him "Franklin Double-Crossing Roosevelt." His audience peaked in 1938, when a survey showed 

that over 16 million people tuned in to the radio priest at least once a month (though only 52 percent 

reported that they "approved or agreed" with his message). He became a strident isolationist, resisting 

the considerable intrusion of pro-Allied programming that began to appear on the airwaves in the late 

1930s anti speaking out against Roosevelt's loosening of the Neutrality acts. 

However, after the events of Kristallnacht in November 1938, listenership and approval began to 

decline. As the United States increasingly came out on the Allied side of the conflict, Coughlin was 

viewed as more and more of a threat and an embarrassment, not only to the radio industry but to the 

Catholic Church. His influence was further undercut by the second major policy change his popularity 

inspired. In 1939, at the height of Coughlin's attack on Congress's repeal of the arms embargo, the 

National Association of Broadcasters announced a major change in their broadcasting code. The new 

rule barred all controversial speakers from the air, unless they appeared as part of a panel or discussion 

featuring divergent views that would balance them. (Here we see the beginnings of the troubled Fairness 

Doctrine.) 

Coming not from a network but from the NAB whose rules affected nonaffiliated stations, this dealt 

a considerable blow to Coughlin's ability to buy time. It effectively gave squeamish stations a reason 

to deny him. Although, critics pointed out, such a restriction really should have applied as well to the 

corporate-sponsored news analysts and commentators so prevalent on the airwaves, it was clearly di-

rected toward Coughlin and would be used primarily to restrict other populists like him. Many felt that 
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this set a dangerous precedent, undermining freedom of speech on the air. Though :he NAB claimed that 

the rule was intended to prevent individuals of great financial power from buying their way into the 

nation's consciousness, in fact Coughlin's financial support came not from the coffers of wealthy corpo-

rations or families but from hundreds of thousands of small donations. His was not the influence of the 

capitalist elite, but rather of the masses. The NAB had used a liberal argument (fear of the monied elite) 

to support a conservative strategy (fear of the masses), with applause from both sides. Left and right 

united in the effort to suppress Coughlin, in a way that would come back to haunt them both. 

Effectively, this new rule closed the one remaining loophole that remained in networks' and stations' 

ability to censor controversial opinion: the dollar loophole. Mere ability to oay was no longer a sufficient 

guarantor of getting on the air. In fact, now broadcasters, though enjoined to keep the public informed 

through news and-discussion:had an obligation to restrict all those outside the broad mainstream of 

political views from reaching a susceptible public. What would identify an acceptable spokesman or 

cause? Well, endorsement by a responsible corporation might be one way, or an official institutional po-

sition another. By this way of thinking, major corporations could, and did, sponsor conservative, pro-

business programs, and since the were not " individuals," could buy time freely. Their very endorsement 

made the political viewpoint noncontroversial. Ye o espers s fro ss well-established or official 

groups—including labor unions and civil rights groups—would fall under the heading "controversial 

individuals" and be unable to purchase airtime except as part of a station-planned debate or discussion. 

.7or Coughlin, the increased unwillingness of stations to sell him airtime, combined with disapproval 

of his new bishop, forced him to cancel his 1940-41 broadcasting season. He continued to publish his 

newsletter Social Justice, and in it made the claim: 

I want it understood that I am not retiring from broadcasting permanently. I have been retired, tem-

porarily, by those who control circumstances beyond my reach. 

However, the radio priest's days on the air and in the public eye were effectively over. He remained the 

parish priest at the Shrine of the Little Flower until his retirement in the 1960s. 

Yet the repercussions of his career remain. Father Coughlin illustrates the fear of the power of the 

great unwashed that radio stirred up in teminds of those in charge.)is popular support from the un-

educated, easily manipulated masses, and most likely his suspect background as a Catholic priest from 

the Irish working class, turned the weight of the conservative mass culture critics against him—even 

though his anti-New Deal politics were closer lo theirs. His scurrilous anti-Semitism and rejection of 

liberal policies meant that he could count on no support from the left—even though his suppression 
meant a freedom of speech restriction that later would be used against them. 

It's certainly difficult to defend a Father Coughlin, but if we look past his ominous black- robed figure 

to the crowds behind him, we sense radio's real dilemma as war approached. Could the public be trusted 

to make up its own mind about such vital public affairs? Or was radio simply too oowerful and persua-

sive a medium to remain truly free? 

RADIO GOES TO WAR 

The NAB code inspired by Father Coughlin would have one other effect as war approached. 

Since the new policy discouraged open debates on controversial issues, broadcasters tended 

to limit outright political programs to President Hooseveles Fireside Chats and carefully bal-

anced panel discussions of pro- and anti-interventionist policies. Yet aS it became clear that 
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the Roosevelt administration was tending toward getting involved in the conflict in Europe on 
the side of the Allies, and also as the federal government's investigation of monopoly in the 
radio network business continued to gather steam, broadcasters found a way to curry admin-
istration favor by coming down on the interventionist side. 

By 1939, commercially-sponsored morale-building programs abounded on the airwaves, 
taking the place of outright debate and discussion. These public service programs allowed 
networks both to fulfill their regulatory obligations and to rally behind the Roosevelt adminis-
tration's wishes. They also tended to focus on broad questions of the "who we are and why we 
fight" theme, since open discussion of political views was out. Soon a wide array of sponsors 
found reason to air a host of high-minded programs glorifying the uniquely democratic nature 
of American society and praising its values of individual freedom and inclusiveness. 

One especially popular and attractive theme was to celebrate America's immigrant her-
itage and focus on the "e pluribus unum" ideal: Out of many, one. By concentrating on Amer-
ica's proud tradition of assimilating many ethnic and national identities into a unified culture 
of democracy, an answer could be provided to the "who we are" question. Of course, some 
identities proved more troubling than others in this glorification of the melting pot ethos. 
Both Jewish groups—who believed in assimilation while maintaining important aspects of 
cultural and religious difference—and racial minorities such as African Americans—who had 
been forcibly shut out of America's celebratory meltdown—saw the new trend in program-
ming as an opportunity to speak out about social injustice and to reinscribe themselves into 
the national narrative in a more enlightened and progressive way. From 1941 to 1945, African 
Americans in particular, often in a coordinated effort with Jewish antidefamation groups and 
progressive religious alliances, found a new voice on the airwaves that had long been 
repressed and denied. Organizations such as the National Conference of Christians and Jews, 
the Common Council for American Unity, the Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai B'rith, 
the Union for Democratic Action, the Council Against Intolerance in America, and many oth-
ers not only combated anti-Semitic propaganda at home and abroad but began to espouse a 
broader definition of racial and ethnic unity 

Connection Americans All, Immigrants All 

It might come as a surprise to more recent graduates of U.S. primary and secondary schools, but there 

was a time when America's history was defined as only that of its dominant minorities—the British and 

French. History books concentrated on the experience of the Pilgrims (never the Native Americans they 

encountered) and on their descendants' American progress, without more than a passing reference to 

the passages by which most current Americans arrived on these shores: poor, in flight from repression 
or starvation, and often met with considerable hostility from their reluctant co-citizens. Others, of 

course, were forced here under conditions of slavery or were denied basic rights such as property own-

ership and education, as with Asian Americans. But very little of this was acknowledged in the assimila-

tionist, consensus period of U.S. historiography, from the Progressive era ustil the 1940s. The winds of 

war began to blow a long-postponed change into concepts of the American past. When Rachel DuBois, 

a high school teacher with a Quaker background from New Jersey, first proposed her multipart radio 

series and entitled it simply "Immigrants All," she hadn't counted on opposition from more established 
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"DAR types" who didn't want to associate themselves in any way with the term immigrant: it was "too 

depressing." 

But DuBois persisted. As historiar Barbara Savage recounts, DIEojaualszie_tauje&buvApf 

thLtniugLigh;;LoLiate.r.r.41444-8ek/eatiefr--a movement that sought to increase second-generation 

American students' self-esteem and ambilon by teaching pride in their ethnic heritage and showing the 

falseness of racism and stereotyping.:' Once again Father Coughlin proved influential DuBois had heard 

his broadcasts and found them deeply troubling to her students. Coughlin's radio diatribes trumpeted the 

notion, "This is a country for White Christians." DuBois commented, "You know who's left out. He yelled 

it everyday over the radio." In the climate cf Nazi hate and racism at home, radio seemed the best bet for 

combating such messages. DuBois approached Federal Commissioner of Education ,_:ohn Studebaker in 

the summer of 1938 with the idea of producin a se th e 

arzlito,vy..tlazt9itacuejuldor su 've by ¡LLt.51._...)àWngre'Llic nd ha fred. Eager to raise the profile of his 

underfunded agency, Studebaker agreed enthusiastically. Since NBC had recently turned down a pro-

posal for a similar program, DuBois and Studebaker approached CBS, which agreea to give the series 

production space and a favorable Sunday afterroon timeslot. They assigned their own production per-

sonnel to the job, with the chief writing responsibility going to Gilbert Seldes, a well-known writer and 

cultural critic who had just been hired as CBS's new director of television programming. DuBois and her 

colleagues at the Service Bureau for Interoaltural Education (an organization she had tounded to support 

teaclers' efforts) would do the research; Seldes would write the scripts. 

The series that resulted was the first major radio effort to address issues of race and ethnicity in the 

progressive urgency of the war years. It would serve as a model for many others to come, though few 

would meet with its success. The title itself—Americans All, Immigrants All—demonstrates the central 

tension that DuBois and Seldes would struggle over. Should the series e s asize unity ap. hared 

experienc he Am • ould it cel bra oups 

and es argued for the former, sweeping ethnic and racial ten-

sions aside under a dreamy cover of ssimilation. luBois argued insistently that pre,udice and intoler-

ance kept mat dream from materializing àffErtftat this could not be changed until it was acknowledged 

and adcressed. CBS, which had been the frst network to begin reporting news from the European front, 

saw the program as a way to stay ahead of its competitor in wartime awareness. Events conspired to 

give the series a high profile. 

The first episode of the 26-part series debated on November 13, 1938, on y five days after the 

shooK of Kristallnacht. Opeling with a generalized tribute to American democracy, the show then alter-

nated the stories of 13 ethnic groups with interspersed synthesizing episodes dealing with American val-

ues, institutions, and historical events. it started with the story of the British, and proceeded more or less 

in order of each group's arrival on U.S. shores. Emphasizing hard work, family solidarity, and gradual 

upward progress, the programs were deemed a great success by those who heard them, especially 

those for whom the immigrant success model had worked. A family from Wisconsin reported, " It gives us 

a thrill and a tinging sersation up and down our spine, a feeling of elation and exhilaration that cannot 

be matched by anything any other couitry of the world offers." Another listener wrote, " I feel all choked 

up and wan: to cry, yet I am so happy inside that I could shout and sing, and laugh, thanking God that I 

live in America founded and built by Immigrants All, who have become Americans Al ." Some thanked the 

programs' c'eators for clearing up " misconceptions in my mind about groups of immigrants in this coun-

try."4 The program won several awards, including a prestigious one from the Women's National Radio 

Committee, causing NBC to initiate a series of sharp interoffice memos trying to determine why they had 
turned the proposed series down. 

Yet not all was sweetness and light. Despite the overarching st-ucture of Seldes' assimilatory opti-

mism, several episodes proved controversial. Savage points out the awkward combination of Puerto 

Rican, Mexican, and South American immigrants under the heading "Our Hispanic Heritage," as well as 
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the combined Japanese/Chinese program (an odd grouping, considering the two countries were at war, 

and considering it simply left out all other Asians). Also, ll- n_g3-\lite grouas.âz_1___,_e_____ men nced road-

locks t • mobili it was difficult to argue that they had benefited from the 

"automatic progress" enjoyed by European ethnicities. It was hard to find good things to say about gen-

erations ot Mexican farmworkers denied any other social avenue, or to explain why Asian American men 

were not permitted by law to participate in the California gold industry except as cooks, servants, and 

laundry workers. The programs simply glossed over these awkward historical facts—as the movement 

toward the unjust internment of Asian Americans took hold on the West Coast, and the zoot suit riots 

against Latino/as prepared to erupt in Los Angeles. 

Episodes on "The Negro" and "The Jews in the United States" provoked the most internal contro-

versy of all. No African Americans had been asked to serve as advisors to the series, but DuBois insisted 

that the "Negro" script be vetted by at least one Black consultant. Studebaker agreed to send the draft 

script to Alain Locke, a leading intellectual and professor at Howard University, and to famous writer and 

philosopher W. E. B. DuBois (no relation to Rachel). Both men recommended changes that emphasized 

Black resistance to slavery and work in the abolitionist movement, highlighted African American contri-

butions to twentieth-century American culture, and at least acknowledgment of the discrimination and 

unequal treatment Blacks had experienced as "Americans All." Seldes disagreed strongly with these 

changes and had to be forced to go along with them. But despite some snafus with the live broadcast, 

the rerecorded version of "The Negro" proved an encouraging precedent for future series. One Black lis-
tener wrote, "As a member of the Negro race I was extremely gratified at your fair and unbiased portrayal 

of the parts my race have played in helping to make America a better place for all groups to live in, even 

though at times we were somewhat discouraged by intolerant individuals who seem to enjoy a sadistic 

pleasure in denying us our inalienable rights.... 1 feel that your program is a forerunner to the fulfillment 

of our dreams." 
"The Jew in America" ran up against the problem of what Savage calls "a politics of invisibility ver-

sus a politics of visibility."5 Unlike African Americans, Jewish identity was far more assimilable within 

America's White mainstream. Yet this presented problems of its own. Should the issue of American anti-

Semitism be brought up, or should Jews retreat into the background of Whiteness, refusing to acknowl-

edge the difference that other groups had made of their identity? Many cited Father Coughlin as an 

influence that had to be rebutted by open discussion. In the end, the episode took an extremely cautious 

approach. emphasizing the achievements of noted Jewish individuals and stressing the long history of 

Jewish inclusion in American culture. But it was not cautious enough for Coughlin, who took the oppor-

tunity of his next broadcast to use the show to buttress his anti-Semitic claims. To him, such historical 

success only proved the presence of an " international Jewish conspiracy" behind "even Columbus's dis-

covery of America." 

Yet despite some controversy, Americans All, Immigrants All provided a model for future govern-

ment-funded programs that stressed the new cultural pluralism. It soon became obvious, however, that 

this would not be enough. Despite a variety of programs produced along similar lines—with titles like I'm 

an American!, Freedom's People, Speaking of Liberty, and We, Too, Are Americans—the basic contra-

diction between America's claims to democracy and freedom and the exacerbated wartime discrimina-

tion against African, Asian, and Latino/Latina Americans could not be wished away by high-minded 

propaganda. As the war escalated and more and more minority Americans experienced segregation in 

the military and violence at home, a new pressure to directly address racial issues emerged. Up until this 

point, as we have noted earlier, the American airwaves presented a closed door to minorities, especially 

African Americans, except in certain limited roles. Gradually racial tension led to a slow emergence of 

programs that actually allowed African American writers, artists, and public figures to speak for them-

selves—not filtered through the scripts and agendas of White interests. 
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Beginning in 1941, as Savage traces, public affairs programs such as America's Town Meeting of 

the Air and The University of Chicago Round Tabie took the radical step of actually ineing Black guests 

to discuss racial issues, though always carefully balanced by a "spokesman from the South." Black 

leaders pusned for immediate desegregation of the military and enforcement of fair employment rules, 

which met with stark hatred from America's racist heartlands as well as relief, encouragement, and mil-

itant agreement from Black and White racially progressive listeners long shut out of America's public 

discourse. 

Even more excluded were Asian Americans, oarticularly thc:q.2 on the West Coast, who beginning in 

February 1942 were arrested and confined in 6ernment camps.)things rose to a peak in the summer 
of 1943, when, hard on the heels of the zoot suit riots in Los Angeles (where Mexican and Black defense 
workers were attacked by White soldiers in the streets), ca,me the Detroit riot in which 34 people were 

Roosevelt sent in federal -tr000nceriled 

groups urged the president to follow up this action by making a national address condemning violence— 

almost all of which was provoked and carried out by Whites against Blacks—but he continued to refuse 

to take a stand on race issues. Likewise, the  DWI (Office of War informatjon) and other government 

agencies stalled and waffled, unable to agree on how to address this inflammatory racial issue and ham-

pered by threats from a Dixie-dominated Congress to cut funding. 

The Emergency Committee of the Entertainment Industry, a group hastily assembled by NAACP 

president Walter White in the wake o' the riots, moved into the gap produced by federal inaction by 

bringing together Black activists and racially progressive White liberals and entertainers to produce An 

Open Letter on Race Hatred. William Paley at CBS not only gave the program airtime but sponsored and 

paid for it. Written, produced, and directed by William Robson, the program combined a frank plea for 
racial tolerance with dramatic reenactment of the riots, emphasizing as well how such racial conflict at 

home looked to America's enemies abroad. It aired on July 24, 1943. In one section, which created a 

hypothetical Japanese propaganda broadcast, it described the Detroit riot as one in which "hundreds of 

Negroes were sacrificed to the altar of American White superiority complex." It directly addressed the 
formerly taboo issue of White racism, admonishing audiences, 

We ve got too tough an enemy to beat overseas to fight each other here at home. We hope that this 

documented account of the irreparable damage race hatred has already done to our prestige, our 

war effort, and our self-respect will have moved you to make a solemn promise to yourself that, 

wherever you are and whatever is your color or your creed, you will never allow intolerance or prej-

udice of any kind to make you forget that yoJ are first of all an American with sacred obligations to 

every one of your fellow citizens.6 

The broadcast drew widespread praise in national media (though it also received thousands of condem-

natory letters). Here was a program inspired by citizen action, sponsored by a broaccasting company, 

that went further than any government-produced effort had dared to do. 

These two shows, Americans All, Immigrants All and An Open Letter on Race Hatred, mark the two 

poles of liberal American response to the domestic politics of World War II. From cautious inclusionism to 

a war-irsoired call for simple enforcemenl of existing laws, such programs still kept the reins of com-

munication firmly in the hands of the White majocity, limiting the ability of Blacks to speak out for them-

selves. They combined a sentimental appeal to basic American values with a not-so- subtle threat that 

the whole world is watching. The effors of the African American community to take up the opportunity 

that the war had created show clearly the roots of what would become the civil rights movement. They 

also demonstrate how far that movement had tc go before America began to live up to its own loudly 

trumpeted ideals. 
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Government/Industry Cooperation 

After 1940, war-related radio programming attracted considerable attention from various gov-
ernment agencies and offices. From the Treasury Department in its war bond drives, to the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, to the U.S. Navy and the Department of Education, 
government and industry combined to produce entertainment and information around the 
theme of national unification and mobilization. In 1942, with war formally declared, the gov-
ernment formed the Office of War Information (OWI) to coordinate all these efforts. The 
OWI, rather than taking over the press and the radio networks (as had happened in Ger-
many), became the central site for distribution of information and program initiatives to the 
existing independent, mostly commercial media. In turn, the media industries cooperated 
enthusiastically with the OWI, even to the point of giving leading executives leaves of absence 
to serve as head of its various branches and to work on its campaigns. 

The OWI operated on two fronts. At home, through its Domestic Branch, it encouraged 
joint efforts among advertisers, media, and government to disperse war information, keep up 
morale, encourage unified and democratic thinking, and support wartime initiatives such as 
the employment of women in vital manufacturing and services jobs. It broke down into vari-
ous bureaus covering news, advertising, motion pictures, radio, and other functions. Abroad, 
the Overseas Branch operated the Armed Forces Radio Service (AFRS), an extension of 
American radio to troops stationed around the world. The fact that others listened in was 
appreciated but not planned for; another government agency, the Foreign Information Ser-
vice, would start up the outward-directed radio broadcasts that would soon become the Voice 
of America. We'll focus in this chapter first on the domestic front, as broadcasters brought 
wartime issues home into one of America's favorite soap operas; then we'll take a look at two 
of the AFRS's most popular and culturally significant programs. 

11•••••es 1.1111111••»1›. 

Connection The Public Woman: The Story of Mary Marlin 

As the OWI organized in the summer of 1942, it met with a corresponding organization on the private 

side: tly-leckDIteaisieg-gaidrter(WAC). The WAC was formed in the fall of 1941 by national advertisers 

eager to meet the government hal es he A ican public. 

The OWI would act as a clearinghouse for government agencies and the military, receiving their req s 

for publicity and public awareness and coming up with a schedule of specific campaigns to be dissemi-

nated to the media. The War Advertising Council would receive notice of these campaigns and pass them 

along through their various committees to be worked into media messages. For radio, the WAC's Radio 

Advisory Committee formed its Network Allocation Plan, which made sure that national advertisers and 

broadcasters received such propaganda initiatives in time to incorporate them into special informational 

programs, public service announcements, and regularly sponsored radio shows. As historian Gerd Horten 

writes, " It was, therefore, the advertisers and writers who packaged and sold the war to the American 

people."7 

This system of government/industry cooperation allowed the federal government to avoid having to 

create a department for propaganda, as it had in the first world war, to much dissension. The OWI would 
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consistently run into political opposition to any efforts it took on to publish and disseminate propaganda 

directly. I allowed the industry to continue to operate profitably throughout the war years, without fear of 

government shutdowns or takeovers. It also created exactly the kind of structure that the social science 

researchers had desired and that Adorno and Lippmann had feared: an organized attempt to create 

democratic propaganda on a national scale, filtered through the interests of capitalists and marketers. 

Yet many Americans felt reassured by such a decentralized system. They trusted their local news-

papers and radio stations to handle wartime initiatives—such as the push for equal rights for African 

Americans—in a less controversial and more cautious way than a federal bureau might. Sometimes, as 

with CBS's initiative in producing An Open Letter on Race Hatred, private interests could go further than 

politically hampered government agencies could. Yet what would happen when the public interests 

clashed with industry interests? Could commercial media be trusted to put their own interests aside? 

Beginning in April 1942, this system brought war information and morale-boosting propaganda to 

the public, using all the persuasive arts that the American advertising system could muster up. Often 
these campaigns proved remarkably effective. Kate Smith, one of the country's most popular singers, 

sold millions of dollars in war bonds. Popular stars like Jack Benny and Fibber McGee and Molly worked 

home-front messages into their comedy routines. Here's Jack Benny on rationing, a plan to limit con-

sumption of scarce,goods initiated in late 1942: 

WILSON: Well, Jack, gas isn't the only thing being rationed nowadays. 

JACK: No, there are a lot of things, Don. A half pound of sugar a week, no whipped cream, one 

cup of coffee a day, a meatless Tuesday ... . but we'll have to get used to it. 

MARY: Get used to it... You've been rehearsing for this all your life.8 

These messages were certainly a remarkable turnaround for the advertising industry, which had 

been encouraging ever-greater heights of product consumption since radio's inception. Suddenly, con-

servation was the name of the game. But American business was actually doing better than it had for 

most of the Depression. Companies manufacturing and selling goods to the government—and most 
were—were guaranteed full coverage of their costs plus a 10-percent profit. on,ezr.see of 

eir ".t12_,aeiverir. With these kinds of incentives, it didn't matter that con-

sumers had to restrict their consumption—the government was buying. And it paid to keep one's name 

before the public in a context of public service, even if a company had little to sell. 

In a scene from the Fibber McGee and Molly Program, Fibber demonstrates how radio could be 

used not only to introduce information but :o anticipate negative public reactions and defuse them: 

FIBBER: I tell you it ain't fair, Molly, they can't do this to me—four gallons a week. Why, that's 

ridiculous. 

Maly: I think so too. 

FIBBER: You do? 

Molly: Yes, you don't need four gallons! 

FIBBER: Doggone it. I do too. Four gallons is outrageous! Where can I go on four gallons of gas? 

Maly: Where do you wanna go, deary? 

FIBBER: Well... gee whiz ... What if I did want to go someplace? In an emergency or something. 

MOLLY: You mean .ike running out of cigars? ... 

FIBBER: Ah, forget my cigars, I'm talk.ng about this mileage ra:ioning. I think it's a dirty deal. The 

whole thing is si!ly! It's going tc make everybody stay at home. Why in two years a guy 

from Indiana won't know what a guy from Kansas is talking about. 
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Mouy: Where are you from? 

FIBBER: Illinois. 

MOLLY: Then it's happened already. I don't even know what you're taiking about.9 

Other program producers, like the prolific soap opera team of Frank and Anne Hummed, introduced 

war-related plotsj aottrillzes. On the race relations theme, less stereotyped Black characters 

were added to the casts of several popular soaps, many of them soldiers. Another campaign, called " On 

the Victory Front," encouraged serials to suspend their usual storylines and consider what would happen 

if Hitler's forces won the war. On the Procter & Gamble soap Life Can Be Beautiful, one of the main char-

acters had a nightmare vision of the abuse of men, women, and children under Nazi rule. At the end of 

the week. the character woke up and life continued as beautifully as usual. 

With an increasing proportion of American men overseas, the female audience gained in percentage 

and importance. Campaigns to rally women behind war work proved particularly successful over the air. 

J. Walter Thompson produced a series of short dramatic vignettes called " Listen Women!" as part of the 

"Womanpower" campaign initiated by the OWI and WAC in 1942, with slogans like " If you can run a vac-

uum cleaner, you can run a machine in a factory—easily!" Such spots, designed to air adjacent to soaps 

in the daytime, may have convinced many women not only to take on wartime employment but to 

remember these principles even after the war. If what men did was so easy, why shouldn't women have 

such jobs in peacetime, as well? Spots in this series created a world in which women were strong, could 

operate heavy machinery easily, needed work for personal well-being, and had a well-defined duty to 

work as public citizens, not just as domestic partners. Heady words indeed, and they were picked up in 

regular radio programming as well. 

One of the most popular serials during the war years was Jane Crusinberry's The Story of Mary Mar-

lin. Started in 1934 on WMAQ, it moved to the NBC Red network in 1935, sponsored by Kleenex tissues 

(later Procter & Gamble) and produced by the Lord and Thomas agency. Jane Crusinberry continued to 

write the serial throughout its ten years on the air, years that spanned the buildup to the war. Its popu-

larity peaked in 1943, as Mary Marlin, first the young wife and then the widow of Senator Joe Marlin (in 

the way of soaps, he later turned out to be not dead but just missing in action after a plane crash in 

Siberia), takes over her bus ositio U.S at 

This wa n unusual role for a woman in the 1940s, real or fictional. In a Washington, DC, setting, 

Senator Mary Marlin is faced not only with the usual soap problems of personal relations, romance, and 

intrigue bJt also real social and political issues. As historian Jennifer Wang demonstrates in her study 

"49 Million Listeners Can't Be Wrong," Crusinberry had struggled under heavy agency and network cen-

sorship since 1937 to work political issues into her soap, but found that thcugh listeners might approve, 

those in power did not.1° But the urgent social problems of the war years helped to remove these restric-

tions. Now Mary could come out in the open with messages of democratic morale, often addressing the 

specific needs of women. As the plot brought Mary up for reelection as senator in 1944, Crusinberry 

included her campaign speech in one plotline: 

All trough American history, the women of America have fought for a land of OPPORTUNITY, FAITH, 

AND FREEDOM. . In the year 1944, as it was in the year of 1692, this is a land of UNLIMITED 

future for Americans—men and women—IF . . . IF that future holds UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITY— 

for every individual to attain the highest achievement of which he is capable—that is the Great 

American Dream." 

This was a very different kind of address than audiences were used to, on the soaps or elsewhere. The 

show's ratings were among the highest on daytime, peaking in 1943. Yet in 1944 Procter & Gamble 

dropped out as sponsor, due to discomfort with the show's increasingly po'itical tone and Crusinberry's 

increasingly hostile resistance to the changes her producers wanted her to make. 
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Author Jane Crusinberry 
devoted herself to only one 
serial, The Story of Mary 
Marlin. Its heroine became 
a U.S. senator during the 
war years, reflecting 
women's rewly public role 
in American life. 

Picked up by Standard Brands, J. Walter Thompson executives sought ways to tone down the pro-

gram's political content. In 1944 they even hi-ed Ina PhiItps as a consultant, who agreed that the story-

line needed to get back to " lain rLIVIaDLMaan . . the dap, average, everyday woman in a small town 

w...t2__192.er-lau„sbanc...._172.§Iguilarzin many wasservece_algtuL,ada whe 

x22.2-ownljes were reflected."1:' 

In late 1944, Crusinberry was fired from her own soap. It continued to run, but suddenly the com-

petent Mary, who had coped wit n widowed single motherhood and Senate office witnout too much diffi-

culty, found that she was needed far more at home than in the public eye. When Joe's Aunt Elizabeth 

arrived one day to remove Mary's son Davey from her custody, the show's writers had her agonize: 

If this keeps up, Davey can be marked psychologically for the rest of his life. He can't have a normal 

childhood—he'll have no father to depend on . . . and his mother in a glass cage for everyone to 

stare at. . . . 1. . . 1. . . won't have hin grow up in ar atmosphere like that . . my career is hurting 
my child and Davey means more to me then anything in the world. If 1 have to resign from the Sen-

ate, I will. I can't ruin Davey's life. 13 

Here was a return to "true womanhood"! Despite—or perhaps because of—this effort at redomestica-

tion, tne program's ratings took a sharp downward dive. It was canceled in 1945. Crusinberry never 

attempted another serial. 

As the war wound down, the newly public role that American women had been encouraged to take 
on also began to change. Even using a term like " public woman" shows how women in the public sphere 

present a challenge to accepted ways of thinking: the definition of " public woman" in the dictionary is— 

a prostitute. A " public man," on the other hand, is a figura of socia: and political position and responsibil-

ity. World War II had increased tie trend in paid nondomestic employment for women, but it also began 
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to redefine what a " public woman" might be in light of American democracy and twentieth-century social 

needs. Despite efforts to backtrack and contain these changes as the wartime years gave way to the 

1950s and despite the OWI's campaigns aimed almost exclusively at White women, American women, 

Black and White, would not forget the promises of a "new deal" in equity and public position made dur-

ing the war. 

Pitching America Overseas 

The use of marketing techniques to keep up war morale found its most successful applica-
tion in the creation of the Armed Forces Radio Service (AFRS). The Overseas Branch from 
the beginning was the most glittering facet of the OWI's public face, tightly tied to the world 
of Hollywood and radio entertainment. Its director was Thomas H. A. Lewis, who had been 
in charge of radio production for one of the nation's largest advertising firms, Young and 
Rubicam (Y&R). Lewis produced some of radio's major hit shows, including The Kate Smith 
Show, The Aldrich Family, and The Screen Guild Theater. He was also married to screen 
star Loretta Young. Other high-flying members of the Overseas Branch radio committee 
were CBS head William Paley, Niles Trammel (president of NBC), and John Reber from 
J. Walter Thompson, along with several heads of major companies who sponsored big-name 

shows on radio. Like a true marketing man, Lewis determined that the mine the the d of entert nment and informati at troo s overse eede to cond ct 

•y. Basing is project on e success ul campaign Young and Rubicam ha 
conducted a few years earlier for Swan Soap, in July and August 1942, Lewis conducted an 
extensive survey of his market—military personnel—just as Y&R's Swan campaign had sur-
veyed housewives. 

Lewis concluded from the results that what American troops needed to keep their spirits 
up was a combination of familiar radio programs from home and a number of specially pro-
duced programs that acknowledged the specific situation of the soldier and showed apprecia-
tion for his extraordinary sacrifices in time of war. A network of radio stations would be 
established abroad, many of them in a portable form that could advance into new territory 
as the troops did, so that few need be cut off for long from the voices of reassurance and sup-
port. The overall message, Lewis concluded, should be "Morale, Americanism, security, 
things are going 'OK' at home, we are sending you the needed materials, we are doing all we 
can to help you, this is your country—America, you are the best soldier there is, the 'why' of 
things, and finally you will win." 14 

The AFRS first thought simply of recording existing shows and shipping them for 
rebroadcast overseas. Much of the historical record we have of radio during this period relies 
on the recordings, in these days before tape and before recorded broadcasts were considered 
respectable, on the extra-sized acetate platters used by the AFRS. At first the programs went 
out commercials and all, but follow-up surveys proved that listening to endless pitches for 
products that they had no access to actually depressed troop morale. After this, the recordings 
were "denatured"—the commercial spots were removed and war information or morale-
building plugs were inserted instead. In some cases, given that many radio shows used the 
integrated advertising method where product promotion was built right into the introduction 
and closing of the show, new programs were sometimes compiled out of bits and pieces of 
existing ones. 
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Staffed by advertising and radio men who had built their careers on showmanship, the 
AFRS lost no opportunities to bring in big-name Hollywood talent to make these refried 
bits something special. One of these creations was Front Line Theater, which took dramatic 
programs, denatured them, and put them together into one weekly format, hosted by actor 
Herbert Marshall. Peter Lorre served a similar role for Mystery Playhouse, which combined 
different suspense programs into a weekly extravaganza. Most stars were happy to donate 
their time for the war effort. Other shows were dreamed up specifically for the soldiers over-
seas. de Your Broadway and Mine overcame theater/radio competition and hostility by provid-
ing Broadway shows specially edited for radio.Éie Sports Par made sure that men posted 
abroad could still keep up with their local teams; other shows re-created baseball games 
through the magic of radio. Idi. Dad! brought soldiers' children onto the arto relay messages 
to their absent fathers and tell them about family activities. One of the most popular AFRS 
shows was GI ive with fill, on which .. „ n jazz 
records in between reading letters from servicemen and news stories from various hometown  
papers across the country. 

Connection Command Performance and Jubilee 

Of all the stars in the glittering AFRS constellation, none shown more brightly than CoaraatiefLfor-

oze in 1943. The idea behind the show, as recounted by Pat Weaver—later president of NBC, who suc-

ceeded Robert Welch as producer in 1945—was that "servicemen everywhere were invited to 'com-

mand' their favorite stars to perform on the program, and the stars would comply, as if the command 

had come from the President of the United Slates or the King of England." 15 Hollywood's biggest 

stars—its highest paid writers, directors, technicians, and producers—donated their time and services 

to putting the program together, and both CBS and NBC offered their studios for the broadcast. One 

comedian described the show as "so important and expensive that only Uncle Sam is big enough to 
sponsor it." 

The requests poured in from GIs al over the world. Sometimes they asked for specific routines. John 

Dunning reports that one soldier requested to hear actress Carole Landis sigh; another re uested 

ave Chan l hton instr d D • ' r o' loc ' . Though e show was pro-

du only for broa cas over stations overseas, a special Christmas Eve production in 1942 was aired 

over all four domestic networks. One featured a fiddle fight between Jascha Heifetz and Jack Benny. The 

program that remains one of tie highest paints in sheer star power was the February 5, 1945, show that 

combined Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Harry Von Zell, Bob Hope, Jimmy Durante, Frank Sinatra, Judy Gar-

land, and the Andrews Sisters in a comic adaptation of Dick Tracy. Letters of appreciation reprinted by 

Eric Barnom show troop reactions. One, from Egypt, asks for a specific song and comments, "We 

always make every effort to listen to Command Performance and one hears some very bad language if 

Jerry [a slang term for the Germans] comes over and stops us. from listening to you." Another from "a 
group of Army Nurses in Iceland" says, " It brings us all a laugh and is almost as good as a letter from 

home.... We sincerely appreciate all you on the home front are doing to keep up our morale. '16 
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Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, and Bob Hope in a typically star-studded Command Performance 
ordered up by the troops during World War Il. 

It perhaps should come as no surprise that in a segregated military, radio programs would be seg-

regated too. But as more and more African American soldiers joined the ranks of troops abroad, they 

found little in the AFRS offerings to address the special challenges to morale presented by racial divi-

sions in the Army. In some cases, B acI troopsreceived more friendly and faeelale_trerientfrom citi-

zens of for countries---even enemy countries— th n they did k an program 

ca e Freedom's op e, "a ha our weekly egro variety program," had been proposed in early 1942, 

but decision makers feared that presenting an all- Black show would simply highlight that all other shows 

were White and exacerbate the problem. But under pressure from producers the AFRS relented, and in 

October debuted the renamed Jubilee. Described as "a fine Negro variety show using foremost enter-

tainment value which was to be selected only for its entertainment value," it was predicated on the idea 

that " Its entertainment value would be of morale assistance to all troops." Jubilee proved to be one of the 

most popular of the AFRS programs, with a roster of performers that reads like a who's who of the 

African American musical scene. The recordings have preserved some of America's most valuable jazz 

heritage and play an important role in music history. 

It also had unintended effects abroad. One of the first places to have sizable numbers of American 

troops stationed abroad was Great Britain, beginning in the summer of 1942 and peaking at over 1.5 

million troops at the height of the war. As plans for the AFRS developed, the BBC became very uneasy at 

the thought of an American invasion of their airwaves. Though the U.S. miiitary promised only low-power 

transmitters operating only near bases and with none near London, it soon became apparent that wher-
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ever they could, the British public was tuning in to American radio and finding it greatly preferable to the 

war-diminished BBC service—at least for entertainment purposes. As a compromise, British and U.S. 

authorities cooperated to create the Armed Forces Network (AFN), operating throughout Britain as a joint 

venture of the BBC and AFRS. It would air British programs as well as American, with no commercials. 

This was the first time the BBC had given up its monopoly of the airwaves, and some feared that this 
very different style of address and entertainment might win the Britisb public over to the commercial sys-

tem. Their fears were well founded; by the end of the war over 5 million Britons were tuning in regularly 

to the AFN and would remember the experience as the BBC's charter came up for renewal after the war. 

One of the most influential cultural imports was American jazz. Jazz was no stranger to British 

shores but never before had it been so readily available, and in an approved institutional format. This had 

the most marked effect on British youth, who tuned in avidly to the AFN and later looked for similar pro-

gramming from such offshore commercial stations as Radio Luxembourg. The music of African Ameri-

cans featured strongly in this cross-cultural influence through such shows as Jubilee. 

The Writers' and Advertisers' War 

Though Black troops as well as White may have enjoyed Jubilee and found some comfort in 
its recognition of Black talent, the morale needs of Black troops still went unaddressed. Part 
of OWI's reluctance here was based on standing policy that even to acknowledge that a race 
problem existed at home would play into enemy hands. Racial disturbances and riots at home 
were censored from news reports abroad. This highlights a tension that soon developed in 
AFRS offerings generally and echoes the situation of commercial radio broadcasting at home: 
Was entertainment the only objective of radio services to the troops? Was the AFRS neglect-
ing its duty to educate and inform, as well as entertain? 

This controversy escalated when, in 1943, a group of prominent writers in the OWI's 
Publications and Graphics Bureau resigned in protest claiming that "the activities of the OWI 
on the home front were dominated by high-pressure promoters who preferred slick sales-
manship to honest information." They particularly objected to the fact that the OWI relied 
increasingly on men from the world of advertising and business to direct the provision of 
information to the American public. Arthur M. Schlesinger, jr., one of the writers (later to 
become a policy advisor to President Kennedy), explained: 

The advertising men have been striking out for more and more power over the whole domes-
tic information policy. This has meant a primary interest in manipulating the people, not in 
giving them the facts. It has meant an increasing reliance on advertising techniques instead 
of honest information. . . . It has meant an increasing conviction that any government infor-
mation campaign likely to affect a vested business interest should first be approved by that 
interest. It has meant a steady replacement of independent writers, newspapermen, publish-
ers, mostly of liberal inclination, by men beholden to the business community for their liveli-
hood and thinking always as the business community thinlcs.'7 

This action resonated with other tensions heating up as the war progressed. Cracks were 
once again developing in the cozy government/industry axis. Even within the AFRS, a sepa-
rate New York-based educational unit, set up to produce documentary and educational pro-
grams to counterbalance the slick Hollywood productions, found itself in frequent opposition 
to the entertainment-based Hollywood crowd. It is a controversy that media theorists like 
Adorno and Lippmann had warned against, and one of the basic tensions underlying the 
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American system of broadcasting. It was also evident in the areas of news and of broadcast 
regulation, soon to culminate in the FCC's Blue Book of 1946. 

The Rise of Network News 

During the war, U.S. radio networks proved themselves the best and most trusted avenues for 
news from the fighting fronts for the majority of the American public. N13_g_ancad 
b nslo ammin• as part of their in-house duties, prefe n ins ead to 
allo s to iro comm all tS ii am erci. programs. But in the late 
1930s, with the resolution o the ress-ra' , networks began to establish news bureaus 
across the nation and in hot spots overseas. The journalists who made their reputation on 
radio during the war would become not only household names but also television's first news 
anchors in the post-war period. CBS in particular served as the home of distinguished jour-
nalism, with Edward R. Murrow, Lowell Thomas, Erik Sevareid, William L. Shirer, Chet 
Huntley, Elmer Davis (from 1942-1945 head of the OWI), Charles Collingwood, and 
Howard K. Smith as primary figures. Murrow served as CBS's European news director. His 
live reports from London during the blitz, in the air over Berlin in 1943, and as American 
troops entered German concentration camps in 1944 still mark a high point in journalistic 
immediacy and impact. NBC had H. V. Kaltenborn and George Hicks. As NBC Blue became 
ABC after 1943, it too established a lineup of news commentators, including H. R. Baukage, 
Martin Agronsky, and Raymond Gram Swing. 

The fact that most of these programs were sponsored led to increasing tension in the 
years leading up to the war. First of all, following in the tradition of radio announcers, most 
news commentators were obliged to deliver commercials as well as news. This tradition of 
integrated advertising would continue into television, where sponsored news shows such as 
the Camel News Caravan featured newscaster John Cameron Swayze segueing seamlessly 
from world affairs to exciting news about Camel's new toasted taste. As newsmen like Ray-
mond Gram Swing and H. V. Kaltenborn found themselves delivering reports from war-torn 
Europe, relating stories of so much human suffering and courage, they began to refuse to 
deliver integrated advertising and even pushed to eliminate the middle commercial from the 
15-minute broadcast. Others, however, continued in the same vein as most programming. 
Commentators like Gabriel Heatter and Walter Winchell mixed entertainment with news 
reporting and enthusiastic product endorsement. William J. Cameron, who held forth in a 
brief intermission from musical entertainment on the Ford Sunday Evening Hour, prided 
himself not only on his pro-Ford, antilabor, and isolationist view, but on his mixing of plugs 
for Ford cars with items of news analysis. 

Yet the sheer popularity and centrality of news during the war years made sponsorship of 
news programs irresistible. This meant that sponsors, who in effect owned and produced the 
programs, could if they wished intervene in editorial content. Under pressure from sponsors, 
a change took place in the rhetoric of news delivery. From frankly personalized accounts, in 
which reporters spoke in first person and delivered the news through the lens of their own 
opinions, openly expressed, a less personalized, more generalized and neutral style came into 
use. In 1939, CBS announced a new policy encouraging this change: They would no longer 
have n ws om n s. Erik Barnouw gives an example of 
how that affec e one of H. V. Kaltenbom's newscasts from 1940, covering a speech by presi-
dential candidate Wendell Wilkie. Kaltenborn's first version read, "I listened to Wendell 
Willcie's speech last night. It was wholly admirable." But Kaltenborn crossed this out and sub-
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Edward R. Murrow took radio journalism to new heights in his first-person coverage of the war over 

CBS. He would go on to head CBS's news division, becoming one of the most influential of the early 
television journalists. 

stituted a new introduction: "Millions of Americans of both parties listened to Wendell 
Willde's speech last night. Most of them agreed that it was a wholly admirable speech."'8 This 
was both less honest (since Kaltenborn had no idea about how most Americans felt) and less 
controversial (masking editorializing behind a tone of objective reporting). It was the shape of 
things to come. 

Historian Elizabeth Fones-Wolf places such debates over proper news content and struc-
ture within the larger campaign waged by corporations to use radio for public image building 
during the thirties and forties, and afterward with teleÀsion. 19 Besides individual corpora-
tions, organizations like the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) helped to promote 
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and fund leading conservative commentators like Boake Carter and Fulton Lewis, Jr., who 
inveighed against labor unions and government intervention in the market economy. Others 
came out strongly against Roosevelt's foreign and domestic policies, such as Upton Close and 
H. V. Kaltenborn. General Motors hired its own news commentator, Henry J. Taylor, whose 
Monday night program took a particularly strong stand against unions, increased corporate 
taxes, and the expanding welfare state. These tactics could sometimes backfire. Boake Carter 
lost his news slot when the extremity of his antilabor views threatened to undermine sponsor 
Philco's business, especially after the CIO called for a Philco boycott. General Foods picked 
up the sponsorship, only to drop it a few seasons later under the same pressure. NBC pres-
sured Upton Close off the air, even though his sponsor was happy with his views and took the 
program to Mutual. And H. V. Kaltenborn fought a long-running battle with NBC over his 
anti-Roosevelt rhetoric, but as long as his sponsor, Pure Oil, continued to support him his 
show remained on the air. After the war, the CIO would begin to monitor network news com-
mentary for antilabor invective and demand its own time to respond. 

A few women were able to break into radio journalism during the war as well. One of the 
most famous, Dorothy Thompson, had provided commentary on NBC since 1936, but her 
increasingly fervent anti-Hitler slant led that network to drop her in 1938. The fact that it was 
sponsor disapproval (Pall Mall cigarettes worried that she was alienating consumers) rather 
than politics that intervened added fuel to the writers' and advertisers' war. She was picked up 
by Mutual in 1941 and returned to NBC Blue on an intermittent basis from 1942 to 1945, all 
the while continuing her distinguished print career. Bernardine Flynn, otherwise known as 
Sade on Vic arid Sade, initiated a News for Women daily series in the daytime on CBS from 
1943 to 1945, sponsored by Procter & Gamble. Helen Hiett reported on the Blue network 
from 1941 to 1942. These pioneering female journalists would open up news careers for such 
later figures as Pauline Frederick and Barbara Walters. 

But despite the networks' growing commitment to news provision, and despite the high 
level of confidence expressed in radio news by the American public, broadcast news as an 
objective presentation of fact, untainted by product pitches or by overt editorializing, had yet 
to appear as an industry standard. This state of affairs would continue into television, only 
breaking free after the quiz show scandals helped to reduce the power of sponsors and put 
the networks in greater control of their own programming. Did this mean that commercial 
influence and editorial bias would disappear? Or did it mean that they would retreat under a 
cover of careful neutrality, substituting biased principles of selection and presentation in place 
of former overt commentary? We will see these tensions played out as television enters the 
scene after the war. 

UP AND DOWN WITH THE FCC 

ABC Enters the Scene 
Notwithstanding the overall spirit of cooperation between government and the broadcasting 
industry during the war, this was an active period of regulatory intervention on the part of the 
FCC. In fact, as some historians contend, "Cooperation is not a word to describe wartime 
activities of the FCC."2° Chairman James Lawrence Fly, a trusted associate of Roosevelt's, 
was determined to make commercial broadcasters more accountable to the public interest, 
wartime cooperation or no. First of all, the monopoly investigation that had begun under 
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President Roosevelt's second term reached a resolution in May 1941 in its Report on Chain 
Broadcasting, recommending not only changes in network/affiliate relations but that no 
license should be granted to a station owned by any company that itself owned more than one 
network. This meant that NBC, if it wished to continue to own stations, must divest itself. of 
one of its two networks.  NBC and CBS both brou ' FCC's rulin , with 
Mutu on e opw restrictions. After much legal wrang ing— 
including an antitrust suit filed against the two networks by the Justice Department—the U.S. 
Supreme Court handed down a decision upholding the FCC's powers and enforcing the 
divestiture order. 

Edward Noble, owner of the Lifesaver Company, made an offer to purchase NBC's 
always less profitable Blue network for $8 million. But all was not resolved. Since the purchase 
involved the transfer of three station licenses, the purchase required the approval of the FCC. 
During the approval hearings, the question of the relation of news to commercial sponsorship 
came up for specific discussion. Commissioner Fly asked Noble's representative Mark Woods 
very pointed questions about his policy on controversial programming. Woods responded with 
what had become the broadcasting party line: A show like the Ford Sunday Evening Hour, 
despite the militantly antilabor commentary delivered by William J. Cameron, was permissi-
ble since its primary purpose was the sale ofgpods, not recruitment to a political organization 
or point of view. The network would not, however, sell time to such an organization as the 
American Federation of Labor, because, as Woods explained, they have a particular philoso-
phy to preach." Didn't Cameron have a particular philosophy to preach, Fly queried? When 
Woods parried that question with the objection that the AFL was attempting to recruit mem-
bership in an organization (a practice specifically barred by the NAB after its Radio League of 
the Little Flower experience), Fly inquired whether that wouldn't also apply to the American 
Red Cross or mutual life insurance companies. Woods responded that that was different. 

Fly remained unconvinced. As a condition for approval of the sale, he required Noble to 
submit a statement that, on the new network, -all classes and groups shall have their requests, 
either for sponsored or sustaining time, seriously considered. .. in accordance with true dem-
ocratic principles." The new network, the American Broadcasting Company (ABC) came into 
being on October 12, 1943. It would, as Erik Barnouw concludes, adopt a policy of selling 
time to organized labor. Pioneer station \VJZ would lose its historic call letters as a part of this 
agreement, becoming the ABC anchor station WABC. Now there were four separate net-
works, though one would not make the transition to television. In early 1943, the FCC itself 
came under attack for its crusading policies; conservative Congressman Eugene E. Cox led 
the attacks, which claimed that the FCC had exceeded its mandate in interfering with the 

operations of the broadcasting industry. Though the investigation came to little, Fly resigned 
in 1944. 

Spectrum Struggles 

The second major battle of the war years centered around two new developments: the 
improved radio technology of frequency modulation (FM) and the impending technology of 
television. FM was a new technique for transmitting radio that produced a higher quality 
signal with greater clarity of tone. It had been developed by Edwin Howard Armstrong in 
the 1930s and at first seemed to have a bright future. Though the building of FM stations 
was hampered by an FCC freeze on new licenses while it investigated station ownership 
in the early forties, FM had widespread industry support. But finding a place for it on the 
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electromagnetic spectrum sparked a battle between FM and the backers of television, 
notably RCA. David Sarnoff fought bitterly with Armstrong over taking up potential favor-
able television frequencies for a new radio competitor. RCA had great investment tied up in 
television, and Armstrong had refused to cut RCA in on FM development. Finally FM was 
assigned to a much higher frequency band than previously, from 88-108 megahertz (MHz), 
making all existing FM receivers obsolete. This was a setback for FM from which it would 
not recover until the 1960s. But FM's time would come, aided by developments in high-
fidelity stereo recording and by the FCC's decision to set aside the bottom channels of the 
FM band, 88-92 MHz, for educational purposes. 

But the FM battle was the minor skirmish in the struggle over TV allocations. Television 
had been under development since the 1930s, primarily in the laboratories of dominant radio 
powers RCA and CBS. RCA heavily supported a "television now" platform that recom-
mended getting the stalled technology out to the consumer marketplace as soon as possible 
after the war. This would also allow a seamless transition from wartime electronics manufac-
turing to consumer electronics, without a fall in profit margins. To do this meant to commit to 
RCA's system of television that it had been developing since the early thirties: a black-and 
white standard operating on the VHF (very high frequency) band and taking up considerable 
bandwidth. This system would also interfere with FM allocations. CBS, on the other hand, 
supported delaying the introduction of television until a color standard could be made avail-
able and advocated the use of the UHF (ultra high frequency) band, where much more space 
was available. Otherwise, CBS supporters argued, the United States would get a TV system 
with very limited space for channels and would stick consumers with soon-to-be-obsolete 
black-and-white receivers, when color was so close to being ready. 

FCC hearings on television began in 1943 and continued through 1944. In early 1945, 
the FCC handed down decisions that would decisively shape U.S. broadcasting for decades to 
come. Going almost entirely with the RCA recommendations, the FCC settled television 
transmission in the VHF spectrum, with only 13 channels allocated for national service. It 
approved RCA's black-and-white system to begin production as soon as the wartime exigen-
cies lifted. Though there was widespread agreement in government and industry alike that 13 
channels were too few for a national television service, RCA urged a vision of "television now" 
that saw this state as only temporary. However, as things turned out, this decision virtually 
doomed the far greater channel capacity of UHF broadcasting from the beginning. UHF pre-
sented a possibility for a many-channeled TV universe that would never be fulfilled, as the 
television industry dug in on the VHF band and resisted change. We will see how this short-
age of channels led to the development of the classic network system oligopoly in the future. 
Color television would not become widely available until the 1960s. 

CONCLUSION 

Radio broadcasting played an extremely central role in American life during the war-torn 
years of the 1940s. Yet its very centrality made it a controversial, tension-ridden site through 
which many of the conflicting currents of American society played themselves out. Much of 
the concern over radio involved ideas about the audience: Did radio create a susceptible, eas-
ily manipulated mass public that needed to be firmly directed by experts disseminating the 
right kind of information? Or did radio reach a rational, reasonable group of responsible indi-
viduals who could make informed decisions based on a range of information and opinion? 
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Demagogues like Father Coughlin inflamed the debate and led to a series of decisions that 
worked to restrict the scope and depth of political discussion on the airwaves. 

At the same time, as the war heightened the need to define "who we are and why we 
fight," radio offered up increased opportunities for marginalized and oppressed groups to 
demand the ability to speak for themselves, to address the inequities and antidemocratic 
aspects of American life. For the first time, programs that explicitly addressed the history of 
racism and prejudice in the United States reached a broad public on the airwaves. Though 
these first efforts were cautious and hampered by oppositional views, they provided a vital 
forum for the momentum that would lead to civil rights reforms after the war. Other pro-
grams recruited American women into a newly defined sphere of paid work and public ser-
vice. Advertisers, stations, networks, and government agencies worked hand in hand, though 
not without friction, to build public morale and spread important wartime information and 
encouragement. Programs produced for American troops abroad boosted morale overseas 
but also reflected the racial divide in U.S. culture. News coverage developed enormously but 
still struggled with the conflicts between commercial and informative agendas, between self-
interest and objectivity. 

And meantime, television hovered in the wings. Though it would not be allowed on the 
public stage until the post-war years, important decisions affecting American television for 
the next 50 years would be made in a close collusion between government and industry, as the 
American public looked the other way. Broadcasting as an industry would emerge from the 
war years in a much strengthened position, despite the controversies that surrounded it. Tele-
vision promised the fulfillment of the promises that radio had made, and so often broken, 
decades before. It would be the "shining light in the center of the home" holding out the 
same utopian promises that had beckoned with radio a few decades previously. Yet the war 
years had set the terms of the argument that would quickly focus attention on television's 
darker side, notably its established position in the pockets of commercial networks and spon-
sors. Television's amateurs, far from the inventive individuals in garages and attics that had 
built up early radio as a practice and a set of ideals, were engineers and scientists in the labo-
ratories of RCA, CBS, and General Electric. TV belonged to industry from the start. 
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CHAPTER 

AT LAST TELEVISION: 
1945 TO 1955 

W orld War II rumbled to a close in late 1944 and early 1945, with the Allied powers fore-
casting victory and making plans for the post-war world. American bombers pene-

trated into the German heartland over the winter of 1944 to 1945, followed by Allied troops. 
The full horror of Hitler's genocide plan was revealed as Allied armies marched into concen-
tration and extermination camps to find piles of bodies and barely living skeletons of men and 
women. The president who had led America through the struggles of war and the Depression 
did not live to see his final triumph: Franklin Delano Roosevelt died on April 2, 1945, less 
than a month before victory in Europe and two weeks before the first convention of the 
United Nations that he had worked so hard to achieve. Vice-President Harry Truman 
assumed the office in his stead, and it was to Truman and the other Allied heads that Ger-
many surrendered on May 8, 1945. War still raged on the Pacific front. President Truman 
presided over the momentous decision to drop atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, on August 6 and 9; by August 14, Japan had accepted the Allied 
terms of surrender. The war was over. 

Human and physical costs were high. Between 35 and 50 million people perished during 
this war-torn decade, with heaviest losses in central and eastern Europe. The majority of 
European cities lay in ruins, their industrial centers and transportation systems destroyed. A 
huge task of rebuilding and reorganization lay ahead, not least of which was the problem of 
who would exert political control over the disputed lands and territories. With the former 
major powers in realignment and disarray, a movement toward overthrow of colonial govern-
ments would soon begin across the globe. As negotiations at the end of the war attempted to 
resolve these complex issues, a standoff began to develop among the United States, European 
states, and their former ally the Soviet Union. Ink had hardly dried on the peace treaties 
before the first movements of the struggle that would occupy the next several decades could 
be seen. The Cold War began almost before the second world war ended. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT: RETURNING TO NORMALCY 

A far more fortunate condition existed within the borders of the United States. Aside from 
the initial attack on Hawaii, no part of the United States had come under hostile invasion. No 
bombs had fallen over U.S. continental airspace, no cities had been taken, few civilians had 
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been killed (and those few almost entirely overseas). Though over 300,000 American troops 
had given their lives in the fight, the main problems faced by the United States at the end of 
the war involved negotiating its way through the peace process and rebuilding the domestic 
economy. As soldiers, sailors, and airmen were demobilized between 1945 and 1947, they 
returned to an economy gearing up for a consumer boom and to "full employment" policies 
that gave high priority to placing ex-servicemen in well-paying jobs. If this meant firing the 
competent women who had filled those positions for the last few years, so be it. Women dur-
ing this transition to peacetime had a new job: returning to their role as homemakers, wives, 
and mothers. This last job became particularly pressing as the baby boom began. Between 
1 an recede number children were to war- en on ents, 
creating a demographi,,u ge that would haveious on Açrican popular culture 
an a. 

Labor Unrest and the Rise of Corporate Liberalism 

U.S. corporations and the federal government sought to move smoothly into a shining post-
war era of prosperity and consumption. The newly empowered labor unions of the New Deal 
resolved to hang onto the gains they had made during the war. A sharp outbreak of strikes and 
labor disputes mark the immediate post-war years, much to the dismay of President Truman. 
During the winter of 1945-1946 General Motors workers went on strike for 113 days, in early 
1946 steel workers threatened a general work stoppage, and in May the railroad unions joined 
in. Though a Democrat and longtime labor supporter, Truman proposed some of the most 
restrictive labor legislation in U.S. history, even at one point urging that recalcitrant workers 
be forcibly drafted into the military if they refused to comply with back to work orders. With 
a Republican majority in Congress after the 1946 elections, labor restrictions were not long in 
coming, especially after the United Mine Workers strike in April 1946. Truman vetoed the 
severe antilabor Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 (though it passed anyway) but continued to sit on 
the labor fence. Though the late 1940s through the early 1960s were growth years for unions, 
a new kind of social contract was about to take precedence. 

A major area of initiative during the Truman administration was the expansion of social 
welfare policies. In the wake of the New Deal, Truman proposed his Fair Deal, and these 
decades witnessed expansion of Social Security benefits, higher minimum wages, and a vari-
ety of housing subsidies, including the Federal Housing Authority (FHA) and Veterans 
Administration mortgages so crucial to post-war suburban expansion. The GI Bill allowed 
more American men than ever before to get the kind of higher education formerly reserved 
for the upper classes. The Interstate Highway System began construction with heavy federal 
funding, channeled through private construction companies, to the great benefit of the auto-
motive industry. This system of government initiatives benefiting the public through the 
intermediaries of American industry defines the new era of corporate liberalism. American 
corporations would play a central role in social welfare policies in the decades to come, pros-
pering through federal initiatives and, in return, cooperating in extending benefits to their 
employees. File retirement lans to health insurance to bowling leagues, Big Brother now 
wore a corporate face. In exc ange for i eral concessions, w1i were cetopay a 
cvÍITTh  rise of the post-war economy. Big labor agreed with these conditions, 
and one of the strongest periods for labor union membership in the country's history 
emerged over the next two decades. However, with both unions and corporations defining 
their primary constituency as White men, other groups such as women, African Americans, 
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and particularly African American women lost ground in terms of income and employment 
opportunities during these "good years. 

The rise of corporate liberalism affected the development of American television. Even 
more firmly than it had in the 1920s, the American government would delegate to major 
broadcasting corporations responsibility for providing a stable national service. Increasingly, 
as we shall see, the FCC would define its job as protecting the television industry against 
interlopers and competitors and would consistently work to restrict the number of television 
outlets and to keep them in major network hands. Along the same lines of tension that had 
developed before the war, it seemed that the interests of democracy could best be served by 
restricting control of this promising new medium to the ministrations of "experts": those 
established corporations that had served the government so well during the war. If this meant 
less democratic access to the airwaves, well, a new war had broken out. 

The Cold War at Home 

The polarization of power between the United States and the Soviet Union after the war, 
combined with conservative backlash against the civil reforms of the war years, provoked a 
fierce anti-Communist reaction at home. If demagogues like Father Coughlin had associated 
communism with godlessness and "international Jewish bankers" before the war, the Soviet 
Union's avowed intentions of spreading communism worldwide now became associated with 
"un-American" values at home—such as support for labor, civil rights for African Americans, 
and even women in the workplace. The end of the war sparked a whole new generation of 
domestic cold warriors. Many people who had espoused liberal causes had joined or attended 
meetings of the American Communist Party during the Depression years, or had friends who 
did; now this became a matter of sedition and criminal disloyalty. Former liberals (such as 
actor Ronald Reagan) hastened to recant. As the House Un-American Activities Committee 
(HUAC) convened in 1947 and Wisconsin Senator Joe McCarthy embarked on his colorful 
revelations of Reds in high places, the media industry was particularly hard-hit. A system of 
blacklisting developed, by which the industry relied on paid political consultants to tell them 
who might have an unseemly Red tinge to his or her views. 

Mention of a person's name in a publication such as Red Channels, a report done by pub-
lishers of the scurrilous anti-Communist newsletter Counterattack on Communist influence 
in the radio and television industry, ended or severely impaired illustrious careers. Not sur-
prisingly, a high proportion of these names were Jewish and African American. They included 
Langston Hughes, Leonard Bernstein, Norman Corwin, Lena Horne, Howard Koch (of "War 
of the Worlds" fame), Dorothy Parker, Zero Mostel, Pete Seeger, William L. Shirer, Jean 
Muir, Howard K. Smith, and Orson Welles. Also named was William Robson, author of An 
Open Letter on Race Hatred. 

To defend oneself from largely unsupported and thirdhand charges, it was often neces-
sary to deny ever holding radical political views and to point an accusing finger at others—this 
in a country that had just won a war for freedom. In the movie industry, the Hollywood Ten 
were indicted for their refusal to testify in front of the Committee; several went to jail, and all 
who refused to name names found their careers profoundly affected. Even those whose radi-
cal activity consisted merely of supporting President Roosevelt's bid for a fourth term could 
now be considered dangerous pro-Communists and placed under investigation by Hoover's 
FBI. In this atmosphere, it was not enough to simply be innocent; sometimes active anti-
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Communist activities were required to clear one's name. This would have an effect on early 
television programming. So would the outbrealc of the Korean War in 1950, America's first 
actual Col War engagement. Unlike the government/media c eration orld-W r II, 

'vided litics o e ou t censorship e orts to the ore as the it at-
terrt_etzcito_m_n tro_p_iD ‘se...r:ªge_Liv2r.e. T e Unite tates wou d not have its first televi-
sion war until the outbreak of hostilities in Vietnam. 

The Race Issue Redux 

During the late war years, African Ainericans consolidated some of the political advances they 
had struggled for. A 1944 Supreme Court decision outlawed the South's practice of "White 
primaries." which had kept the 40 percent Black population of many Southern cities from 
exercising the political leverage that their numbers should have commanded. The Northern 
urban Black vote became increasingly important for the Democratic Party in particular. In 
1946 President Truman created a commission to investigate the subject of civil rights. The 
next year the NAACP attempted to use the new international Human Rights Commission of 
the United Nations to petition for racial justice in the United States. This enraged the anti-
Roosevelt contingent by seeming to compound all the things they most objected to about the 
post-war world order, and though the petition was blocked, it attracted international attention 
to the subject of American civil rights. Truman became the first American president to 
address the annual meeting of the NAACP in 1947, by finally taking a firm stand on race 
issues and acknowledging the obligation of the federal government to enforce civil rights 
efforts—a message he delivered over national radio. 

In the fall of 1947 Truman's commission released its report, entitled To Secure These 
Rights, which specifically rejected the "se?arate but equal  doctrine behind segregation laws 
and called for the imludiate end to segregation in the military. The stage was set for a new 
era in racial struggle and coalition, leading up to the momentous Brown v. The Board of Edu-
cation decision in 1954 that began the desegregation of America's public schools. However, 
the Truman administration's simultaneous support for the Cold War crackdown would under-
cut this brief victory. Television, however, provided a new avenue for information for the civil 
rights struggle, and as radio changed in reaction to TV competition, a new venue for Black 
voices on the air would finally emerge. 

THE MEDIA ENVIRONMENT 

Not just the broadcasting industry went through a period of adjustment and transition in the 
post-war decade. Along with the many contours of American life, U.S. media adjusted to 
sweeping changes. It was at once the best of times and the worst of times. A return to active 
consumption, new families being created left and right, the move to the suburbs, demand for 
cars and other durable goods, rising wages and prosperity, the beginnings of the youth mar-
ket—all of these factors meant a boom in inedia consumption along with the advertised prod-
ucts that supported it. But not all the old players would survive. This was also an era of social 
criticism and an active federal government, of "the hucksters," the "generation of vipers," the 
"seduction of the innocent"—titles of popular books of social indictment during the post-war 
period—all of which at least partially blamed the media for social ills. 
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A New Deal at the Movies 

A decade of exhibitor complaints and federal investigation led inexorably to the same kind of 
restructuring of the film industry as the FCC had imposed on radio in 1941. The Paramount 
decision of 1948 forced the major film studios—Paramount, MGM, Warner Bros., 20th Cen-
tury Fox, and RKO—to divest themselves of their theater chains and reduce the vertical inte-

j) gration of the movie industry. Without the guaranteed venues for good and bad films alike 
that ownership of theaters had brought, the studios began to reduce their contractual com-
mitments to the stables of actors, writers, directors, and producers that they had maintained 

5 "Z throughout the studio system era. A new day of independent producers, more powerful 
agents and stars, and of European talent and films began to dawn. On top of this 
industrial instability, th blacklist reated an atmosphere of threat and intimidation as Holly-
wood craft unions flexed err muscles and the studios allied themselves with anti-Red forces 
to crack down on their own restive labor force. No wonder that this was the era offi/m noir, 
the dark, conflicted, fatalistic style that delved under the surface of this period of victory and 
prosperity. 

Television, too, loomed on the horizon. Contrary to many historians' claims, the film 
industry took an early interest in television, just as they had in radio. Similar to this experi-
ence, however, their efforts at direct competition were thwarted by a protectionist FCC and 
by recurring internal pressures. Warned against trying to own significant numbers of stations 
or to start networks—since as antitrust violators they could not qualify for licenses—industry 
leaders tried other routes. Paramount Studios owned Los Angeles station KTLA, having got-
ten a license before the antitrust decision. They also owned a half interest in the DuMont 
network, started in 1946 by Allen B. DuMont to compete with the fledgling television efforts 
of the big three. In 1953, one of the spun-off theater companies, United Paramount The-
aters, would purchase ABC, marking a first step in the increased integration between film 
and television. 

To compete with the rival medium, the film industry developed techniques and formats 
designed to blow th  tiny lack- d- ite TV image right out of the water. Wide screen for-
matse an lik Cinerama hnd inemascop three-dimensional techniques that required the use 
of special glasses, drive-in theaters where the whcle family cold take in a double feature 
from the comfort of their own car, and full glorious echnicolor ll went where TV could not 
follow—yet. The blockbuster hit began to replace the constant supply of A and B grade 
movies, and possibly in a reaction to television's strict rules, the old Production Code that 
kept movies innocent was challenged and dissolved after a series of First Amendment law-
suits. A new period of screen sexuality and daring slowly emerged, led by the high critical 
acclaim that greeted some of the European films that found a spot on America's big screens. 
At the same time, studios such as Disney began to specialize in the baby boom child and 
teen audience. 

Several studios became involved in developing early rivals to broadcast TV. One idea was 
theater television, a technique for broadcasting television signals onto movie screens in the-
aters. This gained some popularity early on when few homes owned television sets, especially 
for big-ticket events like national sporting matches, but faded due to the FCC's refusal to 
grant permission for microwave transmission. Another alternative, subscription television, 
experimented with an early form of pay cable through which movies and other special pro-
grams could be transmitted into home sets for a fee. Again, the FCC stepped in to prevent 
testing of a technology they saw as a threat to over-the-air television. Americans would have to 
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wait until the mid-1980s before they were allowed to experience uncut movies on cable. 
Though studios would hold back on production for network television until the time was 
right, by the late 1950s the majority of prime-time TV shows were produced on film by major 
Hollywood studios. In fact, the Hollywood/TV connection and rivalry would be responsible 
for some of the major characteristics of American television as it developed. Though denied 
outright ownership and network control for its first four decades, Hollywood would slowly 
take over television from the inside. 

The Print Media 

Newspapers and magazines emerged from the war years with higher circulations than ever. 
The premium that the war had brought to news coverage continued, and although suburban-
ization caused the number of cities with two or more dailies to drop, new dailies sprang up in 
the suburbs to take their place. 310..y..p.ewspªpers became television station owned:411st as 
the h with dio. In many cities, a major newspapne not only a major AM radio sta-
tion but expande its stable to include a network affiliate TV station and an FM station as 
well. This kind of concentration would cause the FCC to institute new rules regarding cross-
ownership in the near future. 

General interest magazines like Life, Look, and The Saturday Evening Post continued to 
see their circulations increase in the decade immediately following the war. The trend toward 
_.special-interest magazines began to accelerate, as a couple of longtime general titles went out 
of business: Colliers and The Women's Home Companion. One notable addition to the maga-
zine world was Playboy, whose controversial editor Hugh Hefner espoused a new kind of 
masculine lifestyle seemingly at odds with the family-oriented 1950s. Other titles to emerge 
in the late forties or early fifties include Sports Illustrated, William F. Bucldey's National 
Review, and John H. Johnson's Ebony, founded in 1945 as the first national glossy general 
interest magazine for African American audiences. The Black press continued strong in the 
immediate post-war years, with a circulation of nearly 2 million in 1947 among its combined 
newspapers. Through centralized organizations like the National Negro Newspaper Publish-
ers Association (NNNPA), news of interest to the Black community was distributed nationally 
and kept up awareness of the slow inexorable march toward civil rights. And as the media 
industry discovered the youth market, teenage girls became a particular target of magazine 
publishers with titles such as Seventeen, Teen, Ingenue, and Mademoiselle. 

Books 

The 1950s are known as the era of the paperback. With new specialty houses like Bantam 
Books, Penguin, Fawcett, Dell, and New American Library springing up, more new and clas-
sic titles at extremely low prices were available to the American reading public than ever 
before. For as little as 25 cents, readers could purchase new fiction and nonfiction block-
busters, like William L. Shirer's Rise and Fall of the Third Reich—though its doorstopper size 
meant a whopping price of $1.65. Genre authors like Dashiell Hammett, Raymond Chandler, 
and James M. Cain thrilled audiences with inexpensive print versions of film noir, while 
romance novels bloomed. 

Comic books found a whole new audience—during the war as light reading for soldiers 
and afterward, for their kids. In 1943 U.S. comic book sales totaled over 18 million monthly 
copies, constituting a third of all magazine sales to a tune of $72 million. Many of these 
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comics, catering perhaps to the interests of their soldier readers, took on ever-increasing 
violent content. Congressional investigations were held in 1951 and in 1954 on the influence 
of such violent media on children. The publication of psychologist Frederic Wertham's 
Seduction of the innocent in 1954 marked the mid-stage of the latest media panic, charging 
that America's out of control popular media, particularly comic books, were coming between 
parents and children in a way that was leading to an outbreak of juvenile delinquency and 
rampant sexuality, including homosexuality. Though in fact crime statistics remained low 
throughout this period, the revived threat of mass media combined with the rising teen pop-
ulation ushered in a new era of media investigation and audience research. 

Advertising and Public Relations 
Advertisers returned enthusiastically to selling consumer products to the American people 
after the war. As the economy boomed, so did the advertising industry. Total advertising vol-
ume went from $2 billion in 1940 to $10 billion in 1955. As part of the post-war forcible 
domestication social bargain, advertisers resumed their pursuit of the female consumer even 
more relentlessly, targeting her as the major purchaser of the household, personal care, 
child-related and fashion products that drove the post-war economy. As Susan Douglas 
points out in i Are, this put 'can w en in a double bind.' In order to 
be able to afford the shiny new things at absolute y every ouse needed to have, and 
also to the teachin , secretarial, and ret sitions o ne u b e umer econom, 
women took on paid emp oyment outs' e the home in greater numbers than they ever a 
before. However, these were not the high-paid, unionized, manufacturing jobs of the war 
years; these were the pink-collar ghettos that speciali7ed in low wages, part-time hours, and 
few benefits that labor unions couldn't be bothered to organize. On top of her outside 
employment, the American woman was portrayed in advertising as fully responsible for all 
the traditional women's duties—cooking, cleaning, raising children, running a household— 
except now with new labor-saving devices she should find it deliriously easy! Even as 55 per-
cent of U.S. women found themselves on the double-shift mommy track—working in the 
house for an average of 99 hours a week and outside for pay another 10 to 40 hours—adver-
tising on television and in print portrayed them as golf- and tennis-outfitted ladies of leisure, 
waving happily from behind the steering wheels of their new Chevy coupes. It wouldn't be 
long before this feminine mystique would be revealed in all of its duplicitousness. Surely it is 
no coincidence that during this post-war period tranquilizer prescriptions to American 
women boomed. 

As part of the corporate liberalism era of consensus building, corporate public relations 
expanded to sell the image of American business to the public and to handle relations with 
the generally friendly media. Iarge companies greatly expanded their PR efforts; General 
Mills went from employing a three-person public relations staff in 1945 to an in-house bureau 
of 20 in 1952, assisted by an outside public relations firm. Their task included not only issuing 
press releases and internal communications but also liberal outreach efforts like consumer 
services, nutrition and economic education, the occasional newsreel, and of course working 
with the advertising division on new ventures in television. The major advertising agencies 
expanded into the field of PR, and new PR specialty firms sprang up. Early news programs 
sponsored by product manufacturers found a ready outlet for company PR thinly disguised as 
news segments. And business promotion organizations like the National Association of Man-
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ufacturers (NAM) expanded from radio into television and motion pictures. The business of 
America was business again. 

Radio 

Radio did not disappear or fade away during the post-war period of television introduction. 
But it changed, going from a nationally networked medium that served as America's central 

4cr-e....Q. source of big-ticket advertising and home-based entertainment to a local, music-dominated,—  

more diverse and fragmented industry that addressed a nation spending more and more time — ryu,....a...:-./ c..., 
in front of the small screen. By 1953, nearly 60 percent of cars were equipped with radios, cient.vitelon 
and lightweight, portable transistor radios were introduced that same year. By 1960, the aver-
age American home had more than three radios; radio traveled along with family members as 
they drove to work, hung out with their friends, sunned themselves in the backyard. Yet 
between 1948 and 1956, the time that the average American family spent listening to the 
radio dropped by 50 percent, from 4.4 to 2.2 hours per day. This dro reflected the decision 
made by the indus immediatel after the war to shift network eco ics to evisi .Tor 
the years of its existence, pro s m e str - ucrative radio network operations sup-
ported fledgling TV service, with many programs simulcast on both media. Quickly, the for-
mer radio networks repositioned themselves as TV networks—moving staff resources, sales 
efforts, talent, and programming to the new medium. However, quite a few national programs 
remained on radio through the early 1950s, particularly on daytime. 

This slow transition was aided by the freeze on television station construction that the 
FCC instituted in 1948 (see later in this chapter, page 162). From 1948 until 1952, many 
cities remained TV-less, and while the major networks consolidated their ownership positions 
and built their cross-country networks, radio continued to provide the main entertainment for 
approximately half the country. In 1952 there were 108 TV stations on the air, and only 35 
percent of U.S. homes owned a television set. (This would rise abruptly to over 400 stations 
and 65 percent set ownership by 1955.) So during the late forties and until the late fifties, 
many people continued their radio listening as before. Though the big-name prestige variety 
shows made the switch to TV early on, many continued with their aural portion simulcast on 
radio, and the comedy and thriller series that had become so prevalent during the war years 
continued as usual. Only now more and more of them were presented as sustaining shows, 

5D and more went out not live but as recordings. ie-a--ytime offerings continued robusg , because 
the TV networks delayed developing daytime schedules fully until the mid-fifties.) Daytime 
serials were the last to go; Ma Perkins finally bid her loyal radio audience goodbye in 1960. 
Formerly secondary formats like news, sports, religion, and light music began to take up an 
increasing portion of the network day. 

Gradually radio stations began to fill up the bulk of their daily schedule with locally pro-
duced shows. A growing number of programs centered on music, not on the live bands of net-
work days but the playing of records on air. Slowly a new sound for radio emerged and a new 
type of personality: the DJ, or disk jockey, spinning platters and filling in the recorded musi-
cal interludes with jokes and hip talk. And it wasn't just your father's music anymore. A new 
diversity of voices gained a place on the airwaves, bringing new varieties of musical expression 
with them. With the centralizing and standardizing influence of the networks slowly dimin-
ishing, radio could once again unleash its regional and local potential, become experimental 
again, and serve communities in a different way. 
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Connection Black Radio, DJs, and Rock ' n' Roll 

Even during the heyday of network radio, affiliates were not the only game in town. Most cities of any 

size had at least one or two local independent stations, and in big cities this number could rise to six or 

eight. For the most part local stations originated their own programming, filling in with transcriptions and 

music. In large, hnicall mixed urban areas one wa to spe ' lize ' a I rativ our e of 
pro rammin and audience oyalty was to concentrate broadcasting to a specif ethnic rou , usually in 

its own language. thnic stations have a history as long as radio itself, t ough readily hidden from main-

stream awareness. Very few cities could support a station entirely with material for a single ethnic group, 

so most ethnic stations featured a variety of different types of foreign-language programming for a few 

hours each day. By the 1940s there were over a hundred foreign language stations on the air in the 

United States. Most of them operated on the time-broker system: An entrepreneurial broadcaster would 

buy a block of time from the station, then gather his or her own sponsors from those interested in selling 

to that particular community. Most foreign language/ethnic stations were low power; sponsors for pro-

grams might include local markets, importers of food products, or businesses owned by members of the 

community. Here African Americans found one of their few footholds on radio. 

On this overlooked segment of the broadcast band, prestige rules did not apply. Many shows were 

based on the playing of recorded materials over the air, unlike the network affiliate stations. And all dur-

ing the 1920s through the 1940s, "race records" (records marketed to Black audiences) constituted one 

of the most thriving sectors of the recording industry, partly because they had little outlet elsewhere. 

Though mainstream radio and recordings had taken over Big Band swing music, rarely were the less 

mainstream sounds of rhythm and blues or bebop heard on the White airwaves. 

Meantime, from the twenties through the forties, the migration of African Americans from the rural 

South to cities of the North, Midwest, and West Coast continued, rising sharply during the war. The Black 

population of cities like Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, and Detroit rose dramatically during and after 

the war. These factors came together to create a phenomenon that, like many others, would be pio-

neered by the African American community, find a crossover following among Whites, and gradually 

mutate into a hybrid form that, like jazz, would become an integral part of American culture. A new gen-

eration of White baby boomers would ultimately be the beneficiaries of a chain of events that began in 

the late 1940s. 
A 'few programs and innovative entrepreneurs gave a foretaste of things to come. As William Barlow 

describes in Voice Over: The Making of Black Radio, urban radio pioneers like Jack L. Cooper and Al 

Benson built up their own radio empires in the 1930s and early 1940s by buying time on local stations 

like WGES in Chicago, finding sponsors eager to sell to the Black community, and playing the music they 

knew that community wanted to hear.2 Cooper specialized in a higher tone, " quality" broadcast that 

played more respectable Big Band jazz and patterned itself after mainstream radio in terms of his on-air 

style and diction. Benson, on the other hand, concentrated on the rhythm and blues music found 

nowhere else on the airwaves and adopted a Southern-accented, folksy style of delivery mixed in with 

urban slang. Both men presented news and information of interest to the Black community alongside the 

music, and both proved highly successful as product salesmen. 

çly 
Earlier, Cooper had originated a prototype of the disc jockey forrpat on Chicago station WSBC in the 

e 1930s. cause race records were not licensed by ASCAP, they provided a virtually free form of 
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programming that, if the DJ also owned a record store, could provide profits down the line. Cooper's 

All Negro Hour became the first DJ program on the air, and he soon added other DJs playing different 

varieties of music as he built up his Chicago radio business. White Los Angeles radio man Al Jarvis insti-

tuted a similar program called Make Believe Ballroom in 1932, which was picked up by Martin Block in 

New York in 1935, during interludes in the Lindbergh/Hauptmann trial. Block played recordings of Big 

Band jazz groups as though he were emceeing a star-studded concert. Many other local broadcasters, 

Black and White, would adopt some orrr of the record-based prcgram. But it is Benson's crucial addi-

tion of the distinctive, hip, jive-talking personality in 1945 that put the finishing touches on the DJ format. 

And, as Black urban populations and incomes rose during the war, a few White-owred and -sponsored 

programs overcame the White bias of radio advertising to appeal to the African American audience 

directly. One of the most famous was King Biscuit Time on station KFFA in Helera, Arkansas, in 1941. 

Playing the blues music almost unheard on mainstream radio, and featuring soon to be famous blues-

man Sonny Boy Williamson, the  progrueld so much King Biscuit Flour that the company b r-
keting a new product called Sonny Bo Corn eat. 

In 1947, only 16 Black DJs could be eard on the U.S. airwaves. As Barlow points out, only two 

years later that number had risen to over 00. The donment of radio by the networks e number 

of new low-power stations thorized by t C after th ai, and ra ros increasin ursuit o ocal 

es—al in this rani nse, but they needed one more push to sen lack radio soaring, 
and witfl it a whole new style and industry. That push was provided in 1949 by Sponsor magazine, a 

trade publication directed at radio advertisers, which ran an article entitled, "The Forgotten 15,000,000: 
Ten Billion a Year Negro Market Is Largely Ignored by National Advertisers." Based on a survey con-

ducted by the Research Company of America, the article was the first breach in the advertising indus-

try's studied neglect of the African American consumer market, no doubt stemming from the increased 
attention to survey research and to the Afiican American population prompted by the war. It pointed out 

that not only had Black incomes risen but so had their rate of radio ownership—now over 90 percent in 

urban areas. The second installment of the article focused directly on the rise of Black radio program-
ming and radio entrepreneurs. 

Now Black radio began to boom. Two weeks after the Sponsor article came out, the White owners of 
a struggling Memphis radio station, WDIA, made the decision to he a local journalist and high school 

teacher to put a Black-oriented program on the air. The response among the Black community to the Tan 

Town Jamboree, hosted by Nat D. Williams, was so great that a few months later the station shifted to an 

all- Black format—the first one in the country. Other stations followed suit. Most of these combined a 
variety of different programs—religion, news, panel shows, drama, nousehold advice—around a core of 

DJ-hosted music, featuring mostly rhythm and blues but with sone gospel and the new style called 
bebop thrown in. The DJs pritc_l!hemselves on their colorful rhyming slan and hip ar on—referred to 

s "rh ' ' and si nifyin'"—often reflecte in the unique names t ey use ai'. WDI s on- air staff, 

besides Nat . illiam and budding bluesman B. B. King, included Maurice " Hot Rod" Hulbert, A. C. 
"Moohah" Williams, the Reverend Dwight "Gatemouth" Moore, and Jean "the Queen' Steinberg. Amer-

ica's only Black-owned station, WERD-Atlanta, featured " Joltin Joe'' Howard and 'Jocky Jack" Gibson, 

and " Daddy- 0" Dailey held forth on WAIT-Chicago. 

White audiences, especially teenagers, began to listen in to the new and different music being 

played on U.S. Black stations, and their popularity grew in the 1950s. Soon the familiar process of cul-

tural appropriation began to take place, as White DJs adopted Black style and personas on air. This pro-

cess was assisted by an ASCAP decision in 1939 to raise its radio fees, prompting the NAB to start its 

own music licensing bureau called Broadcast Music International (BM». To compete with behemoth 

ASCAP, Bliille@aR-14aialciati4ef-nevrartrtsts-andstaiiiernote, particularly after the war. In the right 
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place at the right time was Alan "Moon Dog" Freed, who started out with an R&B program on Cleveland's 

WJW in 1951. Adopting Black street slang, playing Black music, affecting a Black accent, Freed was not 

the first racial ventriloquist to take to the airwaves (his ancestors can be found in Amos 'n' Anes cre-

ators), but his privilege as a White man would allow him to reach a national audience with what he began 

calling rock ' n' roll music. He began to host concerts that brought out the burgeoning mixed-race audi-

ence for this new hybrid, Black-accented music. New York station WINS hired him in 1954, where he 

became, as Barlow puts it, "the airwaves' und king of and- roll broadcasting."3 

Another equally famous racial ventriloquist as Wolfman Ja on the border blaster XERF ( later XERB 

in Tijuana). Actually Robert Smith from Brooklyn, ew or , Wolfman Jack came to personify th,e_siaiC 

rock ' n' roll in southern California (glorified forever in the movie American Graffiti, in which he appeared 
as T rolfrii learned his technique from Black DJ John R. of WLAC-Nashville, who by that 

time ran a DJ school to teach young White adherents how best to sound like Black radio jocks. John R. 

was not the only one to adopt this tactic: Vernon Winslow of New Orleans trained a whole series of White 

men to take on his original Poppa Stoppa personality over WJMR. The station's White owners would not 

allow the original Vernon on the air but instead paid him to produce acceptable Black-sounding White 

substitutes. Later Winslow rose to fame himself as Doctor Daddy-0 on rival station WEZZ. 
Such lack- s led DJs Ian F and an ack became important figures in the develop-

ment of rock n roll music. In these days before music formats, DJs exercised complete power over what 

records gat played on their shows. Whole new record labels—Chess, Sun, Atlantic, Dot—sprang up and 

thrived, dependent on the good favors of influential DJs. Toward the end of the 1950s the payola scan-
dal would signal the beginning of the end of DJ autonomy, as the top-40 format displaced power into the 

hands of station management and away from maverick platter spinners. Further, the type of racial mix-

ing and hybridity so fundamental to rock ' n' roll music and its radio presentation began to stir up anxiety 

in White middle-class authorities, who would contribute to the early 1960s campaign to clean up radio 

(and television). Freed ended up disgraced and in jail. 

But Black-format radio stations would not disappear. They might lose some of their White audiences 

as mainstream radio capitalized on the new hybrid music, but they would remain centers of local identity 

and pride for African American communities nationwide. During the civil rights struggles of the 1960s 

and the urban upheavals of the 1970s, Black radio would play a vital role in disseminating information, 

calming rumors, and offering advice to black communities under siege. By the 1970s over 140 radio sta-

tions in the United States would be Black owned. They would form the backbone of groups like the 

National Association of Black Owned Broadcasters (NABOB) and the National Black Media Coalition who 

would lot:Joy for increased African American presence in and ownership of the media. Rock ' n' roll, of 

course, was here to stay, as it became the new version of Big Band swing. White faces covering Black 

hits for increasing numbers of young White fans, waiting for the British invasion to consolidate it as a 

mainstream cultural form and marker of the baby boom era. 

TELEVISION'S GOLDEN AGE 

Very little public debate about who would control or fund television preceded the introduc-
tion of this long-anticipated technology'. Unlike radio, which had gone through the period of 
amateur experimentation, competing models, and regulatory dispute, television slid smoothly 
out of the retooled factories of the major electronics firms and into American living rooms, 
complete with established corporate owners, regulatory structures, and even programming. 
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NBC and CBS had long prepared for this day, and even during heated disagreements over 
technical standards and spectrum allocation, no one seriously proposed that they should have 
anything less than the major stake in the rapidly emerging TV industry. It was a done deal. 

Equally certain was the fact that the movie industry should be kept far away from televi-
sion, although film remained the closest form to what television would actually look and 
sound like. Despite its own wartime service, the film industry had always suffered from a 
roguish reputation, and the charges made by exhibitors of sharklike competitive methods and 
outright monopoly did not help. Those who looked to television for an increased level of pub-
lic service programming—inspired by wartime efforts—could hardly feel enthusiastic about 
the influence of such a hugely commercial medium as the movies. In this spirit, Consumer 
Reports magazine, the voice of an emergent grassroots consumer movement that would 
become more and more powerful during the fifties and sixties, came out in February 1949 
with an ardent condemnation of allowing any kind of movie industry influence in the new 
field of television. Many felt that film studios would seek to hold up the development of this 
competitor medium. Certainly one couldn't envision allowing the makers of such steamy 
dramas as From Here to Eternity or Stromboli into the living room to entertain one's children! 
And all those Reds in Hollywood could hardly be a good influence either. Cutting off the the-
ater television and subscription TV business before the film industry could establish a 
foothold in either seemed like preventative medicine. 

And the former radio giants wasted no time in moving major talent from the aural-only 
airwaves onto the small screen. Though prime-time schedules before 1950 featured large 
blocks of boxing, wrestling, and other ready-made live programming (and the daytime 
remained totally empty), by 1950 many former radio hits had found their way to television, 
including The Goldbergs, The Life of Riley, One Man's Family, The Aldrich Family, The Tex-
aco Star Theater, Kay Kyser's Kollege of Musical Knowledge, and many more. Other programs 
featured radio stars in new made-for-TV venues, like Jack Benny, Arthur Godfrey, Ted Mack, 
Ed Wynn, Vincent Lopez, Don McNeill, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Frank Sinatra, Paul 
Whiteman, and numerous others. Sports programs like Gillette's Friday Night Fights also car-
ried over, beginning with the Joe Louis—Billy Conn fight 1946, the first major post-war sport-
ing event on television. By 1953 the flow had become a deluge, and television officially took 
over as America's primary in-home entertainment medium. 

It is interesting to speculate what would have happened if the FCC had decided that 
radio and television should have different owners. In Great Britain, where television had 
actually gotten an earlier start but where all remained in the hands of the BBC, the two media 
were encouraged to coexist. Even while television developed, slowly, as an entertainment and 
information medium, radio continued to be a vital presence in British life—not just for music 
and news but for drama, documentary, comedy, and public affairs. Countries with public ser-
vice systems—like Britain, Canada, Australia, France, and just about every other—still have a 
tradition of diverse radio offerings nearly nonexistent in the United States. Here, the radio 
networks simply abandoned radio for TV, driven by a conviction that it would provide the 
superior advertising medium. By the time radio proved to have a strong continuing appeal, its 
use and the expectations of its audiences had already shifted. Had the FCC, say, told CBS and 
NBC that they should keep their radio empires but stay out of television, and either told the 
film studios to have a go at TV or selected competing companies like DuMont for preferable 
treatment, the American media universe might be quite different today. But the FCC had 
other matters on its mind. 
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REGULATION: HIGH QUALITY, LOW QUANTITY 

The Blue Book 
If one could characterize in a few words the FCC's actions in this crucial initial period for 
television, they would be "restrict, delay, consolidate." The post-war period started out with a 
bang, with the publication in 1946 of the FCC's famed Blue Book, actually entitled "Public 
Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees." Based on wartime reconsideration of the quid 
pro quo system of American broadcasting that it had administered for two decades, the report 
castigated U.S. stations and networks for not living up to public service expectations, at the 
same time that their profits had increased dramatically. It showed that the agreement made 
with educational groups during the early 1930s—that there was no need for separate educa-
tional stations because existing commercial stations would provide ample time for educational 
programming—had been undercut and betrayed, with sustaining hours ever decreasing and 
public service programs relegated only to the least attractive parts of the broadcast schedule. 
The FCC reaffirmed its duty and willingness to act as an enforcer of broadcast standards dur-
ing license renewal applications and laid out four areas that they would be looking for as they 
considered renewals: a balance of commercial and sustaining programs, the provision of local 
live programs, the presence of public affairs programs that discussed public issues, and the 
elimination of advertising excesses. 

Though the Blue Book went further in spelling out the FCC's expectations of commer-
cial stations than had any previous report, it did not threaten any immediate action. It was 
met with the usual First Amendment protests from the industry, and although no striking 
reforms took place, the Blue Book set the tone for considerations of television licensing and 
performance. It marks the continued presence and agenda of the war-era reformers in the 
Office of War Information, whose insistence on the important role of radio in a democratic 
society had now found official outlet. One of the report's main consultants, Charles Siepmann, 
the former BBC programmer who became a writer in OWI, issued his own condemnation of 
both American radio and the FCC's cautious approach with his "Radio's Second Chance," an 
appeal for reform in the new FM band. 

Another OWI-related group weighed in with "The American Radio" in 1947, a report 
from the Commission on Freedom of the Press authored by Llewellyn White. With such in-
fluential names behind it as Harold D. Lasswell, Archibald MacLeish, Arthur M. Schlesinger, 
Reinhold Niebuhr, and John Grierson, this analysis of radio's shortcomings called for not 
only more local and educational programming but investigation of ownership concentration 
and other restrictive industry practices, more public affairs programming, the protection of 
First Amendment rights of broadcasters, and—not finally but most presciently—the separa-
tion of programming from advertising content and control. The FCC and the flourishing 
television industry would both remember this last recommendation in the late 1950s as the 
quiz show scandal heated up. Television came into being under a quality mandate. Yet, once 
again, notions of quality were not tied to diversity and choice but to centralized corporate 
control. 

The Big Chill 
But the FCC had a more immediate problem on its hands. By the fall of 1948 it had become 
obvious that previous TV frequency allocations would simply not work. Though 50 stations 
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were already on the air, with another 50 or so construction permits authorized, the 13 chan-
nels on the VHF band, with FM intruding in between, already were becoming cramped.  

r Faced with t problem of overlapping signals and interference in New York and other large 
markets, the FCC realized it needed to rethink the whole systeni)n September 1948, the 
FCC instituted a freeze on new licenses, putting all those applications pending considera-
tion into a hold pile until matters could get sorted out. No one anticipated that the freeze 
would last four years, as additional problems like RCA's and CBS's fight over color TV, the 
UHF problem, and pressures for educational frequency set-asides complicated the issue. 
But not until 1952 was the hold lifted. This meant that the 100-plus stations authorized to 
operate before 1948 enjoyed an extremely favorable position as the ownership of television 
sets went ever up—from less than 1 percent in 1948 to over 34 percent in 1952—and the TV 
craze began. 

While the freeze meant that many U.S. cities and towns had to wait until after 1952 to 
get any television service at all, this does not mean that the existing industry was unhappy. Far 
from it. During the freeze years, those in possession of station licenses were able to consoli-
date their control of the TV market and to benefit immensely from their monopoly over rev-
enues during this early but rapidly profitable period. Who were the major pre-freeze owners? 
Why, the radio powers, of course. With stations in large urban areas and little competition for 
network affiliation in most markets (where two stations usually split the competition) the 
major networks CBS and NBC were able to gain a secure foothold in the new medium by the 
time the freeze was lifted in 1952. ABC, hampered by its ownership changes in the pre-freeze 
years, ran a distant third. The freeze also prompted the origination of a new technology, which 
wouldn't offer too much threat for a while but later would emerge as the networks' main com-
petitor: cable. With over-the-air TV frozen out of many markets, enterprising citizens—often 
the local television dealer—erected a tall antenna in a place where it could pick up TV signals 
from a not-too-distant city with a station and then ran wires from the antenna to households 
in town who agreed to pay a small monthly fee. It was the only way to sell TV sets. 

The FCC's "Sixth Report and Order," issued in April 1952, lifted the freeze and 
attempted a resolution of all of the pending issues: frequency allocation, UHF stations, color, 
set-asides, and cable. New methods of separating signals and allocating them regionally were 
recommended so that station assignments could go forward. Many feel that UHF television 
was effectively ruined as a means of providing station diversity by the so-called intermixture 
recommendations of this report. "Intermixture" meant that rather than make some markets 
all VHF stations and some markets all UHF, the FCC would assign both VHF and UHF 
licenses to some cities. This would create persistent poor cousins in these markets, since 
UHF signals could not carry as far and needed special antennae to receive them, which did 
not exist on most TV sets already out there. If some cities had had all-UHF assignments, the 
playing field would have been more level, encouraging more competition and diversity. With 
the official intermixed system, the established VHF stations just got bigger, and most towns 
wound up with fewer stations overall. 

The intermixture policy also provided a mixed opportunity for educational television. 
Frieda Hennock, the first female FCC commissioner, served as the motivating force behind 
the idea of developing educational TV, and that there were educational frequency reserva-
tions at all can be attributed to her foresight and determined advocacy. The "Sixth Report and 
Order" stipulated that when a city had at least three VHF stations, one more would be set 
aside for educational use. In other cities and towns, educational stations were confined to the 
UHF zone. This meant that big cities such as New York and Boston ended up with powerful 
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CBS vice-president 
Frank Stanton shows off 
the new CBS model 
television set to FCC 
Chairman Wayne Coy. 
Unfortunately, the FCC 
would rule against CBS's 
plan for color television. 

VHF outlets—WGBH in Boston and WN El -New York—that would later become the back-
bone of the National Educational Television (NET) network and, later still, the Public Broad-
casting Service (PBS). However, in most cities educational broadcasting was forced to 
struggle with the weaker signal and more difficult reception of UHF. 

Oddly, considering the importance of these other issues, the topic that held up the freeze 
for an additional year was color television. A complicated history of back and forth decisions 
had not been finally resolved when pressure to expand television inspired the lifting of the 
freeze, without resolution of the color issue. Not until December 1953 did the FCC finally 
approve the RCA color system, but by that time so many black-and-white sets had been man-
ufactured and purchased, and so many programs geared to monochrome standards, that color 
TV would not become prevalent in American homes until well into the sixties. And cable tele-
vision was allowed to live—barely. The FCC basically ignored its existence, but its failure to 
act in the previous four years had given cable a foothold it would later consolidate. Overall, 
the big beneficiaries of the freeze and its resolution were the existing powerful stations and 
their network owners/affiliates. As dissenting commissioner Robert F. Jones summed up, 
The allocation plan was designed to cause the least disruption to the existing channel assign-
ments of these pre-freeze licensees . . . and gave each licensee a tremendous windfall."4 

By 1955 the U.S. television system was set to move into its period of greatest centralized 
control, least diversity and highest profits. One more change would be necessary to give net-
works back the control over programming they had lost to advertisers in the 1930s, and this 
would happen in the wake of the late 1950s quiz show scandal. Restricting the number of 
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stations available in the average city through its allocation and UHF decisions, allowing the 
freeze to consolidate power in a few hands, and, as we shall see, establishing a policy of favor-
ing live programming that would aid network expansion, the FCC created television in the 
image of 1940s radio. It continued the philosophy it had adopted in the 1930s that reducing 
the quantity of broadcasters--number of stations, number of maverick voices on the air, 
number of overall owners—would produce a higher quality product. The fact that this hadn't 
worked so well with radio apparently gave the FCC little pause, aside from its Blue Book rec-
ommendations. Even those recommendations for reform would be put to work against quan-
tity, openness, and diversity during the period of the classic network system that was soon to 
ensue. Corporate liberalism, combined with the trust in experts, meant that big business 
would remain the crucial intermediary between government policy and the consuming pub-
lic. It was, they assured us, for our own good. 

THE MEANING OF "LIVE" 

Early television cameras were light-intensive, bulky, and relatively immobile. They had turret 
lenses that could not zoom smoothly in and out, and so to move from close up to medium shot 
meant switching from one camera to the next. To move from one camera to another required 
a complex system of switchers in the control room, because television was above all live. 
Videotape would not become available for another 15 years, so the only way to record early 
TV was to film the picture off a TV set during the live broadcast, called a kinescope recording. 
Its liveness also meant that television could not be post-edited but had to be edited "in cam-
era" through switching from camera to camera in an intricate ballet of precise marks for 
actors, open and fluid sets, split-second timing, and frequent bloopers. Programs went out as 
they happened, like radio, but with far greater possibility of something going wrong: a missed 
cue, a microphone hanging from a boom into the set, an actor emoting for the wrong camera, r3let>0. 
an ill-buttoned costume, noise from offstage penetrating the presentation. Of course, televi-
sion could simply have broadcast films, which had far superior visual quality, production flex-
ibility, and capacity for postproduction editing and soundwork. This was not as easy as it might 
sound, since the 24-frame-per-minute film ›ge had tQ,be coordinated with the TV scanning 
mechanism with a bulky apparatus callM&film chain. Jut it was still possible. In fact, RCA 
had relied on film for its early demonstrations of television at the World's Fair in 1939, 
because transmission problems plagued live TV. There were reasons for not relying on a film-
based production system, however—at least not until after 1960. 

First, the former radio powers were quick to perceive that their main strength—as 
against all possible competitors, particularly the film industry—was their sole ability to pro-
duce a live presentation distributed nationwide, as they had with radio. Only a network, with 
its real-time connection from station to station across the country could deliver a simultane-
ous signal of something happening right now to its affiliates and audiences; no other medium 
could do that. The early television industry emphasized the liveness, immediacy, and nation-

connecting miracle of instantaneous sight over and over again in its advertising and post-war eit e 
public relations campaigns. It helped the networks hold on to their primary reason for being 
and to their industry dominance. 

Second, this emphasis followed the precedents the FCC had laid out in the Blue Book. 
Live programming was to be preferred over recorded, as it always had been with radio. By 
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Early television equipment was bulky and hard to move. Sets had to be built to enable easy 
movement of the cast between scenes. Cameras required such intense light that sometimes 

performers' makeup melted under their fierce grare. 

now, without the technical justification of the poor quality of recordings, this bias toward live 
had taken on a life of its own, detached from other considerations. 

Both of these rationales came together in the third major justification for liveness in early 
TV: keeping affiliates dependent on the networks. Had the television industry gone toward 
filmed production, not only would it have undercut the unique position of the networks regu-
latorily, but it would have given local stations many more options as to where to obtain pro-
gramming material. With a film-based standard, local stations could have purchased filmed 
programs directly from the film producers, cutting the networks out completely. As AT&T 
struled to complete cross-country coaxial land lines as quickly as possible, so that the net-
works could deliver a signal into every comer of the land, the specter of stations abandoning 
their network affiliation in favor of contracts with film distributors haunted the networks. 
Here, too, the freeze worked to their great advantage: By the time new stations were permit-
ted on the air in the mid-fifties, the land-line network was completed. Yet many unconnected 
stations had meantime turned to airing Hollywood B films and shorts, a practice the networks 
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intended to nip in the bud as soon as they could. With all the major stars and great radio 
shows on live TV, stations would soon revert to network programming. 

So, even though a technically preferable alternative to live television production ex-
isted—unlike early radio when recording technology was not up to snuff—television during 
its so-called golden age remained live, as awkward and faulty as that technique could be, due 
not to aesthetic or practical production reasons but to industry regulatory and economic 
imperatives. It also produced some extremely innovative, creative, and original programming 
that worked around the demands of early TV production in an amazingly effective way. Holly-
wood's influence was kept to a minimum in these early years, allowing the live theater an 
avenue of creative extension that rivaled vaudeville's impact on early radio. By 1960, with the 
national network complete, Hollywood brought to heel, and the favorable changes wrought 
by the quiz show scandal, network television would shift almost completely away from live TV 
to the filmed programming it had resisted so vigorously. But the live period would leave its 
mark—not only on the forms of television programming but on the way that television was 
thought about and criticized. 'v ess ha not an a etic ut tics; the meaning 
of "live" cannot be found in the te nology or the technique ut in cultu stakes sur-
roundin its deplo en . To say that the era of live TV was its gol en age says more a ut cul-
tu and in us rial battles than it does about art. 

High Art: The Live Anthdagy Drama 

The programs that gained the most critical attention during this early period were not the car-
ryovers from radio, no matter how popular they might have been, but the dramatic anthology 
programs with a heavy influence from the New York theater. Well-known writers and direc-
tors like Paddy Chayefsky, Rod Serling, Reginald Rose, Horton Foote, John Frankenheimer, 
Franklin Schaffner, and Gore Vidal started their careers on television during this period. Dra-
matic anthology programs featured original screenplays by theater-trained authors, with casts 
and staff drawn from the world of New York theater; they presented a stand-alone play each 
week that was designed specifically to adapt to and take advantage of the unique aspects of 
the televisual medium. Not radio shows reworked for TV, not films simply run on the new 
medium, not stage plays—these dramas were mozg.illuiaatz IT close, and ,..._1e_ss_tsusign4IssL 
the anthology showcases of the late 1940s and early to mid 1950s attempted to turn tplevisior) 
into a selfjenAsjazo_fsmi_cluite‘g„Iizuâtims. They also reflected the efforts of New 
York-based critics and cultural pundits to mark out a new era in broadcasting that could 
redeem the medium from the vulgar populism of radio and usher in a new era of good taste, 
high art, and political content. A few live dramas from this period hit this mark and remain 
classics to this day. Most of the dramas produced, like most of the films and radio shows, fell 
far short of this vision. But their heritage would not rely so much on the actual dramatic pro-
ductions themselves but on the rhetorical use that would be made of them in the regulatory 
and industry struggles to come. 

There were many dramatic anthologies on the air during this period. Some of the best 
known and most prestigious include the Phiko Television Playhouse, which ran from 1948 
to 1955 on NBC with Fred Coe as producer. Studio One, on CBS from 1948 to 1958, was 
perhaps the most prestigious of alL It was produced by Worthington Minor and Herbert 
Brodkin and featured the work of directors like Franklin Schaffner, George Roy Hill, Sidney 
Lumet, and Yul Brynner. Sponsored by Westinghouse, it featured Betty Furness as commer-
cial spokeswoman. The Kraft Television Theater, produced by J. Walter Thompson, ran from 
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1947 until 1958 on NBC, then ABC, garnering high ratings and reviews. Robert Montgomery 
Presents on NBC ran from 1950 to 1957, with Hollywood star Montgomery presiding in 
Cecil B. DeMille fashion as "producer" in charge of a large cast of regular repertory players 
along with guests who were primarily Hollywood. It tended to specialize more in adaptations 
of movie, book, and stage properties than in original plays, though it expanded into this area 
as time went on. Some of its sponsors included Johnson's Wax and Lucky Strike cigarettes. 

U.S. Steel sponsored The U.S. Steel Hour from 1955 to 1963, which brought radio's 
Theater Guild of the Air to the TV format. The Theater Guild produced the shows biweekly, 
live from New York, with other anthology dramas like The Motorola TV Hour, The Elgin 
Hour, and The Armstrong Circle Theater on the other nights. It started on ABC but ended on 
CBS. All of these programs made heavy use of both theatrical and Hollywood acting talent, 
with increasing emphasis on known celebrity guest stars as the decade progressed. Playhouse 
90, with John Frankenheimer as producer and director, specialized in 90-minute plays with 
top casts. It aired from 1956 to 1961 on CBS. 

The demands of writing and producing an original half hour or hour presentation every 
week, combined with the difficulties of working in this awkward new medium, often chal-
lenged the ingenuity of directors and producers. Yet the sheer number of dramatic writers 
working under conditions of active innovation and a good deal of creative freedom contrasted 
with the formulaic industry practices of both radio and Hollywood. Live television became 
briefly the place to be for aspiring talent. A few classics emerged, such as Rod Serling's 
Requiem for a Heavyweight and Patterns, Paddy Chayefsky's Marty, and Reginald Rose's 
Twelve Angry Men. Some writers attempted a new kind of socially conscious drama that could 
run afoul of sponsors and networks. Rod Serling attempted to stage a drama on The U.S. Steel 
Hour based on the Emmet Till trial—a young Black man murdered in Mississippi for 
whistling at a White woman—but found himself obliged to change the story to a conflict in-
volving the death of an old pawnbroker at the hands of a neurotic White man, set in New 
England. This kind of sponsor interference and conservatism would diminish the credit the 
commercial system would later receive for having created the golden age in the first place. 

Not all live anthology dramas featured serious original drama. Many were hosted by pop-
ular screen figures and presented the kind of stories soon to be found on filmed program-
ming. Ronald Reagan hosted Death Valley Days, an anthology of western adventure stories 
sponsored by 20 Mule Team Borax. James Mason hosted the Lux Video Theater, still adapting 
film scripts to the broadcasting medium. The Doctor was a live anthology program featuring 
medical dramas on NBC. Others adopted the dramatic anthology format but on film, such as 
the Fireside Theater, which featured half-hour filmed dramas produced by Hal Roach Studios 
hosted by Jane Wyman. As the fifties progressed, live anthologies gave way to filmed antholo-
gies; from there it was a short step to regular filmed series. 

Variety Shows 
The early live period of television helped to keep the old vaudeville-based variety show alive, 
after many had pronounced it long dead. Radio's variety programs had became more like sit-
coms in the 1940s, but the demands of live broadcasting brought back the theater heritage of 
vaudeville as well as more serious drama. The earliest and most sensational TV phenomenon 
was Uncle Miltie on The Milton Berle Show (actually called The Texaco Star Theater during 
its early years). It debuted at the dawn of network TV, on June 8, 1948, and swept the nation 
by storm; it ran for ten years on NBC, Tuesday nights. In a broad, slapstick style (not above 
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pie-in-the-face humor) Berle downed around, introduced a wide variety of guests and spe-
cialty acts, and performed in parodic musical numbers. Berle was TV's first big unique hit. He 
became known simply as Mr. Television. Another top variety contender was The Ed Sullivan 
Show, on CBS Sunday nights from 1948 until, amazingly, 1971. Like Berle, Sullivan had 
started out on radio but with only moderate recognition; on television, he became the new 
medium's major impressario and popular culture arbiter. Combining music, dance, acrobatics, 
jugglers, and skits, an entire generation of talent made their national TV debut on Ed's show, 
from Elvis to the Beatles. 

To compete with this Sunday night powerhouse, NBC tried counterprogramming with 
The Colgate Comedy Hour, hosted most notably by Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis from 1950 
to 1955 and combining music and comedy. Other variety shows worth mentioning include 
Your Show of Shows, with hosts Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca and a sterling list of comedy 
writers that included Mel Brooks, Neil Simon, Woody Allen, Lucile Kallen, Larry Gelbart, 
and Mel Tolldn—a who's who of TV, film, and theatrical comedy. Nat "King" Cole became 
the first, and for a long time, the only African American host of a network variety show on 
NBC in 1956. Country music had its own musical variety showcase with Ozark Jubilee on 
ABC. A number of women hosted variety shows, including Dinah Shore, Martha Raye, and 
Ina Ray Hutton. 

Situation Comedies 

But female stars found a far more receptive venue in the emergent genre of situation comedy. 
During the mid- to late 1940s, the term situation comedy first came into use, marked by the 
emergence of women as prime-time show headers in their own right. Since the late 1930s, 
3.;vhen only Kate Smith and Fanny Brice headlined their own programs, to the late 1940s, the 
number of female-centered comedies, in particular, had risen dramatically. Though other, 
older programs developed the prototypical situation comedy form—notably Fibber McGee 
and Molly, The Aldrich Family, Amos 'n' Andy, Easy Aces, and Lum and Abner, and were 
soon followed by elements of comedy variety shows like the Burns and Allen Show, Jack 
Benny, and The Bob Hope Program—it is with the sudden influx of female comedians from 
1943 to 1948 that the form assumes its final shape and begins to dominate the broadcasting 
medium. 

Connection Unruly Women: Sitcoms and TV 

Before the mid-1940s, the most common role for female comedians on radio was as half of a mixed 
team comedy. This format dates back to vaudeville. In its most classic form, the mixed comedy team 
paired a scatterbrained female, often referred to as a dumb Dora, with a straight man who contained her 
zany humor and kept her under control. George Burns and Gracie Allen are the classic example of this 
kind of comic duo; in his later years George would work his comparative "insignificance" in the show's 
humor into his act in a comically self-deprecating way. Other examples are Jack Benny and Mary 
Livingston, and Fred Allen and Portland Hoffa. Jane and Goodman Ace in The Easy Aces adapted this 
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format to a sharp-tongued, bickering couple, but with Jane still as the more excitable, less grammatical 

one. This could sometimes be turned around, with the husband as the amiable fool and the wife as his 

better half. This was true for Fibber McGee and Molly as well as The Bickersons, in which Don Ameche 

and Frances Langford argued and Ameche played the absent-minded mate. 

Fanny Brice in many ways continued this format in The Baby Snooks Show, with herself as the dumb 

Dora but with a twist. As a precocious and mischievous child she could actually be the clear-sighted and 

clever one, though with the naivete and innocence of a child. Hanley Stafford played a weakened version 

of the straight man in the role of harassed and incompetent " Daddy." But Brice was such a major star of 

stage and screen that her persona dominated the program. This would also be the case with the devel-

oping feEste.42,1-ecee2matiaLueedg, where almost all the major figures were former (or continuing) 

Hollywood actresses. Though most of them had been confined to supporting roles or B pictures in Holly-

wood, real() allowed them to shine on their own, while television raised them to national star status. And 

although a partner might play a supporting role as spouse or boss, most of these programs centered 

firmly on the female lead, a fact often reflected in the show's title. 

The term situation comedy itself emerged around 1944 in entertainment industry publications like 

Variety. It refers to a form of comedy that, rather than the loosely organized string of gags that a stand-

up comedian/variety show host might deliver, is built around a recurring cast of characters placed in a 

humorous situation. The situation could be a beleaguered parent or couple dealing with a mischievous 

child—pioneered by Baby Snooks and later found in such classics as Dennis the Menace, The Patti Duke 

Show, and many others. Or it could be a couple who have misunderstandings and humorous disagree-

ments like / Love Lucy, The Dick Van Dyke Show, or more recently, Mad About You. As the fifties turned 

into the sixties, the most popular variation became the domestic sitcom, in which a whole family is 

embroiled in mildly comic situations from week to week. This version produced such classics as Ozzie 

and Harriet, Leave It to Beaver, The Donna Reed Show, and updates like The Brady Bunch, All in the Fam-

ily, The Cosby Show, and Roseanne. Later variations would include the workplace family— Cheers, Taxi, 
Spin City. Just Shoot Me—that became prevalent in the 1980s, but we can see its antecedents in the 

programs below. Another is the "group of friends" sitcom — Seinfeld, Friends, and their many imitators. 

The first leading woman to debut in this emergent form was Joan Davis in The Joan Davis Show on 

NBC radio in 1943. This later became Leave It to Joan airing on CBS, which then transmuted to televi-

sion as i Married Joan in 1952. Davis played the wacky, headstrong wife, married to a judge, whose 

adventures and mishaps formed the basis of his judicial decisions as he recounted how he had resolved 

her last madcap episode. Davis was the first of a line of misfit homemakers: women who found them-

selves confined to the everyday domestic sphere when their ambitions and interests lay elsewhere. 

Efforts to inject some excitement and adventure into domesticated lives mark several of the early sit-

coms, including perhaps the best known, / Love Lucy. Lucille Ball, too, had broken into prime-time com-
edy on radio in My Favorite Husband on CBS in 1948, playing the zany housewife to Richard Denning's 

tolerant husband. As television loomed, Ball, teamed with real- life spouse and Latin bandleader Desi 

Arnaz f rmed her own production company to create / Love Lucy on film—one of the first of the filmed 

serie It debuted on CBS in 1951 and ran for ten years with some of the highest ratings in early TD\ 

High-spirited, full of energy, teeming with ideas and schemes, Lucy struggles endlessly to get away 
from the tedium of her household and into the bright lights of entertainment, preferably on Ricky's show. 

But viewers could rest assured that Lucy's schemes would never work out and that after an entertaining 

half hour of increasing disaster she would be hauled back home where she belonged by an exasperated 

husband. Yet since Lucy seemed (and in real life, Lucille Ball was) the more talented and hard-headed of 

the two, Ricky's act of containment at the end of each episode never quite satisfied, always left open the 

possibility that Lucy really would break out this time. Eventually, she would in fact, as Ball and Arnaz's 

marriage collapsed, the Desilu Company split up, and Ball went on to many more years of fame. 
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Lucille Ball, one of tne talented film comediennes who rose to prominence in early television 
situation comedy, frequently struggled to escape her domestic role. In real life, her studio 
Desilu pioneered three-camera film production. 

Other early female-centered sitcoms featured career women. Eve Arden, as Our Miss Brooks, played 

a sardonic, quick-tongued schoolteacher, often at odds with her principal and involved in m:schievous 
trouble-making schemes. It began on radio in 19.48, again on CBS, and moved to TV in 1952. Ann Soth-

em's radio show Maisie featured a hapless, blend, dumb Dora single working grl whose adventures 

never worked out very well. MGM produced it as a transcribed syndicated series based on a film series 

of the same name. But when TV beckoned, Ann Sothern made sure that she owned the new production 

company for her sitcom Private Secretary. Now playing the competent, super- efficient Susie McNamara, 

secretary to a New York talent agent, Sothern sold her show to CBS while retaining ownership and con-

trol, an increasingly common arrangement in the broadcasting business. It alternated with the Jack 

Benny Program or Sunday nights on CBS from 1954 to 1957 and replaced Benny completely during the 
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summer seasons; the show was so popular that NBC aired summer reruns of the CBS series in 1953 

and 1954. From 1958 to 1961 CBS also purchased her follow-up effort, The Ann Sothern Show, in 

which Sothern played Katy O'Connor, assistant manager of a deluxe New York hotel. 
Two other former Hollywood actresses headlined their own shows in the 1950s. Hattie McDaniel, 

who had already become the first Black actress to win an Oscar for her supporting role in Gone with the 

Wind, now became the first African American woman to star in her own prime-time radio program, with 

Beulah. Admittedly, the role played by McDaniel in the show was confined to the stereotypical contented 

housekeeper in a White middle-class suburban family. But McDaniel was the central figure of the pro-

gram, possessor of the common sense that kept her employers from falling apart. McDaniel only got to 

play Beulah on the radio, from 1947 to 1952. When CBS purchased a TV version of the show in 1950, 

the main role went to Ethel Waters, while McDaniel continued on radio. Then, just as McDaniel was about 
to make the switch to TV, her declining health forced her into premature retirement; Louise Beavers 

came in to play the title role. McDaniel died in 1952. 
Marie Wilson also made the transition from Hollywood to radio to television. Cast as the dumb blond 

in a series of films in the 1930s, Wilson was in fact brought in to provide a Maisie- like replacement show 

during the 1947 season when Ann Sothern went off the air due to illness. My Friend Irma debuted on 

CBS radio in 1947 and switched to TV in 1952; it ran for two more years. Wilson played a scatterbrained, 
permanently confused secretary and stenographer, in contrast to Sothern's show, but her friend and the 

show's narrator Jane (Cathy Lewis) provided the " straight man" in a new twist on an old format. 

The height of the radio situation comedy was 1948; that year, 19 such programs graced the air-

waves, all in prime time. Of those, eight were headlined by women and four more featured a male/female 
comedy team, like Ozzie and Harriet and the Phil Harris-Alice Faye Show, a spinoff of sorts from Jack 

Benny By fall 1954, the sitcom would dominate prime-time television, with 28 shows on the air. Ten of 

those had female leads, playing roles from secretary to reporter to lawyer. Fifteen more featured a 

male/female du married couples with or without a family. We can see a trend emerging here: By1.19 

fe,(LoL1951), s.l 20 tuation comedies remained (adventure shows and westerns were taking up the 

slack) but of them fully 14 had a domestic setting with parents and children—sometimes a single male 

parent, as with My Three Sons or the Andy Griffith Show, but usually with a mother substitute like Uncle 
Bud or Aunt Bea around. Though career women still existed in the prime-time sitcom, they were few and 

far between. On the other hand, the domestic sitcoms of the late fifties and early sixties form the back-

bone for what we now think of as fifties television (though see the Connection in Chapter 1 for dispute). 

Many of tlrese rograms hi ted a had I runs. 
he rise of the si corn marks the rise of CB he h -charging number two network. CBS moved 

ahead of NBC in overall ratings to become number one in 1955, based largely on its success with situ-
ation comedies and quiz shows. It would hold this position through the rest of the 1950s and into the 

1960s. 
The situation comedy also represents the triumph of filmed programming over live. Though a few 

early comedies were produced live— The Honeymooners and Burns and Allen are classics during this 

period—the narrative style and realistic mise-en-scène of the domestic comedy worked far better on 

film, using classic Hollywood narrative techniques. After the quiz show scandal, filmed television would 

become the standard format. 
Finally, the sitcom remained until the 1990s the mo rece tive place for women o visi in 

prigkime. Crime, action/adventure, westerns, talk and interview, y an rama all tend to feature 

male leads and a higher proportion of male characters over all. By 1973, a survey showed that 74 per-

cent of prime-time characters were male. But in sitcoms that proportion was quite different. Its empha-

sis on some kind of recurring group turned that setting into a "family" one, even if the members were 
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unrelated. This made it an acceptable sphere of influence for women, unlike the public settings of other 
forms of programming. This would begin to change in the eighties, as women moved into more public 
settings; finally, in the nineties, as melodrama invaded even the most masculine narrative forms, this dif-
ference between the half-hour sitcom and the hour drama program faded almost completely. 

News 

Despite the heyday of live network news coverage during the war years, television would 
have to go through a period of struggle with the new technology to make a transition to what 
we think of as television news. With single sponsorship of programs still the rule, most net-
work news shows of the 1940s and early 1950s didn't bill themselves as part of the network's 
central operation but rather as the offerings of a sponsor. Still only 15 minutes in length, they 
have names like The Camel News Caravan, NBC's evening news program from 1947 to 1956, 
which featured "breezy, boutonniered” and often Camel-smoking John Cameron Swayze. 
News and Views aired on ABC from 1948 to 1951, succeeded by After the Deadlines and All 
Star News. Only CBS offered a straightforward CBS Evening News program every weekday 
evening at 7:30 ( EsT) from 1948 on, sponsored by Oldsmobile and hosted for its first 14 years 
by Douglas Edwards before letting Walter Cronkite take over in 1962. And struggling fourth-
place DuMont offered a daily newscast only sporadically before closing down permanently in 
1955. 

Before the days of easy electronic news gathering, the question of how to adapt flexible 
radio coverage to the demands of television production remained problematic. Most networks 
viedhi newsze, a flourishing industry during the thirties and forties. Specialized newsreel 
production companies like Pathe, Fox-Movietone, and Hearst-MGM often sold their footage 
to the networks. NBC at first hired Jerry Fairbanks Productions, a Hollywood company 
specializing in theatrical shorts and industrial films, then switched to Fox-Movietone. CBS 
contracted with Hearst-MGM's Telenews division. In the early fifties the networks began to 
put together their own newsreel divisions, often staffed with ex-Hollywood producers shoot-
ing on 35mm or 16mm film. The standard TV news format began to emerge: A live or sit-
tin• at a desk i o would rovide brief introduction to film ews items, as well 
as deliver commercial announcements or the sponsor. Erik Barnouw notes at television 

to visuality:5 simply showing pictures of anything 
could seem like news, and conversely any lcind o important event that didn't produce good 
pictures began to be defined as not truly newsworthy. This is a tension that continues in tele-
vision news today. 

Other news-related formats began to emerge. CBS originated You Are There with Walter 
Cronkite, a Sunday evening show that featured news re-enactments (similar to the March of 
Time films and radio broadcasts). Also on CBS, Edward R. Murrow hosted See It Now, a 
weekly half hour devoted to in-depth documentary coverage of a variety of subjects. Its most 
famous moment came in 1954 with Murrow's famous denunciation of Red-baiting Senator 
Joseph McCarthy. On NBC, network programming head Pat Weaver took a page from 
women's magazine-style radio shows with his new Today show, featuring numerous guests and 
feature segments along with news coverage. Other public affairs discussion programs that orig-
inated or moved to TV during this period are CBS's Face the Nation and NBC's Meet the Press. 

news 
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This latter show had originated on radio in 1945 by Martha Rountree and Lawrence Spivak. It 
moved to TV in 1947 with Rountree as moderator, and continues with a variety of distin-
guished hosts and guests to this day—the longest-running nonserial program on the air to date. 

Sports 

Early television lent a level of respectability to sporting events previously considered some-
what suspect, just by virtue of beaming them into the living rooms of middle-class families; 
there they often attracted new enthusiastic audiences of women and children. Wrestling, in 
particular, had a heyday in the late 1940s and early 1950s that only the resurgence of profes-
sional wrestling in the nineties has matched. Boxing, as well, found a place on the TV dial. 
Both of these sports were well suited to the relatively immobile, static nature of early TV pro-
duction, with their enclosed spaces and small number of opponents, though some baseball 
and football games were also telecast. Bowling, too, had its adherents. 

Sports programs, like their radio precedents, had the advantages of building on an exist-
ing interest, attracting the desirable male audience, and fitting well within the public service 
aura of live TV. Some of the earliest shows were The Gillette Cavalcade of Sports on NBC, 
Sports from Madison Square Garden on CBS, and Boxing (and Wrestling) from Jamaica 
Arena on DuMont. Howard Cosell got his start in TV sports on Sports Focus, a sports com-
mentary show on ABC every night at 7:00 PM in the late fifties. By the mid-fifties, however, 
these programs lost their dominance in prime time to the many other program options 
emerging on the networks. Sports would remain central to local station coverage, and national 
playoffs would still feature as network fare. Not until the 1960s, though, with increased cam-
era flexibility and the rise of videotape would sports coverage take on its current central place 
in the network TV lineup. 

Daytime 

Daytime remained the last frontier for television programmers. Daytime radio continued to 
attract considerable audiences throughout the 1950s, maybe because television offerings 
were so sparse. Before 10 in the morning television was local station territory, with little or no 
network feed until 1954. Afternoons slowly began to fill up, but mostly with lighter versions of 
comedy/variety programs like The Garry Moore Show and The Kate Smith Show, and also 
with daytime sporting events. By late afternoon children's programs staked a franchise: 
Howdy Doody, Space Patrol, Roy Rogers, and Quiz Kids form indelible memories for the 
baby boom generation. Radio's wildly successful form, the soap, ventured only slowly onto 
TV's landscape. 

Not until fall 1951 did CBS introduce a midday made-for-television serial lineup, with 
The Egg and I (1951-1952), Love of Life (1951-1980), and, with Agnes Nixon as head writer, 
The Search for Tomorrow (1951-1986), all 15 minutes in length, running back to back from 
noon to 12:45. The Guiding Light ventured onto TV in the summer of 1952. NBC tentatively 
dipped its toe in soapy water in summer 1953, with the short-lived The Bennetts (1953-1954) 
and Follow Your Heart (1953-1954), created by Elaine Carrington. The Hummerts weighed 
in with Valiant Lady (1953-1957) on CBS; in the winter of 19M CBS brought Irna Phillips' 
The Brighter Day over from radio and debuted the highly rated Secret Storm (1954-1974). 
NBC once again used the relatively safe summer months to experiment with two more new 
soaps, A Time to Live (1954, produced in Chicago) and First Love (1954-1955, produced in 
Philadelphia). 
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Syndication 

Though this history confines itself almost exclusively to network television, we should keep in 
mind that the early television years were a period of intense local experimentation with the 
new medium. Much of the most interesting and diverse TV fare appeared only on local sta-
tions, occasionally getting picked up by a network. But most of local TV, especially during this 
era of live broadcast, bloomed briefly to delight local audiences and then died out of general 
memory—and out of the historical archive. Evidence suggests that there was far more variety 
and diversity on local television than on the networks—especially in the area of African Amer-
ican and other minority programming—yet it awaits the efforts of future researchers to bring 
it to our attention. 

However, one type of local programming that does still exist for study is syndicated mate-
rial produced on film. Syndication is the practice of selling programs directly to stations, with-
out goiwg through a network, that each station can air at whatever time and with whatever 
frequency it desires. With • cated proa. ii in'ins retain all the ' able er-
cial time and can sell it to their It is often a highly lucrative form o program-
ming • sta ons, especially those in smaller markets, because syndicated shows can be 
relatively inexpensive  

Syndication of recorded prograins—"transcriptions"—existed during the period of net-
work radio but was considered not entirely respectable due to FCC guidelines. However, as 
those rules were relaxed in the late thirties and forties, many transcription companies sprang 
into existence. Among the best known were MGM, Jerry Fairbanks, and Frederick Ziv. Soon 
they would be joined by television syndicators, among them Desilu, Hal Roach Productions, 
Screen Gems (owned by Columbia Pictures), and Revue Productions (owned by talent 
agency MCA, later to merge with Universal Pictures to form MCA/Universal). Most of these 
companies also produced filnted programs for the networks, but during the age of live TV 
their bread and butter lay in syndicated sales to stations. 

With the FCC's post-Blue Book emphasis on local programming, and with the delays in 
network construction and connection, many stations looked to syndicated programs to supply 
their part of the broadcasting public service mandate. Though live local news and events and 
discussion shows formed a large part of stations' public service, syndicated programs could 
bring stylish production values, national publicity and promotion, and higher sales rates than 
often amateurish live shows. And, as the Cold War heated up, station owners looked for ways 
to demonstrate their commitment to patriotism and anti-Communism (since spies, Commu-
nist infiltrators, and dangerous radicals rarely appeared on the local scene, simply providing a 
local version of a blacklist didn't really have much impact). What was a station owner to do? In 
the early fifties, syndicated programming provided an answer. 

1111111,0"74 

Connection I Led 3 Lives 

Somewhere in the classified archives of the FBI there is a file marked "Herbert Philbrick," the name of a 
real-life Cold War domestic spy. Philbrick was an FBI agent who, in the chilly years of the 1940s, infil-

trated the ranks of the American Communist Party. Posing as a mild-mannered, disaffected advertising 
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Syndicated programs like I Led 3 Lives not only entertained but let stations proclaim their anti-
Communist patriotism as a public service. It was an early type of docudrama in series form. 
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executive for the Boston branch of the Paramount Pictures theater chain, Philbrick ingratiated himself 

with a local Communist Party chapter and carried out various information-gathering and communication 

tasks for them, all the while secretly reporting back to his FBI controllers. In 1949 Philbrick came out of 

the cold with his star testimony against 1" American Communist leaders and stepped into the national 

limelight. In 1952 he published a best-selling book entitled / Led 3 Lives, which Ziv Productions made 
into a syndicated N program in 1953. 

Historian Michael Kackman has :nvestigated the Philbrick phenomenon, along with other 1960s 

espionage programs.6 As part of his research, Kackman requested a copy of Philbrick's file under the 

Freedom of Information Act. The FBI still won't give it up. 

This was not the first "true story" spy drama of the Cold War. Kackman points to a long history of 

such films and radio series, including Hollywood films like Walk East on Beacon and / Married a Commu-

nist. Radio had I Was a Communist for the FBI from 1952 to 1954, another Ziv production adapted from 

the real- life story of informer Matt Cvetic, which Warner Bros. had made into a film by the same name in 

1951. Many "true story" law-and-order efforts had official government backing and encouragement. Per-

haps the earliest is Gangbusters, a crime anthology series that had started out as G-Men in 1935 with 

the cooperation of FBI director J. Edgar Hoover. Hoover distanced himself from the later sensationalized 

version, which continued to dramatize law enforcement agencies' battles against organized crime and 

nefarious individuals. It mutated into something Rke America's Most Wanted, broadcasting clues to the 

identity of dangerous criminals and boasting that it had helped to capture as many as 286 armed and 

dangerous offenders each year. Later shows featured Colonel H. Norman Schwarzkopf of the New Jersey 

State Police (father of the Gulf War general) who dispensed the details about "wanted" criminals. 
Dragnet picked up the law enforcement gauntlet in 1949. Producer Jack Webb worked closely with 

the LAPJ in the production of this early police procedural, which would have a successful career on N 

as well. In 1950 the Treasury Department got into the act, with Treasury Men in Action on first ABC then 

NBC. This popular show featured real cases from Treasury Department case files, as its agents cracked 
dowr on smugglers, counterfeiters, gun runners, tax evaders, and moonshiners. Many later stars made 

guest appearances, such as James Dean, Lee Marvin, Jason Robards, Grace Kelly, and Charles Bronson. 

The Treasury Department gave its stamp of approval to every show. The appeal of these programs lay in 

their combination of good adventure yarns—spiffed up for the microphone or camera—that still gave 
the viewer a sense of real informational purpose. These were "true" stories about " real- life" events—not 

the gooey fiction of daytime serials or lightweight comedy. In the atmosphere of the Cold War, this format 

was a natural. These programs could serve both an entertainment and a public service function. 

In the mid- 1950s, not only N and the movies but also the daily press were full of spy stories. World 

War II-era spies told tales in books and magazine articles, and newspapers reported on the testimony of 

post-war spies before Congress. It seemed that Russian agents were everywhere. FBI director J. Edgar 

Hoover capitalized on his image as the bu,wark against such perfidy and treason arid advocated FBI 

cooperation with the press and entertainment industry. NBC negotiated with the FBI for an officially sanc-

tioned spy series from 1952 to 1954, though it never worked out. When Ziv decided to work with former 

agent Philbrick to produce I Led 3 Lives in 1953, Hoover gave his endorsement to the goject though the 

Bureau was not involved in its production. But the program's "authenticity" played an important role in its 
promotion, as this quote from a publicity release indicates: 

I Led 3 Lives: Tense because it's Factual! Gripping because ,t's Real! Frightening because it's 

True! ... Not just a script writer's fantasy—but the authentic story of the Commie's attempt to over-

throw our government! You'll thrill to the actual on-the-scene photography . . . factual from-the-
records dialogue.... Authentic sets and scripts personally supervised by Herbert Philbrick, the man 
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who for nine agonizing years lived in constant danger as a supposed Communist who reported daily 

to the FBI! Never before has such a dramatic document appeared on Tv!, 

There were 117 episodes of the program produced between 1953 and 1956. It became America's 

top-rated syndicated show, playing on stations all across the country. One reason that / Led 3 Lives 

worked so well as a television series has much to do with the way its narrative was framed not as a typ-

ical action-adventure show but as a family drama. In the logic of Cold War American culture, the best 

defense against Communism, and the surest markers of true Americanism, were solid, "traditional" fam-

ily values, in particular the strong masculine father figure. Herb Philbrick, played by the deadpan Richard 

Carlson, was portrayed as a typical family man, with a wife and daughter, living in a middle-class neigh-

borhood, with a middle management job. His normalcy contrasts strongly to the Communist agents he 

encounters. Kackman points out that at least half of the 117 episodes featured powerful Communist 

women as the main villain, mostly portrayed as sexless, aggressive, unattractive, and humorless. Com-

munist men are shown as subservient, submissive, weak, and under the thumbs of these dominant 

"unnatural" females. Even though the show is mainly concerned with American Communists, many of 

the female Comrades are represented as foreigners, with accents and odd clothing. 

These evil women stand in contrast to Philbrick's own wife Mary (Virginia Stefan), a pearls and shirt-

waist-wearing domesticated partner who "sews buttons on instead of shooting them off"—in one of the 

show's more memorable lines of dialogue. Even Philbrick's daughter Connie is contrasted in one 

episode, "Child Commie," with a hard-edged 10-year- old Communist girl who is sent into the Philbrick 
household to spy on them. When she attempts to tell Connie perverted versions of famous American his-

torical legends—telling her that the Founding Fathers were hypocritical cowards—Connie knows imme-

diately that something is wrong. Thus, even though Philbrick rarely stands up to his Communist bosses 

(he can't—in fact he has to play along with them in order not to blow his cover), his mere existence as 

a normal American husband and father is his best answer to the perversities of the Communist world 

order, and his best refuge against them. And, correspondingly, it reinforced the " rightness" of traditional 

gender norms as a defense against political threat. Aggressive women are equated with enemy agents, 

especially if they have a cause or job that they place above caring for husband and family. A man who 

would allow such subversion in his own family is not only betraying himself, but his country. 

This narrative reworking of Cold War battles within the domestic setting provides some telling links 

between the politics that went on behind the screen in television production and the seemingly unrelated 

representations that appear on them. Though other domestic sitcoms lacked the overt political prosely-

tizing of /Led 3 Lives, they featured many of the same tensions and tropes. As Kackman puts it, " Red vix-

ens like Comrade Marta, who would rather crack a skull than a smile, may have voiced troubling tensions 

of which June Cleaver and Harriet Nelson dared not speak."8 Its status as a syndicated program, never 

picked up by a network, illustrates that its message was slightly outside of the networks' mainstream 

politics. Yet its popularity and high ratings as a syndicated program demonstrate its resonance with 

related program types. 

SOCIAL DISCOURSE 

"TV Is Bad for Kids": TV and Violence, Phase I 

The 1950s were a relatively low-crime decade. Not until the mid- 1960s would the U.S. crime 

rate begin to increase slowly and continue its upward climb into the nineties. Yet the late 

1940s and early 1950s witnessed the rise of the juvenile delinquency scare, complete with 
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Congressional investigations, scientific studies, and fistfuls of fingers pointing at the mass 
media. James Gilbert, who studied this phenomenon in Cycle of Outrage, attributes this sud-
den awakening of a fear of youth to two major factors: ( 1) an increased attention to 
young people and the new,1 iltur t emerged after the war years and (2) the fear of 
family instability brought about by the entry of women into the workplace and the pressures 
to. contain and redirect that movement after the war.9 The "cycle of outrage" had a snowball 
effect. As attention during the war years to citizen morale in general produced research on 
the problems of young people, groups and agencies organized around youth concerns made it 
their business to emphasize teenagers and teen issues. Their reports were cyclically picked up 
by the press; Gilbert reports one sudden rise in articles on juvenile delinquency from 1943 to 
1945—at the peak of women's outside employment—and again from 1955 to 1958. Press 
reports, in turn, stimulated more official involvement, such as the Senate Subcommittee to 
Investigate Juvenile Delinquency organized in 1953, which eventually produced more pub-
licity, especially after the energetic Senator Estes Kefauver assumed the chairmanship in 
1955. 

The Kefauver hearings over the next two years brought a host of social scientists, experts 
from various fields, industry spokesmen, and concerned parents and citizens to testify in front 
of the committee. Though most focused on the newly exposed comic book industry—result-
ing in a code of ethics and considerable reorganization in that field—both movies and televi-
sion attracted their share of blame for youthful degeneracy. Interestingly, many of these 
hearings were covered by television; when Paul lazarsfeld testified before the Senate, he 
reported on the results of a study he'd done that looked at the effects of the Kefauver hear-
ings themselves on youthful audiences. Television executives defended themselves, pointing 
to their 1952 code of ethics (see next section); social scientists asserted that children imitated 
the violent acts they viewed on television. The hearings were inconclusive and produced little 
in the way of reform, and some have suggested that Kefauver's main purpose was to attract 
publicity to himself. Yet they established a precedent for the linking of television to concerns 
about its effects on children, in particular, and they produced a new emphasis on government 
funding of social science research around youth and violence issues. Phase II would begin in 
1961, when Senator Dodd reconvened the investigation into television and spawned a whole 
new social science research industry. 

"TV Needs to Control Itself": Censorship and Self-Regulation 

Senator Kefauver believed that industries could best police themselves, under scrutiny by 
concerned federal agencies. Self-regulation was the key, rather than the passage of federal 
rules and regulations. No one could have agreed more with this diagnosis than the National 
Association of Broadcasters. Building on the codes that they had established for radio in the 
1930s and 1940s, the first television code appeared in 1952—in hasty response to the gather-
ing Senate subcommittee. Mostly it repeated the same strictures developed in the earlier 
codes but with a few guidelines that affected visual material specifically. Producers were 
warned about plunging necklines on female performers, showing a married couple in or 
around a double bed (putting an unmarried couple in this position was simply unthinkable), 
and the tasteful avoidance of shots of toilets in bathrooms. 

More to the point were the specific limits placed on the number of minutes of advertis-
ing time recommended for each hour of daytime or nighttime programming (6-10 minutes at 
night, 10-14 minutes during the day). Many UHF stations, struggling to succeed, found they 
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couldn't remain on these narrow margins. And the penalty for noncompliance was merely the 
removal of the NAB Television Seal of Quality from station promos, which most viewers 
didn't notice anyway. Sponsors continued to dictate what could or could not be shown on 
their own programs; they also extended their influence beyond mere protections of prod-
ucts—for example, no cigars on a cigarette-sponsored show—to a conservative political cli-
mate restricting discussion of controversial issues like race, religion, labor, and, above all, the 
Red scare itself. Networks happily went along with their sponsors' wishes, even as their 
hands-off programming system allowed them to distance themselves from outright charges of 
censorship. Soon, the networks would use this fortuitous distance to paint themselves as the 
good guys in the upcoming struggle for control. 

"Commercial TV Is Free TV" 

Despite the new attention to the TV and violence issue, commercial broadcast television held 
some very strong cards as it debuted after the war, and it would continue to play those cards 
well throughout the next decades to produce the classic network system of the sixties and sev-
enties. As we shall see in Chapter 8, the networks managed to triumph over social critics and 
regulators in the wake of the quiz show scandal, turning what could have been disaster into a 
much-strengthened hand. And they were able to spin another troubling challenge into a 
favorable position in the mid-1950s: the debate over subscription television. With the benefit 
of hindsight, we can see that cable television, with its ability to offer consumers a greater vari-
ety of programs that they pay for directly, was bound to be a huge success and a strong chal-
lenge to network supremacy. Television industry executives and the FCC must have had some 
vision of this possibility as they contemplated the challenge issued by the Hollywood-backed 
subscription TV companies, despite their awkward and problem-plagued technology. 

But aided by the FCC's protectionist policies, the television industry was able to turn the 
issue into a referendum on "free TV," linking the provision of advertiser-supported over-the-
air television to basic values of democracy, freedom, and equal rights for all. In the Cold War 
atmosphere of the mid-1950s, calling something "free" carried enormous rhetorical power. 
Lobbyists for the broadcasting industry flooded the media with press releases bemoaning the 
threat to free TV that pay cable represented, pressured members of Congress into introduc-
ing bills to make it actually illegal, and perhaps most subtly of all began to air feature films on 
broadcasting schedules to undercut the competition. Hollywood was once again cast as the 
great usurper of market freedom, attempting another evil scheme to undermine the free 
medium of television with its corrupting values. Lost in all this public relations spin was the 
notion that the public might actually want a different type of product than that offered by the 
networks. And, although the rhetoric of free TV would help the broadcast networks in the 
short run, eventually the very lock that they were able to place on the creation of American 
television would come back to haunt them. The early period of television created a bottleneck 
controlled by three major networks, but the pressure created by this bottleneck would soon 
build to the breaking point. It almost broke in 1958. 

CONCLUSION 

Television rolled off the war-greased assembly lines and into America's living rooms with 
astonishing ease and rapidity after the disruptions of the war years were over. From the begin-
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ning dominated by the forces of big industry, there was never any doubt that television would 
develop along the lines laid out by radio into a commercial network system, controlled by the 
former radio networks and funded by advertising. Cold War tensions only heightened the 
close relationship between government and industry designated by the term corporate liber-
alism, and despite considerable social unrest brewing among America's minorities and re-
domesticated former wartime workers, television promised a normalizing nation the good life. 
Decisions made in the regulatory sphere consolidated the big networks' hold over the devel-
oping medium, and put them in a strong position once the FCC freeze on TV station licenses 
had ended. 

Television programs resembled their radio counterparts more than a little. The networks 
encouraged the transition to TV by siphoning off radio profits to support the new medium, 
and they encouraged sponsors, agencies, and stars to jump onto the TV bandwagon. This left 
radio to fend for itself, and an era of Black radio entrepreneurs blossomed. The all-music DJ 
format emerged from Black radio practices, and a new kind of music filled the airwaves. Rock 
`n' roll debuted as a musical form out of the collision of Black and White audiences and 
crossover DJs on the newly available sphere of radio. 

On television, meanwhile, a brief period of live drama influenced by the New York the-
atrical scene brought bold fare to the small screen and launched dozens of careers. Many con-
sider this TV's golden age. But variety shows, westerns, and situation comedies also thrived 
and prospered. The situation comedy, in particular, developed in large part by radio's female 
stars during the war years, would bring a feminine voice to prime time and soon dominated 
television schedules. News experimented and adapted to the visual demands of television, as 
did sports. The daytime remained a relatively undeveloped part of the schedule until the late 
fifties. 

Yet all was not entirely rosy. Fears about television's effects on children emerged and 
would spread like wildfire in the next two decades. Broadcasters already showed disturbing 
signs of putting commercial ends above public interest responsibilities, despite the high-flown 
rhetoric surrounding television's debut. Such rhetoric could be deployed very effectively to 
squash competition—as with rival technologies theater television and subscription TV The 
classic network system, with its tight, centralized control and limited program offerings, was 
about to take center stage. This crucial post-war period introduced most of the major factors 
that would place television into position as America's primary medium in the next decade. But 
it also had sowed the seeds of weakness and dispute that would trouble the next turbulent era. 
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THE DOMESTICATED MEDIUM: 
1955 TO 1965 

s , e discussed in Chapter 1, the period of the late fifties and early sixties frequently gets 
remembered as a time of tranquility domesticity, and boring normalcy (despite the many 

ways that picture is false). Yet for the television industry it was a turbulent and formative time. 
During this ten-year period, the quiz show scandal ruptured the whole sponsor-controlled 
system of production that had been in place since the 1930s. e la sc d ra o 
and ushered in an era of s ci • d formats e tee u ce. A wave o corruption 
scan s e FC , an anew era of e eral regulation dawned under the "vast wasteland" 
critique of Kennedy appointee Newton Minow. he "l ri ts mov ent ci. en the 

iteface exclusion of television just as it did Amenca's ui t soci hierarchy, leading to a 
ne a in te son re senta news coverage, ans public participation in the regulatory 
system. Out of all this disruption, a stable television structure emerged: the classic network 
system of American television that endured for 20 years and produced what are now consid-
ered classic U.S. programs exported around the world. Yet beneath this unified surface strug-
gled many potential competitors, whose efforts would eventually break apart the classic 
network system and bring about cable, multiple channels, and new networks. 

It might seem odd to break up the decades this way for the purpose of historiography. 
We tend to hear phrases like "the fifties" and "the sixties" that relate events organized by 
decades, indicating that all the years that fall within that span have something in common. I 
believe, however, that despite the trouble with any kind of grouping, events in U.S. history 
during this period are better understood with a slightly more flexible categorization. The 
fifties, I would argue, as we tend to understand them—the period of affluent suburban family 
building marked berporate liberalism;)he rise of teenagers as a demographic segment, and 
the era of wholesome -family network television—actually didn't take •shape _untiL midwa/ 
throu h the decade, and then extended into earl sixties. What we think of as the sixties, 
as we e youth movement, social disruption, more socially relevant programming, and the 
beginnings of network breakup—really didn't happen until the later part of the 1960s and 
continued into the early seventies. Obviously many elements most characteristic of these 
shifting times began earlier and carried over later, and it is part of the historian's task to gloss 
over some irregularities and to force history into a narrative that can never do actual events 
full justice. So even as this book proceeds with its basic ten-year periodization —though situ-
ated mid-decade to mid-decade—you may well want to think about what effects this organi-
zation produces. 

(ULU) 
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SOCIAL CONTEXT: THE WAY WE WEREN'T 

no . 
riN\ nor 

Despite the prevailing picture of the 1955 to 1965 decade as a prosperous and contented one, 
the nation's economy was plagued by a series erecessipns. In 1953 to 1954 the end_ of the 
Korean War resulte offs; another recession in 1957 and 1958 brought 
e unemp oyment rate up above 7 percent, and by 1lit had reached 7.7 percent even as 

inflation sent the cost of living up. African Americans and other minorities were hit particu-
larly hard. In 1963 White unemployment was only 4.3 percent while Black unemployment 
rose to 12.1 percent. Even as suburbs flourished on the outskirts of cities, populated by baby 
boom families in middle-class ranch houses, the first urban ghettos formed in the declining 
city centers as the movement of agricultural workers from farm to town outpaced the number 
of jobs available. Not until the Great Society programs fostered under the Johnson adminis-
tration in the mid-sixties would unemployment and living conditions for minorities and the 
marginalized improve. 

For the White middle class, however, these were the Donna Reed years—at least they 
were supposed to be. High rates and fed sub d ges produced an e an-
sion of ho ownership, as roomy smgle-family h s in ne• rh and • et 
s ee s be e o i.e. was a wisely known but little discussed fact that many o 
these new neig r oods ha strict covenants against Black, Jewish, and other minority own-
ership. State and federal governments underwrote a frantic campaign of school construction 
and highway development, most of it in the suburbs. Rising incomes made it possible for most 
families to afford one or even two cars,which was a good thing (for some) since the emphasis 
on extending street systems to the suburbs brought a corresponding drop in funding of pub-
lic transportation. By 1960, over 60 percent of U.S. families had a middle-class income (be-
tween $3,000 and $10,000 annually) compared to only 31 percent in the 1920s. Two-thirds 
owned their own home, 75 percent owned a car, and 87 percent owned a television set. 

Marriage rates were high and divorce rates low, as the number of births per woman 
reached a new peak. The age of both men and women at first marriage dropped significantly, 
and so did women's average educational level as marriage took precedence over college 
degrees. Homosexuality was almost never discussed in polite company or in the national 
media, and in real life it was ruthlessly suppressed. Heterosexuality and married reproduction 
were the order of the day, and anything that deviated from that standard was probably 
inspired by Communists, as the dominant thinking went. In 1954 the words "under God" 
were added to the phrase "one country . . . indivisible" in the Pledge of Allegiance, with little 
opposition. 

Though, as sociologist Stephanie Coontz points out, the 1950s family is now understood 
as the definition of the "normal," as "the way things ought to be," i was erst at the 
time as so ething new and different, a artu m us dec  an al 
no For t s time, young m ed couples with children moved out of the parental 
home or neighborhood and struck out on their own, sometimes not just across town but in an 
entirely different state. obili tr ted • o ' bili ; now Grandma lived 
not just over the river and through e woods but somewhere back in the Midwest, far from 
the rapidly expanding West Coast and mountain areas where former GIs remembered the 
climate and sought out jobs. The nuclear family replaced the extended family as the norm. In 
the past, most middle-class families had employed servants to carry out burdensome do-
mestic chores; now, consumer appliances and labor-saving devices, along with the drive to 
redomesticate women as wives and mothers, meant that most middle-class housewives per-
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formed their own housework—and with no aunts or mothers nearby to help out. The amount 
of time women spent on their own housework actually increased in the 1950s, labor-saving 
devices or no. Men, too, were encouraged to adopt the domestic family ideal, centering 
leisure activities around home and children. The basement workshop, or tinkering with the 
hi-fi system, provided a masculinized outlet for domestic impulses. 

However, even as the White middle-class lifestyle took precedence in marketing, tele-
vision, and the public consciousness, the United States was becoming a more demographi-
cally diyerse society than ever before. Coontz points out that more immigrants from Mexico 
crossed the border in the two decades after World War II than in the previous hundred years. 
Immigration from Puerto Rico increased to the point that by 1960 more people of Puerto 
Rican descent lived in New York than in San Juan. Eighty percent of Latino/as and African 
Americans lived in the cities, as opposed to•less than half in previous decades. Asian Ameri-
can populations increased but more slowly until the 1970s. These groups were largely left out 
of the era's prosperous suburbanization. As en ' overl ed m s a sties tr ed 
in decaying urban centers the nation's n and sub s; they 
were a e ast to res and the rst to be laid off in the recurring economic recessions, and 
they were only marginally recognized as ‘iable consumers in this consumption-oriented 
decade. Nevertheless, these minorities mounted the greatest struggle toward democratiza-
tion of U.S. civic life undertaken since passage of the Nineteenth Amendment 40 years 
before. Meanwhile, on television, the banishment of early shows like Amos «12' Andy and Beu-
lah led to a virtual disappearance of African Americans from America's living rooms for the 
next ten years—except as occasional guests or as "problems" in network news and documen-
tary programs. 

The Civil Rights Movement 

The campaign for civil rights has roots that go back as far as the country itself, but in the mid-
1950s landmark struggles and victories took place that set the nation on a different course and 
broke through centuries of hypocrisy and denial. Stimulated by the atmosphere of pressur-
ized democracy of the war years and set in motion by groups like the NAACP and the Urban 
League, one significant breach of the barrier of White supremacy took place in 1954 when the 
Supreme Court under Eisenhower appointee Earl J. Warren handed down the Brown vs. The 
Board of Education decision. Though school desegregation would take years to implement, it 
marked a disruption of the old "separate but equal" philosophy that had supported segrega-
tion and Jim Crow laws. The Montgomery bus boycott, sparked by Rosa Parks and led by a 
young Martin Luther King, Jr., in 1955, brought national attention to civil rights activists. 
President Eisenhower signed a watered-down Civil Rights Act in 1957, the first federal civil 
rights legislation on race in more than 80 years. 

King's Southern Christian Leadership Coalition continued to organize nonviolent 
protests against the worst abuses of the American racial system, of a type inspired by Mo-
handas Gandhi, leader of India's decolonization movement. Consumer strikes and demon-
strations made up the backbone of the campaign. The Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee led Greensboro, North Carolina, college students in 1960 to stage a sit-in protest 
of segregated businesses by simply refusing to leave a Whites-only lunch counter without 
being served. News photographs of well-dressed, tightly self-controlled African Americans 
being assaulted and dragged away by angry, abusive Whites helped to legitimize the move-
ment in many people's eyes and pointed to the importance that television would play in the 
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struggle. The increasing involvement of White religious and student groups in such organi-
zations as the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) resulted in the 1961 Freedom Riders 
campaign, with Black and White protesters from all over the country converging on Southern 
bus lines to protest segregation's violation of interstate commerce law. Many were beaten; 
several were killed. Throughout, television showed pictures of nonviolent marchers being as-
saulted by police, dogs, fire hoses, and angry White mobs as the protest movement spread 
across the land. 

President Kennedy assumed office in 1960 with a lackluster record on civil rights. He 
had earlier completely omitted racial equality from his list of "real issues of 1960" in a Janu-
ary speech, and introduced no civil rights legislation into Congress in the first two years of his 
administratioI What little support the early Kennedy era offered to civil rights came from 
his brother Robera, who as attorney general sent federal troops into Alabama to protect the 
Freedom Riders. ) 

In August 1963 a massive march on Washington, DC, brought the struggle to the nation's 
capital. Yet not until the fall of 1963 did the Kennedy government send troops to the univer-
sities of Mississippi and Alabama to force the states to live up to desegregation rules. And it 
took the deaths of four young girls from a bomb placed in a Birmingham, Alabama, church 
and the brutal assault and arrests of protest marchers to move Kennedy to finally come out in 
favor of a new civil rights bill. He was assassinated in November, before the bill could come to 
fruition, but many attribute the relatively smooth passage of President Johnson's revised Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 to Kennedy's memory. The 1964 bill reformed voter registration; outlawed 
discrimination in public transportation, accommodation, and entertainment venues; banned 
school segregation; provided that federal funds could be withdrawn from institutions that vio-
lated antidiscrimination laws; and passed Title VII, perhaps the most important of all, which 
outlawed discrimination in the workplace and irpted th Fgiiul F.mpinymnt Opportunity 
Commission. As the bill was debated, a few Southern senators, thinking to derail it by making 
it absurd, eew "sex" into the categories of people who deserved protection, after "race" and 
"releious prefereTrielIt passed that way, and women received a measure of legrialgliillat 
they had never before enjoyed, along with racial minorities. With both groups, rights would 
not begin to translate to benefits until several decades and many lawsuits had intervened. 

Johnson took a far more activist stance on issues of race, equal rights, and poverty than 
had Kennedy. His War on Poverty and other Great Society programs created community 
agencies and funded their initiatives, established the Job Corps to train and employ urban 
youths, and organized VISTA, the domestic equivalent of Kennedy's Peace Corps. Support for 
inner-city schools, expansion of Medicare, and rent supplements for low-income families soon 
followed. All of these helped to diffuse some racial unrest, but the first inklings of the North-
ern urban riots to come occurred in New York around the time of the Republican convention 
of 1964. The civil rights movement was reaching the end of its first, nonviolent phase and 
would soon move into more militant demands for equality and justice. Television played a 
crucial role ili all these struggles, and would find itself at the heart of the debate in a key reg-
ulatory battle during this period. 

"Women: Neglected Assets" 

This magazine article title from the early sixties signaled the end of a brief era: the post-war 
interruption of the women's movement for equal opportunity and fair treatment that had 
begun with the birth of the republic. Though the rate of women employed outside the home 
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continued to rise throughout the fifties and sixties, most of that occurred in the low-paying 
service sector. As more men than ever pursued higher education through the CI Bill, more 
women dropped out of college to mary, support hubby while he studied, and have children. 
Yet the young age of most marriages meant that by 1965 many of the baby boomers had 
reached school age, or even their teens, and their still-youthful mothers found themselves 
looking around and thinking, "Is this all there is?" 

In 1961, President Kennedy established a Presidential Commission on the Status of 
Women, chaired by Eleanor Roosevelt. In 1963 he helped push through Congress the Equal 
Pay Act, which for the first time prohibited paying women lower wages for the same work. 
Betty Friedan kicked off the second-wave feminist movement in 1963 with the publication of 
hier groundbreaking book The Feminine Mystique. It soon became the number-one best-
selling paperback in the country, a loud and clear call for women to reject the unfavorable 
terms of the post-war domestic bargain and take a far more activist stance. Historian Susan 
Douglas calls 1‘161.242uning point in the moyement for women's social equality;2 the late 
1960s and 1970s would see the fiercest battles for women's rights since the suffrage era. As 
television predinafed its o consuming audience of 
zunen....it..tucumuld_haue_tu.hegin_taaddr.esslfiesemantradictifinu ndm ideallemeautta-
titan of Wninen. However, since the industry's ideal consumer consisted of the housewife at 
home whose main task was spending money on consumer goods for her family, it would take 
several years for TV's representational system to catch up with the needs and interests of the 
emerging "new woman." 

The Trouble with Teens 

As the United States became a child-centered society in the 1950s and 1960s, it was a society 
headed for the train wreck of the teenage years. In 1960 the first vanguard of the baby boom 
staggered intodolescence• any many more would follow. The juvenile delinquency scares 
of the earlier period had an'cipated trouble, but now trouble erupted in the bosom of the 
family. Not just race, not just gender, not just class, but now generational conflict became a 
permanent part of the American scene. 

A new social demographic was born, and an industry sprang up to study its tastes, 
moods, and temptations. We'll see the enormous effect this demographic bulge and social 
construction had on the media and consumer culture, from radio and rock 'n' roll to televi-
sion, movies, and those who would study and regulate them. U.S. teenagers came of age in an 
era of civil rights struggles, political idealism, and deep contradictions, and as these tensions 
grew in the sixties, the times were often cast as a war between the generations. "Young peo-
ple today' seemed qualitatively different—certainly they were quantitatively different—from 
the youth of yesteryear. More affluent, more independent, better educated, schooled to ex-
pect nothing but equality, freedom, and fairness from their triumphant nation and outraged 
when it failed to materialize, the post-war generation (at least, its White, middle-class con-
tingent) was on a ollisio urse 'th nfai . Yet before 
1965 it seemed containable. T e ds were weird, but they weren't yet dangerous. It was the 
calm before the storm. 

Already some indications of the political unrest to come had emerged. In the wake of the 
Bay of Pigs debacle, Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) formed and issued its Port 
Huron statement against racism and imperialism. Kennedy's misguided attempt to invade 
Cuba in a heated outbreak of Cold War tensions seemed to display both. College students 
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began to demonstrate against atomic weapons, as the United States and the Soviet Union 
played a game of nuclear chicken. The free speech movement began on the campus of the 
University of California at Berkeley in 1964, when university authorities tried to ban on-
campus political rallies. By 1965 the first demonstrations against the escalating "police action" 
in Vietnam had appeared on campuses across the land, as groups like SDS clashed with oth-
ers like the Young Americans for Freedom, formed in support of conservative Senator Barry 
Goldwater. Both the women's movement and the gay rights movement stirred in cities and on 
campuses nationwide, getting ready for events to come. That all of these movements—from 
civil rights to gay rights to antiwar activities—were being organized by the emerging baby 
boom generation created a deep-seated dread in the hearts of parents and authorities every-
where. What was happening to this privileged, pampered generation of the nation's children? 
Was it television? Or was it rock 'n' roll? 

LIVING WITH TV 

As the rate of TV set ownership climbed from 64 percent in 1955 to 93 percent in 1965, other 
media had to adjust. The number of hours per day spent with the TV on in the average 
household reached 5.5 in 1965; although the number of hours spent listening to radio hit an 
all-time low of just under 2 in 1960 (from a high of 4), clearly television was consuming more 
time than just the difference in radio listening. Americans had gone TV-mad. General inter-
est magazines like Life and The Saturday Evening Post found their circulations dipping pre-
cipitously. But TV Guide became the best-selling periodical in the nation. The movies 
underwent a prolonged slump, rallying somewhat in the mid-sixties as they discovered the 
joys of the teen market. Drive-ins declined as population centers spread outward and over-

• took their valuable real estate, and downtown theaters of Hollywood's golden age continued 
eS;p-r-:94; set—) to deteriorate (lack of parking, little public transportation); yet the period of suburban theater 

tee0 building had not yet gotten off the ground. 

Hollywood Finds a Foothold 
However, despite being locked out of network ownership or development of alternatives like 
pay TV, Hollywood studios and independent producers quickly moved into production of pro-
grams for television. A few independents, like Desilu, Ziv, and Roach, had already seen the 
potential in this new medium. The major studios, hampered by theater divestiture and declin-
ing box office receipts as well as by hostility from networks and exhibitors, ventured more 
slowly into production for the networks. As historian Christopher Anderson relates, one of the 
breakthrough moments occurred in 1954 when the Disney Studio, not yet a powerhouse in 
Hollywood, debuted its popular Disneyland program on ABC, the upstart network owned 
partially by United Paramount Theaters.3 Earlier in 1954 Columbia Pictures' subsidiary 
Screen Gems became the first studio to enter the TV sweepstakes with Father Knows Best on 
CBS and The Adventures of Rin Tin Tin on ABC. That same year David O. Selznick Produc-
tions introduced a one-time special so glorious that it was carried on all three networks at 
once, a tribute to General Electric (sponsored, not surprisingly, by that company) called 
Light's Diamond Jubilee. 

In 1955, more studios joined the TV stampede. Warner Bros. introduced Warner Bros. 
Presents, an ABC prime-time hour featuring a rotating lineup of three shows, each based on 
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a successful movie: Cheyenne, Kings Row, and Casablanca. The latter two would fade, but 
Cheyenne became one of the first big western hits. Paramount Pictures began producing the 
Colgate Comedy Hour starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, which made quite a business 
of showcasing Paramount stars and new film releases. Both MGM and 20th Century Fox 
debuted a similar film-based show in 1955. But these live, big-budget, big-name shows would 
ultimately prove less important both to studio profits and to television schedules than did 
their less prestigious production of filmed series. By the end of 1956, 71 percent of prime-
time network programming originated in Hollywood, much of it on film. The release of actual 
theatrical films to TV was slowed by the promise of pay TV as well as disputes over royalties 
with the Screen Directors Guild, the Screen Actors Guild, and the American Federation of 
Musicians. But by 1956 these difficulties had been resolved, and all of the studios began to 
sell film packages to networks and stations alike. NBC debuted its Saturday Night at the 
Movies in fall 1961, shortly followed by other networks. Hollywood production now domi-
nated television. Yet, in the wake of the quiz show scandal (discussed later in this chapter), 
networks retained tight control over production and ownership of TV series, making it much 
less profitable for the studios than Hollywood felt it should be. Soon they would begin to 
lobby for regulatory change. 

Connection Payola: Radio Rocks the Boat 

The medium that changed the most, as we have seen, and that by the mid-sixties bad begun to thrive 

again, was radio. By the late 1950s rock ' n' roll radio had established itself as the voice of a new gener-

ation. Record sales depended on air exposure, and powerful DJs like Alan Freed and Wolfman Jack could 

make or break new releases by promoting them for all they were worth or by allowing them to die a slow 

death from neglect. DJs became the new media stars, courted by record company reps, sought out by 
musicians, idolized by their teen listeners, and reviled by authorities who observed this burgeoning new 

subculture with alarm (shades of the jazz scandal in the twenties!). 

Rock 'n' roll, after all, was simply the name given to rhythm and blues when it was played by Whites; 
rhythm and blues was the term substituted for the old race music, meaning African American music. 

By the late 1950s Alan Freed had parlayed his evening show on WINS into national syndication (and 
even international; it was carried on Radio Luxembourg, one of the English-language stations broadcast-

ing to Britain from the Continent). He,had alreav aitrected nenative nationtattentionioribeco mix-
ing" that went on at rk concerts he oroanized. aLhad other regional DJs. In 1959, the second annual 

Disk Jockeys Convention in Miami Beach attracted unfavorable national news coverage because of its 

raucous atmosphere of, as one paper put it, " Booze, Broads and Bribes." The bribes in particular caught 
the ears of rock's opponents, and the payola scandal slowly unrolled. 

It had become fairly common practice for record companies to offer cash incentives to influential 

DJs or program directors to promote the favorable treatment of their_new relee. This was all rfectly 

legal: The idea was that the DJ, as the resident expert in teen market taste, would act a consultant as 
to the chances of a given song's success and take payment if he approved of it and was prepare 

mote it. Some DJs, like Freed, even got partial writing credit for records they promoted, meaning that 
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they got a percentage of the royalties received for record sales for the life of the recording. (Freed's name 

appears as co-author of Chuck Berry's classic " Maybelline.") 

It is not hard to see how this system could work to enrich the DJ at the expense of a more open 

market for music; on the other hand, every work needs promotion, and with enough DJs playing enough 

different hits, a deserving recording stood a fairly good chance of receiving attention. Other radio entre-

preneurs, like Dick Clark, owned stock in certain recording companies and music publishing companies 

and also managed stars' careers. 

But in 1959, inspired by the television quiz show scandal, the music rights organization ASCAP blew 

the whistle. Largely out of chagrin that its competitor BMI had developed a lock on the emerging new 

music, ASCAP suggested to eager federal investigators that since every respectable person could tell that 

rock ' n' roll was just mindless, oversexed pap, only a concerted effort on the part of collusive DJs and 

record promoters could have forced such drivel down the throats of the American public. Perhaps it was ça Communist plot to destroy the morals of our youthl-he Federal Trade Commission in Washington filed 
series of complaints against record companies; the House convened hearings in February 1960, and in 

May a grand jury brought charges against eight of the biggest DJs, including Freed. In September the 

FCC instituted new rules against the payment of cash or gifts in exchange for airplay of recorded music. 

What resulted from the payola scandal was not a freer, more open music market, nor was it the end 

of influence peddling in the music business, a notoriously influence-driven field. It did result in a crack-

down on the freedom of individual DJs to determine station Playlists. Out of the crackdown a new indus-

try prartice solidified: the top-40 format first developed by Todd Storz and Gordon McLendon in the 
mid-fifties and marketed to stations across the country. The new format-driven radio station purchased 

a preplanned playlist and " music clock" from Storz or other entrepreneurs, rather than leave it in the 

hands of a local DJ. Based on national market research, the top-40 list reflected what listeners were 

buying aid requesting across the country, determined what was on the way up and on the way down, 

and positioned music as to how frequently it should be played each broadcast hour or day. A more stan-

dardized, homogenized sound developed. All the local radio station had to do was play the recommended 

records in the order indicated, announce the time, weather, and station call letters every ten minutes or 

so, and plug in the local commercial spots. Soon other formats would develop based around other types 

of music and target markets— MOR, for middle-of-the-road; country; Black, later to become urban con-

temporary; CHR or contemporary hit radio, an updated form of top-40; beautiful music; and many oth-

ers—all featuring standardized playlists and, later, complete syndication of 24 hours worth of music, 

news, and commercials delivered via tape or satellite. The maverick DJ was dethroned; corporations 

ruled the day. Rock ' n' roll stayed, but it wasn't what it had been. 

The synergy between recorded music and radio that created rock ' n' roll and led to today's ever-

more segmented formats was, and still is, driven by the youth market. We take this so much for granted 

today that it is hard to recall how much disdain was heaped on "pandering to youth" during these 

decades of the fifties and sixties. In 1959 Mitch Miller, a well-known bandleader and at this time direc-

tor of A&R (Artists and Repertoire, the talent acquisition side of the record business) at Columbia 

Records, told a DJ convention: 

You have abdicated your programming to the corner record shop. to the pre-shave crowd that 

makes up 12 percent of the country's population and zero percent of its buying power, once you 

eliminate pony-tail ribbons, popsicles, and peanut brittle.4 

By 1965 the teen market had proven to all that considerably more than zero percent of the nation's 

income was in the hands of those under 25. 

But the teen market was not an undifferentiated one. One effect of the payola scandal was to further 

marginalize the African American artists who had provided so much of the music of the early rock period 
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and wio featured significantly in the hits promoted on early top-40. Chuck Berry, Frankie Lymon, the 

ShireIles, the Platters, Fats Domino, Little Richard, Sam Cooke, and Aretha Frankliaz)e just a few who 

had hits on rock stations with predominantly White audiences; in 1957ey 29 percent  o the artists on 

tt..2eA'_-end pop charts were Rtark.6 Berry Gordy built Motown records during this period, and through 

sheer talent and persistence hung on with top groups like the Supremes and the Temptations into the 

late sixties. But after 1960 formats started to " clean UD" and _harden. record labels consolidated and 

were absorbed by large media comdaniesaock 'n' roll became irstitutionalized, and, as usual, African 

Ametkanc friuncl trpouplvpç  gfilIPP7Pd out. " Cleaning up" rock ' n' roll radio mean; clearing out Black 

voices and faces. The triumphant American tour of the Beatles in 1964—cute White guys from England, 

no less, imitating American rhythm and blues numbers—marked tie virtual end of the integrated period 

of rock. Black format radio went on to diversify into new musical styles and trends and would remain a 

vital part of the radio and recording industry, but the days of mixed audiences were drawing to a close. 

Driving much of the rock ' n' roll craze was a demographic group that some media had begun to rec-enize and tt awoke some of the most heated castigation and scorn of the whole teen phenomenon: 
eenage e o lsIt had come to marketers' attention that teenage girs possessed almost as much dispos-

able income as their male counterparts and that they participated eagerly in the new teen consumer cul-

ture held out to them—buying far more than ponytail ribbons and popsicles. 

The rise of girl groups in the early sixties—the Shirelles, the Ronettes, the Angels, the Dixie Cups, 

the Shangri-Las, the Chiffons, and arists like Dionne Warwick, Martha Reeves, Dusty Springfield, and of 

course Diana Ross and the Supremes, performing songs written by composers like Carole King and Ellie 
Greenwich—form a vital part of the rock of the day but have been largely shut out of the canon of 

authentic rock. Susan Douglas quotes the Rolling Stone History of Rock & Ro/l as saying, "The female 
groups of the early 1960s served to drive the rnncent of art  rnmpletply sway frori mck ' n' roll I  feel 

this genre represents the low point in the history of rock ' n' roll."6 Perhaps the writer has a point: If " art" 

is defined as " that which appeals to a masculine public," then these groups happily missed the mark. 

Luckily, the market spoke louder than the critics, and for a time at least teenage girls were treated to 

their own musical culture from a feminine source; soon though they would have to f nd similar gratifica-

tion from the "feminized" boys of the post-Beatles pop explosion, as their mothers had with the crooners 
of the earlier period. 

Te davolascandalinradio as viiith the quiz show scandal in televisionS put an end to a sysiew tot 

hadmelly..giaLeffsecultitain_aulauallumejam It substituted the control of more 

"responsible," centralized players and in radio led to a period of consolidation and standardization. Not 

until tne undiscovered FM band became colonized by a renegade youth counterculture in the late sixties 

would radio once again slip out of control, however briefly. With television, a period of tight oligopoly was 
about to emerge that would dominate for the next 20 years. 

THE CLASSIC NETWORK SYSTEM EMERGES 

Scandal! 

Historikuis often explain the television quiz show scandal as a brief disruption involving a few 
corrupt producers and their sponsors, who in order to make their programs more interesting, 
gave flue answers to contestants ahead of time. This rigging of the results of a few highly rated 
programs—most notably The $64,000 Question and Twenty-One—seems, by itself, fairly in-
significant for all the fuss it raised. Who expected quiz shows to be entirely fair anyway? In an 
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era that tolerated incredibly dishonest racist machinations in the electoral process—a much 
more important arena for the nation—why on earth should it matter so much if a few enter-
tainment programs cut the corners a bit? Quiz shows had always been a relatively marginal, 
though popular, part of the radio and television schedule, and by all accounts a certain amount 
of rigging and manipulation had always gone on, with the exasperated tolerance of networks, 
regulators, and the public alike. Yet all of a sudden in 1957 it became a national scandal. Why? 

The indisputably dramatic results of the scandal can best be explained by looking at the 
convergence of some major tensions that television's first ten years had barely kept under 
control. First, we must look at the expectations placed on television by the World War II gen-
eration of public intellectuals, whose disgust with the commercialization and conservative 
politics of radio had led to high hopes for the new medium of television. Under the guidance 
of the Blue Book, a new era of responsibility, innovation, and public accountability appeared 
to be in the offing. However, a growing contingent of influential critics, regulators, and jour-
nalists watched in dismay as the 1950s progressed, and sponsors stifled creative expression; 
networks gradually replaced live drama with sitcoms, westerns, and game shows; and televi-
sion's potential for informed public service seemed to drain away. Fingers of blame pointed 
squarely at two old foes: the sponsors and Hollywood. Once again, as in the early 1930s, it 
seemed as though the growing alliance between Hollywood producers and sponsors eager for 
high ratings had stifled progressive freedom of expression. 

Overseas, commercial television had made its debut in Britain in 1955, amid much 
debate that had echoed across the Atlantic. The careful separation of advertising from pro-
duction mandated by the new British Independent Broadcasting Authority set a model that 
many U.S. critics thought American TV should follow. By the British system, commercial sta-
tion operators bought their programs from independent producers, and advertisers were 
allowed to buy time in a totally separate process without even knowing on what program 
their ads would appear. Selection and scheduling of programs stayed in the hands of licensed 
station operators exchrà..inp.ut-froni-adYmetiser.s. Additionally, advertising was 
restricted to set points at the beginning and end of programs only, cutting out the interven-
tion of commercials mid-program that so many found so intrusive and advertisers found so 
effective. 

In the United States, meanwhile, a corrupt and lazy FCC seemed to have abandoned its 
regulatory responsibilities. U.S. critics and reformers rooked for a way to reverse this down-
wad spiral, especially in light of the British example, and they seized on a few reports in the 
press about unfair quiz show practices as a way to intervene. In September 1958 a New York 
grand jury launched an investigation of quiz show fraud (most of the popular game shows 
were produced in New York), and in 1959 the FCC began its own investigative efforts. When 
Columbia University instructor Charles Van Doren testified before a House committee that 
he had been given the answers on Twenty-One, national publicity reached a peak. 

Network Finesse 

Though a few producers were fined, and the networks suspended production of some of the 
most frequently named game shows, the actual result of the investigation in terms of convic-
tions or FCC regulation amounted to very little. What made the scandal influential, though, 
was the second set of tensions operating during this time: the desire of the networks to break 
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free of the domination of sponsors and advertising agencies that they had tolerated for the 
past 30 years. Their interests temporarily coincided with the agenda of the critics and regula-
tors. In order to defend theft intearitv as licen . CW3 cci 

ates, the networks quickly saw the advantage of distancing themselves from the decisions 
made by sponsor-produced programs. It wasn't us who cheated, they said: It was the sponsoi4. 
The problem is that we lack control over our own programming. We need to take it back, and 

e 0-61:11:e these problems will be solved. This suited critics and regulators very well, as it placed the cen-
ter of power back into hands that could better be regulated—since the FCC had very little P 4•119e-geN 
influence over the advertising industry—and critics hoped that some of the extreme commer-
cialism and materialism promoted by advertisers might be mitigated by networks' public ser-
vice mandates. 

The networks eady begun to advocate a new kind of relationship of 
sponsors to TV: eveloped by NBC chief Pat Weaver after the style of 
women's daytime t s ows, i at substituted multiple 
made spot advertising the new order of the day., This system prevented a single sponsor from 
exercising the power over programming and scheduling that it previously had and let the net-
works regain the control over programming and scheduling decisions that they had lost in the 
1930s. Seizing 9n the opportunity presented by the quiz show scandal and investigations, the 
networks promised that from now on they would take on a new, activist role in programming. 
Gone would be the dependence on corrupt, ratings-driven advertisers; here to stay would be 
a new era of centralized network responsibility and control. It was the blueprint for the clas-
sic network system to follow. To regulators, critics, and the American public, the big three 
networks said, in effect, remember what a good job we did during the war? Let us just.take 
back our rightful role as program originators, get rid of powerful sponsors, and a better, more 
responsible system of television will result. 

TV Reforms 

However, as the 1950s progressed, the networks found that the highest ratings were pro-
duced by filmed series made in Hollywood, so the critics still had a problem on their hands. 
As the smoke from the quiz show scandals cleared and as the Kennedy administration placed 
a new activist chair in charge of the FCC, critics who had satisfied themselves that the net-
works could more responsibly handle television production met disappointment once more. 
Had the money-changing sponsors been driven out of the temple of broadcasting only to 
make television safe for The Andy Griffith Show, Hawaiian Eye, Route 66, and Stagecoach 
West (all shows that debuted in the fall 1960 season)? Even as early as 1959, as historian 
Michael Curtin recounts, network heads had met with then-FCC chair John Doerfer and 
agreed on a plan to produce more serious news and documentary privams to eminterhul-
ance the commercialism and entertainment e 7 They began with 
stepped up. coverage of theQ96Qyresidential campaign, aking it the first real TV election 
and Kennedy the first TV president. (The most famous moment came in the Kennedy—Nixon 
debate, in which Kennedy's movie-star good looks and ease in front of the camera contrasted 
favorably with a sweating, nervous Richard Nixon. Television created the impression that 
Kennedy had clearly won the debate; radio listeners were left with a better impression of 
Nixon but they were in the minority). 
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However, new FCC chair Newton Minow made his famous "vast wasteland" speech to 
the NAB convention in May 1960 (discussed below), indicating that this was not enough. In 
response, the networks stepped up their news and documentary production to levels unheard 
of before or since. In 1962, the three networks produced close to 400 documentaries all told, 
as opposed to a grand total of zero in 1957. By the fall of 1963 both NBC and CBS had 
expanded their nightly network news program to a full half hour. Though this emphasis on 
documentary would not last very far into the Johnson administration, it brought a new ingre-
dient to American television programming that at least temporarily quieted criticism and 
allowed the classic network system to consolidate control. Curtin argues that it also helped to 
expand the logic of the Cold War, since many of the documentaries focused on foreign issues 
rather than on the more controversial topics of problems at home. Yet domestic issues did 
receive a heightened degree of attention, as we shall see in the discussion of documentary 
programming below. 

The Classic Network System 5 5 - Cr7 
During this transitional period from 1955 to 1965, the networks were_ahle_talay_eit_both 
w_ax5.,They used the quiz show scandal to reassert increased economic control over the tele-
vision industry. Now the networks themselves commissioned the production of programs, 
often investing in their production and taking an ownership position in the companies whose 
shows they aired. This allowed them to pre nicely from the hit programs ..they produced and 
to  retain ownership of the programs as they were marketedfor syndic.itinn afrc'r their netwprk 

Producers soon realized that now, with only the three networks as possible buyers for 
their televisual product rather than the hundreds of advertisers who had previously purchased 
and produced programs, the networks could demand lower prices, greater ownership inter-
ests, and more say in the creative process. 

By the late 1960s, the big three networks essentially held television production in thrall, 
purchasing shows for less than it cost to make them so that independ 
ular, were dependent  on network investment to stay afloqt; they had essentially become pro-

Hollywood studios increasingly resented the large cut that the 
networks took out of domestic syndication. Scheduling each evening's lineup became some-
thing of an art form, as the big three juggled shows and counterprogrammed against their 
competitors. Choices narrowed and diversity was reduced, as the network formulas became 
streamlined. As with radio, centralized control increased along with homogeneity and stan-
dardization. The more producers jostled for change, the tighter the networks cracked down. 
Eventually, something would give. 

qcook- vzvto's The classic network system lasted from 1960 to about 1980. It is marked by highly cen-
e,— trali7ed network control over all phases of the industry: production. distribution, and exhibi-

on. This produced a period of tight vertical integration, similar to that of the movie studios 
fore 1947, and of oligopoly, since only three networks dominated this period of broadcast-

ing. Production control stemmed from a system of ownership interests, with multiple spon-
sorship limiting the influence of advertisers. Networks now owned all or part of the majority 
of their prime-time and daytime programming and controlled syndication rights as well. Dis-
tribution control reflected the evel--_ti.ghtening relationship between netwerg %rut thir efili-
ates. as network feed took over more of each station's total schedule. And exhibition control 
was a result of the networks' expansion of station ownership, as they.pufehase€1,4atidans in the 
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largest U.S. metropolitan areas. This led to a sharp decline in the production of first-run syn-
dicated shows, like I Led 3 Lives and its colorful ilk, as networks tightened affiliate contracts 
and brought the sale of off-network reruns under their aegis. 

Color television became the industry standard in 1956, with NBC leading the way, since 
its parent RCA's color standard had won the standardization war. CBS and ABC trailed 
behind, as the nation's local stations struggled to update equipment and consumers slowly 
converted. A majority of families would continue to rely on black and white until the mid-
seventies. 
- Other related areas of industry economics, such as the Nielsen ratings system, came 
under investigation in these years as its numbers appeared completely compromised by net-
work interference. Yet, another characteristic of the classic network system was the resistance 
building up from forces on the fringes of the television oligopoly—from independent produc-
ers and Hollywood studios; from critics of TV's homogeneity, racial policies, and violence; 
from the developing public television movement; and from its soon-to-be archrival, cable 'TV. 

National Educational Television and the Lure of Cable I gyo 3 U H 
The debate over television's public service standards, stemming back to the days of radio and 
heightened by the quiz show scandal and the Minow FCC, received a further prod from two 
other nascent movements in the early 1960s. First of all, the formation of the National Edu-
cational Television network in 1963, supported by the Ford Foundation, began to point out 
exactly what the commercial networks were leaving out of their increasingly profitable sched-
ules. Minow himself had been instrumental in establishing the first program of federal grants 
for the construction of educational stations. More nonprofits joined the existing stations on 
the air, mostly in less visible UHF frequencies. Documentaries, instructional programs, non-
commercial and educational shows for children, and public affairs discussions began to find a 
national audience, as NET macle it easier for educational stations to distribute programs and 
cooperate in production. However, as the civil rights movement moved into its more militant 
phase, and as the conflict in Vietnam intensified, NET began to produce some more openly 
political programs that took on not only government policy but corporate involvement in the 
arms race and other political/economic issues. Soon, the increasing boldness of educational 
TV, the controversy that some of NET'S shows provoked, and continued criticism of the com-
mercial networks would create the demand for a public broadcasting system, for the first time 
in U.S. history. 

Cable television, too, held out some new possibilities. Rather than fading away as the 
freeze lifted and TV became available across the country, cable had hung on as a way of pro-
viding alternatives to the often limited TV service in many towns and cities. By importing dis-
tant signals or by producing local shows directly for cable, it began to seem as though this 
community antenna translator could become a medium in its own right. The FCC remained 
unclear about whether it had jurisdiction over this terrestrial technology. But broadcasters, 
who a few years earlier had regarded local cable outfits as helpful extenders of their reach, 
now began to perceive cable as a competitor and a threat. Pressure began to build for a 
stronger—or at least a clearer—regulatory stance, even as those disappointed with commer-
cial television's performance began to think about how cable systems might be linked to pro-
vide a nationwide alternative source of entertainment and information. It would take another 
decade before satellite transmission provided this interconnection. 
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REGULATION: CORRUPTION, 
CRACKDOWN, AND COMPLACENCY 

Lots of heat but little action might be said to characterize the FCC's role during the building 
of the classic network system from 1955 to 1965. We associate the era above all with Newton 
Minow's famous castigation of commercial broadcasters in 1961, but aside from a few years of 
heightened documentary production, the FCC's actions served more to consolidate and sup-
port commercial network power than anything else. In fact, Minow's words can be under-
stood better as an ead,..to..clean-upLua- im2ge_ciLtliej'cr. than .Q .rtivict reform of the 
induâtry. As historian William Boddy relates in his book Fifties Television, it needed cleaning.8 

.A.teecrp.«..a. 

The "Whorehouse Era" 
The phrase above comes from a later chair of the FCC, who used it to characterize the 1950s 
decade at the FCC. He described the period as a time when "matters were arranged, not 
. adjudicated."? The easygoing relationship of industry with government during the Eisen-
hower years found its correlation at the FCC with heavy influence from the broadcasting and 
electronics industry on appointments made during that time. A study by the Library of Con-
gress revealed almost no consistency or fairness in the FCC's licensing decisions, with the 
commissioners overruling their own hearing examiners almost half the time. Most notorious 
was Eisenhower-appointed FCC chair John Doerfer. An investigation of the FCC instigated 
by the House in 1957 and 1958 revealed numerous suspect practices: acceptance of gifts from 
industry, travel paid for by TV interests that were then double or triple billed to the govern-
ment, and far too cozy business relationships with the industry the FCC should have been 
regulating. 

Even the investigating subcommittee was tainted. When Bernard Schwartz, a law pro-
fessor hired by Interstate Commerce Committee Chair Oren Harris to conduct the investiga-
tion, was fired by Harris for allegedly leaking damaging findings to the press, he issued a 
statement that read in part: 

I accuse the majority of this Subcommittee of joining an unholy alliance between big busi-
ness and the White House to obtain a whitewash. I accuse Mr. Harris of hypocritically posing 
publicly as a supporter of an investigation which he has done everything in his power to sup-
press. . . . I have nothing but contempt for most members of the Committee.'° 

The press and the public took note that both Harris and Senator Warren Magnuson, 
ranking members of the investigating subcommittee, were themselves part owners of telri-
skajations. Both the FCC, which was the public watchdog of the broadcasting industry, and 
the dogs appointed to watch the watchdogs were compromised by conflicting interests. To 
defend its honor, the subcommittee called for bringing in the FBI to investigate FCC mis-
conduct. In the wake of all this, one FCC commissioner resigned; he was later indicted by a 
Miami grand jury for bribery. 

So another ingredient in the quiz show scandals was the FCC trying furiously to act more 
like the guardians of public interest that they should have been, to offset accusations of their 
own corruption. Yet relations between the broadcasters and the regulators were so tight that 
Chairman Doerfer defused attempts to rey crack down on industry misconduct by pointing 
towardef-regulation as the main remedy. n hearings in 1960 leading out of the quiz show 
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scandal, various members of public advocacy groups testified in favor of structural changes to 
the American system of commercial broadcasting that could help to avoid such scandals in the 
future, including establishment of a public broadcasting system, instituting spectrum use fees, 
and enforcing more rigorously the FCC's own rules as set forth in the Blue Book. They were 
treated to the spectacle of the chairman of the federal government's primary regulatory com-
mission arguing against federal regulation of broadcasting. Doerfer was finally asked to 
resign, but not over his antiregulatory stance. It was the charge that he had spent time on a 
yacht owned by a major television station company that finally did him in. According to 
Boddy, by this time Doerfer was so embarrassing to the White House that a car was sent to 
Doerfer's home during a snowstorm to collect his resignation." 

Minow the Intimidator 19‘9° 

ez However.d y the early 1960s moo members of Crmgr.s as well as the White House itself had 
co beme ndent on the free airtime that they routinely received from broadcaste No 

one wanted to offend the powerful television networks too much; the same is true today 
though cable has loosened the oligopoly slightly. Presidential candidate John F. Kennedy, who 
was certainly benefiting from generous network coverage, seemed ready to continue a hands-
off policy. So. his FCC Chair Newton Minow's 1961 speech to the NAB convention created 
quite a stir. He said to the industry bigwigs gathered there: 

I invite you to sit down in front of your television set when your station goes on the air and 
stay there without a book, magazine, newspaper, profit-and-loss sheet or rating book to dis-
tract you—and keep your eyes glued to that set until the station signs off. You will see a pro-
cession of game shows, violence, audience participation shows, formula comedies about 
totally unbelievable families, blood and thunder, mayhem, violence, sadism, murder, Western 
badmen, Western goodmen, private eyes, gangsters, more violence and cartoons. And, end-
lessly, commercials—many screaming, cajoling, and offending. And most of all, boredom. 
True, you will see a few things you will enjoy. But they will be very, very few. And if you think 
I exa:erate, try it. . . . Gentlemen, your trust accounting with your beneficiaries is overdue. 
Never have so few owed so much to so many. 12 

Yet, again, there is little evidence that even under Minow the FCC did much to actually 
change commercial practices, aside from advocating that the networks increase news and 
documentary programming. This emphasis, as we shàll see, lasted only for a few years. More 
sweeping structural change, particularly the_ided of funding a public broadcasting system, still 
had several years to go before becoming a reality. 

But the repeated emphasis on violence in Minow's address indicates that this had 
become the dominant note to be sounded by future regulators: the problem with television 
was primarily its violence. This had the advantage of at once sounding undeniably bad (who 
could argue in favor of violence?), being almost impossible to define (verbal insults? war cov-
erage? Road Runner cartoons?), and coming under protection of the First Amendment, so 
that there was little the federal government could actually do. As a stick to beat broadcasters 
with, it was considerably softer than, say, the idea of charging for use of the public spectrum 
or of stopping the protection of broadcasters from cable competition. These were measures 
that the government could actually propose and pass, if it felt so inclined, and dearly it didn't. 
Thus, violence was a perfect focus of attention and investigation for a government increas-
ingly dependent on favorable relations with the television industry. 
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TV and Violence, Phase ll 
It is not surprising that the next wave of social dystopian concern over television went down 
precisely this path. Senator Thomas Dodd of Connecticut sprang onto the violence band-
wagon in June 1961, ushering in three more years of hearings and investigation on juvenile 
delinquency—still not a widespread social phenomenon—and its links to TV, in particular. 
Dodd's subcommittee invited testimony from some of the burgeoning school of social science 
researchers who reported the not-surprising findings that children sometimes reenacted vio-
lent acts they had seen on television, such as wrestling or play fighting. This effect had long 
a o been d n • " books, and even the scorned penny-dreadful nov-47 

s..of the 180,0 But television's novelty as a visual medium in the home—and the existence 
o unding and a national forum for such research—brought the issue of TV violence onto the 
front pages. 

Once again, Dodd himself failed to follow through with any kind of meaningful recom-
mendations or remedies. In fact, precisely the kind of programs that Dodd's researchers had 
condemned—action/adventure shows, westerns, cartoons—proliferated on television and 
became some of the most highly rated shows in both network run and syndication. One of his 
committee members even exclaimed, "It's as though they used our 1961 hearings as a shop-
ping list!" 13 Yet the emphasis on TV violence and its effects on children, as well as the close 
relationship between social science research and federal investigations, would continue. As 
the crime rate shot up in the late 1960s, fueled by baby boomers' reaching the prime age for 
criminal acts, a new round of investigations sponsored by the surgeon general's office would 
produce the largest coordinated body of research on television yet. Its roots in the highly 
politicized atmosphere of regulatory power shifting would not go unremarked. 

Slouching Toward Public TV 
However, the heightened level of anticommercial TV rhetoric, though it did not immediately 
result in regulatory reform or in a public service broadcasting system, did help to clear the way 
for later developments. One of Newton Minow's accomplishments as FCC chair was to pass a 
ruling that TV manu re • o inc U reception capability on all sets pro-
duced. This he the struggling, mo dueonal stations filstan expanded audi-
ere.; Yet Minow's main emphasis went to the time-honored practice of exhorting the 
commercial networks to step up to the plate and provide a "better class of programming" in 
exchange for the privileges they had been granted. If the networks would do this, the old argu-
ment went, we would have little need for a public broadcasting system. This led the networks 
into some interesting contortions, as they sought to mark out a space in the TV schedule spe-
cifically for programs that would satisfy public service requirements. Who was the public, and 
what did they want? Should the audience be allowed the types of programs they actually 
seemed to enjoy? Or should the FCC implicitly mandate a type of programming that the pub-
lic should want? Was the definition of a public service program precisely that which the major-
ity did not really want to watch? What if you gave a public service party and nobody came? 

PROGRAMMING FOR PROSPERITY: AMERICAN TV 

The decade from 1955 to 1965 marks the emergence of what we, along with the rest of the 
world, now think of as American TV. From the earlier period of sponsor control, experimen-
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talion, affiliate expansion, black-and-white pictures, and regulatory pressures emerged an era 
of network dominance, established industry standards and accepted practices, solidified pro-
gram forms and genres, and regulatory sound and fury signifying not much—increasingly in 
glorious color. Today's TV may have less room for westerns and musical variety programs than 
in this early period, but it is hard to name a present program type that didn't take shape some-
time between 1955 and 1965. 

Sitcoms 

We've already traced the importance of this still-emerging genre in the late forties and early 
fifties. During the 1955 to 1965 period it was a program type still going strong, hitting a high 
point in 1965 when fully 35 sitcoms graced the prime-time airwaves. From an early emphasis 
on happy (or bickering) families (or couples), such as Ozzie and Harriet, The Honeymooners, 
l Love Lucy, Father Knows Best, and Make Room for Daddy, along with a diminishing num-
ber of professional women, like Private Secretary, Meet Millie. and Our Miss Brooks, the sit-
coms in 1965 reflected a number of influences. First of all, the hillbilly hurricane had hit. 
Taking the old ethnic comedy—such as Amos 'n' Andy, The Life of Riley, or Life with Luigi— 
and giving it a country hick twist, the hillbilly or rural sitcom started with the debut of The 
Real McCoys in 1957 and led by 1965 to The Andy Griffith Show, The Beverly Hillbillies, Pet-
ticoat Junction, Green Acres, Gomer Pyle. The Farmer's Daughter, and a few that didn't make 
it very far such as 0.K Crackerby and Tammy. The two most popular—and were they ever 
popular—were The Andy Griffith Show, which enjoyed 11 straight seasons in the top-20 
rated programs (the last three as Mayberry R.F.D.) and The Beverly Hillbillies with eight 
straight top-rated seasons. 

If families weren't rusticating themselves, they found other strange predicaments to be 
in, many of them unworldly. Bewitched, My Favorite Martian, I Dream of Jeannie, The 
Munsters, The Flintstones, My Mother the Car, and The Addams Family put a magical/alien/ 
prehistoric/ or ghoulish spin on the American family. Others took the format in the direction 
of the workplace family, with a strange emphasis on military settings: McHale's Navy, Mr 
Roberts, Hogan's Heroes, and of course Comer Pyle, U.S.M.C.—the country bumpkin meets 
the Marines. Television's penchant for pleasing teenage girls can be seen in the increase of sit-
coms with a young female central character: The Patty Duke Show, Gidget, Mona McClusky, 
and Tammy. (11-ters defy easy categorization:-ete stranded shipmates of Gilligan's Island, the 
spy show parody Get Smart, and The Smothers Brothers Show, the talented brothers' first 
effort in which they played themselves in a sitcom setting. But the basic nuclear family still 
held on. Besides long-running favorites like Ozzie and Harriet, The Lucy Show, and The 
Donna Reed Show, others had debuted with sixties-ish accents, like the classic Dick Van Dyke 
Show (starring Mary Tyler Moore) and Please Don't Eat the Daisies, featuring a modern 
working family with four children, a writer mother, and a professor husband. 

Drama 

In place of the early fifties roster of live anthology dramas, more standardized, usually hour-
long dramas of various types took up much of the prime-time schedule. In 1965, 12 westerns 
remained on the air, from the long-lived Gunsmoke (18 seasons in the top 20) and top-rated 
Bonanza (which displaced Gunsnwke at the top of the ratings in 1964 and stayed in the top 20 
for 12 years). Other popular western hits included The Big Valley, Rawhide, and The Virgin-
ian, the latter running an unusual hour and a half in length; it lasted seven years. 
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Despite the performance of these perennials, the western was in its downward slide. 
They had reached a high in the 1959 to 1960 season, with 30 westerns taking up over 26 per-
cent of total network prime time; in the previous season westerns were nine of the 11 top-
rated programs. Long a favorite film and radio genre, the TV western outgunned all other 
program types. And on television they evolved from their former role as primarily juvenile 
entertainment to a new category of "adult western." Led by Gunsmoke, other westerns that 
attracted large adult audiences and a certain amount of critical approval included The Life 
and Legend of Wyatt Earp, Cheyenne, Wagon Train, and Emmy award-winning Maverick 
and The Rifleman, written during its early years by, among others, future film auteur Sam 
Peckinpah. 

Many have speculated on the dominance of this particular genre during these years, 
unparalled either before or since. Some attribute its popularity to the way it lent itself to the 
Cold War mentality, with the stalwart freedom-loving lawman, cowboy, or homesteader in a 
battle of resourcefulness and values with the godless Indians, one-dimensional black-hatted 
bad guys, and all those who would attempt to thwart the spread of good old American mani-
fest destiny. They were an island of masculinity (in what seemed to many an oozing puddle of 
feminine consumerism), urging self-sufficiency, grit, and self-discipline in the spaces between 
commercials. Like Herbert Philbrick's militant family man, the male office worker whose 
biggest physical hurdle was cutting the grass on Saturday afternoon could project his own 
efforts as paterfamilias onto the virile bucksldnned upholders of law and order on the televi-
sion set, and find justification there. 

A surprising number of westerns, while featuring a tight-knit family, found it expedient to 
cut Mom out of the picture altogether. The Cartwright family on Bonanza consisted of patri-
arch Ben Cartwright and his three sons, with a Chinese manservant to do the domestic chores 
around the ranch. The Rifleman, starring former professional athlete Chuck Connors, cen-
tered around a widower and his young son. Others featured rootless single heroes, like 
Cheyenne, Sugatfoot, and Have Gun, Will Travel. One of its main attractions seemed to be 
the way the western could take current social issues and problems, transport them back into a 
safe yet heroic American past, and resolve them the old-fashioned way: man to man, without 
impediment of women, social welfare agencies, cops, nannies, or federal regulators. An aura 
of nostalgic fantasy clung to the western genre, where whatever was good for the right-
minded American individualist (male variety) was right for the world. No need to argue—just 
duke (or shoot) it out. 

Even those concerned with the effects of violence on children had far less trouble with 
the western than they did with the other major branch of hour-long prime-time drama that 
came into its own in the sixties: the crime/adventure/suspense drama. Though many differ-
ent emphases could find a home under this broad rubric, the classic programs featured 
police, detectives, and their clients (Dragnet, Hawaiian Eye, The Defenders, Naked City, 
77 Sunset Strip, Perry Mason, The Fugitive), government agents and spies (The Untouch-
ables, I Spy, The Man From U.N.C.L.E., The F.B.I., Slattery's People, Amos Burke, Secret 
Agent), or soldiers in the now practically nonexistent war drama genre (Convoy, Combat, 
Twelve O'Clock High). Another variant was the medical drama, one of the staples of televi-
sion fare, which set its adventure in a hospital or medical practice: Dr Kildare and Ben 
Casey, in a straight line through Marcus Welby, MD to St. Elsewhere and ER. The mys-
tery/suspense variant included such classics as Alfred Hitchcock Presents, Rod Serling's The 
Twilight Zone, and The Outer Limits. 
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Connection "Just the Facts, Please, Ma'am" 

One of the most influential early programs in the crime genre was voducer Jack Webb's Dragnet. It 

star-led on radio in 1949 and ran until 1957, bw a television version debuted on NBC in 1951 and held 

its place in the Thursday night lineup until 1958. Then it disappeared for a while, only to return in 1967 

for a further three-year run. Its absence during the heart of this network-building period is a significant 
one. In many ways the story of D the maciaLis_thechar From its 

early. fact-filled authoritarian tone, replete with the "ai thentir" credibility of real-li'e poUrlrama to  

eclipse during the classic network budding years as standards shifted around it to its return in the late. 

sixties, unchanged but now honejemly out of context Dragnet also marks the changing image of public 

authority in America's decade of prosperity. 

Many have speculated about the seemingly eternal appeal of crime and police.dramas, especially 

since this genre is the most frequently cited for overviolent content. Why do people enjoy watching tales 

of crime and punishment, law and order, mystery and solution? The fact that this type of storyline is 

equally popular in film, literature, and theater deepens the question. Is it that we enjoy seeing the disor-

derly violate standards of normal everyday behavior even as we applaud society's success in reining 

Jack Webo (right) as Sergeant Joe Friday, with partner Ben Alexander in the early version of 
Dragnet, sifting through documents for "just the facts." 
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them back in? Do we who lead tame and orderly lives have an innate and unsatisfied curiosity about life 

on the edge, in danger of violation? Perhaps it is an extension of the satisfaction we feel in cleaning out 

a messy closet: order all restored, harmony created out of chaos. Now back to the usual routine. Or is it 

the very mess that we enjoy? 
No program was less messy than Dragnet. From the beginning, it prided itself on its close adher-

ence to actual police procedure, starting with cases taken directly out of case files of the Los Angeles 

Police Department. With full cooperation from the LAPD, actor, director, and producer Jack Webb devel-

oped the deadpan narrative style of Sergeant Joe Friday to frame each week's real- life story. The LAPD 

provided the cases and approved the rough edits, a fact that each episode emphasized, as did the 

show's promotion and publicity. In the form of a policeman's notebook, action proceeded point by point, 

with careful attention to detail: " It was 3:55 ... We were working the day watch out of Homicide," "4:56. 

Rounded the corner of Elm and Main and approached the crime scene." Despite the show's lengthy run, 

the personal lives and characters of Friday and his partner (Officer Frank Smith for most of the show's 

early run) were never developed (reminiscent of today's Law & Order); they didn't have personal lives as 

far as the program was concerned. The program made ample use of police procedural jargon—Fook 

q him on a 358" - and at the end of each program the result of trial and sentencing ran in script across a 

blank screen. The show's arresting theme music (Dum de dum dum, Dum de dum dum DAH), its laconic 

delivery, and its deadpan plodding quality made it a popular target for satire. 

Nevertheless, it was one e most successful and highly praised crime shows on early television. 

As historian on Mittell summari s, it remained one of tile most highly rae prpgrams througbgijt its 

1950s run, actua y eating Lucy in a poll conducted in 1953.14 It won numerous awards and honors, 

from 7? Guiderbest cop show" of the fifties to sequential Emmys for Best Mystery, Action or Adventure 
Program in 1952, 1953, and 1954. In 1954 the TV series' popularity won Webb a contract with Warner 

Bros. for a filmed version of Dragnet; it was Warner's second-highest grossing film of the year. Webb 

went on to produce several more films for that studio after the show's cancellation in 1958. Other histo-

rians have remarked that Dragnet represents a turning point in early TV, away from the comedy and vari-

ety that had previously dominated schedules. Dragnet was one of the first regular crime series to appear, 

and its popularity assured the permanent prominence of this genre on American television—and indeed, 

in the television entertainment of virtually all nations. 

In fact, law and order shows have a particularly fraught relationship with issues of national identity, 

the nature of social authority, the hierarchies and rules that bind citizens together, and the lines that are 

drawn between private and public, normalcy and deviation, good and bad. Through the mechanism of 

the law enforcement and justice system, they sketch out every night exactly where our often- shifting 

boundaries of right and wrong lie: What constitutes a crime, who is likely to commit one, who are the typ-

ical victims, what kind of punishment should criminals receive, will they get the treatment they deserve? 

In the universe of Dragnet, the police stand as the harassed but steady thin blue line between safety and 

disorder. Hardworking, blue-collar White men (there were no policemen of color in the Dragnet world, 

and certainly no women), they patrolled the excesses of the overprivileged middle class as well as those 

who transgressed from hardship or bad judgment or just plain meanness. Justice was colorblind in 

Dragnet: Few minority characters figured as criminals, indicating a justice system that worked the same 

for all; rase was so irrelevant that it didn't even need to be depicteucrime statistics and unequal incar-

ceration rates to the contrary). Women had an important role to play in the American justice system—as 

victims. Period. 
Each week's crime received less attention than its discovery and correction; the viewer learned 

about the crime as the police did, through Webb's careful narration, and thus very little room was left for 

the vicarious enjoyment of unlawful behavior, unless it involved attempting to evade arrest. Therefore, if 

a crime was committed, the police would soon know about it, or so the viewers were encouraged to 
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assume. The show's very title suggested a slow but steady netting of all society's bottom feeders. Mat-

ter of fact workmanlike, dispassionate, paternal—these were not the police who would terrorize or 

threaten anyone, treat anyone unfairly, or even contemplate taking shortcuts with the law. The American 
system of justice worked, and it worked for everyone. Case closed. 

And, as Mittel' points out, justice on Dragnet was far from  violent. 15 Webb consciously kept the 

number of_gbrishots to one for every five enisndes and very rarely did anything like a shootout or even a 

fisthght occur. Clearly the American law enforcement system was built around consensus, not coercion. 

And unlike the complex cases on today's Law & Order-type shows, the administration and outcome of 
justice was rarely complex or frustrating. If someone was arrested, he was guilty. No amount of court-

room histrionics could change that fact or prevent a guilty verdict. As the show emphasized repeatedly, 

the facts spoke for themselves. One of the show's more quoted lines was Sergeant Friday's frequent 

exhortation for "Just the facts, ma'am." Little dispute or contradiction interfered with the swift dispens-

ing of just deserts; there was little room for argument with Friday. Viewers need never feel confused, 

sponsors need never feel troubled. The borders of the permissible in American life were firmly drawn and 
never wavered. 

Webb's factual universe worked very well in an early television system that, for reasons that we have 

examined, stressed its ability to translate real life onto the screen, to provide a live, authentic, transpar-

ent view of important aspects of American life. Like / Led 3 Lives, its validity as a true story played a cru-

cial role in fts claim for attention and serious regard. Even its visual style emphasized its lack of artifice 

and fiction, although as historian Christopher Anderson argues, this may have been mandated more by 

low budgets than conscious aesthetic decision. 16 To eliminate the need for costly rehearsals, Webb had 

Dragnet's actors read their lines from alelePromnTer pesitioned directly below the camera leps. This led 

to a somnambulistic performance and frequent use of mid- to closeup shots, which only enhanced the 

seeming lack of drama and its authenticity. In the industrial climate of the 1950s, its awkward realism 

underlined the show's seriousness and documentary quality, all helping to offset the fact that it was in 

fact a filmed series produced in Hollywood Its very clumsiness gave it critical credentials. 

Yet by 1958 this equation had begun to change. Hollywood-filmed series now dominated prime-time 

schedules, and the major film studios had moved heavily into production for television. Now Dragnet 

began to look plodding, amateurish, dull. Its ratings slumped, the show was canceled, and Webb went on 

to other projects. He became director of television production at Warner Bros. briefly in 1963, where one 
of his less good ideas was to take the Warner/ABC hit series 77 Sunset Strip, a detective show that fea-

tured a much more stylish, ironic view of the world (in fact, it had been created specifically in reaction to 

Dragnet), and turn it into a Dragnet clone. Despite an innovative use of continuing storylines—foreshad-

owing such shows as Hill Street Blues—and a stellar cast, the new Strip declined precipitously and was 

canceled at the end of its first season. So was Webb's contract with Warner's. The stiff seriousness, rev-
erence for authority, and claims for documentarylke authenticity had long been eclipsed by a new breed 

of cop shows; even westerns had moved into their more conflicted and adult phase. 
Webb tried a few new series in the late fifties, including one called Noah's Ark that related the real-

life stories of two California veterinarians. Despite the show's factual credentials that included coopera-
tion with the Southern California Veterinary Medical Association and the American Humane Society, it 

didn't go over, lasting for one season only. Dog dÉeases just weren't as riveting as crime. Webb mined 

the actuality vein again from 1962 to 1963 as host and narrator of General Electric True, with stories 
from the files of True magazine, again short lived. 

It was not until 1967 that Webb would hit again with a successful show, a remake of his former 

show, now called Dragnet 67 (and 68, and so on) to distinguish it from its former version, still running in 
syndication. By 1967 television had been through a major sea change, yet the reworked police proce-

dural proved popular enough to last for three competitive seasons. How can we account for this revival 
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of the good, gray Dragnet in the midst of sixties youth culture, The Mod Squad. The Smothers Brothers 

Comedy Hour, and Rowan & Martin's Laugh-ln? Of course, it was also the era of Marcus Welby, MD, The 

Doris Day Show, and Lawrence Welk. In other words, as we shall see in Chapter 9, the late sixties was a 

deeply divided era on network TV. On the one hand, there was the burgeoning and on-the-verge-of-

revolution youth counterculture, whose antimaterialist philosophies didn't prevent them from having and 

spending lots of disposable income. On the other hand, there were their worried, conservative parents, 

who didn't like the changes they saw taking place around them and didn't want to see it on TV, either. 

Similarly, criticism of the commercial network business was heating up agair, change was afoot, and the 

last thing the networks needed was too close an association with the youth counterculture and rebellion. 

Enter Jack Webb. Once again, the dour adventures of Friday, now teamed with Officer Gannon 

(Harry Morgan) graced the living rooms of families across the nation. But as MitteII observes, the pro-

gram, though using all its old box of tricks to appear realistic, factual, and the height of commonsense 

rationality, in its new context took on decided hints of self-parody—intended or not. 17 For one thing, it 

tried to stay up with what was hip and ha enin drugs, politics. generational confet. The first episode 

of its returning season was titled 'The Big LSD. Capitalizing on recent publicity about this new psy-

chotropic drug and the nationwide campaign to ke it illegal, the story follows Friday and Gannon as 

they pursue tripped-out upper-middle-class miscreant Benjie Carver, who goes by the moniker "Blue 

Boy." He's in the throes of a bad LSD experience when they encounter him, but they can do little since 

at the time of the encounter LSD had not yet been criminalized. Viewers are then treated to a time-

compressed series of bad drug stories, leading up to the inevitable death of Blue Boy from an overdose. 

The show is filled with sober pontifications and explanations of LSD's deleterious effects. Webb would 

produce several other episodes dealing with the dangers of uncontrolled youth culture, including one 

called "The Prophet," which deals with the criminal misdeeds of a Timothy Leary- like character. Most 

were more traditional cops ' n' robbers fare, of a kind that Webb would develop in his next fairly suc-

cessful series, Adam- 12. 

Like many of the skits on The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour and Laugh-ln, such Dragnet 

episodes clearly invite a reading on two levels. On the one hand, they invite the youthful, in-the-know 

audience to laugh at Friday and Gannon's hopelessly plodding attempts to understand the effects and 

appeal of a drug that had become a central component of youth culture. On the other hand, as Minell's 

reading of contemporary reviews and commentary supports, most mainstream, older audiences took the 

shows at their face value, buying into the realistic, factual ethos of Dragnet for a few more years, at least. 

But it was a polysemic burden too heavy for such a fragile framework to support for long. The schizo-

phrenia of network TV continued but usually in separate programs. As factual crime dramas and whole-

some variety programs like Hee Haw, The Andy Williams Show, and The Jim Nabors Hour continued to 

edify the older set, a new generation of more socially conscious shows like All in the Family Maude, and 

M*A*S*H lurked in the wings. 

Music and Variety Shows 
Music on television took on a decided split during the 1955 to 1965 decade as well. It is easy 

for us to forget how many musical variety and comedy variety programs remained on the air 

well into the 1970s—despite their almost total eclipse today. In 1965 Andy Williams, Perry 

Como, Red Skelton, Danny Kaye, Bob Hope, Dean Martin, Jimmy Dean, Lawrence Welk, 

Jackie Gleason, and Ed Sullivan all hosted their own variety programs. All of them had gotten 

their start in radio; their average age was somewhere around 55. Their musical tastes were by 
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and large conservative. Ed Sullivan did pride himself on a somewhat more youthful outlook; 
the Beatles performed on his program in 1964, as did most of the emerging sixties rock stars. 
(The Rolling Stones had to change the lyrics of their hit son  to "Lefs spend some time  
toge er_ to clean up br , and ilvis could only be televised from the waist up.) It finally 
went off the air in 1971. But most of these programs featured a more established assortment 
of talent; you might have Dinah Shore or the Lennon Sisters singing a cover of a Judy Collins 
song, but you weren't likely to see Judy. And you weren't likely to see any African Americans 
hosting such programs, either. Nat King Cole had debuted a 30-minute prime-time variety 
show in 1956 on NBC, but despite high ratings and a stellar lineup of artists, no sponsor was 
willing to take a chance and associate its product with an African American venue. This would 
not be tried again until 1966 with the equally short-lived The Sammy Davis Jr Show. Women 
had started out strong in the television variety format, and Dinah Shore, Betty White, Edie 
Adams, and Kate Smith all hosted variety programs during this period. Only Dinah Shore, on 
her Dinah Shore Chevy Show, hit it big; by 1965 no women hosted in prime time. 

On the other hand, television had long been host to a genre of teen music show, started 
by American Bandstand led by Dick Clark, which was a daytime show originally out of 
Philadelphia in 1952 until, amazingly, 1987. It spent one brief season in prime time in 1957. 

• It featured up and coming rock 'n' roll performers, lip-syncing to their hits, and a troupe of 
locally drawn teenagers dancing in front of the stage. American Bandstand begat the prime-
time programs Shindig and Hullaballoo. Shindig ran on ABC from 1964 to 1966 and brought 
on well-known acts, from Bobby Sherman and the Righteous Brothers to Glen Campbell and 
Sonny and Cher. Its dancers were professionals, but it still featured audience participation. 
Hullabaloo was NBC's answer to Shindig, from 1965 to 1966. It distinguished itself during its 
debut months by bringing on the British, with such artists as Herman's Hermits, Marianne 
Faithfull, and the Moody Blues. 

But television, especially prime-time TV, was an uncomfortable place for rock music. Its  
lyrics were often iinsiiith1e fnr famil' audienees, as ib ifi11ez.,,the sound on most 
television sets was pretty terrible, and TV studios had a hard time handling the increasingly 
high decibels of rock's typical concert situation. It would take MTV to make rock feel really at 
home. 

Folk music got a brief shot at prime time in 1963 and 1964 on ABC in the form of Hoo-
tenanny, alive acoustic show broadcast from a different college campus each week, hosted by 
Jack Linldetter. But here again there were dangers in music: Blacklisting by network and 
sponsors kept political activist singers like Pete Seeger and the Weavers off the show. In turn 
it was boycotted by other sympathetic musicians like the Kingston Trio, Joan Baez, and Peter, 
Paul and Mary. This did little for its credibility in socially conscious folk circles. 

Quiz and Game Shows 
We've mentioned this controversial genre in the light of the late fifties scandals. Already a pop-
ular program type on radio, television leapt into the game show business with alacrity. With 
the debut of The $64,000 Question in 1955 and its ensuing top ratings, other high-profile, 
high-award prime-time games proliferated. You Bet Your Life (hosted by Groucho Marx), I've 
Got a Secret, The $64,000 Challenge, The Price Is Right, Name that Tune, What's My Line?, 
and To Tell the Truth all made it into the top-20 prime-time shows during this period—most 
of them completely unfazed by the rhetoric of scandal swirling around them. Many other less 
popular quiz programs filled in the schedule in the daytime and fringe times. One of the more 
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notorious was Queen for a Day, which featured women contestants one-upping each other's 
tragic sob stories; the most pathetic case, as rated on the "applause-o-meter," won not only 
, her heart's desire but a wide array of shiny consumer goods. Other popular shows included 
Beat the Clock, Dough-Re-Mi, Concentration, and Truth or Consequences. 

It was not the silliness or basic consumer greed on most of these programs that troubled 
critics but often the audience participation aspects. In a medium that had not yet invented the 
daytime talk show, opportunities for audience members to engage in unscripted participation 
in the goings-on were limited to a few kiddy shows and the game show genre. The audience 
thus revealed was often goofy, banal, greedy, overwrought, and trivial minded (and above all, 
female), and many who believed television should be a more serious, informative medium 
reviled such foolishness. On the other hand, if it involved men painting their faces and dress-
ing up in team paraphernalia, well. . . that was different. 

Sports 
Big league sports finally became big league TV during this period. The surprising success of 
CBS's coverage of the Olympic winter games from Squaw Valley in 1960 drew attention to the 
possibilities. The passage in 1961 a the, ports Broadcasting Act __ aj_owe çLprofessiollesparts  
franchises to suspend normal anticollusion business regulationLend npgptiate the salp of 
nnaE  rig Its as a collective unit. This helped to draw both national networks and 
regional sports nets into expanded coverage, which particularly helped airings of National 
Football League and National Basketball League series. Boxing and wrestling slowly lost out 
on the national level to these more prestigious sports. 

With the development of videotape in the early sixties, the instant replay was born, infi-
nitely enhancing sports coverage on television. NBC and CBS both carried Major League 
Baseball. CBS purchased the New York Yankees in 1964, becoming the first but not the last 
major media company to tie in with sports in holy synergy. CBS paid $28 million for NFL 
rights for the 1964 and 1965 seasons, more than generously recouping its investment from 
several well-pleased sponsors. As a desperate attempt to compete, ABC's Wide World of 
Sports got started in 1961 under producer Roone Arledge, though it would take another few 
years for Monday Night Football to emerge. The prime-time network exposure and enthusi-
astic audience response to these ABC shows, spurred by their regularly scheduled time slots 
and high profile, would immensely expand the popularity and character of televised sports in 
the sixties and beyond. Local stations continued to feature regional and local teams very prof-
itably; as networks got into the business, the practice of local blackouts—making the broad-
cast of an event unviewable in the area in which it was being held, so as not to undercut 
attendance—became increasingly contentious. 

Talk 
Pat Weaver's brainchildren, The Today Show of the early morning hours and The Tonight 
Show after the kiddies were in bed, continued to hold audiences and to spawn a variety of 
imitators. On Today, host Dave Garroway downed around with companion J. Fred Muggs, a 
chimpanzee, creating a frivolous environment; this offended the British gravely when they 
allowed NBC to broadcast Queen Elizabeth's coronation in 1948 and found the ceremony 
interspersed with laxative commercials and a monkey. Garroway and friend gave way to John 
Chancellor and then Hugh Downs. The morning magazine show gradually lost some of its 
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silliness and placed a heavier emphasis on news and interviews. The Tonight Show, which had 
started out with Steve Allen and then Jack Paar, hit pay dirt in 1962 with the debut of Johnny 
Carson and his announcer/sidekick Ed McMahon. As the variety show waned, the late-night 
talk program would become a venue for musical performance and stand-up comedy of the 
type formerly found on variety. The main difference was that the host sat behind a desk and 
did interviews as well, and that this format had now been squeezed out of prime time into its 
more marginalized nighttime slot; there it could get away with a lot more culturally risqué 
moves that its predecessors hadn't dared. 

Soaps and Serials 

While NBC continued in the mid-1950s to rely mainly on game shows in the daytime, CBS 
countered with the first two half-hour daytime serials on television, both introduced on the 
same day in the winter of 1956: Irria Phillips' As the World Turns (1956-present) and The 
Edge of Night (1956-1975), which experimented with crime and courtroom themes in the 
serial context. Both of these, along with Guiding Light and Search for Tomorrow, were owned 
and produced by Procter & Gamble, who knew well the value of the daytime serial for attract-
ing its key market. The success of its daytime lineup provided the bulk of CBS's profits 
throughout the 1950s and 1960s. NBC finally introduced some longer-running soaps in the 
summer of 1958, with From These Roots (1958-1961) and Today Is Ours, which although it 
only lasted six months, provided the central characters for a bigger hit, Young Doctor Malone 
(1958-1963), a partial carryover from radio. Not until the fall of 1960 would ABC debut its 
first soap, The Road to Reality. This too had a six-month run, but finally in winter 1963 ABC 
got it right with General Hospital (1963-present), a success story by anyone's standards. 

Meantime, prime time got its first successful serial program, and what a program: Peyton 
Place debuted in 1964  on ABC and ran until 1969, for a few years airing three times a week, 
usually in the last half-hour of prime time due to its adult content. The show was based on the 
best-selling novel by Grace Metalious, set in a small New England town where everyone not 
only knew everyone else's business, they were everyone else's business: Illicit affairs, illegiti-
mate births, intrigue, scandal, murder trials, numerous marriages and even more divorces, 
mysterious diseases and mental conditions—all the glorious elements of the melodramatic 
soap opera form were there. One of the first continuire casts of Black characters was added 
to the story late in its run, neurosurgeon Dr. Harry Miles and his family. Its most memorable 
new stars were Mia Farrow, during the last two years, and Ryan O'Neal as the youngest Har-
rington son throughout its run. Its first season cracked the Nielsen top 20, and it maintained 
very respectable ratings for all five years. However, so strong was the prejudice against soaps 
as a form (and so difficult were they to schedule during prime time) that not until Dallas 
would a prime-time serial finally break through the respectability barrier. 

Saturday Morning World 

During this period of American television, one of the cherished institutions of childhood took 
shape and flourished: the Saturday morning children's ghetto. As late as fall 1951, Saturday 
morning consisted of a few kids' shows, like Bootie Kazootie and Kids and Company, mixed in 
with programs directed at the adult female audience, like The Betty Crocker Star Matinee 
and Personal Appearance Theater But in 1953, as the lifting freeze increased the number of 
family sets, women's shows were out and kids' shows in—though the network schedule didn't 
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start until 9:45 on ABC and not until 11 or later on the other nets. Local stations happily filled 
in the time with cartoons, old movies, and local kiddie entertainers like Bozo the Clown and 
Uncle Phil. By 1960, although network feed still didn't start until mid-morning, some of the 
enduring children's classics were on the air, like Captain Kangaroo, Shari Lewis, Soupy Sales, 
The Mighty Mouse Playhouse, and The Lone Ranger However, by 1965 cartoons had defini-
tively taken over Saturday morning land. Just naming them brings back happy memories to 
this baby boomer: Porky Pig and Bugs Bunny, Tom and Jerry, Underdog, Top Cat, Secret 
Squirrel, Atom Ant, and Casper the Friendly Ghost. Many of these animated classics had 

(?rtecLout as theatrical shorts; others were produced especially for television. 
For all the attention that child audiences have received over the years, almost no one 

seems to have actually looked at the programming that they viewed. What messages of disor-
der and mayhem were young viewers soaking up? What consumer desires were they foment-
ing? The afternoon, after school hours, attracted a little more attention. The big breakthrough 
in the afternoons came when The Mickey Mouse Club debuted in 1955, but soon after the 

a nets ceded this profitable late afternoon period back to the hates, so locally syndicated pro-
t ct Vitramming ruled the day. It would take public television's [ ffi Children's Television Workshojo 

Mdress the child audience in a deliberate and educational way. 

News and Documentary 
The Cold War and the Civil Rights movement, together with the heightened regulatory focus 
on news and informational genres in the early 1960s, produced several changes in television 
programming. Cold War tensions led to the production and broadcast of more network tele-
vision documentaries than ever before; commercial television would not venture so heavily 
into this area again as public television took up the cause in the late sixties. The civil rights 
movement found its representation on both documentaries and the expanding nightly news 
programs. Neither television news, nor the way that most Americans thought about racial 
issues, would ever be the same. Historian Michael Curtin explores diese changes in his book 
Redeeming the Wasteland, looking at the golden age of the television documentary as a com-
plicated moment in industry strategies, critical interventions, regulatory pressures, and both 
foreign and domestic politics.'' what these programs failed to address and  by the assump-
tions they made_about their audiences, an opening for a more democratic use of the medium 
walskrailed. But in many cases they proved the power of television to act as an agent of social 
change—or lack thereof. 

Connection The Whole World Is Watching 

If the potential for news that World War Il had engendered languished somewhat in the first decade of 

television, by the late 1950s pressures from both within and outside the industry began to push against 

network conservatism. Curtin describes a meeting among CBS network executives in 1959 in which 

they determined that three things could help to offset the negative publicity attracted by the quiz 
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show scandals: shift to the magazine concept, expansion of news coverage, and more prime-time 
documentaries. 19 

Emphasis on news was also fueled by the fact that some of the most trenchant criticisms of TV's 

tame commercialism came from inside its own news divisions. At CBS, Edward R. Murrow and his 

"boys" —reporters trained during the war years—frequently criticized the timidity of their own company 

and its steady diet of game shows and escapist entertainment, especially after Murrow's See It Now 

program was canceled in 1958. Public interest in coverage of the 1960 election had resulted in the 

highest-yet rates of voter turnout, and CBS realized that news programs could at once help offset public 

image problems and draw respectable ratings. They responded by creating a prime-time documentary 

series, CBS Reports, in the fall of 1959. NBC followed with its White Paper series in 1960, and ABC 

introduced its Bell and Howell Close Up! in 1960, though it didn't become a regular series until 1961. 

All of these programs covered a wide -ange of issues, international and domestic Interest in foreign 

issues stemmed partially from the expansion of American televisior interests abroad during the 1960s, 

as syndication to foreign stations and investment in other nations' television industries expanded along 

with American diplomacy American business mcved overseas generally during these years, with invest-

ments increasing fivefold between 1945 and 1965. American television played an important role in 

smoothing the route of U.S. investments, spreading American values abroad, and acting as advance pub-

licity agents for U.S. marketing. Countries that could not afford extensive investment in their own televi-

sion systems came to rely on Americar syndication. At the same time, in the early 1960s many countries 

first imposed quotas on imported programming, particularly from the United States. Documentaries could 

help to override prejudice against American programs by taking an interest in other countries' social and 

political situations and by counterbalancing the flow of lightweight, often-derided entertainment shows. 

They could preach the American vision of liberal democracy founded in capitalist consumerism to the 

wort As the U.S. government fostered the development of Radio Free Europe and the Voice of Amer-

ica—radio broadcasts targeting other nations with pro-American propaganda—and the United States 

Information Agency (USIA) propagated U.S.-oriented news and culture, the commercial networks were 

eager to participate. Once again, industry and government worked together to spread American media 
worldwide and to combat Soviet influer.ce. 

CBS, NBC, and ABC documentaries often focused on struggles for democracy and independence in 

Third World countries, particularly in South and Central America ("our own backyard") but also in the 

decolonizing nations of Asia and Africa. Drawing parallels with aspects of American life, focusing on indi-

viduais and tneir struggles, using vivid pictures to draw the common humanity of the world's peoples for 
domestic and international audiences, such programs encouraged recognition of common interests and 

goals, all underneath a proudly waving American l lag. But too obvious a bias toward American interests 
would have alienated audiences at home arid abroad and did not suit the goals of veteran newscasters 

and fiimmakers, either. The network documentary programs developed a carefully objective tone, asking 

hard questions and frequently taking a critical stance—within limits. Two of the most well received of the 

international documentaries were NBC's The U-2 Affair about the U.S. spy plane shot down over China 

by the Soviet Union, and ABC's Yanki No!, about Fidel Castro's expanding influence KI Latin America. By 

Curtin's count, international affairs received by far the most attention from the prime-time documentary, 

series ed. 

Yet the golden age documentaries also examined omestic issues.se ranged in subject from 

U.S. politics to crime, the environment, poverty, the space race, issues, and celebrity interviews. 

One of the best-remembered is CBS's Hart-lest of Shame about migrant workers, which actually worked 

to produce some protective legislation. The area of civil rights received a relatively smail amount of net-

work emphasis; Curtin calculates that out of a total of 167 documentaries aired on tnese three network 

programs over a five-year period, only 11 specifically addressed the civil rights struggle at home. Yet 
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Television brought news of the civil rights struggle into people's lives in a way that no previous 
medium could. It helped to persuade many embattled families that they were not isolated but 
had the eyes of the nation on them. 

these programs attracted a sign:ficant amount of public attention. One of the first was ABC's The Chil-

dren Were Watching, which followed a 6-year old African American boy as he attended the first day of 

integrated school in New Orleans. NBC produced Sit-ln, about a demonstration of nonviolent resistance 

in Nashville. ABC's 1961 Walk in My Shoes opened with lines that stunned many White viewers, as an 

African American street orator exclaimed. "This is no Communist speaking. This is an angry black man 

speaking. The twenty million black men of America are angry! America won't have to worry about Com-

munism. It'll have to worry about the restless black peril here in America."2° As it follows a day in the life 

of a young Black man, the civil nghts struggle against White racism and violence is traced, leaders such 

as Percy Sutton of the NAACP and Malcolm X are interviewed, and at the end, the nameless main char-

acter turns and says directly to the camera, "What do you expect me to do?" Carefully bªlocii-

eral pluralist...pampac/iojgaina_thp to ed 

a structuring framework of White narrative, selection, analysis, and opinion to contain the Black voices 

within it. Yet, as Curtin argues, it provides the material for perceptions that go beyond the cautious liber-

alism of its makers. 
This was the basic nature of the bargain struck between the struggle for civil rights in America and 

its mainstream television coverage. The civil rights movement provided compelling, dramatic visuals that 

drew Ameeicans of every color lo their television sets and helped to create the expansion of the network 

news programs to a half hour by 1963. The March on Washington revealed Martin Luther King, Jr., deliv-

ering his ", Have a Dream" speech, cameras rolled as George Wallace pledged "Segregation today, seg-

regation forever" on the steps of the University of Alabama, and reporters with cameras became almost 

as popular as targets for angry White mobs as did the marchers and demonstrators themselves. It was 

natural TV, and even if White news reporters and anchors remained detached or even semi-hostile, the 

pictures escaped from their controlling narration and spoke directly and effectively to a nation used 
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to seeing itself as the good guy, the fair-minded Westerner, the liberating GI. Fol the networks, news 

became profitable as a sponsored medium for the first time driverLit least Partly by dramatic civil rights 
coverage. 

For the civil rights movement itself, media publicity provided the very lifeblood of the nonviolent 

method of social resistance. In the absence of armed revolution or violent assault on the bastions of 

oppression, nonviolence depends on the effect o' publicity, of allowing people to see what's really going 

on, of inducing them to feel shame and horror at what they see. It contrasts the controlled rationality and 

reasonable demands of the resisting group with the hysteria, violence, and brutal antidemocratic words 

and actions of those they oppose. It cannot accomplish that without demonstrating it for all the world to 

see, and here television came in at precisely the right moment. No aural medium like radio could have 

done justice to the events that unfolded before tie camera in the 1960s. As one NBC newsman put it, 
network news became "the .chosen instrument of the revolution"' 

With few exceptions, Southern newspapers and Southern radio and TV station carried very little 

news about Negroes and paid almost no attention to news involving racial issues. . . . At twilight 

Negro families watched network newscasts originating from Washington and New York—in most 

cases, the only daily news source they trusted. . . . The first time many Southern whites saw 

Negroes standing up and talking about their rights was on network television.... Network television 

broke through the magnolia curtain. 21 

As his comments make clear, it was not just television alone, but nationa/television and the news cover-

age it provided, that helped to turn the civil rights movement from a locally repressed struggle to a 

nationwide concern. And not just in the United States: The whole world was watching. Network televi-

sion's global reach meant that the American civil rights struggle was beamed into homes across the 

world. As the network documentary units followed up with such programs as The U.S. Versus Missis-

sippi, it became clear where the national interest lay. Civil rights could no longer be contained as a 
regional concern. 

Yet even as television news and documentaries tackled social problems and revealed conflicts of 

relevance to all, it did so from a tightly controlled perspective. Reinforcing conceptions that serious pro-

gramming was a job for elite White males, little effort was made to incorporate African American voices 

or Kinard control into the domestic documentales; little effort was made to broaden the perspective 
beyond the camera-ready Black and White duality to include larger issues of racial and ethnic inequity; 

and the perspectives of women and their voices remained almost totally excluded from the programs' 
address. This kind of coverage itself distorted the events covered, as the myriad Black women activists, 

young and old, who provided such a vital part of the civil rights struggle on all levels were systematically 

ignored by male reporters and cut out of the action. Reporters focused on male leaders, because that 

was the model of social action and expertise that they were comfortable and familiar with. 

Nevertheless, the pictures behind the reporters told another story; the civil rights movement was 

clearly just as much about women as men, and women, Black and White, took note. Later, as network 

news reporters and anchors reacted to the new women's movement with scorn and dismissal, women 

would have to resort to the same tactics to get the news as they understood it. Is it any wonder that 

female audiences' seeming lack of interest in " serious" programming remained a subject of (male) crit-
ics' concern? 

With the pressure of scandal and regulatory reform fading in the Johnson era, the golden age of 
documentary drew to a close. All three networks had suspended their regular prime-time series by 

1965; by 1967 the number of documentary hours on the networks was down to 100, and by 1977 it had 

been cut in half again. Newscasts continued in their half-hour length, however, and it is partly the shift to 

breaking news coverage that led away from documentary production. The birth of public broadcasting 
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provided a new venue, and took pressure off the commercial networks, but most of all it was the pres-

sures of commercial profitability that conflicted with documentary production as the networks defined it 

in the early 1960s. With a primarily female audience in mind as the main consuming public, clearly a 

genre that spoke univocally to men was destined to be less commercially successful, especially without 

the compelling popularity of other masculine forms such as sports. And reshaping the documentary to 
include female interests would have taken a greater intellectual leap than its producers were able, or 

willing, to make. Yet e do see how this tension would be resolved when we look at an event that 

occurred in 1968: e debut of 60 Minute), the first and most popular prime-time magazine program. 

Though reviled at the time for lowering journalistic standards with its emphasis on soft (read "feminized") 

news, it would soon become the model of investigative reporting and lead to a host of imitators. 

SOCIAL DISCOURSE 

The period from 1955 to 1965 is one during which social discourse played an important, and 
very public, role in determininLtelevision industry structure, programming, and audience-
hood. We've already traced theeritical concerns\ eading up to the various scandals that mark 
the decade and the opening for social science research and public policy attention that they 
created. During this period network practices solidified, and conceptions about the proper 
nature of television and the characteristics of its audience took shape as well. The industry 
itself, critics and regulators, and a slowly developing academic discipline of humanistic TV 
studies all developed their competing ways of thinking and talking about TV. 

The Measured Audience ive cAs...2.-,-% ‘, %GI 
Even as the A. C. Nielsen Company solidified its hold over television ratings, it received a 
measure of attention from agitated regulators who saw in the Nielsen numbers the root  of 
television's obsession with the lowest common denominatee-In 1961 Congress initiated an 
investigation into TV ratings, and in 1963 and 1964 hearings were held by the House Com-
merce Committee. The Nielsen system and its competitor in local markets, Arbitron, were 
found to be less interested in accurately gauging the tastes and preferences of the American 
public than they were in_coning up with  numbers that pleased and interested their clients: 
the networks and ad agencies. This less than surprising outcome sparked the formation of two 
industry self-watchdog groups: the Broadcast Ratings Council and the Committee on Nation-
wide Television Audience Measurements (CONTAM). The members of these industry 
groups had an interest in keeping numbers manipulation out of the hands of their competi-
tors, at least, so even if the ratings system had not become more socially accurate, it did 
achieve some internal consistency. Still, the very young. the elderly, and members of social 
minorities remained undercounted, and since they (in the minds of the industry) did not rep-

1.-"f esent prime consuming groups, no one kicked up much of a fuss. As far as the industry was 
concerned, the viewing audience was White, middle class, and between the ages of 12 and 49. 
was also majority female, though this was a subject to be discussed not in program quality 

hearings but in sales meetings. 
Meantime, the networks had diversified into a different kind of audience testing. In the 

late 1940s, Frank Stanton of CBS—an Ohio University grad with a doctorate in psychology— 
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initiated his Program Analyzer system that allowed selected studio audiences to register their 
likes and dislikes on a minute-by-minute basis by means of little levers that they turned to left 
or right while viewing a program in a laboratory. He also initiated the diary survey technique 
that supplemented the Nielsen ratings by, for the first time, allowing a breakdown of audience 
composition by age and gender and also, for the first time, included nontelephone homes. 

When CBS began to unveil the results of its initial diary survey, after much anticipation 
in the trade press, it became obvious that women composed the bulk of the listening audience 
at almost all times of the day_ and night. Children and adolescents were placed in a separate 
category, which would also have far-ranging effects on programming. Variety grasped the 
implications immediately: 

As the network sees it, a program manager for the first time doesn't have to deal in hunches 
or guesses and is now able to read on a chart exactly what happens to the station's audience— 
when it leaves the station, where it goes, when it comes back, etc.22 

The reduction of guesswork also recommended the Program Analyzer. Now, producers and 
network executives could see precisely where their opinions of the quality of a show departed 
from those of the audience. Thus, accurate or not, these new measurement methods provided 
a way to break through the accretion of preferred practice, with its attendant assumptions and 
prejudices, for those with a mind to do so. 

CBS began to apply Program Analyzer and diary findings to its program selection and 
development practices. The other networks soon followed suit, and by the late 1950s Nielsen 
and Arhitron had adopted the diary method as their main means of measurement. "Sweeps 
weeks" were established—the periods, four times a year, during which the two ratings ser-
vices performed their most intensive, national ratings survey. A system of program pretesting 
also developed, extending the Program Analyzer technique to include focus groups, survey 
analysis, and other methods. As marketing and advertising also relied increasingly on sophis-
ticated methods of consumer analysis, the onee-massified national viewing audience became 
increasingly conceived of in terms of segments: women 18-35, men 12-49, teens, kids under 
12, and so on. Though by 1965 this way of thinking had barely taken hold—and indeed, with 
the three networks' vertically integrated oligopoly it was hardly necessary—audience mea-
surement would soon assume a central role and diversify even further into lifestyle segments 
in the seventies. 

Critical Mass ?1/4)-Q,12.Z.c. re02)-P,N-Zesli-eac, 
In the meantime, as we have seen, influential social critics and regulators began to worry 
about television's slide to the lowest common denominator of tastes and interests. Diagnosing 
the problem as excess commercialism, evident in the quiz show scandal and the similar payola 
scandal, the finger of blame was pointed at th  c commercial sponsors and the greedy DJs, 
whose bad influence had the effect of driving down these popular media's level of service. 
The critics called on the original regulatory design of radio's quid pro quo system—higher 
public service in return for use of the public airwaves—and indicated to an increasingly prof-
itable industry that they expected a higher level of public service. Responsible corporations 
should pull up their socks and take their responsibilities seriously. But what did this mean? 
The initial definition—more news and documentary programming—foundered on a general 
lack of interest. Though some documentaries got respectable ratings, overall they trailed far 
behind even the most average entertainment programs. If the public was not viewing these 
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programs, could the programs really be considered to be serving the public interest? And we 
have seen the danger posed by a cultural hierarchy that equated public service programming 
primarily with public, masculine, elite interests at the expense of female and minority viewers. 

By 1965 the attempt to reform television in the wake of the scandals and the Newton 
Minow years had faded away to almost nothing. Critics found a new object of blame: the com-
mercial system itself. Increasingly, based on 40 years of experience with commercial network 
broadcasting, it began to look as though the combination of commercial interests with public 
service obligations was simply not going to work. Perhaps a whole new broadcasting structure 
was necessary, as reformers had been saying for a long time. Americans began to look to the 
BBC system, as educational broadcasting stations gathered strength. If you could get rid of 
American broadcasting's original sin, commercialism, perhaps a new era of intelligence, seri-
ousness, and high purpose could emerge. Television could fulfill its squandered potential. A 
discipline of public policy studies began to emerge around television, stimulated by this 
debate. 

Is TV Art? 
Besides a few influential newspaper critics like Jack Gould, John Crosby, and Robert Lewis 
Shayon and public intellectuals like Gilbert Seldes, who sometimes wrote on the media for 
magazines, television did not have much of a critical tradition. Beginning in the mid-1950s, a 
tentative coalition of academia, journalism, and industry attempted to address this lack by 
exploring new ways to talk about TV. If public service was to be judged by standards of qual-
ity, of seriousness, of good taste, how could these aspects be recognized? How could they be 
acknowledged and rewarded? The Academy of Television Arts and Sciences had been 
founded in 1946 in Los Angeles, patterned after the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-
ences, and quickly developed the TV equivalent of the Oscars—the Emmy awards. Like the 
Oscars, the Emmys were recognized as being primarily a means of industry promotion. 
Though critics, journalists, and creative personnel were invited to nominate programs for 
quality, the ele nt of self- romotion detracted from serious creceility. But the networks 
understandably grasped at this pa towar respectabi 'ty and began to broadcast the annual 
awards ceremony nationally in 1957. 

That same year, a book appeared that pulled together some of the disparate elements of 
critical thought on television and other media forms. Called Mass Culture: The Popular Arts 
in America and edited by Bernard Rosenberg and David, Manning White, it struggled to 
mediate between the mass culture disdain for the commercialized media and the more ac-
cepting, still emergent popular arts approach. 23 Its two editors personified the split. Bernard 
Rosenberg, an editor for Dissent magazine and a lecturer at the New School for Social Re-
search (though also director of research for Market Psychology, Inc.), articulated the Frank-
furt School suspicion of mass culture and commercialism and the lowbrow standards of the 
benighted audiences who supported them. David Manning White, a professor of journalism 
at Boston University, took a more supportive, liberal/pluralist stance, defending the popular 
arts despite their commercialism as capable of achieving excellence if properly encouraged. 
The two could not evejgree to write a joint introduction, pulled between the tensions of the 
book's basic question "Should we adopt the classic intellectual rejection of mass culture, or 
should we give mass cu ture our 'critical support324 Its contributors included "literary critics, 
social scientists, journalists and art critics" writing not just on television but on movies, jazz, 
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comic books, popular literature, and advertising. As the groundbreaking collection made its 
way onto university reading lists, a new space for study of the media began to open up. 

The television industry observed this opening as a path toward respectability. CBS and 
NBC had engaged in an active defense against charges of philistinism for years by pointing 
out, in lavishly produced brochures and booklets, the many examples of quality programming 
they claimed to produce. In 1960, CBS commissioned an edited volume of television criti-
cism, drawing on various critics and academics. Called The Eighth Art, it patterned itself after 
the Rosenberg and White volume, but without the Frankfurtian edge. In 1962 the Academy 
of Television Arts and Sciences got into the act by founding the jutmaLrelexisiffl-Qeeeteely. 
With it they hoped to stimulate a level of informed aesthetic criticism of television. As their 
mission statement put it, 

Those who are associated with the planning of this journal believe it is time for a penetrating, 
provocative and continuing examination of television as an art, a science, an industry, and a 
social force. Accordingly, our purpose is to be both independent and critical. We hold that 
the function of this Journal is to generate currents of new ideas about television, and we will 
therefore try to assure publication of all material which stimulates thought and has editorial 
merit. This Journal has only one aim—to take a serious look at television.25 

The editor was A. William Bluem, a professor at Syracuse University. Editorial board 
members were drawn from industry and journalism for the most part, with Sydney H. Eiges 
of NBC as chairman and Walter Cronitite as co-chairman. Other members included Chet 
Huntley, Gilbert Seldes, Robert Lewis Shayon, and Hubbell Robinson of CBS. They began to 
publish a combination of academic and journalistic work concerning television that provided 
an alternative to the public emphasis on social science research shaping up around the vio-
lence issues. 

Though it would take the surprising career of the first media theorist/media star Marshall 
McLuhan in the late 1960s to bring the study of television into academic prominence, these 
efforts at redeem' on from wasteland status would grow in several different direc-
tions. The term s culture woulcl-slowl,the-mplite4ezpi://ar cu tu in the study of tele-
vision as an aesthe c an cultural form, even as the developing e o mass communications 
took a more political/economic look at industry structures and practices and the social uses of 
television. Public policy discourse pointed to the social significance of the medium and its 
centrality to democratic politics and social structures. And social scientists continued to 
underline the key role that television's representations played in psychological development 
and social adjustment. Finally, as we shall see, the expanding role of syndication meant that 
broadcasting began to develop a sense of its own history and scope. From a live medium 
whose evanescent manifestations disappeared as quickly as they were received, the switch to 
film and videotape and the recycling of programs by syndication allowed television the oppor-
tunity to preserve, review, analyze, categorize, and even canonize its vast output. If not an art, 
TV could at least be an artifact. 

CONCLUSION 

The turbulent years from 1955 to 1965 are marked by regulatory investigation and debate, 
scandals in both the radio programming and quiz show industries, and a period of consolida-
tion and standardization in television structures and programs, all part and parcel of a period 
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of increasing social change. Television now provided the central arena for both private and 
public life, and the debate over its social role broadened and deepened. But the event that 
marks public memory most sharply during this period is also inextricably bound up with tele-
vision. On November 22, 1963, handsome and popular President John F. Kennedy was shot 
and killed by an unseen sniper as he rode in a motorcade through the streets of Dallas, Texas, 
with his glamorous wife Jackie beside him. That event, captured by home-movie footage and 
replayed again and again, was reported to an incredulous nation via television. The image of 
news anchor Walter Cronkite removing his glasses to wipe the tears from his eyes as he 
reported the young president's death remains as much a part of the public event as the ensu-
ing mourning, the funeral processions, and the endless investigation into the "lone shooter" 
theory. It was a scene that would occur all too often in the violent decade to follow, as the 
whole world would watch events relayed to them by television. The television industry-
despite upheavals, debates, investigation, and challenges-would retain its three-network 
structure of control and containment in the face of burgeoning change. 
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THE CLASSIC NETWORK SYSTEM: 
1965 TO 1975 

1 

The set of social phenomena we think of as the sixties didn't really get started until after 
1965, and it continued into the mid-1970s. Demonstrations, student takeovers, Black 

Power, women's liberation, antiwar protests, flower power, the drug culture, the pill, police 
riots, free love, yippies, hippies, afros, and gurus—the swinging sixties may not have begun on 
any specific date, but it began in certain places: Chicago, Berkeley, Haight-Ashbury, 
Wounded Knee, Watts, My Lai, Woodstock, Stonewall, and the kitchens and bedrooms of 
homes across the country. Since the first cohort of baby boomers reached the age of 18 (not 
yet entitled to vote, though draftable, marriageable, and able to drink in some states) in 1965, 
this date may not be merely an arbitrary marker. The last of the boomers would straggle into 
young adulthood in 1978—by that time the drugs, disco, and yuppies era. If the decade of the 
fifties was the age of containment, it was in the sixties that pressure built up to a point that 
blew it wide open. And though the main focus of this chapter is on the sixties at home, it 
should not be forgotten that these years brought an amazing explosion of political liberation 
movements across the world. In Paris, Prague, Tokyo, Mexico City, and many other cities, 
young people took to the streets as those in charge struggled to hold on to their authority. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT: SOMETHING'S HAPPENING HERE 

Race: Again, with a Vengeance 

The first hint of things to come issued from the emergent Black Power movement, growing 
out of the civil rights struggle. In some places in the South a more militant tone had devel-
oped. In Monroe, North Carolina, Robert F. Williams led the local NAACP chapter to meet 
Ku Klux Klan violence with armed resistance of its own, driving the Klan out of town in 1957 
as others took heed and occasionally followed his example. But by 1965, 80 percent of Amer-
ica's Black population lived not in the rural South but in the decaying inner cities nationwide. 
Despite efforts to channel the fight for rights into traditional paths, such as increasing Black 
presence at the polls after passage of a new, stiffer Voting Rights Act in 1965, the voice of 
Malcolm X rather than Martin Luther King began to command increasing attention. Malcolm 
himself was assassinated in February of that year, but his Autobiography continued to be 
widely read and his influence felt. 

218 
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In August 1965, the first of the major urban riots since World War II broke out i Watt 
an area of downtown Los Angeles, but this time it was not provoked and carried out mainly by 
Whites against Blacks. This time, in reaction to several acts of police violence, the African 
American community erupted in outrage. One message that television coverage of the civil 
rights movement had made clear was that part of the job of the (almost entirely White) /Aire 
departmPntc rbf mainr ritipq %vactn itepp Rinek penpip rinwn and in their place.  Police protec-
tion was for the White middle class: non-Whites (and soon, student protesters) realized that 
they were what others were being protected against. Thirty-four people were killed and more 
than 4,000 arrested, most of them Black. Watts was in flames 

Over the next few years, other cities followed: Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Newark, 
New York. A federal commission set up to study the problem reported eight major uprisings, 
33 serious but not major outbreaks, and 123 minor disorders in 1967 alone. The Civil Rights 
Act of 1968, passed in response to increasing unrest, specifically exempted police and military 
from respecting civil rights and made it illegal to incite or encourage a riot. It was immedi-
ately turned against Black activists. NOW, Black leaders who advneated militant rhangr enuld 
• rrested for agitation without regard for their civil rights—and so nnuld student antiwar  
protesters. Martin Luther King, still advocating nonviolence but committed to change, 
became a target of investigation by the FBI. He was assassinated in Memphis in 1968. The 
most highly visible spokesmen for African American rights were the Black Panthers, led by 
Huey Newton. As open advocates of opposition to racism by whatever means necessary, the 
Panthers were regarded as an outlaw organization. Panther leader Bobby Seale was arrested 
and tried as one of the Chicago 7 in 1968. The Chicago police raided Black Panther head-
quarters in Chicago in December 1969 and killed two members while they slept. 

Yet amid the violence some progress was made. Voting reform in the South and a more 
political stance elsewhere brought more African Americans to the polls than ever before. By 
1977, over 2,000 African Americans held local or state office in the South, including two 
members of Congress, but Whites still controlled 97 percent of elected offices across the 
country. College and university minority enrollment improved, and busing began to integrate 
city schools. Yet in 1977 almost 35 percent of young Black people were unemployed, and the 
median Black family income was only 60 percent that of Whites. Many Whites resisted the 
integration of schools and public places and regarded the Black Power movement with horror, 
secretly applauding police violence. They felt similarly about the new Black pride manifesta-
tions of hugely bouffant afros—a rejection of straightened hair—adoption of African-inspired 
fashions like the dashiki, and the copies of Eldridge Cleaver's Soul on Ice and the Jimi Hen-
drix albums proliferating in their sons' and daughters' bedrooms. The media were changing, 
too, in regard to race, and Mr. Jones still didn't know what was going on. 

"One, Two, Three, Four, We Don't Want Your *.* oing War!" 

In 1964, President Johnson sent troops into Vietnam in an undeclared war against Soviet 
influence that rapidly escalated. By early 1968 more than a half million American soldiers had 
been sent overseas, and the Air Force was dropping bombs, according to historian Howard 
Zinn, "at a rate unequaled in history."' Various Americans protested U.S. entry into such a 
murky political situation, without benefit of approval by Congress, especially on the country's 
college campuses. The military began to draft young men to serve in Vietnam as early as 1962; 
by 1964 the first draft resistance movement had begun, not surprisingly among the ranks of 
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civil rights activists who saw the war as an extension of American racism overseas. Public draft 
card burnings took place across the country, and thousands of men whose numbers had been 
called simply failed to show up; some fled to Canada. 

The war became a key issue in the elections of 1968. The Tet offensive had occurred in 
January of that year, an escalation that provoked a turning point in press coverage. Led by net-
work news reporters like Dan Rather and Walter Cronkite, public opinion began to shift as 
well. With Robert Kennedy assassinated as he ran for Democratic nomination, Vice-President 
Hubert Humphrey contested Senator Eugene McCarthy's antiwar platform at the Democratic 
National Convention in Chicago. A riot broke out between police and demonstrators outside 
convention headquarters. As hundreds were arrested, the police ventured inside to manhandle 
reporters who had captured the melee on video, and Humphrey got the nomination. Alleged 
ringleaders of the demonstration would become known as the Chicago 7 in a protracted trial 
with elements of the circus about it. As the police beat the demonstrators and dragged them 
away, the television cameras rolled. On the sound track the youthful protestors could be heard 
chanting, -The whole world is watching! The whole world is watching!" They were right. 

By October 15, 1969, as over 100,000 people gathered in Boston to protest the war and 
millions of others joined in around the nation, a considerable movement was afoot. On col-
lege campuses, populated by draft-age men and their feminine sympathizers, protests 
reached a peak in May of 1970 when the Ohio National Guard opened fire on students at, 
Kent State ITniversity protesting President Nixon's derisinn to invade Carnlorbdia; four stu-
dents were killed. The deaths of these White, middle-class students provoked far more pub-
licity than the state police shootings of students at all-Black Jackson State University the next 
day. By 1970 a majority of Americans agreed that the United States should quickly extricate 
itself from its involvement in Vietnam, yet in February 1971 the Nixon administration 
mounted a renewed offensive into neighboring Laos. In the meantime, it was finally revealed 
to the American public that a heinous massacre of innocent civilians had taken place in the 
villages of My Lai and Song My two years before. Graphic pictures of dead women and 
babies in a ditch with sullen American troops standing above them, rifles at the ready, 
appeared on the evening news and in the glossy magazines. In 1971 the biggest mass arrest in 
history took place in Washington, DC, as 14,000 protestors who had sought to tie up DC traf-
fic were hauled off and booked. 

Yet still the war continued. Richard Nixon began withdrawing troops in 1970, while still 
invading Laos. The withdrawals increased, until by early 1972 only 95,500 troops remained 
from a high of over 500,000 in 1968. Peace talks were announced, but the bombing kept on. 
Finally a peace agreement was signed on January 23, 1973, and a few months later American 
withdrawal was complete. No victory had occurred, no objective had been met, and Ameri-
cans were left wondering what all the loss of life and social disruption had really won them. 

But soon they would have the scandal of Watergate to distract them. The illicit activities 
of some of Richard Nixon's campaign workers in 1972 led to discovery, coverup, and denial in 
the highest office in the land. Americans, already suspicious of a government that had 
fomented war and brutal repression of homegrown political movements, now had their worst 
fears confirmed. From the president on down, big government seemed to be in cahoots with 
big industry and more than happy to lie, conceal, and deny wrongdoing to the American pub-
lic. Though Nixon was reelected in 1972, the ongoing investigation rapidly undercut his cred-
ibility, and he became the first American president to resign from office in August 1974. 
Vice-President Gerald Ford took over the presidency of a country sunk deep in cynicism and 
distrust. 
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Peace, Love, and All That 

In the midst of urban riots and antiwar demonstrations, a distinct youth counterculture began 
to develop. With roots in the 1950s beatnik movement—disaffected young people, wearing 
black, congregating in coffee houses and listening to rebel poetry and folk music—the Amer-
ican demographic bulge of people under 30 congregated on college campuses and in a few 
other spots across the country. Eschewing the styles, music, ethos, and company of their par-
ents' generation, baby boomers gathered in New York's Greenwich Village, San Francisco's 
Haight-Ashbury district, and in college towns across the country. They met in various rural 
commxnes and in colorful enclaves in most cities to experiment with new lifestyles, Eastern 
philosophies, mind-altering drugs, new kinds of relationships, and a general rejection of the 
tenets that had driven forties patriotism and fifties materialistic complacency. It is no accident 
that it was mainly affluent middle-class White kids who could afford such disaffectedness and 
no coincidence that their antimaterialist ethos led to a huge market in youth culture prod-
ucts—from love beads and Indian print clothing to drug-related paraphernalia, incense, san-
dals, and above all music. Alternative media sprang up, some of it commercial and some not. 

Certain key events like the three-day rock concert in 1969 on a farm near Woodstock, 
New York, became emblematic of an entire social moment. Back in the days when it was still -) 5z') 2̀7''%•‘''c'e> 
relatively safe to hitchhike, it sometimes seemed like a whole generation was on the move, 
standing on the side of roads across the country with their dogs, backpacks. and sleeping bags, 
thumbs out for a ride from the next passing, day-glow-suckered VW van. Political content 
may not have been entirely lost—the free speech, antiwar, lowered voting age and legalization 
of marijuana movements attracted huge numbers at demonstrations—but much of the coun-
terculture believed in living its politics (comfortably), not necessarily lobbying for them. And 
it was those who could best afford to differ with authority—the pampered, educated youth of 
suburbia—who sometimes ventured into the most radical political actions. An extremist 
branch of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), the Weathermen, staged bank rob- Es o 
beries to fund their movement, set bombs in various institutional locations, and finally blew 
up a New York townhouse in 1970, killing three Weathermen. The kidnapping of Patty 
Hearst, scion of the Hearst media empire, by a group called the Symbionese Liberation Army 
in 1974 attracted enormous media attention, especially when she became seemingly con-
verted to their cause and assisted in a bank robbery in which a security guard was killed. The 
horrific murders of a houseful of minor Hollywood celebrities by Charles Manson's brigade of 
half-crazed countercultural drifters in 1969 seemed to expose a dark side to all the freedoms 
that youth culture had promised. By 1975 much of the idealism of the earlier movement 
appeared to have spent itself in drugs, self-indulgence, and the violence it had once rejected. 

Deep Social Change: The Women's Movement, Gay Rights, AIM 

In the end, after the hashish smoke cleared and the war limped to a halt, even in the depths 
of post-Watergate malaise a few lasting elements of social reform emerged. The decades-long 
struggle for civil rights provided a model and an inspiration for other subordinated social 
groups to follow; the youth movement had added numbers, a sense of historical entitlement, 
and an outraged recognition that within the very centers of the activist movement were their 
own forms of discrimination and repression. Women who worked in the civil rights and anti-
war movements found their efforts dismissed, their roles confined to making coffee and pro-
viding sexual favors, and their claims to equal standing denied. Homosexuality, male and 
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female, received a certain amount of recognition and tolerance from the sixties generation on 
an individual level but still remained closeted in that sphere of activity marked "private" and 
thus not amenable to political action. And on the Native American reservations across the 
country, long considered not truly a part of the U.S. body politic, the American Indian Move-
ment (AIM) took shape as it attempted to solidify a new kind of identity. All of these groups 
began to organize and agitate for recognition and change in the 1960s and 1970s and would 
produce the most lasting forms of progress toward social equality after the noise and shouting 
receded into the past. 

Betty Friedan, author of 1963's best-seller The Feminine Mystique, helped to found the 
National Organization for Women in 1966, the first national organization to lobby for 
women's rights since the demise of the suffrage movement in the 1920s. SC the largest 
women's political organization in the country, NOW led the (failed) drive to ratify the Equal 
Rights Amendment in the seventies and supported the numerous lawsuits that helped to turn 
the green light of federal legislation into actual progress in legal and economic gains for 
women. Membership grew dramatically from 1,200 in 1967 to over 48,000 in 1974, with 700 
chapters in the United States and in nine other countries. As campus chapters of NOW and 
other more radical women's organizations opened up on campuses and cities across the coun-
try, the young women of the baby boom generation began to actually believe in and insist on 
the formerly empty promises of equal treatment and opportunity that their nation had long 
declared. Rejecting the bad post-war bargain their mothers had been obliged to make, 
women swelled college and university populations, went for advanced degrees, and began to 
move in unprecedented numbers into fessions previously closed to them. 

As Susan Douglas writes, "I 1970 the women's liber ' n movement burst onto the 
i 

national agenda."2 The Women's Mar on Washington brought media attention to w at had 
been an often overlooked social phenomenon, and women's groups began to lobby for pas-
sage of the Equal Rights Amendment and for changes in representation in politics, economic 
organizations, and media. The first sex discrimination suits were filed by the Justice Depart-
ment in 1970, and in August a massive Women's Strike for Equality took place across the 
country. Women's groups called attention to gender biases in advertising and in language 
itself, coining the terms sexism and male chauvinism. (Sexual harassment would have to wait 
a couple of decades.) Lawsuits were filed against both Time and Newsweek for discrimination 
in hiring and promotion of their female employees. Clearly the media would remain at the 
center of this struggle for civil rights. 

Consciousness-raising groups, a primary tactic of sixties second-wave feminism, gathered 
women in homes and meeting halls to begin to redefine the private problems of individual 
women into matters of public policy. The publication of Germaine Greer's The Female 
Eunuch in 1971 helped to clear away the remnants of the sexual double standard that had 
complicated and circumscribed women's lives. The approval and increased availability of birth 
control pills starting in 1960 meant that women at last could exercise some meaningful con-
trol over their own reproductive capacities, with enormous effects on their sexual and profes-
sional lives. Other publications, such as Kate Millett's Sexual Politics and Susan Brownmiller's 
Against Our Will, revealed some of the ways that women had been injured by dominant 
Western modes of thinking about gender and helped to promote feminism among the 
upcoming generation of young men and women. 

The key political phrase of the second half of the twentieth century, "the personal is 
political," was generated by the women's movement and helped to break down the 
private/public dichotomy that had confined women to inferior status since the birth of the 
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republic. This was a message that many left-wing radical men did not particularly want to 
hear. Nascent feminism became a paint of contention in the civil rights and radical left move-
ments, with male activists willing to fight for freedom and equality anywhere except in their 
own homes, relationships, and organization chapters. Women were told that their efforts were 
undermining the greater struggle for democracy and equality, but luckily most of them 
weren't buying this canard. The feminist movement increasingly took the tactics it had 
learned and applied them to its own case. But, as feminism spread, it often took on a White, 
middle-class focus that brought great strides for more privileged women at the expense of 
minorities and those left out of the professional classes. NOW's increasing support for abor-
tion rights (culminating in the Roe v. Wade decision of 1973) alienated some members, and its 
later emphasis on gay and lesbian rights brought out antigay prejudice within the movement. 

Yet the gay rights movement was able to politicize the personal. The event credited with 
sparking the current movement was the Stonewall riot in June 1969, when New York City 
police attempted a vice raid on the Stonewall Inn, a gay bar on Christopher Street in Green-
wich Village. Its clientele resisted, and a riot ensued that continued in the form of demon-
strations for three days. A number of gay rights organizations formed in response to the 
momentum thus gained and began to lobby for repeal of antiquated sodomy laws and for 
antidiscrimination legislation. Its most prevalent accomplishment, however, was to bring out 
into the open an unapologetic and unashamed homosexuality, to reveal how very arbitrary 
and artificial the divide between hetero- and homosexuality in fact was, and to allow gay rela-
tionships to come "out of the closet," in the phrase that is now ubiquitous, and into the main-
stream of American life. The 1960s saw the beginnings of this process, which intensified in 
the seventies. 

The American Indian Movement also rests on a redefinition of identity and a redrawing 
of public/private lines. The history of the United States constitutes a long, brutal story of 
attempts by encroaching European settlers to remove the continent's native population from 
its homeland, settle them in distant and remote locations where they could be ignored until 
those lands were needed, discourage preservation of Native American culture and tradition 
.through enforced schooling, and deny reservation inhabitants the basic rights of citizenship. 
Separated by location and by original tribal distinctions, Native Americans staged many iso-
lated attempts to resist U.S. influence and restore tribal lands but were consistently defeated 
by a hostile U.S. government and the schemes of those who profited by possession of Indian 
lands and resources. The more militant movement that emerged in the sixties not only 
renewed demands for basic rights for Native Americans but also forged a redefined identity 
that linked the interests of many tribes into a united push for common goals. 

in-1961, in the middle of renewed federal government efforts ta re. •  
American land. a gimp of 500 leaders and tribal members met in Chirogp to begin to mount 4 
a coordinated resistance. The National Indian Youth Council was formed, bringing together 
young men and women from many diffe •'bes and areas. These associations led to a 
number of demonstrations and actions: ' where Indians insisted on their rights to 
command local resources, which were often disrupted by armed government agents; the 
occupation of Alcatraz Island in 1969, aimed at taking back this piece of native land for Indian 
use, which lasted until 1971 when the Indians were finally driven off; and a march in 1972 on 
Washington, DC, during which members of the new American Indian Movement occupied 
the office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In 1973 300 Oglala Sioux, led by AIM, led an action 
to occupy the town of Wounded Knee, South Dakota, a location with a long tragic history in 
the oppression of the Sioux. Sparked by the murder of a local man by a White resident that 

iVa4; %et 
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Indians did not believe had received appropriate justice, the occupiers were met by more 
than 200 federal agents, marshals, and police from the Bureau of Indian Affairs who began to 
fire on the Native Americans with rifles, machine guns, and grenades. A siege ensued that 
lasted for 71 days, with messages of support for the Indians coming in from all over the world. 
The U.S. government was forced to promise to investigate the concerns that had led to the 
siege and to reevaluate the 1868 treaty that had taken land away from the Sioux. The united 
Indian movement would continue into the 1970s, winning land and resource concessions 
from state and federal governments. 

Thus did the World War II-inspired rhetoric of freedom and democracy play itself out 
two decades later, as the children of the war generation recognized the many areas of Ameri-
can life that had remained outside democratic privilege. They were assisted not only by their 
sheer numbers but by a proliferation of media that spread their messages and images across 
the nation and across the world. No previous generation could claim this recipe for impact, 
and neither American culture nor American media would survive unchanged. 

THE REVOLUTION IN MEDIA 

The revolutionary decade of the 1960s depended heavily on the media. Like the civil rights 
movement before it, the push for social change was conveyed through the U.S.'s largely com-
mercial media system. Hippies in their patched jeans and flowered hair, Black Panthers sport-
ing afros and dark glasses, protesters having their heads beaten in by riot-geared police, and 
free love everywhere made really great footage. 

Although television was a key component of the sixties politics and lifestyle, other media 
participated more directly. This was the period of a flourishing underground press: Hundreds 
of shoestring papers, newsletters, and magazines sprang up to allow the various political and 
social groups to communicate with themselves and the outside world. Larger outlets, like The 
Pilaff Vaire Ms and Rolling Stone became commercial SlIVCPSSPC ont of the radical and 
rpminict prmintproillturP Radio spoke to youth like no other medium, and an enormous ex-
pansion of the music industry took place. Rock overtook folk as the politically conscious voice 
of the new generation. Movies recognized the youth market and struggled to craft an appeal, 
while independent filmmakers proliferated and began to provide an alternative to Hollywood 
slickness. And finally advertisers, never ones to be left in the dust when a market beckons, 
successfully incorporated liberation politics into carefully crafted appeals, selling material 
products that an antimaterialist youth culture just couldn't get along without. It was the Pepsi 
generation,. 

The Thulprgrnund Prev  

Though television might be useful for dramatizing major events, it was too tightly controlled 
by large corporate owners, too difficult to access, and too unamenable to local discussion and 
debate to be of much use to progressive social movements. For purposes of bringing local 
communities together, allowing a number of different views to flourish, and doing it cheaply 
and quickly, nothing beat the print medium (until the advent of the Internet many years 
later). The so-called underground press—meaning noncommercial, often personally subsi-
dized, inexpensively printed and distributed, relying on non-paid writers and other labor, and 
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usually left wing—filled these functions in the sixties and, being archivable, has left the best 
record we have of these turbulent times. Often addressed at a specific group or emanating 
from a specific organization, copies circulated from hand to hand, were passed out free at 
demonstrations and in music and head shops, and were generally hidden from one's parents, 
since they often took pride in flouting the usual indecency and obscenity standards, too. 

Some of them predated the sixties. The Village Voice had been started in 1955 by a group 
of Greenwich Village writers and intellectuals, among them Norman Mailer. Always anti-
establishment, by 1970 it had achieved a national circulation of 150,000. I. F Stone's Weekly 
had provided an anti-McCarthy voice of sanity since 1948. The sixties generation's contribu-
tions started with the Los Angeles Free Press in 1964, the Berkeley Barb in 1965, and by the 
late sixties included The Washington Free Press, Chicago's Seed, Atlanta's The Great Speckled 
Bird, Milwaukee's Kaleidoscope, the San Francisco Oracle, The East Village Other, and many 
many more. Most were weeklies, with a heavy emphasis on graphics, political cartoons, and 
the radical arts. The Black liberation movement offered alternatives to the established Black 
press such as Black Truth, Black Liberator, The Black Women's Committee News, Muhammad 
Speaks, and Black Panther El Malcriado, started by Cesar Chavez in 1964 to support the 
unionization of migrant workers in the San Joaquin Valley, and La Raza in 1967 in Los Ange-
les helped to organize and unify Latino/a causes. Native Americans started Akwesasne Notes 
in 1968, publishing activists like Vine Deloria, Jr. Many of these papers drew on the services 
of two alternative press associations started in the sixties: the Liberation News Service and the 
Underground Press Syndicate. 

Alternative magarinec rearhed a national andienre that the newçpapers often did nQt. 
More expensive to produce and distribute, many politically conscious publications found it 
difficult to balance their highly critical content with the needs of advertisers. One of the more 
successful was Ms. magazine, founded in 1972 by a group of feminists and edited by Gloria 
Steinem. Determined not to accept advertising of products that it deemed antithetical to its 
feminist purpose, Ms. struggled along without the makeup, diet, and fashion advertising so 
endemic to women's magazines. Nonetheless, it attracted a circulation of over 500,000 eager 
to hear news and commentary from a feminist perspective and became a publishing and po-
litical success. For Black women there was Essence, edited by Marcia Ann Gillespie, that 
debuted in 1970 with close ties to the Black Power movement and by 1990 had reached a cir-
culation of almost a million. Rolling Stone kept its focus on music, but ranged widely over 
political and cultural topics with contributions from well-known left-wing journalists like 
Hunter S. Thompson and Tom Wolfe. Publications like Ramparts, edited by Robert Scheer, 
occupied the space to the left of liberal weeklies like The Nation and The New Republic. 

Radio 

It was during the 1960s that the long underutilized FM band finally began to reach its full 
potential and to fill up, at first, with the low-budget, quirky, alternative music and person-
alities often known as underground radio. With AM grinding out top-40 and other standard-
ized formats, FM became the place to time in for something different, off-beat, aimed at 
the countercultural audience. Many FM stations simply repeated the AM offerings that 
their combined owners found most profitable. But an FCC ruling in 1964 forbidding "combo" 
simulcasting sent broadcasters scrambling for something different—and inexpensive. Histo-
rian Michael Keith, in his book  Voices in the Purple Haze, quotes famous top-40 DJ Bruce 
Morrow ("Cousin Brucie"): 
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The owners reasoned that they could hire strange hippies as FM disc jockeys, letting them 
play whatever they thought their contemporaries wanted to hear. And, best of all, since they 
would be on "ederground" FM stations. they wouldn't command big salaries like their AM , 
eialmtprparts  3 

Furthermore, FM transmission was superior to AM in many way: less prone to elec-
tronic interference (static) and able to broadcast in stereo. The rise of rock music and its 
many sixties branches—psychedelic, folk/rock, metal, reggae—and the shift from the 45 
record to the LP meant that the 3-minute song limit of AM increasingly couldn't handle the 
interests of sixties audiences and the demands of their music. Rock fans did not want to hear 
the cut-up, out-of-context pop tunes and screaming, hyperldnetic DJs playing prepro-
grammed hits; instead they wanted full cuts introduced by laid-back, knowledgeable fan/crit-
ics who programmed their own shows and could place the music in the context of the artists 
and bands as they developed. 

Led by nonprofit and college stations like WBAI-FM in New York, KSAN in Berkeley, 
and WORT in Madison, commercial stations like KMPX-FM in San Francisco and WOR-FM 
in New York soon began to adapt the new freeform style to profit-making purposes. By 1968 
the phenomenon had spread across the country. Early underground DJs avoided not only for-
mat but often genre categorization, mixing and matching across rock, jazz, blues, and even 
classical as they spun out their own highly personal musical visions. One underground radio 
veteran recounts, 

I remember deejay Edward Bear, one freeform night on KSAN, playing a Buffalo Springfield 
• tune that segued into a Mozart sonata, which he then mixed in and out of a Balinese gamelan 

piece—the counterpoints cross-culturally counter pointing with each other—and then re-
solved the whole set with some blues from John Lee Hooker.4 

Underground DJs and their guests tended to be outspoken politically as well, interspersing 
music with commentary and news about radical and liberation movements. 

Yet as underground became more popular and pressure built to commercialize access to 
the hard-to-reach youth market, the same kind of process that had changed early rock 'n' roll 
radio into top 40 began to operate. By the early seventies many underground stations had 
become highly standardized, playing only top-selling albums with a set rotation frequency, 
and a new format was born: album-oriented rock, or AOR. FM rpvennes inereased from MO  
million to $260 million between 1967 and 1975 Other formats also shifted to FM, including 
"beautiful music," soul, country-western, progressive jazz, and classical. A generation shifted 
its allegiance to FM and has never shifted back. AM began its slow transition to more talk 
than music, with the debut of all-news formats. 

Though noncommercial public radio would not get started nationally until 1969, the 
growing Pacifica network began providing a model for public radio as early as 1949, when 
the Pacifica Foundation, a pacifist organization established by Lewis Kimball Hill, was 
awarded a license for KPFA-Berkeley. This was the first of the new FM licenses in the edu-
cational band awarded to a group not affiliated with an educational or religious institution, 
and it set an important precedent. KPFK-Los Angeles and WBAI-New York joined the Paci-
fica group in 1960, and KPFT-Houston came along in the seventies. These stations were sup-
ported by their listeners and by foundation grants and provided an eclectic mix of news, 
commentary, music, and discussion—open to a wide cross-section of views and community 
interests. Both public and community radio would grow out of the Pacifica precedents in the 
late sixties. 
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Movies 

The changing habits of American audiences had created a box office slump for the movie 
industry by the early 1960s, hitting a low point in 1962. As older audiences increasingly stayed 
home and watched Hollywood-produced filmed series on TV, the moviegoing audience be-
came younger, more visually sophisticated, and unsatisfied with the wide-screen spectacles 
and big budget musicals studios were turning out. In the meantime, a new wave had swept 
Europe, as filmmaking auteurs in France and Italy, in particular, produced low-budget, high-
art films that expressed a more sophisticated and literate sensibility. It led to new opportuni-
ties for independent filmmakers in Hollywood, as young directors like Francis Ford Coppola, 
Stanley Kubrick, and Arthur Penn established their reputations in independently financed 
films that were produced far from the interfering arms of studio moguls. 

But the studios saw an opportunity in distributing such films to theaters as a way to make 
up for lost revenue and to compete with their European counterparts. A number of young 
directors incubated in television moved into film production, such as John Frankenheimer, 
Sidney Lumet, and Sam Peckinpah. As the MPAA (Motion Picture Association of America) 
code was abolished in 1968 and a new, more permissive system of Hollywood representation 
was ushered in by the new ratings system, the increasingly adult content of movies awakened 
an interest in their study and analysis as expressions of visual art. University film courses pro-
liferated, and the first pioneering film departments opened their doors. The second wave of 
theater building began in the seventies, as the now-ubiquitous multiplex first appeared in out-
lying suburban and mall areas. 

Films that appealed to the countercultural sensibilities of the sixties generation made an 
impact on young audiences across the world. Arthur Penn's Bonnie and Clyde and Mike 
Nichol& The Graduate in 1967, Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey and Sam Peckin-
pah's The Wild Bunch in 1968 paved the way toward a more graphic depiction of sex and vio-
lence, as well as spreading messages of social criticism. Other more expressly youth culture 
films lilœ Easy Rider, Medium Cool, and Alice's Restaurant, all released in 1969, drew young 
people into the theaters along with a host of not-so-great imitators. By the early seventies, the 
phenomenon of the blockbuster film had begun to emerge, in the wake of more mainstream 
box office successes like Love Story and Airport. Other popular and critical successes that 
would lead to trends of the late seventies and eighties include The Godfather, The Exorcist, 
Jaws, Jesus Christ Superstar, and The Towering Inferno. 

By 1975, major studios that in the forties and fifties would have turned out a hundred 
films a year found their capital tied up in only five or six huge-budget blockbusters, with dis-
tribution of independent films and production for television providing the daily bread. With 
weakened balance sheets, studios in the sixties proved attractive takeover targets. Universal 
Studios became part of the MCA empire in 1962, Paramount was engulfed and devoured by 
Gulf + Western in 1966, United Artists merged with the Transamerica Corporation in 1967, 
MGM was purchased by financier Kirk Kerkorian in 1970, and Kinney Services bought out 
Warner Bros. in 1969. More mergers would take place in the early eighties. 

Advertising 

Advertisers were not slow to incorporate signs and symbols of the rising sixties tide of non-
conformity and rebellion into their product pitches. Commercials and ads everywhere lured 
yo,u' jg.wnsliz a tionart, hip lingo, • rid forms f ti-a an rtising (like 
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the deliberately stark and low-key VW bug ads from Germany). Desiring nothing more than 
to reroute revolutionary impulses to revolutionary new products, much of sixties advertising 
touted material solutions to social problems in a way that at once attracted and infuriated 
their young targets. And the new sexual freedom seemed to add up primarily to a new level of 
sexual suggestiveness in advertising. Noxzema ads urged shavers to "Take it off, take it all off." 
National Airlines ads featured a smiling young stewardess suggesting that travelers "Fly Me." 
Virginia Slims incorporated feminist appeal in it"Yo  Lor....us.eeLoze›.13411/y" campaign, 
with the clincher line, "You've got your own cigarette now, baby/ You ve come a long long 
way." So that's what it was all about. 

In 1971 one of the more bloodless revolutions took place in the advertising business. In 
the wake of the 1964 surgeon general's report, finally recognizing the health dangers of smok-
ing, cigarette manufacturers were required to put warning notices on their packages and in 
their ads. In 1967, responding to a lawsuit filed in New York, the FCC decided that the Fair-
ness Doctrine (discussed below) should apply to cigarette advertising and mandated that sta-
tions give equal time to antismoking messages in public service spots in a proportion of 3 to 1. 
This seems remarkable, and it is, but in the context of a proposed Federal Trade Commission 
ban on all radio and television cigarette ads, it began to seem like voluntary compliance would 
be the way to go. Broadcasters, unwilling to lose tobacco industry revenues, favored a four-
year gradual suspension. Cigarette manufacturers wanted a quick, across-the-board halt, so 
that the commercial playing field would remain equal. Congress had to step in and pass a law 
banning broadcast cigarette advertising. On January 2, 1971 (the date selected so that the col-
lege bowl games could encourage smoking one last time) cigarette ads were pulled from TV 
and radio. The era of catchy jingles was over. A revved-up FTC went on to propose some of 
the most stringent restrictions on television advertising ever attempted, even going so far as to 
asking the FCC to require that broadcasters provide airtime for counteradvertising messages 
to offset advertisers' exaggerated claims. The FCC declined. 

THE CLASSIC NETWORK SYSTEM 
AND ITS DISCONTENTS 

As we traced in Chapter 8, 1960 to 1980 marks the height of the vertically integrated three-
network oligopoly. NBC, CBS, and ABC jockeyed back and forth for first position in the rat-
ings and in profits, but in the booming sixties economy and with such a lock on the flourishing 
TV market, no one need shed any tears over the performance of even the third-place network 
(usually ABC, until the mid-seventies). The VHF band filled up almost to its full capacity, 
wliilP th p UHF hand remained largely vacant The three networks split the field of affiliates 
almost evenly: In 1970 NBC had 31.8 percent of all affiliated TV stations, CBS had 28.5 per-
cent, and ABC trailed slightly with 23.6 percent. By 1975 the percentages had evened out, 
with CBS up to 30 percent and ABC up to 26 percent. The total percentage of stations affili-
ated with a network actually declined slightly during these years, from a high of 96 percent in 
1960 to only 87 percent in 1975. This reflects the growing viability of independent stations in 
many markets, as advertising revenues more than doubled during this period. It also reflects 
the increase of public broadcasting stations after the founding of PBS in 1968. 

But for the commercial networks and their affiliates, it was a fat and happy time. The 
shift to multiple sponsorship, the magazine concept, and network control over programming 
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in the wake of the quiz show scandals meant that by 1965, the networks either owned or held 
some kind of profit-participation shares in fully 91 percent of their prime-time programs. Not 
only did networks receive their full share of all advertising revenues attracted by the popular 
shows, but they continued to profit as the programs were sold to stations on the syndication 
market, receivinz payments known as residuals for mantem„sometimes the life of the pro-
gram. The FCC made its first attempt to cut back on  this kind of vertical integration as early 
as 1965. proposing the so-called 50-50 rule that woulWhave kept - owners'p to no 
more than 50 percent of prime-time non-news programming. But its efforts were deflected, 
and although the Financial Interest and Syndication Rule (fin/syn) was passed in 1971 (see 
below), it would take the rest of the decade to implement. The FCC did pass and implement 
the Prime-Time Access Rule (PTAR) in 1970, which freed up an hour of the prime-time 
schedule and gave it back to the affiliates to program. This was intended to weaken the indus-
try's vertical integration as well, taking back a little of the networks' control. 

However, despite the nets' heavy ownership and scheduling control, the market created 
for filmed series and, increasingly, made-for-TV movies supported a flourishing Hollywood-
based production industry. Not only the television arm of the major studios contributed 
to the characteristic programming of the classic network system. A host of independent 
production companies sprang up as well, sometimes with close ties to only one network 
but more often producing hit programs for all three. Some independent producers became 
ministudios in their own right, such as Desilu, which in 1957 had purchased the former RKO 
production facilities and became one of TV's largest program suppliers in the 1960s, with 
hits including The Untouchables, Our Miss Brooks, The Lucy Show, and The Danny Thomas 
Show. Others formed partnerships with big e-
i,ng, office and production space, and distribution while the smaller company did the crea-
tive work, 

As the sixties progressed, talent agents became increasingly central to the production 
process, often putting together a package of star, writer, director, and other creative talent that 
was then sold to an independent producer. The indie could then work out a distribution deal 
with a major studio, which then might sell the program to a network. This complex, interlock-
ing system of players at various levels of control and viability encouraged a certain amount of 
competition and diversification, as each struggled to differentiate its product from another. 
But the dominance of only three buyers in the end—the three networks—meant that all pro-
grams had to fit within a narrow range of accepted practice. 

Although the market was big enough and their dominance secure enough that all three 
nets could survive comfortably without often breaking a sweat, they did attempt to establish 
some kind of relative identity as the sixties went on. ABC became the new "we try harder" 
network, and increasingly sought out younger viewers with more trendy, controversial pro-
gramming. It was on ABC that slightly cheesy, youth-oriented shows such as The Mod Squad 
(three hippie undercover cops, comprising one White guy, one Black guy, and one White 
"chick"), The Rookies (young police recruits), and such paradigmatic seventies shows as The 
Brady Bunch, The Partridge Family, and Room 222 could be found. 

CBS, which had become the spot for rural comedies in the sixties, dumped its hillbilly 
lineup in 1970 and went after a young, urban, more socially relevant image, showcasing the 
Norman Lear empire of All in the Family, Maude, The Jeffersons, and Good Times and other 
hits like The Mary Tyler Moore Show, le A°S°H, and The Sonny and Cher Show. Under the 
direction of programming wunderkind Fred Silverman, CBS moved into first place in the rat-
ings overall and gained a critical reputation for quality programming. 
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NBC took its socially relevant revisions into more ethnic and racial diversity—somewhat. 
The drama I Spy brought Bill Cosby to the screen in 1965, as half of a two-man action/adven-
ture team. Julia, starring Diahann Carroll, in 1968 became the first prime-time show with a 
Black female star since Beulah, though the program was more interested in making the issue 
of race disappear than in acknowledging it (starting with eliminating any potentially threaten-
ing Black male figure: Julia was a widowed single mother). Comedies Sanford and Son (1972, 
starring Redd Fox) and Chico and the Man ( 1974, starring Freddie Prinze) proved success-
ful, as did The Flip Wilson Show (1970), a top-rated comedy/variety program featuring a host 
of both Black and White entertainers. NBC also went after the youth market with Rowan & 
Martin's Laugh-In and its comedy based around a simulated pop rock group, The Monkees 
(1966-1968). 

All three networks also underwent management changes in the decade from 1965 to 
1975. Leonard Goldenson, who had headed ABC since its merger with his home company 
United Paramount Theaters, moved upward and made room for Elton Rule to take over as 
network chief. At CBS William Paley still held sway as chairman of the board, with longtime 
associate Frank Stanton under him as president and a changing roster of lower-level execu-
tives. Stanton retired in 1973, ushering in a period of revolving doors. David Sarnoff, the 
head of NBC since its inception, died in 1971, and his son Robert took over the reins. When 
Robert was summarily fired in 1975 by a board unhappy with financial instability, an era 
ended at NBC. 

Agents of Change 
The tight control exercised by the three major networks over television production at once 
encouraged competition and inhibited it. The size and profitability of the marke.t induced 
many to vie for the few open network spots, producing an excess of potential series each year; 
once these series were turned down by the networks, there was little to do with them besides 
pitch them to the still-struggling local syndication markets. With a system that attracted a 
national audience and a market so neatly divided between the nets, few openings existed for 
creative, innovative productions that challenged the bland, formulaic network patterns. And 
the ownership interests and profit skimming done by the nets (and the major studios as dis-
tributors) meant that even if an independ nt producer were able to sell a series to a network, 
the profit margin could be quite limited Major studios in particular balked at the amount of 
risk they were required to assume in producing ucing a new series (as color production drove costs 
skyward) and at the relatively small amount of control they had over selling or marketing their 
product once it was scheduled)Something had to give, most producers felt. Possible reforms 
would be limiting the ownership interests of the networks, freeing more of the schedule of 
network domination so that other buyers could enter or developing other outlets for televi-
sion programming. 

In the end, all three things happened. TheF/se)arçUTAR es passed by the FCC in 
the early seventies limited network ownership athwned up th1irst hour o r 
sch f cheated or locall produ d ramiilAii thegn i would take the new 
technolog of sate te transmission o ring it to fulfi ment, competition from cable television 
began to make itself felt by the mid-1970s. This promised major change in the number of 
channels available to the average consumer. Someone—who better than Hollywood produc-
ers?—would have to fill up those channels with programming. Cable also had the capacity to 
strengthen existing independent stations, especially those in the handicapped UHF band, as 
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they brought clear, sharp pictures into homes right alongside the big VHF channels. This 
promised t o(stDagibea..the_spulication-4eaéket--nette.bunnas>ublic television opened an 
outlet for more innovative, creative programs of the sort thought to be less than viable under 
a commercial system. Before 1975 most of these forces for change remained in their devel-
opmental stage, but they would combine to blow the classic network system to smithereens in 
the 1980s. 

Cable 

Community antenna television, as we have seen, started out as a way for communities 
unreachable by over-the-air signals to bring TV into homes via a wire. A monthly fee could be 19 -4 5 --

levied for such a service, and the local cable TV operator, while he was about it, could also set 
aside a channel for televising local events and send those out too, as a freebie. As station 
building spread in the late fifties, local affiliates began to serve these communities, but many 
customers found that they enjoyed having a few distant signals from nearby cities beamed in 
as well. This was especially true when the nearby metropolis had a high-power independent 
television station that aired programming different from the networks, or if it included local 
sports or lots of old movies. B 975 most one-sixthof the_nationklomes were_wirect for 
cable. There were over 3,500 local cable companies serving these homes, and most of them 
had the capacity to send ten or more channels over the wires to their customers. A few com-
panies began to buy and consolidate local systems, becoming the fizst..cahleinultipie_sgstenas 
operators (MS0s). The National Cable Television Association (NCTA) was fo s to lobby 
against its usual foe, the NAB, and to push for cable expansion. As early as 970 e FCC, 
worried about concentration nf nwnervhip p,iccl nil ÇnrhiMiny local telenhone comoanies 
or existin 

It had been unclear exactly how much power the FCC had to regulate cable, since it 
didn't use the public airwaves that the FCC had been formed to supervise. In 1988 a. Supreme 
Court ruling upheld tle'CC's authority over celé› long as it had a direct relationship to 
over-the-air broadcasting, as it seemed to. In 1972 the FCC finally issued some clear rules that 
both inhibited cable development in some ways yet also signaled its legitimacy and viability as 
a medium. Cable was free to expand in the top 100 TV markets. Cable operators had to offer 
at least one public/educational/government access channel, and the must-cany rules required 
that all significantly viewed local stations had to be retransmitted over the cable wires. 

This change had been sparked by a coalition of interest groups that, despite competing 
agendas, had all seen in cable a solution to soms_of the problems that were beginning to be 
identified with commercial broadcast television(Cable was seen as providing a useful alterna-
tive to the big-three bottleneck of the airwaves (largely produced by the VHF frequency allo-
cation decisions of the 1940s) and as a veay to bring more diversity and innovation to the tube. 
Pay TV over cable, now permitted, promised a new market for movies and sports. Hollywood, 
which had been thwarted in its earlier pay TV plans, began to take notice. 

The Rise of the Independent Stations 

A potentially greater market began to open up as cable systems put the must-carry rules into 
effect, and small low-power UHF independent stations found themselves rubbing shoulders 
on cable TV dials with their formerly dominant VHF rivals. Now a viewer didn't have to fid-
dle with a special dial on the TV set or a special antenna; she merely clicked her cable box 
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tuner to the next channel, and there it was! This provided an enormous boost for independent 
and educational stations, raising viewership levels and program ratings and lifting the price 
that they could charge for advertising. Fonneoestring stations began to buy more exn-
sive_prog-ramming, often network reruns, but alk movie packages, older syndicated series 
that had reverted from network ownership, and a few so-calledfirst-run syndication eindlit-
tion.5. These were shows especially to e sold to stations, not to nets. In the sixties 
and seventies they usually consisted of specialty formats, like game shows, talk, and specials. 
More independent production companies began to concentrate on these types of programs, 
which were sold directly to independent stations. 

In addition, the syndicated market for off-network programs—reruns—also boomed in 
the 1960s. Not only independent stations but also affiliates—using the extra hour of prime-
time that they gained—and even networks themselves, especially in the summer months, 
began to re-run their own shows. In many ways, as Derek Kompare argues, s dicated ro-
grams were the ideal hrndcastfare: They were an alreadysuccessfulquantity 
too ences.5 Though 
network deals meant that often the producers o ese series received only limited com-
pensation for their afterlives in syndication, studios and independents became increasingly 
unwilling to sign away their rights as the seventies progressed. The promise of the cable-
enhanced syndication market swelled the agitation for regulatory and structural change. 

At Last, Public Television 
In 1967, pressure to create a sector of television and radio broadcasting not dominated by the 
Ádemands of the marketplace finally reached a resolution. After much wrangling, Congress 

c).'"."àigried the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, creating the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 
which soon begat the Public Broadcasting Service along with a host of new or revitalized pub-
lic television stations across the land. The number of educational stations increased from121. 

.er «G> to 247,between 1967 and 1975. The Act was designed to put production power and funding 
in the hands of the stations themselves, eschewing a central production facility in favor of dis-
persement to local sites. A few strong and innovative stations soon came to dominate PBS 
programming: WGBH-Boston, WNET-New York, KCET-Los Angeles, WTTW-Chicago, and 
KQED-San Francisco. Here was an outlet for a different kind of independent production. A 
boom in innovative children's programming, documentaries, news and opinion programs, talk 
and discussion, how-to, and original drama sprang up, even though we also tend to associate 
imported BBC series like Masterpiece Theatre with early PBS. 

The structure of American public broadcasting was patterned on its BBC cousin and 
drawn from a formative study that appeared in 1967: Public Television: A Program for Action. 
This report came from the Carnegie Commission on Educational Television, a high-powered 
research group funded by the Carnegie Foundation., It laid out a blueprint for a functioning 
alternative finiadcast system, most of which was' direCtly adopted by Congress—a Congress 
weary of NET'S independent, trenc t social criticism and anxious to establish a Iwre con-
trollable form of public television. he Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) °line 
created sep el charter and ind adent of ment su on. It wotilZl receive 
funds from Congress and other sources and 's urse them to stations and production centers. 
CPB itself would create no programming, thus avoiding the dangers of both state control and 
concentrated national opposition. 

In a key provision, the report specified that the funds for public broadcasting should 
come from a tax on the purchase of television sets, similar to the system in Great Britain. 
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These funds would remain solely dedicated to broadcasting and thus be insulated from any 
kind of interference by Congress or other groups. The Public Broadcasting Act was passed in 
November 1967 with the hearty endorsement of the Johnson administration. Radio, though 
originally left out of the plan, was added as a part of public broadcasting at the very last 
minute, through the last-ditch lobbying efforts of a group of radio supporters. National Pub-
lic Radio (NPR) was established in 1970 to provide a similar coordinating and funding pur-
pose for radio. 

The 1967 act, while incorporating most of the commission's recommendations, did not 
approve the provision for insulated funding. Instead, the fledgling service would be depen-
dent on Congress' biannual decision of exactly how much support to give—if any—to public 
radio and TV This has proved to be a weak point in the overall structure and function of pub-
lic broadcasting in the United States, making it particularly susceptible to government inter-
ference by the withholding of funds (as happened during both the Nixon administration and 
the Newt Gingrich era under Clinton). It turned PBS toward the support of corporate under-
writers—corporations that donate money or sponsor productions—to a greater and greater 
degree as the decades have progressed. Yet, despite the difficulties, the U.S. public broad-
casting system has added a vital component to our media structure. From The French Chef to 
Sesame Street, Firing Line to The MacNeil/Lehrer Report and Washington Week in Review, 
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood to This Old House, and from All Things Considered to Talk of 
the Nation, public radio and television have struggled with questions of diversity, seriousness, 
and competing definitions of the public. 

With public broadcwing really never clearly deRned—educational? cultural? uplifting? 
innovative? not commercial, but what about underwriting?—it may be easy to levy charges of 
elitism or narrow focus at its offerings. Yet, surely it produces an element of diversity with a 
different relationship to audiences and the marketplace than the majority of our television 
fare. If the weakness of its funding scheme and its growing dependence on corporate funding 
produces what critic Patricia Aufderheide has called a propensity for "safely splendid pro-
gramming," its heavily localized structure opens up opportunities for citizen involvement 
unknown to commercial broadcasting.6 

Almost immediately it proved controversial, as President Nixon vetoed funding of CPB 
in 1972, complaining that its news and public affairs shows were too critical of his administra-
tion. Charging that CPB and PBS had bècome too much of a national network (as had NET 
previously) and insisting that more power be given to local stations, Nixon exacerbated a fault 
line in the public broadcasting system_ Too often local interests (more conservative) are 
played off against national efforts (more liberal) to create bland and politically safe program-
ming. Corporate underwriting also tends to rein in more radical tendencies and to place a 
greater emphasis on attracting ratings numbers. Yet it's the only national broadcasting alter-
native we've got. 

r- e)-"Pouetu4s.r & (Il(& ) 
REGULATION: BREAKING UP THE BOTTLENECK 

The decade from 1965 to 1975 presents a remarkable contrast to the complacent, industry-
friendly FCC administrations of previous years. Perhaps because the turbulent times were 
directing so much attention elsewhere—Vietnam, race riots, Watergate—the FCC embarked 

on an astonishingly active campaign to reform the structure of broadcasting to open tip petition and and to present alternatives and to uphold and clarify a. strengthened Fairness Doc-

Ube. Though its efforts would not take full effect until the 1980s, the FCC set the stage for 

N 11.es) 
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the breakup of the classic network system and the increased diversity and abundance of chan-
nels, services, and technologies of the nineties. 

We might attribute this new activist stance to the influence of a few of the FCC commis-
sioners during this period. Nicholas Johnson, appointed by President Johnson in 1966, was at 
age 31 one of the youngest commissioners ever to serve. Though his background was in ship-
building regulation, he had Texas ties that sparked his appointment and a reformer's spirit. 
Despite being perhaps the most unpopular commissioner ever with the industry he served a 
full seven-year term, leaving in 1973. Benjamin L. Hooks, appointed in 1972, was the first 
African American commissioner to serve, and his position resulted from years of heavy lobby-
ing by citizen groups. Other commissioners with a background critical of commercial broad-
casting included H. Rex Lee, who served from 1968 until 1973, and Kenneth A. Cox, a law 
professor from Washington state who had been appointed in 1963 by President Kennedy. The 
chair during most of this period was Dean Burch, former National Republican Committee 
chairman and manager of libertarian Barry Goldwater's failed presidential campaign; he 
resigned in 1974 and Richard E. Wiley took over. Two other commissioners had ties with the 
industry or the NAB: Robert Wells was an executive in the Harris Radio Group who served 
from 1969 until 1971; Robert T. Bartley had served as an officer of the Yankee network, a 
failed commercial operation in the forties, and had worked for the NAB. Altogether, the con-
flicting yet synergistic backgrounds and agendas of these commissioners helped to push 
broadcast reform in a particular direction: stimulating competition, checking the big-three 
oligopoly, and letting the market work reform. 

,SiomW't 
urn \-New...s.e 
peeck. 

Jti"eck-1-4Ñ/•-• 

Fin/Syn and PTAR 
We've briefly described above tie intention and effects of these two s, both initiall ro-
posed by the FCC in 1970. Th financial interest and syndication rules ere passed 
though they took a long and curious route before they could be implemented. They e 
designed to mit the number of programs that a network coul (have a financial interest 
in) t2r.511y 15 hours a wee o s ows i pr uce itse in-house. This meant that the networks 
had to stop exercising their mar-ket power and insisting on equity positions in production 
companies; now, production ccimparries—woultizeme indepeadent_of network ownership 
aid would also retain full ownership of their piagams. The syndication part of the rules car-
ried this principle over into subsequent sales: Now the networks could buy such indepen-
dently produced programming for only a limited, one- (or two-) time run. After its network 
run, all rights to sell the program would revert to the producer, who could do with it what he 
or she pleased. 

On the other side of this newly freed-up market, gr prime-time Access Rule was 
designed to force stations in the top-50 markets to sto n etwork feed fo e fi our 
of prime-time ("access hour") and come up with their own programming: ey could ei er 
produce it themselves ( en e of h our loe s r ams) or they could 
buy it from the now-independent producers rst-run or off-net syndica 'on, leading to the 
explosion of game shows and reruns after the news). Though limited by law to only the top-50 
markel, this realistically meant that the networks would simply stop offering feed during this 
horn( so that all stations ended up having to complehese rules were designed to break up 
the effects of the networks vertically integrated oligopoly and to increase competition and 
diversity in the production sector. 

• However, the way of increased competition did not run smooth. Though compliance 
with PTAR began immediately, the networks appealed the more sweeping fin/syn rules and 
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received a temporary reprieve until the case could be considered. Although a federal court 
upheld the rules in 1972, the networks failed to take steps to comply, prompting the Federal 
Trade Commission—still in its activist phase—to file an antitrust suit against NBC, CBS, an 
ABC, charging them with monopolization of program supply and distribution and restriction 
of competition. However, the networks argued that the antitrust suit had been politically 
motivated—a kind of revenge from the Nixon administration, which was unhappy with net-
work coverage of Vietnam and now Watergate. The Justice Department, after two years of 
tortuous argument, did indeed dismiss the antitrust suit in 1974 but did so "without preju-
dice"—meaning that they were making no ruling on the validity of the FTC charges, only on 
the convoluted politics. The FTC doggedly refiled the suit in December 1974, and NBC set-
tled by consent in 1977. ABC and CBS battled on, contesting the settlement, but finally lost 
their bid in 1979. Not until 1980 did the full impact of finisyn begin to make itself felt, 
although just the process of contention had loosened things up a little. 

Untying Cable 

The FCC's Third Report and Order on Cable Television in 1972 ushered in a ne cab e era. 
This didn't happen out of the clear blue sky; rather, it was a culmination of new thinking a ut 
cable stemming from a variety of perspectives and agendas emerging in the late sixties and 
early seventies. Historian Thomas Streeter, in his article "The Cable Fable Revisited," traces 
three main groups who contributed to cable's reconfiguration as an alternative to broadcast 
television.7 Mt, there was a contingent of policy reformers, many of whom had been in-
volved in the egie Commission study of ublic tele ion or had been affiliated with 
other liberal think tan e e an orporation or e Ford Foundation. They envisioned 
sweeping structural changes that would produce ail kizlLe of ele 'gm. and it was not hard 
to see that cable opened up possibilities along these lines. Certain centers of policy analysis 
began to adopt this thinking, notably the President's Task Force on Communications Policy 
headed by Eugene Rostow, which issued a report supporting cable as an alternative to com-
rnercial over-the-air television in 1968. 

Second came organizations such Ge American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the 
Americans for Democratic Action (ADA), and other progressive social action groups (heirs to 
the second world war's Office of War Information writers and the Progressive critics before 
them) who lobbied for change that would transform ,television into a community-oriented, 
grassroots, locally regulated medium.  They advocated strict regulation of the new technology, 
assuring a maximum of community control. The appearance of Ralph Lee Smith's book, The 
Wired Na 'n 1972 helped to consolidate this view on cable. 

Thi to ian rh  ' s is e.  essive and 1.e je,,xz2lipulâwd very well into the 
interests of cable operators themselvçs. The industry could happily join in the chorus of social 
reform predictions for cable, as long as it meant that their industry would finally be given the 
green light and be allowed to expand. Promising to give over a channel or two to local access 
didn't seem too much to ask of an industry that only had a handful of program sources to 
offer, anyway. Cable operators began to sound reform-minded notes in their testimony before 
the FCC and in trade journals. By 1974, as Brenda Maddox put it: 

An almost religious faith in cable television has sprung up in the United States. It has been 
taken up by organization of blacks, of consumers and of educational broadcasters, by the 
Rand Corporation, the Ford Foundation, the American Civil Liberties Union, the electron-
ics industry, the Americans for Democratic Action, the government of New York City, 

cuJuvre..t:AA, 
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and—a tentative convert—the Federal Communications Commission. The faith is religious 
in that it begins with something that was once despised—a crude makeshift way of bringing 
television to remote areas—and sees it transformed over the opposition of powerful ene-
mies into the cure for the ills of modern urban American society!' 

The fact that there were deep contradictions in the overall agenda and purposes of these 
advocates would not be revealed until later. As the industry grew and consolidated its power, 
many of the conditions that the Progressives had warned against would come to pass: local 
cable monopolies, concentration of ownership, dominance of existing media powers, and 
duplication of the same kind of economics and programming to be found on over-the-air 
commercial television. But cable was on a roll, and the introduction of satellite transmission 
in the late 1970s would provide a lever to undermine the classic network system. 

Fairness Doctrine 

This period marks the high point of FCC enforcement of the loose body of rules that came to 
be known as the Fairness Doctrine. As we have seen, in the late thirties Father Coughlin pro-
voked the FCC into shifting its former emphasis on the equal time concept, by which stations 
were obligated to sell time to anyone who had the money, to a standard that expected stations 
to exercise some editorial control. Stations themselves were to be held responsible for a bal-
anced presentation of diverse views, using their own judgment as to what merited inclusion 
and what did not. They could, in fact, get in trouble for allowing a too provocative point of 
view, like Father Coughlin's, to remain on the air unanswered. Yet another key ruling, the 
Mayflower decision in 1941, stipulated against going too far the other way: allowing a station 
to become merely an outlet for its owner's views. As the court opinion stated, "In brief, the 
broadcaster cannot be an advocate." In other words, balanced programming that acknowl-
edged the broad mainstream interests and opinions of the whole community, not those of the 
station owner nor those of moneyed political extremists, was the order of the day. 

By the sixties this view had begun to shift to a more militant stance. Broadcasters were 
enjoined not to try to get around the rules by avoiding controversial opinions of any kind, as 
many of them had, but to actively seek out alternative, well-rounded points of view on issues 

i  of importance in the community and make sure that all were adequately represented on 
the air The Red Lion decision in 196 jconfirmed this principle of active ascertainment ançl 
balance inclusion, basing its charge to l7o7dcasters on the prince-7d spectrum scarcity: 
Because us----711) -Tq--SéZtrlinT wa- 7717ruted privilege; the FCC was justified in curtailing 
broadcasters' First Amendment rights (to refuse controversial points of view) accordingly. By 
1974, the FCC had declared that fulfillment of Fairness Doctrine principles was the most 
important factor it would consider in license renewal applications. Yet the coming abundance 
of cable and the new competitive market would soon spark an about-face. 

Citizen Action 

Underlying FCC activity was a new conception of the role of the great, impassive audience in 
the regulatory process. Along with citizen activism in most spheres of American life, television 
too attracted citizen protest, demonstrations, petitions, hearings, and mandated change. One 
key legal case in particular redefined the role of citizens in the license renewal process and set 
the FCC on a course it would ride into the eighties. 
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Connection Sorry, We Are Experiencing Racial Difficulties 

E;ation WLBT in Jackson, Mississipi2 differed ' idle from stations in other Southern towns in the early 

1960s in its policy toward programmirg that either featured African American performers or that advo-

cated civil rights activism: It simply did not air such programming. Taking FCC- inspired editorial respon-

sibilities in a segregationist direction, station owners and managers reasoned that because race was a 

controversia issue in the Soun, and because merely showing African Americans on the air would advo-

cate racial equality and spark outrage on the part of White citizens, the best response was to cut or all 

representations of Black thought or action on TV. Additionally, White citizens in the South were used to 

discounting the citizenship of Blacks; businesses, though dependent on Black consumers, also were 

accustomed to treating African Americans as though their economic participation were negligible. Thus 

the opinions and dollars of Whites loomed far larger in the minds of station owners and programmers (all 

White) in Jackson than did the opinions and dollars of their Black viewers—although African Americans 

comprised a:most 40 percent of Mississippi's population. 

Due to slow station growth in the Soutn, stations like WLBT often had both primary and secondary 

affiliations throughout the 1950s and 1960s. NBC was WLBT's man network but when something like 

The Nat King Cole Show came on, it would simply switch to whatever ABC, its secondary network, was 

airing. Or it would run a syndicated program. When network news reports showed civil rights protests in 

Montgomery or covered Martin Luther King's a ress to the Washington marchers, WLBT found it expe-

dient to disru t the network feed by running tlItandrd graphic that said "Sorry rahle trouble" over a  

'lack screen. he graphic would remain in place until the news moved on to another topic, then the 
broadcast would resume. By many accounts, this was a common practice in the South. 

The Jackson chapter of the NAACP. led by Medgar Evers, objected to these practices to the FCC as 
early as 1954. The FCC declined to hear their case until WLBT's next regularly scheduled license renewal 

in 1958, but civil rights supporters kept ori collecting incriminating incidents. In 1957 Evers and the 

NAACP brought evidence that WLBT, along with many other Southern stations, while refusing time to civil 

rights organizations weekly aired the syndicated discussion program produced by the virulently racist, 

pro-segregation Citizens Council. Yet in 1959 the FCC dismissed such complaints and renewed WLBT's 
license for seven more years. 

Over the next three years, as the civil rights movement stepped up its efforts toward racial justice in 

Mississippi, WLBT refused to cover local or national events or did so with a heavy Waite supremacist 

bias, even going so far as to broadcast editorials urging Whites to resist integration of the University of 
Mississippi and other institutions. 

When in 1961 Rev. R. L. T. Smith became the first African American man to run for Congress in Mis-
sissippi since Reconstruction, WLBT refused to sell him airtime. He, Medgar Evers, and other concerned 

groups began a barrage of petitions to the FCC cit ng Fairness Doctrine violations. Consistently, the sta-

tion publicized White racist groups' activities and allowed segregationists ample time on local television, 

while derying and suppressing comparable publicity for civil rights advocates. Finally, on May 20, 1963, 

under feoeral pressure, WLBT allowed Medgar Evers onto the airwaves to deliver an editorial on a local 

news program. Evers spoke out forthrightly and urgently in favor of ending segregation and the denial of 

rights *.o African Americans in Mississippi— the first time such an outspoken message had been seen 

and heard on Jackson airwaves. Just three weeks later, on June 12, Medgar Evers was shot and killed 
in the driveway of his Jackson home. His murderer would not be brought to justice until 1998. 
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Medgar Evers addresses a national audience over WLBT in Jackson, Mississippi, on May 20, 
1963. He and the NAACP had fought for many years to be allowed to deliver a pro-civii rights 
editor.al on the air. Three weeks later, he was shot and killed in the driveway of his home. 

In July the FCC issued a public notice confirming that a balanced presentation of racial issues was 

required uncier Fairness Doctnne guidelines At this point local volunteers in Jackson began a covert 

monitoring campaign of the station's output, keeping records of fairness violations. Buttressed by strong 

evidence, in April 1964 local citizens, joined by the United Church of Christ (UCC), filed a number of peti-

tions to the FCC protesting any further renewal of WLBT's station license. And although in 1965 the FCC 

staff recommended that WLBT's license be at least temporarily denied so that hearings could be held, 

the common issued a one-year probationary approval and declined to hold hearings. The Jackson/ 

UCC citizen's group appealed this decision, and the U.S. Court of Appeals found in their favor in March 

1966. Finally, in May 1967, the FCC began form arings on BT's lice in Jackson. However, in 

June 1968 it ruled to approve the renewal. gain, citizens mounte art appea and again the court 

reversed the decision and ordered a comparative renewal process to begin. But not until Jure 1971 was 

a decision reached to turn operation of the station over to an interim organization, and not until Decem-

ber 1979 did the FCC finally award the station license to a group organized by local citizen advocates, 

witn 51 percent Black ownership. WLBT joined the very sparse ranks of stations denied license renewal, 

rieorning the only one ever denied on the basis of poor public service to a racial group. 

This tortured history shows how slowly the wheels of regulation can turn and how the presumption 

of automatic renewal works to prevent the legal mechanism of station iicensing from producing very 

much in the way of public service, especially where the public is divided and oppositional By the time 

this case reached resolution, a new era in broadcasting had begun in which all power of te evisual rep-

resentation no longer remained in White hands and in which no station could have prevented the mere 

exposure of Black voices and faces in a local market the way that WLBT had. It is likely that even if WLBT 

had retained its former ownership, its broadcasting practices would have changed with the times as well. 

Yet the significance of this decision—and it was not one that led to a rash of license denials—lies 

in the process that the citizens of Jackson initiated. For the first time, the FCC was forced to recognize 
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the voice of the citizens in its renewal process—to give citizens legal standing, in the jargon of regula-

tory ritual. Previously, only corporate competitors had the right to propose an alternative to the existing 

station ownership; only corporate voices could be heard in the renewal process. Now the FCC had 

opened the door to more direct community involvement and, potentially, community impact. Yet almost 

immediately the path leading through this door was redirected away from group action and toward con-
sumer rights in the marketplace. 

As historian Steve Classen recounts, the process began not only with civil rights groups' petitions to 

the FCC but with elements of the larger organizational efforts afoot in Jackson.9 Starting in 1964, stu-

dents at all- Black Tougaloo College began a campaign of " cultural and artistic agitation" aimed at deseg-

regating cultural and entertainment spaces in Jackson. They aimed their efforts at touring music and 

television celebrities scheduled to perform in Jackson. In well-coordinated letter writing campaigns, they 

informed such major stars as trumpeter A: Hirt, the cast of Bonanza (the top-rated te evision program of 

the day), and the ABC Hootenanny program that they would be supporting racism by appearing at sched-

uled performances in Jackson. In the case of Hootenanny, the Tougaloo students, led by Austin Moore, 

telephoned the cast at their Memphis hotel and requested a meeting. When the performers arrived in 

Jackson, the students explained that they would be playing in the segregated Jackson City Auditorium, 

in which no African Americans were allowed to buy a ticket. Their rights as consumers were being vio-

lated by racial policies. Only three hours before the show was scheduled to begin, the producers capitu-

lated to the students' pressure and canceled the sold-out performance downtown in favor of a free 

concer on the Tougaloo campus that same night. 

Though many White citizens of Jackson were upset by this turn of events, it caused nothing like the 

disruption of the students' next target After hearing the student group's appeal, Little Joe (Michael Lan-

don), Hoss (Dan Blocker), and Ben Cartwright (Lome Greene) of Bonanza similarly refused to fulfill their 

long-anticipated engagement at the Jackson fairgrounds in February 1964. Blocker even sent a 

telegram stating his disgust with segregation to the Jackson Daily News. When, just three days later, 
trumpeter Al Hirt canceled his concert only 40 minutes before curtain time after intensive lobbying by 

Moore and his group, White resentment reached a peak. A "black out Bonanza",camnainp was initiated 

by Jackson's two notoriously racist daily rewspapers. Yet the show's local ratings remained as high as 

ever; most White viewers, when pressed to choose between enjoying a favorite television show and 

upholding the claims of racial segregation, chose the former. The Tougaloo student group thus asserted 

their equality as consumers of entertainment to a national court of public opinion. National entertainment 

celeorities—unlike local broadcasters or the FCC—proved willing to give them equal standing with their 

formerly privileged White counterparts. 

The UCC and the Jackson civil rights groups chose to frame their appeal in this same kind of con-

sumer argument. As Classen summarizes, "The contention of the petitioners was that the public, through 

ownership of sets and their appurtenances, had a large economic stake in broadcasting, had not 

received a fair return for their investment, and therefore deserved legal standing as an economically 

aggrieved party."1° The appeals court's ruling read, in part, "Some consumers need bread; others need 

Shakesoeare; others need their rightful place in the national society—what they all need is processors 
of law who will consider the people's needs more significant than administrative convenience." 11 

This tactic of insisting on equal rights as consumers also underlay the effective use of boycotts long 

practiced by the NAACP to protest unequal treatment by local business, and it reflected the growing con-

sumer movement of the 1960s. President Johnson had established a President's Committee on Con-

sumer Interests in 1964, and publications like Consumer Reports took on the excesses of television 

advertising, in particular, as one of their causes during this period. Thus the television industry, already 

inclined to see its public as consumers and regulated by a body of law that had early on defined com-

mercial stations as the best servants of the public interest, found itself vulnerable to the kind of protest 
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mounted by civil rights groups. Although the FCC tried to deny individual citizens any official standing as 

challengers to license renewal, the U.S. Court of Appeals in its 1966 decision effectively overturned this 

notion, giving interested citizens, defined as consumers, the same standing to challenge poor public ser-

vice performance that rival corporate applicants had previously enjoyed. 

And, just this once it, it worked—but in a way that once again reinforced the marketplace approach 
and emphasized individual consumer rights over any recognition of the overarching neglect of race in 

public service concepts. It left greater questions of public service unanswered. Could the interests of a 

minority group, facing the deep-seated and systemic oppression that African Americans and other racial 

minorities did, be truly served by a marketplace system that catered to the dollars of the majority? Would 

they always be cut out of the mainstream in a market-driven system? Especially in the South, in an eco-

nomic system in which most African Americans commanded only minimal consumer power and were 

dependent on Whites for their livelihood, how far could consumer remedies go? The FCC and the courts, 

though they differed in the WLBT case, were in agreement that the answer lay in making a few adjust-

ments within the marketplace system, not in overriding or changing it. 
Rather than specifically state that marginalized groups deserved recognition as a part of the public 

that must be served, both the FCC and the courts kept the discussion to the issue of service to con-

sumers. Though WLBT's obvious and egregious violations of consumer rights met with unprecedented 
(and unrepeated) censure, for the most part it seemed like giving consumers more choice and diversity 

would better serve public interest standards. Now we can see how the WLBT decision played into the 
rhetoric around cable: A better, more diverse television market would provide better service to minorities 

as well as to the majority. Did it work? Not until the 1980s would we begin to get an answer. But other 

citizen groups would swing into play as well, taking the FCC up on its promise of a more perfect market-

place and demanding their place in it. 

PROGRAMMING: THE AGE OF RELEVANCE 

It was during the 1965 to 1975 period that all three networks drove the first wedge into the 
notion that their prime-time public consisted of an undifferentiated mass audience of White 
middle-class families. With more sophisticated ratings data, an advertising industry adopting 
more segmented marketing research, and above all observations of the great generational 
divide opening up between baby boomers and their parents, networks discovered the youth 
market. Suddenly it wasn't enough to offer a few rock groups on Ed Sullivan alongside the 
singers and comedians that had entertained the World War II generation; and it wasn't suffi-
cient to provide only a few isolated teen shows in the fringe periods like American Bandstand. 
It was the age of relevance: Now the youth audience had to be considered in virtually all pro-
gramming decisions. 

What was this youth audience? Besides their numbers, their age, and their highly dispos-
able incomes, it was known that ou wer elli ains v s o e' ts' en-
era 'on. They were less racially conservative, more interested in overt political content, and 
more olerant of frank talk and confrontation. T ey w ted to see le like the ives on 
TV: , hip, com ely White, and exercisin• e ree oms at a eco so 
im ant A ove , ey w ed re . Wha 'd t mean. e n tworlcs 
weren't entirely sure, but it seemed to definitely not include the sugar-sweet sitcoms of the 
fifties and early sixties. Yet the networks were mindful of the fact that their older audiences 
had not simply disappeared. Most of the programs catering to more youthful sensibilities 
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were careful to balance transgression with tradition. They could not go too far in a socially lib-
eral or controversial direction, since during this period all three networks strove to hang on to 
their integrated oligopoly. 

Though many programs, both long- and short-lived, addressed the youth audience of 
the late sixties and early seventies, a few have become emblematic of the decade. The first to 
confront the limits of old-fashioned network mentality in the name of a new, politically con-
scious generation was The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour Its polite yet zanily subversive 
humor led to escalating conflicts with its CBS parent until the show was summarily canceled 
while still commanding respectable ratings. And the comedies of Norman Lear on CBS, 
starting with All in the Family and spinning off Maude, Good Times, and The jeffersons, have 
been credited with permanently changing the nature of American television comedy. Yet it 
was another TV family, the Louds, seen on PBS's groundbrealdng documentary serial An 
American Family, that seemed to capture the experiences of a whole period in American 
culture. 

Other programs also reflect the increasingly segmented, youth-oriented flavor of sixties 
television. The Mary Tyler Moore Show (CBS 1970-1977) took up the abandoned tradition 
of early 1950s career-woman comedies and transposed a budding feminism onto it. Young, 
attractive, interested in building her career more than in meeting Mr. Right, and capable of 
asserting her own rights in a man's world, Mary provided an engaging, nonthreatening intro-
duction to the gender revolution that would find fuller depiction in the late seventies and 
eighties. 

The Flip Wilson Show (NBC 1970-1974) not only featured a Black comedian as host of 
a top-rated show but brought a variety of African American artists into prime time, this time 
in a program directed and controlled by Flip Wilson himself. Despite attracting some of the 
same criticism that the much-later In Living Color on the Fox network would—that it played 
into damaging stereotypes in order to pander to White tastes—many of Wilson's skits and 
characters contained knowing Black self-satire and poked fun at White society in a way that 
his African American viewers could pick up on and appreciate. In a related vein, Black singer 
Leslie Uggams hosted a short-lived musical variety show on CBS from September to Decem-
ber 1969, which featured a virtually all-Black cast doing comedy and musical performances. 
And Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In on NBC ( 1968-1973) offered a kaleidoscopically fast-paced 
comedy variety show that nurtured many a comic talent (including Golclie Hawn, Pigmeat 
Markham, Lily Tomlin, and Judy Carne) and fostered several national catchphrases like "you 
bet your bippy" and "look that up in your Funk and Wagnalls." It seemed to capture the more 
lighthearted, colorful zeitgeist of the decade and rapidly shot to number one in the ratings. 

Connection Smothering Protest 

When it first debuted on CBS in February 1967, there was little about the clean-cut boyishness of hosts 
Tom and Dick Smothers that indicated the center of controversy they would become. The real-life broth-
ers had previously starred in a short-lived sitcom in which Tom had played an apprentice angel, assigned 
to earth to do good deeds but usually needing to be bailed out by his older, more competent brother Dick. 
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They carried this basic shtick onto The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour in 1967, with Dick playing the 

calm, capable foil to Tom's Gracie Allen/Fanny Brice combo: a bumbling, childlike airhead, constantly 

muffing lines and becoming overexcited about inappropriate things. Dressed in neat dark suits, playing 

folk guitar, the brothers presided over a seemingly traditional variety format, complete with costumed 

dancers, a marching band skit introduction, and stars that included such long-time performers as Kate 

Smith, Jack Benny, Jim Nabors, Eddie Albert, Eva Gabor, Jimmy Durante, and Bette Davis. Yet as they 

increasingly sought to draw in a more youthful audience, at fiat_12,yzeans of doul„..2.1.9,eateosiees-that went 

right past the censors at CBS and the older audience and later by more oveilpolitical content and guests, 

the Smothers Brothers show became the flashpoint and emblem of generational conflict in the sixties. 

Aniko Bodroghkozy has studied the Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour as part of the youth move-

ment's engagement with media in the 1960s in her book Groove Tube: Sixties Television and Youth 8, Rebellion. 12 She points to a few repeating skits introduced in the ow's first season that began to mark 

it out asElversive site for icarelioev countercultural rebellion most notably the "Goldie O'Keefe" 

segment. Comedienne Leigh French lightly parodied the stereotypical women's program in a skit called 

"Share a Little Tea with Goldie." Inviting the ladies of the audience to join her in a discussion of such 

problems as how to get rid of " unsightly roaches" and celebrating a wide-eyed upbeat outlook on life that 

she introduced with such phrases as "Hi!—and glad of it" or "Hi—isn't it? It sure is!," French took one 

of the aspects of youth culture that adults were least likely to recognize— drug culture ligo— and 

slipped it past CBS authorities. Even her name reflected two slang references to marijuana ("goldie" and 

"kief") and of course "tea" was another. Her advice on getting rid of " roaches" (marijuana cigarette butts) 

was to mail them to her, and the following week she thanked the viewers who had. Gradually CBS got 
wise to some of the slang but allowed much of it through. Bodroghkozy reprints part of a CBS internal 

memo reviewing the 1968 to 1969 season that reports on the segment: 

Show 0217, for air January 26: The "Tea With Goldie" spot included the line, "A lot of you ladies 

have written in asking when I'm on.... Ladies, I'm on as often as possible and I highly recommend 

it." This was broadcast. The line, "You know anything with tea and pot in its name is going to give 

you a groovy sound" was scripted but omitted from the tape. 13 
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The Smothers brothers clashed with CBS over the limits of good taste in politics and other 
matters. Network television had difficulty handling the political movements of the sixties. 
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Goldie only appeared once or twice during the first season; by the second season (1968 to 1969) CC)Ordere4 
she had become a regdar. Another ensemble performer, the humorously morose Pat Paulsen, attracted 

raised eyetyows during his summer 1968 "Pat Paulsen for President" campaign, in which he famously 
promised, " If nominated I will not run, if elected I will not serve." The network feared that even such 

harmless humor might provoke demands for equal time for other candidates and kept him off the air 
during the fall season. 

But it was the musical guests that both took the program in an unmistakably left-wing direction and 

provoked the heaviest network censorship. For the premiere fall 1967 episode, the brothers had sched-

uled formerly blacklisted protest singer Pete Seeger. Seeger was scheduled to sing his song "Waist 

Deep in the Big Muddy," about a World War II troop led to their deaths by uncaring and misinformed offi-

cers. The final stanza, " Now every time I read the papers/ That old feelin' comes on/ We're waist deep 

in the Big Muddy/ And the big fool says to push cn." When CBS censored the song as a thinly veiled ref-

erence to President Johnson's leadership in Vietnam, it created a public uproar. A CBS memo defended 

the decsion: 

[W]e cannot open the door to all material sinply on the basis that its principal function is to provide 
entertaMment. I da.rJZ1j_.fink that we could acce t 'ng 

at merits of LSD and marlena, nor can we ever ignore taste considerations such as that present 

in Pete Seeger's "Big Muddy," in which there is metaphorical reference to the President as a fre. 14 

Here the network raises the banner of gooc taste as the criteria to be used in evaluating political content. 

Social criticism—unless it is slipped in under disguise such as in the Goldie O'Keefe segments—is in 
bad taste in an entertainment program and thus not permissible. 

The brothers continued to display terrible taste. Gradually CBS relented in its policy and allowed 

Seeger to perform " Big Muddy" later in the season, on the grounds that tasteless or not, much of their 

viewing audience shared an interest in political commentary on the issues of the day. They allowed the 

October 27: 1968, opening segment, in which Tom and Dick appeared in a collage of shots, dressed var-

iously as authorities in Mexico, Japan. Prague, and at Columbia University, and repeated the line, "The 

reason that the students of [Prague, Mexico City, and so on] are rioting this weekend is because of out-

side aglators." The final segment cut to Tom and Dick onstage as themselves, proclaiming cheerfully, 

"Hi! Were the outside agitators ... no !ob too small ... no job too large ... twenty-four hour service, sat-

isfaction guaranteed!" Tom then muttered to Dick, " I don't know if I can hack this eve weekend." This 

parodied the frequent allegations made by authorities aroun the world that their social unrest was 

caused not by their own students or citizehs but by Communist outsiders. As such, the joke required a 

leftist political sensibility to appreciate. In the meantime, the network's tentative permissiveness might be 

explained by the fact that it was attracting ample sponsors eager to target the youth market; one of its 

participating sponsors was the Volkswagen company. However, another routine on this provoking episode 

was a comedy sermonette by Second City comeolan David Steinberg that attracted outraged protest over 
its seeming antireligious overtones. 

In the show's third—and as it turned out, final—season, its leftward political drift intensified. Tom 

and Dick returned sporting mustaches and Nehru jackets, in contrast to their former " hippies with hair-

cuts" image. They converted the traditionai stage to a theater- in-the-round structure, which allowed the 

audience to feature in every shot and to be shown reacting to the performances on stage; what the world 

saw was a decidedly young, hirsute, hippie-looking audience, for whom their program was aimed. Musi-

cal guests included some of the most popular artists of the times—the Beatles, Grace Slick and the Jef-
ferson Airplane, the Doors, Donovan. 

More problems with censorship arose. Singer Harry Belafonte attempted to sing his song "Don't 

Stop the Carnival," which contained specific relerences to the Chicago riots. The brothers wanted to 

e.V.steitbr) 
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intercut h s performance with actual footage from Chicaao and the network agreed as long as there 

were no scenes of violence. Since violence was endemic in Chicago this was difficult, but even after a 

few nonviolent clips had been found, they took on new meaning in the context of the song. The network 

summarily cut the segment and replaced it with an advertisement for the Nixon/Agnew campaign. When 

Joan Baez attempted to preface her song with a brief dedication to her husband David Harris, then serv-

ing time in jail for refusing the military draft, CBS pulled that segment from the March 9, 1969, show. 

Though they relented and allowed the taped segment to appear a few weeks later, they cut her opening 

remarks. 
As the brothers grew increasingly restive under these decisions, they responded by encouraging the 

writers (who included a young Steve Martin) to create more openly political material, to be performed by 

such unobjectionable (and liberal) stars as Kate Smith and Burl Ives. The network stepped up its efforts to 

tone them down and increasingly refused to okay the taped shows sent in for approval by their Standards 

and Practices division. Affiliates, run by management often more conservative than the national audience 

or national advertisers, began to complain. Also, the show's ratings, which had rivaled those of time-slot 

competitor Bonanza at list.leaan_to slip,  whether because of the political content or because of being 

chip-chopped by censors, it is hard to know. On April 3, 1969, the network informed the brothers that 

since they had not produced an acceptable tape by the agreed-upon time, their contract was canceled. 

Once again, CBS explained its actions in terms of good taste and responsibility. As Robert Wood, a 

network executive, stated in a letter: 

The central issue involved in the cancellation of this 

organization has a responsibility to the public wit 

they are entitled to establish reasonable procedures in 

le: whether a broadcast 

and, if so, whether 

a responsibility.... The 

alternative would be to eliminate all standards of taste, and let the viewers fend for themselves— 

remove all impediments to what could be seen in the living room by any person at any time of any 

sensioility. 15 

It seemed that in 1969 material that supported the war in Vietnam was to be considered in good 

taste; material that opposed it was in bad taste. Never mind that many viewers considered The Smoth-

ers Brothers Comedy Hour to be the closest program to their taste on the ah.. In the charged atmosphere 

of 1969, veiled allusions to the counterculture might be o ay, Fbi.--7—a7—cnow""ledgement of their politics was 

not. The networks were trying to have it both ways: drawing in the profitable, youthful audience with pro-

grams that promised some recognition of their values but keeping well within the mainstream so as not 

to drive away other viewers. In the limited oligopoly of the classic network system, this made good eco-

nomic serse. But its restrictive, repressive example would help to drive the movement toward the indus-

try breakup and increased diversity that marks the eighties. 

It is interesting to speculate about what might have happened had CBS moved its 

dynamic head of daytime programming, Fred_Siliur.malj, up to the post of program developer 

a little bit earlier. It was under Silverman in the early 1970s that CBS would make many of its 

key programming innovations, in particular the launch of the Norman Lear empire started 

with A// in the Family. Silverman had already turned the CBS daytime schedule around, since 

his appointment as vice-president of daytime programs in July 1966. Here he replaced the 

motley lineup of game shows and sitcom reruns that had characterized the CBS daytime 

schedule and set in place a solid phalanx of half-hour soaps, now starting at the earlier hour of 

11:30 Am and running until 4 PM. Two new soaps were introduced: \Vhere the Heart Is 
(1969-1973) and the Irna Phillips creation Lore is a Many-Splendored Thing (1969-1973). 
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Phillips intended to focus on an interracial romanc an e between an Asian American woman and 
a White man, the first time this Ibid been attemptea in a soap, but the network—perhaps in 
opposition to Silverman's wishes, perhaps not—objected and the plotline was dropped; 
Phillips quit. Silverman also revitalized CBS's Saturday morning children's hours with new 
first-mn cartoon series and his Children's Film Festival. CBS's share of the audience rose to 
40 in the daytime, and Silverman was promoted to vice-president in charge of programming 
overall in June 1970. 

This emphasis on youth and an awareness of the ratings-building power of the female 
audience carried over into Silverman's prime-time programming initiatives. In the spring of 
1971 he began the process of dumping all 13 of CBS's rural comedies—and with it an 
emphasis on the older audience—and brought on 28 new shows between 1971 and fall 1972, 
the majority oriented toward a youth audience. Most famously, All in the Family premiered 
in spring 1971, though the other new entry that season was The New Andy Griffith Show. 
However, with The Sonny and Cher Comedy Hour that summer and some unusual com-
edy/musical variety programs the following summer—The David Steinberg Show (recovered 
from his Smothers Brothers debacle) and the Melba Moore-Clifton Davis Show featuring the 
popular African American singer—a pattern began to emerge. In fall 1972 Silverman hit his 
stride, debuting The New Bill Cosby Show, Mande, The Waltons, Bridget Loves Bernie, The 
Bob Newhart Show, and M"A°S°H. There were others as well, not long-lived or particularly 
innovative. Yet before moving to ABC to make his mark, Silverman's decision to entrust 
CBS's prime time to producer Norman Lear gave American television one of its landmark 
moments. 

Connection All in he American Family: 
\( The Bunkers and the Louds \0 

When the camera faded up on the Bunker family living room—now enshrined in the Smithsonian Insti-

tution—in January 1971, the American audience got its first glimpse of a new kind of television family 

sitcom. Though the domestic comedy had remained popular throughout the 1960s, and had taken many 

and various forms, the Bunkers differed from the majority of prime-time families in many ways. First of 
all, they were adamantly and unapologetically working class. This was not Cleaver or Nelson territory— 

comfortable 9iddle-class homes with lawns and spacious living areas. The Bunker living room was small 
and crampeol_Two chairs faced a spot usually occupied by the camera but where viewers could logically 

insert space for a television set— the electronic heartlWe viewed the Bunkers as though through a 

television screen, and they viewed us back: Both the viewers at home and the Bunkers on the screen 

were only separated by a magic two-way mirror. This was the idea that Norman Lear had for his new 
kind of domestic situation comedy, based on a British show called 1711 Death Us Do Part. As adapted for 

American audiences, All in the Family brought politics into the living room in the form of generational 
conflict. Its forthright language, outspoken racism and prejudices, and raging family confrontation 

marked it out as different from the usual network fare immediately. 

It very nearly didn't get made. Author Todd Gitlin reports in Inside Prime Time that when previews of 

All in the Family w22ri4o144.1izteguje>masealeieclo4.116 This seemed largely due to what 
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network executives luckily recognized as social bias: People knew they weren't supposed to find the 

racist barbs and ethnic slurs uttered by Archie funny, and even though they did, they turned their ratings 

dials to "dislike," perhaps to mark their own difference from the Archie Bunkers of this world. But after a 

season of shaky ratings, the show went on to become one of the classics of American television. It ran 

for 12 years, starring Carroll O'Connor as Archie and Jean Stapleton as his beleaguered wife Edith 

throughout. Sally Struthers played their daughter Gloria, married to Mike Stivic (Rob Reiner), usually 

referred to by Archie as " Meathead." Gloria and Mike lived (uneasily) with her parents in their small, 

crowded house until 1975, when they moved next door and soon after produced a baby, Joey. After 

1978, when both Struthers and Reiner left the show, it gradually began to feature Archie more and Edith 

less. Edith was scripted out as the scene shifted to the bar that Archie ran, retitled Archie Bunker's Place 

until it finally went off the air in 1983. 

All the while, a host of strong supporting characters played off Archie's archetypal conservative 

ideas: the Jeffersons, an African American family who lived next door and returned Archie's slurs insult 

for insult; Edith's cousin Maude, an uu1spkaIib  who drove Archie crazy; the Italian family the 

Lorenzos, whose main offense consisted not in being Italian but in that Frank loved to clean and cook 

while Irene was the household handyman. But Archie's main opponents were his son-in-law Mike— 

sociology graduate student (to Archie, this meant " unemployed")—and Gloria, his bleeding-heart liberal 

daughter. Edith played the middle as an addle-brained but sympathetic and lovably fairminded spouse, 

whose good-hearted attempts at neighborliness saved the show from veering too far toward the offen-

sive. The debut program was actually prefaced with a disclaimer from the network: 

"The program you are about to see is All in the Family It seeks to throw a humorous spotlight on our 

frailties, prejudices and concerns. By making them a source of laughter we hope to show—in a 

mature fashion—just how absurd they are." 
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Life was conducted at a high volume in Norman Lear's All in the Family The show's primary 
innovation was to take overt political discord and give it a generational twist. Edith wavered in 
the middle, much like the audience. 
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How maturely audiences handled the show's ethnic taunts and airing of treasured prejudices is a 

matter of much study and debate. Some researchers claimed that viewers took away what they brought 

to the show. Those who shared Archie's sentiments found his declamations reassuring and confirming 

and laughed with him; those who were inclined lo sympathize with Mike and Gloria confirmed their lib-

eralism by laughing at him. To a certain extent the show's preferment of liberal views could not be 

ignored. Archie was surrounded by liberals and people more tolerant than himself, and in each episode 

his ideas were proved wrong. Yet each week he came back with the same attitudes: It was his pleasure 

in refusing to learn that made many critics distrust the show's political effect, even as they praised its 
writing and performances. 

The show became wildly popular and spawned almost equally popular spinoffs. Maude (CBS 1972-

1979) with Bea Arthur as Maude Finley, was one of the most outspoken feminists ever on television and 

the first woman to be portrayed sympathet•cally as she chose to have an abortion. Maude spun off Good 

Times (CBS 1974-1979) starring Esther Rolle as Florida Evans, who had played Maude's maid in the 

earlier show, though Jimmie Walker as J.J. became the best known. The Jeffersons (CBS 1975-1985) 

"moved on up" to their own sitcom about a successful Black middle-class family headed by George 

(Sherman Hemsley) and Louise (Isabel Sanford). George had played Archie's counterpart on All in the 

Family, as outspoken in his disapproval of Whites as Archie's was of Blacks. Their neighbors, the Willises, 

were the first regular interracial couple to be featured on network TV. And less well remembered, Gloria 

(now divorced) got her own show briefly from 1982 to 1983. Lear went on to produce other shows, 

under a sweetheart deal with CBS, as well as the satiric soap Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman for syndica-

tion. Contemporary programs like Roseanne, The Simpsons, and Married . . . with Children owe their 

transgressive humor to the model set by All in the Family in the 1970s. 

All in the Familys double-edged meaning, so typical of commercial network television, found its 

strange twin in another, very different program about the American family that debuted a few years later 

on PB. An American Family;› a 12-part documentary focused on the Loud family of Santa Barbara. 

In a véri style, the filmmakers virtua ly lived with the Louds over a seven-month period from 1970 to 

1971 and documented their lifestyle, personalities, interractions, emotional outbursts, trials and tribula-

tions, editing down the 300 hours of video they collected into the series that ran on P S from January to 

March 1973. If CBS's All in the Family brought a certain element, often calle realis , to prime-time 

comedy depictions of the U.S. family, An American Family took that one step further. Although later Loud 

family members would go public with their disappointment in the series and their feelings that it distorted 

and exploited their family's troubles and upsets, the series gained high ratings for PBS and, many felt, 
captured something of the turmoil experienced by families across the nation. 

The Louds were somewhat unusual already by the fact of having five children. Bill, a businessman, 

and Pat, a traditional housewife at the time of the documentary, were shown in a troubled marriage and 

decided to divorce during the show's run. Their rocky relationship touched a chord in viewers' lives even 

as it mirrored a demographic trend of the era. Oldest son Lance made the biggest impact, by coming out 

of the closet as a gay man after a move to New York. The episode in which he reveals his sexuality to his 

mother, visiting him in Greenwich Village, became the most talked-about event in the series. Other chil-

dren were Delilah, Grant, Kevin, and Michele. As the camera followed them through their days, closed in 

on their reactions during family disputes, and pu: a spotlight on their affluent, dysfunctional lifestyle, the 

distance between the way that American families actually lived—even if distorted—and the overdrawn 

portraits on commercial television were revealed and highlighted. The process of being documentary 

subjects may have brought on some of the family crises, several Loud family members admitted later. 

Interviewed in 1993, son Grant, who was a teenager in 1973, said " I hated my father, and he didn't like 

me. I was scared of him. Now I have a really good relationship with him, and it's because the series 
forced me to think about the relationship." 
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This real- life family revealed aspects of American life in the 1970s that its commercial counterpart, 

All in the Family, avoided. The Bunkers fought and argued, called each other names and threatened to 
leave, but never did. In true sitcom form, they stayed together over the years and changed very little. 

Though race, religion, and ethnicity figured frequently in the show, with women's liberation a running 

subtheme, the issue of homosexuality rarely came up, in a program that placed a premium on the same 

kind of unquestioning heterosexuality that Donna Reed and Lucy had championed. On the other hand, 

though An American Family took on family fragmentation and homosexuality, the Louds lived in a privi-

leged, White world of affluence and ethnic homogeneity. They argued and talked their way through life's 

crises, but as the documentary's producer Craig Gilbert put it, "The series was about a land of plenty that 

produces mindless people, who talked all the time, but not about the things that were troubling them.... 

In some ways, all American families resemble the Louds." 17 If one of the enduring political messages of 
the era was that the personal is political, these programs turned the tables and made the political per-

sonal, as tteilookaudder social issues and encapsulaarnics of the Isipaily. 

Between them, All in the Family and An American Family sketched out a picture of 
American domesticity as filtered through the lens of television. Yet there was one more fam-
ily show in the sitcom tradition that marks this decade and that would set i 
dents, as it handled the explosive politics of the sixties and early seventies. S 
1972-1983), although about an Army hospital unit operating during the Ko ade 
obvious reference to Vietnam as had the film by Robert Altman on which the show was based. 
Written, and later produced, by established comedy writer Larry Gelbart, the series created a 
different kind of family, a kind of workplace family but one faced by a whole range of life- and 
sanity-threatening situations in keeping with the political turmoil of the times. With Alan Alda 
as Hawkeye, Wayne Rogers as Trapper John, Loretta Swit as Margaret "Hot Lips" Houlihan, 
Larry Linville as Frank Burns, and many other stellar actors, this was also one of the first true 
ensemble cast comedies. Its combination of war-related tragedy and slapstick, often salacious 
humor commented on war specifically and human nature generally with many telling parallels 
to the contemporary political situation. It also espoused an atmosphere of resistance to 
authority, mocking the Army and government institutions for their hypocrisy and inanity. It 
could slip strong antiwar messages past watchful authorities in a way that the Smothers Broth-
ers and their guests could not. 

Sitcoms remained strong in the sixties (with at least 22 on the air most seasons), but a 
genre of programming that blossomed and became dominant during this time was the hour-
long action/adventure show. By fall 1973 there were over 24 of these shows on the prime-time 
schedule, taking up over a third of prime-time hours. They ran the gamut from Gunsmoke, 
the last of the holdover westerns, to medical dramas (Medical Center; Marcus Welby, MD; 
Doc Elliot) to the most prominent by far, crime and police series. Popular titles from the early 
seventies include The Rookies, Hawaii Five-0, Cannon, Kcjak, Ironside, Mannix, Police 
Story, Shaft (the first to feature a Black detective, played by Richard Roundtree), Barnaby 
Jones, and in a slightly different category, The Six Million Dollar Man, which debuted in 1974 
and would soon touch off a bionic/superhero craze. A few variety shows still hung on—Bob 
Hope, Dean Martin, Carol Burnett, and Sonny and Cher—and movies had become staples 
on the network schedules. Every night featured a "movie of the week" on one net or another, 
some made for TV, others from Hollywood. NBC debuted its Tomorrow show at 1:00 AM 
following the Tonight program, with Tom Snyder as host. And a few prime-time shows of the 
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period defy categorization: Love American Style, an anthology of love-related weekly playlets, 
with famous guests in the main roles; The Walton% an hour-long family drama set in America's 
historical past, that deliberately turned its back on the tempestuous times in favor of tradi-
tional values and homespun truths; and last but far from least, Star Trek, whose initial run 
from 1966 to 1969 on NBC sparked an empire of thoughtful, original sci-fi programs and 
would produce one of the most persistent and creative fan cultures ever. 

The Living Room War 

Television news expanded and deepened during the years of political unrest and war. Having 
expanded to a half-hour before prime time, the networks built up both their brand-name 
anchor teams and their coverage of the world's hot spots. CBS had Walter Cronkite, ABC fea-
tured Harry Reasoner and Walter K. Smith, and NBC headlined the team of Chet Huntley 
and David Brinkley. As can be seen by this list of anchors, network television news remained 
a resolutely White male bastion. Though a few women reporters worked on the fringes, not 
until 1976 would Barbara Walters put the voice of authority in a woman's mouth. And though 
a Black face might occasionally be seen as a correspondent—Mal Goode was hired by ABC in 
1962—significant inclusion of African Americans or other minorities ipjetwork news cover-
age would have to wait until the 1980s. This was a war that variou 
fight as the sixties went on. 

-----17fflffirifewsrastrincreased in length and frequency, and with the advent of technolo-
gies such as satellites and portable electronic news-gathering equipment using videotape 
(ENG), news could be instantly transmitted from anywhere on the globe, from virtually any-
one. Local stations began to cover news in their local areas not just for local audiences but for 
pickup by the network. But it was in their coverage of the war in Vietnam—up close, on the 
scene, in full color, often shooting as the action happened—that television news finally came 
of age. Many attribute the growing antiwar sentiment, so unlike previous wars, directly to the 
fact that with television news gathering, pictures of the war as it really was, as it really hap-
pened, were beamed into the living rooms of American families for the first time. 

Although the quantity of documentary productions, outside of breaking news, would 
never again rival the early 1960s, a few controversial programs provoked discussion and out-
rage. CBS's 1971 The Selling of the Pentagon angered many in the military establishment for 
its hard-hitting look at military spending. 60 Minutes, CBS's groundbreaking newsmagazine 
show that debuted in 1968, brought longer pieces of investigative reporting to prime time on 
a variety of topics. The Watergate hearings, carried live for many hours between May and 
August 1973, held audiences fascinated as they watched presidential trustworthiness crum-
ble. Political reaction was not always favorable; President Nixon made the media, especially 
television„ one of his primary targets in pointed criticism, and Vice-President Spiro Agnew 
took up the gauntlet with his famous "nattering nabobs of negativity" quote (referring to the 
media). 

organized to 

Sports 

Two of the most enduring television sports institutions premiered during this decade: the first 
Super Bowl in January 1967, followed by the debut of Monday Night Football on ABC in 1970 
under the direction of Roone Arledge. In between, the 1968 summer Olympics broadcast live 
from Mexico City enthralled the nation not only with compelling physical performances but 
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with the outcropping of political protest in the midst of victory, as several U.S. athletes 
shocked the nation by giving the Black power salute during the medals ceremony. This set 
the stage for the most tragic ynvergence of sports and political violence ever seen on TV 
during ABC's coverage of th(1972 _sltcamer.fligulpiçln the hands of Roone Arledge and 
Howard Cosell, viewership of the games rose to new heights, attracting 52 percent of the 
TV audience some nights. When Palestinian terrorists invaded the Olympic compound in 
Munich and captured a group of Israeli athletes, ABC covered the breaking story from stand-
off to bargained agreement to the final tragic shootout with police during which all the hos-
tages were killed. 

ABC moved into the position of sports leader during this period as a strategy to improve 
its customary third-place ranking. Advancing technology, multiple-camera coverage, quick 
editing, and instant replay, enhanced by fast-paced commentary, music, and vivid graphics, 
became the elements we associate with sports realism on television—an effect some argue 
worked to trivialize and sensationalizi- athletics, turning them away from authentic competi-
tion into a cheapened form of showbiz. Sports had now truly become one of the fundamental 
elements of network and local television, and increasingly the organization, economics, and 
even rules of sports themselves changed to accommodate this persistent new presence. 

The FCC eliminated the practice of local blackouts in the case of games sold out more 
than three days prior to the event in 1973, as income from television rights began to over-
whelm stadium receipts. By the late 70s, the annual Super Bowl had become the priciest 
commercial property on television, with sponsors paying millions of dollars for a 30-second 
spot. Many claimed to watch the event primarily for the cutting-edge ads. Things had 
changed since the early days of sports as public service. 

SOCIAL DISCOURSE 

During the crucial decade from 1965 to 1975, loosely described in most accounts as the six-
ties, ways of thinking and talking about television varied as widely and exhibited the same 
conflicted pressures as the decade itself. 

Violence Redux 
It is hardly surprising that with riots, demonstrations, and war coverage on the news, and with 
the networks featuring action/adventure shows in prime-time while children's Saturday morn-
ing schedules were filled with superhero cartoons, objections to the rising level of violence 
would once again attract national attention. In the assassination-ridden year of 1e8, Presi-
dent Johnson instituted the Commission one Cause d Effects of Violence.hts report 
contained a lengthy and condemnatory chapter on the media, p cular y levision, which 
prompted Senator John Pastore of Rhode Island to request that the surgeon general form a 
panel to review research on the subject. Amazingly quickly, as legislators grasped at a way to 
pinpoint the source of violence—in a way reflecting credit on themselves—a research pro-
gram was initiated and funded to the tune of $ 1.5 million. A mixed panel of industry, aca-
demic, and neutral experts reviewed existing studies and commissioned 23 more, sparking a 
boom in the academic social science field of TV effects. Their final report, issued in 1972, 
became a subject of controversy itself, as industry panelists fought to tone down and exclude 
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some of the more definite findings about ways in which television might encourage or moti-
vate violent acts, particularly among children. 

Although the report concluded tamely that "for some children, some of the time" there 
might be a relationship between heavy TV viewing and a tendency to act out violently,other 
studies purported to show a much more direct and powertul relationship. An ongoing as-
sessment of the level of network TV violence was commissioned, and departments of social 
science-based media research sprang up in universities all over the country, funded by gov-
ernment and foundation grants. 

But few questioned the basic economic and regulatory structures and inherited repre-
sentational systems by now solidified in American television. Critics charged that the entire 
methodology and scope of such studies begged the real questions facing television in a 
democracy. As an emergent conservative, religious right began to take up some of the same 
dystopian views of television's violent and often controversial address, liberal critics of the 
media wondered if the violence debate had really led them down the right road. Was censor-
ship the answer? Into whose hands would it be placed? If government regulation combined 
with industry self-interest could not produce a fair and representative television system, and 
if public television's alternative remained cautious and fettered by its funding, where might a 
solution be found? 

Citizen Activism 

Here the debate might have languished had not the militant citizen action groups of the 
1970s jumped into the fray. One in particular, Action for Children's Television (ACT), had 
been formed in the late sixties by Peggy Charren and a group of Boston women concerned 
about television's effects on their children. In 1970 they petitioned the FCC for require-
ments that stations provide more quality children's programming and attracted support from 
the John and Mary R. Markle Foundation, allowing them to expand into a national organiza-
tion. Their regulatory efforts would later pay off in limits on advertising to children, the cre-
ation of a family viewing hour, and eventually passage of the Children's Television Act in 1992. 
Another group focused on the public television scene was the Children's Telev---Tileir'rç'çrMh or op 
(CTW), founded in 1968 with support from the Ford and Carnegie Foundations and the U.S. 
Department of Education. It produced the groundbreaking children's program Sesame 
Street, one of the first to combine highly original and fast-paced entertainment techniques 
with a no-nonsense educational message. Preschool-aged children learned their numbers and 
ABCs in a multicultural, socially conscious environment populated by enduring childhood 
companions like Big Bird, Bert and Ernie, and the Cookie Monster. CTW followed up its first 
success with l'ite/ecnany aimed at older children. 

Women's groups and organizations concerned with racial and ethnic representation also 
made their complaints and objectives known to the FCC, broadcasters, and the general pub-
lic during this period. The lack of women and minorities in news organizations was explored 
in a study done by the United States Commission on Civil Rights in 1977, tellingly entitled 
"Window Dressing on the Set: Women and Minorities in Television." It found that U.S. news 
organizations had done a very poor job of integrating non-White, non-male reporters, pro-
ducers, and managers into either their news operations or their news coverage. NOW 
mounted a large-scale public awareness campaign that focused on the sexual objectification 
or disempowerment of women in media and advertising, which found a widely read outlet in 
Ms. magazine. Meanwhile, groups such as the National Black Media Coalition, the National 
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Black Media Producers Association, and Black Effort for Soul in Television (BEST) consoli-
dated the gains that African Americans were beginning to make in national media and agi-
tated for more. 

Another area of activist concern was the emerging sphere of Public, Educational and 
Governmental (PEG) Access channels just beginning to open up on cable systems, as re-
quired by federal law. Public access, in particular, began to seem like a solution—some would 
claim a sop—to the competing demands of local grassroots activists, left-wing video artists, 
and a PR-hungry cable industry. Development of lightweight, inexpensive video Portapacics in 
the early seventies, which allowed everyday citizens to become video producers, brought tele-
vision production down to a community and individual level, and public access channels pro-
vided an outlet. Local governments and schools also began to produce informational material 
and to air board and council meetings. The possibilities seemed limitless, although the late 
seventies and eighties would begin to sketch out where the limits lay. 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter we've examined some of the ways in which our basic understanding about 
television was changing during the turbulent decade of 1965 to 1975. The period of tight net-
work control that had been brought on by the quiz show scandals of the fifties began to totter 
under a rhetoric that blamed the vertically integrated commercial network oligopoly for a 
host of problems. The emergence of PBS in 1968 pointed exactly to all those things that the 
commercial networks fªileil œ•fiazlei.,clo. educational ro deouLplic 
affairs and entary series, coverage of art clusion of racial minorities, and 

e..i.\e a host of other long-awaited progra a ves. The corn ial networks responded by cre-
ating youth-oriented shows that either stifled political comment as with the Smothers Broth-
ers or created double-edged, compromised messages. Network news covered the struggle for 
civil rights and for women's equal rights but reproduced the repressive racial and gender sys-
tem in its own organization and basic orientation. 

Pressures from reformist, political, and competing industry groups created a groundswell 

ÇS2e PTAR rules pointed to places where the big three networks exercised excessive control. The 
for regulatory measures that would undermine the tight network cartel. The fin/syn and 

'' utopian rhetoric developing around cable television pointed to a new, diverse, multichannel 
"  television universe still unavailable yet beckoning. The WLBT case demonstrated how televi-
 sionsion could be used as an instrument of social oppression, yet also lighted the way toward 

increased citizen action. And while television brought home the stresses and strains of the six-
ties in a way unprecedented in U.S. history, it also challenged parental authority and reawak-
ened fears of the power of this influential medium in an increasingly institutionaliwd way. 

As the sixties ended, arguably in spirit if not in date around 1975, television existed in an 
uneasy relationship to the politics and temper of the times. Attracting blame from both the 
right and the left, having lost much credibility with the movement for racial rights and with 
the women's movement, challenged on all sides by new technologies, rival industrial groups, 
and more active citizens, a way out had not yet emerged. However, the emphasis on con-
sumer rights presaged by the WLBT decision, as well as the changes in industry regulation, 
pointed in a direction that would become dominant by 1980: the deregulatory movement 
ushered in formally during the Reagan administration. The notion of centralized control 
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passed on to the media, which had been brokered in the early 1930s, gave way to an empha-
sis on competition, diversity, and consumer choice. Whether these new catchwords would do 
a better job than regulation, control, and exclusion remained to be seen. 
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CHAPTER 

RISING DISCONTENT: 
1975 TO 1985 

ktick: the seventies. What do you think of? Platform shoes, polyester pointy-collar shirts, 
bell bottoms to the nth degree, John Travolta, the Fonz, disco dance floors with strobe 

lig ts and a pulsing beat, long lines at gas stations, no jobs for college grads, cocaine on the 
coffee table, former yippie Jerry Rubin turned yuppie networking guru, Eldridge Cleaver 
designing clothes, Roots, Hill Street Blues, The Love Boat, the Bicentennial—as an anticli-
max. We could go on, but clearly many of the things we identify as properly belonging to the 
seventies represent the fallout from the sixties or elements taken to a new and sometimes 
excessive degree. During the period that ran roughly from 1975 till 1985, the nation sobered  
%emir' the heady intoxications of the 1960s and found it had a giant headache. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT: CRISIS OF CONFIDENCE 

As long as times were prosperous, warring social elements had scraped along, but the 
embargo placed o Mid Easte • after t e Yom Ki pur ar in 1974 marked the begin-
ning of the energy crisis and a eclining economic situation. Gas pnces rose 10 percent and a 
period of stagflation commenced, marked by both inflation (high interest rates, prices rising 
faster than paychecks) and economic stagnation. The unemployment rate rose to 9.7 percent 
by 1982—its highest since 1940 and the all-time peak of the post-World War II period. For 
minority youths it reached almost 30 percent in some places. The country's mood darkened. 
As Treasury Secretary William Simon said in a speech in 1976, 

Vietnam, Watergate, student unrest, shifting moral codes, the worst recession in a genera-
tion, and a number of other jarring cultural shocks have all combined to create a new climate 
of questions and doubt. .. It all adds up to a general malaise, a society-mule crisis of institu-
tional confidence.' 

And, in this final pre-AIDS period, society plumbed new depths dissip—ario's • ( cadene) 

or so many believed. This was the el- ingles s cre rugs, of Waiting for 
Mr Goodbar and Saturday Night Fever e electronically enhanced disco beat began to 
dominate the music scene, spawning a new attention to dance clubs and urban night life. 
Drugs formed an important part of this scene, and it is during the seventies that emphasis 
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shifted from the psychedelics and pot of the sixties to the cocaine craze, a prelude to the crack  
epirli-mir of thdate.eigkities and early nineties. 

The election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, promising a "new morning in America," eclipsed 
the disappointing Ford and Carter administrations and stangla.leguee:slumteateura. 
Baby boome ded in their bell bottoms and love beads for the dress-for-success look, and 
the ppie era named for the young urban professionals that the boomers had become— 
was n the plus side, minorities and women who had demonstrated for equal access to 
democracy and the good things of American life marched out of college and professional 
schools into new careers. The numbers of women working outside the home—now often in 
areas previously closed to them—climbed to over 50 percent, and the Black middle class 
expanded significantly for the first time since the 1920s. On the negative side, a new empha-
sis on material ac social status evolved from the two-paycheck family; the eight-
ies . became the ` Tbs,rieire continued to skyrocket, reaching a peak in 
1980 of 52 percent o marriages that has yet to be equaled. As the echo boom (children of 
the baby boomers, later to become generation Y) commenced in the early eighties, families 
faced the problem of juggling child rearing with professional advancement. And generation X, 
those born between 1960 and 1975 in the fallout of the baby boom, began to come of age still 
overshadowed by the sheer bulk of the preceding generation. 

The pro-business outlook of the Reagan administration brought to a peak the increasing 
tendencies toward global economic integration that had been developing since the 1950s. 
American industries expanded abroad in ever-enhanced numbers, and American political 
and military interests followed them. In El Salvador, Nicaragua, the Philippines, and Iran, 
American interests supported dictatorial governments despite national resistance, and with 
disastrous results. Environmental laws passed during the sixties were undercut by a business-
friendly administration and progress slowed. Income disparity between the wealthiest and 
the poorest Americans increased dramatically. A presidential policy of tax cuts—backed up 
by the first Republican-dominated Senate since 1954—reduced public spending even as 
military funding increased. The era of business deregulation brought on the first episodes of 
industrial megamergers—to fight off international competition, it was claimed—and the 
beginnings of a global culture slowly began to trickle into American living rooms. In other 
countries, the trickle became a deluge. American popular culture, in particular, swept the 
globe in a process that would only escalate as the eighties became the nineties. 

It was the sixties space race that had led to the key piece of technology that made global-
ization possible. The Soviets had launched the first orbiting satellite, Sputnik, in 1957, and in 
1963 the United States countered with the first geostationary satellite, perched permanently 
at 22,300 miles above the earth's surface so that it rotated at exactly the same speed as the 
earth itself. This meant that a satellite receiver on the ground could remain stationary and still 
pick up the signal, rather than having to track across the sky with the satellite's orbit, some-
times losing it altogether. It didn't take long for the commercial possibilities of this sort of 
technology to reveal themselves, and in 1964 AT&T's Early Bird satellite created the first live 
television link between the United States and Europe. It was launched by NASA for the 
Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT), a coalition of government and industrial 
corporations concerned with development of space technology. It was Western Union's Wes-
tar satellite that first made transponders available for lease by other companies. The effect of 
satellite technology on media, not just in the United States but centrally to its global inter-
connections, is one of the least recognized but most significant developments of the latter half 
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of the twentieth century. It would have an enormous impact on all aspects of American life, 
and especially on the media. 

MEDIA CHANGES 

The most sweeping changes in the media industry would take place in television in the 1970s, 
with films, newspapers, and even radio reacting in ways that wouldn't reach full fruition until 
the late eighties. Yet the contradictory trend of the 1960s toward consolidation, nationaliza-
tion, and blockbusters on the one hand aimarket segmentation, s ialintion, and inde-
pendent alternatives on the other continual Ihigh th 1 7Os and into the ei htie 
companies and ventures were born as others went under. The emphasis on the youth market 
carried over but diversified as the baby boom generation moved into adulthood. Affecting all 
media to a greater than ever degree were advances in technology. The emergence of satellite 
transmission, videocassette recorders, expanded cable television, lightweight videocameras, 
computer-generated graphics, and a host of related technologies began to change the media 
industries and, along with mergers and consolidations, to blur their edges more completely. 

McPaper 

No development rocked the world of the print media more than the birth of USA Today, the 
first national newspaper, in 1982. Building on advances in satellite distribution, the basic idea 
behind this 6„w McPaper, some called it, was that it would be printed out at hundreds of 
sites across the nation, from a signal sent from various Gannett editorial offices around the 
world. Its national distribution and intended market meant that it would break certain time-
honored rules of the newspaper business. Without a secure base in a local or regional area, 
the local reporting done by any newspaper worth • • pletely irrelevant. Rather 
than focus in depth on traditionally serious topics, a Id skip lightly over break-
ing news, sampling from all corners of the nation and the globe, but land heavily on those top-
ics of universal appeal: sports, weather, and entertainment. Enlivened by catchy graphics, 
charts, and syndicated features. the publication seemed to many to bear the same relationship 
to real journalism as McDonald's hamburgers did to real food. But business travelers, hotels, 
airlines, and those who wanted to keep up on U.S. news in other countries quickly saw its 
potential. T paper would not make its first profits until 1993, but its parent company's 
increasingl global media holdings propped it up while its unique identity sustained it.  

p 

The seventies were a time of expansion and merger for dominant newspaper groups. Out 
of the formerly diverse ownership of thmultiple papers serving most cities in the 1960s, a 
handful oimedia conkmeráejose: Gannett, Knight-Ridder, Newhouse, Times 
Mirror, the New York Times Company. Dow Jones, the Chicago Tribune Company, Cox 
Enterprises, and a few others owned papers in cities across the country and often had exten-
sive holdings in other media as well. Many cities lost trefflred hi, trioesloily newspapem dur-
ing these decades, as the Chicago Daily News, the Washington Star, the PhiladFlphia 
Bulletin, the Cleveland Press, and the Columbus Citizen-Journal bit the dust. However, oth-
ers such as the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, the Washington Post, and the Wall 
Street Journal effectively became n%tionalpapas..afahliffefflin.,-denieesnit than USA Today, 
even while keeping their local base. 
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Movies 
The seventies marks the last decade during which we can really talk about the film industry as 
separate from television, even though many boundaries had already blurred. With .peez2f 
the fin/syn rules, Hollywood studios moved ever deeper into television  roduction, dominat-
ing  e- t-run syndication and cable. Stu-
dios also began to participate in cable channel ownership, even as cable companies moved 
into film production. In 1986, the first of the studio/network alliances would form with the 
emergence of Rupert Murdoch's Fox network, as will be discussed in Chapter 11. The most 
pertinent technological innovation of the eighties, the videocassette recorder or VCR, 
wouldn't achieve wide distribution until 1988. But studios saw it on the horizon and began 
malting plans. All the major studios had formed home video distribution arms by the mid-
1980s, with Paramount Home Video making the biggest splash in 1982 by releasing Star Trek 
II: The Wrath of Khan for a sell-through price of onl si ed to be chased by 
individu wne t b , as previous policy had •ctated. Soon studios 
wo see more of their overall profits produced by formerly secondary distribution chan-
nels—cable, network TV, videotape, and foreign sales—than by first-run box office exhibition. 
This would fundamentally change the nature of the business. 

Meanwhile, merger mania continued. The emphasis on blockbusters, combined with the 
more segmented films that the cable market sustained, produced record profits in the film 
business in the late seventies and early eighties; 1980 was the most lucrative year the film 
iuluedieLemeeeed. Met studios bec.ezekeoneargets. The Coca-Cola corpo-
ration bought Columbia Pictures in 1982 as an addition to its growing entertainment division. 
Cable mogul Ted Turner purchased MGM/UA from Kirk Kerkorian in 1985 but later sold off 
both its production facilities (to Lorimar-Telepictures) and ongoing business as MGM/UA 
(back to Kerkorian) in order to hold onto what he really wanted: the vast MGM film library, 
which included a significant number of RKO and Warner properties. In 1981, 20th Century 
Fox was purchased by Denver oil millionaire Marvin Davis, who sold it to Rupert Murdoch in 
1985. Other mergers would follow. 

But in this boom market new studios sprang up as well. Orion Pictures formed in 1978, 
by the former United Artists management team. Tri Star Pictures, organized in 1982, brought 
together the production capacities of Columbia, HBO cable, and CBS television, an early syn-
ergistic venture by which Columbia would produce films, HBO would show them on pay 
cable, followed by network exhibition on CBS. However, it was only modestly successful, and 
by 1985 both HBO and CBS had withdrawn. 

Other mini-majors and independents that sprang up during this period show the impact 
that cable and television had on the circumstances of film production and also the increasing 
globalization of the film/TV market. The Cannon Group, an independent firm taken over in 
1979 by Israeli filmmakers Menahem Golan and Yoram Globus, produced low-budget 
action/adventure films for U.S. and foreign venues (known as "Cannon fodder" to those in the 
industry). Its most famous release was Death Wish II with Charles Bronson in 1982. The 
Dino DeLaurentiis Entertainment Group emerged when Italian filmmaker Dino DeLauren-
tüs bought the former Embassy Pictures in 1986, producing Crimes of the Heart that year, but 
facing bankruptcy by 1988. Other companies such as Lorimar-Telepictures, Spelling Produc-
tions, and Carsey-Werner were based in television production but ventured into films and 
also released U.S. TV pilots as feature films abroad. By 1984, foreign distribution of film and 
television brought in over $2 billion in income for U.S. studios. Cable television helped to 
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bring more foreign-produced films into the American market, and co-productions in which 
U.S. studios cooperated with European or Asian studios proliferated. 

Radio 
Few dramatic developments marked radio in the seventies, though the trends that had 
emerged in the earlier decade intensified. Satellite transmission allowed the movement 
toward syndicated formats to spread and deepen. Now a station's music, DJ patter, commer-
cials, and news could be sent out from a central point by satellite, leaving a few blank spots for 
local ads and weather. This created not only a homogenization of radio formats, but a slicing 
of the market into ever-thinner slivers, defined nationally. 

The numbers of people listening to the dominant formats rose overall, even as each local 
market found itself divided into increasing numbers of stations and categories. For instance, 
the blanket category of country-western now included subformats of counhypolitan, contem-
porary country, and modern country. The old standby formula called middle of the road or 
MOR subdivided into adult, adult contemporary, bright, uptempo, and easy listening. A new 
Black format brought together the former rhythm and blues and the new soul sounds. Pro-
gressive included underground, album-oriented rock, hard rock, alternative, free form, and 
folk. All-news and talk formats increased greatly. By now radio hits had been around long 
enough that a golden oldies format could emerge, playing the tunes that had made format 
radio famous in the fifties and sixties. FM continued to be the band of choice, as AM shifted 
uneasily and tried to find a new role. The overall number of stations on the air rose, and it was 
not unusual for a major city to find 30 to 50 stations competing for its listening audience, with 
perhaps eight or ten providing an outlet for each top national format and its slight variations. 

The shape of things to come appeared in the advent of satellite-delivered talk shows. 
Although radio had always been full of talk, new technologies now not only delivered syndi-
cated talk programs nationwide but also allowed national call-in via satellite-based 800 num-
bers. Mutual Broadcasting debuted long-running talkmeister Larry King in 1978 and other 
radio networks followed. NBC launched its Tallmet service in November 1981 with a financial 
call-in show hosted by Bruce Williams, followed by self-help and personal relationship talk 
mediated by Sally Jesse Raphael. Soon the format would make the transition to TV. 

DEREGULATION, BREAKUP, AND MERGER 

It might at first glimpse seem ironic that it was the institution of new regulation—the fin/syn 
and PTAR rules—as well as the FCC's decision to make cable an officially regulated industry 
that eventually led to the deregulatory decades of the Reagan era. Perhaps it might even show 
the fundamental contradiction of the deregulatory position: Free markets usually require 
some kind of regulation to create and maintain them. Even at its height, no one, least of all 
the television industry, actually wanted complete deregulation. That would mean no protec-
tion from foreign or unusually rapacious interlopers, of the kind that the TV business had 
always enjoyed. That would mean ncl,s,tation frqiencv  no orderly parceling out of 
thrwaves—at least, not for free. in the sweetheart deal from wilich the industry had so 
lon.surofited so enormously. Complete deregulation would pit smaller businesses against 
enormous media conglomerates, creating an unfair battle that the giants were sure to win. 
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No, .uunplete,cke.- gul.tiazauigyer--eitlxls, as even its primary Reaganite guru, FCC 
head Mark Fowler, stated very clearly (though most chose not to hear). But the diversification 
of control that fin/syn and cable had brought in their wake allowed the never completely qui-
escent giant of Hollywood to enter into the television lobby, meaning that no longer could the 
corporate radio and TV giants of previous years hold onto their cozy and exclusive relation-
ship with the federal government. Like it or not, Hollywood studios—as well as the growing 
cable industry—were now vociferous players in the television regulatory game. And they 
didn't like the old rules they had been forced to play by. 

Connection Mark Fowler's Toaster 

Even before President Reagan was elected to office on a free market, pro-business platform in 1980, 

there had been deregulatory stirrings at the FCC. Carter-appointed chairman Charles Ferris had led a 

revision of cable regulations from 1979 to 1980, after commissioning two studies that purportedly 
showed that cable competition would not harm broadcasting. When President Reagan appointed Mark 

Fowler head of the FCC in 1981, deregulation of the telecommunications industry more generally moved 

into high gear. Fowler came to the FCC with a strong conviction that competition in the marketplace, not 

government regulation, would provide the best service to consumers in a variety of fields. 

Defining his task as " pruning, chopping, slashing, eliminating, burning, and deep-sixing" a half cen-

tury of legislation from an agency that he called "t e last of e New D dinosa s," Fowler immediately 

embarked on a campaign t ot\Cyja-ATLQICebouluni me y, ent4.ne__riiren,%12.1_. érisluc_ational 

'Idren' rammin o recently achieved revoke fin/sy les, sla s on on ship, 

eep-six airness trine, and e iminate the requirement that censes be held for three years 

be ore transfer o ownership, sparking a boom in station sales and skyrocketing prices.2 At some of 

these he succeeded; at others he balked. Fowler is most famously remembered for his statement that 

television should be treated as nothing more than another household appliance, a "toaster with pictures." 

This phrase stuck, and Fowler's toaster for a while became the equivalent of Occam's razor: the princi-

ple of philosopher William of Occam that the simplest explanation is always the best one. For Fowler, the 

marketplace solution was always the best one. 

A former college DJ who went by the on-air monicker "Madman Mark," Fowler served as communi-

cations counsel to Ronald Reagan's presidential campaigns of 1976 and 1980. Reagan appointed him 

chair of the FCC in May 1981, with a clear mandate to carry through deregulatory Reaganite policies. In 

1982, with co-author Daniel L. Brenner, his legal assistant, Fowler published an article in the Texas Law 

Review that laid out his basic principles. Titled simply "A Marketplace Approach to Broadcast Regula-

tion," the article rebuts the basic principles behind 50 years of FCC regulation of commercial broadcast-

ing and proposes a new set of standards by which broadcast performance should be judged—all or 

most of which could, he argued, be achieved more readily through untrammeled marketplace competi-

tion than through government regulation. According to Fowler and Brenner, the FCC's hold over radio and 

television rests on ideas that they call "a series of legal fictions," the most fundamental of which is 

scarcity of broadcast frequencies. Because early officials perceived that frequencies were scarce and 

thus had to be allocated, they imposed an unprecedented infringement of broadcasters' First Amend-
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ment rights by requiring operation in the " public convenience, interest, or necessity." This "original elec-

tromagnetic sin" has led to a state o' affairs in which broadcasters possess fewer rights than do other 
media—the print media in particular.3 

Fo 1er ended th rcity w r th t ators ut t 

certain the 19 s it was compleeIy hing of th past. Pointing to the vast unused expanses of the 

UH spectrum and to new echnologies such as cable (which could have been developed much earlier), 

Fowler proposed that had the government allowed spectrum users to compete for use of the airwaves, 

perhaps by paying a spectrum usage fee, a better level of service to the public would have resulted. The . 

marketplace would have taken closer note of the public's needs and desires and provided a wider range 

of services than the regulated system coml. Here Fowler goes back to the notion (rejected by the FRC so 

long before) that "the public's interest, then, defines the public interest" and that competition in the free, 

unregulated market can best identify and serve those interests. 

But an even more compelling result of deregulating broadcasting, for Fowler, is that it would rid radio 

and television of the nefarious effects of government infringement of their First Amendment rights. Reg-

ulated broadcasting might have smoothed over controversy, but it set a dangerous precedent for treat-
ment of all media. Fowler ana Brenner sum this point up: 

This first amendment interest is, or should be, coextensive w th the first amendment rights of the 

print media, regardless of whether the public is best served Dy its uninhibited exercise. A broad-

caster's first amendment rights may differ from its listeners' rights to receive and hear suitable 

expression, but once the call is cose, deference to broadcaster judgment is preerable to having a 

government agency mediate conflicts between broadcasters and their listeners.4 

Here Fowler goes back to that vision of access so importantly interpreted in the FRC's implementation 

of General Order 40 back in 1928: Broadcasters, not listeners, are the privileged class of citizens whose 

access to the airwaves must be protected. Only in Fowler's version, it is the broadcasters themselves, 

and not the public trustees of  the federal Oovernment, who will look after the public s interests via the 
mechanism of marketplace competition. Fowler removes the middleman but leaves the basic mecha-
nism in place. 

This aggressive version of conservative popJlism so representative of the Reagan years often cre-

ated strange bedfellows and attracted unanticipated enemies. Fowler's deregulatory measures ran afoul 

of a Democrat-controlled Congress, especially when he tried to eliminate preferences for minority candi-

dates for low-power television licenses and to repeal the Fairness Doctrine. In retaliation, Congress cut 

the FCC from seven members to five, eliminating a favorite Fowler appointee. His proposals to rescind 

the f'n/syn rules brought Hollywood screaming to Washington in full force, with the ultimate objection 
coming from former Hollywood insider Ronald Reagan himself. After a forceful briefing from the presi-

dent. Fowler agreed to let that one sa on the back burner for a while. Besides the noteworthy AT&T 

breakup, which the FTC mandated but the FCC supervised, Fowler's administration did succeed in sim-

plifying the license renewal process significantly, creating 700 new FM channels for allocation and elim-

inatng the long-standing requirement that radio and TV provide some news and public affairs 

programming. And in a compromise, Fowler's proposal that station ownership caps be completely 
removed did raise the total allowable number from seven to 12, with coverage of 25 percent of the pop-
ulation the ultimate limit. 

From the otl_ justifications of public resource, scar d in on regulation 

_ was based, Fowler redirected the emphasis to goals o versi ompetition innovation. T. many, it 

seemed as if Fowler didn't care how those terms were defined an a e was aban all notions 
of standards and control to a marketplace that in actuality was not as free and competitive as his model 

claimed. As scholar Duncan H. Brown points out, the final part of Fowler and Brenner's influential article 
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contains an important qualifier to the marketplace approach.5 Fowler acknowledges that there might 

indeed be certain audiences or types of programming that the marketplace will tend not to suppl e 
s these " merit goods" and uses the examples of " locally oriented news, public affairs, and cultural 

programs," "experimental programs," and "age-specific programming" such as that for children and the 
elderl since they might not be attractive consumers to advertisers.. To take care of such special cases, 

Fowler proposes a u lc roadcasting's mandate be adjusted to specifically provide these merit 

s, and even goes so far as to suggest that Congress could, if it wished, use part of the spectrum fee 

imposed on commercial broadcasters to support such a service. Yet Fowlei never followed through on 

this idea, and the idea of a spectrum fee met with such fierce opposition from virtually all players—gov-

ernment, public, and industry alike—that he rarely brought it up again. 
In this sense, critics have accused deregulation under Fowler of being inconsistent and too random 

to be effective. Lacking the political savvy or clout to implement his sweeping vision of a perfect tele-

communications marketplace, he left instead a piecemeal legacy of only those changes that industry 

groups most supported: in the end, just another example of the FCC working in the service of the tele-

communications industry as it had for decades. Only now there were more players. One FCC commis-

sioner, Henry M. Rivera, likened the FCC under Fowler to "a cross-eyed javelin thrower. He won't break 

any records, but he sure as hell has the attention of the audience."6 However, it is also true that the num-
ber of channels, services, and formats available to the average audience member expanded greatly in 

the seventies and early eighties, not all of them commercial or exclusionary. In our ongoing discussion of 

the industry, we will reveal some of these strengths and continuing weaknesses. Though Fowler left the 

FCC in 1987 to take a job in private industry, the deregulatory momentum that he helped to create con-

tinued through the elites and nine'es, leading to the industry-friendly Telecommunications Act of 

1996. The principle o Fowler's toaster emains with us still. 

Deregulation wasn't the only FCC concern during this period. The agency's fire experi-
mentation with low-power television, or LPTV, occurred in the early eighties. Intended to 
create thousands of 100-watt or lower stations in the UHF band across the country, with pref-
erence going toward minority and female broadcasters, the FCC envisioned very local "neigh-
borhood" stations with a broadcast radius of only 5 or 6 miles. However, when large corporate 
entities like Sears deluged the agency with applications for hundreds of such stations, envi-
sioning a nationwide network of LPTV outlets, the FCC was forced to backpedal and in 1982 
instituted a lottey...,neu.4 Qi.cese_e_ejgagient. A number of LPTV stations struggled onto 
the airwaves in the years to come but were hampered by lack of advertising revenues due to 
small potential audiences. Even the cable must-carry rules, under challenge during this 
period, did not always help the LPTVs since they exceeded the number of stations cable sys-
tems were required to carry in most locations. 

For cable, the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 brought to fruition various 
attempts to free the technology from its bondage to broadcast television, as well as acknowl-
edging its new potential with satellite distribution. The cable industry could not have been 
happier with the act's provisions. It virtually eliminated all federal restrictions that had 
affected program offerings, subscription rates, and franchise fees. Now each municipality 
would have to negotiate its own deal and make its own rules for cable. The cities held only a 
limited degree of power in these negotiations, considering that in most cases cable remained 
a local monopoly and overbuilding—allowing two cable companies to compete in the same 
area—was allowed but extremely unlikely. C bl *us ca i int • e t cour ge 
coeuziztl>sumpitharh  et_Ler. The must-carry rules remained in place, though 
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under attack. National cable channels and multiple systems operators (MS0s) were free to 
expand, without any of the ownership caps or restrictions that kept broadcasters in check. 

The FCC's deregulatory ideology brought Congress into the regulation picture to an 
extent not seen since the 1930s. Many traditional liberals were not ready to succumb to the 
marketplace idea if it meant giving up principles of centralized control, and they fought the 
commission on a number of issues, including battling to keep the Fairness Doctrine in place 
(at least temporarily) and to limit other deregulatory attempts. On the other hand, Congress 
made e attem ts form Com c s f luring the late seventies 
and early eighties; many of w ich went even further than Fowler's proposals. Notably, the 
House Communications Subcommittee under the leadership of Democratic representative 
Lionel Van Deerlin of California explored the notion of instituting a spectrum usage fee that 
would make broadcasters pay for use of public airspace, providing funds that could be chan-
neled to public, minority, and rural broadcasters. Out of this committee came the proposed 
Communications Act of 1978, which out-Fowlered Fowler in its deregulatory proposals. It 
met with little support, as did Van Deerlin's similar 1979 House bill, and contributed to his 
defeat in the 1980 elections. Yet the notion of rewriting the Communications Act would con-
tinue into the nineties. 

Clearly the explosion of new technologies and enhanced competition during the seven-
ties and early eighties had produced a feeling of general malaise, a crisis of institutional confi-
dence that extended into traditional liberal and conservative ideologies. It was not helped by 
the 1979 Justice Department antitrust suit against the NAB's radio and television codes, 
which in 12N.pirctureed the NAB to1Jtwgram gudelines or hoth ijedii This elijtii-
nated a source of pro am standar 
ar un e , even as netwod.ut back oii1iieir staffing of standards and practices 
departments. Citizen's action groups fell back in disarray and defeat; networks watched their 
ratings begin to fall under competition from cable, and program standards shifted in the 
direction of sexual titillation and violence. Liberals split between those who wanted govern-
ment out of the regulation of television content under free speech principles and those who 
insisted that deregulation would lead to an era of even greater corporate domination, monop-
oly, censorship, and exclusion. Conservatives supported marketplace deregulation to free 
competition from government restraint, but an emerging Christian right demanded even 
tighter control over harmful and offensive content. The old order was coming to an end, and 
it was not clear what would replace it. 

INDUSTRY EXPLOSION 

By 1985, the classic network system had not yet died away completely, but it was feeling 
rather ill. A remarkable change came over television in the late seventies and early eighties, 
such that those of us who remember television before 1975 can not really expect those who 
came along later to think of the television universe in the same way. From a local market 
served by only four or five stations and a national universe of only four networks, including 
PBS, most people's options had expanded to include upward of 20 channels by the end of the 
eighties. Cable penetration had reached almost 5,9„perzent_ of homes 11190, and a variety of 
channels had sprung up to serve them. Network ratings began the long decline that intensi-

fied in the eighties and nineties: From a situation in which the big three split over 90 percent 
of the viewing audience among them, by 1985 their combined audience share totaled under 
75 percent and would fall much further. Not only cable viewing but watching movies at home 
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on the VCR contributed to the competition, though VCR ownership would not reach critical 
mass until the advent of very inexpensive players in the mid-1980s. What made the classic 
network system crumble, and what sort of system replaced it? During the seventies we got 
our first glimpse of what was to come. 

KrO 

Breaking the Bottleneck 
If we take Mark Fowler's new regulatory goals of diversity, competition, and innovation as our 
guidelines when we look át cable, the picture painte by the 19.1,Ita1985-Elecade is decidedly 
mixed. For some, Bruce Springsteen's 1986 hit 52 Channe3 and Nothing On" sums it up 
nicely. For others, concerned more with good taste, public service standards, and access— 
well, the picture is equally cloudy. Early cable programming was marked by a great deal of 
intel:ion, a certnin amonet Lei&Incutatilan, diYerSile_eggended onl and a level of 
seee that included mano had been excluded et did no w s• them what ey 
w,3oielave.„ecesi—or what others thought they should ave. But it is certain at between 
1972 (when Home Box Office made its first local debut) to 1985 (by which time well over 52 
new cable channels were providing service) the television universe expanded exponentially. If 
it is hard for people born after 1980 to even distinguish an over-the-air (OTA) network like 
ABC from a cable network like USA or a superstation like WGN, that speaks both to the 
diversity and the sameness of the period after the classic network system when satellite-
distributed and re ated able an. 

Other countries were muc slower to adopt cable wholesale than was the United States, 
due often to the competition it threatened for government-owned OTA systems. In these 
cases, VCRs provided a first dose of television diversity, often from pirated videotapes; direct 
broadcast satellites in the nineties would begin the new multiple-channel era. 

But in the United States, cable began proliferating even before passage of the 1984 act. 
Calakestems operators, meaning companies that rut cable wires through cities and towns 
and provided a number of channels to homes for a monthly fee, had existed since the 1940s 
but began to prosper and spread in the seventies. By 1980 several large multiple systems 
operators (MSOs) had emerged, including American Television and Communications Corp. 
(ATC), TeleCommunications Inc. (TCI), Cox Cable, Sammons Communications, Warner 
Amex (a joint venture of Warner Bros. and the American Express Company), Westinghouse, 
TelePrompTer, Viacom, and many other smaller companies. Over the next decade most of the 
smaller ones would be bought up by larger MSOs, and other well-known media names would 
enter the business. This period witnessed a wild scramble to sign contracts with as-yet-
unwired sections of the country in what became known as the franchise wars. Would-be 
MSOs promised cities anything their hearts desired to win the standard 15-year franchise 
against their competitors; many would later renege on these lofty promises, creating ill will 
that would come back to haunt cable later. Some of these MSOs ventured into the provision 
of cable channels, beginning the vertical integration later endemic to the industry. But what 
kind of services would work on cable? What could compete with established networks enough 
to justify the monthly fees that cable subscribers had to pay? 

Pay Cable 
Pay cable had beckoned with its promise of uncut theatrical films, special sporting events, 
and certain kinds of forbidden (X-rated) material ever since the suppression of subscription 
television in the 1950s. Home Box Office, purchased by media conglomerate Time Inc., was 
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the first to emerge as a viable pay cable channel in 1978, charging customers a hefty fee 
above their basic cable subscription for uncut movies and no advertising. The signal went out 
in a scrambled state from the cable headend, so that unsubscribed viewers couldn't receive 
it. Soon others followed, including Showtime, owned by Viacom, and The Movie Channel, 
owned by Warner Communications. HBO began a second service, Cinemax, in 1980. CBS 
invested in the Rainbow Group's Bravo Channel, featuring more highbrow fare, and the 
American Movie Classics channel in 1984. The Playboy Channel took advantage of cable's 
adult potential in 1982, and on the other side of the coin Disney started its Disney Channel 
aimed at children in 1983. Pay cable economics most closely resemble those of the movie 
industry: You want a product you pay_fijr it. No advertiser middleman intrudes in the con-
sumer choice process, and no one gets the service who doesn't specifically ask and pay for it. 
No public spectrum comes into the picture, and thus no standards of public interest. This 
would allow pay cable to venture into types of programming that OTA or basic cable net-
works feared to pursue—for better or worse. 

Basic Cable 

Basic cable channels are the ones that most people receive as part of the least expensive pack-
age, o t. f cable services to which they subscribe. Most basic cable channels are adverti§-
ing supported, and although their usually small ratings might not allow a broadcast station to  
survive on the revenues thus produced, basic cable channels can survive and even prop( 
bçcause they have another source of infflme. The local cable operator must pay the cable 
channel a monthly fee for its service, usually 5 to 10 cents per subscriber per month (some-
times much n e). This can mount up to a good supplemental income for the cable channel 
provider and t narr • at cable is known for. In addi-
tion, some channels, via their specialized programming, can bring in such a narrowly targeted 
audience that advertisers who wish to reach that market are willing to pay more for such ads 
than they would for those on broadcast—such as teen products for MTV or those aimed at 
male consumers on ESPN. Also, since many basic cable channels are owned by cable MS0s, 
it is profitable for these systems to fill up their service with channels they themselves own and 
profit from. 

Superstations 

One of the first basic services to emerge was the superstation, a local television station, usu-
ally an independent, distributed to a national cable audience via satellite transmission. The 
pioneering innovator here was Ted Turner, owner of a small independent station in Atlanta 
left to him by his father, who also happened to own the Atlanta Braves baseball team. Rea-
soning that through satellite-distributed cable he might find a national audience for the 
Braves, Turner leased a transponder on Satcom I and began offering VVTBS's signal to any 
cable system bold enough to try it. He aimed to recoup his transmission costs by charging 
advertisers to reach his new national audience. The plan was successful, and by 1984 VVTBS 
had over 30 million subscribers. Before long other independent stations had followed 
Turner's lead: WGN-Chicago went superstation in 1978, followed by WOR-New York in 
1979 and WPIX-New York in 1984. Both also had substantial sports interests: WGN's parent 
the Tribune Company owns the Chicago Cubs, WOR had a lock on the New York Mets 
games, and WPIX carries the Yankees. 
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Niche Channels 
Turner did not stop there. By 1980 he had conceived of the cable service that would bring 
him greater fame or notoriety: Turner's Cable News Network (CNN), launched on June 1, 
1980. Though it was at first derided as the Chicken Noodle Network for its struggling, low-
budget operations, it quickly began to capture a national, even global, audience. It is one of 
the best examples of cable's type of innovation: expansion of a type of niche or specialized 
programming, in this case news, that already existed but not in such concentrated form. CNN 
soon eclipsed older forms of television news to become an innovative component of the tele-
vision scene and a vital and unique source of information, first nationally, then globally. 
Though some might scoff at its commercialization ánd at what CNN chooses to leave uncov-
ered, the fact remains that cable news channels offered original, creative, and necessary alter-
natives to the relatively scarce offerings long provided by the broadcast networks. Eventually 
Turner would add CNN Headline News, CNN International, and CNNFn for financial news. 
Additionally, Turner would use his purchase of the MGM film library to form Turner Network 
Television, or TNT, a general entertainment channel featuring films, sports, and children's 
programs. 

Another example of innovation by niche expansion is the wildly successful Entertainment 
and Sports Network, or ESPN. ESPN began as a regional sports network in New England 
mostly airing sports that no one else was interested in: arena league football, roller derby, aer-
obics, and the like. The Getty Oil Company purchased the cable service in 1979, and in 1980 
ABC, building on its strength in sports coverage, bought a part interest. By the mid-1980s 
ESPN would become an increasingly important player in national sports, winning rights to 
Major League Baseball games and bringing a new level of attention to sports that had had a 
hard time finding regular airspace on network 1V, like golf, tennis, hockey, sailing, and soccer. 
Though regional cable channels like MSG and SportsChannel soon joined it on the cable dial, 
ESPN retained its head start on this profitable sector of television programming, eventually 
expanding to a second channel, ESPN2, in 1993. 

Two other examples of expansion programming deserve mention. The Arts and Enter-
tainment Channel, or A&E, started out by promising the kind of high-quality cultural pro-
gramming minimally provided by PBS, the scarcity of which was so frequently bemoaned by 
broadcast televisions critics. A joint venture of the Hearst Corporation, ABC Home Video, 
and NBC, it resulted from the 1984 merger between ARTS and the Entertainment Channel, 
and promised to carry 200 hours each year of programming from the BBC. Focusing on the-
ater, dance, documentary, and adaptations, A&E expanded into rebroadcasts of quality net-
work fare and also into co-productions with British Television. Some of its earliest successes 
came with its offering of the B series Mystery and other British miniseries. In 1979 came 
the inception of the kid-oriented lc e odeon, which specialized in classic network television 
reruns as well as innovative children's shows. It was originally owned by the MS0 Warner 
Amex, whose next idea opened up a new era in entertainment. 

Innovation and Inclusion 

MTV, the Music Television channel, brought not merely an expansion of existing program-
ming but something entirely different to the cable universe. Though music-centered shorts, 
sometimes called soundies, had existed to highlight musical acts since the 1950s, they rarely 
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cultures 

found airtim apitalized on the booming recording industry to add a unique compo-
nent to both t sion and recording: the music video. Having targeted the under-14 crowd 
with Nickelodeon, Warner Amex turned to something unique for its next selected demo-
graphic: the 14 to 34 segment. Reasoning that musical taste is something that separates this 
age group from all others, MTV set out in 1981 to sell young viewers on adding visuals to 
their musical enjoyment and to sell advertisers on the specialized and desirable market their 
programming could attract. Controversy arose in the mid-eighties as the channel's primarily 
White-oriented focus led to the virtual exclusion of Black artists and music—leaving a niche 
that BET would exploit. MTV networks later expanded to serve an older group with VH1 in 
1985. The Nashville network sprang up in 1983 to target the country-western crowd. 

Some cable channels took this demographic segmentation in another direction, with pro-
gramming developed specifically for minority or underrepresented groups. This category of 
cable innovation includesEhe Blaçk Entertainment Television network (BElthe Spanish 
International Network (later called Univision); and Lifetime, a channel focuse on women. 
Founded in 1979 by media entrepreneur Robert L. Johnson, publisher of Ebony, BET 
addressed itself squarely to an African American audience, unhampered by ideas about what 
might be acceptable to mainstream White viewers. Johnson's idea was not to provide entirely 
different forms of programs but rather to emphasize, "the full creative range of Black enter-
tainment, whether it's soap operas, game shows, sitcoms, dramas, or Grambling College foot-
ball games. We'll provide an option that's not there."7 Music video and syndicated offerings 
made up most of BET'S schedule, leading to some criticism of its failure to provide original 
Black-oriented programming. Eventually BET would diversify into news as well, providing 
the one spot on television where Black reporters related Black-centered news. 

e S anish International Netwo (SIN) had en in existence since 1976, beaming Le 
Spanish- anguag rogra mg mostly produced in Mexico, Spain, and South Americafor 
the U.S.'s burgeoning Latino/a population. As cable expanded into urban areas and into the 
Southwest. SIN'S audience grew. In 1982 the company announced the formation of a new 
pay cable channel, GalaVisian, that would provide an entertainment diet of telenovelas, 
movies, and sports. Even into the 1990s, SIN (which later became Univision) and its spinoffs 
represented virtually the only source of non-American programming regularly available to 
U.S. viewers, even if most of those who took advantage of it were Spanish speaking (and, 
unfortunately, SIN rarely subtitled). Cable provided the necessary platform for this kind 
of material, in a media system that had not allowed opportunities for minority languages or 

a little different from BET and SIN, in that its targeted audience was a 
majon , no a minority. With the slogan "television for women," Lifetime would seem to 
merely repeat the focus of the vast majority of commercial media, all pitching their programs 
and products at the great consuming female audience. But Lifetime proposed a somewhat 
different approach, and in doing so revealed some of the shortcomings of mainstream televi-
sion, produced supposedly for women but by men and often with a dominantly masculine 
sensibility. Starting out as primarily an information channel populated with talk and discus-
sion about health, fitness, family, and home, the channel began to expand in 1985 when it 
added psychologist Dr. Ruth Westheimer in a call-in show titled Good Sex. From there Life-
time increasingly diversified into fictional programming of interest to women, as well as 
celebrity profiles, talk shows, and in a 1986 coup, extensive coverage of the British royal wed-
ding. It was purchased by the Hearst/ABCNiacom joint cable programming enterprise and 
soon expanded into sponsorship of women's sports, original movies, and miniseries. 
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Public Service, Public Access 
As cable's offerings began to include more and more upscale, high-culture commercial ser-
vices such as AtkE and Bravo, along with others like the Discovery Channel and The Learn-
ing Channel, some began to worty that cable was undercutting PBS. In addition two types of 
programming unique to cable seemed to offer public television's fare. C-SPAN debuted in 
1979 as a nonprofit joint venture of a consortium of cable companies to provide coverage of 
the U.S. House of Representatives and eventually expanded into public affairs programs 
of various kinds. A brainchild of Brian Lamb, former journalist and political press secretary, 
C-SPAN operated on a shoestring but in 1984 did begin to seek out corporate underwriting. 
Regarded by many as the cable industry's attempt to brush up its image with legislators, it 
nonetheless provides the kind of intensive coverage of such political events as conventions, 
debates, hearings, and press conferences that the commercial networks and even PBS had 
long since abandoned. C-SPAN II was created in 1986 to cover the Senate and related events. 
It has provided access to government proceedings unprecedented in U.S. history and 
unknown in most other nations. Though the presence of the camera can sometimes distort— 
for instance, cameras in the House and Senate are not allowed to pull back for a long shot 
when a representative is speaking on the floor, so as not to show the empty seats around 
him/her—it also contributes a depth of federally oriented public service programs not previ-

ously available. 
Finally, cable's unique local public access, education, and governmental (PEG) channels 

must be considered. Though the 1984 act took away the federal requirement that such chan-
nels be provided in each local franchise, it did stipulate that cities and towns could institute 
such a requirement as a condition of granting the franchise. Most did, and by the mid-eighties 
some system of local public access had been instituted in many cities. Besides supporting 
such channels through a direct fee paid to the city, local cable operators typically provided 
studio space, equipment, and training for would-be local producers. Though public access 
became known in some places for its sexually explicit material, its basic function as a public 
soap box by which any citizen could gain access to a wider public with a self- roduced pro-

icl£J,â,..clf,a.)zer .t__.,,sleaL 1 r of 1 culture Vito  television offerings, e 
s here. 

eo artists, local political activists, senior citizens, minority groups, community organi-
zations, youth groups, high schools and colleges, and many others began to produce often 
rough-edged but original programming. City governments used cable to air council meetings, 
public hearings, announcements, and information. Schools developed educational program-
ming for classroom use, as well as airing school board meetings, special events and presenta-
tions, and sports. A few production groups started out on local access but began to distribute 
their material to cable systems nationally. Paper Tiger TV, beginning as a media-critique 
group in New York City, leased transponder space and went national with their collectively 
produced half-hour examinations of various aspects of U.S. media culture. Austin City Limits 
brought bands from that city's lively music scene to viewers across the country, later moving 
to public television. A few shows made it to the big time, like Mystery Science Theater 3000, 
which had started as a basement public access program in Minneapolis, eventually went 
national, and evolved into a commercial cable hit—as well as a movie! Though cable access is 
constantly under siege, by virtue of its precarious economics as well as its often controversial 
inclusiveness, and although the audience for public access may be miniscule, it represents an 
intervention into the politics of television access going back to the radio amateur model. 
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Other areas in which cable has allowed expansion or innovation include religious pro-
gramming (PTL, Christian Broadcasting Network, Eternal Word), home shopping (QVC and 
the Home Shopping Network), self-improvement (Home and Garden, the Food Network, 
the Therapy Channel, and the Health and Fitness Network), and highly specialized informa-
tion or services (NASA TV, The Love Network, the Hobbycraft Network, the Recovery Net-
work, and many others). Another type of pay cable—pay-per-view—allows cable systems to 
distribute special events for a separate payment to cable subscribers at home, similar to the 
systems available in hotel rooms. By the end of the seventies decade—which I've put at 
1985—only 50 percent of homes had these channels available to them, but dearly the lock on 
television service that the big three networks had enjoyed for so many decades had begun to 
crumble. The next decade would only continue the trend. Deregulation, of cable at least, had 
begun to pay off in diversity, competition, and innovation, although many were far from 
happy with the new opportunities for commercialism, tastelessness, violence, sex, and simply 
more of the same that cable provided. 

Public Television 

Public radio and television went through growing pains during the seventies. Adapting to the 
satellite age with alacrity, both public radio and television began to distribute their program-
ming via Westar in 1980. Having survived the budget cuts of the Nixon years, the CPB found 
itself under attack again under the Reagan administration. Tight budgets meant an increasing 
emphasis on corporate underwriting. Even so, the still-strue:ling National Public Radio ser-
vice nearly went under in 1983 with a $6 million deficit, until CPB came through with a last-
minute loan. Despite the growing popularity and credibility of its evening newsmagazine 
program All Things Considered, started in 1979, and its expansion into a morning news pro-
gram, Morning Edition, in 1985, NPR seemed to lack a clear and consistent vision of its pub-
lic and its role. A few competitors to NPR sprang up in the early eighties, led by Garrison 
Keillor's success with A Prairie Home Companion, a return to the sort of musical variety pro-
gram previously found on network radio, with a quirky homespun twist. Produced by Min-
nesota Public Radio from the Twin Cities, its popularity led to the creation of a new national 
producer of noncommercial radio, the American Public Radio network, in 1981. It began to 
offer alternatives to NPR to public radio stations, such as the news program MonitoRadio, 
produced by the Christian Science Monitor 

Public television expanded its offerings, moving away from overtly instructional material 
to informational programming of more general interest. The Robert MacNeil Report, soon to 
become the MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour, debuted in 1976, joining series like Washington 
Week in Review and Wall Street Week that would prove successful and run on into the next 
century. Frontline provided independently produced documentaries. Nova, produced since 
1974 by WGBH-Boston, featured high-quality science-oriented documentaries. Dramatic 
programs like Masterpiece Theatre, Mystery!, American Playhouse, and special miniseries 
like Jewel in the Crown and Brideshead Revisited, mostly imported from England, attracted 
high ratings (for public television). A number of acclaimed multipart documentaries explored 
topics in depth, including Vietnam: A Television History produced by WGBH in cooperation 
with French and British television in 1983, which attracted criticism from the right, as did 
The Africans in 1986. PBS became the home of Tony Brown's Journal, virtually the only 
Black-oriented public affairs discussion program on the air during this period, after the host's 
brief flirtation with commercial television from 1976 to 1981. 
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Throughout this time of embattled finances and experimentation, public television met 
with mounting criticism from the right, the left, and from minority and women's groups. 
Right-wing groups complained of leftish bias in PBS programs, despite conservative offerings 
such as The McLaughlin Group, a syndicated show that many public stations picked up; Fir-
ing Line, hosted by William F. Buckley, Jr.; and documentaries like Crisis in Central America 
and The Chemical People, an antidrug program hosted by Nancy Reagan. Left-wing critics 
countered by pointing out that PBS favored the established powers so frequently in its pro-
grams that it could hardly be accused of anything more than a mildly left middle-of-the-road 
position, especially as corporate underwriters stepped up their involvement in program pro-
duction. More serious charges were raised in a 1975 report by the Task Force on Women in 
Public Broadcasting, which charged that "women are not stereotyped on public television, 
they are overlooked."8 Not only were women seriously underrepresented on CPB and PBS 
staffs, management teams, and executive boards, they were simply excluded from most PBS 
thinking and address. Like its commercial counterparts, PBS had bought into a definition of 
what constituted serious, informative programming that excluded anything feminine from 
that category. Minority groups found themselves in the same position—in terms of employ-
ment and decision making and in terms of program content. 

For a service that had pledged itself to act as an alternative to the weaknesses of com-
mercial broadcastin:, ....... derrepresented and provide a voice for the whole com-
munity, these wer The situation at NPR was not much better. As an 
alternative to the corn , PBS and NPR found themselves reproducing the 
same hierarchy of White males on top (and elite White masculine values) that their commer-
cial counterparts did. And emphasis on local stations meant that in some states, like Alabama, 
public television's record of airing programs on race issues was nearly as bad as Mississippi's 
WLBT: They simply cut them out. The FCC went so far as to refuse to renew Alabama Edu-
cational Television's six licenses after a challenge in the mid-1970s, on the grounds of its his-
tory of disservice. A negotiated compromise in the 1980s allowed the state to keep its stations. 
Yet, at least the structure of public broadcasting provided a forum to discuss such issues. 
However, with cable television cutting deeper and deeper into the audiences and program 
forms that PBS had adopted as its own, the seventies were a decade of turmoil in public 
broadcasting. 

The Big Get Bigger: The End of an Era 
Even though more companies and services now competed for a share of the television pie, it 
seemed as though the pie just kept getting bigger—or at least people were paying bigger and 
bigger prices for their particular slice. The easing of caps on station ownership had sparked a 
boom in station sales, with group owners (the broadcast equivalent of MS0s) such as Capital 
Cities, Clear Channel Communications, Knight-Ridder, Hearst, Liberty, Metromedia, Taft, 
and Westinghouse expanding their holdings in radio, TV, and cable. 

In cial e s of the cl ic netw • k system all thr etworlcs 
chan e ers han the t time since th ir Li ea uge, gigantic fish swal-
lowing a merely enormous one, mega-conglom rate and longtime electronics manufacturer 
and defense contractor General Electric bought the RCA company, and with it NBC. NBC 
was now part of a goliath of defense, technology, electronics, and home products as people 
expressed anxiety about the future integrity of its news division and separate existence as a 
purveyor of entertainment. Would NBC now become just the public relations arm of a com-
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pany with tentacles in virtually every arena of human life? Could it be trusted to continue to 
operate as fairly and disinterestedly as it ever had (and many questioned that it ever had) not 
only in news but in the provision of non-self-interested entertainment? 

In what many perceived as a reverse of the NBC process, the big fish of ABC was swal-
lowed by a smaller one: Capital Cities Communications, the owner of a group of highly prof-
itable radio and TV stations, purchased ABC to add the network's lineup of O&O's to its own 
station arsenal. But the relatively tight finances of this deal meant that ABC was under 
renewed pressure to turn a profit, even in its news division. A great deal of consternation 
resulted, and many believe that this marks the beginning of the end of the golden age of net-
work news. A greater degree of entertainment value crept into news coverage, it is asserted, 
and the bottom line became more important than journalistic standards. Here we can catch a 
glimpse of an age-old dichotomy: the fear that a powerful individual company would distort a 
network's message, as with NBC, or the fear that the pull of the popular driven by a need to 
produce profits would cause standards to degenerate as at ABC. In the worst case scenario, 
both would occur. 

CBS, with Paley and his heirs now retired, had long been vulnerable to takeover. When 
Ted Turner proposed to add CBS to his Atlanta-based empire, the network turned to a 
corporate white knight to repel the proposed takeover by purchasing the company itself. 
Lawrence Tisch, head of Loew's Corporation, stepped in gallantly by acquiring 25 percent of 
CBS's stock and nixing Turner's bid. Once again, the finances of merger dictated a great 
amount of belt tightening at the "Tiffany network," and when Tisch in 1986 demanded the 
resignation of CBS chairman and former newsman Thomas Wyman, an outcty resulted. 
Unlike his two competitors, Tisch stabilized CBS finances not by expanding into other fields 
such as cable but by retrenching. CBS Records was sold to the Sony Corporation, and CBS 
remained primarily a broadcast television company as it always had. 

Amid all the clamor, fears, and hype that such big changes produced, the notable decline 
in network viewership in the seventies (from the onslaught of cable and other competitors) 
marked the undeniable end of the classic three-network system. The camel's nose was under 
the tent, and it was only a matter of time before the rest of the camel followed. But with the 
temporary exception of CBS, the former dominant networks fought back by expanding into 
their rival's businesses. The eighties would bring an even greater wave of mergers and acqui-
sitions, bringing the age of synergy. The American public continued to watch more television 
than ever, rising to a new high of 7:08 hours per day for the average household in 1986-40 
minutes more than in 1975. Network television struggled to hang onto those viewers in every 
way it could: expanding both in the direction of upscale tastes and downscale titillation, court-
ing the new woman of the seventies by merging aspects of formerly masculine and feminine 
genres, adding movies and miniseries to compete with cable, and finally recognizing minority 
audiences as cable attempted to draw them away. 

EXPANDING PROGRAMS 

The fall se on of 19 echoed with cries e de th om. This venerable form, so 
pro ment on vision sc ules since the 1950s, really hadn't declined much in the seven-
ties; actually, there were more sitcoms on the three networks' prime-time schedules in 1983 
than there had been in 1975. And this decade saw some of the all-time classics debut and rise 
to national prominence: Happy Days (ABC) in 1974, beginning the fifties revival; Welcome 
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Back Kotter (ABC) in 1975; Laverne and Shirley (ABC) spun off from Happy Days; and One 
Day at a Time (CBS), the first sitcom to star a divorced working woman with children, in 
1976. What's Happening!! (ABC) an adaptation of the film Cooley High, brought the humor-
ous adventures of three Black high school students to ABC in the summer of 1976. Three's 
Company (ABC) debuted in fall 1977, introducing a new kind of implied homosexuality to 
the TV scene (Jack pretended to be gay to justify living with two women, but he wasn't really, 
so it was okay). 

Susan Harris created the most outrageous comedy to date on prime-time network TV 
with all manner of transgressive themes on Soap (ABC) in that same season. Soap spun off 
Benson (ABC) in 1979, starring Robert Guillaume as a state governor's butler. Mork & Mindy 
(ABC), another Happy Days spinoff in the fall of 1978, marked Robin Williams' national 
comic debut as a native of the planet Ork who had been exiled on earth. Diff'rent Strokes 
(NBC/ABC) found a unique way of introducing race to TV by telling the story of two Black 
children adopted by a Park Avenue millionaire. The fact that most of these shows debuted on 
ABC helped that network to rise to the top of the ratings race in the mid-seventies, until it 
was eclipsed by CBS in 1979. 

ese sitcoms and m t liv -time ch ules 
in 1982. And in that season itself, several durable and endearing sitcoms debuted: Cheers 
(NBC 1982-1993), beginning the 11-year run of this workplace family comedy set in a Boston 
bar; Family Ties (NBC 1982-1989), about a post-sixties family with budding star Michael J. 
Fox centrally figured; and Newhart (CBS 1982-1990), which brought back comedian Bob 
Newhart in a show that rapidly moved up in the ratings. Other notable sitcoms would follow 
as well, like Kate and Allie (CBS 1984-1989), two divorced women raising their kids together, 
and The Cosby Show (NBC 1984-1992), the first professional, African American Father 
Knows Best family on TV, headed by Bill Cosby. So, it wasn't so much that sitcoms were 
dead—th alive and well till oc led h ofi to -20 • lsen list—but that 
their continuin e hour-
length It was in the hour-length form that the most talke -about 
genre innovations of the seventies occurred. Three other, nonsitcom developments that cre-
ated a critical and popular impact far in excess of their actual time on the schedule were the 
mini-series Roots (ABC 1977), the return of the prime-time soap in Dallas (CBS 1978-1991) 
and a unique late night show that appeared without much warning in 1975: Saturday Night 
Live. The sitcom was not so much dead but dwarfed by the stature of these novel forms in the 
seventies and early eighties. 

The New Dramas 

We can identify several trends in the dramas that flourished on prime time in the seventies. 
Roots, running across one week of prime-time nights in January 1977, brought a seriali7ed 
family drama to the evening hours that introduced viewers to a neglected and excluded part 
of American history. CBS followed up this triumph with a bang in the return of the prime-
time soap, starting with Dallas (CBS 1978-1991) and moving on to Knots Landing and Falcon 
Crest, and created an international sensation by permanently subverting television's "no soaps 
in prime time" rule. It was a short step to Steven Bochco's Hill Street Blues (NBC 1981-
1987), which combined some of the conventions of the soap/melodrama with the crime/ 
adventure show. Its innovative aesthetic style helped to change the face of the cop show 
forever. St. Elsewhere (NBC 1982-1988) worked a similar transformation on the venerable 
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medical drama form, transforming it to a setting for ensemble melodrama and a quirky visual 

style. Cagney & Lacey (CBS 1982-1988) placed the voice and face of authority on a couple of 

appealing voting women, taking the strong women of daytime to the quintessential nighttime 

situation. Going beyond such predecessors as Charlie's Angehf (ABC 1976-1981), it marked 

out a new era in representations of women in prime-time television. These innovations 

responded in complex ways to both industry and social changes of the times, but there is one 
name that keeps recurring during this time: Fred Silverman. 

Connection The Many Qualities of Fred Silverman 

We've already met programmer Fred Silverman in the course of his career at CBS, where he made 

some changes in the daytime lineup—promoting the spread and domination of the half-hour soap— 

before moving to prime time in 1970. During his five-year tenure there, Silverman presided over the 

CBS varguard of soci uy relevant comedi s, from All in the Family to AVA*S"H to The Mary Tyler Moore 

Show Less talked about is Silverman's introduction of several popular hour- length dramas, mostly of the 

crime variety, such as Cannon, Kojak, and Bamaby Jones, as well as the wholesome family drama The 

Wallons. 

Establishing his reputation as "the man with the golden gut," Silverman acceVed the post of presi-

dent of the ABC programming division n 1975. Even though he now had to compete with his own pnze-

winning prime-time schedule on CBS, Silverman was able to take ABC to the top of the ratings race for 

the few seasons that he was there. He would then be hired away to NBC in 1978, and though his effects 

on NBC ratings would not rival his earlier accomplishments, he would succeed in introducing one of the 

most influential and innovative programs of recent decades, Hill Street Blues. After I avàs.._22.j. 

S' verman became an indeperdent producer. Despite a few successes, his earlier blazing triumph 

dimmed and fa e rom view. Yet he remains the only person in history to have had responsibility for 

programming at all three major networks, and his influence extended even beyond his direct decision-

making positions. 

pt AB....à.-C Silverman exhibited what some would view as a kind of schizophrenia even as his golden 
gut produced one hit show after another. His Q2.9s.cLaemerililanziateLL tween trashy crgut4221>ers 

anc,Iflig_n-_c_Ee___ty__c_Lili21.§.Lueees. Well-attuned to the female audience by virtue of his long-term day-

time experience at CBS, Silverman first turned his attention to the newly recognized audience of working 

women. Since over 50 percent of American women were now working outside the home and hence not 

available during the daytime for the programs and advertising formerly directed at them, it became more 

important than ever to attract the female audience at night—but without losing television's perceived 

"only" chance to address men. The character-oriented crime shows Silverman had introduced at CBS 

had done a good job of this demographic balancing act, drawing large numbers of female viewers while 

still proving popular with males. ABC's hits when Silverman took over included The Six Million Dollar Man 

and its spinoff The Bionic Woman, both fairly lightweight action/adventure dramas featuring cyborgian 

superheroes. These two shows ranked number 7 and 5, respectively, in the Nielsen ratings for the 1975 

to 1976 season, and from this experience Silverman learned that female action heroes could be quite 

acceptele to audiences of both sexes, particularly if a certain amount of "Lieg:.andLsex.appeal could 

be worked in. Charlie's Angels debuted in fall 1976 and Wonder Woman in December of that year; the 
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Quintessential Silverman/Spelling series Charlie's Angels captured the contradictions of 1970s 
feminism and led to the first wave of female action heroines. 

Angels became the most talked-about IV characters of the season, and the show rose to fifth place in 

the overall ratings. 

No one* rig Silverman any critical awards for shows such as these. Charlie's An Is, ro-

duced by was roundly disdained by high-culture critics and feminists alike or its often 

braless and titillating heroines, seemingly incapable of acting except under the direction of a paternal 

male figure. "This is supposed to be a time of women's projects on TV, bLt somehow all these women are 

good-looking, well-endowed and running toward the camera," said one. Another proposed sarcastically, 

"I have an idea for a series. It's just three girls—one black, cne redhead, one biond—who each week go 

from network to network doing anything, waitressing, babysitting, whatever they want. It doesn't matter. 

It's just a microcosm of America in 38D cups."9 Yet Charlie's Angels remained wildly popular among both 

n nd women, including many buddng feminists. 

Susan Douglas explains this by noting that the show "exploited, perfectly, tie tensions between 

Cflf% tifeminism and feminism"1° as its gorgeous, sexy, self-reliant, and capable heroines rescued them-

selves and others from danger, and often made fools out of mejThey fired guns, effectively, and fre-

quently told piggish, dismissive men where to go. Yet they remained sexually objectified and under the 

control of a father figure, and the show never tried to be realistic but remained in the realm of fantasy 

along with its bionic and superhero siblings. Silverman's penchant for fantasy, ii such contrast to his rel-

evant comedies at CBS, also produced Love Boat in September 1977 and Fantasy Island in 1978, both 

popular shows of the type that would never win critical acclaim. As one critc put it, if intelligence and 

taste ruled the airwaves, ABC's The Love Boat should have sunk quietly from vie "1 

But critical acclaim was thrust upon Silverman with the stunning debut o Roots i anuary 1977. 

Although the project had been developed primarily by a host of seasoned producers, based on the best-
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selJing novel by Alex Haley, Silverman is ildus for s 

increased its im - and ut.)....i.o.gaLzuenzl. His motivation might have been to protect ABC 

prime-time atings if it bombed; no one had mien confidence in the ability of a miniseries featuring an 

almost entirely African American cast in a story or survival over White historical atrocities to attract a 

ABC's miniseries Roots captured :he nation's irraginatio-i with its dramatization of America's 
deeply divided racial history, based on the novel by Aler, Haley. It marked a shift in the way that 
race would be pourayed on television. 
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large mairstream (read White) audience. However, his decision to run it over eight consecutive nights 

made the show a landmark in TV history. In 12 hours scheduled over eight nights, Roots ended up rank-

ing among the highest-rated programs of all time. Its final segment had a (1:5 percent ratNan 

percent share—unrepeatable in this era of cable segmentation. Tracing the story of the African Ameri-

can experience—from Africa to slave plantation to post- Civil War freedom—the show starred an amaz-

ing array of Black talent including Louis Gossett, Jr., Leslie Uggams, Ben Vereen, Cicely Tyson, LeVar 

Burton, Lillian Randolph, and Richard Roundtree, as well as a host of White stars such as Chuck Con-

nors, Ed Asner, Lome Greene, George Hamilton, and Lloyd Bridges. 

For a medium that had so long excluded the African American experience from its repertory and 

after two decades of social struggle, Roots helped both Black and White Americans to make sense out of 

their nation's racially inscribed past and provided a story of progress that all could attach their hopes to. 

It glossed over many less reassuring historical facts—slave resistance and rebellion, everyday political 

and economic racism, events that couldn't be encapsulated in its basic family storyline—but by placing 

te_eirdz)35Licw......«..lpsse ex 4ce.112../Irarat_o_q-l_ ati.u4-se-taelar.I.a.american& it 

disarme resist read' nd d 'te au ' ces a tall • u I . Silverman had 

developed a background with such epics at CBS, which had won awards for miniseries like Catholics and 

The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman. This latter show had tread much of the same ground as Roots 

but without the promotional hype that Alex Haley's best-seller lent the latter. But Roots' widespread suc-

cess helped to shape, as Herman Gray argues, a iet.e.h.L .A19. -icv, _an__•Iff__i9e..cepelejrezien 

tteyiz.i2.Liend also opened up a space for discussion and construction of Black identity with the cultural 

mainstream.' 2 The series' producers, David Wolper and Stan Margulies, won an Emmy that year, as did 

Lou Gossett, Jr., Ed Asner, Olivia Cole, and director David Greene. 

Silverman followed up this success by introducing, over the next two seasons, a trio of situation 

comedies that would win no awards but would quickly shoot to the top of the ratings: Soap, Three's 

Company, and Mork & Mindy Critics greeted these additions to television's prime-time lineup with dis-

dain and disapproval. Silverman had been a particular proponent of Three's Company picking it up for 

ABC when it had been turned down by another network (unspecified), and one critic claimed "ABC is the 

network that has led the way to most new lows." 13 The same critic went on to complain, " If bad televi-

sion did lot drive out good television, then ABC would not be the No. 1-rated network today and the 

other two networks wouldn't be playing games of how- low-can-ye-stoop to compete." 14 

Soap found itself in the middle of a controversy before it even debuted, with several groups like the 

Christian Life Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention, the National Council of Churches, and the 

National Council of Catholic Bishops urging their members to protest based on a short introductory arti-

cle that had appeared in Newsweek. Focusing on the serialized problems of a satirically dysfunctional 

family, the show's premiere was described by Washington Post critic Tom Shales as follows: 

Series creator and writer Susan Harris has taken the mythical, wholesome sitcom family that ruled 

TV for 25 years and turned them inside out. Kindly old gramps becomes a demented cranky bigot. 

Faithful black servant is turned into vengeful chronic complainer. Papa Chester Tate is an adulterer 

and crook. Young Jodie Campbell is a simpering homosexual whose stepfather retches at the sight 

of him. And so on.1 5 

The fact that many viewers found the show a hilarious satire not just of American family life but of Amer-

ican TV, shooting it up to number 11 on the Nielsen list, indicated to others that not just television but 

American viewers themselves had reached a new low. Shales railed against all the "dopes and dumb-

heads" keeping quality fare off the networks, and another critic bemoaned the dominance of "the slow-

est common denominator."16 
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By the 1978 to 1979 season, complaints about the tide of sex and violence, often combined, in the 

comic book prime time of network television had reached a new high. Silverman's name often came up 

in such diatribes, as the man who had led the way into the current morass. And at the networks, even 
though ratings and viewership remained high, the threat posed by a developing cable industry began to 

undermine some of the easy equations used to assess programming prospects. A fear that cable's pre-

sumably afffuent audience was abandoning network television in favor of cable's more upscale offerings, 

combined with the rising tide of criticism, began to trouble network decision makers. Silverman, having 

made the jump to NBC in 1978, perceived that a new note might need to be sounded if he were to con-

tinue his success and retain his golden reputation. Publicly, the new network chief promised to put more 

stress on quality programming this time. 

Yet leading NBC to prominence over the two networks he himself had led before proved a task too 

difficult even for Fred Silverman. CBS resumed its former first- place status almost immediately upon his 

departure from ABC. NBC was never able to capture it during Silverman's tenure. However, in what may 

be a fitting parting gesture, Silverman was directly responsible f that brought NBC the most 

critical accolades in the years to come. By many accounts, H Street Blues s it eventually evolved was 

Silverman's idea from the beginning. Todd Gitlin re ris that "SiIv rman  ut forward the notion of 9„oop 

s ow set in a neighborh ith a ' h e nic ix- to Michael Zinberg, a development executive at 

NB . Zinberg t ought of Steven Bochco, a producer at award-winning MTM Enterprises then writing a 

cop series, Paris, which starred James Earl Jones on CBS. Bochco had previously written and produced 

Delvecchio on CBS during the 1976 to 1977 season. There he met Michael KozoII, a short- story writer 

from Wisconsin, who had served as story editor for several series before Delvecchio's brief career. Ini-

tially imagined as "a cross between Barney Miller and Police story or, alternately, "a little bit of M*A*S*H 
and a little bit of Barney Miller," Silverman wanted "a show that has more to do with cops' personal 
lives. "18 

Bochco and KozoII secured an agreement from NBC that they would be allowed to develop the new 

program out of their own vision, without heavy network interference. The fact that they were affiliated 

with the respected MTM helped; this was the company headed by Grant Tinker, Mary Tyler Moore's hus-

band, that had produced such lighly regarded shows as Mary Tyler Moore, Newhart, Taxi, Rhoda, Lou 

Grant, and many others. 

SIverman approved of this unusual arrangement and allowed Bochco and KozoII to craft a cop 
series that departed from the common mold of the genre in several ways. First, it had the ongoing nar-

rative structure pioneered in the soaps and recently carried onto prime time successfully in Dallas and in 

Soap. Not all plotlines would wrap up neatly at the end of each episode. Second, it was an ensemble 

drama, Wthout one strong figure at the center but instead with a variety of central characters—another 

soaplike trait. Third, it featured women and people of color as part of the main cast, and it promised t2 

deal with issues of race and gender ps it went along, as part of the narrative and character development. 

A fourth unique feature was t ixture of gritty realism arid comedy, a rarely tried combina-

tion that would lead to the rend of the late eighties. And finally, the program's visual 

style was something new: dark, c u ered, dirty, a look of controllea chaos marked the show's mise-en-

scene, with lots of camera movement and rapid cutting. " Make it look messy" became the visual mantra. 
And the narrative would be messy, too, with overlapping plots, intermixed dialogue, no easy resolutions. 

Hill Street Blues' unique blend of the formerly scorned feminized conventions of soap opera, inno-

vatively combined with the hyper masculine properties of the coo shoe, with a dose of social realism that 

was serious without taking itself too seriously had by its second season become the favorite show of mil-

lions of viewers. And not the "dopes and dumbheads," either. HSB drew critical acclaim as well as pop-

ular accolades. Captain Frank Furillo, public defender Joyce Davenport, Sergeant Phil Esterhaus, 
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Detective Mick Belker, Lieutenant Ray Calletano, Officers Andy Renko and Bobby Hill, Detective Neal 

Washington, and the whole numerous cast became familiar household figures. Critics loved it; Tom 

Shales, who had so skewered Silverman's previous hits, called HSB "brilliant, funny, shocking, acerbic, 

bighearted and uncommonly rewarding . . . far, far and away the best new series of the season." 19 

Despite its unfavorable initial timeslot of Saturday at 10 PM, the audience slowly built. And after an 

impressive performance at the Emmys, where it won the awards for outstanding drama series, out-

standing lead actor for Daniel J. Travanti, outstanding supporting actor for Michael Conrad, and out-

standing writing in a drama series, it was moved to the prime slot of Thursday nights at 10. 

Bochco and KozoII should receive most of the credit for the way HSB turned out. Silverman might 

also be praised for giving them the opportunity and for keeping the show on despite low ratings during 

its first season (though, in fact, a writers' strike had decimated program production, and NBC had little 

else to replace it with). In any case the show was developed under his watch, and Silverman would go on 

as a producer to create popular cop series like Matlock and In the Heat of the Night. But his failure to 

bring up ratings overall moved NBC to replace him with MTM head Grant Tinker after just three years in 

the top position. Tinker would spend only five years at NBC, but under his direction it would regain its first 

place in the network ratings race. And Hill Street Blues success would spur MTM to make another 

award-winning NBC series, medical ensemble drama St. Elsewhere, in a style that owed much to HSB's 

narrative and visual precedent. It was created by the production team Joshua Brand and John Falsey, 

who would go on to many later hits. 

Schlockmeister or genius? Both? Clearly Silverman must be credited with bringing a new level of 

female-oriented programming to prime time, with more women in leading roles, the continuing serial 

narratives of the soaps, spunky action/adventure heroines, and cops and prosecutors who led the way to 

a more realistic depiction of women in a man's world. His attention to expanding representations of 

African Americans and other minorities on prime time also do him credit, even though the record is 

mixed. Yet, the undeniable emphasis on sexualized feminine representations and fantasy may have 

brought in viewers but certainly alienated critics of both sexes. Were the long-standing critical barriers 

betweer the serious and the trivial breaking down? If we could have soap operas and action heroines in 

prime time, with outstandingly high ratings, did that necessarily mean that prime-time audiences were 

dopes and dumbheads—as daytime audiences had been called for years? 

Dallas Days 

Dallas (CBS 1978-1991), produced by Lorimar Productions, was not the first successful 
prime-time soap; Peyton Place holds that honor. And two failed attempts, Executive Suite 

(CBS 1976) and Big Hawaii (NBC 1977) preceded it briefly in prime time. But Dallas far 

exceeded the earlier shows in its exti-.0.1242oe_ila•Lity and in the precedent that it set, not only 

for its direct spinoff Knots Landing (1979-1993) and imitators like Dynasty (ABC 1981-

1989) and Falcon Crest (CBS 1981-1990), but for the wholesale importation of serial plot-

lines and soapish melodrama into prime time. And it was the first American television show to 

become an unqualified international hit. The entire world—or at least large chunks of it— 

held its breath to find out who shot J.R. at the end of the show's second season. If programs 

like Charlie's Angels and Hill Street Blues effectively feminized the cop/detective show, Dal-

las masculinized the world of the soaps. Suddenly it became okay for men to sit entranced as 

a serial storyline unfolded, to organize weekend nights around the mandatory Dallas viewing 
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(it shifted from Sunday to Saturday, back to Sunday, then permanently to Friday over the 
course of its career). 

What made Dallas such a sensation? For one thing, the show's setting in the virile, 
rough-hewn world of Texas ranchers gave it a Western, red-blooded American feel—no 
effete New England village for this program. And its cast of obscenely wealthy new money 
families elevated the action to a more flamboyant, sensational level even as its family empha-
sis gave us lesser folks something to relate to. Its characters were bigger than life—the evil 
more evil, the good more good, the sins more scandalous, the schemers more devilish, and 
the sex much better and more prolific. Everyone looked fantastic. The Ewings and the 
Barnes families fought and loved as ferociously as any soap opera cast, and most of the action 
took place at the Ewing ranch, Southfork. One reviewer called them "Sun Belt Borgias."2° In 
J.R. Ewing (played by Larry Hagman) the nation (and other nations as well) had a villain as 
big as all Texas, and by the time he was shot in the 1980 season-ending cliffhanger, there 
were enough likely candidates to keep speculation humming. The episode of November 21, 
1980, that resolved this conundrum garnered an amazing 80 share—and that was just in the 
United States. 

Originally, the show had been intended to wrap up every week like a traditional hour-
long drama. But low ratings for the first season sparked a change to the continuing serial for-
mat. "Resolve the situation without solving the problem" became the show's primary 
technique.21 Viewers in more than 50 countries were soon hooked, sparking an American 
Western craze. In Great Britain, nearly half the country tun in for the famous cliffhanger. A 
number of studies appeared, the most famous of which Watching Dallas by len M stud-
ied the way that people from all over the world made sense of The show by relating it exotic 
location and characters to their everyday lives. Not Not surprisingly, its success sparked a string 
of imitators. NBC introduced Flamingo Road and The Secrets of Midland Heights in 1980, 
ABC weighed in with Dynasty and CBS with Falcon Crest. Knots Landing would take the 
story of the middle Ewing brother, Gary, who had never had much of a role on the earlier 
soap, and moved it to a small town in California. Also created by David Jacobs, Knots Land-
ing moved away from the excesses of Dallas back toward the conventions of the daytime soap 
opera. It proved nearly as popular as its forebear and ran on CBS for 11 years. The open-
ended, ensemble, melodramatic, and serial narrative form pioneered by these shows and by 
their Hill Street Blues counterpart would soon come to characterize most of the hour-length 
shows on television. 

Another pioneering program took some of the feminized aspects of the seventies/eight-
ies hour-long drama and became a touchstone for redefining women's roles both on television 
and in real life. This time explicitl in and grappling with the contradictions of 
late-twentieth-century feminis C n & Lac ould draw on some of the precedents 
of the late seventies/early eighties era, such as the new emphasis on the hour-long drama, 
the feminization of the co show, the acknowledgement of the working women audience, and 
tlfragmentation o t e television mar etplace. But it differed significantly from more main-
stream programs like Police Woman and Charlie's Angels as well as from innovative newcom-
ers like Hill Street Blues. As historian Julie D'Acci reveals, the show was conceived as the first 
lemale_laudd.y:L.Fagram within a lengthy tradition of male buddy representations that had 
previously excluded women. 23 It provoked much debate both inside the industry and among 
real-world audiences and negotiated the difficult terrain of women in public authority in a 
way that would lead to significant changes in the representation of women on television. 
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Connection Female Trouble: Cagney & Lacey 

Cagney & Lacey began its tumultuous life in 1974 as an idea for a film developed by a politically con-

scious group of Hollywood writers and producers. The screenwriting team of Barbara Avedon and Bar-

bara Corday, influenced by their reading of film critic Molly Haskell's groundbreaking survey From 

Reverence to Rape: The Treatment of Women in the Movies, published in 1974, began talking with Holly-

wood producer Barry Rosenzweig. All were involved with the feminist movement, and together they came 

up with a proposal for a movie that would feature the teleluge.alanLiaLlbe—cleamins nf _M*A`S*1-1. 

or Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid—something never before tried ir Hollywood film or television. 

Rosenzweig approached Ed Feldman of the Filmways Corporation (now Orion), who was interested 

enough to provide seed money to hire Avedon and Corday to begin writing 

The two longtime collaborators prepared by spending time with real- life policewomen in New York 

City, and this experience led them to think of the characters not as the glamorous young goddesses of 

most Hollywood portrayals but as mature women with less-than-perfect loo.cs who eschewed most of the 

conventions of movie star femininity. But, as D'Acci describes, when they took the script around to the 

major studios, their all- male executives raised objections to the characters' difference, responding that 

"these er,...38 aren' enou h"; no one was interested. 24 Sherry Lansing, 

one of the few female producers in Hollywood, saw potential in the project and tried to persuade MGM to 

pick it up. MGM agreed only on the condition that well-known sex symbol actresses like Raquel Welch or 

Ann-Margret be hired in the lead roles, but declined to supply a budget that would allow such stars to be 

hired. The project sat on the shelf for five years. 

In 1980 Rosenzweig, Corday, and Avedon revived the script, pitching it this time as a pilot for a 

weekly series. CBS liked the idea, but preferred to bring it to the screen as a less-r.. 11 -rjlaeTV 

movie. The network had a commitment to Loretta Swit of M*A"S*H fame and suggested her for the role 

.17->ney. Avedon and Corday preferred Sharon Gless, but since she was unavailable went for Swit 

teamed with Tyne Daly as Lacey. The movie was shot from 1980 to 1981 and prepared for an October 

8, 1981, debut. itch was made in the pre-broadcast publicity of the movie's femi ' roots. Gloria 

Steinem, editor of Ms. magazine, appeared with Swit on the na ue show o promote it. The Octo-

ber issue of Ms. featured the police duo on its cover, with a special article ay Marjorie Rosen that urged 

readers to write to the network if they would like to see this movie made into a series. CBS's own adver-

tising emphasized instead the sexy girls with guns idea, defusing its feminist emphasis with more tradi-

tional hooks and less-threatening feminine qualities. The movie did exceptionally well in the ratings, with 

a 42 share that was much higher than CBS usually garnered on Thursday nights. 

D'Acci links the next phase of the shpe career, its transformation into a weekly series, to the fact 

that during this period the networks wereardently courting and constructing a prime-time audience of 

working womera These women were defined a ri hite, 

m de them i o highly ' ble con rs. This upscale market segment was also seen as most likely 

to h en influenced by feminist ideas and attracted to representations that reproduced this orienta-

tion. Other media targeted the working woman demographic as well, with magazines such as New 

Woman, Savvy, Self, Spring, Working Mother, and Working Woman along with Ms. and Essence for Black 

women. Movies like Julia, The Turning Point, Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore, 9 to 5, and An Unmarried 

Woman went after the same audience. And television, especially cable and daytime TV, had weighed 
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in with series like Woman to Woman, The Eighties Woman, Sportswoman, Working Woman, and From 

Washington: Citizen's Alert! , a news program that emphasized women's interests On daytime, the syn-

dicated talk show had begun to emerge as a reenergized form, and programs like The Phil Donahue 

Show and Sally Jesse Raphael (still on radio) made a point of focusing on women and issues of impor-

tance to them. With traditional daytime fare losing some of its female audience and cable picking them 

up, the networks scrambled to keep and hold their upscale model of female viewers. h 1976 the Nielsen 

index added the category of "working women" to its demographic groupings. These factors, which had 

also led to the innovation of the prime-time soap, spurred interest in female-centered dramas as well. 

Women had always worked outside the home and women had always watched television, but the 

confluence of a more outspoken feminism, a more visible female professionalism, ard competition with 

targeted cable channels for viewers led to a seemingly sudden discovery of an audence category that in 

realfty had oeen there all along. CBS put the series Cagney & Lacey into production with Meg Foster in 

the role of Cagney (Swit was contractually unavailable) and Tyne Daly still as Lacey. Its first episode aired 

on March 25, 1982—head to head with ABC's airing of the rival series 9 to 5. This overlap might have 

hurt both shows' ratings, but C&L received generally good reviews, many of COMM 'nu s. the 

tars' non- mour- pe nces. As D'Acci argues, critics clear y recognizes th visually is 
sho iffered from the general run of female representations on television, and they devote much time 

to discussing the women's bodies, hair, dress, and mannerisms, in way that it is hard to imagine a simi-

lar male cop show would have been discussed. CBS was disappointed in the show's ratings and wanted 

to cancel it after two episodes, but Filmways, the production company, itself financed a publicity cam-

paign that succeeded ir bringing the ratings up to a 34 share for the fourth episode. But the network 

was still not pleased and demanded a change: replace Meg Foster as Cagney. The combination of Fos-

ter and Daly, they claimed, was "too tough." "They [are] too harshly women's lib. These women on 

Cagney and Lacey [seem] more intent on fighting the system than doing police work. We perceived them 

as dykes." 26 The program had to be softened.  

This criticism may have focused on Foster because of her earlier portrayal of a lesbian character in 
the movie A Different Story Her role as Lacey, too, did not surround her with the reassuring trappings of 

marriage and children as did Tyne Daly's role. And simply showing a close partnership between two 

women was unusual enough in television's limited repertoire to spark suspicions of a lesbian relation-

ship. When Daly and Foster appeared on Entertainment Tonight, the first question tiey were asked was, 

What's all this stuff about a lesbian connection on the show? And a survey done by CBS purported to find 

Foster's character "too masculine." D'Acci shows that many viewers strongly disagreed with this view, 

but the network ignored their support of the two women's portrayals. Foster was fired in April and 

replaced with Sharon Gless for the fall 198? season. The character of Cagney was softened as well: She 

was given a background of an upper-middPe-class mother and an ex-policeman father, a more feminine ry-«>12-4.. 

wardrobe and hairstyle, and a more avid interest in me Explicitly feminist content was toned down, with revcrul - 

less emphasis on women's issues and discrimination in the workplace. ladre-à.wl 

Viewers and critics, despite objections to the change, soon ben to appreciate the revamped 

series. D'Acci quotes letters from viewers offering such praise as " It's good to see smart, functioning, 

strong women"; "it's a pleasure to see women in such active roles"; " it's one of the few programs that 

neither glamorizes nor degrades women"; and " at last women are being portrayed as three-dimensional 

human beings:27 But ratings still remained unimpressive, and again in the spring of 1983 CBS decided 
to cancel. An outpouring of support flowed into network and production company offces, and 

niz d a ormal le - "n campai e the pro ram. But what may have tuned the tide was the 

emba sing fact that after the cancellation was announced, Cagney & Lacey receivea four Emmy nom-

inations, with Tyne Daly winning in the best dramatic actress category. CBS reconsidered and renewed 
for a drilled seven-episode run. 
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A line of right to life protesters picket outside CBS studios about a pro-choice plotline on 
Cagney & Lacey This show resonated in the feminist politics of the mid- 1980s. 

D'Acci describes a shift that occurred when the show returned in the fall of 1984. It went main-

stream, toning down its feminist message and representations, focusing more on entertainment than on 

politics. Both lead actresses underwent an appearance renovation, with more stylish, glamorous, frilly 

outfits and softer, bouncier hairstyles. A proposed plotline in which the single Cagney became pregnant 

was reduced to the cliched "she ,.__or.).1yjkir.27 ..,,cs she device with neither birth control nor abor-

tion ever mentioned. Some of the show's producer-Fi-N—anted tjrFaturi boyfriends for Cagney, to reduce 

her transgressive status as an independent woman, but the potential for perceived sexual promiscuity 

held them back. The show's slowly rising ratings prompted CBS to renew for the 1984 to 1985 season. 

Now the producers felt secure enough that some feminist- nted • es could once again be intro-

duced. Over the next few seasons C L dealt with wi s- . ting, abortion, bre. icer, sexual harass-

m nt, date and alco ' Tnoug is emphasis on con s ersial, sexy issues mig t be said to 

exploit such topics for eir publicity value, the way they were handled prompted an Emmy for best dra-

matic program for two seasons. Tyne Daly won best actress three more times, and Sharon Gless twice. 

Many other awards showered down, including the Humanitas Award in 1986 and the National Commit-

tee on Working Women's best program award in 1985. 

Despite the acclaim, the show's ratings never climbed above the average, with a high of 15.9 in 

1984 to 1985 that would make the show a blockbuster now but fell below top numbers of the time. By 

1988, Cagney & LaceYs sluivrtintearfatl-eice_p_udieir_Laigetizdveratl, led to a 

rethinking of target demographics, especially in light of competition from the new Fox network for youn-

ger viewers. It was canceled in May 1988. As D'Acci points out, altnough it has yet to inspire another 

female-buddy cop show, it left an enduring mark both on network television and on the debate about 

women and femininity in our culture. Its emphasis on mature, successful, competent women inspired 
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representations in LA Law, Murphy Brown, Designing Women, Moonlighting, and many more prime-time 

shows, up to Ally McBee The cop show has remained an at least partially feminized format, in shows 
like NYPD Blue, Homicide, and Law & Order 

However, its identification of feminism with White, professional women also obscured the still-under-

represented portrayal of women of color and tended to make it easier to overlook the complicated social 

currents around race and gender. In a representational system that still featured Black women as maids 

(Nell Carter in Gimme a Break) or a former maid now turned traditional homemaker (Esther Rolle in Good 

Times), ELlaecoloL'ares.aomealielcmanix.Pointing the way toward the representational changes 

that would occur in the late eighties and nineties was Debbie Allen's dance teacher Lydia Grant in Fame 

and, toward the end of the 1975 to 1985 period, Phylicia Rashad's cooly competent portrayal of a pro-
fessional woman with a family in the Cosby era. 

Daytime 

On daytime things were changing, too, though a bit more slowly. Despite the feared dropoff 
in ratings caused by the construction of the working woman audience, in fact daytime ratings 
remained high and daytime quite profitable. In 1980 Nielsen showed a slight increase in the 
audience for daytime soap operas, though many believed that this was a result of attracting 
more young viewers with youth-oriented plots and hyped sexuality For the networks, daytime 
soaps could produce greater profits than any other program outside of prime time. On NBC, 
for instance, in 1979 to 1980, Another World (which had gone to a 90-minute format in the 
summer of 1979) took in $230,000 per episode in ad revenues and only cost $71,000 to pro-
duce. This meant a profit of $159,000 per episode for NBC, compared to a $131,000 profit 
per broadcast of the Tonight show. Most soaps lengthened their format to an hour during this 
period, with the few that didn't—Ryan's Hope, Search for Tomorrow, Capitol, and The Edge 

of Night—soon being phased out. The Dallas craze sparked a western stampede, with An-
other World spinning off a new soap called Texas, set in Houston, and ABC's One Life to Live 
introduced a big-spending Texas couple, Bo and Asa Buchanan. Luke married Laura on Gen-
eral Hospital in 1981, one of the classic soap moments in one of the most popular storylines of 
all time. 

In the first signs of the next big wave to hit daytime, longtime talk show host Phil 
Donahue took his Dayton, Ohio, show to Chicago in 1977 and went national via syndication. 
His winning recipe of low-key, woman-friendly discussion that encouraged active participa-
tion of the studio audience won Donahue enough recognition that in 1985 he moved pro-
duction to New York City, at the crest of the breaking wave of talk that was about to deluge 
the television schedule. By 1982, the influx of low-cost talk show,Lon cable channels pro-
voked network attention. And the outbreak of national syndicated call-in talk shows on radio, 
and their skyrocketing popularity, prompted networks to rethink the viability of the form. 
CBS signed on Mike Douglas, whose long-running syndicated show featured a celebrity-
interview format, to compete with Donahue. In 1985 the daytime talk show would officially 
arrive, with the transfer of Sally Jesse Raphael to television and the debut of Oprah Winfrey, 
leading a host of others. 

Meanwhile, morning news and talk show Today celebrated its thirtieth anniversary. Bar-
bara Walters had made her mark as the first female anchor of this morning staple in 1964, but 
her departure in 1976 ushered in the Jane Pauley/Tom Brokaw era with Willard Scott as 
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weatherman. Bryan Gumbel joined the crew in 1982 as a replacement for Brokaw, marking 
another racial first for network television. The fierce competition between the big three 
morning shows—Today, Good Morning America, and The CBS Morning News as a distant 
third—began in 1975 and has never since let up. 

Nighttime News 
In an atmosphere of corporate consolidation and renewed attention to the bottom line, the 
debate over news versus entertainment standards filled newspaper columns and critical com-
mentary, but news as usual seemed to thrive anyway. Former sports head Roone Arledge took 
over news operations at ABC in 1977 with the mandate to finally catch up to the other big 
networks in the ratings race. He hired Peter Jennings as anchor and succeeded in pulling 
ABC to the top for several seasons in the eighties. ABC also premiered its highly regarded 
Nightline with Ted Koppel in 1980 to provide in-depth coverage and discussion of news 
events. Walter Cronkite retired from CBS in 1981 and was replaced by Dan Rather, who was 
advised to soften his dark suits and overly intense image with the more casual look of sweaters 
on the set. It seemed to work. Tom Brokaw left Today in 1982 to assume David Brinldey's for-
mer chair on NBC. 

The basic structure of the network news show remained the same, despite competition 
from the varied forms on CNN. Magazine shows thrived, and CBS's veteran 60 Minutes was 
joined by ABC's 20/20 in 1978 and a rival CBS program, West 57th, in 1985. In the meantime, 
syndicated soft news programs like Entertainment Tonight and Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous utilin-d the new technology of satellite distribution to circulate their glossy Holly-
wood-oriented stories to stations around the country. They also troubled the tradition of seri-
ous journalism with their entertainment-focused, trashy, tabloid feel and their ratings, which 
often exceeded the nightly news. By the end of the eighties the attack of the tabloid TV shows 
would be on in full force. 

Sports 
As still-growing rivals like ESPN crept into the television sports universe, the big three net-
works continued to rely on the massive and reliably male audiences that only big league sports 
could bring. The Super Bowl consolidated its position as the single most-watched television 
event of the year, along with its reputation as the premiere spot to debut big-budget adver-
tising campaigns. College football gained in strength and popularity, with its various bowls 
covered more and more on national networks. Baseball continued to be prominent in the 
summer and fall. Basketball finally gained an audience that would soon equal or exceed 
the other league sports, prompted by the rise in popularity of NCAA college basketball. All 
the major leagues, and most college teams, came to lucrative terms with the nets. 

With ESPN making profits out of sports that the networks had long neglected, they 
began to feature more heavily in the network picture. The Olympic games in 1976, 1980, and 
1984—especially the '84 summer games held in Los Angeles—gained greater popularity as 
well. The 1984 opening celebration marked a new high in entertainment value, as Hollywood 
producer David Wolper (of Roots fame) pulled out all the stops to create a gigantic Busby 
Berkeley-style revue. NBC paid a record-breaking amount for exclusive broadcast of the 1984 
Olympics, in a never-successful attempt to monopolize network sports coverage. 
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Late Night 

The post-prime-time hours had long been dominated by the triumphant Tonight show, hosted 
since 1962 by showman Johnny Carson, at its ritual time of 11:30 to 1 AM. Starting with a 
stand-up monologue, satirizing current events and items in the news, and proceeding to the 
desk and the couch, Carson brought in a timely lineup of stars, performers, and glitterati and 
engaged them in usually witty conversation. Heir to the variety format of radio stars like Jack 
Benny and Fred Allen, Carson incorporated banter with the bandleader Doc Severinsen and 
announcer Ed McMahon and took on a variety of identities in humorous skits. Originally pro-
duced in New York, in 1972 the show moved to Burbank, California, and was usually taped a 
bit earlier on the same evening that it aired. 

A variety of guest hosts also performed, to spare Carson the grueling schedule. One of 
these, the permanent guest host from 1983 to 1986, was Joan Rivers, the first woman to host 
a national late night talk show. She left for her own short-lived late night program on Fox. Jay 
Leno, another frequent stand-in, would eventually inherit the mantle. In 1973 NBC ventured 
into late-late night with the Tomorrow show hosted by Tom Snyder. In 1982 this show trans-
mogrified into Late Night with David Letterman, bringing the laconic Hoosier comic and for-
mer weatherman into long-reigning prominence. With this kind of lineup late night, the other 
networks barely bothered to compete. 

In 1975, NBC elected to fill up the blank Saturday night late slot with a bold new ven-
ture: a live comedy/variety show harking back to the late forties and early fifties;. Saturd9 
Night Live was pitcheclxquarely to the generation that NBC belimed woiikli ctaying up  

late enougfTto watch t&how—young. politicallyy 
vrLig_ ht. The guest host varied from week to week, but the ensemble of comedy perform-
ers returned and created a new age of TV comedy. SNL was like nothing else on television 
at the time, and several members of its original Not Ready for Prime Time Players went on 
to great renown: Chevy Chase, Dan Aykroyd, John Belushi, Jane Curtin, Garrett Morris, 
Laraine Newman, and Gilda Radner. Bill Murray joined in 1976. 

Produced by Lorne Michaels, the show combined zany comic skits with musical perfor-
mances by most of the top artists of the day—a winning combination that has lasted for over 
25 years and helped to spark "a renaissance in American humor and satire."28 Some of the 
memorable characters and sketches created in the show's first few years include "Weekend 
Update," with Dan Aykroyd and Jane Curtin ("Jane, you ignorant slut ..."); "The Coneheads" 
featuring Laraine Newman and Dan Aykroyd ("We are from . . . France"); John Belushi's 
Samurai; Gilda Radner's Roseanne Rosannadanna; and parodies of commercials, television 
shows, and films. Sometimes NBC itself was skewered, as in John Belushi's portrayal of Fred 
Silverman as "a kind of vacillating monarch of the mediocre" and a secret "double agent" for 
ABC, sent to drive the rival networks' ratings down. 29 Writers included most of the comics 
themselves, as well as Al Franken, Anne Beatts, Herb Sargent, Tom Schiller, Rosie Shuster, 
and Alan Zweible. 

In 1980 the cast changed considerably. Chase had already left, as had Aykroyd and 
Belushi, but now Lorne Michaels departed and with him the writing team and most of the 
remaining Not Ready players. The new group brought together Joe Piscopo, Eddie Murphy, 
Gilbert Gottfried, Charles Rocket, Denny Dillon, Ann Risley, and Gail Matthius. Only Mur-
phy and Piscopo remained after ratings sagged precipitously, and a new cast was assembled. 
Out of that group Julia Louis-Dreyfus and Jim Belushi stand out. In 1983, the only ones left 
were Mary Gross, Louis-Dreyfus, Gary Kroeger, and Belushi, and now the show began to 
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regain something of its former glory. Billy Crystal, Martin Short, Rich Hall, Christopher 
Guest, Pamela Stephenson, and Harry Shearer developed a repertoire of comedy acts that 
several of them took to broader movie and television careers. Lorne Michaels returned to the 
show in spring 1985, and yet another era began, with a cast that by 1986 included Joan 
Cusack, Robert Downey, Jr., Nora Dunn, Dana Carvey, Phil Hartman, Victoria Jackson, and 
Dennis Miller. 

Critics and viewers loved the show in its earlier incarnations especially, calling it "one of 
the few TV programs in history both to dance on the cutting edge of hipness while at the same 
time hooting at the concept of a cutting edge of hipness."3° However, simply bein a live corn-
ed show on network television brought with it considerable rest ns. use e s ow 
wen u •ve, • mig n, u C kep careful ta s on its cs Forced 
to avoid the ever-present pitfalls of comedy—the too public, as in politics, and the too private, 
as in sex—the SNL crew (many of whom had come from the wilder, woollier sphere of the 
stand-up scene) frequently felt frustrated and restricted. The "Weeldy News" and a few fairly 
mild satires of political figures—some of the best involved Chevy Chase as Gerald Ford and 
Dan Aylcroyd as Jimmy Carter during the initial era—marked the limit of political humor on 
SNL. And ed in the network's fears s ssive 
s_93ual...kt.1_-nor; we hadn't come that far since the days of Fanny Brice. Yet SNL survived to 
nurture succeeding generations of comic talent, and soon its reruns would provide other 
venues like cable's Comedy Central with endless recycled material. 

SOCIAL DISCOURSE 

During this period of deregulation, technological innovation, and changing industry struc-
tures, as well as social disillusionment and regrouping, television was certainly talked about a 
lot but with little consensus or centralization. In 1982 the National Institute of Mental Health 
(NIMH) released its two-volume report, Television and Behavior: Ten Years of Scientific 
Progress and Implications for the Eighties. Following up and summarizing the studies that 
had taken place in the wake of the surgeon general's report ten years previously, it basically 
reproduced the contradictions that had dogged social science research on television all along. 
Although some ect e ts seemed to deny- le • • on • us-

tible s. s ulations,   and resisted easy diagnosis or solu-
tion. Another researc strand, called eory arose to examine and try to 
explain television's i creasin ly central role in gui c attentio d consciousness. Its 
basic formula, "television doe o te a t in ut what o think out," seeme like 
common sense in the media-saturated universe of the seventies and eighties. But with all the 
media channels competing for the public's attention by the mid-eighties, it appeared that we 
might be thinking about an awful lot of things. Soon ncelgialgeke-gexxl...alii,zatia - 
ii4klar-cif_fiew.dmirm. and centralized media would set in. Diversity meant fragmentation; 
was that good or bad? 

The academic study of television took off during this period, with departments of mass 
communications, film, and media studies beginning to address themselves seriously to the 
study of television and its social and cultural impact. Many scholars still decried the nefarious 
commercialization and trivialization of the televisual media, in particular, but there was a gen-
eral recognition that television and its populist discourse were here to stay and should be 
studied by the academic establishment. Meanwhile, the increased availability of ways to 
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review television programs (the VCR and growing circulation of reruns on cable and broad-
cast channels) meant that scholars and critics now could capture and assess the vast heritage 
of television programming that had previously disappeared into the atmosphere. The idea 
that we could use television away of understanding t American p e an o e e; 
h' ton e are televi ose Stone • sost- . rld 

The first retrospective works of television history and biography had begun to appear in 
the sixties, with Erik Barnouw's three-volume study appearing from 1968 to 1979. The 1950s 
became regarded as the golden age of television, as biographies and memoirs of people and 
shows were published in the sixties and seventies. Television's voracious talk shows began to 
feature golden age performers like Lucille Ball, Sid Caesar, Milton Berle, Imogene Coca, 
Jackie Gleason, Rod Steiger, and many more, who, as Kompare writes, "litLlelmed 
t e Golden A e through anecdotes and lamentations for a b one era"32 Th networks 
themselves particip e t is s onc narrative, aire our 
called NBC: The First Fifty Years in November 1976, and CBS followed suit in April 1978, as 
did ABC for its much shorter history the same year. The Museum of Modern Art had put on 
a groundbreaking historical retrospective of television as early as 1963, and in 1965 the Acad-
emy of Television Arts and Sciences began to establish television libraries at New York Uni-
versity, American University, and UCLA to archive television's past. The Library of Congress 
began to archive television and radio in 1976, and the Museum of Broadcasting was founded 
in the same year. Tim Brooks and Earle Marsh published their now-standard reference vol-
ume The Complete Directory to Prime Time Network TV Shows in 1979, and have updated 
and revised it every few years since. Alex McNeil's Total Television first appeared in 1980 and 
serves a similar function, including daytime and late night shows in its compendium of TV's 
history. 

On the academic side, the Aspen Institute program on communications and society, 
directed by Richard Adler and Douglass Cater, began to incorporate television studies into 
the former "mass comm" and social science approaches with a series of seminars and confer-
ences in the mid-1970s. The two volumes that derived from these events—Television as a 
Social Force in 1975 and Television as a Cultural Force in 1976—set television studies on 
their current course. The publication in 1974 of Horace Newcomb's Television: The Most 
Popular Art sparked a new generation of courses and majors in television in universities 
across the nation, linking TV to the traditional study of other art forms like literature, theater, 
and film while exploring its unique characteristics. A television canon began to emerge, mark-
ing TV's worthwhile objects of study—such as fifties live drama, news, and the relevant come-
dies of the late 1960s—and thus implicitly creating an academically authorized hierarchy of 
TV program values. 

Then, in the late seventies, the influence of the British Cultural Studies school of thought 
reached American shores with the publication of John Fiske and John Hartley's Reading 
Television in 1978. This broadened television's cultural role beyond the traditional arts and 
into other areas of social significance, with a renewed attention to the way that television 
functioned for its viewers in the context of everyday life. E. Anne Kaplan's 1983 anthology 
Regarding Television, published by the American Film Institute, marked a key moment of 
legitimization for the new field. As Kompare writes, "Television Studies was thus situated as---\ a 
significant component of academic cultural criticism distinct from prevailing aesthetic, mass 
culture and mass communication methods, and premised instead on an historical and theo-
retical sensibility."33 
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As television's importance in American and global society gained recognition in academic 
study, others recognized its political and moral significance and organized to resist or reform 
it. Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority movement began to take on television in its critique of con-
temporary social and ethical values—even as he and other fundamentalist Christians increas-
ingly turned to television themselves to spread their messages. Many in this group felt that 
television was inherently evil and that it should be tightly controlled or even eliminated, as it 
warred with parental and traditional religious authority for the minds of America's youth. In 
the strange bedfellows mode so endemic to this decade, Falwell was joined not just by con-
servative spokespeople like Phyllis Schlafly and Donald Wildmon but by liberal and main-
stream groups like Ralph Nader and the National Parent-Teachers Association. As many 
observed, ccinservatives objected to sex, liberals to violence, and all pointed to TV as the main 
perpetrator. Forming the Coalition for Better Television (CBTV) in February 1981, these 
organizations came together to mount attacks and organize boycotts against sponsors of pro-
grams thatpropagated "dirt" via "suggested sexual intercourse," promoted "immorality" as in 
abortion and homosexuality, or highlighted "un-Christian behavior." 34 Senator Jesse Helms 
even proposed that right-thinking people across the nation might unite and buy out CBS, thus 
muzzling Dan Rather and other pernicious radical influences on American popular opinion. 

Producer Norman Lear was instrumental in organizing a countergroup, People for the 
American Way (PAW), who defended television but also argued for shaping it in a more 
responsible, ethical direction. In 1984 the group announced a $ 1 million campaign to counter 
CBTV's efforts, stating "our campaign is designed to educate and remind our fellow Ameri-
cans how fragile our constitutional freedoms are. They are under attack by a powerful group 
that wants to impose its own religious beliefs on all of us." 35 But even PAW supporter Grant 
Tinker had to admit, " e " referring 
to the p_tultigt,)i-ef..Warà.Z2..6 Though the conservative and liberal groups' platforms had 
as much to do with wider political beliefs as with television, television had become a greater 
touchstone and nexus of social and political debate than ever, even as it became more difficult 
to pinpoint the responsible parties. The shouting match would become a general uproar in 
the late eighties and nineties, and would be increasingly joined by voices from other nations. 

CONCLUSION 

The decade of the seventies, in an atmosphere of economic and social malaise, produced the 
first significant cracks in the classic network system. Through a combination of deregulation, 
the rise of cable and satellite technology, and proliferating channels and program forms, an 
era of competition, diversity, and choice replaced scarcity, public interest obligations (how-
ever ignored), and centralized control. Cable television created numerous forms, from 
superstations to niche channels to pay cable formats, and widened television's address to in-
clude formerly marginalized groups like African Americans, Spanish-speaking Americans, 
kids, women, and those with specialized interests. Network television struggled to adapt and 
experimented with novel programs such as Cagney & Lacey's female buddy cop team, Hill 
Street Blues' complex narrative and gritty visuals, Roots' serialization of the African American 
experience, Dallas' importation of the daytime serial into nighttime prominence, and Satur-
day Night Live's innovative live comedy. Publ' television sought to redefine its 
to the new offeziugs etreableian 
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rative1211.2emminerciaLseri.ices.-All three of the traditional networks changed ownership 

during this decade, foreshadowing the megamergers of the 1980s. Other significant media 

forms, such as the call-in radio talk show and the national newspaper, debuted and competed 
with television for public attention. But television continued its role as a touchstone for 

American social and political debates, even as it began to be studied in the hallowed halls of 
academia. 
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CHAPTER 

THE BIG CHANGE: 
1985 TO 1995 

Tn the early to mid-eighties we enter the current period in broadcasting history. An ever-
'expanding universe of networks, channels, programs, niches, and audience segments 
competes urgently for our fragmented attention, with the Internet adding its unique and 
compelling presence by the mid-nineties. From the limited, controversial but controlled clas-
sic network system of the pre-eighties period, we have begun what many have called the 
multichannel environment of post-eighties abundance. Television seems to offer something 
for everyone, to give every component of U.S. society its 15 minutes in the sun, to encompass 
all aspects of life within its glittering gaze; it seems that nothing exists that has not been 
affected by television's voracious embrace: Media is all. 

This postmodern sensibility and its threat of formless, groundless mediated relativity has 
become, in turn, part of television's address, and of the industry and regulatory policies that 
produce it. As the radio, film, television, cable, satellite, magazine, newspaper, book publish-
ing, advertising, and Internet industries merge, consolidate, and become virtually inseparable 
both in their corporate ownership and in their audiences and modes of expression, laws and 
regulations struggle to keep up. A new dystopian discourse of fragmentation, dissolution, and 
decay exists side by side with utopian predictions of access, democracy, choice, and freedom. 
People driving cars with "Kill Y Television" bui r sticke on t it for 
ours n front of r coi uter screens, organizing grassroots environmental protests via t e 
e . Stu en s demonstrate against t rporate control of media by smashing television sets 

on the library mall, while communications becomes one of the largest majors nationwide, and 
campus life slows down during network broadcasts of Seinfeld and The Simpsons—not to 
mention Beverly Hills 90210. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT: 
EXTREMES AND CONTRADICTIONS 

These deeply contradictory trends and attitudes are not confined to media, of course, no mat-
ter how much media might seem to set the agenda or monopolize the attention. The 1980s 
and early 1990s are themselves marked by extremes, oppositions and contradictions, in the 
United States and worldwide. By 1985, the economic stagflation of the 1970s began to lift and 
the stock market began its long ascent, producing a steadily climbing affluence that, despite a 
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short, sharp downturn in 1989, brought many Americans a higher personal income than ever 
before. Yet the gap between the richest and the poorest widened to the most yawning dis-

. parity yet experienced. While the wealthiest 1 percent of Americans saw their incomes soar, 
ctjacvcia, and corporate executives took home paychecks equal to 10,000 times what their entry-level 

workers were earning, a greater proportion of children lived in poverty than ever before, and 
pockets of starvation and disease deepened across the globe. The national debt soared to his-
torically unprecedented heights during the administration of President George Bush, inherit-
ing the fallout of Reaganomic tax cuts and heavy defense spending. 

The AIDS epidemic first hit in the early eighties and as its depredations increased and 
the disease spread to various vulnerable populations, it seemed as though the sexual freedoms 
of the seventies had met their ultimate answer. However, sexual and personal behaviors 
seemed to have fundamentally changed as formerly hidden or forbidden practices like pre-
marital sex, couples living together without the formality of a marriage ceremony, children 
born to or adopted by single or unmarried parents, divorces, recombinant families, openly gay 
lifestyles, and attention to sexual shenanigans in high places came out in the open. 

A deluge of cheap crack cocaine flooded into America's cities in the mid- to late eighties, 
producing an epidemic of drug addiction, gang-related drug activity; law enforcement crack-
down, and an increasingly hysterical war on drugs that emphasized strict enforcement and 
punishment over treatment and diagnosis. M o ' were articul ected, and the 
number of Americans serving drug-related jail terms reac ed distu ing new heights—espe-
cially since their numbers were overwhelmingly African American, urban, and poor. Prisons 
overflowed, and the corrections industry became a major employment and industrial sector. 
Hints in the early nineties that the CIA itself might have encouraged or at least not prevented 
the early influx of crack into the country, in a deal that protected U.S. government interests in 
Central America, increased the sense of hypocrisy and double standards and added to Amer-
icans' general and growing distrust of government. Sizable pockets of anti ove ent ri ht-
wing\irjatienisur.auterg-involved in standoffs with government agencies, as in t 
Branch Davidian massacre in Waco, Texas, in 1993, while the occasional lone terrorist such as 
the Unabomber of the early nineties attracted huge media attention. It all seemed to culmi-
nate in the 1995 bombing of a federal office building in Oklahoma City by homegrown right-
wing militants in which 168 people, including 19 children in a daycare center, were killed. 

Yet, internationally, the United States was riding on a wave of triumph and success. The 
Berlin Wall came tumbling down in 1989 to claims of the end of history as we had known 
it, or at least as it had been defined by the old Cold War opposition to the evil empire of 
Soviet power. As the former Soviet satellite countries proclaimed independence and conver-
sion to capitalism, often in the same breath, pundits proclaimed a new world order of Ameri-
can preeminence. The surgical ouster of Panamanian president Manuel Noriega and his 
arrest on drug trafficking charges extended U.S. laws forcefully even onto the shores of sover-
eign nations. 

President Bush's whirlwind 1991 Persian Gulf war seemed to cement the notion. The 
new media environment, teamed with the negative media lessons of Vietnam, brought a shin-
ing message of success home in a blitz of good news that would only be questioned later. This 
war could be viewed live on CNN, but its coverage was tightly controlled, and victory was 
proclaimed before significant protest could be mustered. When President Bill Clinton, swept 
into office by mobilization of liberal/progressive rhetoric not heard in high places for a long 
while, seemed poised to bring about an Israeli/Palestinian agreement in 1993—even as the 
cruel divisions of South African apartheid simultaneously appeared to be nearing an end—it 
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seemed as though the United States might be able to actualize its long-term self-image as the 
global white bight, riding to the rescue of oppressed nations everywhere. The fact that other 
brutal repressions went unremarked and unaddressed—in Rwanda, in Afghanistan, in Serbia, 
in East Timor, in places of less economic or public relations interest—barely made the press. 

In the midst of all these contradictions, a handful of court cases and hearings jumbled 
race, class, and gender tensions together in an inflammatory mix. In 1991, law professor Anita 
Hill brought the long-denied problem of sexual harassment in the workplace to national 
attention during the confirmation hearings of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas. 
Though his was the immediate victory, hers would outlast the narrow issue of confirmation in 
its social and legal impact. The trial and acquittal in 1992 of the officers accused of brutally 
beating Los Angeles resident Rodney King, while he allegedly resisted arrest, outraged broad 
sectors of the public and led to a bloody uprising in South Central LA, all covered nonstop on 
numerous cable channels and discussed endlessly on radio talk shows and in the pages of the 
national and local press. The 1994 trial of former football star O.J. Simpson for the murder of 
his wife Nicole and her friend transfixed the nation. Its charges of spousal abuse, revelations 
of police racism and corruption, high-profile courtroom theatrics, and round-the-clock media 
coverage seemed to act out some of the nation's deepest obsessions and repressions and to 
polarize the public along racial lines. 

All this was happening even as the United States grew into a more diverse nation than 
ever. Immigration had increased slowly in the sixties and seventies, but in the eighties it 
became a steady flow as people from many different parts of the world fled political and eco-
nomic repression. More immigrants from Latin America and Asia joined the ranks of fledg-
ling Americans than ever before, and thé face of the nation began to change. In 1980, the 
number of foreign-born Americans totaled around 14 million; by 1990 that number had risen 
to almost 20 million, nearly 10 percent of the total population. Mexico and the Philippines 
provided the largest groups of new citizens, with Cuba, Korea, Vietnam, China, El Salvador, 
India, the Dominican Republic, and Jamaica rivaling old-line European originations in num-
bers. By the mid-nineties, so-called White Americans totaled less than 80 percent of the 
entire population, while African Americans grew to nearly 13 percent and the Hispanic pop-
ulation increased faster than any other. From 11 percent in 1995, it was estimated that 
Latino/as would make up 25 percent of U.S. residents by 2050, with Asian-derived citizens 
predicted to increase from slightly less than 4 percent to more than 10 percent. Control of 
immigration became a political hot button in the eighties and nineties, with conservatives 
demanding tighter restrictions and stepped-up border patrols and liberals seeking to define 
political asylum more broadly to include economic deprivation and human rights violations. 
The politics of race and ethnicity had already sparked a renewed attention to multicultural-
ism, as ethnic groups rejected the old melting-pot ethos in favor of preserving ethnic culture 
and heritage. The teens and twenties seemed to be repeating themselves, as the updated ver-
sion of America Firsters condemned such "anti-American" ideals. Televisi ukkly became (It\b (te-
a lace where battles could be played out, as cultural groups lobbied or eater inclusi of r 

vers " et c an o er cu tu erence to "mor r 

e e e .jontyin,o ouse and enate, 
seemed to encapsulate many aspects of the 1990s culture of oppositions. Despite promised 
sweeping reforms in health care, welfare, race relations, international peace efforts, and eco-
nomic justice, the ultimate products seemed to be mostly heat, little light, and a partisan divi-
siveness that swept away the liberal programs of past decades while proclaimed protections 
and reforms failed to materialize in the smoke of infighting. The economy rose ever upward, 
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encouraging an expansion of the marketplace philosophy that downplayed the role of govern-
ment in favor of privatized competition—whether in health care, education, prisons, or com-
munity services. 

On the media front, the groundwork for the sweeping Telecommunications Act of 1996 
was laid with generous contributions from media conglomerates to both parties, but particu-
larly to the Republicans. Clinton himself seemed as closely tied in to Hollywood and its media 
connections as had Reagan, but this time on the liberal side. He did succeed in appointing 
more women and minorities to federal posts than any preceding president, despite consider-
able conservative opposition and delay, including the FCC's first Asian American commis-
sioner, Rachelle Chong ( 1994) and the first African American FCC chair, William Kennard 
(1997). And lurking in the wings was the new gee-whiz technology of the Internet, inheriting 
the mantle of utopian promises and predictions even as its earlier nonprofit uses began to be 
overtaken by corporate ownership and visions of vast economic potential. 

MEDIA MATTERS: THE AGE OF SYNERGY 

rie.CiraM 

Synergy: the buzzword of the eighties and nineties. Though it enjoyed a brief vogue in the six-
ties, the word began to appear in articles about the media in the mid-eighties, sparked by the 
actions of media mogul Rupert Murdoch as he began the acquisition campaign that would 
eventually lead to the formation of the Fox network. U • 989 or so, write n.........e..upletuete. 
word found it necessary to • rovide a b • f de niti i ueeq.e.„51beLtiorldng 
to er o o or more component o that the sr. . ucesect are than either could 

n the me a mdust , •egan to er to the new attempts at both vertic an ori-
zont integration brought about by mergers and acquisitions, expanding global conglomer-
ates, and the efficiencies of scale that could be produced when cross-media holdings and 
combinations of production and distribution were used to cross-promote, create greater prof-
its, and keep those profits in-house. As one writer summarized, "The theory is simple: assem-
ble a communications conglomerate that can create and distribute editorial matter and video 
programming—as well as sell advertising against it—across all media on every continent." By 
the early nineties synergy had become no longer a theory but a fact of life. And the movie 
industry led the way. 

However, as we observed in Chapter 10, it becomes difficult by the late eighties to talk 
about the film industry as separate from television and other media enterprises because this is 
the period of consolidation. From 1985 to 1995, a second period of merger and acquisition 
swept former studios, networks, cable companies, publishers, and distributors together into 
today's double-barreled conglomerates. Starting out the new rush to merge was Australian 
media magnate Rupert Murdoch, with his purchase of the Metromedia group of TV stations 
in 1985. Coming on top of his acquisition of the Fox studios that same year, this move clearly 
announced his intention to get into the television network business—as he would in 1986. By 
1989 the rest of the media world was paying attention. Variety reported that over 414 media 
deals of various types took place in that year. The largest by far was the merger of Time Inc. 
with Warner Communications to form Time Warner Inc., the largest communications com-
pany in the world at that point. 'Time Inc., which had started out as a magazine publisher, by 
the late eighties owned not only the largest cable MSO (multiple systems operator) in the 
country (American Television and Communications, or ATC) and part of another (Paragon) 
but several book publishing companies (Time-Life Books, Little Brown, Scott Foresman, and 
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the Book-of-the-Month Club), part of the Turner Broadcasting company, as well as still pub-
lishing one of the most successful strings of magazines in the world. Its titles include Time, 
Sports Illustrated, People, Fortune, Money, and Life, along with a host of others. On the cable 
front, it also owned HBO and Cinemax and their various subdrannels. Warner Communica-
tions owned not only Warner Studios, one of the top film and television production compa-
nies in the nation, but also Warner Cable, a major MSO, as well as television stations, Warner 
Records, and a number of book and magazine publishing firms. 

The merger allowed consolidations in cable holdings and a rich source of programs for 
those cable systems. As one writer summed up the possibilities: 

It will now be possible for an interesting story in Sports Illustrated to be made into a book 
published by Little Brown, which would be featured as a selection by the Literary Guild and 
the Book-of-the-Month Club, reviewed in Time Magazine, then turned into a movie by 
Warner Bros. The movie stars could be interviewed in People and pictured in Life, and the 
film spoofed in Mad and reviewed again in Time. The soundtrack could be released on the 
Atlantic record label. The movie could then be distributed to the video-rental market by 
Warner Bros., then shown by HBO and Cinemax via cable systems owned by Time Warner.2 

It also seemed clearly pointed at making a run at the inception of yet another broadcast net-
work, producing the Warner Bros. network, or WB, in 1995. That same year, Time Warner 
purchased the portions of the Turner Broadcasting System that it didn't already own. The new 
Time Warner Turner company again eclipsed all other media companies in size and reach and 
added CNN, TNT, and the rest of Turner's holdings to its media empire. The synergies thus 
produced were expected to catapult Time Warner Turner to prominence not only domesti-
cally but in the global market, where it would compete with other international conglomer-
ates like the Sony Corporation. 

In the second most talked about merger of 1989, Japanese technology giaCS;;;;) 
(inventor of the Betamax videocassette recorder) purchased the Columbia Pictures Corpora-
tion in a hopeful synergy of hardware and software. Coming just one year after its acquisition 
of the Columbia Records division of CBS, a joke began to circulate that Sony seemed inter-
ested in anything with the word Columbia in it—could the District of Columbia be far 
behind? This little witticism reflected a certain fear behind the ongoing rush to supersize 
U.S. media: that foreign conglomerates would swallow us if we didn't get there first. When 
another Japanese company, Matsushita (rival inventor of the VHS format videocassette tech-
nology), purchased the MCA Corporation in 1990, fear intensified. American companies 
instead determined to become the swallowers, as two more major Hollywood-based mergers 
were announced: The Viacom Corporation purchased Paramount Pictures in 1994, followed 
by the Disney Studios/ABC/Cap Cities merger in 1995. Viacom—a cable, television, and syn-
dication distribution giant (formed when CBS was forced to divest its syndication arm in 
1972)—saw in Paramount vast synergies of film and television production, with distribution 
to global audiences. It also clearly envisioned a foray into the television network sweepstakes, 
from which resulted the United Paramount Network in 1995, head to head with its competi-
tor at Warner. 

The Disney/ABC conglomeration combined the vast Disney empire—theme parks and 
resorts, the Disney stores, film production, television programming, home video, and the 
Disney Channel—with a preeminent broadcast network that itself had strong holdings in 
radio, publishing, and cable as well as partnerships in several European broadcasting com-
panies. Now four Hollywood studios had jumped across historical boundaries into the televi-
sion business, buttressed by extensive cross-holdings in film production and cable. Their 
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combined activities would change the face of U.S. television and have an enormous impact 

across the globe. 
Synergy in the sports/media field abounded as well. Disney bought the Anaheim Mighty 

Ducks hockey team (actually named after a movie) and the Anaheim Angels baseball team 
(purchased shortly after the movie Angels in the Outfield was released) and created the Wide 
World of Sports complex to complement Disney World in Orlando. Rupert Murdoch, contro-
versially, bought the Los Angeles Dodgers. Cable mogul Kevin McClatchy purchased the 
Pittsburgh Pirates. 

Meanwhile, all this megalomerger activity could not disguise the fact that the movie busi-
ness itself had changed inexorably. By the early nineties, the videocassette market had 
become increasingly central to film economics, prompting a Viacom/Paramount alliance with 
Blockbuster Home Video in 1995. From a small ad hoc business of mom-and-pop video 
stores, national chains like Blockbuster, Movie Gallery, Hollywood Entertainment, and 

oovies beg dom' r al ne, with additional outlets in major chain 
stores like alMart and Kmart, grocery stores, and diversified book and record chains as well. 
On the production side, by 1990 videocassette sales accounted for over half of studios' total 
revenues from film production, much of that overseas. By 1995 80 percent of American 
homes possessed at least one VCR, and more than one-third had two or more machines. Stu-
dios released increasing numbers of titles as "sell-throughs," encouraging consumer purchase 
of tapes with low prices, instead of the higher rates that tended to encourage only video out-
let purchase. Video release of independent films that could not find a distributor began to 
open up the market in the early 1990s, especially when combined with Internet publicity and 
access. Minority audiences found in video rentals and sales a new way to locate and view 
material not frequently available in mainstream theaters or on television. By 1992, African 
Americans VCR ownership rate was higher than that of the rest of the population, and they 
spent more on average in video rental and sales. And children, in particular, proved a lucrative 
market since one of the beauties of videocassettes is that they can be viewed again and again, 
conveniently at home. Disney's success with the video release of The Lion King set a new 
record in the business. 

The same forces of synergy that affected the movie business worked on the print media. 
Most of the expanding media conglomerates included large print divisions as well, and the 
new coziness of entertainment companies with the somewhat more sacrosanct premises of 
print, especially serious journalism, raised fears for the future of the profession. Here the 
name Rupert Murdoch occurs prominently once again. The media entrepreneur had gotten 
his start by inheriting a small newspaper in Australia, which he built into a major national 
voice and eventually into an empire of over 100 papers accounting for 60 percent of total 
press circulation in that country. He then moved to England, where his outrageous tabloids 
and controversial acquisition of The Times of London frequently enraged the powers that be, 
especially in response to his strikebreaking activities and active support of the Thatcher 
regime. By 1990 Murdoch's News Corporation owned five British national papers and over 50 
locals, with a circulation totaling over one-third of the British population. His purchase of sev-
eral U.S. newspapers, including the tabloid New York Post and The Boston Herald, made a 
splashy debut in the U.S. media scene, culminating in the Fox studios and Metromedia acqui-
sition. Murdoch was also active in the international satellite television business, with the 
British B Sky B and the Asian Star TV systems. 

The strained relationship between the print world and media moguldom revealed itself 
in several places, not least in Murdoch's ongoing struggle with U.S. regulations barring cross-
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ownership of newspapers and television stations in the same market (a problem in Boston 
and New York). Eyebrows were raised when, in exchange for exemption from the rules 
against foreign ownership of U.S. broadcast properties (Murdoch became a U.S. citizen but 
the News Corp. is an Australian company), Murdoch enlisted the support of powerful House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich and then agreed to publish Gingrich's self-glorifying hook. Gingrich 
was eventually reprimanded and fined by Congress. Internationally, a similar situation oc-
curred when Murdoch refused to publish a book by the soon-to-be-former British governor 
of Hong Kong (critical of Chinese policy) while agreeing to publish the memoirs of the 
Chinese premiere's daughter, only months before the Chinese accession of Hong Kong 
(where Murdoch had based vulnerable media properties). Murdoch's purchase of TV Guide 
in 1988, the second-largest circulation magazine in the United States, also led to charges of 
conflicts of interest, as he seemed to give competitors' listings short shrift while trumpeting 
Fox programs. 

The biggest publisher of magazines in the country, Time Inc., now formed only a small 
part of the overall Time Warner conglomerate. Despite competition from other media, the 
total number of magazines published continued to increase, as technological developments 
made printing more efficient and less costly. A whole universe of small-market, sometimes fly-
by-night zines burgeoned, self-published by nearly everyone for anyone who cared to take a 
look. More magazines were purchased by more people than ever before. The number of 
newspapers remained steady or declined slightly, amid continuing complaints of overatten-
tion to the bottom line in a competitive advertising market, declining readership standards 
from a nation becoming used to McPaper coverage, and an increased blurring of the line 
between editorial and advertising content. In book publishing some of the same trends could 
be seen, with increasing conglomeration of ownership and the rise of chain bookstores 
(Barnes & Noble, Borders, Books A Million), even as the number of books published and 
purchased rose each year. The U.S.'s largest publishing company, Simon & Schuster, became 
part of the Viacom empire with the Paramount acquisition of 1994. And by 1995, the Internet 
had begun to be seen as a potentially revolutionary site for the printed word, with untram-
meled access, low costs, and a lack of responsible gatekeepers that was either exciting or 
deeply troubling, or perhaps both. 

In radio, the trends begun in the 1970s continued, with the biggest innovation occurring 
in the realm of talk radio,Participatory call-in programming had revitalized the AM band, and 
in the mid-eighties began to move over onto FM as well. Though, with the almost universal 
proliferation of syndicated formats, the cost of hosting a call-in show began to exceed its musi-
cal alternatives—requiring not only a host but a producer, an engineer, and often researchers 
and programmers as well—the boost in ratings made possible by a distinctive personality who 
cut through the clutter of sound-alike formats made the extra expense worth it. They also cre-
ated a loyal and committed audience who really listened, rather than just letting the music 
play like wallpaper in the background. As backers of earlier talk hosts like Mary Margaret 
McBride had discovered, a good tallcmeister's credibility also extended to the products she or 
he plugged. Susan Douglas points out in her book Listening In that National Public Radio 
was the first to experiment with satellite delivery and attention to talk formats, but it was com-
mercial radio's experimentation with controversial on-air personalities—today's shock jocks— 
that attracted national attention to the new form.3 And most of the talkers and listeners were 

men—an estimated 80 percent of the audience. An interesting bifurcation emerged: As day-
time television became a site for a wild proliferation of talk shows, largely hosted by women 
and with an overwhelming female audience, talk radio became a ferociously male preserve, 
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dominated by such adamant misogynists as Howard Stern and Rush Limbaugh. Other 
national talk hosts such as Don Imus, Bob Grant, and Larry King, as well as former politicos 
like G. Gordon Liddy, participated in the aggressive masculinity of talk radio as the decade 
progressed, most from a relatively conservative political standpoint. Limbaugh became so 
influential that he (along with Stern) diversified into television and became a serious political 
factor in the elections of 1994. Rush Rooms proliferated all over the country, where die-hard 
Limbaugh fans could gather and shout "Ditto!" to his entertaining political put-downs. Aided 
by the FCC's abandonment of the Fairness Doctrine in 1987, conservative, heavily masculin-
ized politics became the biggest infotainment draw on radio since Father Coughlin. By the 
late nineties this happy convergence of talk radio and politics would die down, as faux thera-
pist Dr. Laura Schlesinger began to outrate Limbaugh with her blend of advice and theatrics. 

T ori snal shoe Sock war ut a slightly different face on the "hyperdemo-
cratic" wor of t . Not so much a liberal as a libertarian, Stern stretched the boundaries 
of free speech on the air as well as testing the limits of liberal sensibilities. Though a self-
proclaimed feminist, pro choice, and sexually anything but conservative, Stern struck back 
against what he saw as the strictures of polite political correctness. As Douglas points out, he 
specialized in a rebellious adolescent kind of humor that thumbed its nose at all the tradi-
tional authorities and sacred cows of American culture; "yet the framework within which this 
occurred could not have been more utterly conventional, more conformist to deep-seated 
American attitudes and prejudices about men, women, people of color, and the order of 
things circa 1952."4 In 1986, Donald Wildmon's National Federation for Decency (among 
many others) complained to the FCC that Stern's show violated decency standards. Despite 
the Fowler FCC's reluctance to regulate the content of broadcast media, it caved in to the 
pressure and began to fine Infinity Broadcasting, Stern's employer. Infinity paid a total of $ 1.7 
million in fines by 1992, and the FCC blocked its purchase of new stations. Though Infinity 
threatened to challenge the decision in court, by 1995 it had given up and simply paid a fine 
far larger than anyone had ever paid before to the FCC. Apparently, it was worth it. Stern's 
show continued much as usual, and he became one of the most widely syndicated talk show 

hosts on the air. 
Meanwhile, on public radio, a different kind of talk flourished. Some complained that 

public radio stations were being taken over by talk, at the expense of the kind of alternative 
musical programming—often classical, jazz, and new age—that only public radio could pro-
vide. Shows like Terry Gross' Fresh Air, Car Talk with Ray and Tom Magliazzi, Talk of the Na-
tion, and the two hours of news morning and evening on Morning Edition and All Things 
Considered—not to mention the hundreds of excellent local and national talk programs—pro-
vided a very different atmosphere from the hysterical hype of commercial radio. It also pro-
vided considerably enhanced racial and gender diversity, despite some continuing problems. 
The familiar voices of hosts and reporters like Susan Stamberg, Nina Totenberg, and Linda 
Wertheimer gave audiences their first real taste of serious news from a female perspective. 
Public radio had shifted its mission from providing a more traditional definition of serious or 
educational programming to providing a diverse and in-depth alternative. As surveys showed 
that public radio listeners came from a variety of ethnic and income groups, with an even split 
of male and female listeners, the real distinction between the commercial and public radio 
audiences was that the latter were more highly educated than others, looking for something 
different, deeper, inclusive, and participatory. And public radio also provided a site for exper-
imentation with radio as a sound medium. NPR often experimented with humor, sound ef-
fects, and attention to the aesthetic field of sound itself in a way given up long ago by its 
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commercial counterparts. Despite efforts of the Republican majority to cast public radio and 
television as a plaything of the elite upper middle class, the outpouring of support for the pub-
lic alternative showed that public radio audiences crossed demographic and ideological lines. 

No media sector played a more central role in the new synergistic environment than the 
field of advertising. Though some aspects of the integrated media production, distribution, 
and marketing system emphasized direct-payment mechanisms—pay-per-view and pay cable, 
satellite television, videocassettes, and a barely commercialized Internet—most of the media 
business depended on the old formula of selling an audience to advertisers. Indeed, the cross-
promotion possibilities of the new synergistic megamedia meant more advertising of media 
products across fields, bringing advertising into places where it had formerly barely existed. 
Movie theaters began to run not only movie previews but trailers promoting parent compa-
nies' theme parks, cable systems, television shows, retail outlets, and ancillary products. Tele-
vision continued its traditional role of promoting films, but now cx255,4ffe_notw'a deals  that 
linked McDonalds, say, to Batmen were trumpeted on television. In the latter part of the 
nineties, as the Internet became integrated into advertising plans and into television viewing, 
this kind of cross-media selling would more seriously begin to blur the very concept of sepa-
ration of editorial or entertainment and commercial content. And it would begin to cultivate 
a new method of market research as well, allowing for the individualized targeting of con-
sumers in a whole new way. 

The field of specialized, narrowly targeted marketing took hold in the eighties, with mag-
azines formulating special editions depending on zip code, demographic group, or profession 
and with advertising keyed to match. A new concept of integrated marketing communications 
(IMC) developed, with an eye to extending product advertising from traditional media to 
many different sites, from T-shirts to shopping bags to balloons.  Com_earties like Coca-Cola 
began to create multifaceted ad cam s that took a few central ideas and adapted- them to 
fit t wasn't just about 
p acing me a ads any more. In 1992, t is area ough a variety of mar-
keting techniques accounted for 73 percent of e s sis mar eting budget of companies 
overall, with only 27 percent going to traditional advertising.5 

As the nineties progressed, two forms of advertising penetration of content began to pro-
liferate: product placement, by which commercial products seamlessly become a part of a 
program, and infomercials that turn selling itself into an entertainment form. Examples of 
product placement include the Black Pearls television campaign, in which Elizabeth Taylor 
appeared in four consecutive CBS sitcoms on one night, finding a way to mention her new 
perfume in each one; Roseanne's family trip to Disney World (shortly after the ABC/Disney 
merger); or Seinfeld's frequent working of products like Junior Mints, Kenny Rogers Roasters 
restaurants, or golf balls into the program's storyline. Infomercials abound on specialty cable 
channels like QVC and the Home Shopping Network, as well as on late night local television. 
Music videos present an example of a foi-in of programming tied almost exclusively to sale of 
a product, in this case the recording on which the video is based. How long could it be before 
an 800 number or a Web site allowed us to purchase Dan Rather's tie or Oprah's outfit if we 
felt so inclined? And how would this affect show content? It almost seemed like a return to 
the integrated advertising of the early radio and TV era, so that "important news" about the 
new Disney World attraction might follow on the heels of a discussion of Middle East peace 
talks on the ABC nightly newscast. Cartoons showing Peter Jennings wearing mouse ears 
referred to the possibilities with an uneasy snicker. These implications would become more 
pressing by the end of the nineties. 
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THE DEREGULATED DECADE 

The principle of Fowler's toaster continued to rule the airwaves, long after Fowler himself 
had faded from the scene. During the late eighties and early nineties, a rewriting of the Com-
munications Act began to seem inevitable, and numerous bills and initiatives were introduced 
that would not come together until June 1996. However, all the groundwork would be laid 
from 1985 to 1995, including the revocation of the Fairness Doctrine, the repeal of the fin/syn 
and PTAR rules, and the push for lifting of the weakened remaining limitations on ownership 
not only in broadcasting but in telecommunications and cable. The loudest debates involved 
the Fairness Doctrine. As early as 1980, FCC Chairman Mark Fowler had let it be known 
that his FCC would not be enforcing the Fairness Doctrine and would seek to have it 
repealed, as the most obvious and egregious example of the wa n w • h broadcasters' First 
Amen ent ri hts w viol ed b 'stin oad t re lati n. n Octo er 85, t e FCC 
re eased po stating that principle: "the fairness octrine, on its face, violates the First 
Amendment and contravenes the public interest." The report pointed out, much as Fowler's 
earlier article had, that increased expansion of the media universe made such government 
rules irrelevant. Second, it contended that in fact the Fairness Doctrine had had a "chilling 
effect" on discussion of controversial topics. Most broadcasters, it claimed, had responded to 
the requirement to include various points of view by simply avoiding controversy altogether. 
Finally, it argued that the doctrine allowed an opening for government officials to attempt to 
meddle in station content, as both the Kennedy and Nixon administrations had in the past. 

Though a Democrat-controlled Congress attempted to introduce legislation that would 
instead have codified the doctrine to clarify its requirements, each bill they proposed was 
vetoed by the Republican president. In 1987, the Fairness Doctrine was officially repealed. 
The decision prompted objections from both liberals and conservatives—the former object-
ing to the lack of balance in favor of conservative ideas and the stifling of discussion that they 
feared the ruling would bring, the latter objecting to the notion that the liberal media might 
now be able to proceed unchecked. However, many liberals supported the repeal as a free 
speech measure, and some conservatives saw it as an application of marketplace ideas to 
broadcasting. 

Proponents of the measure were quick to point out that in the repeal's wake, talk radio 
blossomed. The fact that much of it was right-wing political talk, led by Rush Limbaugh, did 
nothing to make the still-Democratic House feel good about the change. In 1992, with Clin-
ton's election, Democratic legislators, and a few Republicans, attempted to reintroduce and 
codify the Fairness Doctrine, as they had wished to do before. Now they were met not only 
with the usual insider political battle but with a great outburst of objection carried over—you 
guessed it—talk radio, led by Rush Limbaugh. Leveling absurd charges, such as the one that 
the new doctrine would require him to include liberal views on his show, Limbaugh and many 
other conservative talk show hosts lobbied intensely against the bill, nicknaming it the Hush 
Rush Law. Religious broadcasters joined in opposition. And despite its adherents' admonition 
that the Fairness Doctrine contained two parts—one requiring stations to cover controversial 
issues of public importance, the other requiring a balanced overall coverage—that if enforced 
would contribute to the amount and quality of both liberal and conservative opinion, the law 
failed to pass. The most compelling argument against it, used by liberal and conservative foes 
alike, was that the expanding media universe had made such an old-fashioned dinosaur of a 
law simply irrelevant. With all the current channels of opinion competing to discuss every 
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manner of issue, they claimed, balanced, inclusive coverage would just naturally occur. Some 
would come to regret that dubious claim during the sex scandals of the late nineties. 

If the Fairness Doctrine became a public issue due to the lively talk radio scene, a leg-
islative change that had much broader effects passed in relative silence. Only the industries 
concerned bothered themselves much about the expiration of the fin/syn and PTAR rides,. 
and they preferred it if their battles remained behind the scenes. Fowler's FCC had put for-
ward a tentative decision in 1983 that the fin/syn and PTAR rules should be repealed; at any 
rate some key .• w eduled to expire in November 1990, 20 years after their ini-
tial ' creation. sought fi t toes a.urage the networks and studios to come 
u with agre selves, that e 
rules putting caps on the num er of shows they themselves could produce (15 hours per 
week), barring ownership of syndication rights, and otherwise restricting their free market 
relationship with producers were holding them back in global competition and allowing stu-
dios to dominate the business. The fact that three of the seven major Hollywood studios were 
now owned by foreign corporations helped the networks to drive home their point that they 
were the home team, hampered by a spoiled bunch of foreign fat cats. They also argued that, 
given the current diversified field, the rules were simply no longer necessary. The studios 
contended that it was the fin/syn rules that had produced the newly evened-out network 
playing field and that the current state of diversity and competition would not exist without 
their protections. 

In 1991 the FCC reached a contentious decision to loosen some aspects of the rules— 
raising the financial interest bar to 40 percent of a network's schedule, allowing ownership of 
syndication rights for foreign distribution but not domestic—but kept others in place. The 
networks appealed, and in 1993 the FCC, prompted by a U.S. Court of Appeals decision, 
eliminated most rules entirely, scheduling domestic syndication rights for repeal in two years; 
most importantly for one of the bill's major backers, the appeal gave Rupert Murdoch and the 
Fox network a permanent exemption from the remaining rules even as it began to build up its 
schedule beyond 15 hours per week. However, in the fight over the rules' imposition in the 
seventies, the networks had signed consent decrees that still needed to be rescinded by the 
courts before the repeal could take effect. This happened in November 1993, and in 1995 
the fin/syn rules officially bit the dust. By this time, studios and networks had entered into 
new forms of cooperation that would change the playing field entirely. No one was surprised 
when the Prime 'lime Access Rules met a similar fate in 1995, with little controversy. Now 
both broadcast networks and studios—which had largely become one and the same—could 
produce and distribute programming, on their own networks and others, and retain control of 
the lucrative syndication market. They could air their own shows in pre-prime time, too, and 
expand it to its original four hours if they wished. 

Pressure now began to build for further deregulation of ownership limitations, particu-
larly those that applied to cross-ownership. Media conglomerates merged precisely because 
they wanted the synergies that could occur when one company owned its own cable, broad-
cast, print, and even telephone properties; the old rules somewhat arbitrarily keeping those 
industries separate seemed increasingly annoying. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 
would respond to these desires, lubricated by intense lobbying and campaign contributions. 
But in a limited backlash, the early nineties also saw the institution of more stringent regula-
tions ?in a few areasee Children's Television Act of 1990 ut in place a requirement that 
broadcast stations provide some educational programming or childrep as part of their public 
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service obligations, though the amount was  le o en nd st ' ns e abl decl pro-
ams like The Jetsons and Leave It to Beaver educational. In 1996 President C'nton per-

r aste amount a oppmg ree hours per week. It also limited 
advertising during children's programs to 12 minutes per hour on weekdays and 10 '/2 minutes 
, per hour on weekends, for both broadcast and cable. The 1992 Cable Television Consumer 
Protection and Competition Act sought to impose new controls over the price cable operators  
could charge for basic service, given cable's de facto noncompetitive local monopoly over its 
franchise, and to impose the same kind of MSO ownership restrictions that applied to the 
broadcast market. It would soon be repealed. 

If regulation once drove the industry, deregulation meant that now the industry drove 
the regulators. Not only the FCC but also the Federal Trade Commission, charged with 
enforcing antitrust laws, had adopted the unofficial policy that bigger was better, or at least 
that competition in the marketplace should be interfered with as little as possible. As a result, 
the progressive notion of centralized control, with all its elitist drawbacks, had been pretty 
well abandoned for a new philosophy of "let 'er rip." And if the result seemed to be concen-
tration of ownership of media outlets in fewer and fewer, and bigger and bigger hands, from 
the perspective of those on the ground it seemed to provide a diversity, inclusiveness, and 
chaotic democracy of expression that all the gray do-gooders of previous decades had been 
unable to accomplish. But was this just thzij..t.ipal houe lllacp„A', with a heavy price to be 
paid later? Or could concentration of ownership actually encourage the kind of truly diversi-
fied, inclusive, and creative competition that its proponents promised? The booming econ-
omy of the mid- to late nineties kept the answers up in the air. 

INDUSTRY: NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE EXCESS 

For what remained of the traditional television industry, the most notable result of the dereg-
ulated, conglomerated, multichannel environment was the creation of three new over-the-air 
broadcast networks. Not since the DuMont network expired in the 1950s had the big three of 
the airwaves seen significant competition. Why, in this age of cable and satellite distribution, 
would companies still want to mount the sizable investment that a venture into good old 
over-the-air (OTA) broadcasting entailed? For one thing, despite cable's growth, a large 
chunk of the population still received its television primarily through the antenna. With suf-
ficient numbers of affiliates, a broadcast network could still achieve far larger audiences than 
could even the most popular caj2lls. Second, the cable universe, though consolidat-
ing, was still carved up into de s r s ste ed by ten or 12 major multiple sys-
tems operators and a host of smaller ones. ach had proprietary interest in its parent 
company's cable offerings, and it was not always easy for a competitor to find a spot—cer-
tainly not a favorable, low channel number spot—on a rival company's basic tier. Starting a 
broadcast network was a way to guarantee carriage of your programs in a low-number assign-
ment on virtually all cable systems. 

third re invo d thos newl viabl de ent that e's 
...e.3,4_9.reated._21>tzeulefieze_d: There were only so many of them out there, and the first 

network to sign them up would have an enormous advantage over any competitor to come 
along later. So, once Fox had proved the viability of a fourth network. Warner and Paramount 
jumped into a head-to-head race to sign up the remaining independents as their affiliates in 
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cities all over the country. And finally, the i ulmineui'orof e fin/ ru l s meant that 
the existing OTA networks—the big three lus Fox—would be rodu • mor their - 
am ving it e est spots on t e rime-time schedules. Major studio 

pr ueers, e Warner an. 'aramount, re zed that unless ey too could come up with a 
sure way to distribute their shows to the public, they could be squeezed out of the most prof-
itable part of the business. And these studios had quite a bit of high-quality hit programming 
under syndication that they could easily use on their own networks. 

Upstarts 

Rupert Murdoch had seen this writing on the wall as early as 1985. Launching the Fox net-
work cautiously in 1986, with just a few hours of programming, he began to sign up affiliates 
in major and minor cities, usually the strongest of the independent stations in each market. 
Pitching his network as an organized source of original programming, backed by the public 
recognition and promotional capacities of the 20th Century Fox name that independent sta-
tions could use to fill in their prime-time schedules, Murdoch used the strategy of  creara-
skimming: going after only the richest _part of the traditional network business. No daytime 
programming, unprofitable fringe periods, costly news shows, or public service offerings for 
him. Those things he  left to the stations to continue providing—or not, as they pleased. 
Finally, Fox romised that it would go after a currently unserved part of the TV market: 

ng urban men le the strategy of the major nets remained focused on the lucrative 
women Ino 9 group, many advertisers desired to reach the high-disposable-income market 
of teenage to thirtysomething urban men, and Murdoch figured that he knew how. 

Led by Barry Diller, the former head of Paramount Pictures, Fox debuted on October 9, 
1986, with the Late Night with Joan Rivers show, leaving stations' prime times intact and 
offering a program that could compete in a hard-to-fill timeslot. Starting out with 99 affiliate 
stations that reached 80 percent of U.S. homes, it expanded by fall 1987 to 115 affiliates with 
an 86-percent reach.-TWe core of Fox's system was the former Metromedia group stations in 
major cities such as New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston, Washington, Dallas, and Hous-
ton. Many of its affiliates were UHF stations that had capitalized on the cable boom. And in a 
break with tradition, Fox offered its affiliates no station compensation fee. Their reward 
would come in the increased advertising revenue they would gain from local spot sales, in 
effect making each station an eager partner in the new network's success. 

Though Rivers had been a popular replacement host on Late Night with the targeted 
young male audience, her program proved disappointing as a stand-alone and was canceled 
the next May. But moving next into weekend evenings with its first prime-time shows in fall 
1987, Fox introduced the highly acclaimed Ttucey Ullman Show and other popular hits such 
as 21 Jump Street, Werewolf and Married . . . with Children. Other new programs like Duet, 
Down and Out in Beverly Hills, Mr President, Women in Prison, Beans Baxter, and Second 
Chance didn't fare as well but gave Fox a few nights to duke it out with the big boys. The next 
year Fox debuted the first in a string of its trademark reality-based programs, popular with the 
target young male audience, with America's Most Wanted (soon Cops and Totally Hidden 
Video would join it) and garnered critical respect with the quirky It's Garry Shandling's Show. 
In 1989 the network added Monday nights to its schedule, with an hour-long version of 21 
Jump Street and another popular hit, Alien Nation, and ventured into stand-up comedy with 
Comic Strip Live. 
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By 1990 the new network had hit its stride, programming all but Tuesday and Wednesday 
nights. Mondays consisted mainly of 20th Century Fox movies. While keeping its young 
urban male audience transfixed by Married . . . with Children and its comedy, science fiction, 
and reality shows, it made important gains with female audiences with the debut of Beverly 
Hills 902/0. The frequently outrageous In Living Color, created by filmmaker Keenan Ivory 
Wayans, brought a previously unseen African American humor to the small screen, and car-
toonist Matt Groening's The Simpsons, expanded from a short skit on Tracey Ullman, pro-
duced Fox's biggest critical and popular hit yet. Bart Simpson soon appeared on T-shirts and 
lunch boxes nationwide, and teachers' organizations spoke out against the poor example set 
by this smart-mouthed underachiever. 

The Simpsons and Married. . with Children, another controversial show that had been 
the target o cor--T— Tirir—: 7 —rve a ry évertising boycotts, seemed to capture the spirit of the Fox for-
mula: hineeverent, and often obnoxiously satirical. Yet it would be many years before Fox's 
biggest hits would climb into the Nielsen top 20. Even its top shows' ratings remained well 
below the level of the big three, although in the desirable demographic market of young men 
it began to overtake CBS, the oldest-skewing of the big three. It introduced a lineup of chil-
dren's shows on Saturday mornings and weekday afternoons, naming it the Fox Kids Network. 
When the network moved its biggest hit, The Simpsons, to Thursday nights at 8 PM to go head 
to head with NBC's huge hit The Cosby Show, pundits declared that Fox had arrived. 

Finally, in 1992 Fox became a full, seven-night-a week network. By this time it had also 
assembled a striking group of programs featuring African American stars and situations, from 
In Living Color to Roc, Martin, Living Single, and Sinbad as well as later shows like 
Townsend Television, South Central, New York Undercover, and M.A.N.T.I.S. As Kristal Brent 
Zook points out in Color bu Fox, this was no accident.6 Fox targeted themeigjel.0 ulau. 
market (referred to by one of Zook's interviewees as "the e o • s • e"), and by 

ad o hi . Giving tal-

ented performers, writers, and producers like Keenan Ivory Wayans, Robert Townsend, 
Charles Dutton, Martin Lawrence, Michael Moye, and Sinbad creative freedom and author-
ity produced not only a string of popular hits (among Whites and Blacks) but, Zook argues, a 
distinct set of styles and concerns reflective of Black culture in twentieth-century America. 

Yet this era began to erode as the network became more successful and began to empha-
size the same mainstream shows and viewers as the other networks. Winning the broadcast 
rights for both the National Football Conference and the National Hockey League away from 
CBS in 1993 and 1994, as well as drawing large numbers with the 902/0 spinoff Melrose Place 
and the cult favorite The X-Files, Fox dropped most of its Black-centered shows in 1994. 

By this time, too, the network had finally begun to produce a profit, and a few of its 
shows began to venture into the weekly Nielsen top 10. From the beginning Fox had pitched 
itself to advertisers as an exceptionally good bargain, offering a targeted market of young 
urban viewers often as large as CBS's in that category but with ad rates priced at 60 percent or 
less than those of its bigger rivals. For one glorious week in 1995, Fox's overall weekly ratings 
beat out CBS's. And in the wake of the NFC and NHL deals, some of CBS's affiliates began 
to jump ship, signing on with the former upstart. By 1995, Fox's ad rates had risen to just shy 
of the big three—just as two new networks jumped in to undercut it. In fact, it was Fox's expe-
rience and success, along with the same factors that had prompted the fourth network's orig-
ination, that inspired the double-barreled competition of UPN and the WB, both of which 
debuted in January 1995. From the disparaged "coat hanger network" (so-called because of 
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the coat hanger antennas people would have to use to pick up its UHF affiliates' signals), Fox 
had become a major player in the network wars. 

The wars got more interesting in January 1995, with the arrival of the two baby netlets 
owned by two enormous parents. Plans for the dueling nets had been in the press since 1993. 
The example of Fox was very much on everyone's mind, particularly since both startups were 
headed by former Fox executives. Paramount's UPN debuted with former Fox network head 
Lucie Salhany at its helm—also marking the first time a woman had served as president of a 
major television network. At the WB Jamie Kellner presided; he had served as Fox president 
until 1993, when Salhany took over. Both networks drew on the example of Fox's success in 
their pitches to potential affiliates, pointing out the boost in ratings that the fourth networks' 
affiliates had experienced, not only for actual network programs but in their own adjacent 
programming as well. Both pointed to the high public profile and well-established entertain-
ment track records of their corporate parents. Both had a strong suit: Warner had long been 
famous for its Warner Bros. cartoons, and the new WB picked a cartoon character, Michigan 
J. Frog, as its mascot and marketing tool, perfect for its target audience of 12 to 34 year olds. 
UPN counted on its famed Star Trek franchise to float its new venture, targeted at Fox's old 
demographic of males from 18 to 49. 

Neither netlet started out in as strong an affiliate coverage position as Fox had. UPN had 
signed affiliates in 80 percent of the country, but a sizable percentage of those were weak sec-
ondary affiliations (meaning that the station already had one network's programs in its prime-
time slots and would have to run UPN's debut shows in fringe times). The WI also predicted 
80-percent coverage, but much of that came from cable superstation WGN, meaning that in 
many markets there would be duplication (a local affiliate would carry the same WB programs 
as WGN simultaneously carried on cable in the same market), which was not a situation to 
make either party happy. But despite these problems, the WB flipped the switch on January 
11, 1995, a Wednesday, with two hours of programming starting with sitcoms The Wayans 
Brothers (an offering from the two younger members of the talented and ubiquitous Wayans 
family), The Parent 'Hood created by Robert Townsend, and Unhappily Ever After (from the 
folks who brought you Married . . . with Children). This was followed by an hour-long version 
of Muscle, a comedy set in a health club. An important part of its offerings consisted of three 
hours of children's programming on Saturday mornings and one hour on weekdays, including 
Animaniacs, Frealcazoid!, and Merrie Melody clpssics. The following Monday UPN made its 
debut with a special two-hour episode of Star _Trek. Voymyr followed by sitcoms Platypus 
Man and Pigsty. Its second night featured two dramas—Marker (a Stephen J. Cannell pro-
duction) and The Watcher (starring rapper Sir Mix-a-Lot). UPN also planned to offer Para-
mount movies on Saturday afternoons. 

Many doubted whether even one more over-the-air network could make it, much less 
two. One industry pundit summed it up in the question, "Are Paramount and Warner Looney 
Tunes?"7 Although successful, Fox still averaged a 7 rating in prime time overall (compared to 
12-15 for the big three), the WB promised its initial advertisers a 3, while UPN guaranteed a 
7 (botilliad to _make guheantial refunds). And at the WB, taking Fox's noncompensation 
stance once step further, affiliates were actuy required to Pat/ the network 25 percent of, 
enhanced ad revenues—mo'lfla cable channel than a traditional broadcast arrangement. 
Lucidly for them both, they debuted into an extremely strong advertising market. In 2001 all 
six networks survive and compete—some more successfully than others. The story of their 
struggles and successes will resume in Chapter 12. 
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Jurassic Park? 
For the former big three the 1985 to 1995 period reflects the end of their era of dominance; 
yet, despite declining viewership, increased competition, and sometimes frantic forays into 
other fields, as one article put it, "If TV networks are dinosaurs, then this is still the Jurassic 
age."8 By 1995 the big three networks' share of the prime-time audience had declined to 69 
percent from its former 91 percent and would fall still further. Yet the prices that the nets 

"could charge for advertising spots had actually increased. In 1995 ABC network profits went 
. up by 84 percent over the previous year's, NBC's by 50 percent, Fox's by 22 percent, and even 

limping CBS showed a 5 percent upturn. In an increasingly fragmented market, the now big 
four continued to provide the single largest audience advertisers could buy for their products, 
and had become even more valuable for that capacity. Many explained network strength by 
pointing to their strong distribution base in well-established local affiliates, who retained 
viewer loyalty and tuning habits despite cable's inroads. They remained the only place for 
viewers to see their own community's news and concerns reflected and retained a strong eco-
nomic base in local markets. As one industry analyst commented, "Cable [stations] are pur-
veyors of hamburger versus the networks' filet mignon."9 

Yet at CBS, in particular, things often looked bleak. Losing first the NFC and then the 
NHL rights to Fox seriously damaged ratings, to the point that even well-established shows 
like 60 Minutes and Late Night with David Letterman lo t i 'ust fo bein n C S. It still 
possessed the oldest demographics of any network, in a marketplace at p aced gh value on 
youth. In another example of the decade's merger mania, the Westinghouse Corporation pur-
chased CBS in 199, removing director Lawrence Tiscll from a troubled reign at the former 
"Tiffany network." Tisch had been known not only for his enn - 'nchin s le but for his 
conservativism; as other networks diversified and pypanded, CBS pulled ac rom publish-
ing, records, and cable. Under Tisch, the CBS news division, once the premiere in the coun-
try, withered to a shadow of its former self, and the affiliate battles with Fox cost the network 
some of its most valuable affiliates in Detroit, Atlanta, Milwaukee. and Cleveland. And its 
prime-time shows seemed unable to attract much larger than a PBS-sized audience. Yet its 
newsmagazine 60 Minutes still garnered the highest ratings of any show on television, gener-
ating $50 to $70 million a year for the network, an amount that in some years represented 
over half of its total revenue. CBS had already expanded its newsmagazine expertise into two 
moderate successes, Eye to Eye and 48 Hours. And CBS produced these shows itself, making 
them more profitable to the' network than a comparable purchased show. Westinghouse 
clearly saw some value in the struggling dinosaur, and its confidence would be borne out by 
later developments. 

NBC, on the other hand, experienced some of its best years in recent memory. This was 
in large part due to its string of hit programs. The winning lineup of The Cosby Show, Cheers, 
A Different World, and The Golden Girls buoyed it up through the eighties, reaching its high-
est point in the 1987 to 1988 season, when JU.B.0 possessed fully 13 of the top-20 shows on the 
air. A decline set in after 1990, as Cheers expired and Cosby and Different World lost ground Co ABC's comeback. But by 1995 the oldest network saw signs of a return to former glory, with 
the debut of the juggernaut of Seinfeld, ER, Friends, Frasier, and Mad About You. 

Meanwhile, NBC had been busy spreading into other fields. It had started rival cable 
news channel CNBC in 1989, and ratings had begun to rise. Its equity positions in the Bravo, 
Arts and Entertainment (A&E), Court TV, and 16 other cable channels, and its launch of 
America's Talking and Canal de Noticias, Spanish-language news channel, in 1994 positioned 
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it strongly in cable. Its global operations put it ahead of any other network, with interests in 
TV Azteca in Mexico, the pan-European satellite-distributed NBC Super Channel, ANBC 
with business news, CNBC Asia, and NBC Super Channel Asia. And its announcement in 
May 1995 that it would team with computer giant Microsoft to create MSNBC, a business 
news network with online applications, created a potential blockbuster combination. 

ABC too entered the nineties in a strong position, with Roseanne, Home Improvement, 
America's Funniest Home Videos, Coach, and Full House garnering high ratings on the sitcom  

MendaraighL,Football continuing its strpnghold over male audiences, and news-
magazine 20/20 providing the closest competitor to CBS's franchise. When Disney made its 
purchase in 1995, both companies were praised for their complementary strengths. ABC 
brought Disney its valuable Cap Cities string of major-market stations, its cable holdings such 
as ESPN and A&E, and not least its national outlet for Disney-produced films and television 
programs as well as advertising and promotion of Disney-related products. For ABC, alliance 
with Disney brought not only top-rated Home Improvement in-house (produced by Touch-
stone, a Disney company) and a Disney-based Saturday morning kids' lineup to the network, 
but also an outlet for its sports interests on ESPN that promised great things for global distri-
bution as well. At any rate, this particular dinosaur was worth 819 billion to the movie studio, 
compared to CBS's $5.4 billion purchase price for Westinghouse. Clearly the ice age had not 
yet arrived. 

Cable 

For cable television, this was a period of immense growth and expansion, as well as the 
decade's signature consolidation, despite a brief downturn in the wake of the 1992 legislation. 
The number and variety of cable channels increased by leaps and bounds, spurred not only by 
cable economics but by the introduction of fiber optic cable. Cable systems—many of whose 
franchises came up for renewal in the mid-nineties—had begun to upgrade their infrastruc-
ture by replacin old axial ca with new -bas alte ti , allowin tran issio 
o(manyjre channels to mne consumers. And until the 1992 act broug the practice to a 
scrhing halt, cahie operators ound that a_ddLschannels, then  assing the costs on to cus-
tomers with a fat  profit built in, made an excellent source o pro ts. Typically, each new basic 
chàrinel required-a 10 cents per subscriber per month fee from the cable operator to the 
channel provider. Cable systems would add, for example, three new channels to their cable 
lineup, then charge consumers an extra dollar per month on their bill—producing a 70-cent 
profit for the operator. 

During the late eighties and early nineties, consumers' cable bills rose 10 percent to 
20 percent a year on average, whe r the wanted the new channe or no In 1985 the 
average monthly cable bill for basic service (no coun g pa c annels) amounted to $10.43; 
by 1992 it was $19.08. Given most cable systems' mpnopoly statue—you couldn't simply 
switch companies if your bill made you unhappy—the FCC found itself deluged with com-
plaints. The 1992 Cable Act put a cap on this profiteering; now the cable operator could 
cbarge only 7.5 percent more than the cost to the local franchise. When the FCC followed it 
up with a freeze on rate increases in 1993, a temporary dark mood ensued. Yet by 1995 oper-
ators had found a way around the new restrictions, and the average basic cable bill jumped 
to $23.07 per month. The 1996 Telecommunications Act phased out most of these restric-
tions entirely. 
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eighties. More pertinent to the operators, 
small-time U d w 
o 

The Ca et of 1 2 also rei ated must-carry rules, which had been challenged and 
struck own in court as a vio ation of ca e operators' First Amendment rights in the late 

uablthannnl.capaciiv with ust-
s, preventing the addition of more lucrative cable 

roadcasters, on the other hand, u d ante b ar lo ab e 
o erato nefited from c eir n for free: Why s ouldn't local stations and 
networks get pal same way at cable channels did? As a compromise, the new law insti-
tuted a system of etransmission consent: roadcast stations in a local market could opt for 
e' her i te ran ' sion der the old must-carry a• ment, or e...teks.uRS...h9ir 
automatic c 'a :e status and instea ar ai i cable o rato or pa ii ent. Most smaller 
an ic station s. i or t u e. ut we and ,, . ular ork affiliates 
o n su ded i ngin compen lion o of the local cab e franc se—not in the form 
of direct payment but in valuable c anne concessions. Loc stations were frequently able to 
add an additional cable channel; now you had not only WCTV in its usual spot, offering its 
usual broadcast fare, but also CABLE CTV, with more local and syndicated programming. 

The networks were able to use their dominance to gain additional cable channels too. 
Thus ABC launched ESPN2, NBC started America's Talking, Fox debuted the Fx network. 
Only CBS, which had held out unsuccessfully for cash payment, walked away empty-handed. 
Some powerful group station owners were able to cash in, such as Scripps-Howard, which 
launched the Home and Garden Channel. Cable operators would appear to have come out 
the losers entirely, except for the fact that carrying the additional channels gave them another 
revenue stream, and they still got valuable local stations—what most viewers watched most of 
the time—for free. 

By 1995, cable reached 66.8 percent of U.S. homes, totaling over 64 million subscribers. 
Concentration in the industry had steadily increased: In 1977 the four largest cable MSOs 
had controlled less than 25 percent of the total market; by 1995 they controlled almost 50 
percent. The five largest companies were TCI, Time Warner, US West, Comcast, and Cox, 
with the largest two more than twice as big as their nearest competitors; possessing 13.9 and 
12.1 million subscribers, respectively. Additionally, most MSOs owned numerous interests 
in cable channels, producing the same kind of vertical integration enjoyed by the movie stu-
dios and networks. TCI (Telecommunications Inc.), one of the nation's largest media com-
panies, owned TV stations rèaching 21 percent of the country, the Sports Radio network, and 
interests in over 90 cable_networks, including USA, Court TV, the Discovery Channel, BET, 
the Home Shopping Network aniQVC, Prime Sport Channel, Fox Sports, Encore, Starz!, 
E!, the Family Channel, the Faith & Values Channel, Animal Planet, the Sci-Fi Channel, the 
Travel Channel, The Learning Channel, Telemundo, and many others. If you subscribe 
to TCI cable, chances are you get all or most of these—and don't get some of the channels 
owned by other MSOs. Time Warner owned not only HBO, Cinemax, and the Turner 
channels (CNN, CNNHeadline, TNT, Turner Classic Movies, CNNfn, and TBS) but the 
Cartoon Network, Ovation, and part of Comedy Central (with Viacom) and Court TV (with 
GE and TCI). 

..)ikIn addition to the expanding basic and pay cable universe, most cable MSOs also diversi-
ed into what was shaping up to be their most potent competitor in the nineties: direct 5>e  broad-

cast satellite (DBS). With the smaller, higher-band satellite dishes introduced in 1995, DBS 
promised to move into town instead of being concentrated in noncable, frequently rural 
areas. A dish that could be mounted even on an apartment windowsill would eventually 
attract millions of new subscribers, many fed up with the cable monopoly or simply seeking 
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the practically limitless options that DBS offered. The cable MSOs observed this phenome-
non and determined not to be caught on the sidelines. TCI went into partnership with GE 
and Time Warner to operate one of the largest, PrimeStar. DirectTV, its major competitor, 
was owned by Hughes Communications. DBS had languished for years on the brink of suc-
cess, but after 1995 its fortunes would blossom. 

And cable continued to roll. In 1995, Nielsen figures reported that cable's audience had 
grown 24 percent since the previous October, while the broadcast networks' ratings had 
declined by 7 percent overall. In prime time, cable's total average rating rose to 17 (from 14 
the year before), while the big four's total average cratered at 40.5 (counting Fox in lowered 
the average; with only the big three included, total average rating hovered around 60). Spe-
cialty channels like Court TV (covering the O.J. Simpson trial intensively) and Nickelodeon 
showed particular gains. Some blamed the new network willingness to push the envelope of 
sexual and vident content, in an effort to hold onto the 18 to 49 age group, which drove fam-
ily audiences, in particular, to cable channels they could count on to tone down the sex talk. 
Besides Nickelodeon, the Discovery Channel, the Family Channel, Lifetime, ESPN, and 
CNN benefited from this policy and increased ratings substantially. But not until the end of 
the nineties would cable begin to create its own original prime-time dramatic and comedy 
programming to rival the networks. 

PROGRAMS: PUSHING THE ENVELOPE 

As the networks struggled to find the magic formula to keep them afloat in a sea of competi-
tion, a number of new options presented themselves. This may rank as one of the most cre-
ative periods in traditional broadcasting, as networks grasped at a wide range of creative 
straws and opened up to possibilities never before considered. Again, a peculiar set of contra-
dictions emerged. On the one hand, in network prime time, the emphasis was on quality.  
Only the big three networks, they claimed, could offer viewers truly high-quality program-
ming, head and shoulders above the nasty scrabble for profits going on at struggling cable 
channels—filet mignon to the cable channels' hamburger. To achieve this, the networks 
turned to the same devices they had used so long ago as they established radio: emphasizing 
authorship and well-rounded family fare. Yet, at the same time, fringe and daytime schedules 
began to fill up with talk shows and tabloids, sparking the same kind of controversy that day-
time serials once had. Releedse,yrutgay.sezeLipa putra e t for famil '-
e ices, t. oara e 'neti s, drawing huge audiences seemingly CDtf.aCe4CertS it 
un eterred by the low quality of their aspirations. Quality programs on networks by night, tin4,42.J.; 
trash TV on local schedules by day: This was the late eighties and early nineties. 

It is the period in which the fir real em of oduc uteurs erges. Led by the 
dramatic successes of seventies figures like Norman Lear and Gran mker, and supported by 
the growing strength of Hollywood-based production companies in television's economic sys-
tem, it became possible for c-ah 'ndividuals or tea to ex ise a er de '' ' fc 
a' e cont over 'r pr . re. Writer/pro ( ucers like Steven Bochco 
(see onnection, DavisLynch (American Chronicles, On the Air, Twin Peaks), Diane 
English (Murphy Brown, Foley Square, Love and War, My Sister Sam, Double Rush, Ink), 
Marcy Carsey and Tom Werner (The Cosby Show, Roseanne), David E. Kelley (Picket Fences, 
Chicago Hope, Ally McBeal, The Practice, Boston Public), Marshall Herskovitz and Ed Zwick 
(thirtysomething, Dream Street, My So-Called Life, Once and Again), and actor/producers 
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like Roseanne, Bill Cosby, Tim Allen, Jerry Seinfeld, and others often formed their own inde-
pendent production companies. Working out a distribution and financing deal with a larger 
production company or studio yet remaining separate as a creative organization allowed them 
to resi outsid interference and keep more of the profits of a risky business. Often a network 
wou d sign a particular y successful producer to a long-term contract, gaining right of first 
refusal for each new show proposed, and committing to produce a certain number of shows 
over a set number of years. This gave the network an incentive to follow a producer's creative 
ideas down some fairly strange and unprepossessing roads, in exchange for guaranteed access 
to the certain-to-follow hit. Perhaps the premier writer/producer of the eighties and nineties 

is Steven Bochco. 

Connection Boohoo Blues 

Steven Bochco may represent the first generation of television auteurs to have received formal training 

in television production. He marks the beginning of his career with the writing fellowship funded by 

MCA/Universal he won as a theater major in college, using the connection to get an internship at Univer-

sal in the summer between his junior and senior years. Young Steven made a good enough impression 
as assistant to the head of the story department that he was invited back to an official job when he grad-

uated. His first writing assignment involved a segment of Rod Serling's "A Slow Fade to Black" on Bob 
Hope Presents the Chrysler Theater; and he stayed at Universal for 12 years, writing for shows as vari-

ous as The Name of the Game, lronside, Columbo, McMillan and Wife, Gruff, The Invisible Man, Delvec-

chio, and Richie Broke/man, Private Eye. 
lu.19.7.1keiland joined the creative team at M,21_,Eitesezjaltir-Cto.t.-Tinker. 

Here he teamed with Michael Kozoll to write and produce Paris, a police drama starring James Earl 

Jones for CBS (1979-1980). This led directly to Hill Street Blues (NBC 1981-1987), though Bochco was 

booted off his own series in 1985 after the flop of Bay City Blues (NBC 1983), co-written with Jeffrey 

Lewis, about the travels and travails of a AA baseball team. It may have failed to make a hit, but its cast 

included later stars Sharon Stone, Michele Greene, Ken Olin, and Dennis Franz. Bochco took a few years 

to recoup, and came back strong with the hit show w 20th ntu ox BC 1 86-1994), 
which he co-created and produced with Terry Louise Fisher. This was something of a departure for 

Bochco, since it eschewed the gritty streets of his typical setting for a high-power, glitzy Los Angeles 
law firm. But it also shared many of his trademark elements: an ensemble cast, fast-moving interlock-

ing narratives, the combination of humor and drama, and a frequently ironic lack of resolution in its dra-

matic lines. 
.tr2,Ik7.eBochco formed his own company, SCLL.Beàckpeelkieines, in cooperation with 20th 

Century Fox as distributor and with a contract from ABC that exemplifies the emphasis that the networks 

placed on the quality guarantee of a successful author. Over the next ten years, ABC pledged to air no 
less than eight o's proposed series. His first effort was a venture into the newly discovered ter-

ritory of the sudden craze in the late eighties. Bochco's experience with Hooperman (ABC 

1986-1989) inspired him to try his hand at comedy once again, minus the cop drama trappings, result-

ing i Leo, f ( A B C 1989-1993), a more traditional sitcom about a prodigiously precocious 

16-year- old medical resident. David E. Kelley co-wrote and co-produced this well-received and moder-
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ately successful comedy, Bochco Productions' second solid hit for ABC. This track record may have led 

the network to greenlight what surely must be one of the strangest shows ever produced on American 

television, Cop Rock (ABC 1990). 

Inspired by the example of British television auteur Dennis Potter, whose Slizeg_Detiortive series 

most closely captured the idea behind Bochco's flight of fancy, Cop Rock attempted to combine the gen-

res of gritty, realistic cop drama and whimsical musical. Written with William M. Finkelstein, with Randy 

Newman composing most of the songs under the musical direction of Mike Post, the hour-long drama 

segued abruptly from realistic action to moody crooning, sudden choral outbursts, and fully choreo-

graphed production numbers. The strain put on the normal process of television production by this com-

plex program partly explains its rapid demise. One of the most expensive shows yet produced, it cost 

$1.8 million per episode to cover the oriainal music, original choreography, dramatic lighting, camera-

work, and a large ensemble cast that had to be able not only to act but to sing and dance as well. It just 

didn't work. The show started out with reasonably high ratings but declined precipitously each week of 

its three-month run. In audience testing—done not before the show's debut, in oeference to Bochco's 
reputat on, but hastily assembled durirg its run—the audience registered increasing discomfort and dis-

like witn each musical rumber performed. Even The Singing Detective had used the narrative device of 

the characters drifting off into a daydream, or a hallucination, as an excuse for breaking into song. Cop 

Rocks abrupt and unexplained transitions from everyday realism to sudden musical fantasy were jus: too 

much for audiences to handle. By the end of December, ABC pulled the plug. 

This inconsistency is typical of Bochco's career: &ie..12/042..kliael_ty...g.....__J-1-1 big flop. is work is 

characterized frequently by a high d ree of ris taki g; sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't. His 

successes allow him a measure of crea ive freedom that a less-established producer could not hope to 

achieve. In less fragmented and confused media times, no doubt he would have been kept closer to the 

straight and narrow by praace and convention. His next offering, Civil Wars (ABC 1991-1993), also 

with William Finkelstein, is remembered more for baring its lead Mariel Hemingway's backside during a 
spurious modeling session than for its dramatic clout. But in 1993 Bochco once again struck gold. Very 

similar to its Hill Street Blues predecessor bul updated for the nineties, NYPD Blue (ABC 1993— )  

quickly achieved critical acclaim, high ratings, and a c‘c!Litr.2oerça.p..ridnLdity. The entire 

state of Arizona, along with individual ABC affiliates in various cities around the country, dropped the 

show from their prime-time schedules in reac:ion to an episode in which Detective Andy Sipowicz, 
played by Dennis Franz, had an explicit encounter with a prostitute in the midst of which he was graph-

ically shot in the chest. Not much was left to the imagination, nor did the steamy love scenes between 

David Caruso and Amy Brenneman do much to quell the uproar. Bt in 1994 the show was nominated 

for 26 Emmys, a new record. ABC began to pre'ace the show's broadcast with an advisory statement, 

warning viewers that "This show contains adult language and situations." It ended the year in 7th place 
in the Nielsens. 

Riding the coattails of this success, Bochco once again proposed a strikingly different concept for 
network television. Murder One (ABC 1995-1997), inspired undeniably by the national fixation or the 

O.J. Simpson drama, followed a single murder trial over its endless twists and turns during the course of 

an entire season. Presided over by sinister- looking Daniel Benzali as the lead defense attorney, the series 

also featured Stanley Tucci, Vanessa Williams, and Barbara Bosson (Bochco's wife, who had also starred 

in Hill Street Blues, Hooperman. and Cop Rock). The series attracted loyal fans and overall very favorable 

critical reaction, but its serial nature, complex narrative, and large cast made it hard to pick up in the 
middle of the season. Scheduling it against ER on Thursday nights didn't help. And in 1996, Bochco 

decided to collaborate with Jay Tarses on a new half-hour sitcom When ABC turned it down, Bochco 

abandoned the network that had accompanied him through his ups and downs for eight years and took 

it to CBS, who accepted it sight unseen as the first installment on a three-series deal they had signed. 
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Steven Bochco's big hit of the nineties, NYPD Blue, used gritty realism and an active camera to 
bring a new look to the cop genre. 

It would come to regret this decision, as Public Morals (CBS 1996) may rank as the most reviled and 

shortest-running Boohoo ever. CBS yanked it after just one episode, after crtical and public reaction 

proved uniformly dreadful. Set in the squad room of the vice eision of a major urban police department, 

Public Morals attempted to combine the outrageous, in-your-face humor of shows like So ao or Mar-

ried. .. with Children with a Barney Miller-like ambiance. It ended up beirg offensive, insulting, full of 

profanity, and not very funny. The fact that it aired on CBS, with its older and more conservative audi-
ence, virtually guaranteed that it would bomb. Boohoo himself was not involved in production; he pro-

duced it under his aegis but gave Jay Tarses creative control. 

In the late nineties NYPD Blue was still going strong, but Bochco's first dramatic effort for CBS, once 

again a cop show, Brooklyn South (CBS 1997-1998), would be pulled after only one season. Ending 

90th in the Nielsen's, the show had started well enough but tanked after ABC scheduled David Kelley's 
new The Practice opposite it on Sunday nights. Boohoo professed himself disappointed in CBS, and in 

1999 announced a new risky show, this time with a mostly Black cast and an inner-city hospital setting: 

City of Angels (CBS 2000-2001). 

Meanwhile Bochco's own reputation rode higher than ever; as one of television's premier auteurs in 

a fragmented business that provided few forms of continuity, his na)rrg-laes_l i›ri: ......./nore in 

t rms of nre, styl d audi than na f the rk ' hows apoeared on. 

The stamp of an author—even when actual authorship was somewhat removed by the produc on prac-

tices of television—gave a program a degree of authenticity and legitimacy absent from television's ear-

lier decades. This was important in a decade in which quality had become a national issue, a viewers' 

rallying cry, and the subject of considerable industry consternation. But Bochco's record of mixed suc-

cess and failure also points to the dangers of tying quality too tightly to the creative output of one indi-

vidual, especially in the highly dispersed and complex world of TV production. 
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Dramedy 

By the late eighties, the television industry seemed to have lost its earlier sense of propriety 
and traditional safeguards over appropriate content. The jiggle years of the seventies, alter-
nating with mindless violence, had produced an organized viewer outcry against declining 
standards. Now cable threatened to siphon off the educated and upscale audience, leading 
the desirable yuppie viewers away from traditional network fare toward the niore speciali7ed 
and daring programming on cable, particularly pay cable. And while critical successes like Hill 
Street Blues had proved that network TV could still produce high profile drama, hour-long 
shows weç notesprphable-te-rnèges-thelteulagilejargig_hg s w. They didn't sell as_well  
in the all-important syndication market, and they were harder to schedule. Yet Ce.f sitconi, 
seemed to represent for many all that was worst about television, with its screechinglaugh 
track, its inane dialogue, its salacious and vulgar attempts at humor, and its triviality and arti-
ficiality. What was a network to do? 

In 1987, a new concept arose: Take the combination of drama and corn that had 
made shows like Hill Street Blues so successfu ut a pt it to e f-hour orm. Let's call it 
the drarnedy. As Philip Sewell discusses, the dramedy was initiated by the innovative Days 
and Nights of Molly Dodd (NBC 1987-1988), created by Jay Tarses and starring Blair Brown 
as a young woman newly moved to New York, trying to put her life back together after a 
divorce.1° Pacing itself to the small triumphs and crises of everyday life, it garnered high crit-
ical acclaim and decent ratings in its first airing in the summer of 1987 and was renewed for 
spring 1988. 

Quickly CBS and ABC hopped on the dramedy bandwagon with Frank's Place (ABC 
1987-1988), Bochco's Hooperman (ABC 1987-1989), and Slap Maxwell (ABC 1987-1988). 
Praised as more sophisticated, intelligent, and realistic than ordinary comedies yet striving 
for low-key humor, dramedies demanded more of their audiences, it was claimed, than the 
general run of TV programming. Their storylines did not wrap up at the end of each episode 
but carried over to the next. Shot on film using the one-camera method, the dramedies did 
not look like standard network comedy. They also eliminated the laugh track, one of the 
favorite targets of highbrow criticism; its absence was touted as a sign of respect for the qual-
ity audience attracted to them. The lack of canned laughter also contributed to the shows' 
vaunted realism. 

Frank's Place in particular, featuring actor Tim Reid as a Boston university professor who 
inherits his family's New Orleans restaurant, was set convincingly and uniquely in the cultural 
milieu of Black New Orleans. Reid co-produced the program with Hugh Wilson for Viacom; 
they had worked together previously on WICRP Cincinnati. As Herman Gray recounts in 
Watching Race, they were given late-eighties auteur status by CBS, which allowed them to 
develop the program with little interference, including hiring a multiracial crew and writing 
staff." Following the life stories of a predominantly Black cast, Frank's Place allowed the 
viewer to discover the continuities, contradictions, and deeply rooted ethnic cultures of the 
new South as its main character did, without exaggeration or condescension. Having some-
how generated such an innovative and unusual program, the network seemed not to know 
what to do with it. It was shifted around in the schedule five times during its short run, and 
despite some of the highest critical acclaim of the season, was canceled in October 1988. For 
many African American viewers—and others who appreciate innovative drama—it remains 
an unrivaled high point in the history of network television. 

Bochco and Terry Fisher's Hooperman starred John Ritter as a San Francisco cop, and 
the show mixed details of his professional and personal life. Barbara Bosson played a police 

tug:, 4su.ctee4402-ks...g 
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captain. It lasted on ABC until 1989. Jay Tarses followed up his Molly Dodd success with 
The Slap Maxwell Story for ABC ( 1987-1988) starring Dabney Coleman as a Midwestern 

sportswriter. 
By fall 1989, however, only Hooperman remained of the networks' brief fling with the 

dramedy. Oddly enough, opposition to the moderately highly rated genre was led by NBC 
programming head Brandon Tartikoff, who was quoted as saying "I just don't get it." Tartikoff 
complained to Los Angeles Times television reporter Harold Rosenberg that those who cre-
ated dramedies merely announced, "we are not really funny comedy writers and we're not 
good drama writers." 12 Perhaps it was ABC's stronger offerings he didn't get, or perhaps 
dramedy's quality TV claims cast NBC's large roster of more traditional sitcoms in a bad light 
(as nonquality television). Molly Dodd was canceled in June 1988, to much viewer outcry 
from groups such as Viewers for Quality Television, but was picked up by the Lifetime net-
work in February 1989 where it ran successfully until August 1991. When Hooperman finally 
expired in 1989, the short-lived dramedy era was over, at least until shows like Sports Night 
(ABC 1998-2000) and David E. Kelley's Ally McBeal put a new spin on the idea in the late 

nineties. 

›tc4Pe` 

The New Sitcoms 
arti if ma simply have been redirecting attention to another key response to fears about 

t e ec' eof ah levis'o : ere *val o e il • com. Declared dead in 1982, the 
sitcom ha made a roaring comebac by t e late eighties. But it wasn't your mother's and 
father's domestic comedy anymore; these new families departed from the norm of White 
middle-class Mom, Dad, and kids consuming ambitiously in the split-level suburbs. They put 
a new spin on the notion of the family, whether it was by creating a workplace family, as in 
Cheers (NBC 1982-1993), changing the race and the cultural orientation of the family to 
African American, as in The Cosby Show (NBC 1984-1992), or moving the family downscale 
into the working class with the attitude domesticity of Roseanne (ABC 1988-1997). 

Connection The Cleavers Don't Live Here Anymore 

The workplace family has been around since the days of radio. Jack Benny's comic crew created a form 

of workplace family, with the characters playing themselves as they put together a weekly radio show 

under the dysfunctional paternal direction of Benny and the sarcastic maternal asides of Mary Liv-

ingston. Our Miss Brooks created a humorous family atmosphere inside a small-town high school. Early 
television featured the office family of Private Secretary, segued to the family/workplace combination of 

The Dick Van Dyke Show, followed Van Dyke's co-star to The Mary Tyler Moore Show, took on a military 
setting in MierS*H, and moved into working-class life with the classic Taxi (ABC 1978-1982, NBC 

1982-1983). Taxi itself was an MTM creation, whose originating producers included James L. Brooks 
(producer of The Mary Tyler Moore Show, Rhoda, Lou Grant, and later Tracey Ullman and The Simpsons). 

It starred an amazing array of talent, including Judd Hirsch, Tony Danza, Marilu Henner, Danny DeVito, 

Andy Kaufman, Christopher Lloyd, and Carol Kane. Though it hit the Nielsen top 20 in its first season and 

won three consecutive Emmys as outstanding comedy series, it declined steeply in its fourth season. 
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ABC dropped it and NBC picked it up, only to let it go after only one season, despite the three Emmys it 
won that year. 

Th advanta e of the workplace fail settina nald [mail jimedy4eLtbat it 
coul bring together p e from very disparate backgrounds, allow them to• teract riou mbi-

nation • re a ship o sometimes ac e me s or sh • ettin in a wa hat wou al-

le e emotiona givens an tras orne . In particular, in a United 

States that frowned on interracial marriages, insisted that family relationships be heterosexual and 

monogamous, and regarded working womeri as a fundamental cnallenge to basic morality, the work-

place family allowed for casts of mixed race, ethnicity, and class, a higher level of sexual reference and 

activity, and less structured, hierarchical gender relationships. Sometimes, the women could even be on 

top, tho sually only for laughs (as in the post-Diane Cheers). 

erited this tradition directly, as its creators, brothers Glen and Les Charles and director 

James urrows, had worked on both WA*S*H and Taxi. The Charles/Burrows/Charles team had gone 

into the show looking for a Taxi successor, but in the eighties network environment of emphasis on ugg._1-_ 

ity and drawing back the upscale, educated viewer decided to mix uptown with downtown in the char-

acters of Diane Chambers (Shelley Long) and Sam Malone (Ted Denson). Cheers' setting in a Boston bar 

kept the ambiance comfortably open and unpretentious, allowing a social mix of characters, with Malone 

in charge as an eighties' man's man: a former sports star, wildly attractive to women, not overly bright 

but practically proficient and popular with his clientele. Into the bar, in the first episode, drifts English 

graduate student Diane Chambers, about to be jilted by the professor for whom she's given up her 

career. She condescends to be hired as a waitress, and the show is ready to take up its basic shtick of 

class and gender conflict: the pretentious, affected intellectual woman surrounded by working-class 
good old boys (and gals). 

Ranging from the near-brain-damage level of intelligence of Coach (Nicholas Colasanto, later 

replaced by Woody Harrelson as a naive farmboy from French Lick, Indiana), to the wise-cracking work-

ing mother Carla Tortelli (Rhea Perlman), to bar regulars such as dim-witted postal worker Cliff Claven 

(John Ratzenberger) and alcoholic ex-accountant Norm Peterson (George Wendt), to Sam Malone him-

self, Diane's character could at once introduce jokes and situations, it would 
edu tion to a • e and ail others ut h n size. Thus the comedy could simultaneously 

flatter viewers who got the jokes and reassure those who didn't that such pretentious knowingness was 
ridiculous and unnecessary. 

The writing was witty and subtle. In one episode, Sam attempts to impress a female reporter with 
his knowledge of art, scavenged from Diane. While congratulating himself for his expertise in " using one 

woman's mind to get another woman's body," he asks Diane, "That Rubens— is he the same guy that 

invented the sandwich? Because the women in his paintings sure ook like they can put away the gro-

ceries.' In another episode, Sam donates one of his old baseball jerseys to benefit the local public tele-

vision station's auction and in a rush of good feeling decrees that they should watch more public TV in 

the bar. As a stentorious announcer introduces the upcoming show, " Hydro-Emulsion: How Much, How 

Soon'?," Sam quickly recants, " Right . . . wrestling" and switches the channel. Diane interlaces her dia-

logue with references to Shakespeare, Spinoza, and frequent interjections of French. "John Cheever is 
pretty small pommes de terre." In a typical interaction, Diane reacts to a sexual joke told in the bar by 

declaiming, "Ah yes, unlimited sex. The adult male version of owning a candy store. But once you've con-

sumed as much sex as you want for as long as you want, what do you do then?" The bar crowd is silent, 

then Norm responds, " I'd help the poor." 

The show languished near the bottom of the ratings its first season, but winning four Emmys in 
1983 bolstered its critical and audience reputation. By November 1983 NBC president Grant Tinker was 

calling it the type of quality programming he wanted on the network, and Brandon Tartikoff stated 

"Cheers is a very important comedy for us. It is classy, sophisticated and for adults." 13 When the show's 

315 
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second season introduced Kelsey Grammer as Dr. Frasier Crane and later his psychiatrist love interest 

Lilith (Bebe Neuwirth), the egg-headed intellectual contingent had a greater presence and the show 

moved into high gear. It stayed in the Nielsen top 10 for nine years, reaching number one in 1990-1991. 

When Shelley Long departed the program in 1987 for a film career, the show entered a distinct sec-

ond phase. In the plot, Sam had sold the bar to finance a sailing trip around the world in the wake of 

Diane's departure from his life. The new owners installed Rebecca Howe, played by Kirstie Alley, as man-
ner, as Sam reappeared to beg for a job. This reversed the power dynamic and replaced Diane's intel-

lectual snobbery with a more traditionally dumb Dora female figure, but one who was in charge. Cheers 

adapted to the change without a stumble, and went on to even greater success. Grammer even took his 

Frasier Crane character to top-Nielsen heights in the mid-nineties in the spinoff Frasier (NBC 1993— ). 

1 a. 
Cheers' recipe for quality television employed the traditional double-edged ploy for attracting a wide 

array of viewers and preserved the character-based comedy of the domestic sitcom in a setting that 

allowed more freedom and variety. Despite some initial outcry against its bar setting, Sam's identity as 

n ex-alcoholic toned down the pro-drinking message. It became a hit in syndication too, achieving pop-

ularity in the global television market despite its high-culture references  (many of which were deleted in 

the syndicated version). 
Hard on the heels of this NBC hit comedy came anothe , created by comedian and 

actor Bill Cosby in cooperation with former ABC executives arcy Carsey and Tom Werner and co-

producers Ed Weinberger and Michael Leeson, is widely credited for bringing back the family-centered 

sitcom and for leading NBC to its ratings success in the late eighties and early nineties. What Bill Cosby 

had in mind was a traditional domestic sitcom that, rather than subverting or satirizing the middle-class 
values on which sitcoms were based, placed them in a context that took meaning from the history of 

television representation itself: He made the middle-class family Black omethin w not to historical 

experience but to the s e-onl e uxtables were a modern family, typ-

ic many ways and unusual in others. Both usband d wife had Ilengin eers—Cliff 

Huxtable, played by Cosby, was an obstetrician, and his wife Clair ylicia Rasha was a lawyer. This 

put them in the top few percentage points of the population in education and affluence, and some would 

criticize the show for making is ty i I African encan ily so exceptional. They had five children, 

again more than the norm, ranging in age from Sondra, a student at Prince on (Sabrina LeBeauf) to little 

Rudy (Keshia Knight Pulliam). Malcolm Jamal-Warner played the only son, Theo; Tempestt Bledsoe's 

Vanessa was the middle child, and Lisa Bonet as Denise spun off her own series as she went to college 

in the fall of 1987 in A Different World (NBC 1987-1993). 
Cosby explicitly positioned his program as an answer to the representational stereotypes that had 

confined African American characters and families on television and radio. The Huxtable family embod-
ied admirably and lovably most of the central aspects of the middle-class sitcom: a wholesome, tight-

knit, caring group with a father who remained the central authority, despite his strong-minded and 

professionally successful wife; loving, fairly obedient children who respected their parents; a middle-

class milieu filled with consumer comforts and goods; a realistic domestic setting that reveled in its sim-

ilarity to traditions of middle-class representation—except this time, in color. As Herman Gray puts it, 

"The Huxtable family is universally appealing, then, largely because it is a middle-class family that hap-

pens to be black." 14 
Though r s to the mily's s stat s A A 

kt2«.9o.L—Af 
ing,t3.>11 Lrrii....S...1r....a. o..c j 1...-_nj.isiLls—almost never w “ss...2.e.)—sie di5iszeirectly. Nor were the 

contradictions of race and racial politics on U.S. television ever acknowledged. Gray points out that this 

became painfully apparent in April 1992 as The Cosby Show exhibited its familiar happy domesticity 
even as other channels carried news coverage of the bloody, destructive Los Angeles uprising. "The tele-
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visual landscape that evening dramatically illustrated that no matter how much television tries to man-

age and s 00th t over, c nflic age, and suspicion based on race and class are central elements of 

contemporary America." Cosbys world began to seem like wish fulfillment for both Black and White 
viewers, imagining a world free from the pressures of racial power and economic struggle, cocooned 

within private family concerns. As wish fulfillment, it was supremely effective, remaining at the top of 

NBC's ratings comeback for eight years, four of tnem at number one. It won the Viewers for Quality Tele-

vision's Quality Comedy Series award and the Humanitas Prize in 1985 and 1986 and was nominated 
for 18 Emmys during its first six years. many of which it was awarded. 

A Different World,  also produced by Carsey-Werner, centered on daughter Denise's experiences at 

historically Black Hillman College.  The show struggled its first year, failing to find a consistent voice 

though supported by its favorable position in the schedule, right after Cosby In 1988, Bonet returned to 

The Cosby Show and Jasmine Guy, playing Whitney Gilbert, became the leading character. Debbie Allen, 

formerly of Fame, came on board as producer/director to turn it around: " I had been given orders by Bill 

Cosby himself to go in and clean house, and to make it a show about intelligent young black people. u16 

By the 1991 to 1992 season A Different World overtook its parent show in the ratings, as well as in its 

d liberate dress to issues of race in American life and its representation. 

As Gray remarks, " he pro u rs and writers explored a rerneable range of themes, situations, 

stories, sensibilities, and characters from various locations within African American social and cultural 

experiences ... Time and time again, the show refused to retreat into the politically safe, culturally famil-

iar televisual world of whiteness." 17 With a production team that included executive producer Susan 

Fales, Debbie Allen, and a writing staff of mixed race and ethnicity, A Different World strove to stay con-

nected to the world around it by drawing in currert issues and topics in the news such as sexual harass-

ment and violence against women, corporate investment in South Africa, suspicion and discrimination 

suffered by Black shoppers at a mall, and the status of historically Black colleges themselves. Its focus 

on the difference and diversity within the African American community enabled it to embody a variety of 

perspectives on such issues but from a corsistent point of view that took Blackness, rather than White-

ness, as the normal experience and standpoint. Le The Cosby Show, it accomplished this in a way that 

led both Black and White audiences to fina it humorous, relevant, and worth watching. With these two 

shows NBC was able to carry its quality claims all the way to the bank. This new breed of family/work-

place comedy, in which most of the characters were in the same age group and united by friendship 

rather than ties of work or family, A Cif.f9_Le-gQl/oL_-1d_waçjjrsoO9_tte.ut2[gLf_a_aus211r.ect 

of the mid-nineties. Yet it, like The Cosby Show, remains one of the few to speak successfully to a wide 

cross-section of the American audience from a primarily Black perspective. Things would fragment even 
further as the nineties progressed. 

The Carsey-Werner team struck gold a third time, and added another landmark series to the Amer-

ican television record, with a third convention-defying sitcom in 1988. This time it wasn't race but class 

that provided the twist: If the Huxtables had contained their racial difference within the reassuring 

framework of upper-middle-class achievement, consumption, and values ffFiié-ar--rnei(BC 1988-1997) 

showed that the cat o " it^ ifferences as well. Though in some ways resembling All in the 
Family in its ironic embrace of E.r.„Kinullaile...Lbseanne put a loud-mouthed White woman at the 

center and immediately brought the basic pieties of the middle-class family into question. A woman who 

could claim, " If the kids are alive at five, I've done my job" was a far cry both from the June Cleavers of 

an earlier decade and from dim-witted domestic saint Edith Bunker—and an equally long distance from 

that paragon of domestic and professional success, Clair Huxtable. The "domestic goddess" character 

developed by stand-up comedian Roseanne (Barr, Arnold, then just Roseanne) was smart, smart-
mouthed, aware of her class status, and the dominant member of the household. Married to hapless Dan 

Connor (John Goodman), a sweet-natured but less than successful mechanic and building contractor, 
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Roseanne not only brought an unashamedly working-class family, with working-class concerns, to 
television, it also enthusiastically skewered the middle-class pretensions of previous television 
comedy. 

Roseanne presided over a family of three underachieving kids, a nasty mother, and a chronically unem-

ployed sister. Roseanne herself at first worked on the factory line at Wellman Plastics, ther became a 

waitress, helped Dan in the motorcycle shop, and went into business with sister Jackie to run the Lan-

ford Lunch Box. The program featured the characters at work as mucn as at home, unLike most domes-

tic sitcoms, and showed a family made uri of less- than -attractive, overweight, underconsuming 

individuals with untidy older homes, beater cars, chaotic family lives, and a lack of ready cash This was 

refresning in television's consumption-oriented universe! 

The show's credits list not only Roseanne but also Matt Williams as creator/writers, and Roseanne, 

Marcy Carsey, Tom Werner, and Tom Arnold (Roseanne's then husband, from whom she was divorced in 

1994) as lead producers. Carsey and Werner moved on to other projects early in the show's run, 

....Williams moved on to Home Improvement in 1991, and Roseanne proceeded to go through more pro-
ducers, writers, and directors than any comparable show. And though the program moved to trie top of 

the ratings immediately and stayed there for eight years, it was relatively slighted by the awards. Critics' 
reviews were slightly disapproving, ever as they praised the show's irreverence and in-your-face humor. 

John Goodman's performance was nominated for outstanding actor in a comedy series during the 
show's first three years, but Roseanne herself was not nominated until 1992 and did no/win until 1993. 
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The program garnered a few other supporting awards but was never even nominated for outstanding 

comedy series. This may have had something to do with the comedian's unpopularity and abrasive per-

sonality in the Hollywood scene, or it may have reflected the nose-thumbing aspects of the comedy itself. 

Roseanne was not above taking potshots at the television industry. In one episode. the Connors become 

a Nielsen family, and Roseanne insists that they write down better programming on PBS in their diary, 

rather than the trashy network TV they actually watch, so as to look smart and educated. Another time 

Roseanne dressed up ir a shirtwaist and pearls and invited other TV moms to recreate a fifties domestic 

comedy, br,nging the unrealistic hypocrisies of that hallowed set of icons into stark relief. During a later 

episode parodying an action/adventure film, the banner "Sweeps Week!" ran across the screen during 
particularly violent sequences. 

Roseanne took on many issues and subjects that other comedy series feared to touch. As many crit-

ics have noted, one of the program's greatest innovations was simply to focus on the issue of money— 

as in not having enough of it. Like the majority of actual American families, as opposed to the ones on TV, 

the Connors knew what it was like not being ate to pay the bills, getting hassled by the boss when a 

child's school problem means taking a few hours off work, getting fired, losing a business, having to 

kowtow to imperious bosses and customers, trying to figure out the income tax form, not being able to 

buy the kids the toys and clothes they ask for. This-fiapkozu.sajme r - ar 

un oken r of Amer' consumerist television. Maybe we were not living in the best of all possible 

worlds; maybe the TV consumer's pa adise was not open to all, except in fantasy. Many were disap-

pointed when, in the show's peculiar last season, the Connor family won the lottery and became rich. Yet 

this too pointed up the contradictions of having money or not having it and what that means for class 

status in America. Other plotlines over the series' ten-year run included racial issues, Roseanne's lesbian 

kiss and gay boss, domestic violence, drugs, Becky's early marriage, Darlene's attempt to escape to art 
school, D.J.S first girlfriend, and the usual stuff of family shows everywhere. 

Throughout, Roseanne's transgressively dominant, outspoken, convention-flouting behavior re-
mained central to the show's focus. By 1995 Roseanne had negotiated a contract to produce four new 

television series for ABC. She attempted to adapt the outrageous British hit Absolutely Fabulous for U.S. 

TV but couldn't pull it off. Next she attempted a daytime talk show, The Roseanne Show (1998-2000), 

syndicated through King World Productions and produced by her own production company, Full Moon 
and High Tide. With the rallying cry, " I'm looking for oddballs and weirdos. No perverts need apply," the 

program featured such topics as "World's Worst Husbands" and "Are You Lazier than Roseanne?" The 

ratings were less than stellar; perhaps Roseanne's brand of transgression had had its moment, espe-
cially given what was going on in daytime more generally. 

The networks' official emphasis on quality television built up a string of excellent pro-

grams that were also serious hits in the competitive TV business of the new multichannel 

environment. Roseanne sparked a genre of comedies based around stand-up comedians, such 

as Home Improvement (ABC 1991-1999) with Tim Allen, Grace Under Fire (ABC 1993-

1998) with Brett Butler, Ellen (ABC 1994-1998) with Ellen DeGeneres, and the runaway hit 

of the mid-nineties, Seinfeld (NBC 1990-1999). Ellen DeGeneres made history by coming 
out as gay, both in real life and in character, before millions, in a funny and controversial les-

bian storyline that the show explored in its last two seasons. Fox led a virtual revolution in 

Black stand-up based comedy with Martin Lawrence in Martin (1992-1997), the various 

comedians led by the Wayans brothers and sisters on In Living Color (1990-1994), Sinhad 

(1993-1994), The Jamie Foxx Show (1996), and one of the first Latino comedy shows, John 
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Leguizamo's House of Buggin' ( 1995). ABC took this trend to higher ratings in Hangin' with 
Mr. Cooper (ABC 1992-1997) featuring comedian Mark Curry as an Oakland, California, 
substitute schoolteacher. 

Older women overcame decades of limited and excluded representation in highly rated 
programs like The Golden Girls (NBC 1985-1992) featuring Bea Arthur, Betty White, Rue 
McClanahan, and Estelle Getty; Murphy Brown, starring Candice Bergen (CBS 1988-1997); 
Designing Women with Dixie Carter, Delta Burke, Annie Potts, and Jean Smart (CBS 
1986-1993); and Murder, She Wrote (CBS 1984-1997) starring Angela Lansbury—one of the 
very few hour-long detective series to star a woman, much less one of Lansbury's years. That 
three of these were on CBS illustrates why that network's demographics skewed older and 
how they had learned to appreciate that skew. The critical neglect of all of these shows illus-
trates the way in which the concerns of older women seem to repel serious analysis or interest. 

vrocf-11P1 

Trash TV 

Yet even as the networks celebrated such successes, a new type of program began to emerge 
in the fringe hours of prime time during the late eighties that, along with the booming day-
time talk shows, would become the target for criticism in the decade's quality television fetish. 
Known as tabloid TV (or sometimes simply trash TV), these programs deliberately blurred 
the hallowed boundaries between fact and fiction, news and entertainment, talk and drama to 
create a much-disparaged but highly popular format. Led by the syndicated popular tabloid A 
Current Affair (originally on Fox 1987), a half-hour newsmagazine show hosted by Maury 
Povich that focused on crime, sex, celebrities, and scandal, it was joined by King World's 
Inside Edition (1988- ) with Deborah Norville, Paramount's Hard Copy ( 1989-1999), and 
Fox's The Reporters (1988-1990). These shows mimicked the format of serious news-
magazines like 60 Minutes but used dramatic music and recreations, sensationalized report-
ing, and a focus on the bizarre, scandalous, and sensational. 

As a somewhat more benign but still threatening variation, the so-called reality based 
shows on which Fox had built its fledgling schedule by the early nineties included America's 
Most Wanted (Fox 1988- ), Cops (Fox 1989- ), Real Stories of the Highway Patrol (syndi-
cated by New World 1993), Unsolved Mysteries (NBC 1988- ), Rescue 911 (CBS 1989-
1992), and Sightings (Fox 1992-1993, then syndicated 1994- ); these shows often mixed 
"actuality" footage with dramatized recreations, in a manner that unsettled the conventions of 
traditional journalism. Sightings transgressed further by reporting seriously on paranormal 
activity, like UFO sightings, encounters with aliens, ghosts, and near-death experiences. At 
the same time, popular entertainment-industry news shows like Entertainment Tonight 
(1981- ) and Extra (1994- ) provided information that people wanted, despite others' claims 
that these shows did not uphold news standards. 

As their ratings began to rival those of traditional news programs, an outcry against 
declining journalistic standards, sleazy profit-mongering, and the abominably poor taste of the 
viewing public once again was heard across the land. But the trappings of "factuality"—of 
reporters, interviews, and news footage—at least brought an aura of authenticity and serious-
ness to many of them. It is no coincidence that most of these tabloid shows were syndicated. 
While the networks continued to resist the blurring of the lines (or so they claimed), local sta-
tions avidly snapped up programs that would bring them increased ratings. As 60 Minutes 
producer Don Hewitt commented, "For years the networks prided themselves that they 
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would never go tabloid. What's happened is that the local stations have gone tabloid without 
us—they all buy these shows." 7 In fact, in terms of content it would have been increasingly 
hard to distinguish the tabloid shows from the network newsmagazines. And in syndication on 
daytime schedules across the nation, an atmosphere of social chaos and moral abandon 
seemed lo proliferate out of coidtrol. 

Connection The Return of Unruly Women: Daytime Talk 

In the beginning there was Merv. And Mery Griffin begat Mike Douglas, and they begat Phil Donahue. 

Focusing on celebrities and experts, with a studo audience whose participation was encouraged yet 

restricted, the world of the daytime talk show in the seventies and early eighties was a comfortably mas-

culine, controlled sphere of civil conversation, where controversial or personal issues might intrude out 

both guests and audience were kept in check by an affable, paternal host. But in 1985 something hap-

pened to shake up this relatively staid world: the unruly women arrived. First Sally Jesse Raphael took 

her popular talk radio show to television, followed shortly by Oprah Winfrey who'd had early success on 

local TV in Chicago. Daytime talk had always been directed to a primary audience of women—women 

who worked at home, usually understood to be housewives with kids in school, who could afford to put 

their feet up for a little while and indulge in some mildly titillating voyeurism and gossip, mixed in with 

more serious civic- minded fare that was good for them. But with Sally Jesse and Oprah at the helm, 

things changed: Now women controlled the talk, picked the topics, allowed their studio audiences a 

greater role in the proceedings. 

Talk of sex, of spousal abuse, of mother—daughter relationships, of date rape, and incest began to 

be heard across the land. Opran Winfrey seemed to have accomplished the impossible: an African Amer-

ican woman, overweight and frcm a working-class background, who had through pers stence, personal-

ity, and creativity alone broken into an arena where few women, much less Black women, had gone 

before. Like Mary Margaret McBride, she started locally, formed her own company, Fiarpo Productions, 

lined up sponsors, and sold her show in syndication station by station, usually occupying a spot in the 

overlooked morning hours. By 1987, The Oprah Winfrey Show (1986— ) had begun to pull ahead of Phil 

Donahue in the ratings, ranking third out of 400 syndicated programs on the air and with an average 

nationwide rating of 10.7, compared to Donahue's 7.9. When she negotiated a move to more favorable 
afternoon slots in 1988, ratings shot up further. 

By that time, more talk show entrants had emerged on the scene. Journalist Geraldo Rivera debuted 

with Geraldo in 1987. Rivera had reported 'or the ABC newsmagazire show 20/20 out had left the show 

in 1985 when its producers refused to air a segment on Marilyn Monroe's personal life. After a few failed 

ventures (like the ill-fated " Mys:ery of Al Capone's Vaults," in which it was revealec, live and after much 

hype, that the mobster's vaults had nothing very interesting in them) Rivera turned to the talk show for-

mat. When Rivera's nose was broken in a fight that erupted on his show between groups of Black 

activists and White supremacists, the talk show had arrived at its new phase: It had become a new form 

of dramatic realism, a site for the energetic and creative performance of all the pathologies, hypocrisies, 

repressed experiences, and strange variations of ife in the United States. Fueled by the proliferating tele-

vision abundance in the late 1980s, competition heated up further. Over the next five years more than 

Inott+, 
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25 new talk shows would come onto the air, struggling to stay alive by targeting different audiences, fea-

turing ever-more sensational topics and encouraging the kind of "confrotainment" heralded on Geraldo. 

Yet, even the four-way competition of Oprah/Sally Jesse/Phil/Geraldo in 1988 was too much for 

some critics. Normally fairly liberal writer les of the Washington Post waded into talk show 

waters with a resounding condemnation Talk Rot fests the airwaves and pollutes the atmosphere. 

Where TV's daytime talk shows once dealt, a east on occasion, with serious social and political issues, 

they now concentrate mainly on the trivial and the titillating. Hours and hours are frittered away on 

ock Clock, and folly." 18 Linking the new daytime talk to Reaganite deregulation, declines in viewer-

ship for respec able tly news programs, low voter turnouts, and a general apathy for real, serious 

public issues, Shales gave some examples of the kinds of trivial, personal, meaningless topics taken on 

by Oprah and her ilk: wife beating, subservient women, transsexuals and their families, marital infidelity, 

teenage prostitution, gays and lesbians, battered women, and declining literacy. Huh? These are the 

" ivi nd frivolou " topi at " hi all th nd r vant"? Admittedly, these subjects were 

found in a mix that also included makeup tips, dieting advice, bad dating experiences, male strippers, 

and shopaholics, but what was it exactly that so upset social critics like Shales and those he turned to for 

support, like Ralph Nader and Andrew J. Schwartzman, director of the Media Access Project? 

Cultural analyst Jennifer Wang argues that it was precisely the invasion of the once-sacrosanct 

masculine sphere of talk TV by women and minorities that provoked outrage and disgust. 19 By taking 

topics previously regarded as personal and private, and hence unsuitable for public discussion, and 

pushing them into the limelight, these shows carried on the political philosophy of the civil rights and 

women's movements—the personal is political—in a way that many defenders of the old definitions 

found hard to recognize. That it was being done not in the authorized forms of serious news, discussion, 

and documentary but iiai_etlingsli.a.totgagecl,ep dr au • e a ate, and some-

times violent reactions and name calling made the sudden proliferation of chaotic talk shows séém to 

so1riheecline of Western civilization itself. And worse, such critics felt, they were dominated 

by women and people of color, both behind the microphone and in front of it. If this was democracy, it 

wasn't the kind that many authorities were anxious to endorse. And yet the rush to talk continued. 

By 1992, Oprah, Phil, Sally Jesse, and Geraldo had been joined by Jenny Jones, Montel Williams, 

Maury Povich, Joan Rivers, Vicki Lawrence, Jerry Springer, and Regis Philbin and Kathie Lee. By 1995, a 

host of others had gotten in on the act, including Bertice Berry, Les Brown, Ricki Lake, Suzanne Somers, 

Dennis Prager, Marilu Henner, Joni Stewart, Susan Powter, Rolonda Watts, Carnie Wilson, Tempestt Bled-

2 soe, George Hamilton and Alana Stewart, and Gordon Elliot, all with their competing niche or shtick. By 

the end of the year there were 22 daytime talk shows on the air, with rdl bt>a,W..icS4Q-nªI.9...La_c_e_a•Lnong 

them. Some would catch on; most would fail. Ricki Lake focused her show around the younger audience, 

targeting the 12 to 24 age group, and by November 1994 she was second only to Oprah in the ratings. 

Susan Powter focused on health and fitness. Several, like Regis and Kathie Lee, harked back to a more 

Today-oriented program. Others, like Jerry Springer, former mayor of Cincinnati, hopped wholeheartedly 

on the confrotainment bandwagon. 

These were the glory days of trash talk, as frequently incredulous commentators pointed out. Shows 

had topics like "Mothers Who Don't Like Their Kids," " Call Girls and Madams," "Men Who've Been 

Raped," "Men Obsessed with Younger Women," and "Housewife Communists" (on Oprah); "Dialing for 

Sex," "UFO Rap Session," "Real Lives of Dirty Dancers," "Cats and Dogs on the Couch" (on Geraldo); 

"Interracial Lesbian Couples," "The North American Man-Boy Love Association Controversy," and "Sleep-

ing Disorders" (on Phil); "Women Who Use Men and Throw Them Away" (on Sally Jesse). 

Th  National Registry_of Talk Show Guests sprang up to serve as a central clearinghouse for people 

who felt heir lives or situations warranted national television attention. Many seemed to be folks inter-
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ested mainly in pursuing a career on TV. Some frauds were perpetrated, on audiences and perhaps on 

the hosts, as actors turned up in different " real-lite" roles on different shows, some people made careers 

out of colorful audience participation, and many guests felt cheated by the way hey were misled and 

misrepresented on the air. By the early nineties, a few cases such as the Jenny Jones guest who shot 

and killed another (who had revealed his love for him on the air) made these practices seem dangerous. 

As the crowding in the daytime competitive scene 

bordertne, lower ratings resulted for eve  one 

year. In order to reverse-the trend, she announce 

direction, resistin the slide toward sen ational 

recent months, and re 

ever close' to the transgressive 

ad declined since the previous 

ould begin to move in a more positive 

leaze that had b e mor ronouncere_ 

ted issues. 

Winfrey ecision might have been partially inspired by the controversy heating up on the political 

scene. As Wang describes, in 1993 the conservative think tank, Empower America. was organized to 

help the more conservative wing of the Republican Party regroup and rethink itself . n the wake of the 

Clinton victory of 1992. Taking up the tamiiy values rhetoric used by Republican candidates in the recent 

elecdons—most notably Dan Quayle in his famed Murphy Brown speech—Empower America, under the 
P eejL. unofficial d rection of William Bennett, d cide to sta which t woe 

fi ht the w r of con rvative ideology. Taking on the rap music business first, Empower America led an 

inves igation into the cultural pollution they claimed rap music had produced (see Chapter 14). Its cam-

paign, directed not at the hoi polloi of the actual audience for rap but at responsible (White, male) media 

industry executives, actually led Time Warner to sell its rap-oriented record label in 1995. Witn this suc-

cess under its belt, the group launched a new campaign in October 1995 against the forces of trash talk. 

Exempting Oprah Winfrey in recognition of her new direction, they targeted, again, not the hope-

lessly lowbrow audience but the companies that Produced and sponsored such programs. Bennett joined {-tch„,e asmik.e., 

with Senators Joseph Lieberman and Sam Nunn to put out a series of press releases that vilified talk 
0.1i.e>3  

shows for their "parade of pathologies and dysfunctions that trash talk TV continues to thrust into the 

public square," where " indecent exposure is celebrated as a virtue" and "the housewife gets to vent like 

a House member."2° One of their main charges was that talk shows worked to wildly distort Americans' 

view of what was normal and real. Talk shows allowed seemingly normal people, " who look and talk just 
like the audience's friends, family and neighbors," to speak openly about taboo subjects like incest, adul-

tery, and homosexuality and thus "take the abnormal and make it acceptable." 21 

Frequently using language that made veiled references to the (feminine) gender and (non-White) 

race of the people featured on talk shows, these conservative critics linked the proliferation of such 

shows and the topics they discussed to moral decay and race and class mixing. One article, written 

anonymously in the conservative forum The National Review and titled "Polyrnolphous Perversity," 

pointed out an aspect of the shows that even Bennett and Lieberman had not taken fully into account: 

"the shows offer a window on the future of dive'sity-dominated America. These talk shows are the only 

national forum in which blacks, Hispanics, and trailer- park WASPs freely join together with the ground 

rules drawn from Diversity Theory. No thought or desire is ruled out as unacceptably perverse." 22 This 

nightmare (for the author) vision of the future, of America's underclasses coming together freely without 

the ground rules that the more privileged would ike to impose on them, clearly indicates the social posi-

tion from which these criticisms came. Others, a little less tied to conservative family values, put it 

slightly differently: "Tabloid America is also democracy in action . . . the public as a whole is getting 

almost exactly what it wants. The channel changer is a kind of ballot box."23 Or maybe it was just Amer-
ica performing itself. 

Whether because of Empower America's political criticism or because of their own ever-growing 

numbers, by late 1995 talk show ratings were down, and more of the entering programs emphasized a 
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cleaned up agenda. A fallout ensued, and by the time The Rosie O'Donnell Show debuted in 1996 as a 

new, s eaky clean alt ' e t tide of leaze, more than half had left the air. Wang analyzes how 
O'Donnel s image was carefully manipulate to emphasize her wholesome status as a mother and 

g od-girl-ne -door (never mind that she, like Murphy Brown, was a single mother). Her program would 

emp asize amily- riendly fare centered on celebrities and show business, more like the Tonight show in 

the daytime than Oprah or, God forbid, Springer 
Yet not even O'Donnell's indisputable success and Oprah's new attention to book clubs and therapy 

have completely removed talk shows' disruptive potential—Jerry Springer is still in there swinging and 

Sally Jesse Raphael continues the kind of personal/political talk she initiated in the seventies. Geraldo 

Rivera now does political commentary on Rivera Live on CNBC, and news-oriented talk became the 

growth area of the late nineties—sparked by the trashy, tabloidy sex scandals of the Clinton second 

term. The line between serious news and trashy talk would wobble precariously, then collapse com-

pletely, as the nation considered such matters as the definition of sexual intercourse and exactly what 
distinguishing private characteristics the president might have. Real life turned out to be more abnormal 

than the trash talk shows could imagine. But these things were yet to come. 

INTERNET UTOPIA? 

Lurking in the wings during this period was the new blue sky technology that, in the grand 
American tradition of technical fixes, promised to get us out of our current mess and lead us 
into a brave new world. That technology was the Internet, and its story will be taken up in 
Chapter 12. Though computer scientists had been developing the interconnected web of 
computers since the late seventies, and those in the know had been exploring its possibilities 
since 1990 or so, most of the rest of us didn't experience it directly until around 1993. At that 
point the modem became a standard piece of computer equipment, email spread around the 
country, the World Wide Web promised even greater interconnection, and universities, 
schools, governments, and corporations recognized the possibilities it proffered. Structured to 
be decentralized, open access, interactive, and resistant to centralized control, it harked back 
to the days of amateur radio in its potential for democratic communication and individual cre-
ativity, and many feared that it would meet the same co-opted, institutionalized fate that its 
older sister had. It would usher in the next phase of U.S. electronic media—that of conver-
gence and globalization. 

As the industry lost its centralization in the early nineties—as concentration move- d be-
hind the scenes, into ownership of megaconglomerates, while diversity and quantity seemed 
to proliferate down on the ground—criticism of media and its study and analysis became 
more diffuse as well. Bill Clinton ran for office with more support from the entertainment 
industry than anyone since Ronald Reagan. linda Bloodworth-Thomason and her partner 
Harry Thomason, producers of several hit shows in the eighties and nineties like Designing 
Women, Evening Shade, and Hearts Afire were FOBs (Friends of Bill) from way back, and 
produced his effective campaign film, "The Man from Hope." Clinton appeared, playing the 
saxophone, on Saturday Night Live, and used rock 'n' roll tunes for his campaign anthems. 
His inaugural ball eschewed stuffy pomp and ceremony for the kind of party a baby boomer 
could appreciate. Republican rivals charged that the liberal media gave him sweetheart treat-
ment (at least for a while) but could hardly complain while they were also trumpeting the 
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effectiveness of conservative enthusiasts like Rush Limbaugh, appearing on the same air-
waves. Groups like Empower America continued the tradition of staging ideological skir-
mishes on the battlefield of popular culture, as did conservative Christian groups, even as 
racial, ethnic, women's, and gay and lesbian organizations continued to press for more equi-
table representation. But the prevailing philosophy of marketplace laissez-faire made it hard 
to achieve much of an impact. More and more it seemed that groups were talking to them-
selves, as others simply switched the channel. 

On university and college campuses, the study of communication became one of the 
most populous and popular majors. Some studied the media from the social science perspec- • fit'L  
tive, turning out analyses of media effects, quantitative content analysis, socialization studies, 
media habits surveys, agenda setting investigations, and explorations of the ties between C.  n"\r-1 - 
media and political behavior. Th hu anities-based stud n ' e 
attention to histo aesthetics, au and 
au tice. Women's 
studies and ethnic studies departments incorporated a consideration of television into their 
curricula, as a central site in which images and ideas about American culture were produced 
and circulated. Academic organizations devoted to the study of cultural forms—such as the 
Modern Language Association (MLA), the American Studies Association (ASA), the Society 
for Cinema Studies (SCS), the Speech Communication Association (now the National Com-
munication Association), and the Popular Culture Association—began to include television in 
their sites of cultural expression and analysis, The Museum of Television and Radio in New 
York and Los Angeles began sponsoring lectures, panel discussions, and satellite-distributed 
forums where industry leaders and television creators could discuss their work with a nation-
wide audience. 

An increased focus on fan cultures (the often elaborate, creative organizing efforts by 
avid viewers of certain television programs) began in the late eighties, marked by the publica-
tion of Henry Jenkins' influential book, Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory 
Culture and Lisa Lewis' edited volume, The Adoring Audience: Fan Culture and Popular Si.a.erate:a 
Media. Far from confirming the image of the passive, feminized audience created by the mass 
culture theorists of yesteryear, these studies showed that viewers of all ages, genders, races, 
and stripes used the media actively and creatively to define their own identities, argue about 
social issues, reimagine worlds that they would prefer to see, and connect with others who 
shared their interests. Even the most conservative, heavily commercialized media could be 
turned back on itself, contradicted, disputed, and satirized by fans with entirely different 
agendas than the show's producers or sponsors might have had. Was this good? Well. . . . The 
big argument began to be about where commercialized, corporate control ended and viewer 
control began. Were we just being distracted by major corporations so we wouldn't notice 
their domination of our lives and political systems, and their self-serving exclusions and 
biases? Or with all the competing sources of media so readily available, would there always be 
a market—with both buyers and sellers—for alternative kinds of information and entertain-
ment? Here again, the Internet seemed to offer a way out. 

This focus on fan activity would intensif), as the Internet opened up new possibilities for 
fan communication and interaction. Just as soap operas had always paid attention to audience 
feedback and reaction, other television programs and companies began to encourage a 
higher level of viewer involvement via the Web. In some cases active fans could extend a 
show's life when it was threatened with cancellation. This seemed to work particularly well 
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when the subject was of intense interest to a relatively small group that was not compatible 
with the mainstream. We've already mentioned the case of The Days and Nights of Molly 
Dodd, taken up by Lifetime when NBC canceled it. Viewer intervention caused PBS to pick 
up for rerun the acclaimed civil rights drama I'll Fly Away (NBC 1991-1993, PBS 
1993-1994), starring Sam Waterston and Regina Taylor and produced by Joshua Brand and 
John Falsey. A similar thing happened to the unique and beloved drama My So-Called Life 
(ABC 1994-1995), created by Winnie Holtzman and produced by Marshall Herskovitz and 
Edward Zwick, starring a young Claire Danes. It was picked up for rerun on MTV (1995-
1996), whose targeted 12 to 34 audience gave it combined ratings almost as great as it had 
enjoyed on ABC. 

Perhaps more to the political point, as the nineties progressed some of the issues opened 
up for discussion first on the revil daytime talk programs slowly seeped into the sphere of 
legitimate political discourse. rights cam th e out on e overt political agenda. Sexual 

eel  

harassment, spousal abuse, incest, date rape, AIDS, and the subtle forms of racism in the 
nineties moved from the hidden world of individualized shame and voicelessness to the light 
of media attention, study, and institutional and legislative reform It became okay to talk 
about such issues in public—surely a necessary first step to getting em recognized as legiti-
mate political issues and surely pioneered in trash talk on Oprah, Sally Jesse, Phil, Geraldo, 
and their imitators. They weren't topics that the highminded guardians of serious news had 
been willing to examine in television's more controlled decades. 

Television was becoming a respectable medium in which to work, unlike its poor cousin 
status in relation to film during the earlier decades. Crossovers between film and television 
became more frequent and unremarkable, for directors like David Lynch, Oliver Stone, 
Quentin Tarantino, and many others, and most actors worked in both media. Convergence 
was a fact of life in industry, academic and critical study, and viewership. As the millenium 
approached, it seemed as though American media and the culture that sustained and 
depended on it were on the verge of the greatest changes since radio's debut so long ago. 

CONCLUSION 

The late eighties and early nineties ushered in the current period of decentralization, dereg-
ulation, audience fragmentation, merger mania, and new programming strategies. The cre-
ation of three new over-the-air networks brought attention to minority audiences and also led 
to an emphasis on quality programs stressing auteurs like Steven Bochco on the big three 
nets. Cable television became a mature medium, offering competition and alternatives to the 
networks. Deregulation continued, and both the Fairness Doctrine and the fin/syn and PTAR 
rules were phased out. A greater concentration of ownership developed, predicated on the 
notion of synergy and vertical integration. Yet the proliferation of channels and the competi-
tion for audiences also led to the introduction of new kinds of content, often shocking and 
controversial, in the growing universe of daytime TV talk shows and radio's lively discussions. 
Programs like Cheers, The Cosby Show, and Roseanne took television's familiar family sitcom 
and reworked it to the transgressive tastes of a more diverse era. By 1995 the Internet prom-
ised to add a whole new dimension to the media industry and to media participation. It would 
debut in the atmosphere of debate, contradiction, and consolidation that marked the early 
nineties. 
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CHAPTER 

DIGITAL CONVERGENCE 

Two threads stitch together the current media scene, as we cross the border into the 
twenty-first century and a new millennium. They are the dispersal of digital media, from 

computers to cell phones to multiplexed digital television to the Internet, and the convergence 
of formerly separate media brought about by the digital revolution. As revolutions go, this one 
took a while. The first commercial computers appeared, large enough to fill an entire room, in 
the 1960s. Not until the 1980s did home computers become widely available to the general 
population, with the IBM PC introduced in 1981, thanks to Bill Gates and his Microsoft Cor-
poration; Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak weighed in with their groundbreaking Apple Macin-
tosh in 1984. So from about 1985 on, a growing number of households, in the United States 
and across the world, had access to a form of digital information and data handling. 

The term digital simply means that information is broken down into a series of is and Os 
and put into a form that can be easily manipulated by the amazingly smart microchips that lie 
at the heart of every digital device. This distinguishes computers and their many subsequent 
offspring from olikc_.• aLla o//o4 media like film, radio, television, and audio and video record-
ings. Analogue media rely on a physical replica (or analogue) ofz.physical phenomenon, like 
sound or pictures, that can be transmitted or preserved through some kind of physical me-
dium, whether it's magnetic signals on a tape, electronic waves transmitted through the spec-
trum, or chemical changes on a strip of celluloid. Though the earliest digital media could only 
handle the simplest kinds of input—numbers or letters typed in with a keyboard or from 
punchcards—by the early 1990s it became possible to convert more complex data—pictures, 
graphics, music, and sounds—into digital formats. But for the most part this was happening in 
discrete, specialized environments: the video editing suite, the design departments of archi-
tectural and engineering firms, the sound studios of recording companies, the production fa-
cilities of print media companies. 

The technology that brought sophisticated digital applications together in a vast melange 
available to nearly everyone forms the second strand of digital convergence and the culture it 
created: the Internet. Originated as far back as 1969, when the Defense Department's Ad-
vanced Research Project Agency began to look into a way to connect their researchers' com-
puters, the ARPAnet, as it was called, began to serve as a means of both friendly and 
research-related communication among government and university scientists. In 1972 the 
first email messages were exchanged (and the @ symbol chosen for addresses), and by 1981 
ARPAnet consisted of 213 linked host computers across the country, with a new one coming 
online about every 20 days. 

329 
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In 1982 the word Internet first appeared, used to define a connected set of networks that 
used TCP, or transmission control protocol, for IP, or information processing: the TCP/IP 
protocol formed the basic language that computers could speak over the Internet. It essen-
tially controlled the way that digital messages could be broken up into packets for transmis-
sion and could be reassembled at the receiving end. In 1985 the National Science Foundation 
got in on the act, forming the NSFnet to connect supercomputer centers around the country 
via a backbone of telephone and fiber optic lines, microwave, and satellite links. Many of 
these computers were at major universities, so the first generation of Internet culture was 
heavily dominated by the nonprofit sector of government, military, and education, supported 
by government funding. 

By 1988 this new form of connection had spread across the United States and Europe, 
with over 60,000 computers online. And in 1989 came the development that would speed the 
spread of the network and make it so user friendly that not just computer geelcs could under-
stand it: the development of the World Wide Web by a British scientist named Tim Berners-
Lee, working in Switzerland. The Web was not a separate entity, but a new way of interacting 
with the Net that allowed computers to transmit and download not only data in its simplest 
form but whole documents and graphics, in a simple point-and-click format that also allowed 
for easy links among sites. 

Once Berners-Lee and his associates came up with the software to support the new 
URL, HTTP, and HTML applications, the Internet became far easier to use for a far greater 
range of materials. In 1992 the first audio and video transmission took place over the Net, by 
now consisting of over 1 million host computers. Writer Jean Armour Polly coined the phrase 
"surfing the Internet" that year, an occupation Americans and citizens across the world were 
spending more and more time doing. In 1993, when Marc Andreessen and Eric Bina, work-
ing at the University of Illinois in Urbana, came up with the Web browser Mosaic—a program 
for accessing and creating Web information that interfaced with graphical computer applica-
tions—the Web became accessible to the general population. That year the White House 
went online, and the U.S. National Information Infrastructure Act was proposed and passed 
(the part of the Internet that Al Gore invented). Andreessen and Bina joined a new company 
called Netscape in 1994, which introduced the widely popular Navigator browser (soon to be 
challenged by Microsoft's Explorer). 

With its origins in a widely dispersed set of government agencies, educational institu-
tions, and corporate research facilities, governance of the Internet also followed a dispersed 
model. Private membership organizations like the Internet Engineering Task Force and the 
Internet Architecture Board jointly made decisions that affected the Internet's growth and 
technical configurations. The Internet Society (ISOC) was formed in the late eighties to pro-
vide an organizational home for not only the above organizations but other interested par-
ties—governmental agencies, nongovernmental organizations, corporations, universities, and 
foundations, and individuals—in order to provide "leadership in addressing issues that con-
front the future of the Internet" (as stated in the ISOC mission statement). It was governed 
by a board of trustees elected by its global membership. This structure reflected the decen-
tralized and international character of the Web itself and provided an orientation that was a 
mix of commercial and nonprofit philosophies. Though users up until the mid-nineties were 
still largely confined to those with ties to educational, governmental, or nonprofit institutions, 
by 1994 most businesses and corporations were beginning to go online. By 1995 Internet 
access services like America Online, CompuServe, and Prodigy began to make connection to 
the Web as simple as making a phone call. The Internet age was upon us. 
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So what does this have to do with convergence? The Internet itself marks a form of con-
vergence, or coming together, of disparate technologies; by joining computers with inter-
personal communication media (that is, the telephone), print media, film, video, audio, and 
music, a space is provided for information to be collected and accessed in a new form. In so 
doing the Internet invents whole new forms of mediated communication and information, 
from email to personal and institutional Web sites, from e-publications to e-shopping. It also 
promotes the coming together of the industries that support such communication and com-
merce, exacerbating and encouraging the urge to merge that we saw in the eighties and early 
nineties. 

When the megamerger of Time Warner and AOL occurred in January 2000, it seemed to 
mark the millennium in a particularly appropriate way, as will be discussed below. And the 
proliferation of digital transmission of information was occurring in other venues as well, lead-
ing to convergence in areas only tangentially related to the Internet: in satellite communica-
tions, in recording technology, in a new generation of television sets, in cable television, in 
radio and television broadcasting. From compact discs (CDs) to digital audiotape (DAT) to 
digital video discs (DVDs) and smart VCRs, from high definition television (HDTV) to multi-
plexed standard digital television (SDTV) to WebTV to direct broadcast satellite (DBS) to 
high-speed cable Internet connection, from cell phones to faxes to global positioning systems 
in cars—all of these draw on various forms of industry convergence as well as technological 
development. And it seems fitting to begin this chapter with the legislative act that simultane-
ously acknowledged—under heavy industrial bombardment—the convergence of interests, 
technologies, and agendas brought about by the changing technological and commercial 
scene and created the conditions that allowed that convergence to proceed apace. For the 
first time since 1934, the federal government engaged in a substantial rewriting of the basic 
legislation under which electronic media had grown and thrived since their earliest days. Its 
results would be far-reaching. 

THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996 

As many commentators have pointed out, for a piece of legislation that promised such great 
effects on people's lives—not just at some abstract structural level but down to what we hear, 
think about, experience, and live with every day—the rewriting of the Communications Act 
received very little coverage in the media and thus very little public attention and debate. 
Much like its 1934 predecessor, enormously influential negotiations and decisions would take 
place in private rooms, far from public scrutiny, with a few key players making self-interested 
interventions and decisions that would only show themselves to the world in their results, 
years later. Some pointed to the cross-interested positions held by most media themselves as 
an explanation: Having spent a bundle on contributions to oil the legislative gears, what mega-
corporation would allow its news subsidiaries to throw doses of cold water on the deal? Tele-
vision was particularly silent. Nation reporter Ken Silverstein claimed, "With the exception of 
one edition of Nightline, none of the networks or cable news operations covered the industry's 
lobbying for special interest provisions in the telecommunications bill."1 

As the legislative process dragged out, from a bill first proposed in 1994 to extensive 
rewriting in 1995 to eventual approval by the  resident in 1996, with arcane phrases like "sta-
tion caps," "cross-ownership s, -c ips," "RBOCs," and "must carry: and as successive 
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versions of the bill incorporated sir...jeJekt5eztj,lejes introduced with stealth and secrecy, 
it is perhaps no wonder that news outlets gave up dealing with such mind-numbing complex-
ity. The fact that a similar shutting-out of the public occurred in 1934 as well, when industry 
conditions differed greatly, might point to something inherent in the government/media 
industry relationship that defies public accessibility. In both cases, the picture that emerges 
shows a'or ration orkin in han • government bodies, producing a pow-
erful corn ination at trumpets the public interest w r e respon ng mainly to narrow cor-
porate agendas. Yet could it be that the conflict of corporate interests, combined with a 
nascent technology that defies centralized organization and control, might work to produce 
opportunities for citizen media communication and activity despite top-heavy corporate own-
ership? We'll examine the possibilities and look at the Telecom Act's effects. 

Many claim that the Telecommunications Act of 1996 was bought and paid for by the 
telecommunications industry. The communications industry has always played a lively role in 
politics, but in 1993 their contributions to ongoing congressional campaigns reached a new 
high—nearly $7 million going to both Democratic and Republican parties, with a preponder-
ance toward the Republicans. The Los Angeles Times estimated that 100 telecommunications 
companies had donated over $40.7 million to political campaigns between 1990 and 1995, 
with nearly $5 million going to Senate and House members serving on the telecommunica-
tions conference committee (the group charged with reconciling House and Senate versions 
of the eventual bill); this money came in at the stage when various little-discussed special-
interest provisions were introduced. The group of 100 included not only telecommunications 
giants (like AT&T, MCI, and the regional Bell companies such as Ameritech) and television 
networks, but cable MS0s, Hollywood studios, and newspaper publishers. 

The largest contributor by far was AT& which donat almost million. others in the 
top 10 included General Electric (owner of NBC, ime Warner, the National Cable Televi-
sion Association (NCTA), the NAB, and Westinghouse (owner of CBS). Another large con-
tributor was Rupert Murdoch. Between 1991 and 1997, over $928,000 in soft money found its 
way from Murdoch companies to political parties, with all but $75,000 going to the GOP. The 
main recipients of corporate largesse were those most closely allied with the telecom bill: 
Senators Larry Pressler and Ernest Hollings, its sponsors in the Senate, and Representative 
Jack Fields, chair of the Telecommunications and Finance Subcommittee of the House.2 
Some observers claimed that this kind of generosity inspired bending of normal democratic 
processes: Republican leaders barred Democrats from meetings held behind closed doors 
with industry leaders, and corporate lobbyists played a large role in writing some of the bill's 
most industry-favorable parts. Again Murdoch was charged with having a particularly close 
relationship with influential legislators, via his extremely well-connected lobbyists, resulting in 
some of the most network-friendly clauses of the act.3 

From the beginning, the rewriting of the Communications Act had been inspired by the 
p rce on t th r le on w oldin b k corn eti on an tech lo cal devel-

of the 1990s. It was a 
re of an o er period of scarcity a centr zed control, a rogres ve e dinosaur in a 
new media environment of abundance, competition, and diversified technology. The new bill 
was an unabashed product of the Fowler's toaster school of thought. with its main objective 
to cre eeQinpetui anr 3e1gu1ation.. . this new law will lead to intense competi-
tion in every sector of the telecommunications industry. That's how you spur innovation, 
expand consumer choices, lower prices, and increase U.S. competitiveness."4 FCC commis-
sioner Susan Ness went on to illustrate her vision of the deregulated future: 
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The new law deliberately blurs lines between formerly discrete sectors of the telecommuni-
cations industry. Bell Atlantic may become your long distance company, or your video ser-
vice provider. MCI or AT&T may become your local telephone company, or your source 
for wireless services. Cox or Comcast may offer you broadband Internet access, or wireless 
local loop. .. . 

Consolidation will not be limited to the broadcast companies. Throughout the industry, 
companies that previously focused on a single market sector will expand their horizons. I 
foresee a growing number of vertically integrated companies that provide content, distribu-
tion, software, and equipment. Some may seek to provide one-stop-shopping by bundling 
local and long distance, video, and internet access service. Some may even throw in local ser-
vice for free! ... 

Foreign interests, too, attracted by the lucrative—and now open—US telecommunica-
tions markets, will seek ways to enter new global alliances with US companies, just as US 
companies will continue to expand their holdings abroad.5 

Yet the first versions of the bill went even further than a pro-telecommunications in-
dustry White House could tolerate. Objecting to the House version, President Clinton said, 
"Instead of promoting investment and competition, it  promotes naergprs and concentration of 
power. Instead of promoting open access and diversity in content and viewpoints, it would 
allow fewer people to control greater numbers of television, radio and newspaper outlets in 
every community. The cumulative effect of these provisions would be to harm competition 
and to weaken the benefits to the public."6 

Though the bill that the president eventually signed did represent something of a com-
promise, the industry mergers that have resulted prove that the changes made were fairly cos-
metic. Whether they have in fact "harm[ed] competition and weaken[ed] the benefits to the 
public" is still a matter for contention. The new act definitely accomplished an unleashing of 
industry convergence. Yet it also clearly exhibited the familiar contradictions of freemarket 
philosophy, conservative style: Liberate the industry, but crack down on content. A summary 
of the act's major provisions shows this schizophrenia: 

• Broadcast Ownership Caps on television station ownership were raised from 25 to 35  
percent. The original versions from both House and Senate had suggested eliminating 
them altogether; this is one of President Clinton's major changes. But caps on radio sta-
tion ownership,w=aminated at the national level and greatly relaxed at the local. Now 
a single company could own any number of radio stations nationwide that it wished, with 
up to eight in the largest markets (over 45 stations) and five in the smallest (less than 14 
stations). 

• Cross-Ownership This avidly desired set of reforms allowed telephone companies to 
offer cable service in areas where they also provided telephone sprvire. It was intended 
to spur competition for video offerings an_î Internet connection in lne21 markets that had 
been virtual monopolies in both telephone and cable service. Cross-ownership of a tele-
vision station and a cable franchise was also okayed for the top 50 markets, as was cross-
ownership of television and radio stations in the same market. 

• Broadcast Licenses The new act extended the  fPrrn hroadrast station license to  
eight yes and streamlined the renewal process hy, among other things, barring compet-
itive applications un a renewal due to  
liçense violations. 

• Digital Television In a highly controversial provision, existing television stations were 
assigned, at no charge, an additional frequency allotment earmarked for providing digital 
television services. 
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• Direct Broadcast Satellites The FCC assumed jurisdiction over DBS services, ending 
the ability of other bodies, such as homeowners' associations, to bar the installation of 
satellite dishes. --644.Q., LesNusk•--0.042 

• Cable Rates The Cable Act of 1992 was virtually revoked, reiziLirl el3tioluf,eatts. 
charged for basic cable and other restrictions. 

Yet these deregulatory provisions accompanied a series of efforts to tighten rules on cer-
tain areas of broadcast content, specifically those of concern to deregulation's architect Mark 
Fowler: First Amendment rights. Fowler had used the First Amendment argument—that 
broadcast regulation fundamentally violated broadcasters' free speech protections—as the 
backbone of his program for deregulation, but 1996 legislators seemed to want to adopt his 
marketplace freedoms while placing e en e ter restricions on ftee s ech. 

• The Communications Decency Act This most controversial section of the larger act, 
later overturned by the Supremeeurt, prohibited the transmission of "obscene, lewd, 
lasciviou lthy or indecent material with intent to annoy, abuse, threaten or harass 
ano udin. - levision cab d The 
Internet was the main concern here, since the older media already followed fairly rigor-
ous restrictions, anew threat tn phildrerLtle min arpmenb 

• V-Chip and Ratings System This required that all television sets sold after January 1999 
be equipped with a special electronic chip to allow parents to screen out programs with 
violent or offensive content. This so-called V-chip would require programs to carry a 
rating, for violent and sexual material, that could be used to trigger the V-chip setting. 

• Must Carry This rule upheld th e • ge 
of all s"fic tl vi e m. Cable oper-
ators had long o jected to this rule as a violation of their First Amendment rights. 

• Signal Scrambling This required that cable operators must scramble any portions of 
their signals that are "unstu le f c en " at no extra cost to the consumer. 

• Cable Right of Refusal This e, givin ca 1 operators the right t fuse to broadcyt 
programs t cont ' ed ob ceni r in ne was wi e y perceived to a strike at 
pu c access programming an , as suc , against the free speech rights of citizens. It also 
helped to defuse the cable operators' arguments against must carry. 

The Telecommunications Act of 1996 also significantly deregulated the telephone indus-
try encouraging competition in local markets and allowing local companies to begin to pro-
vide long-distance service, in a way that had been banned since AT&T's breakup in the 1980s. 
In exchange, a clause introduced into the act by Senators Olympia Snowe and John Rocke-
feller created a special subsidy for the provision of Internet access to schools, libraries, and 
rural health clinics. Called the E-rate, telecommunications companies would pay $2.5 billion 
per year out of their revenues to fund it. This measure went a long way to offset one-sided 
corporate gains, as schools and libraries across the country rapidly scrambled to make use of 
it. Even political liberals and longtime advocates of television reform, like Representative 
Edward J. Markey of Massachusetts, hailed the new law: "This bill breaks down the last 
remaining monopolies in the telephone and cable industries and makes possible an informa-
tion revolution." Yet the question in many critics' minds was whether a temporary state of 
competition would lead eventually to even greater risk of monopoly, as the biggest players 
drove out their would-be competitors until only a handful were left. 
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Connection One Step Forward, Three Steps Back? 

Three of the bill's provisions seemed especially backward-looking amid all the talk of progress and rev-
olution: the Communications Decency Act, a regressive concession to the Christian right that the courts 

quickly struck down; the V-chin regulations, which seemed more like a sop for conservative critics and 

regulators than a meaningful reform; and the convoluted digital television spectrum giveaway, which 
many thought was the real prize that the industry had been after all along. 

Indecent Exposure 

The Communications Decency Act resulted from thirst outbreak of social hysteria around the Internet.) 

which focused on the familiar threat to the sanctity of the home and the susceptibility of the child user. 

Though the vast majority of information on the Net consisted of harmless and legitimate materials, a 

smal' but colorful subset e Web pages and chat rooms offered access to the pornographic, violent, and 
obscene—now, thanks to the miracles of modem technology, including graphics, photographs, videos, 

and live interactive sex-talk sites. Orchestrated by the powerful Christian Coalition, tales of child secuc-

tion, corruption, and online pedophilia began to attract press attention—what was Johnny up to as he 

pretended to do his homework on the computer? Just as radio had imported jan into the home and 

telev.sion had introduced sexual scenes and racy dialogue, the Internet threatened once again to bore 

through the walls of the middle-class home with harmful alien influences. The Decency Act sought to 

bar not only obscene materials (already covered by existing law) but also indecency from the Internet via 

the mechanism of levying heavy penalties (up to $250,000 or two years in prison) against any service 

provider who transmitted such information. This meant that compan es like AOL and CompuServe would 

be liable for any indecent Web sites accessed through their service, setting them an impossible policing 

task given the way the new technology worked (which legislators didn't seem to fudy understand). 

Critics quickly pointed out that the law would mandate eliminating not just overt pornography but 

discussion sites for such topics as AIDS, breast cancer, literature (like electronic versons of Ulysses or 

Lady Chatterley's Lover), or anything that the most conservative parent in the smallest hamlet in the 

United States might possibly object to. A coalition of groups quickly challenged the law. led by the Amer-

ican Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). In Jure 1997 the Supreme Court overturned the primary provisions of 

the act on First Amendment grounds, though conservative groups promised to fight on. When the Starr 

report on President Clinton's sexual activities in the White House was released over the Internet in Sep-

tember 1998, many pointec out that this government document would have been barred from transmis-

sion by Decency Act provisions. The courts upheld the application of existing obscenity standards to the 

Net n a case involving email in 1999. However, by the late nineties the onslaught of commercial appli-

cations ard corporate investment in the Net pushed indecency fears to the background, and the intro-

duction of various kinds of programmable filtering devices shifted the grounds of the debate into the 

arena of corporate censorship. Would we rather have the government or Disney (whose Internet portal 

GO promised only family-friendly material) in charge of censoring our access to information? Public 

libraries acrcss the country, that had adopted filters to avoid controversy and lawsuits, found that users' 

request for information on the January 2000 Super Bowl XXXIV were being rejected because of the triple 
Xs in ts title. 
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Chipping Away at Free Speech? 

C1.- Similarly, :he V-chip, hotly contested during the writing of the bill and in the implementation stage in 
)) 997 and 1998, had by the turn of the millennium subsided into pretty much of a n nissue. As the tele-

vision manufacturing industry geared up to produce V-chip equipped sets oy 1999 ecoming manda-
tory for all sets over 13 inches by January 2000), attention turned to the question of how to rate 

television shows. Essentially, the V-chip is a device that can pick up on certain encoded signals attached 

to individual programs as they are transmitted. Parents can program their sets to automatically screen 

out those programs whose ratings go beyond the kind of content to which they wish their children to 

be exposed. 
As a compromise to the television and movie industries, who adamantly objected to the law as a 

form of prior restraint, the FCC mandated that the industry should first try :o come up with its own rat-

ings system—in the grand tradition of self-regulation—and if it failed to do so, the government would 

step in and impose its own. A coalition of movie industry, television, and parental advocacy groups 

formed a committee headed by Jack Valenti, president of the Motion Picture Association of American 

(MPAA). Their first proposal—a plan similar to that used for movies, categorizing TV programs as G, PG, 

M, and R—was dismissed by reform-minded groups as too general and not helpful to parents. Eventu-

ally, the committee hammered out a ratings code that started with a set of age-based categories: 

ÍTV-Y 

TV-Y7 

TV-G 

Suitable for children of all ages. Nothing that might frighten younger children. 

Suitable for children 7 and older. Mild physical or comedic violence. 

Suitable for all audiences. Little or no violence, no strong language, and little or no 

sexual dialogue or situations. 

TV-PG Parental guidance suggested. Infrequent coarse language, limited violence, some 

suggestive dialogue and situations. 

IV- 14 May be inappropriate for children under 14. Sophisticated themes, strong language, 

and sexual content. 

IV-MA Designed for adults. May be unsuitable for children younger than 17. Profane lan-

guage, graphic violence, and explicit sexual content. 

These categories were further explicated by a set of letter codes that appeared underneath the age-

based rating, depending on the content: 

D 

S 

Suggestive dialogue. 

Offensive language. 

Sexual content. 

V  Violence. 

FV Fantasy violence (as in action cartoons). 

News and sports programs were exempted from the ratings. By 1999 all broadcast networks and 

most cable had adopted the ratings system. NBC and the BET cable channel resisted the more specific 

categories, using only the age-based ratings, on the grounds that they were confusing and arbitrary. 

Where did tabloid TV shows fit in? Were they news and hence exempt? What about talk shows? Could a 

system that would group Steven Spielberg's Holocaust film Schindler's List in the same TV- 14 category 

as The Howard Stern Show actually be useful to anyone? And many studies showed that children were 

more frightened by news programs than by any others, precisely because of the reality base for which 

the ratings exempted them. Was The Road Runner really more violent and dangerous than professional 

hockey? When episodes of the sitcom Ellen received a TV- 14 rating, on the grounds that any discussion 
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or representation of homosexuality was a " sophisticated theme," however mild the rest of the show, the 

politce implications of the ratings system became apparent. 

By 2000 demand for the V-chip equipped sets remained slim. Some blamed the law itself, saying 

"It's not something that America was clamoring for. It's something that Congress was clamoring for."8 

Others felt that parents simply hadn't received enough information, especially since not all newspapers s 

and program guides included shows' ratings in their TV listings. Not all parents, even when informed, 

seemed interested; many felt that their own judgments about what their children should watch were bet- c""eesei"---ge 
ter informed than those of a government-inspired task force. And the technology itself was confusing to V • r- 2. 

use. But advocates claimed that, though it might take a few years, parents around the country would 

soon find the V-chip helpful as an ancillary to their own precautions and that the ratings themselves pro-
vided useful information whether the V-chip mechanism was activated or not. 

While most producers and distributors of programming declared themselves resigned, some still 

feared the chilling impact that - 14 or MA Z_ratirJaL-M ht g_jt_ª_v_e Latyfl-Lisers. Others predicted that 

the system would have the opposite effect: Now that parents received fair warning, it would become okay 

to go even further in the direction of violence, sexuality, and racy drama, as long as the TV-MA label was 

there for all to see. In the larger scheme of things, the debate over the V-chip seemed likely to have dis-

tracted the public and lawmakers from an even larger and more important issue that passed almost 

unremarked: the $70 billion spctrurri gimeaway_tor. digital TV. 

"Beachfront Property on the Cyber Sea" 

If broadcasters agreed to the annoyance o/ the V-chip and ratings system as a quid pro quo for favorable 
treatment for digital TV, it worked. One of the Telecommunication Act's most controversial sections dealt 

with the future of broadcasting in the new digital convergence era, and it handed broadcasters a stun-

ning victory The story begins in the 1980s, with the development of what looked like the next big thing 

in TV technology, high definition television, or HDTV. This was a technology developed in Japan that 

promised to greatly improve the quality of the television image by increasing the deflation, or number of 

scanning lines, of the picture. It also rearranged the aspect ratio of he screen, from the boxy 4 to 3 ratio 

of traditional TV to a more Cinemascopelike 16 to 9—allowing movies to be shown on home TV sets in 

their usual proportions, without cropping the picture or having to letterbox it. The United States has 

always had a poorer quality television standard (NTSC) than most of the rest of the world, having settled 

for a 525-line picture—each TV image is electronically scanned, back and forth, 525 times top to bot-

tom—instead of the higher quality 650-line PAL standard prevalent elsewhere. But transmitting the 

Japanese MUSE standard higfr definition picture (up to 1,080 lines) required far more Dandwidth than its 

NTSC equivalent—six times more than the stanoard U.S. broadcasting frequency. This meant that HDTV 

could not be broadcast over the television channels now assigned to U.S. broadcasters; they would need 

a new, bigger frequency in order to successfully broadcast HDTV to the public. (The public, meanwhile, 

would have to invest in new HDTV sets in order to receive such an image.) 

By some reports, the interest of U.S. broadcasters in HDTV technology was spurred by the prospect 

of the FCC's plan in 1986 to auction off a large chunk of the valuable UHF spectrum (never fully utilized 

by broadcasters) to mobile telephone companies. The NAB appealed to the FCC to hold off on letting the 

spectrum space go, since it would be needed if HDTV were to have a chance in this country. Congress, 

worried about Japanese domination of the electronics manufacturing industry, wanted to encourage the 

development of homegrown U.S. high definition technology, rather than becoming dependent on Japan. 

It agreed to reserve the UHF frequencies for television, if U.S. broadcasters and manufacturers could 

come up with a workable competitive technology. But as American companies struggled to design their 

own HDTV device, the digital revolution overtook them. With new digital technology, a much higher 
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definition television picture could be produced, as good or better than the Japanese MUSE technology 

that had started the whole thing off. By 1993, U.S. manufacturers had come up with the strategic Grand 

Alliance standard, representing a technical compromise between the competing needs of different 

industry segments that could handle a variety of digital high definition formats with varying degrees of 

resolution, pixel density, frame rates, and scanning methods. 

But a funny thing happened on the way to the Grand Alliance. It dawned on everyone that, with dig-

ital technology, you could do all kinds of things with that spectrum space. The beauty of digital is that its 

signals can be compressed—so that it would actually be possible to transmit four or five standard defi-

nition TV signals (SDTV) in an existing broadcast frequency, all of them with as good or better clarity thark 

existing television images. (A single cable channel could carry 12 or more!) This was callecrmullegfigj 

Only if broadcasters wanted to opt for the highest density, richest definition picture posble did they 

need the spectrum capacity that the old HDTV systems had required. So now they had a quandary. In 

order to get the valuable UHF spectrum reserved for television, broadcasters had to promise to use it for 

what they began calling "ackesgeleykeseees." Congress was under the impression that this 

something the U.S. public would clamor for as soon as they got a glimpse. This was public 

service: Shouldn't the U.S. public have a television picture as good as the rest of the world's? If broad-

casters instead intended to split up their new spectrum space into several new channels—all making 

money through advertising—then why shouldn't they have to pay a fair market price for it, just as the 

FCC had intended to charge mobile phone companies years before? Many legislators, including presi-

dential candidate Bob Dole, proclaimed loudly that they should. This was spectrum space worth over $70 

billion on the open market; $70 billion could go a long way toward paying off the national debt or bailing 

out Social Security. Why should broadcasters get it for free if they didn't intend to offer the public any 

new, improved kind of service, but rather just more of the same? 

Despite these reservations, the Telecommunications Act brokered a deal that gave broadcasters 

basically everything they wanted, with few strings attached. Each holder of an existing television license 

was given, free of charge, a new channel assignment on the UHF spectrum large enough to be used for 

fi..1211,51,g,e_d____ HDTV. Later, former FCC chairman Reed Hundt referred to this new spectrum windfall as 

"beachfront property on the Cyber Sea."9 Another analyst called it "one of the biggest corporate financial 

coups of the century."1° They would also be allowed to keep their old channels, since the transition to 

digital TV would take a while; for many years, some consumers would only be able to receive old-fash-

ioped, standard broadcast signals on their old sets. 

In return, broadcasters agreed to begin digital broadcasting in 1998. By 2006 or by the time HDTV 

sets had reached 85-percent penetration of American homes, broaeasters would have to return their 

old frequencies in the VHF or UHF spectrum to the federal government)In a rather strange twist, the gov-

ernment would actually alig9LI_Dtf414eeli•_egger...iciaay'r0_02; buyers would be purchasing " skten,j1_TI,. 

4.Undfez>ie ability to use their new frequencies not immediately but four years or more in the future. It 

was still anticipated that the sale would bring in very large sums to the federal coffers. At that point, tele-

vision broadcasters would have made the switch to DTV completely, as would the American public. 

After the act was passed, as it became clear to legislators what a windfall they had handed the 

broadcasting industry, an attempt was made to put restrictions or obligations on use of the new spec 

trum. If broadcasters didn't intend to use the space for HDTV but instead embarked on profitable multi-

plexing, they might be made to pay a percentage of the profits to the government, or provide free time 

for political advertising, or produce a certain number of hours of public service programming. In 1997, 

President Clinton formed the Advisory Committee on Public Interest Obligations of Digital Television 

Broadcasters, drawn not only from the commercial broadcasting industry but from academic institutions, 

public interest organizations, noncommercial broadcasters, and the computer and advertising industries. 
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The purpose of the committee was "to report to the Vice President [Al Gore] on the public interest obli-

gations cigital television broadcasters should assume." 

In December 1997, the committee made its report ("Charting the Digital Broadcasting Future") 

under allegaons that the nonbroadcast majority opinion on the committee had been undercut and virtu-

ally ignored. It avoided putting any specific obligations on digital broadcasters, talking only vaguely of 

"the need to improve political discourse and invigorate democratic de'iberation" with a draft of a code for 

public affairs programming. The idea of free political advertising time was watered down to "opportuni-

ties for candidate-centered discourse." But in its strongest segment, it also recommended that Congress 

strengthen public broadcasting by creating an independent trust fund to finance public TV's conversion 

to digital broadcasting (shades of insulated funding!) and that public stations be allowed to retain their 

existing frequencies for educational programming. Trust funds might come from a fee on the profits of 

digital broadcasters who elected to use their additional channels for commercial operations. 

Some in the industry had begun to predict that 2006 was far too early a deadine for television to 

convert entirely to digital, especially since consumer prices for ON sets in 2000 remained in the $4,000 

range. But the big networks, and several cable channels, began limited high definition digital broadcast-

ing as scheduled in 1998, and by the end of 1999 those in the top-30 markets had gone partially digi-

tal, even though few consumers had the ability to receive the signals. Cable television seized its 

broadband advantage and introduced digital cable in 1998, and satellite television promised to remain 

the best potential outlet for the new technology. However, if the spread of digital television sets pro-

ceeded as slowly as some were predicting, the spectrum auction in 2002 might be as much as 20 years 

too early for consumer penetration to reacn the 85-percent mark, making those f-equencies valuable 

only to the broadcasters who currently owned them! In this case, broadcasters would get yet another 

bargain, and the $70 billion government windfall would remain only a dream. 

Despite these seeming throwbacks to an earlier, paternalistic, and protectionist vision of 
broadcast media, the emphasis of regulators remained relentlessly upbeat. Commissioner 
Ness made a prediction in 1996: 

At the Commission, we have already seen an increase in mergers and acquisitions in the 
broadcast industry, in anticipation of passage of the law, and we expect to see many more ... 
the new law allows for enormous change and opportunities for diversification in the industry. 
The walls have crumbled. But, will it actually happen? Will competition flourish, or will 
deregulation result in bigger companies and less competition? Will it ultimately be good for 
the American consumer?. . Our goal will he to craft rules that will facilitate the transition to 
conipetition in a way that best serves the public interest. It takes hard work to bring about 
f'air competition. Wishing does not make it so." 

Yet the industry had organized its wish list long ago and now mobilized to make it so. 

INDUSTRY CONVERGENCE 

Almost immediately upon passage of the Telecommunications Act in 1996, the industry 
sprang into action. A wave of mergers, consolidations, buyouts, and stock swaps swept the 
country, extending even further into markets across the globe. It was a telecommunications 
tsunami of unprecedented scope, leaving almost no communications sector unaffected. As 
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early as 1993, a few cross-industry mergers had been announced, like the Bell Atlantic/TCI 
merger (which fell through), AT&T's acquisition of McCaw Cellular, and a joint venture 
between US West, a telephone company, and Time Warner cable to form a new cable TV sub-
sidiary. The Disney/ABC, Westinghouse/CBS and Time Warner/Turner mergers in 1995 drew 
on the building momentum for passage of the act. But in 1996 the floodgates burst. Bell 
Atlantic merged with Nynex, and then the combined company merged with GTE; similarly, 
SBS acquired Pacific Telesis and US West merged with Continental Cablevision. The poten-
tially biggest deal, Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation's proposed purchase of MCI, fell 
through. As a consolation prize, Murdoch purchased New World Communications, a group 
station owner that brought Fox's station reach to the full 35 percent now allowable by law. 
Rolling on into 1997 Murdoch joined with the Home Shopping Network (which he already 
partly owned) to buy first Ticketmaster (the nationwide purveyor of electronic tickets), then 
Universal Studios and the USA networks. MCI merged with Worldcom, in a $37 million deal 
that achieved control over most of the Internet backbone. The giant Microsoft joined with 
Comcast cable in the interests of high-speed cable access to the Internet and further pur-
chased WebTV, owners of a technolog that allowed TV-based access to the Web. Not to be 
outdone, AT&T announced its purchase of cable giant TCI that same year. Convergence of 
Internet, cable, telephone, computer, television, and films was off and running. 

In 1998 occurred a further merger of SBS with Ameritech, placing one-third of U.S. 
local phone service into the hands of one company. Then, in 1999, the purchase of CBS by 
entertainment giant Viacom made international headlines. The new, enlarged Viacom corpo-
ration owned a converged empire, with movie/television studios (Paramount, Spelling, and 
Viacom Productions), cable channels ( MTV, Nickelodeon, Showtime, TNN, and many oth-
ers), the book publishing company Simon & Schuster, a large music library, Blockbuster and 
Paramount Home Video, five amusement parks, the Infinity radio group, 17 television sta-
tions, one of the nation's largest outdoor advertising firms, and two television networks, CBS 
and UPN. 

This megadeal remained the biggest news in the entertainment business for less than six 
months, as it was eclipsed in January 2000 by the unthinkable: Internet startup America 
Online (AOL) announced that it would purchase the behemoth lime Warner company for 
$165 billion. Many saw the potential for high-speed cable access as the driving force behind 
the deal; AOL controlled 54 percent of the Internet access market, while Time Warner Cable 
reached over 20 percent of the U.S. public with valuable broadband connections. But the new 
multimegahypercorp, AOL Time Warner, also possessed significant stakes in the movie/tele-
vision production business with Warner Bros. and New Line Cinema; the WB network, as 
well as HBO, TBS, TNT, and CNN; books and magazines; and Time Warner Records. The 
most amazing thing about the merger was that AOL, whose earnings were one-sixth that of 
lime Warner, had been able to purchase the larger company because its stock was worth 12 
times more—reflecting the inflated boom of Internet stocks in the late nineties. For dessert, 
the new AOL Time Warner announced only a few weeks later that it would acquire British 
music giant EMI. 

How did all this much-hyped convergence affect operations of the various aspects of the 
media industry? Pundits began to talk about the "new synergy"—as if the old synergy hadn't 
been touted a mere five years before—now expanded to include the Web. Yet many of the 
Telecommunication Act's greatest effects had little to do with synergy and much to do with 
consolidating position in one particular area. It began to seem as though the much-vaunted 
competition established by the new deregulation had backfired: What most consumers saw 
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was still one local telephone company, with a few more bells and whistles but much higher 
rates; a confusion of long-distance companies, bringing an increase of TV ads and telephone 
solicitations during dinner; one cable company, still offering the same poor service but now 
with an Internet access service that didn't work so well either; more television channels, with 
very much the same programming; a race to find the "new" youth audience, using the siîme 
techniques that had worked with the "old" youth audience; and the same number and type of 
radio stations, only now they were owned by the same complre.  

On the bright side, it was easier to get on the Internet than ever before, especially if 
shopping was your goal. As markets fragmented, a diversity of address began to take root, cre-
ating more media outlets for previously marginalized social groups. And on cable, a few highly 
touted cable-original programs used the new television ratings as a shelter from old content 
restrictions; now rough language, graphic violence, and unabashed sex could be experimented 
within a variety of innovative, creative venues. A similar kind of innovation an the Web pro-
duced creative hybrids of Web, cable, print, movie, and music. And just when we were begin-
ning to get used to these ideas, a different kind of synergy lifted whatever barriers had still 
existed between public and private, serious and tabloid news, entertainment and information 
in a stew of sexualized politics and politicized sexuality: the Clinton/Lewinsky scandals. This 
was a type of convergence no one had planned but that changing media and political condi-
tions had made inevitable. 

Forever TV 

For the broadcast television sector, as mergers went on at the top level of ownership, net-
works and production companies scrambled to consolidate their business in the wake of 
fin/syn's repeal. With the old rules gone, all six broadcast networks quickly pulled production 
back in-house, acquiring a stake in production companies, forming their own in-house pro-
duction teams, and moving into the syndication market. The impetus to consolidate fed on 
itself, since as production companies signed on to exclusive deals for their shows with individ-
ual networks, competition for the remaining successful producers, as well as for the remain-
ing network slots, got more and more intense. CBS acquired King World Productions, one of 
the largest first- and second-run syndicators in the nation, with such programs as The Oprah 
Winfrey Show, Wheel of Fortune, and Jeopardy in its stable. With the Viacom merger, it 
acquired Paramount Productions, creators of such hit shows as Frasier, Star Trek: Voyager, 
and Beverly Hills 902/0. Since ABC had Disney and Fox, the WB, and UPN all had studio 
parents, that left only NBC without a major production connection, though it compensated by 
aggressively making deals with smaller companies. By 2000, for the first time since the sixties, 
the major networks either owned or had a financial interest in over 50 percentof prime-time. 
programming, ranging from ABC and NBC's 44 percent share to Fox's 71 percent. A noncon-
solidated producer might have trouble finding a place to show its would-be hits. And when a 
network could then sell its wholly- or partly-owned show into syndication, profits went up. 

For independent producers, things were less than rosy. Their choice consisted either of 
being swallowed up by a larger production company cum network or remaining an outsider in 
an insiders' game. In 1985, when independent producers and movie studios programmed 
over one-third of each network's schedule, five independent companies rivaled the studios for 
hit shows on the air: Aaron Spelling, Stephen J. Cannell, Lorimar, MTM, and Carsey-Werner. 
Of those five, only one, Carsey-Werner, remained independent in 2000. With the rising costs 
of prime-time production, where a series typically runs $10 million to $12 million in the red 
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each season, independent producers needed to seek out financing, which usually came in the 
form of partial network ownership, at least of syndication rights. 

A number of conflicts of interest presented themselves in the new post-fin/syn world. 
First, as early as 1997 complaints were heard that the nets were giving mediocre network-
owned productions the most favorable slots on the prime-time schedule. NBC kept its partly-
owned series Union Square in the most valuable half-hour slot on TV, between Friends and 
Seinfeld, for far longer than its weak ratings, and weak writing, should have allowed. And 
NBC open ly reserved its Saturday night lineup only for those shows in which it owned an 
(interest By 1998, faced with o • ees enewi hit shows like Seinfeld ER. and 

Mad About You, networks were routinely refusing air p grams in which the producers 
would not give up a pa 'cbja_feaecialjuterest_to-theAejhe number of newsmagazine and 
reality programs, usually produced by the nets, proliferated. Second, several of the more pow-
erful producers and actors filed lawsuits against networks, claiming that they had been 
cheated out of income when the networks sold rights to their own subsidiaries at a bargain 
price. When Fox, distributor of NYPD Blue, sold the series' syndication rights to its own cable 
channel, Fx, producer Steven Bochco sued on the grounds that the studio had not engaged in 
competitive bidding. David Duchovny of The X-Files sued Fox on the same grounds, as did 
Home Improvement producer Matt Williams when Disney sold the show's network broadcast 
rights to ABC at a relatively low price. 

As the network share of the audience dipped below 60 percent for the first time in 1999, 
to a new low of 58 percent, the least producer-connected network showed the shape of things 
to come by developing a new income stream: direct sales linked to programs. NBC 
announced plans to start to market videocassettes, compact discs, and other TV-related prod-
ucts directly to the public via an interest in the home shopping cable channel Value Vision, its 
cable news channels CNBC and MSNBC, and the various NBC Web sites. One of their first 
successful experiments was with the soundtrack disc to the NBC-produced miniseries The 
Sixties, which aired in spring 1999. Over 50,000 CDs were sold via an 800 number broadcast 
during the event, with more revenue coming from related products like lava lamps and tie-
dyed T-shirts on the NBC.com Web site. Eventually, the network planned to link its home 
shopping venture directly to its Internet portal, SNAP, purchased in 1998. As an NBC vice-
president declared, "Instead of merely aggregating a great audience and letting other people 
sell to them, now we are going to sell things ourselves."'2 

Such marketing moves may not produce more viewers, but they do produce income 
derived from something other than sale of network time to advertisers. CBS sold videocas-
settes of its Joan of Arc miniseries via the Web, and buttressed such individual events with an 
ownership stake in Internet companies like Sportsline and Hollywood Online. On ABC's The 
View, audiences could purchase the books, music, and movies discussed on the program by 
dialing up the ABC Web site or via the online sites of partners like Barnesandnoble.com. Cast 
members of ABC's soap General Hospital began wearing clothing that could be purchased at 
ABC.com. Could Peter Jennings' ties be far behind? 

Some producers got in on the act too, like Aaron Spelling, whose online company 
AsSeenIn.com made a wide variety of products from Melrose Place available for e-purchase, 
from clothing to jewelry to home furnishings. When the series ended, Spelling auctioned off 
items from the set online (proceeds to go to charity); the headboard from Heather Locldear's 
bed went for $3,050. On the WB, with its large Warner Bros. Records division, it became 
standard practice for shows to feature Warner recording artists, with song credits and an 800 
number and Web address for CD purchase running after each show. 
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And as the millennium approached, the Web presence of the television conglomerates 
increased and grew more creative. In November 1999, ABC's Drew Carey Show staged a 
special "Drew Cam" episode, in which the actor's fictitious character installed a videocamera 
in his house that broadcast to a Web site, providing click-happy viewers with gags and cameo 
appearances that the show's traditional audience could not see. Cable sports channel ESPN 
had long provided this kind of interactive net linkage, providing material specially synchro-
nized with each week's showing of Monday Night Football, for instance, and it planned sim-
ilar convergence for the Super Bowl and the Academy Awards telecasts. By the time the 
summer 2000 Olympics rolled around, NBC had reason to rue its own Internet-related in-
novation. The ability to get competition results on the Net undercut viewership of the time-
delayed broadcast of the Sydney games themselves, for which NBC had paid billions 
of dollars. 

Some programs planned Web spinoffs. South Park, the Comedy Central animated hit 
that had already spawned a 1999 movie, started a series of related short animated films on its 
Shockwave.com. Warner Bros. online's site Entertainment.com provided Net-savvy viewers 
with materials from CNN's Showbiz Today program, music videos, selections from its maga-
zine Entertainment Weekly, Looney Tunes cartoons, and some original short animated series. 
With the AOL Time Warner merger, plans were made to disperse such content onto other 
AOL Web sites. NBC developed not only NBC.com, a site devoted to information about its 
television shows, but also Videoseeker—that plays music videos, clips from TV shows, and 
entertainment interviews—and CNBC.com—a personal finance site. Viacom went after the 
kids market with Nickelodeon.com. 

On a more structural level, all the major media conglomerates began in the late 1990s to 
invest in Web portals: those points of access to Internet, described by one writer as "the place 
where users pause and look around before deciding where else to go once they have logged 
on."13 Portals, which could be compared to a town square or a shopping mall, are a central site 
that serves as an entry to others and links them together. NBC bought out the small but 
promising portal SNAP in 1998, and began to advertise it in network promotions. ABC/Dis-
ney purchased GO, and began to compete with the more established Yahoo and Alta Vista, or 
Netscape, which had the advantage of automatic linkage with the Netscape browser. Warner 
Bros. soon joined with the biggest of them all, AOL. Most combined search engines (pro-
grams that allow a user to search for sites on the Net using key words) with a more permanent 
structure of organized categories of Web sites—among which the company's own featured 
prominently. 

However, the cumulative effects of network corporations' converging relationships with 
other media also worked to undermine that old backbone of broadcast operations: 
network/affiliate relations. In 1999 a swell of discontent rumbled through the industry. First, 
the Fox network summarily announced to its affiliated stations that it would be taking back 
more than 20 percent of the commercial time previously allotted to stations to sell. Fox, which 
never had paid compensation to its affiliates, justified this effective reduction of their income 
potential by pointing to the fact that affiliation had strengthened most Fox stations overall, 
turning them in just a few years from struggling, unknown independents to powerful profit 
centers. Affiliates were not mollified, even though, as Fox pointed out, the network was barely 
breaking even while affiliate profit margins neared 50 percent. 

Then, just a few weeks later, ABC announced that it would be starting a new cable chan-
nel devoted to soap operas, which would replay ABC soaps later on the same day on which 
they were broadcast. This presented a challenge to the concept of affiliate exclusivity, one of 
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the founding principles of the network/affiliate relationship. As NBC contemplated a similar 
cable relationship for its hit show Law & Order (produced by USA networks) and CBS 
sought some financial relief from its affiliates for the hugely expensive NFL rights it had pur-
chased, the whole concept of affiliate compensation began to come under fire. With Fox not 
paying compensation, and th WB UP ctuall uiring ent liat , 
how much longer could th bi ee sta s cou their ual rk 
stley? Many charged that t e netwo soon p anned to either du their Sates, rn-
irietirCBS or cable for direct national distribution, or take them over entirely, simply buying 
them up if the FCC would only remove all station ownership caps. Most networks continued 
to receive significant income from their owned and operated stations, so the prospect of dis-
continuing that profit line seemed remote, even as new distribution media beckoned. 

While networks courted viewers both for traditional TV and for new interactive Web-
based ventures, the combination sometimes had unintended effects. Fans quickly seized 
upon the Web as a dynamic new medium for developing whole subcultures around their 
favorite shows or stars. Although most media companies encouraged this kind of unplanned, 
ancillary grassroots promotion, others ran afoul of • usiasm. Early in 2000 20th 
Century Fox attracted notoriety when it sought to rb Web s featuring its popular series 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, The Simpsons, and The X-Files, as fans began to circulate their own 
video clips, audio segments, and transcripts of the shows. The network claimed that such 
activities violated its copyright protections, affecting not only their own legal rights but those 
of the various talent guilds who contributed to the show. Yet producers and networks hardly 
wanted to diminish or alienate a loyal fan base. As such sites proliferated, new agreements 
with rights organizations and guilds would have to be negotiated. 

Radio 
No industry segment was more affected by the wave of consolidations following the Tele-
communications Act than radio. Before the act, no radio group controlled more than 30 sta-
tions. Between 1996 and 1999, inspired by the lifting of limitations on the total number of 
radio stations one company could own, the industry embarked on a major buying spree dur-
ing which one-third of all radio stations in the United States changed hands. Clear Chan-
nel—a radio, TV, and outdoor advertising group—became the largest radio station owner in 
the country by purchasing both jacor Communications and Chancellor/Evergreen (renamed 
AM/FM Inc.), with over 900 radio stations, 19 television stations, and 425,000 billboards. 
The second largest was CBS, which had purchased Infinity Communications in 1998 and 
now owned more than 200 stations, as well as Outdoor Systems, Inc., a billboard advertising 

z  firm. This co bination of radio and billboards reflected a new emphasis in the business on 
capturing th out-o -ho dvertiss m ket)Ind also allowed extensive cross-promotion by 
featuring radios tations on b ards—a common urban sight. Not only did Clear Channel 
and CBS own almost 1,200 out of the total of 4,992 stations in the United States, they (and 
other large station groups) also concentrated their ownership to the maximum in individual 
markets, often programming up to the full six to eight stations in a single community. Indus-
try spokesmen claimed such ownership concentration led to more diversity in format: "The 
whole idea of consolidation and forming superduopolies is to encourage more distinct pro-
gramming," said one. "Programmers are encouraged to be more creative and take risks when 
they have eight or nine stations in a market."14 
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But by 1998 FCC Commissioner Gloria Tristani wasn't so sure. "I'm not convinced that 
radio is heading in the right direction," she said. "I see a real tension between becoming big-
ger and more efficient and serving individual communities. . . . [Consolidation] can lead to 
lots of formats but only one voice."'5 In most cities, few independent locally-programmed sta-
tions remained; rather, one or two large groups divided up the market between them. A cor-
responding rise in nationally syndicated formats ensued, carefully crafted to appeal to specific 
demographic groups. In a return of an old practice, station groups began to form relation-
ships with record labels, promoting their music in return for advertising buys. This was pay-
ola, but now in a corporate form. Small station owners found themselves squeezed, unable to 
match the low ad rates charged by the conglomerates and often unable to resist the substan-
tial sums offered for their stations. Many sold out. In response to rising fears of the loss of 
localism, the FCC in 2000 pressed through a new initiative to create hundreds of low-power 
radio stations, to much industry opposition. And digital radio, especially delivered via the 
Internet, seemed to promise an alternative to conglomerated tastes. These trends will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 14. 

DBS 

Direct broadcast satellite had slowly improved its position in the media distribution universe 
through the nineties, but the main factor holding it back was it misebilitcal tele-
vision stations to i customers. Instead, the two dominant U.S. companies—DirecTV and 
Ec ar— a egun to impo "stant station signals into markets across the country, con-
tracting with one of each network's affiliate (usually in a major urban location) and purveying 
its signal to DBS subscribers: a network-affiliate superstation. This made local television sta-
tion owners very unhappy; since every DBS viewer represented two fewer eyeballs to be 
counted in their local ad rates. As the FCC contemplated the competitive television market-
place during the years following the passage of the Telecommunications Act, it seemed as 
though the best immediate solution to the problem of the local cable television monopoly 
might be DBS providers; indeed, this is how DBS marketed itself and the reason that many 
subscribers gave for switching from cable to satellite. But the lack of local stations held it back. 

So the FCC in 1999 passed the Satellite Home Viewer Improvement Act giving satellite 
companies specific permission to liate si als—indeed, they were required to 
do so by January 1, 2002, in a new form of must carry. T ey ad six months from the passage 
of the act to negotiate retransmission agreements with the local stations in the 30 largest mar-
kets, with the smaller markets to follow, and at that time it became illegal for them to offer 
distant affiliate signals to subscribers who were capable of receiving an over-the-air broadcast 
signal. This gave broadcasters pretty much what they had wanted, but left satellite services 
unhappy about what they perceived as broadcasters' upper hand. Yet with local stations 
included, and with the digital capacities that satellite TV could provide, it looked as though 
cable TV would face stiffer competition than it had previously. In the meantime, cable com-
peted by emphasizing the value of its wired connection for high-speed Internet access. 

Cable 
These were confusing times for the cable industry. Having become the bad boy of the media 
business—with local monopolies that stifled competition, runaway rate increases that 
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attracted specific congressional intervention, risqué programming that alarmed parents, poor 
local service records, unfavorable must-carry negotiations, and an unclear place in the wire-
less digital universe—cable was in line for an upturn. It got it in the wake of the Telecommu-
nications Act when major companies like Microsoft and AT&T turned their attention to the 
possibilities of high-speed access that cable's broadband transmission capacities seemed to 
promise. Digital TV gave it an additional boost, and when original cable TV programming 
started to attract Emmy attention in 1999 (with the HBO series The Sopranos), cable was 
on a roll. 

Overall, cable ratings were up, capturing over 40 percent of the daily viewing audience. 
New cable channels abounded and competed ferociously for channel slots on major systems; 
many were linked to Web ventures, and revenues continued to stream in, increased by cable's 
high level of vertical integration. However, some problems remained. Charges of redlining, 
or ignoring inner-city and poorer neighborhoods as it wired more affluent sections of cities, 
that had longed dogged cable operators took on more intensity as cable promised to become 
the backbone of Internet access. Minority populations were particularly affected, and 
protests broke out in some cities as the new fiber optic cables were laid in wealthier suburbs 
first. The NAACP launched an investigation in 1998. Cable operators pointed out that stud-
ies showed African Americans to be greater consumers of premium cable services than 
Whites, so that under-wiring areas with a high concentration of Black viewers would simply 
be bad business. Yet it remained more profitable to concentrate fiber optic upgrading where 
Internet use was the heaviest, and here minority populations lagged. Other policies, such as 
requiring payment by credit card for Internet access services, rather than the usual billing 
procedures, had the effect of screening out a higher proportion of working-class and minor-
ity consumers. As cable moved into the forefront of the convergence revolution, such issues 
would take on more significance. 

Synergines, Webzines, Hyperpapers 

The media conglomeration of the 1990s brought the magazine publishing industry into closer 
orbit than ever with its electronic cousins. In many ways, the magazine publishing business— 
with its narrowly segmented marketing, targeted demographics, flexible advertising, and fre-
quent blurring of the advertising/editorial line—made a useful model for the new synergized 
media. The fact that the dominant media firms counted magazine publishing as one of their 
most successful components also spurred a push to more fully integrate this seemingly 
anachronistic print form into the TV/movie/Internet universe. In 1998, all eyes were drawn to 
the new magazine launched by the team of editor Tina Brown (who had revitalized Vanity 
Fair before becoming the first female editor of The New Yorker) and a Hollywood studio. The 
new magazine, Talk, was to be owned jointly by Hearst Publications and Miramax, a division 
of Disney. The concept followed one that had been announced, to much fanfare but little 
result, earlier in 1998 between Buzz magazine and Paramount Pictures: to provide a link 
between magazine stories and movies, so that the parent company would get the first shot at 
any movie idea that might arise from an article in the magazine. This seems harmless enough; 
indeed movies had frequently drawn on magazines as their inspiration over the years, pro-
ducing such films as The Peacemaker (from a Vanity Fair article on nuclear terrorism), Satur-
day Night Fever and Urban Cowboy (both from New Yorker articles), and Into Thin Air 
(about climbing Mount Everest, from Outside). Each year, studios purchased the film rights 
to dozens of magazine articles, though few made it to the screen. But now Paramount prom-
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ised to provide special financing for reporters to pursue certain stories that seemed likely to 
produce filmic material; Disney also financed some of Buzz's content. Many critics believed 
that this was a breach of journalistic independence that corrupted the reportorial process; one 
editor said it was "like taking money from the Republican National Committee to do a piece 
on Dan Quayle." 16 

But Disney was apparently pleased enough with its Buzz experiment to launch a full-
fledged new magazine dedicated to print/fihn/television convergence. In September 1999, 
the first issue of Talk debuted, featuring an interview with First Lady Hillary Cknton but with 
Miramax star Gwyneth Paltrow on the cover. When the next three issues also featured Disney 
or Miramax stars up front—Charlize Theron, currently starring in Deception; Julianne 
Moore, in the Miramax release An Ideal Husband; and Robin Williams, star of the forthcom-
ing Disney film Bicentennial Man, along with a flattering interview article—criticisms began 
to fly, especially when it was learned that a Paramount star, Johnny Depp, had been sched-
uled, then rejected, for the cover that Theron occupied. Was Talk simply a Disney pro-
motional vehicle under a cover of objective journalism? In the world of celebrity and 1\24.03 
entertainment journalism, did it really matter? When Time magazine put a Pokemon charac-
ter on its cover, with a lengthy article inside, just as Warner Bros. was getting ready to release 
the Pokemon film, was this cultural news coverage or blatant self-promotion? Ultimately, Talk 
may have been more of a throwback to another time rather than the cutting edge of conver-
gence journalism. Why put out an expensive print-and-paper vehicle the old-fashioned way aL 
when the Net offered cross-promotional and demographic targeting opportunities at a much 
lower cost? Film studios were not slow to see these possibilities. 

Other Web-based zines did away with a hard copy altogether. The two most prominent c.__ 
offered somewhat different approaches: Slate, owned by Microsoft, offered a combination of 
politics and commentary online to subscribers only; Salon, an independent edited by former 
Mother Jones editor David Talbot, encouraged readers and advertisers with free access. Their 
content reflects their divergent economies. Slate concentrates mainly on news commentary, 
with a minimum of breaking news and cultural articles such as reviews. It draws its contribu-
tors from the world of political journalism but dispenses with central editing, posting articles 
onto its site exactly as the contributors send them in and trusting its educated, affluent audi-
ence to make critical distinctions. Salon, described as "a combination of literary journalism, 
travel writing, strongly worded political columns, sex advice, technology news and investiga-
tive reporting," employs an editor and covers breaking news. It also incorporates a section 
called "Table Talk," a place where readers can post their own comments and engage in public 
discussion. In contrast to Slate's more traditional relationship with its readers—they read, 
they don't contribute—Salon incorporates more interactive exchange into its mission, helping 
to break down the walls between readers and writers. By the turn of the millennium there 
were thousands of Web-based zines offering an unprecedented array of diverse interests, pol-
itics, perspectives, and chat options, building on the success of the pioneers. Some combined 
with other media affiliations, as we'll discuss later. 

Similarly, the crossover of cable and broadcast news and the traditional newspaper busi-
ness has been breaking down on the Web. Cable and broadcast news networks like CNN, 
MSNBC, and ABC news launched Internet sites that provided news in more depth than on 
television; CNN employed over 100 writers who contributed material only to CNN.com. 
Breaking stories often debuted on the Web simultaneously with or even before they appeared 
on TV. Short television pieces could be supplemented on the Web with audio and video clips, 
additional graphics such as maps, the full text of important documents and interviews, and 
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additional commentary and background information. Major wire services like the Associated 
Press, Reuters, and Bloomberg News also maintained Web sites that provided breaking news 
in another venue. And traditional newspapers began to use their Web presences to supple-
ment print reporting and even, in some cases, to break stories that came out before the paper 
could go to press. The New York Times, the Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal, and 
more regional papers like the Chicago Tribune and the San Jose Mercury News used the 
Internet in a way that, editors claimed, more closely resembled what newspapers could do in 
the days of multiple daily editions: report developing stories as they happened, with more 
depth, interpretation, and context than had been possible for a long time. Web-based new-
comers began to get in on the act as well, such as AOL, Yahoo, and Netscape, with their own 
news headline sites. Sites like these, as well as mavericks like Matt Drudge's Drudge Report, 
would play a large role in the Clinton/Lewinsky media carnival. 

The increasingly blurred line between advertising, direct product purchase, and older 
concepts of journalistic integrity provoked less outrage but more nagging concerns. Internet 
technology opened up sales opportunities related to editorial content that online media sites 
were not slow to develop. For example, both CNN and MSNBC ran advertising for the mega-
bookstore Barnes & Noble on their news sites, offering browsing viewers the opportunity to 
buy books related to key news items with a simple click of the mouse. The news organizations 
collected a percentage of each sale made through this interconnection. On CNN.com, travel 
articles displayed links to the Internet Travel Agency. The New York Times Web site offered 
readers ofbook reviews the opportunity to buy the books directly from Barnes & Noble. This 
kind of transaction-driven advertising revenue promised increased profits for news organiza-
tions but once again threatened journalistic independence. 

With profits from such sales going directly to the company that published the articles, 
would there be increased pressure for a favorable report on a vacation destination or a glow-
ing book review? Sports stories sold team paraphernalia, entertainment articles sold tickets, 
tapes, and discs. Articles on technology connected to sites such as Circuit City and Radio 
Shack. "Instead of saying the lines are getting blurry, say we are creating a new paradigm that 
is not editorial and not advertising," said one marketing spokesperson. 17 But how would this 
new paradigm serve the information needs of consumers? When the recently launched pub-
lication Brill's Content, a magazine dedicated to the critical analysis of just such questions of 
media integrity, itself announced a partnership with CBS, NBC, Primedia, the Ingram Book 
Group, and EBSCO (a magazine subscription service and database provider) to create a Web 
site called Contentville.com that would sell books and other information resources linked to 
Brill's Content articles, the paradigm seemed to have reached a new stage. As Steven Brill and 
other editors protested their editorial independence, such individual assurances seemed a 
thin bulwark against the onslaught of cross-interests produced by online convergence. 

Hollywood Online and Off-Center 
By 1996 most studios had established an impressive Web presence, with company home 
pages linked to often elaborate Web sites dedicated to individual new releases. Disney's 101 
Dalmations hit a high point in 1996 as it lured adult and child viewers into its web with games, 
puzzles, and pictures all based around spotted puppies, culminating in a popular animated 
Valentine's Day card (puppies find a missing bone) that circulated widely via email in Febru-
ary 1997. One Paramount spokesman, in charge of the elaborate Star Trek: First Contact site, 
predicted a future when a movie would "serve as a trailer for an extensive entertainment ser-
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vice offered on the Web."18 The Web tail would begin to wag the movie dog. Of course, a vari-
ety of fan-produced sites that weren't affiliated with studios sprang up as well, not all of them 
with material that the studios condoned. The Internet became particularly important to 
smaller production companies and the often unknown independent producers and directors 
they represented, as a permanent site where film clips, promotional materials, and back-
ground information could be accessed and the films marketed. Perhaps as a result, in the late 
nineties independent film experienced a new boom. After a string of surprise indie hits— 
from Kevin Smith's Clerks to Edward Burns' The Brothers McMullen to Daniel Myrick and 
Eduardo Sanchez's The Blair Witch Project—suddenly the Sundance Film Festival and other 
independent fests became part of established studios' acquisition plans. Women filmmakers, 
formerly marginalized by the industry by the phalanx of guys in suits that each film had to pass 
through, emerged in numbers at the 2000 Sundance Festival as pundits proclaimed it -The 
Year of the Sundance Women." 19 

Changing technology and industry consolidation also marked the more traditional 
aspects of the film industry. On the technology front, the new digital versatile disc (DVD) 
recording format provoked controversy. These discs, the size of a music CD and capable of 
holding an entire movie plus additional material, required a new piece of hardware (they 
couldn't be played on a CD player or a VCR) but threatened to provide an opportunity for 
illegal pirating of movies even greater than tapes because of their ability to make high quality 
copies. Movie studios resisted the introdu u un of DVD f 'eral years until a cop - ec-
tio stan d. players nt on the consumer mar in 1997 but 
only u egan to achieve significant adoption in 1999 as prices dropped to under $300. 

Meanwhile, Hollywood began to see the DVD as an opportunity to convert audiences 
from video rental to purchasing recorded films outright. As the conversion to digital TV pro-
gressed, they reasoned, satellite television and pay-per-view would increase and video rental 
drop off, indeed, this had already begun to happen. By 1998 studios were making almost as 
much from direct sale of videotapes to viewers as they were from sales to rental dealers; the 
DVD offered new opportunities for sale in a low-priced format. Studios planned to begin 
releasing DVD versions of films for sale to consumers at the same time as the rental versions 
came out in videotape, for about $25 apiece. By packaging the films with additional footage 
that hadn't made the final cut, including interviews with directors and actors, and providing 
other ancillary materials, studios predicted that DVD would become the next big thing. They 
filed a series of lawsuits against protection code crackers in 2000, hoping to consolidate their 
hard-line position on unauthorized digital reproduction. 

The traditional theater business had begun to change as well. Many studios had gotten 
back into theater ownership during the deregulatory eighties, and other companies had 
expanded theater chain empires across the country, building ever-larger megaplexes with new 
features like stadium seating, a variety of different-size theaters for different types of films, 
Dolby surround-sound, and multiple continuous showings of the biggest releases. Some of 
the largest chains—like the merged United Artists/Act III/Regal group, with over 5,300 
screens nationwide, or the Cineplex Odeon company—began to put pressure on studios for a 
bigger cut of the box office dollar. 

By 1998, the top 3 percent of theater companies controlled 61 percent of the nation's 
theaters. The theatrical exhibition arm of the theater business, as it struggled to compete with 
expanding home venues from cable, satellites, DVDs, and videotapes, followed the lead of the 
fifties theater industry with big screen and big sound spectacle (and popcorn), combined with 
an emphasis on seeing new releases right way. More and more of a film's theater profits began 
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to result from the first two weeks at the box office, with a quick fade to video and pay-per-
view. And popcorn prices continued to rise. By mid-2000, however, a wave of theater expan-
sion had produced so many screens competing in a year of lackluster film releases that several 
chains began to post serious losses. 

Music 

Though this history has only dealt with the music business tangentially, the industrial and 
technological convergence of the late nineties swept music up in its hybridizing embrace, 
ushering in a new era marked, once again, by a great degree of consolidation at the top and an 
enormous explosion of diversity at the bottom. As record labels increasingly came under the 
aegis of one or another of the big five music giants—Time Warner, Sony, Universal, EMI, and 
BMG—the Internet began to provide a venue for decentralized, small-scale, on-demand dis-
tribution of types and genres of music that had long remained below the radar of most estab-
lished labels. The software that made this possible, known as MP3, began to circulate on the 
Web as a free program in the late nineties. Anyone could use it to download music files onto 
their own hard drive and play it back on their computer. Additional technology allowed trans-
fer of the music from computer files to compact disc. Now anyone could be his or her own 
music publisher, picking up on the music that quickly began to emanate from hundreds of 
sites. On-demand Web sites sprang up; Internet radio stations began to stream continuous 
music to discrete taste groups (discussed in Chapter 14). College campuses, with their dorm 
rooms hardwired for high speed, quickly became a hotbed of MP3 use. Stereos gathered dust 
as students increasingly turned to their computers for music both old and new. 

Record companies, and their powerful parents, were not pleased. In 1998, Congress 
passed the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, under heavy lobbying from such groups as the 
Recording Industry Association of America. The act forbade copying of digital material with-
out the payment of a copyright fee to the companies that owned it. In early 2000, the Record-
ing Industry Association of American (RIAA) filed suit against MP3.corn, an Internet site that 
served as a major distribution point for online music. Several other sites found themselves 
under similar judicial attack, including, in fall 2000, Napster. Many questioned the strictness 
of the new rules, which seemed too narrowly designed to protect the interests of large indus-
try groups against the free marketplace of consumer demand. And some recording artists 
encouraged MP3 distribution, especially for songs that did not appear on CDs. Some sites 
paid artists greater royalties than traditional distribution did. The threat to corporate control 
was noted by MP3.com's director: "The coolest thing about MP3 is that it empowers the artist 
and the consumer. It returns the power of song ownership back to the artist and allows the 
consumer to make his own choice."2° Here was a battlefront for the new cultural wars. 

CONVERGENCE CULTURE 

As established media forms began to use the Web as an ancillary to their older businesses, by 
the late nineties the Web had emerged as a viable media form on its own. Drawing, as radio 
had, on the various industries and cultural forms that surrounded and populated it, the Web 
presented opportunities for combinations and ways of addressing the audience that both 
enhanced older media and added unique, adapted offerings. In turn, older media responded 
by creating hybrids and adapting old formats to new demands. This often resulted in a blur-
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ring of the lines that had shaped older forms: between content and advertising, between news 
and entertainment, print and video, cable and broadcast, public and private, commercial and 
nonprofit, U.S. media and global media, audience segmentation and conglomeration. 

As ownership and its putative editorial control passed into fewer and larger hands, the 
address of media products and the scope of their content seemed to fan out ever more inclu-
sively and extensively. If yesterday's media had addressed themselves to a wide, general pub-
lic that nonetheless primarily emphasized only the Cri .iolLpowerful and pLiy_ilje:ed cream of ) 
that group (educated White men) • its t cul le e utho forms, 
e ne i edia rea out to 

demogra political and economic 
group with fo at centralized their perspe r interests first, and privileged 
their points of view. Concentration on one level, paradoxically, produced fragmentation on 
another; competition for the dollar destabilized other forms of social power so that, at least in 
a limited and partial way, less powerful groups could exercise a new form of marketplace 
clout. The results could be seen across a host of media. 

TV: Blurring Boundaries 

As usual, the biggest and most visible results of cultural convergence showed up on the home 
screen. Even though computer screens remained the site where most people's Web browsing 
took place, the computer began to move closer to the TV screen—often, literally, out of the 
office and into the living room—as ESPN viewers sought out additional sports information 
while watching the game, or Drew Carey fans viewed the TV show and the Webcast simulta-
neously. High-speed cable access began to link TV and computers physically, and technolo-
gies like WebTV turned the television screen into a computer for limited applications. The 
flow of information and entertainment began to swirl around both venues, drawing them 
tightly together in seamless exchange of advertising, promotion, information, linkages, and 
interaction. 

As boundaries among media venues and technologies blurred, so did television genres  
and program conventions.,The nineties continued the trend toward the feminimi-iou.ef-the.. 
prime-time schedule. As WB and UPN differentiated themselves by seeking out youth and 
creating specifically Blaek-oriented shows, the major networks concentrated on their long-
time core audience of women 18 to 49, with men 18 to 49 close behind. 

An influx of crime dramas featuring what historian Christopher Anderson has called the 
"we in etective" flourished on major network prime time, combining fast-paced action 
an *fe story nes with frequent forays into the emotional lives of even the toughest cops 
and detectives. On NYPD Blue, viewers suffered through the death of Andy Sipowicz's older 
son, the birth of his younger son, the death of his wife, and the long, drawn out death of his 
partner Bobby Simone. NBC's Homicide centered around the interrelationships and personal 
odysseys of its diverse and highly individualized cast. Even Law & Order, that impassive 
holdover from an earlier style of crime draina, spun off Lau, & Order: Special Victims Unit in 
1999 in a lke jp_yei.n, 

And not only detectives wept. Doctors' personal lives took center screen in ER, Chicago 
Hope, Third Watch, Providence, and City of Angels; lawyers and judges revealed emotional 
complexities so convoluted that it was a wonder they got any work done at all on Judging 
Amy, The Practice, and Ally McBeaL Others focused unabashedly on intertwining personal 
relationships, formerly the realm of the daytime soap, on popular dramas like Party of Five, 
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Once and Again, Tizne and Again, 7th Heaven, Touched by an Angel, Freaks and Geeks. High-
profile shows like 1999's The West Wing tried to combine the seriousness of politics with the 
interpersonal shenanigans among the president's staff in the White House, but viewers 
weren't fooled: Melodrama by another name still makes us weep. 

A sudden resurgence of the prime-time quiz show closed out the millennium that had 
heaped disgrace on its head in the late 1950s. The astounding success of ABC's Who Wants to 
Be a Millionaire? in summer 1999 stunned TV executives; by fall the race was on, with the 
debut of Twenty-One (NBC), Greed (Fox), and Winning Lines (NBC). The quiz show combi-
nation of live action, low production costs, au 'en a • • • ced by corresponding 
Web sites, and large sums of actual cash being rown around worked the same magic that it 
had back in the Eisenhower administration. Millionaire catchphrases like "Is that your final 
answer?" and "I need a lifeline" (a call to a friend) circulated around the country. In a sea of 
programming that seemed very much the same, the quiz show was different, at least tem-
porarily. And the separation of sponsor and program content that had created the quiz show 
scandal was a thing of the past, anyway, in every medium, not just television. The blurring 
lines between advertising and program, interactive Web technology and traditional TV, seri-
ous information and trivial knowledge, and the fierce competition among channels put the 
revitali7Pd quiz show right in the middle of the new mediated culture of convergence. 

This convergence might have remained low profile had not the eruption of the Clin-
ton/Lewinsky scandal in spring 1998 suddenly thrust the new media environment with its 
boundary-blurring capacities into the forefront of American public life. Suddenly, it was 
impossible to ignore the convergence of media competition, new information sources, the 
confusion of gossip and high-level politics, the breakdown of journalism hierarchies, and the 
intrusion of the private life of the president into the public discourse of a nation. The new 
millennium had arrived, a little early. Real life and mediated life converged in a postmodern 
conflagration that rocked a nation and sent reverberations across the globe. 

Connection The Tabloid Presidency 

The national soap opera began on Monday, January 19, 1998, and it began on the Internet. Maverick 

Web journalist Matt Drudge, operator of a news site known for its gossip-mongering, reported that 

Newsweek magazine had just killed a story about the ongoing Whitewater investigation being run by 

Kenneth Starr in Washington. The story involved a sexual relationship that President Clinton had allegedly 

engaged in with a White House intern named Monica Lewinsky. According to Drudge, Newsweek reporter 

Michael lsikoff, investigating the Paula Jones lawsuit, had received information about the impending 

announcement of scandal from federal prosecutors working for Starr. But lsikoff's editors, following tra-

ditional rules of journalism, hesitated to print the story due to lack of substantiating sources or proof. 

Drudge, not subject to such qualms, reported not the Lewinsky story itself—since he had no actual 

knowledge of the incident either—but simply that Newsweek was sitting on this scandalous story, laying 

out all the details that he had heard about third- or fourth-hand. This kickstarted what became a media 
feeding frenzy, as normally cautious news outlets fell all over themselves to be the first to break one sala-

cious and sexy detail after another. 
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By Tuesday night, January 20, the Washington Post had picked up on the story from the online 

Drudge Report and, unwilling to be scooped, headlined it in their edition to appear Wednesday morning. 

So did the Los Angeles Times. ABC news broadcast the story on radio shortly after midnight that same 

mornihg, beating the Post and Times lo the punch for listeners up that late. Newsweek didn't have 

another issue coming out for a week, so they quickly posted it to their AOL news site. 

Attribution for all these early stories merely cited "sources close to the investigation"; no names, no 

acknowledgment that (as was later proved) this information leaked directly by investigator Starr's office 

was highly partisan and, by traditional journalistic rules, should include an attempt at confirmation or 

rebuttal. Internet magazine Salon pulled out the stops, running a lengthy story from Web sources that 

was out Dy noon on Wednesday. By the end of the day the Webzine included the first detailed report on 

the content of the Linda Tripp tapes from an interview with Lucianne Goldberg, a history of President 

Clinton's sexually suspect past by Alexander Cockburn, a sexually frank analysis of the affair by grand-

standing academic Camille Paglia, and reactions from an assortment of commentators, while dozens of 

heated discussions raged on Salon's electronic "Table Talk" forum. 

By the time the White House held a press briefing on Wednesday afternoon to present the presi-

dent's rebuttals, all the major television news sources had run wit the story: ABC, NBC, CNN, Fox, 

MSNBC, and CBS. Ted Koppel featurea the scandal that night on Nightline. Syndicated political/enter-

tainment radio shows were screaming over the airwaves across the country. The New York Times alone 

waited until the next day, when it coud report both Starr's accusations and the White House denial. 

Times subscribers could read their restrained account of the story tnat Thursday morning while watch-

ing Matt Drudge appear on NBC's Today show and Sam Donaldson hold forth on Good Morning America. 

But by then the news had spread like wildfire. By Friday, ABC TV was reporting not only that Clinton had 

engaged in sex with the intern but that she had preserved some evidence in the form of a stained blue 

dress. Phrases like " oral sex" and "semen stains," formerly considered tasteless and off-limits, began to 

circulate in the mainstream media. This wasn't Jerry Springer, this was real news! In this context of innu-

endo and invisible sources, what did real mean? Well, it was about the president! What could be more 

real than that? Never mind if it was actually true—who, at this point, could say? 

Quickly other media stirred the pot Bon the New York Post and the Daily News ar. 6-inch headlines 

shouting " CAUGHT IN THE ACT!" On Sunday, the weekly barking heads panel programs jumped in with 

both `ee:. ABC's This Week rapidly leapt over displed facts to proclaim sensational conclusions, as Sam 

Donaldson proclaimed " If [Cleo* not telling the truth, I think his presidency is numbered in days." 

Specious, partisan—but sexy!—"fact" had now become the basis for weighty public pronouncements, 

with global consequences. Now the U.S. nedia found itself in a quagmire of blurring boundaries and 

mixed signals, with highly private actions discussed in the most public places, and those places included 

not only an increasingly voracious news machine but Congress, the courts, and the White House itself. 

The personal had become political, indeed, with a vengeance. When the Starr Report came out on Sep-

tember 11, Americans were treated to a barrage of explicit sexual language and detailed descriptions 

that broke all previous standards for the mainstream media. Columnist Russell Baker described it as 

"sober commentators ... writing like pornographers." 21 The Los Angeles Times sad more than 60,000 

addit'onal papers that day; the Chicago Tribune sold 80,000 more than usual. And most papers rushed 

to press as soon as the full text of the report came out. By the time the White House released its 

response document the next day, the special segments had already been printed. Most papers merely 
summarized it. 

The story raged on in a blaze of vicious partisanship. The release on September 21 of the videotapes 

of President Clinton's testimony before Starr's grand jury provoked a renewed outburst. Republicans 

carefully timed its release to coincide with the exact hour-9 AM-of the presidents address to the 
United Nations General Assembly on the subject of global terrorism. They clearly hoped that the whole 
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A reporter watches coverage of the Clinton impeachment hearings while online. The proliferation of 
media in the nireties helped to fan the flames of a new kind of political journalism. 

world would see that here was a man unfit to lead a great nation; instead, many felt that the Republicans 

had deliberately embarrassed the United States before the world. At least Clinton had tried to keep his 

sex life private; partisan politicians, combined with a rabid press, seemed determined to rub it in every-

one's faces. That evening, viewers were treated to the bizarre spectacle on the major news networks of 

a split screen showing Clinton's address to the UN in one box and the videotaped testimony in the other. 
As his lips moved in the UN address, the soundtrack proclaimed such things as " it depends on what you 

mean by sexual relations." (Perhaps it wasn't so unusual; the year before, during the President's State of 

the Union address, networks had split the screen between his speech and the O.J. Simpson verdict being 

handed down in a California courtroom.) 
However, once public/private boundaries had been so enthusiastically breached, the forces of the 

press could not be contained. Republican foes of Clinton who had eagerly fed the flames of scandal soon 

found the 'ire licking at their own behinds, as House Speaker Newt Gingrich, Chairman of the House 

Judiciary Committee Henry Hyde, hyperconservative gadfly Representative Dan Burton, Senator Bob Liv-

ingston, and family values icon Representative Helen Chenoweth were all revealed to have sexual skele-

tons in their own closets. Anti- Clinton forces tried to blame the White House for a sexual witch-hunt, but 

it seems fairly clear that the magazines and newspapers that broke these stories acted on their own ini-

tiative. As one spokesperson said, "You didn't neec the White House to make these things come out. 

Once we started down the slippery slope of looking at sexual behavior this was bound to happen." 22 

As the melodrama dragged on through hearings and impeachment, ratings that had spiked during 

breaking events returned to normal, and polls began to show that the public had tired of the steady diet 

of scandal and smutty talk. In the end, despite dogged Republican prosecution of the issue, the steady 

support of the majority of Americans for this president prevailed, along with their general sense that this 
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erupton of lie private into the public sphere had gone too far and meant too little. Clinton ended his 

presidency, though formally reprimanded, on a wave of support that even managed io buoy the cam-

paigns of his vice-president, Al Gore, and first lady, Hillary Clinton, for public office, though it proved to be 

a mixed blessing. What can we make of this huge national tempest that seemed, after all, to have been 

hatched in a teapot? After all the recriminations of poor journalistic behavior are said and done, why this 
scandal now? 

Presidents have had affairs before; they've had them in the White House. Bill Clinton's behavior, 

though reprehensible, was quite traditional, well within the privileges usually awarded to powerful men 

and kept from public scrutiny. What was new was the way it was displayed for a nation to see. Several 

factors in the newly converging media universe contributed to its unexpected and unprecedented impact. 
lets ere c peting for br akin sto ies. In the past, for instance when President 

Kennedy dallied in the White House, ree television networks and a handful of national papers and mag-

azines lldga qentjirien's reel I4ol<ee the matter • t. Now the advent of fiercely competitive 

cable channels, radio news networks, radio talk shows (of a highly politicized variety), and especially the 

free-wheeling Internet prevented such top-down control from squashing news that journalists well knew 

the public would eat up. Before the paternalistic guardians of the former era could suppress it, the news 

was out and running. At that point increased competitiveness took over, and news outlets desperately 

vied for that ratings edge. Since facts were slim, speculation took over, and the person who could make 

the most dramatic pronouncement, or provide the most salacious details (like the Lewinsky's former 

neighbor, or Linda Tripp's hair stylist) received the kind of media treatment formerly reserved for experts 

and insiders. 

Second, dia esentatives ri htl 'n Afl1fif ca had chan( ed. The politics of 

culture had overwhelmed the traditional definition of politics as high matters of state tc be handled, with-

out too much backtalk, by elite groups of powerful men. Politics had spread downward and outward, to 

the level of :he masses, as they used to be callec. roups fornl to th arOns ateics— 

wome peo r, the classes ays and I bians—w speaki t for their righ to 

have their were was a. the kind of participato ur founding fathers might have had in mind, 

but there it was anyway. When gay men and women—groups whose sexual lives are matters of public 

legislatim—were able to speak openly of this fact on daytime talk shows and in national Webzines, it 

was a short step to turning the same kind of attention to the sexual lives of heterosexual White men in 
power. The game of privilege and silence was up. Long protected by a public/private distinction that had 

beer crafted in their favor, powerful politicians tried to confine the new scrutiny of politics' private parts 

to the president and his misdeeds but found that they couldn't. Bill Clinton had only done what many oth-

ers had. The real story turned out to be not the president's unsavory but fairly typical misdeeds, but the 

hypocritical and self-serving mess that our nation's leaders and pundits had made of the situation. 

In the end, the public that had eagerly lapped up sensational details and glued themselves to the 

shocking videotapes proved more level-headed tnan the Washington insiders playing politics as a partic-

ularly vicious team sport. Throughout the scandal-ridden year, polls reported that most Americans found 

the whole spectacle interesting but really didn't tnink it was worth all the political posturing and waste of 

time spent in impeachment proceedings. Clinton had had an illicit sexual relationship, as had many 

before aim. He had arguably lied about it before a grand jury, but most felt that a grand jury shouldn't 

have been asking those questions in the first place. The partisan-backed civil lawsuit against the presi-

dent that had provided justification for the investigation—the Paula Jones matter—was dismissed by a 

judge in 1999 as lacking merit. Kenneth Starr kept on digging into Whitewater, but there seemed to be 
little there. The nation had faced the first major test of the new mediated politics of convergence, and it 

seemed clear that the masses had handled new-style participatory democracy better than either the 

teN4. 
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political or the media elite. Perhaps the mass communication fears of a brutal century could finally be 

laid to rest. 
As political commentator Garry Wills suggested, in a prescient January 1998 article, we might 

understand the establishment (his word for traditional top-down politics and media) as 

a deviation, one caused by the need to respond to a long-continuing crisis (Depression, World War, 

cold war), in which elites were given emergency powers. The longer-run progress of the nation was 

interrupted by this arrangement, delaying certain developments that rushed onto the scene when 

that interruption ended—long-delayed business dealing with women's rights, with race relations, 

with child-rearing ideals.23 

Wills concludes with the observation that "The brightest side of American history has been the slow 

but persistent spread of egalitarianism" and links this to advances in communication technology that 

"encourage each person to have an equal say in things, to be his or her own expert."24 This media egal-

itarianism still had to work within highly hierarchized frameworks: Some experts were more equal than 
others. Yet clearly barriers had broken down both in U.S. media and in U.S. public life. Whatever the 

lessons of Monicagate, the industry hardly paused to learn them. The rush toward convergence culture 

was on. 

Cute Young White People, Sittin' Around Talkin' 
As the Clinton scandal produced a competitive rush toward sexy sensationalism, competition 
in the entertainment television field set off a new youth revolution. Beginning with Fox, but 
quickly followed by the WB and UPN, the networks announced to a whole new generation 
that their time had come! Fox had led the revolution in the mid-nineties with such programs 
as Beverly Hills 90210, Married ... with Children, The Simpsons, Melrose Place, and Party of 
Five. Of course, they'd also bombed with other youth-pointed shows like Key West, The 
Heights, The Adventures of Briscoe County Jr., Hardball, Wild Oats, Models, Inc.,. Ned and 
Stacey, and Misery Loves Company. Meanwhile the older networks had jumped onto the 
youth bandwagon, starting out several trends that would dominate prime-time television for 
the rest of the decade. Despite some misfires with shows like 2000 Malibu Road and Fresh-
man Dorm, NBC pulled decisively ahead with the debut of Friends in 1994. The success of 
this half-hour sitcom about a group of twentysomething post-college adults trying to make it 
in New York set off a trend of imitators; the next season's schedule included more than ten 
highly similar formats, including Can't Hurry Love, The Crew, The Drew Carey Show, First 
Time Out, Partners, and The Single Guy. Only a few survived. 

The arrival of the WB and UPN in 1995 produced an even more pronounced youthful 
bias. The WB proved particularly adept at capitalizing on the trend, with programs like Daw-
son's Creek, Felicity, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, 7th Heaven, and Charmed. What seemed to 
distinguish the WB's shows from others was their combination of youthful adventures with 
verbal and narrative sophistication; these ou char ters faced ult- le s with 

'cul n a le, in a way that drew in older viewers w ile s 11 ca turin ounger ones. 
In 98 the WB was the n y n r ow an increas ratings, rising percent 
squarely in its desired under-30 market, even though it had yet to turn an actual profit. Some 
credited the upstart network's success with the fact that Fox had turned away from its original 
youthful, bad boy image to attract the larger 18 to 49 audience; some pointed to the fact that 
most of Fox's original executive staff had transferred wholesale to the WB. What made youth 
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such an attractive market? Analysts claimed that young people are highly impressionable and 
spend a lot of money, forming habits to last a lifetime. But something else marked these youth 
revolution shows on the major networks: the color of youth was White. What had happened to 
the revolution in minority-centered programs? Well, a lot of it had gone to UPN. 

Though UPN had started the new network race in a better position than the WB, both in 
having the Star Trek franchise and a greater number of initial affiliates, it failed to seize on 
that advantage. By the 1996 to 1997 season the network needed to build audiences; as one 
industry observer put it, "UPN needed to do something a little different this year, so they 
went to the Fox model, going young and ethnic when you're starting out. Those are the easi-
est groups to get initially." He added, "But then as you expand to additional nights you have to 
broaden that audience." 25 This is what Fox had done, and from first place among African 
American viewers it had slipped to second—though it still aired the top-three shows among 
African American households: Living Single, New York Undercover, and Martin. UPN moved 
into that gap, with programs like Moesha, Homeboys in Outer Space, In the House, Malcolm 
& Eddie, Good News, and Sparks. In 1997, a season in which NBC lacked any program with 
a minority star and Fox, CBS, and ABC only had seven between them, UPN and the WB fea-
tured ten minority-centered sitcoms. NBC's top-three shows among White audiences, Sein-
felcl, ER, and Suddenly Susan, did not even appear on the top 20 of African American 
household ratings. 

The strategy of ethnic programming worked, and UPN held its own until in the 1997 to 
1998 season it attempted to follow the broadening strategy of the other nets and lost ground 
dramatically. By the end of the year its ratings were down 35 percent, and it determined to go 
back to its niche market of African American viewers. Picking up the sitcom that ranked 
number one in African American homes, Between Brothers with Kadeem Hardison which 
had been canceled by Fox, UPN began to regroup, adding other Black-oriented shows like 
Grown Ups, The Parkers, and Shasta McNasty. (One of its most high-profile new shows of 
the 1998-1999 season, The Secret Diary of Desmond Pfeffer, ended up being canceled be-
fore its debut to charges of racism; it starred Chi McBride as President Lincoln's butler dur-
ing the Civil War.) But only when the netlet also began to court the young male audience 
with a 2-hour block of wrestling—WWF Smackdown! and I Dare You! The Ultimate Chal-
lenge based around the exploits of professional stuntmen—did ratings begin to rise. "If it has 
high testosterone, we'll air it," said UPN president Dean Valentine.26 By spring 1999 UPN 
had improved its ratings by 35 percent and was the number-one network among African 
American households. 

Of course, the place where Black stars buoyed ratings for the older networks was in the 
area of sports. These are the years during which the Chicago Bulls rose to super stardom due 
to their larger-than-life leader Michael Jordan, supported by Scottie Pippin and the colorful 
Dennis Rodman, and with them NBA ratings. Tiger Woods became the first Black golfer to 
capture that formerly sedate sport's top prizes, and the Williams sisters, Venus and Serena, 
penetrated the highest ranks of tennis champions. The Super Bowl continued in its role as the 
last predictable means of attracting a mass audience of all races and genders to the network 
TV screen. 

But another minority began to have an effect on network ratings as well. In spring 1999, 
Neilsen figures showed a sharp drop in the desirable 18 to 34 audience. Simultaneously, 
the Spanish-language network Univision displayed a sharp upsurge-241 percent!—among 
precisely that group. Surveys showed that Univision had begun to attract 92 percent of 
prime-time viewers in Latino/a households with its fare of telenovelas and talk shows. By fall 
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1999, New York's Univision station WXTV had begun to outrate UPN, both day and night: 
Montel Williams on UPN lost out to Despierta America, Maite won over Jenny Jones, and 
the telenovela Tres Mujeres even trumped Star Trek: Voyager Advertisers began paying at-
tention, targeting the young-skewing Latino/a population in both mainstream and niche ads. 
Mainstream, English-language television continued to slight Latino/as, spurring groups like 
the Hispanic Media Coalition to propose a viewing boycott in 1999 against the big four net-
works for their lack of Hispanic representations in that fall's lineup. 

But by then a larger controversy was brewing. That summer, when the networks an-
nounced their schedules for the new season, it became obvious that not one new program 
would f ture ' ri in an ' • an . Meanwhile, the disparity in viewing pat-
terns for Whites and minorities ad diverged ever more widely. The only two network pro-
grams to liabl t 1 die ces were 60 Minutes and NFL 
football, with R in a distant third place. The top-rated show among Black viewers, The Steve 
Harvey Show on the WB, ranked just 127th among Whites. NBC's Homicide, a show with a 
significant number of minority characters, had been canceled despite respectable ratings. 
Other programs that featured a few Black, Latino, or Asian actors like NYPD Blue, Law & 
Order, Ally McBeal, Felicity, Spin City, and The Practice displayed a disturbing tendency to 
relegate those characters to the b,r?..fs„st-of...îuppetittg-males-and rarely gav z_tlr_w_a&l_evieszd 
sto • e. 

Un er the leadership of Kweisi Mfume, the NAACP and a coalition of national minority 
activists decided to take action, accusing the networks of perpetrating a virtual Whitewash in 
programming and threatening a boycott during the important upfront advertising sales 
period. After a period of negotiation, the networks announced a significant initiative to 
improve not only African American representation on the screen but also behind it. The net-
works, led by NBC but with the others soon joining in, promised to embark on a program that 
would provide internships to minority students in the network and production industry, fund 
minority scholarships for the study of communications at the college level, and increase the 
networks' program purchases from minority producers. Additionally, NBC agreed to fund the 
addition of a minority writer to the staff of every new network show that made it to its second 
year, including those produced by outside firms. It was hoped that such a step would help to 
groom a field of minority candidates for future network and production management posi-
tions. Other networks focused on mentoring minority employees and setting up diversity 
training programs—something they lagged far behind other industries in doing. Fox and CBS 
committed to hiring vice-presidents for diversity. And to much fanfare, in January 2000 CBS 
broadcast the first episode of Steven Bochco's latest production, City of Angels, featuring a 
virtually all-minority cast in a hospital drama set in Los Angeles. Minority supporting actors, 
meanwhile, had been hastily written into a number of existing shows. 

Yet many placed more blame on the prejudices of advertisers, who selected network tele-
vision precisely for its audience of affluent young White viewers and neglected other groups. 
BET and other minority channels had long protested that they received disproportionately 
small amounts of the advertising dollar even when their audiences resembled White audi-
ences in size and demographics. A study on radio advertising commissioned by Congress 
in 1998 had revealed advertiser avoidance of minority outlets, quoting a memo from a time-
buying firm that stated, "the non-ethnic customer is more attractive" and advising the avoid-
ance of minority stations because advertisers wanted "prospects not suspects."27 Advertisers 
felt comfortable using Black and Latino/a culture in their advertising to attract White audi-
ences, but when it came to recognizing minority purchasing power in minority-targeted 
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outlets, advertisers drew back. Clearly the networks hoped for large audiences of all races for 
programs that would combine minority and nonminority representations. The fact that it took 
an organized national effort to win concessions that many other businesses had applied years 
before pointed to entrenched resistance. However, though some commentators harked back 
to the "good old days" when highly rated shows like Cosby, Benson, and Derent Strokes 
appealed to large Black and White audiences, the fact remained that minority viewers had far 
more choices and outlets now than they had under the "enforced unanimity" of past network 
television.28 

Cable and Other Originals 

One choice that African American audiences frequently made was to subscribe to pay cable. 
Surveys showed that the subscription rate for premium cable packages was 83 percent in 
African American cable households compared to 45 percent for Whites, despite income dis-
parities between the two groups. Could it be because the economics of cable made innovation 
and diversity easier and more likely? In the late nineties cable finally reached maturity as a 
medium, with over 75 percent of all households wired and a variety of original and creative 
programming produced specifically for its premiere channels. No longer simply a recycler of 
broadcast programming, cable television had already added indispensable sources of enter-
tainment and information to U.S. culture, from CNN to ESPN to Nickelodeon to MTV. How 
had we gotten along without the Weather Channel, CNN Headline News, C-SPAN? In 1999, 
television's Emmy awards recognized an unprecedented number of cable's most significant 
achievements, even as promising new offerings came on board. 

Not all innovation took place on cable; the networks, despite their rush to serve primar-
ily young affluent White viewers, still managed some unique shows that allowed creative pro-
ducers far more flexibility than in previous years. In this exploding media universe, it would 
be impossible to trace every significant program or channel and to give them their due. 
Instead, this Connection will focus on three creatively significant programming phenomena 
of the late nineties, as representative of the larger universe of innovation. The reader can add 
his or her own and stack them up against the shows described here. 

Connection Homicide, The Sopranos, Oxygen 

One of the most distinctive and complex crime dramas ever aired on network television, Homicide: Life 

on the Street got off to a shaky start in 1993 with just a few episodes on NBC. Nearly canceled at the 

time, it returned in January 1994 briefly, then finally achieved series status in the fall of that year. Based 
on a book by Baltimore crime reporter David Simon, it marked the television debut of film director Barry 

Levinson, a Baltimore native who had set several of his films in that city (Diner, Tin Men). Paul Attanasio, 

award-winning writer ol the movie Quiz Show, adapted the book for the pilot script. Tom Fontana, a writer 
for St. Elsewhere who has since gone on to produce the acclaimed HBO series Oz, was hired as show-

runner (executive producer in charge of day-to-day production) and as head writer. Stuck with the unfa-
vorable timeslot of Friday nights at 10 EST, the program's ratings reached a respectable middle of the 
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road, averaging a 10, yet never built any higher. Lacking the sex appeal and violence of NYPD Blue (and 

also the Steven Bochco imprint), with a multiracial cast of characters that included women in atypical 

roles for a cop show, Homicide was shot like a film on the streets of Baltimore, with heavy use of hand-

held camera, natural lighting, and innovative experiments with editing, music, and narrative. Its fast-

paced and complex storylines dealt with serious social and personal issues in intricate, meandering 

plots, allowing actors to develop characters more deeply and subtly than the average cop drama, some-

times in strange directions. 
Homicide saw Detective Frank Pembleton, played by Andre Braugher, suffer from a debilitating 

stroke that left his speech slurred and his confidence shaken; viewers watched a character's personal-

ity change completely, then struggle back again. Detective Tim Bayliss, played by Kyle Secor, discovered 

his bisexuality in one of the more cerebral treatments the topic has ever received on TV. A series of 

strong female characters—Melissa Leo as Sergeant Kay Howard, Isabella Hoffman as Lieutenant Megan 

Russert, Callie Thorne as Detective Laura Ballard, Toni Lewis as Detective Terri Stivers, and Michael 

Michele as Detective Rene Sheppard—interacted casually and authoritatively with the rest of the squad 

but occasionally dealt with the prejudice (and resentful affirmative action) they encountered as women 

in a masculine profession. This bit of social realism was probably helped by the fact that, unusual for 
cop shows, Homicide actually had three women on the writing staff. Yaphet Kotto played Lieutenant Al 

Giardello with a combination of humor and gravitas. Ned Beatty anchored the program's first few years 

as Detective Ned Bolander; the episode dealing with his death in the fourth season was one of the 

series' most memorable. Wisecracking and tough detectives Meldrick Lewis (Clark Johnson) and John 

Munch (Richard Belzer) tied the cast together. Other key cast members included Jon Seda as Detective 

Paul Falsone and Giancarlo Esposita as Mike Giardello, the lieutenant's estranged son. With one of the 

most racially and ethnically mixed casts on television, Homicide avoided the stock handling of racial 

issues for a far more nuanced and complex vision. When in one episode animosity flared up between the 

police and an inner-city Black Muslim security force, detectives debated why it was that the Muslims 

should be seen as a threat when wealthy neighborhoods routinely hired private security forces and pro-

voked no controversy. Producer Fontana said, "when we tried to deal with racism it was on its most sub-

tle levels—not a cross burning in the front yard but a misspoken word, a thoughtless gesture."29 

While NBC never seemed to know quite what to do with the show, it won a series of awards and 

honors, including three Peabody Awards, something only one other series had accomplished in the his-

tory of television. The Television Critics Association named it both program of the year and drama of the 

year in 1994. It received two Emmys and two Writers Guild of America Awards. A hugely loyal audience, 

though small by network standards, supported the program, and an active discussion community sprang 

up around it. Yet in August 1999 NBC canceled the series, reviving it briefly in spring 2000 for a made-

for-TV movie that brought back much of the cast and tied up the narrative. Cast members moved on to 
other projects. Tom Fontana had in 1997 created the HBO series Oz, a similarly dark crime drama but 

this time set inside the world of the perpetrators, not the cops: a maximum security prison. The freer 

standards of pay cable allowed Oz to go far beyond where Homicide could range, employing a similarly 

multicultural cast and the same gritty realism, this time in a more violent and explosive environment. One 

critic called it " a petri dish infested with rapists, murderers and child molesters and pocked by such evils 

as gang rape, cannibalism, torture and murder." 39 But Oz won a large and loyal audience, becoming the 

number-one rated program on HBO's Showcase series. Fontana summed up his predilection for such 

dark dramas in a way that separated his style from that of network television: " If you don't want to watch 

my shows, that's great, watch Touched by an Angel. I don't have the answer. My hope is to raise ques-

tions. I give my audience credit. They don't want the lie." 31 

Broadcast networks rejected another major critical hit of the late nineties. When David Chase came 

up with the idea in 1995 for a series about a troubled suburban mobster trying to hold together two fam-
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James Gandolfini as Tony 
Soprano in HBO's original 
hit series The Sopranos. 
A new era in sophisticated. 
R-rated entertainment pre-
miered on cable channels 
in the late 1990s. 

ilies—his own and the mob—and shopped it around to network TV, all four major nets turned him down. 

Fox came close to making a deal, but cal,ed it off when they react the pilot script. Language was one 

problem; mafiosi don't talk like schoolteachers. The fac: that it featured a mob boss who could kill some-

one in the afternoon then core home for a family dinner also troubled the networks. And how could 

mainstream TV accommodate tne mob's favorite meeting place, a topless bar called the Bada Bing? HBO 

had no siei qualm, and introduced the show to high critical acclaim in the spring of 1999. By March, 

industry insiders were calling The Sopranos "a groundbreaker, a show whose influence is likely to be felt 

tnroughout the industry in the coming years."32 Produced by Brillstein-Grey Entertainment, the series 
was shot in New Jersey to give it an authentic look and feel, which partially accounted for its budget of 

$2 million per episode—about half a million more than most TV dramas. The series costs HBO $40 mil-

lion a season, but drew "hundreds of thousands"33 of new subscribers to the pay network. James Gan-

dolfiri rocketed from relative obscurity to stardom as Tony Soprano, mob boss and family man, whose 
difficulty in keejing his multiple roles together ir late- nineties subLrbia has driven him to a psychother-

apist. As the show's promotioral tag line read: " If one family doesn't kill him, the other one will." Featur-

ing a roster of well- respected but less known actors, the cast included Edie Falco, Nancy Marchand, 

Lorraine Bracco, Vincente Pastore, Michael Imperioli, and even Bruce Springsteen band member Steve 
Van Zand:. 

Called by critics " everything from the best show of the year to the best of the decade to even the 

best television show ever,"34 The Sopranos rejected both television and film's stereotyped view of mafia 

life by centering on the contradiction between Tony's ancient, ritual- laden violent profession and mod-

em suburban family life in the United States. What do you do when you have tc rub out a rival while 
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escorting your daughter on a college tour in New England? How do you answer her questions about 

what it is you do for a living? In a mob family, attempting to put Mom in a nursing home might result in 

a contract hit on you executed by your own uncle. An old friend might well be wearing an FBI wire, but 

you still have to make jovial conversation with his wife and son in the kitchen. Maintaining a mistress is 

as obligatory, and as difficult, as keeping a wife. Your son finds his uncle's picture on an FBI Web site as 

a known organized crime figure, and now your countercultural sister has returned from her Oregon 

commune to talk some feminism into your wife and daughter. These situations leave Tony struggling 

with depression, not an acceptable affliction for a mafia capo. 
Many critics pointed out that it wasn't just the language that couldn't be accommodated on network 

television. As one wrote, " On network television his character would surely be sanitized, the violence 

toned down, the ambiguity cleared up and the entire series diminished."35 t would also have to be made 
more cheaply, and being shot on a set there would be a tendency for realism to evaporate and cliches to 

creep in. The show did attract some criticism from the National Italian American Foundation, for recycling 

the same old Italian images and connections to organized crime. Yet the writers strove to incorporate 

real- life events and drew on "dribs and drabs we know from people who have been connected."36 Its 

second season debuted in January 2000 to equal critical acclaim, topping off what was becoming a tide 

of interest and accolades for pay cable more generally. With high quality drama too unusual or daring for 

traditional TV networks, HBO's promotional line seemed to sum it up: " It's not IV, it's HBO." 

Other cable channels experimented with innovative programming as well. On Lifetime, several orig-

inal series debuted in 1998 and 1999, including Any Day Now, a drama about two friends reaching 

across the racial divide in Birmingham, Alabama, in both the past and the present; Oh Baby, about a sin-

gle mother's adventure into pregnancy and child rearing; and Maggie, a comedy about a 40-year-old 

woman going through a midlife crisis. Showtime debuted Linc's, a comedy with an African American cast 

set in a restaurant, and Rude Awakening, an adult comedy about a recovering alcoholic. Besides The 

Sopranos and Oz, HBO also featured Sex and the City, with Sarah Jessica Parker, about the love lives of 

four young New York City women; and Arliss, about a charmingly unscrupulous sports agent. American 

Mie Classics weighed in with WENN, set in a 1940s radio station. 

HBO president Chris Albrecht described the audience that such programs sought out: "The kind 

of people we want to attract are people who don't watch a lot of television. These are usually better-

educated, slightly older men and women age 35 to 55, who can probably more easily afford to keep our 

service."37 Most credit pay cable's lack of conservative advertisers to please as another contributing fac-

tor in their program innovation. Yet Lifetime, one of the few basic cable channels producing original 

shows, depends on advertising and does not have the screening mechanism—nor the direct income— 

of the pay services. Significantly, its intended audience is women: the lucrative 18 to 49 group most 

beloved by advertisers. Lifetime's main innovation was to point out the kinds of programs that broadcast 

networks weren't offering to women, in a television world dominated by male decision makers and need-

ing to keep the male audience in mind. What did women really want that men weren't likely to give them? 

This is the question a third innovative venture asked on the eve of a new millennium. And the answer 

would involve not just the unitary media of an older era but a combination of convergent sites. Oxygen 

was the brainchild of a group of powerful television and media producers, headed by Geraldine Lay-

bourne, the creator and CEO of the Nickelodeon channel and later head of ABC/Disney cable ventures. In 

this capacity she served as chairwoman of the Lifetime network, and became convinced that the suc-

cess of that women-oriented channel could be taken even further by Web/TV convergence. She was 

joined in her new venture by Oprah Winfrey, one of the best-known women in American TV, and the pro-

duction team of Marcy Carsey, Tom Werner, and Caryn Mandabach, of Cosby and Roseanne fame (also 

A Different World, 3rd Rock from the Sun, Cybill, and Grace Under Fire). 
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Backed by America Online and Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen (also the owner of Charter Cable 

companies), the Oxygen Web site went online in fall 1999, and the cable channel debuted February 2, 

2000. Though facing difficulty in getting access to viewers through glutted cable systems—some new 

channels had resorted to paying as much as $14 per viewer per month to the cable operator just to get 

carriage—it was assisted by AOL's merger witn Time Warner with its large cable outfit ATC, and AT&T 

guaranteed the new channel a slot on its ICI systems. Allen's Charter systems also seemed likely to give 
the venture favorable placement. Oxygen entered into key partnerships with online retailing firms The 

Right Start, Inc.. a purveyor of child development products, and LVMH, a leading Europe-based marketer 

of luxury goods such as perfume, jewelry, leather goods, fashions, and fine cognacs and champagnes. 

The companies would advertise on the cable channel and supply ads and links on the Web site. 
The key component of Oxygen's strategy was its vital link to the Web. Oxygen.com offered a mag-

azinelike mix of news, features, entertainment, and information directed at a female audience, but with 

a highly encouraged interactive capacity. SjILLis91.-s could read about politics and enter their own opin-

ions; search health and fitness news; seek online advice; scan film, TV, and book reviews and offer up 

their own critiques; get their horoscope; take quizzes; sign up for one of Oxygen's four newsletters 

(delivered by email); and find out if their local cable company carried the channel. The site even pro-

vided a le:ter that could be sent to the company if it didn't. Most importantly, :t previewed the cable 

channel's offerings, letting users know what was coming up. Some of its initial programs included As 

She Sees It, a documentary series centered on topics of interest to women; Exhale, a talk show with 

Candice Bergen as host; a game show based on the old I've Got a Secret; Oprah Goes Online, which 

featured Oprah Winfrey doing for the Web what she had done for books earlier, while also showing 

viewers how to navigate the Web and find good sites and discussion opportunities; Pajama Party, a late 

night talk show featuring guests and cast in paamas; ka-Ching, about financial matters; and Pure Oxy-

gen, a 2-hour daily talk show about curent events and topics. It also featured special programs and 

sites for teenagers and for mothers. All of tnese were supported by online chat sessions and opportuni-

ties for viewer comments and discussion. as well as links to more information ano also, of course, shop-
ping opportunities. 

Billing itself as "the first online and on- air network for women, by women," Oxygen set out by em-

barking on a promotional, but also functional, cross-country survey tour. Reasoning that women are 

often addressed by media but not so frequently directly consulted about their opinions and needs out-

side of the strictly consumer realm, the Oxygen teams took an airstream trailer called the Oxygen Tank 

to various cities starting in fall 1999 to conduct surveys and focus groups among their core con-

stituency. Part of this activity was supported by the Markle Foundation, a longtime backer of socially 

conscious, democracy-oriented med.a projects (headed by Zoe Baird, Clinton's torpedoed candidate for 

attorney general), which saw the Oxygen effort as an opportunity to create a database of public knowl-
edge about women's opinions, attitudes, needs, and values useful in a variety of venues, including polit-

ical ones. Oxygen's founders and the Markle Foundation perceived this as part of their advocacy and 

outreach mission. "We'd like women to rewrite the world's script to reflect their values and their goals," 

the Web site proclaimed. " Oxygen believes wonen are collectively far more powerful than they realize." 

Besides information and entertainment (and sales), Oxygen seemed to be promising its viewers and 

readers an opportunity to become co-creators and producers of the new venture, not just passive recip-
ients. Whether such a large and multifaceted project could work on all fronts was a big question. But it 

illustrated yet another example of the culture of convergence, drawing together media, culture, politics, 

social research, and profits in a big amb tious bundle, in a nation that had invested a lot over the years 
in keeping them apart. 
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Public Broadcasting 
Another sphere of media at the crossroads of such boundaries was the public broadcasting 
system. Public television and radio had plunged enthusiastically into the promise of digital 
television and the interactive possibilities it presented. Public TV stations, too, would get the 
extra spectrum space handed out by the digital broadcasting act and launched ambitious plans 
to make full use of it. Imagine five or six public broadcasting channels, providing a combina-
tion of general and specialized programming: a public affairs channel, a cultural channel, an 
educational channel, channels for schools and other learning groups. Web connections could 
provide background information, documents, and supporting materials for PBS programs, 
bringing its educational purpose to the forefront in ways never before possible. Of course, this 
would all take money. PBS advocates looked hopefully to such proposals as the tax on digital 
commercial broadcasters as a potential for additional support, but in the meantime had to 
come up with the funds to convert stations to digital equipment and launch additional ser-
vices. In the marketplace atmosphere of the post-Fowler era, partnerships with sponsors and 
other commercial enterprises offered some hope. 

Corporate underwriters began to enjoy a more obvious presence on pubic television, 
though barred from direct input in programming. Longtime series Masterpiece Theatre 
became the Exxon/Mobil Masterpiece Theatre. General Motors sponsored the latest Ken 
Burns documentary on Lewis and Clark. Promotional spots for underwriters began to more 
closely resemble commercials. Projects linked to Microsoft, ABC/Disney, and Turner sprang 
up, and opportunities for marketing products linked to PBS programs like Teletubbies pro-
voked renewed criticism of PBS's traditional definition of its service as noncommercial. While 
producer Ken Burns likened the relationship to an older form of sponsorship—"These are my 
Medicis, these are my patrons"—and pointed out that such arrangements gave him more 
independence since the company did not interfere with content, others debated whether, for 
instance, Teletubbies even deserved to be regarded as an educational program. 38 PBS began 
to promote itself as a brand, with a desirable and committed audience. In 1997, PBS and a 
consortium of public TV stations came together to form the PBS Sponsorship Group "with 
the aim of building a national sales force to boost corporate patronage."39 For those who 
believed in the old equation of public service as inherently opposed to commercialism, these 
convergences boded no good and began to erase the differences between public and for-
profit television. 

SOCIAL DISCOURSE 

Convergence culture faces the twenty-first century with a host of new questions, undermin-
ing some of the basic structures and ways of thinking that guided broadcasting through its first 
80-plus years. As media industries converge at the top and fragment at the bottom, whose 
interests are served? Does concentration represent a narrowing of the possibilities of infor-
mation, debate, and democracy, or have the new targeted media of the marketplace era 
broadened their address and scope to include the formerly disenfranchised in a way that 
enhances democracy? Can a vision of public service broadcasting overcome its former alle-
giance to an elite set of values and audiences that privileged certain groups over others, or will 
the pursuit of profit inevitably taint whatever commercially funded inedia set out to do, no 
matter how highminded? Will the Internet go the way of radio and television, transforming 
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from an open-access sphere of free and independent information to a centrally dominated 
restricted service good only for shopping? Or does the technology contain a built-in decen-
tralizing mechanism, that both governments and corporations enter only by making conces-
sions to free flow of information and individual citizen empowerment? Will such technology 
"naturally" draw all groups into its address without regard for the former barriers of gender, 
race, class, and other social hierarchies? Or will we need to be constantly on our guard against 
discriminatory practices, tendencies, and structures? Finally, can we rely on the marketplace 
dictum that more is more, and that diversity and choice trump every other value in an increas-
ingly egalitarian society? Or does more become less, as fragmentation allows the powerful to 
seize the high ground while most of the rest of us entertain ourselves to death? 

A number of organizations have sprung up with the mission of addressing these ques-
tions. The Electronic Frontier Foundation focuses on the Internet, with a mission of "pro-
tecting rights and promoting freedom in the electronic frontier." It deals with questions of 
privacy and encryption, defends those accused of copyright violations, and seeks to keep the 
Internet from being dominated by restrictive commercial interests. The Center for Democ-
racy and Technology works "to promote democratic values and constitutional liberties in the 
digital age . . . to enhance free expression and privacy in global communications technolo-
gies." The Electronic Privacy Information Center acts as a clearinghouse for information on 
this subject, for U.S. and global citizens. They join with established organizations like the 
American Civil Liberties Union, People for the American Way, and the American Library 
Association to extend public policy concerns to the new Internet arena. 

CONCLUSION 

The example of the late nineties provides support for virtually all of the above scenarios. The 
only definite prediction is that we can no longer rely on our inherited ways of thinking about 
media and society, public life and private issues, technology and progress. Additionally, the 
insular national scope of media has gone the way of the buggy whip as convergence technolo-
gies, legislation, and industries expand globally, inevitably drawing the whole world into the 
same arguments, conflicts, and utopian potentials. Not just internal boundaries but external 
ones too have blurred and broken as media converges. The next chapter will explore, in all too 
brief a venue, the global implications for new media and the hybrid culture they bring. 
Finally, we'll look at some lessons from the past that affect the most recent alternative visions 
of twenty-first century media, in the hopes that this historical journey has brought us to a 
place from which we can continue. 
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CHAPTER 

GOING GLOBAL 

Despite the basic nationalism behind broadcasting's development, U.S. radio and televi-
  sion never existed in isolation from the rest of the world. Though until very recently it 
was rare for Americans to see or hear much of other countries' programming, we will see why 
that wasn't as true for other nations, who got lots of exposure to American output. The recent 
culture of convergence depends on the globalizing tendency of corporations everywhere; do-
mestic companies get bigger and go on the global acquisition attack to ward off takeovers at 
home. Other nations' major media conglomerates expand and merge for the same reasons. 
Meanwhile, technologies like satellites, recorded video and audio, and Internet distributed 
materials are even better at escaping national boundaries than were radio and broadcast 
television. This has produced several seemingly contradictory effects, which we will trace 
through this chapter. 

The first, operating since the very birth of broadcasting in the 1920s, has to do with resis-
tance to the United States' dominant media industry position. From the beginning, as the 
nations of the world constructed their radio broadcasting systems, they did so with one eye 
cast over their shoulder, worried about keeping American influences—notably advertising— 
firmly out of their cultural and economic space. For many national broadcasting systems, the 
public service model responded at least as much to anti-Americanism at elite levels (and all 
that it stood for) as it did to the wishes of the populace. This tension only intensified as televi-
sion and later technologies emerged. 

,J Second, inr der to ward off outside influence (from neighboring countries as well the 
United States the public service broadcasting model—originated in its purest form by the 
BBC and adap d by most other countries in the work—gave nations the opportunity to pro-
duce cultural products that were more distinctively national than any other medium. Broad-
casting proved to be a fertile ground of cultural creation and definition, all aimed at a home 
audience defined as strictly national. A great effort was made to seek out those forms that 
spoke most strongly to national identity and heritage and to showcase them on the airwaves. 
Radio's ability to cross national boundaries would be tightly reined in, though it couldn't be 
completely controlled. Radio was a "home" medium and it was supposed to stay home, unless 
it was explicitly developed for international consumption, as in the BBC World Service. How-
ever, the definition of the "public" operative in the public service model often reflected a 
restricted vision organized for the purpose of maintaining local social hierarchies. This had 
also happened in the United States but in a more contested, fragmented form. The national 
public would be served, but not always in a way that gave all the groups that made up that 
public equal access to and influence on broadcasting's address. Though usually supported 
either by license fees, paid by everyone who owned a radio or television set, or by direct goy-

368 
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ernment subsidy, it didn't necessarily follow that everyone would have the right to see their 
views or perspectives expressed. This usually remained under the control of a cultural or 
political elite; national broadcasting systems reflected the national interest, but primarily that 
of those at the top and what they wished others to have access to. The absence of commer-
cialism on public service systems insulated radio and television from competitive pressures, 
but also resisted the more populist approach predominant in the United States. 

As television was introduced in the 1950s and 1960s, it raised the economic stakes for 
broadcasting. Some form of private ownership and commercial competition entered into 
most national systems. Cable television, satellite distribution, and later the Internet only exac-
erbated this trend. By the nineties, most countries across the globe had gone to some combi-
nation of public service and private systems; a few countries—like Canada, Mexico, and 
Australia—had adopted this solution long before. As the Soviet Union broke up and China 
liberalized, state systems began to allow the entry of commercial enterprises, usually in part-
nership with local companies. In other nations, notably those of Asia, commercial profit-
making operations remained under tight government control and often ownership. The 
strong public service tradition, though perhaps overrestrictive in the years when it was the 
only game in town, now provided in many countries a vital complement to privatized media, 
rethinking its limited definition of the public and appropriate programming. 

As the pressure from the A en ent rtai en los any 
count • espon ada cre forms. Taking what they could use rom U.S. 
me a output and rejecting what ey didn't want, national broadcasting systems diversified 
and localized. Program forms originated in the United States were adapted and reworked to 
suit local cultures and needs. Competitive commercial markets brought an access of populist 
forms that had been frowned upon by elitist public service guardians, such as soap operas, 
melodrama in all its forms, quiz shows, popular music, situation comedies, and talk shows, but 
with a heavy dose of American programming and influence, for reasons that we will discuss. 
Was this(u/tural imperialism-> he takeover of other nations' cultures by the rampaging beast 
of Americanism? Or did it mark the advent of 41tural pcpulisà—the newly gained ability to 
develop a national cultural arena marked by diversity, localism, and empowerment of for-
merly suppressed voices? 

NATIONAL BEGINNINGS 

To understand the current situation, we must go back to the decade of the 1920s, as national 
broadcasting systems emerged. As we discussed in Chapter 1, the United States was virtually 
unique in entrusting its broadcasting system solely to the commercial marketplace. Far more 
typical was the public service broadcasting model, adopted by most of the nations of Europe, 
Africa, and Asia. We'll look first at the origins of that model in Great Britain, with important 
variations in other countries like Germany, France, and the Netherlands. Some nations, 
notably the USSR and China, kept broadcasting under the tight control of the state, with lit-
de of the arm's length independence predominant in the public service model. These state 
broadcasting systems relied on central government ownership and control, though some 
adapted to a method of support based on commercial advertising (all profits went to the 
state), like Taiwan and Korea. Finally, Australia and Canada will be discussed as examples of 
mixed systems, combining a public service system with a commercial alternative. Most Latin 
American countries, including Mexico, also fall into this mixed category. 
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As we noted in Chapter 2, radio broadcasting entered into social practice in a period of 
extremely strong nationalist pressures. Coming immediately after the disruptions of World 
War I and playing an important role in that war, radio represented a potent opportunity for 
the recovering and rebuilding nations of much of the world to establish a national voice and 
draw those important borderlines, both external and internal, that defined "who we are and 
who we are not." Even in the United States, where sentiment against centrali7Pd government 
often ran high, serious thought was given to placing radio under control of the Navy or some 
other government department, though the idea was rejected with the formation of the com-
mercial corporation RCA. In most other nations, where the strong government leadership of 
the war years led to a higher degree of centralization of industry and social services, radio 
went through a period of private ownership but quickly passed into government hands, at 
least in part. In some nations, both private and public stations operated throughout the twen-
ties and thirties—with some support from advertising appearing even on the government-
owned stations—but increasing political pressures during the World War II years brought 
broadcasting back under the aegis of government control. France started out with a combina-
tion of private and public radio stations, but private stations had their licenses revoked in 
1944. In Germany, responsibility for radio broadcasting was assigned to the various German 
states, or Lander, but private companies were allowed to invest in the regional radio services, 
and a certain amount of advertising was allowed. However, in 1932 all private investment was 
ordered withdrawn and radio became a state enterprise. 

The nation that pioneered with a noncommercial, public service system that yet kept 
radio from being directly controlled by the state was Great Britain. As one of the earliest 
countries to establish an organized broadcasting system—partly because it was home to the 
technologically advanced Marconi Company—Great Britain early on adopted a system of 
centralized development, government ownership of stations, and publicly provided program-
ming supported by license fees, with the commercial influence of advertising kept firmly off 
the radio waves. The public service model developed in the early 1920s by the British Broad-
casting Company (BBC) served as an exemplar for the other nations of the world, and many 
countries studied the BBC when setting up their own systems. Though not all of the BBC's 
imitators would preserve the degree of noncommercialism insisted upon in Britain, most 
agreed that the BBC model provided their best defense against the creeping spectér of Amer-
icanization. And no one believed more firmly in taking the high public service road than the 
BBC under the directorship of its long-term head, Sir John (later Lord) Reith. 

Connection The Rise of the BBC 

During the immediate post-war years, radio in Great Britain showed the same animated and somewhat 

haphazard development by amateurs as did radio in the United States. The first experimental stations 

had sprung up even before the war, and the British Post Office (BP0) quickly moved to declare that 

broadcasting fell under its jurisdiction, as did the post, telephone, and telegraph. It held off on granting 

any licenses for regular broadcasting until 1920 but under pressure from British radio amateurs and 
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manufacturing firms, granted the Marconi Company permission to set up a station near Chelmsford. In 

1922 Marconi opened another one in London. Two other companies, Western Electric and Metropolitan 

Vickers, set tip stations ir Birmingham and Manchester that same year. 

By this time British authorities were faced with a decision. Already they had come under consider-

able pressure from two directions. Erst, the powerful Newspaper Proprietors Association strongly 

objected to trie development of radio as a commercial medium that would compete with newspapers for-

advertising dollars, as was clearly happening in the United State. Second, it was recognized that to let 

radio develop privately in Britain would effectively mean the dominarce of the Marconi Company and/or 

American interests. Marconi held key patents for manufacture of radio transmitting and receiving equip-

ment. Both of the other two major companies had significant American investment: Western Electric was 

partially owned by AT&T and Metropolitan Vickers was partially owned by Westinghouse. Three smaller 

all- Br tie companies would be permanent junior partners, forced to pay patent fees to Marconi for use 

of the most effective technology. In early 1922 the Wireless Subcommittee of the Imperial Communica-

tions Committee of the British government moved to place the issue into the hands of the BRU, with the 

mandate of coming up with a solution for radio in Great Britain that would be both  noncommercial  (no 

competitive advertising) and would_avoid_oivina too much power to Marconi. 

Durng the spring and summer 1922, heated negotiations among all these parties took place under 

the directior of the BRU. The BP° felt it vitally necessary that British manufacturers pool their patents 

and work together to stave off American and German competition in the radio technology market. Mar-

coni, with the most to lose, did not favor a system that would force it to share its technology in a com-

petitive commercial market. Its director, Godfrey Isaacs, declared that if Marconi were to give up its 

strong patent rights, it could only be to the British government for a noncommercial service. So a com-

promise was reached: me British Broadcasting Company would be formed as a consortium of both 

s a uf s of 'o te o oolin all co This early 

BBC would be granted sole right to build radio stations and provide programs, on a nonprofit basis, to 

the British public. Seeking to avoid a commercial monopoly, th s u a co erc' stat - 

chjarereDzi_oe_ oly. The BBC would purchase its equipment from the British manufacturers only, who 

would profit through not having to compete with foreign firms. All purchasers of radio sets in Britain 

would have :o pay a tax, or license fee, with the proceeds going to the BBC. The BBC would use these 

funds to set up and operate stations, provide programs to the public to stimulate receiver set sales, and 

divide any remaining profit among the member companies in proportion to the number of shares each 

owned in the company. 

So 'ar, this is very similar to the structure of RCA in the United States. But the crucial difference is 

that operation of stations and the provision of a broadcasting service were placed into the hands of a 

centralized, government-chartered company—the BBC—whereas in the United States each RCA mem-

ber was free to venture into these areas itse.f, competitively and commercially. And 'Alike other state-

chartered systems developing at this time in countries such as Germany, France, and Italy, no 

advertising would be allowed (01 the radio itself; soon the BBC began to publish a magazine, the Radio 

Times, which did accept advertising, much to the chagrin of the British press). The three vital ingredi-

ents of the BBC public service model— centralized control, monopoy status, and anticommercialism— 

had been established. 

Yet no hint of the BBC's influential public service mission can be found in these early negotiations. 

This would have to wait for the fourth essential element to be added. In November 1922, the BBC 

appointed a young John Reith as general manager. Reith was 34 years old, a Calvinist Scot of the upper 

middle classes, university educated, wth no prior background in radio whatsoever. The PO had set up 

a structure for public service broadcasting, but Reith would determine its content. His decisions 
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and predilections would have an enormous impact on the shape of radio in Great Britain and by exam-

ple to the world. His strongly moral views on public education, uplift, and culture, and distaste for the 

vulgarities of commercialized populism, would set a standard of Progressive era elitism that the pro-

tected monopoly status of the BBC could develop unchecked. The BBC would hold out a shining beacon 

of " j io eu! said" to the rest of the globe, allowing the development of high stan-

dards in radio drama, classical music, religious and educational broadcasting, and public affairs pro-

gramming to which other nations, would aspire. More popular tastes would take second place for most 

of the Reithian era; as Reith stated, " It is occasionally indicated to us that we are apparently setting out 

to give the public what we think they need—and not what they want, but few know what they want, and 

very few what they need."' Here is the Progressive legacy in its finest form, and here also the specter 

of Americanism raised its head. 

Throughout the BBC's formative process, a primary concern among politicians and decision makers 

had been to avoid what they began to characterize as "American chaos." Much-exaggerated accounts of 

an American free-for-all in the airwaves circulated around Britain and figured large in explanations of 

why the British needed a more controlled, noncommercial system. As one early official statement put it, 

"The initiative which led to the formation of the Company came from the Post Office. They knew that, if 

the American chaos were to be avoided, one broadcasting authority was essential."2 As we have seen, 

however, 1922 saw a considerable ordering of the U.S. airwaves so that (as even some British observers 

admitted) U.S. radio was not overly chaotic at this time, "American chaos" stood not only for technical 

matters of interference and overlapping signals but for a kind of commercially inspired cultural chaos 

that Reith and the BBC wished to avoid. 

It was the commercial nature of U.S. radio, its yoking together of advertising and content, that 

seemed to produce a vulgar, debased cultural form altogether different from the education and uplift that 

the BBC promised to provide. One BBC observer of NBC programs in 1927 commented, "Some of the 

concerts were good, but the majority suffered through commercialism, and to our ears would sound 

extremely crude. "3 A Radio Times article complained, " In America, even the wireless reception of a 

Beethoven Symphony cannot be free from association with someone's chewing gum or pills." The BBC 

under Reith pledged to keep British airwaves free of this sort of tastelessness and to use the universal 

license fee and its mandate to provide service to all sectors of the public to educate and elevate public 

taste. Besides the National Programme transmitted from London, a service of Regional Programmes 

were broadcast from stations in major cities. By 1930 over 80 percent of the British public could receive 

two radio stations, the National and the nearest Regional. This was indeed a far cry from the "chaotic" 

variety of stations available in most U.S. cities. 

In 1927, after a lengthy investigation and report by the Crawford Committee, the British Broadcast-

ing Company shed its private investors and became the British Broadcasting Corporation. Now it was 

officially a publicly owned organization, with a board of governors appointed by the state, to whom Sir 

John Reith reported. Though organized by the state, it remained at arm's length from state control, under 

an agreement that promised to provide a balanced program service to inform, educate, and entertain the 

British public. The state collected the annual license fees from the public and allocated a proportion of 

the income to the BBC; the BBC made its decisions independently but was subject to government super-

vision and approval, mostly through funding decisions and the charter renewal process, which occurred 

periodically. Though prohibited during its early years from broadcasting very much in the way of news or 

coverage of live events (once again, the Newspaper Proprietors Association demanded self-protection), 

the BBC soon began providing a schedule of programs that emphasized classical music, serious drama, 

an occasbnal variety show, educational and religious programs, and talks on a wide range of subjects by 

experts in the field. Eventually the BBC was able to loosen the restrictions on news and public event cov-

erage and extended into these fields as well. 
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But it took some time to recognize the desire of listeners for lighter fare. Slowly, in the 1930s, under 

pressure to live up to its mandate to serve all sectors of the public, the BBC broadened its program vari-

ety in a more popular direction. It instituted audience research for the first time in 1934, and soon the 

desire of the growing audience for more populist, middlebrow forms of entertainment could not be 

denied. As the war years approached, a few commercial stations broadcasting from across the channel 

into Britain—notably Radio Luxembourg and Radio Normandy—began to provide commercial program-

ming. some of it from American sources, that drew audiences away from the BBC. Women, in particular, 

began te tune into the American soaps and dramas that these stations provided, since the BBC for a long 

time declined to recognize women as an audience with distinct interests and concerns. Sir John Reith 

held the line against such encroachments, even suggesting that imported signals be jammed, but in 

1938 he resigned from his more than 25-year term as director and soon the BBC began to change. 

During World War II, the dissatisfaction of troops stationed abroad with the lackluster, timid offerings 

of the BBC (combined with competition from foreign stations) inspired the BBC to initiate a second pro-

gram called the Forces Service. After 1942, when U.S. troops arrived in England, the merican-British 

cooperative orces to ra an Am can-style ram on shortwave, 

mos led to bases but ble to borin ommunities as well. The British public began 

to tune in to lighter, more popular fare, inc uding American jazz, come y, and variety, and began to won-

der why their home service—for which they paid an ever-increasing annual fee—could not provide the 

same. Yet the BBC's news coverage of the war remained the best and most trusted source for guidance 

and inspiration across a war-torn Europe. The BBC diversified after the war by maintaining its strengths , 

with its national network called the Home Service and creating two new networks that responded to its *"4""'• 

wartime experience: The Light Service was initiated to provide entertainment-oriented programming, 

while the Third Programme extended the BBC's highbrow mission even further into art, philosophy, seh-

ous drama, discussion, and experimental programs. 

However, as television loomed, the financial support of the license fee seemed unlikely to stretch far 

enough to guarantee the BBC's standa•cl of qualify in this new, expensive medium. A movement to intro-

duce commercial television gained in strength, arguing that the monopoly protected over so many 

decades should give way to competition fueled by an advertising-based system of support. By forming 

the Independent Television Authority (ITA) in 1955, Great Britain moved to its current dual system, with 

publicly funded BBC television channels competing for the audience with a carefully regulated commer-

cial network. C çLrrin.2 pefitic:innis_____waks2t alQ cite ichecked. The ITA was directed by 

the government to oversee the activities of commercial television firms. Companies would be given a 

franchise to provide programming on a regional basis, certain days of the week, for a fixed term, under 
a strtt set of public service guidelines. Six minutes of advertising per hour would be permitted, rigidly 

separated flan' program content (unlike the then-current American model). Soon the BBC's TV audience 

began turning to Independent Television (i-rv) in droves, and by 1957 three out of five viewers tuned in to 
ITV's commercial entertainment in preference to the more highbrow offerings on the BBC. In response, a 

second channel, BBC 2, was launched in April 1960, as a mupo_pular alternative.  

Meanwhile, radio also underwent a revision, at least partly due to the expanding númbers of off-shore 

pirate stations playing the kind of youth-oriented fare that the BBC had been slow to adopt. In 1967 the 

old three-channel structure was revised. Now Radio 1, providing pop music and rock ' n' roll in the manner 

of U.S. and encroaching pirate stations, took over the former Light Programme frequencies. Radio 2 pro-

vided what lad been on the light charnel, minus the pop music. Channel 3 became Radio 3, still a high-

brow preserve, and the remnants of the original single BBC radio channel, the Home Service with its mix 

of music, talk, and drama, became Radio 4. Local radio stations were also authorized for the first time in 

the late sixties. The license fee funding that underpinned it all was now being stretched to finance two 

television channels, four national radio networks, and a host of local stations. It wasn't sufficient. 
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In 1972, local commercial radio stations were allowed to test the waters under the jurisdiction of the 

Indepenoent Television Authority, which was now renamed the Independent Broadcasting Authority (later, 

it was changed again to the Independent Television Commission). Format radio broke into Britain, and 

soon the BBC channels 1, 2, and 3 also adopted a more format-based approach. In 1990 national com-

mercial service was authorized. And in 1982, with the launch of Channel 4 television, Great Britain 

attempted the most ambitious combination of the public service and commercial approaches to broad-

casting yet attempted. To be run under the authority of the IBA, it would produce no programs of its own 

but would purchase or commission them from independent producers. It would also sell no advertising 

directly Int leave that to the regional stations affiliated with it, who would sell independently within their 

coverage areas. Most importantly, Channel 4 instituted a new way to think about the " public" in public 

service broadcasting. From the older sense of the passive, mass public, which privileged the values and 

voices of the elite but gave the majority few chances to influence the content themselves, this channel 

would seek to serve those underrepresented in both the traditional BBC channels and the mainstream 

commercial channels. It would be more of an alternative service, seeking out and catering to minority 

audiences defined three ways: cultural minorities, meaning highbrow culture (opera, ballet, classical 

music and drama, art films, serious discussion); ethnic minorities, especially the growing population seg-

ment of West Indian and Asian descent; and special interest minorities (focused on hobbies, sports, life-

styles, and so on). Channel 4 became noted for its production of independent films, airing of classic and 

foreign films, alternative news programs that catered to ethnic and political voices not often heard in the 

mainstream, and—ironically—American television programs such as NYPD Blue, The X-Files, Northern 

Exposure and vintage comedy series like I Love Lucy and The Munsters. An additional commercial chan-

nel, Channel 5, came on board in the late nineties. 

Thus the definition of public service broadcasting, so influentially constructed by the BBC in the 

1920s, shifted and broadened in response to the economic and political pressures of the century. From 

an early ellist hasis on cultu l uplift f s ing from the educated upper es to th asses in need 

of i struction more po tertain riented t • 'n the a. . ser.',e 

pro tha - s snizes ssarginal iroups • d min es isties the BBC/IBA/ITC oversaw a 

continuous broadening of its mission, e retaining the characteristics and emphases that had made it 

a model for balanced, in-depth programming on serious subjects, it recognized the need to expand its 

definition of service to accommodate not only a wider definition of the public but a variety of economic 

models. Rejecting the Reithian notion that the mere breath of advertising could murder quality radio and 

television, the IBA attempted to bring commercialism and public service standards together, in a model 

that accommodated U.S.-style commercial broadcasting yet retained tight controls on programming. 

As cable television and satellite systems entered into the British broadcasting equation in the 1990s, 

more options and alternatives presented themselves. The license fee itself, the basic support for the com-

mercial/public service balance serving Britain since the 1920s, came under serious challenge. Yet still the 

BBC so far has been able to meet all challenges and survive, providing a basic public service foundation 

that is sadly minimal in the United States. Its impact on world broadcasting has been profound. 

Many countries adopted some variation on the British model in the 1920s, with its com-

bination of state ownership of broadcasting stations, a centralized programming service, pub-

lic funding via license fee, and a public service mandate. Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and 

Finland all modeled their basic government-chartered broadcasting institutions after the 

BBC from the 1920s until the late sixties or seventies, with central control in a licensed cor-

poration providing a mix of national and local service. France and Belgium, while allowing 
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commercial radio to exist in the first decade or two, adopted public service systems after 
World War II. Other countries such as Germany and Italy, whose central governments exer-
cised tight control and state ownership of radio before and during World War II, adopted a 
more British system after the war. Germany founded the Allgemeinschaft Rundfunk 
Deutschland (ARD) to provide a national programming service, but placed ownership of 
radio stations in the hands of regional governments who supplied the programming distrib-
uted by ARD as well as local offerings. Funding was provided by a combination of license 
revenues and sale of advertising. Italy formed the Radio Televisioni Italiana (RAI), which 
operated several national television and radio channels again with a combination of public 
and commercial funds. France formed Radiodiffusion/Television Français (RTF) after the 
second world war, with four national radio channels and one television channel after 1959. 
The Netherlands adopted a unique approach, with government-owned stations operated by 
"pillar" groups: organizations that represented large social formations in Dutch society. 
There was the conservative Protestant channel, the liberal Protestant channel, the Catholic 
channel, and two operated by radio amateur societies. Some shared facilities and program-
ming services were provided by a central broadcasting organization, the Nederlanse Radio 
Unie (NRU). 

In Asia, Japan formed the forerunner of its Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NFIK) broadcasting 
authority in 1925 on a publicly funded basis but expanded to include commercial channels 
after World War II. India, under British rule, established the Indian Broadcasting Company 
in 1926 as a private enterprise, but it was replaced by the Al! India Radio service (AIR) in 
1936 under government operation. In the early 1960s television developed under the aus-
pices of Doordarshan, the state-sponsored national network, which expanded to include 
regional stations and satellite-delivered services in the 1970s and 1980s and began to allow 
commercial sponsorship of programming. 

Other countries made radio broadcasting a direct function of the state. In the Soviet 
Union, broadcasting was centralized in Moscow and directed by the state under the Ministry 
of Culture. The Moscow central station sent out programs by shortwave links to other cities 
across the Soviet Union's great expanse. A similar structure existed for television through the 
mid-1980s. With the breakup of the Soviet Union in the late eighties, radio and television 
commercialized and began to import U.S. and other foreign programming as private investors 
from around the world formed partnerships with Russian firms. 

In China, though the early 1920s saw a certain number of foreign-owned, private radio 
stations originate along the east coast and in some major cities, all were closed down in the 
late twenties as the civil war raged between the Nationalist Party and the Communists under 
Mao Tse Tung. The Nationalist Party broadcast from Beijing on the Central Broadcasting 
Station, sending anti-Communist propaganda to various cities, but few radio receivers existed 
to hear them. In 1940 the Communists began a similar service in Yunnan, with 16 stations 
by 1948. In 1949, with the Nationalists exiled to Taiwan and the establishment of the People's 
Republic of China, the Central People's Broadcasting Station on the mainland became a 
national priority, with 15 hours of programming per day going out to an audience of 70 mil-
lion under direct supervision of the government. Group listening was emphasized, with one-
channel receiving sets distributed nationwide and loudspeakers installed in village squares, 
schools, and factories. 

Television too came under the operation of the Party as it was instituted in 1958, and sta-
tions were established in 36 cities (some of them relays). The great famine from 1960 to 1962 
saw 31 of these shut down, and while a few resumed after 1962, the Cultural Revolution 
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beginning in 1966 frowned on television as a capitalist tool. By 1967 only two television sta-
tions remained in operation. But in the 1970s, as policies liberalized, television station and set 
penetration slowly grew. Financed directly by the government, Chinese television and radio 
are able to command considerable cultural resources; for instance, most Chinese films are 
shown on r ir t d c al uct ch la con s d 
other rfo c. Wi the advent of satellite 
te evision n the s, •na experienced its first intrusion o oreign broadcasting. 

So far, most of the countries mentioned either structured broadcasting as a direct activity 
of the state or adopted the BBC model of the state corporation as the dominant entity, with 
private ownership of stations and networks not allowed (until the general movement toward 
privatization in the sixties, seventies, and eighties). But a few nations combined private and 
public ownership in partnership since the earliest years. Canada actually started out with an 
American-style privately owned, advertising-supported system, which also imported a steady 
diet of American programs. Fearing the loss of its national culture in broadcasting altogether, 
in 1932 the Canadian government made the decision to completely redesign its broadcasting 
system and fashion a less American-influenced alternative. It created the Canadian Radio 
Broadcasting Company, which in 1936 became the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. 

The C BC's mission was to build a network of both public and privately owned stations, 
using a combination of public and commercial funding, to provide the entire Canadian public 
with programs built on Canadian identity and culture. It dedicated itself to seeing that all of 
its widely scattered and often very sparse population, sprinkled across the immense expanse 
of Canada, could receive the kind of broadcasting service that a private system would not find 
profitable; and it would focus on Canadian concerns and talent. With a mix of privately owned 
and public stations as affiliates, financed by a combination of public funding from license fees 
and the sale of advertising time, the CBC produced national programs and funded local pro-
ductions. 

With the advent of television in 1951, private commercial stations were allowed to oper-
ate but paid a percentage of their gross revenues to the CBC, which used it to produce pro-
gramming and to support its own stations. In the 1960s, CBC provided two AM networks, the 
English-language Trans Canada network with 30 public stations and 55 private affiliates, and 
a French-language network with seven CBC stations and 25 private affiliates. It also ran a 
bilingual FM network. In addition, many non-CBC private stations flourished under the aus-
pices of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters, financed by the sale of advertising time 
and paying a percentage of their income to the CBC. The CBC operated two television net-
works with both privately owned and public outlets, one in English and one in French, with 
separate programming. In addition, the CTV network provided commercial programming, 
mostly American, to its affiliated commercial stations. 

Australia, too, combined a dual public and private system very successfully. In the early 
years, the post office granted licenses to private individuals and public institutions to operate 
both public and commercial stations: the former funded through a license fee and the latter 
free to sell advertising time. Be use resulted, as it h in C da, in a surfeit • stations 
i the most populous are se to ustr s deso outba regions, in 1924 the 
governme onalized the nonprofit A ass stations and gave e fr chise to operate 
them to the Australian Broadcasting Company, a public corporation. However, still disap-
pointed with the coverage of the ABC service, in 1932 the Australian government moved to 
take broadcasting under its own wing by forming the Australian Broadcasting Commission, a 
BBC-like organization funded by license fees. By the early 1940s it operated over 40 stations 
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across the country, with programming provided by the commission over two networks—one 
national and one more regional. 

Like the BBC, the service diversified during the war years to three channels; by the 
1990s there were seven. At the same time, over 90 privately owned B Class commercial sta-
tions existed, though not all flourished. In the late 1930s several commercial radio networks 
formed, among them the Major, Commonwealth, and Macquarie chains; these were modeled 
very much after the American system, complete with domination of program production by 
advertising agencies—many of them American. This dual system continued into television 
broadcasting, with the ABC operating a public television network (a second public network 
debuted in the 1970s) and three commercial TV networks competing in most cities and 
regions. This puts Australia in a very similar situation to Great Britain, though less control has 
been exercised over Australia's commercial sector. 

UNITED STATES ABROAD 

While the nations of the world developed broadcasting systems calibrated to their own spe-
cific needs and social structures, the influence of the United States remained as a continuous 
undercurrent. The origins of public service systems often occurred in an atmosphere of 
defense against American commercial encroachment. As we'll discuss below, many countries 
adopted specific restrictions on non-national programming, particularly programs from the 
United States. This seemed necessary because of the pressing influence of the American 
media industries abroad, starting even in the 1920s. Before World War I, Germany, France, 
and England had exported films (still silent) to the world, with thriving film studios that out-
shone their American counterparts. During and after the war, with Europe disrupted and 
war-torn, the U.S. film industry seized the competitive advantage and soon became the major 
supplier of films worldwide. 

By the mid-1920s, a tide of Americanization was sweeping Europe, in particular, and 
countries debated methods of resisting this influence. Many began to subsidize film studios 
and o 1 re •ctionso eim ortation of m fro eU • dS ate . U.S. advertising 
firms so extende eir reac , opening up branc es worldwide and moving heavily into 
magazine and newspaper advertising as they attempted to adapt U.S. radio programs for 
world markets. For many nations, public broadcasting systems seemed the only feasible 
defense against the tide of American capitalism and entertainment that would otherwise over-
whelm them. National radio became the one safe place where national cultures (at least, their 
elite and sanctioned aspects) could flourish without Americanized corruption. Trade barriers, 
quotas, and subsidies of national culture industries grew apace, with radio and later television 
a central component of defensive strategy-. 

After World War II, with the advent of the Cold War, th U. ove ent n to take 
active interest in aggressively promoting its . .•talist, ratic i lo abro via e 

stra e o sho ve raso, in particular, was a e to break in o 
the c osed na onalistic broadcasting systems with a rival, outsider's voice. During the war, the 
internati al ra ervice of America (VOA) had been initiated to spread American 

and propaganda messages wor wide an o counterbalance the radio propagandists of 
the Axis powers. Originally operated by the Office of War Information, in 1948 Congress 
passed the Smith-Mundt Act to create the United States Information Agency, which took 
over the VOA as well as a host of other activities designed to "tell America's story to the 
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President Ronald Reagan addressing the world over the Voice of America Radio network. Reagan 

believed strongly in the propagandistic value of American popular culture and founded Radio/TV 

Marti, broadcasting to Cuba, during his administration. 

world," as its motto states. Interestingly, the law authorizing the agency to distribute informa-
tion about the United States to other countries forbade it to disseminate this information at 
home, to offset any fears about domestic propaganda. In 1951, another outreach service, 
Radio Free Europe (RFE), was created by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) with broad-
casts aimed specifically at eastern Europe under the Soviet bloc; in 1953 it formed Radio Lib-
erty (RL) transmitting directly into the Soviet Union. 

These stations did not just spread information about the United States and U.S. culture; 
they provided an oppositional source of news about the recipient nations themselves. The 
VOA showcased the United States to other nations; RFE and RL showed other nations to 
themselves from an American perspective, countering Soviet-centered news and information 
with anti-Communist propaganda. The CIA ceded its broadcasting operations to the USIA in 
1971. In 1985 President Reagan authorized a service to Cuba, called Radio/TV Marti, com-
mitted to an anti-Castro mission. In 1996 the USIA began its Radio Free Asia (RFA) service 
into China and Southeast Asia. All are operated under the auspices of the U.S. State Depart-
ment/USIA's International Broadcasting Bureau as of 1994. 

The United States was not the only country transmitting outward. The BBC's World Ser-
vice is the single most-listened-to radio program around the world, with an estimated regular 
audience of 120 million. France created Radio France International to bolster French culture 
worldwide. Both the USSR's Radio Moscow and China's Radio Beijing maintained extensive 
shortwave broadcasting services to spread political messages throughout their areas of influ-
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ence. In the 1970s, the spread of inexpensive transistor radios, encouraged by governments 
for better communication within borders, also allowed people around the world to pick up 
international broadcasts. By the 1980s the USIA had expanded its various outputs to over 
2,000 hours of programming a week. 

Though television did not work as well as radio in terms of global reach and ease of 
reception, most countries set up satellite-distributed international television services in the 
1980s and 1990s. The USIA initiated its World Net channel "to present a balanced picture of 
American society" in 1983; it broadcast from Washington, DC, to stations and cable channels, 
as well as U.S. embassies and cultural centers, around the world. The BBC initiated its World 
Television News service and France set up Canal France International and TVS, a joint ven-
ture with other francophone state broadcasting organizations. In 1991 the BBC launched a 
more extensive World Service Television, broadcasting to Europe, Asia, and Africa, but as a 
commercial cable subscription venture since the British government declined to provide 
funding. 

In the globally connected world of the 1990s, World Net and the USIA radio services 
compete as well with the Cable News Network and other commercial cable nets to provide 
U.S.-oriented news and information to the world. Until recently, when most of the USIA ser-
vices set up a Web site, U.S. citizens would have had little knowledge of what exactly their 
country was serving up around the globe. (Interestingly, you still cannot link directly to the 
International Broadcast Bureau site from the USIA home page.) Despite some predictions 
that, with the collapse of the Soviet Union, RFE and RL in particular would no longer be nec-
essary, their supporters continue to provide an extensive schedule of programs aimed at sup-
plying an alternative view to the media in local circulation. 

The Voice of America has shifted its policy over the years away from politics in the direc-
tion of economic boosterism. Some recent critics consider it as essentially a public relations 
instrument of corporate propaganda that sells the sto oad b • tegra •n b 
interes th cul bec s.5 here is li e oubt a the picture of American commer-
cr culture propagated over the V A helped to sell U.S. ideology as effectively as its expressly 
political content. Jazz, pop music, advertising, and entertainment push a picture of the Amer-
ican lifestyle very attractive to young people, in particular, across the globe. 

Though the majority of television programs actually produced by World Net consist of 
public affairs discussion, news, and documentaries, at various times the State Department has 
concerned itself with the propaganda aspects of regular entertainment programming. In the 
1950s, the spy show Mission: Impossible worked closely with the State Department to take its 
easygoing anti-Communist, pro-American message abroad by cooperating in production in 
foreign sites, encouraging its sale abroad, and supervising its messages. One could argue that 
by allowing U.S. media companies free reign to market their products overseas, with favor-
able trade policies and copyright protection enforced by the U.S. government, a very effective 
form of cultural propaganda is disseminated. 

On the other hand, the message sent is not necessarily the message received. American 
cultural politics can be turned to very different ends, depending on their local reception and 
use. In the late twentieth century, the overtly propagandistic media of the U.S. government 
paled in comparison to the immense output of the popular entertainment industries, reaching 
all but the most restricted and secluded nations of the world. American film, popular music, 
and television broke through all previous barriers and flooded the globe, thanks to a combi-
nation of new technologies, U.S. economic strength, and the erosion of state-dominated 
broadcasting systems worldwide. 
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GLOBAL CONVERGENCE 

By the 1990s, the same forces that had reshaped U.S. broadcasting were hard at work every-
where in the world. Technological innovations such as cable television, satellite transmission, 
the spread of VCRs and other playback devices, digitization, and the rise of the Internet all 
challenged the protected monopoly status of state-owned broadcasting systems. Competition 
entered the picture and with it pressure to privatize what once had been public media. Adver-
tising, with its populist inclinations, began to undermine exclusionary, elitist definitions of the 
public and of appropriate programming. Huge media corporations purchased large chunks of 
the communications infrastructure, formed partnerships, merged, and consolidated. 

Audiences, formerly lumped together in a unitary vision of the national public with a very 
limited number of channels to choose from, fragmented and became more selective media 
consumers as new channels bloomed. National identity now became only one possible iden-
tity affiliation, as special channels for youth, ethnic groups, women, business executives, and 
those with particular interests drew together their various publics across national boundaries. 
In Europe, the rise of the European Union offered further incentives for cross-border coop-
eration and boundary-blurring ventures; in China and Russia, political liberalization allowed 
once-firm borders to be permeated by Western media and cultural influences. Not only U.S. 
media corporations took advantage of the enormous new fields opened by these changes; 
European and Asian media conglomerates moved aggressively into all corners of the world. 
The fairly stable national structures for radio and television that had held sway for 70 years 
began to destabilize and crumble. It was a new world information order, but perhaps order 
was too strong a word. 

Privatization and Commercialization 

Particularly in Europe, the twin engines of privatization and commercialization pushed a new 
era of competition and diversity in radio and television. Privatization refers to the sale of 
once-government-owned stations and networks to private, for-profit corporations (or the 
offering of shares for partial ownership), as well as to the rise of new privately owned, for-
profit stations, networks, and cable/satellite channels that compete with the old public mono-
liths. Commercialization—introducing advertising or other methods of private payment into 
the media finance system—usually works hand in hand with privatization, since the primary 
motive for private media is to make profits. And as privately owned, advertising-supported 
competitors sprang up, many formerly publicly financed state systems began to accept adver-
tising funds as well, in order to stay afloat. 

Another method of commercial support was by subscription, or what we would call pay 
TV requiring viewers to pay directly for the channels they received. In France, for example, 
the French government authorized in 1984 the creation of the first private, pay TV channel 
(Canal Plus) and in 1985 a second private advertising-based channel (La Cinq, in partnership 
with Italian media magnate Silvio Berlusconi); but then, in 1986, the government sold one of 
its three public terrestrial television networks, TF1, to private interests. From a system with 
three public television networks and no commercial competitors in 1980, France by 1992 had 
a total of seven television channels, only two of which (A2 and FR3) remained public. 

In Italy, the state broadcaster RAI expanded from one channel to three in the 1970s, but 
the introduction of a few illicit private stations in the mid-seventies prompted a rewriting of 
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broadcasting laws. After 1975, private competitors were allowed, and so was advertising on 
the public networks, in order to compete. By 1992 RAI's three state channels competed with 
six private commercial channels, three of which were owned by Fininvest-Berlusconi's media, 
sports, retail, banking, and advertising empire. A host of local stations also sprang up. In east-
ern European countries like Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, and the Czech Republic, 
formerly Soviet-dominated central broadcasting systems liberalized, commercialized, and im-
ported programming, and began to compete with new private networks. 

Many countries instituted regulations that attempted to preserve the national character 
of broadcasting and to limit the effects of commercialization, through the imposition of quo-
tas on foreign programs. Primarily this meant caps on the amount of American programming 
allowed. It varied from country to country; Britain initially placed a limit of 14-percent U.S. 
imports on ITV, though it was relaxed over the years. The Netherlands required that 60 per-
cent of its programming reflect Dutch or European origins, later lowered to 50 percent. 
France has maintained its 60 percent European Community quota, with a similar limitation 
on music played on the radio. Oddly, news, sports, and game shows were exempted from 
these restrictions, with the result that CNN flourished unimpeded and a deluge of American 
game shows confirmed critics' worst apprehensions. Another protective measure adopted by 
many states was to restrict and regulate the amount and intrusiveness of advertising on televi-
sion. Setting a limit on the number of minutes of ads per hour, or requiring that they occur 
only at the beginning and end of programs, not in the middle, or exempting some kinds of 
programming from advertising altogether (such as educational and religious programs)— 
these are the most common rules designed to halt overcommercialization and its attendant 
appeal to the unmitigated popular. 

But the economics of the new competitive media worked against both of these protec-
tions. The U.S. domestic media market is so large that most U.S. companies could afford to 
sell their television series abroad for prices well below what it would take to produce a pro-
gram of equal quality in most smaller nations. Thus, U.S. programs were inexpensive, of good 
technical and visual quality, and aggressively marketed by major media corporations. It was 
hard for newly minted television channels, struggling to compete and to fill their hours with 
attractive programs, to resist the lure of American TV. Later, with more competition, prices 
were driven up. U.S. shows were also popular; audiences around the world enjoyed American 
television series and films and not always the ones that Americans themselves find most criti-
cally excellent or appealing. Dallas became the first international phenomenon, and many 
critics of the changes taking place in European television expressed their fears that world 
TV would soon become "wall-to-wall Dallas" or that "Dallasification" of European TV would 
drive out all that was culturally distinctive. As if to confirm their fears, in the nineties Bay-
watch became the most popular syndicated U.S. program across the world, though at home it 
was mostly the object of jokes. 

A study done in 1994 showed a global predilection for American TV, though the pro-
grams varied from country to country. In Brazil The Simpsons, Married . . . with Children, 
and Melrose Place dominated the ratings. In China audiences enjoyed Growing Pains, 
Dynasty, and The Colbys. Defunct soap The Bold and the Beautiful attracted audiences in 
Egypt, India, Russia, Italy, South Africa, and Lebanon, while Beverly Hills 90210 held audi-
ences fascinated in Spain, Mexico, Japan, England, and the Czech Republic.6 

Yet rarely did such American imports rival the top-rated domestic productions in these 
countries. Brazil's top three programs in 1997 were not any of the ones above but two tele-
novelas (A Indomada and Salsa e Merengue) and soccer. Britain preferred Eastenders, 
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Coronation Street, and Touching Evil. In Egypt, talk shows on various aspects of local and 
national affairs dominated the ratings. Germany, while importing such widely varied U.S. 
series as Dinosaurs, In the Heat of the Night, Golden Girls, and Star Trek, preferred soccer 
and its own The Dreamboat (though this was a German version of The Love Boat). India's 
favorite hits included a domestic Indian sitcom Mr and Mrs., a Hindi music countdown pro-
gram, and a religious serial about Hanuman, the Hindu monkey god.7 By the late 1990s, 
despite earlier fears of U.S. domination, it had become clear that while other countries 
might borrow basic American formats or program concepts, the most popular shows would 
remain those produced in the local language and with the national culture foremost in mind. 

Global Footprints 
Restrictions placed on advertising also began to break down as competition intensified. By the 
late 1980s, not only did traditional terrestrial channels jostle for audience attention, but the 
age of the satellite had arrived. Now countries competed with their neighbors for the domes-
tic audience, and distant nations beamed a heady mixture of local, national, and foreign chan-
nels across borders and regions. Cable television, too, opened up some media systems and 
served as an outlet for satellite channels. As national governments hung on to most long-
established terrestrial television networks, satellite television became the place where profits 
could be made. The mergers in 1989 of Time Warner and Sony/Columbia Pictures provoked 
fears of an American-Japanese global corporate alliance, with Europe the next target. Euro-
pean media companies responded by forming partnerships and consolidating over the world. 
Satellite television played a large role in these plans, and national governments reacted by 
defending their core broadcasting operations in a variety of ways. In France, laws were passed 
that forbade any single company from owning more than a 25-percent share in a satellite 
channel and encouraged French ownership. By 1992 seven French-language satellite chan-
nels served Europe, Asia, and parts of Africa. 

Media companies extended their reach. The Bertelsmann company of Germany was 
Europe's largest conglomerate in the 1990s, with its most extensive holdings in publishing 
and music (including the RCA and B MG labels, and Bantam and Doubleday publishers in 
the United States). It quickly became one of the major contenders in the European television 
market, with 40 percent of RTL Plus, Germany's oldest commercial network and one of 
Europe's leading satellite channels, and interests in three of the Lander radio stations. It also 
had sizable interests in German cable, film production, news, and digital systems. Other 
satellite TV holdings included a share in France's Canal Plus and Première. Another German 
company, the Kirch Group, combined publishing and film production interests with signifi-
cant holdings in nine satellite TV ventures, including Germany's SAT 1 and DSF (the latter in 
partnership with Berlusconi), Première (with Bertelsmann), four Italian Berlusconi-owned 
channels (Telepiu, Canale 5, Italia 1, and Rete 4), and other channels based in Spain and 
Switzerland. In France, large media conglomerates like Hersant and Hachette controlled a 
mixed bag of print, radio, television, and satellite. But two of the most colorful and powerful 
European media moguls created by the sky-rush of the 1980s and 1990s were Rupert Mur-
doch and Silvio Berlusconi. 

We've already met Rupert Murdoch in his incarnation as an American media mogul. 
Australian by birth, Murdoch established an even greater presence in Europe and Asia than 
he did in the United States. With a dominant position in Australian publishing and a strong 
presence in English news, Murdoch's News Corporation was the first to announce an ambi-
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flous satellite venture, the Sky Channel, in 1989. Though this proved premature, some credit 
him with guiding the competitive rush in Europe in the direction of satellite broadcasting, 
rather than into cable or more organized exploitation of terrestrial systems. Sky merged with 
another direct satellite service, BSB, to become BsIcyB owned in partnership with Pearson, 
another conglomerate. It serves Britain and all of Europe with a mix of U.S., British, and 
European channels that is becoming increasingly popular. His STAR 'IT satellite service out 
of Hong Kong was the first major Western intrusion into Chinese airspace and also provided 
service to Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and most of Indochina. In 1995 he formed a consortium with 
Brazil's Rede Globo, Mexico's Televisa, and American TCI to start a satellite service to Latin 
America. In 1999 Murdoch was reported to be in negotiations for part of the Berlusconi and 
Kirch empires, but these deals fell through. However, with partial interest in several inter-
locking European media companies, Murdoch remained poised to play a greater role. 

Silvio Berlusconi stands out in this world of media powershifting for two reasons. First, 
his decisive role in "the Italian explosion of unregulated commercial television" marked "the 
largest and most decisive 1980s break with the various European versions of 'public service 
broadcasting.' "8 By starting out the rush, Berlusconi was able to take on a dominant position 
in Italian television, owning three out of six commercial channels, and introducing the 
onslaught of popular, Americanized programming that by 1984 allowed his Canale 5 to sur-
pass RAI for audience share. With a wide variety of holdings in other media, banking, con-
struction, sports franchises, a chain of department stores, advertising agencies, supermarkets, 
film studios, and theaters, Berlusconi brought synergy to new heights—or depths. Besides 
Italian television networks Canale 5, Rete 4, and Italia 1, his Fininvest Corporation owns part 
of La Cinq in France, Telecinco in Spain, and smaller shares in others. 

This success—and the resistance he met from Italian government regulators—inspired 
Berlusconi to run for prime minister of Italy in 1994. He was elected, after a campaign that 
many said had been unfairly manipulated when the candidate refused to be interviewed on 
any news outlets besides his own. But very quickly questions about the finance of his many 
operations, rumors of reported mafia connections, and the problem of allowing a country's 
prime minister to directly control the majority of its media ended his term prematurely. How-
ever, in early 2000 it was announced that Berlusconi would shortly attempt to sell his interest 
in Mediaset, the television operating arm of Fininvest, in preparation for yet another run at 
the prime minister's post in 2001, which he won. Clearly, it is the media explosion that led 
Berlusconi to prominence; if Ronald Reagan was the first former actor to hold high elected 
office, Silvio Berlusconi may be the first media magnate head of state. Could Ted Turner or 
Bill Gates achieve a similar coup? The implications of Berlusconi's merger of media domi-
nance with direct political control troubled observers across the world. It seemed to portend 
the resurgence of state broadcasting, this time with a commercial bent. 

Not only Europe felt the winds of change. In Latin America, a few large national corpo-
rations extended their reach across borders and into the sky. It's not surprising that the three 
largest countries—Mexico, Argentina, and Braid—held the dominant media positions. Most 
Latin American countries had started out with a mixed system: a central public/state broad-
caster, usually with fairly tight connections to the government in power, complemented by a 
vigorous private sector. Mexico's two public channels compete for audiences and advertising 
with six private networks, divided between Televisa and TV Azteca. TV Televisa owns four 
terrestrial channels based in Mexico City and over 240 of their affiliated stations. In 1961 
it founded Univision, the world's largest Spanish-language satellite channel (which it sold to 
a U.S. company in 1992). It also owns a major cable operator (Cablevision), radio stations, a 
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film production and distribution unit, two soccer teams, record companies, a newspaper, and 
an outdoor advertising company, as well as a stake in a joint satellite project with Rede Globo 
and News Corp, and TCI. In 1996 it was the world's leading producer of Spanish-language 
programming, exporting to 93 countries. 

TV Azteca owns the other two private channels, with some help from an investment by 
the U.S. NBC network, which provides programming. It also owns nine soccer teams, four 
record companies, a film studio, and a theater chain. A large mix of American programs joins 
Mexico's world-famous telenovelas and sports programming, with other programs adopted 
from foreign models for the Spanish-language audience—like La Rueda de Fortuna (Wheel of 
Fortune). Brazil's media market is dominated by giant Rede Globo, with a single terrestrial 
channel, TV Globo, and a host of other interests, including a multichannel satellite service. 
After Televisa it is the largest producer of telenovelas in the world. Argentina, whose several 
public networks were privatized in the 1980s, splits its domestic TV market between five com-
panies, the largest of which are Telefe and Artear. Both have a heavy share of U.S. program-
ming and U.S. investment in their various holdings. 

In Japan, government broadcaster NHK with its two channels had five commercial com-
petitors by the late nineties, all owned by or linked to newspaper-based companies: Nippon 
TV with Yomiuri Shimbun, TBS with Mainichi Shimbun, Fuji TV with Sankei Shimbun, TV 
Asahi with Asahi Shimbun, and TV Tokyo with Nihon Keizei Shimbun. All based in Tokyo, 
they possessed 187 affiliates in total across Japan. NHK additionally operated two satellite-
distributed channels, DBS1 and DBS2, and joined in with commercial operators for a third, 
Hi-Vision, a digital channel set to start up in 2000. Another satellite channel, WOWOW, was 
commercial. 

In Africa, a continent whose continuing struggles with poverty, political instability, and 
war have kept broadcasting from developing consistently, digital satellite radio promises to 
reach populations long isolated. WorldSpace, a commercial enterprise owned by Noah 
Samara of Ethiopia, extends its broadcasts to 80 percent of the world's population with three 
satellites positioned over Africa, Asia, and Latin Ameriça and the Caribbean. A wide variety of 
radio services in languages including English, French, Spanish, Arabic, Turkish, Wolof, 
Swahili, Portuguese, and Afrikaans, with a diversity of styles and content, is available for those 
who can get access to digital receivers—still a minority, but growing. 

Web Changes 

By 2000, industry and public alike were looking to the Internet to shake up the current media 
configurations and set off a new kind of cross-border information flow. Both Europe and 
Latin America lagged behind the United States in Internet penetration, with parts of Asia 
largely unwired as well. But the last year of the twentieth century saw distinct signs that this 
imbalance was changing. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) like AOL and Lycos began to 
compete with local companies like Germany's T-Online, France's Wanadoo, and Spain's Ole. 
By 2000 mergers began to consolidate the European telecommunications industry, as capital 
for upgrading to high-speed networks was needed. American companies began to invest in 
global telecommunications: MCI merged with Worldcom and began building European and 
Asian networks; AT&T formed a partnership with British Telecom; Sprint, Deutsche Tele-
kom, and France Telecom jointly ventured into Global One. 

As the telecommunications industry geared up for Web ventures, public advocacy and 
regulatory groups worked to combine the efforts of the world's citizens to preserve rights and 
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protect freedoms. The Global Internet Liberty Campaign disseminates information about 
Internet policy and works toward global standards for the free flow of information and rights 
of access. Its member list reads like a who's who of concerned groups worldwide, from the 
Bulgarian Institute for Legal Development to the Canadian Journalists for Free Expression, 
from Feminists Against Censorship to the Singapore Internet Community. The European 
Commission, long a protector of embattled European broadcasting systems, also exerts regu-
latory power over Internet and telephone services. In February 2000, it blocked a proposed 
merger between MCI Worldcom and Sprint that would have given the company nearly 50 
percent of the world Internet backbone. Earlier, they had forbidden Bertelsmann, Deutsche 
Telekom, and Kirch to combine in a multimedia alliance, and had also encouraged Sprint to 
withdraw from Global One. 

GLOBAL CULTURE 

In the alphabet soup of high-level industrial and regulatory activity, what actually happens to 
those of us here on the ground? We don't really know what the ultimate effects of bursting 
borders, collapsing controls, and crumbling walls will be. For countries in which the whole 
history of broadcasting has been one of building and defending a national culture against out-
side influences—usually American—the technological and economic forces now raging both 
inside and outside their borders promise nothing but destruction and the breakdown of pro-
tective public service systems that served them well. 

American culture has indeed come flooding in, and what changes does that portend? 
How have the products of the media actually changed? How does the new media address its 
audience, and how is the public invited to respond? If theories of etural imperialis are cor-
rect, American values and social systems will wash in with the tide of programs, ovetwhelming 

1 1 local cultures and producing a homogenized, Weste ized blandness dominated by major 
media conglomerates. If theories of kiltu,Eal hybridity old, various cultures will absorb as, 
much outside influence as they choose but will ultimate  I_tinLairilinflunrice_backinicalleiz 
own cultural traditions, creseing h) 'd forms that combine old and new, native and foreign  

Some have called tl,g1ocalitq,,,i11e process by which global media actually open up new 
kinds of local possibilities for expression, identity, and values: The global produces an appre-
ciation of the truly local, after decades of national centralization and assimilation. Others cel-
ebrate the new medseeztial for cultural resistance, as global ideas and more active 
technologies open up repressive traditions ancra;---vcii—izens to imagine new possibilities for 
social justice and opposition to existing systems. But there is also the potential for cultural 
surveillance, by which state and private corporations use media technologies for an ever-
greater level of control and supervision of individual thoughts and actions. 

One of the most eloquent exponents of the cultural imperialism thesis is media scholar 
Herbert I. Schiller. His concern is part of a larger critique of the communications industries 
more generally, as the title of oue of his books, Culture Inc.: The Corporate Takeover of Pub-
lic Expression, indicates. Schiller argues that the increasing dominance of capitalistic, expan-
sionist industries has rapidly overwhelmed any cultural, political, or social spaces that had 
previously been free of private commercial interests, to the impoverishment of other aspects 
of life. On the international level, the dominance of huge corporations, largely European and 
American, as they have extended their economic tentacles into countries across the world, has 
resulted in a corresponding weakening and dependency of other nations. Not only economic 
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infrastructures but dependent nations' very cultures, traditions, ways of thinking, modes of 
expression, and basic heritage are undermined and erased by Western penetration. In the 
arena of media, a particularly important one for transmitting national culture and securing the 
free and independent flow of information, the breakdown of state broadcasting systems seems 
to Schiller "an abrogation of national sovereignty" whose "displacement and replacement by 
market-driven systems leads inevitably, perhaps irreversibly, to the full-scale triumph of 
transnational culture." Transnational culture is Schiller's term for the homogenized, material-
istic, artificial creation of corporate interests: "the transnational corporate order's use of com-
mercialized and privatized media to increase sales, create consumers, and transmit a mind-set 
supportive of the system." Because such power flows largely from Western industrialized 
countries in an overwhelming deluge to smaller, poorer nations, a kind of cultural subjugation 
takes place that the weaker nations cannot resist.9 

Though it is hard to argue with Schiller's acute diagnosis of the effects that international 
media economics would have on national systems—competition, the incursion of adver-
tising, the spread of American programming—his theories have been criticized for their 
sweeping, apocalyptic qualities. For instance, referring to Disney's plans to build a theme 
park on Italy's Adriatic coast, he declares, "So much for the birthplace of the Renaissance 
and the home of opera!"—as though one breath of American corporatism could wipe out all 
of Italy's unique heritage. In his view, the entry of inexpensive American programming into 
the international marketplace will drive out all else, resulting in an artificial, ideologically 
driven, one-dimensional culture of homogeneity, the triumph of corporate values, and the 
restricted flow of information. 

His theories represent a certain moment in time, during which established structures 
were changing and it remained very unclear what would take their place. They also glorify a 
fixed notion of public culture, similar to that built upon by the BBC model many years before, 
that presumes the public arena to be always and in all ways more equitable, open, diverse, 
and democratic than the private sphere. Yet the experience of socially subordinate groups, 
such as racial and ethnic minorities and women, do not bear out this utopian vision, as the 

, following Connection will show. A riationalistic, exclusionary vision of the public can just as 
easily exclude such groups' voices and interests as the marketplace might exclude the eco-
nomically disadvantaged. The recognition that creeping transnational culture has a positive 
side as well as a dangerous one prompted new theories of cultural hybridity and glocality. 

Connection Glocality: India Goes Global and Local 

After the United States, India possesses the largest and most prolific film industry in the world. Based in 

Bombay and often referred to as Bollywood, Indian film producers turn out more movies per year than do 

their Los Angeles colleagues, marketed throughout Asia and to diasporic communities everywhere. This 

key position in Asian media, combined with the size of India's home audience that produces economics 

similar to the American situation, helped to inspire the major changes that occurred in India's television 

structures in the 1990s. 
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hdia is a highly diverse nation, with five major languages and hundreds of dialects, five states with 

distinct regional cultures, several major religious groups, and a rigidly hierarchized caste system all con-

tained uneasily within the overarching Indian identity forged in the twentieth-century struggles for inde-

pendence and prosperity. Media scholar Shanti Kumar describes the process by which, under Prime 

Minister Indira Ghandi, the state television network Doordarshan became in the seventies and eighties a 

primary means of interconnecting this diverse and often contentious population;Ili the network, under 

centralized state supervision, provided a diet of programs intended to aid in national development and tie 

the nation together. Combined with the ambitious SITE project (Satellite Instructional Television), Indian 

television spread from its roots in Delhi to five states and 2,400 villages across the country. Program-

ming on Doordarshan focused on agricultural information, education, health, and famày welfare, though 

it also provided some lighter fare such as informative talk shows, game shows, children's programs, fea-

ture films, and sports. Financed by the state, Indian broadcasting followed the BBC model as a public 

service, noncommercial monopoly. 

Kumar credits India's hosting of the Asian Games in 1982 with refocusing Doorda'shan as an enter-

tainment and advertising medium. Shifting to color ( it had previously broadcast only in black and white) 

under the drectorship of Rajiv Gandhi, the prime minister's son, Doordarshan began to reinvent itself as 

a more entertainment-based service. It began to attract a larger urban elite audience and with them the 

attention of advertisers. Prime-time programming on the Doordarshan monopoly became oriented to 

advertiser-sponsored " national programming"—entertainment programs directed at the general pub-

lic—while daytime continued its developmental focus. As Kumar writes, "a younger, more urban, 

anglophile and technophile generation took charge of envisioning a new, more cosmopolitan personality 

for Indian television."'' The most popular programs were historical epics and serial dramas that drew on 

India's mythology and history to speak directly to its sense of national identity. Usually broadcast both in 

Engl.sh and Hindi, the genre expanded to include more modern themes, with some Western influence. 

Soon Indian-produced soap operas, sitcoms, sports, and films filled the schedule. Doordarshan retained 

its monopoly on television throughout, with only a few low-power regional stations in a handful of major 

cities to compete, usually by broadcasting Doordarshan programs in the regional language. Program-

ming tended to be cautious, politically conservative, and focused or' keeping foreign and marginal inter-

ests at bay. 

But in 1991, Doordarshan's national identity-building monopoly status was challenged by an inter-

loper. STAR TV (Satellite Television Asian Region) began to offer four channels of non- Indian program-

ming to the limited audiences that had access to satellite reception.The channels consisted of Star Plus, 

entertainment programming largely of European and American origination; Star Sports, emphasizing 

European and American sporting events; the BBC News channel; and MTV, the American music video 

network. At first only a small number of hotels and businesses could receive the satellite broadcasts, but 

quicKly an entrepreneurial industry sprang up to connect a central satellite receiving dish by cable to 

homes in the neighborhood, cnarging a small monthly fee. Within a few years this had become an estab-

lished business in India's metropolitan areas. "Very quickly, STAR TV became a rage among the affluent 

English-speaking Indian middle class, and the satellite and television industry in India began to witness 

radical transformations."' 2 

In 1995, when Rupert Murdoch purchased it, STAR began to change. Dropping MN (and later the 

BBC News channel as well, in a highly politicized and controversial decision), STAR saw an immense 

opportunity in creating a television service that catered more directly to local cultures, to very specific 

regional and local audience tastes, not simply one that relayed programming psoduced elsewhere. It 

instituted Channel V, a pan-Asian music video channel that relayed, in two separate Deems, a Chinese-

based service to its northern sector, and an Indian beam for its South Asia audiences. The latter, bridging 
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diverse Indian cultures by broadcasting in Hinglish (a mixture of Hindi and English) gave the local chan-

nel a global flavor. 

Channel V opened up production centers in Delhi, Bombay, and other major cities, combining MTV-

style camera work, editing, animation, and video rotation with elements of Bollywood and the local music 

scene. Indian and Anglo-Indian VJs became pan-Asian stars and combined a hip, globally accented pre-

sentation with revivals of older Hindi music and films. A new Indian popular music scene grew and began 

to reach global audiences. (Meanwhile, MN launched its own MN-Asia channel on a different satellite, 

but it remains secondary to STAR's.) 

Observing Channel V's success, many other Western-based channels attempted similar hybrid strat-

egies. CNN, TNT, the Cartoon Network, ESPN, Disney, and the Discovery Channel have expanded into 

Asia, all embracing some form of the localization policy initiated by Channel V. Whether through direct 

satellite transmission or partnerships with local broadcasters, Western media recognized the enormous 

potential of the Asian market and the desirability of "fashioning for themselves a culturally-sensitive 

'Asian' personality."' 3 

The next step came when Zee TV, a privately owned Hindi channel, took advantage of the possibili-

ties opened up by satellite broadcasting to provide the first, locally-originated Hindi language competitor 

to Doordarshan. Its strategy consisted of broadcasting the kind of programs so popular on STAR— 

soaps, sitcoms, and talk shows—but this time in Hindi, produced from the local culture with local audi-

ences in mind. Zee N also broadcast without the centralized censorship and restrictions imposed on 

Doordarshan. Suddenly possibilities for debate and discussion of public issues unconstrained by the 

needs of the state seemed to blossom. On one popular Zee N Program, Aap Ke Ada/at, politicians, 

celebrities, and business leaders are interrogated intensely by the host, a lawyer who puts the figures on 

trial in a fictional courtroom setting for questioning. Such a program had not been possible on the cau-

tious and politically sensitive state network. As Kumar summarizes, " In their eagerness to gain domi-

nance in the economic sphere, commercial networks like Zee N revealed to their audiences an almost 

suicidal WIlingness to disrupt the hegemony of the political sphere, something Doordarshan had always 

been unable or unwilling to do in its attempts to create a national programming strategy that would bind 

the diverse nation together."' 4 

Other privately owned commercial networks soon sprang up. Some emphasized regional languages, 

especially in South India where Hindi and English were spoken by few. Two of the most successful were 

Sun N in Madras and EN in Hyderabad, broadcast in the Telegu language, a subculture never ade-

quately recognized by Doordarshan or by the Hindi service of Zee N. Again, as in Great Britain, the def-

inition of the public had broadened. Now recognized as consisting of previously underserved regional 

groups and not only the primary Hindi-speaking public addressed by Doordarshan, a combination of 

commercial competition and outside disruption of monopoly made these social subgroups visible and 

able to speak for themselves. At the same time, as Kumar points out, the central network Doordarshan 

has thrived. Its unifying vision complements and unites the local vision of the regional stations, offering 

high-profile nationalistic series and films like the documentary Discovery of India, serials based on tradi-

tional folklore, and religious epics. Its rising advertising revenues have allowed it to provide more tech-

nologically sophisticated programs and to extend its reach, since it remains the best way to address the 

largest national audience. 

Many have used the term glocal to describe this combination of global influences and local identi-

ties. Much as the competition from new cable and broadcast networks allowed subordinate U.S. groups 

to find outlets that addressed their interests more directly than the unified, exclusionary voices of the big 

three, television in India, once freed from the monopoly of an enforced and restricted national identity, 

could allow its own unique diversity to emerge: the unique diversity that comprises Indian identity. A 

global voice, in this case of the Western STAR TV, challenged highly restrictive notions of national identity 
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and offered hybrid visions of Indianness, prompting a rethinking of uniformity and exclusion and a recog-

nitior of the many different identities within Indianness. Global intrusion promoted local diversification 

and the strengthening of regional identities. Its economic impact and basis must be recognized too, as 

the competition for audiences prompted by an advertising base disrupted the government-funded 

monopoly of the state broadcasting system. However, this also points out the limitations of the commer-

cial media. The gap between those who are privileged to be thus addressed, through the ownership of 

television sets and the reception of satellite signals, is probably nowhere greater than in India, with its 

millions living below the threshold of commercial television's interests. These contradictions are still 

being played out and are far from settled. 

Part of STAR TV's success was its stimulation of cultural hybridity, the combining of dif-
ferent cultural strains to produce a form of programming neither totally foreign nor totally 
local. In the example of Channel V, the imported format of the music video meshed with 
Indian music, personalities, industries, and audiences to produce something distinctly differ-
ent from the original model. Simultaneously, it encouraged an upsurge in the Asian pop music 
scene, creating new forms of music and new opportunities for artists that would most likely 
not have occurred without the Western influence. 

Schiller and other cultural imperialism adherents would argue that the new forms are 
inherently corrupted by the capitalist ideologies they stem from. But if a new form of power 
develops that reverses the one-way flow of Western culture to developing countries, bringing 
Asian music to Western ears and offering some balance to Western economic domination, can 
the process be all bad? By the late 1990s, many signs existed that the initial deluge of U.S. 
television programs sweeping across national broadcasting systems had begun to subside. As 
strong competition developed between commercial networks and remaining public systems, 
imported American TV shows began to take a back seat to local programs that more closely 
reflected local and national cultures. That these shows might be produced by an American- or 
Japanese-based media conglomerate seemed less important than their employment of local 
writers, directors, and performers and their attention to culturally specific issues and situa-
tions. Even the economics had shifted; as one Sony executive remarked, in the seventies, "you 
got 30% of your income from international [program sales]. Now it's almost the reverse." 15 So 
as competitive pressures pushed global conglomerates to localize their productions, national 
broadcasters began to feature locally produced shows in their schedules while pushing U.S. 
TV series out of prime time. 

Sony Entertainment Television, yet one more satellite-delivered competitor for India's 
Hindi-language market, opened up a large studio in Bombay and began producing 33 hours of 
programming a week. Its parent Sony Columbia also set up shop in Taiwan, creating 35 hours 
per week of Mandarin-language programs for its Super-TV channel covering both Taiwan and 
mainland China. Its offerings ranged from the prime-time serial City of Love to a remake of 
Charlie's Angels with a Taiwanese cast. Another program was a sitcom titled Chinese Restau-
rant, about a young Chinese woman with a group of quirky friends who opens up the Beijing 
Garden Restaurant in Los Angeles. This went along with STAR TV's Hong Kong-based 
Phoenix Channel, creating programs specifically for the mainland China audience, described 
as "a frothy mix of locally produced sports, news, and talk shows, featuring everything from 
movie star Ke Shou-liang's daredevil leap across the Yellow River to the effervescent political 
coverage of newscaster Sally Wu."16 
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Sony pursued this strategy for other international markets as well, for instance in its pur-
chase of second-place Spanish-language satellite channel Telemundo in 1998. To compete 
with first place Univision, which relies on programs produced in Central and South America, 
Telemundo has begun to create Spanish-language sitcoms and other American-style programs 
aimed at the American Latino/a audience. As programming president Nely Galan describes it, 
"I would say that our voice is the bicultural Latino who feels that he's in or she's in a tug of war 
between two cultures."17 Nationalized media systems have a hard time accommodating this 
kind of cultural hybridity. 

The film industry, too, felt glocalizing pressures as U.S. producers increasingly kept inter-
national markets in mind, and studios opened up branches in other countries. For every 
Titanic, which drew in millions of viewers across the globe, there is a Primary Colors, a film 
about the American presidential scandals that did fairly well at home but held little appeal for 
global audiences. Sony/Columbia's decision to set up a film studio in Hong Kong makes sense, 
enabling it to hire internationally recognized directors like Ang Lee to make action films in 
Mandarin, or Luc Besson to shoot an epic about Joan of Arc in English, but aimed at an inter-
national market. And in another twist, the quotas placed on importation of films and televi-
sion shows in countries like France have created extended markets for native filmmakers. Pay 
TV has gives national cinemas a further market for exhibition, and in some cases commercial 
networks are required to pay a tax to subsidize local production. This allows local film pro-
duction to thrive, even as figures for audience attendance decline. 

In other places, the infiltration of centralized state systems by competing commercial 
networks allowed cultural resistance to develop. Media consumption and production can 
constitute a site in which resistance or opposition to mainstream cultural values can occur 
and in which subordinate or oppositional voices can be heard. In Britain, after local commer-
cial radio was instituted, ethnic groups were able for the first time to find an accessible out-
let, creating expressly Asian, Greek, and Black formats in many metropolitan areas. Several 
imported and domestic satellite television channels serve the British Asian community, from 
Zee TV and Sony to the Pakistani Channel, Asianet, Namaste, Bangla TV, B4U, Channel 
East, and Prime TV. Though most British Asians watch a significant amount of mainstream 
programming as well, not all of it suits Asian family standards. As one Scottish Pakistani pro-
ducer commented, "There is virtually nothing on the main UK television channels for Asians. 
We watch TV as a family group and the content of the British soap operas is not suitable for 
family viewing. Pakistani dramas don't have any sex, drugs, or anything that your children and 
granny couldn't watch."18 Thus Scottish Pakistanis assert a cultural identity that is British but 
resists some elements of mainstream British culture. In Britain as well as in India, cultural 
identity takes place on a variety of levels and in a variety of forms, not just in a one-size-fits-
all national version. 

In Taiwan, where the broadcasting system combined state control with commercial sup-
port, cable television was the first medium to break through the political/economic homo-
geneity that its system had enforced. Competing national identities—native Taiwanese, those 
oriented toward mainland China, and a lingering Japanese influence—led to a strongly varied 
media system once liberalization had taken effect. One group able to negotiate these tensions 
to find a stronger voice than traditionally possible was Taiwanese women, whose stories and 
social roles came suddenly to prominence after decades of submission and silence. Though 
television is only one social arena in which this form of cultural resistance took place, it was a 
crucial one for women because it allowed them a voice in a changing society. 
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Connection Taiwan Television and Hsiang-tu Hsi 

From the beginning, television in Taiwan combined commercial economics with tight control by the gov-

ernment. Taiwan's first television network, TIV, was managed directly by the Taiwan Provincial Govern-

ment even though its primary financing came from several commercial banks. The second television 

network, c-rv, went on the air in 1969 with the backing of several radio broadcasting companies under 
the aegis of the ruling political party, the KMT. A third channel, CTS, with a primarily educational role, was 

operated jointly by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Defense, with private business invest-

ment providing the necessary capital. This triad of networks alone served Taiwan until the late eighties; 

all three were highly profitable enterprises supported by the sale of advertising time, with revenues going 

back to the state interests that owned and managed them while paying dividencs to their private 

investors. An extremely tight link of government and economic authority thus dominated broadcasting 

and kept all other competitors out. Thcugh all three developed popular programming forms designed to 

draw audiences in and keep piofits up, the close relationship with ruing party and government objectives 

tightly restricted content. As media scholar Szu-Ping Lin writes, " It was ... an apparatus that protected 

the interests of the political regime." 19 

The politicization of Taiwan's broadcasting system was only exacerbated by the state of martial law 

that existed in the country from 1949 until 1987. The ruling KMT party, which had been exiled from 

mainland China after their defeat by the Ch'nese Communists, struggled to maintain their small country's 

independence and identity as the true Chinese nation. All high network personnel came from the party or 

from the government, and television served as an important political tool to achieve three primary goals: 

to ensure Taiwan's national security, to fight against Communist ideology, and to focus opposition against 

the mainland Chinese, who continuously threatened to take Taiwan back into its fold. 

An important part of this mission was the cultural task of promoting Chinese identity in Taiwan. This 

identity was in opposition to the culture and traditions of the native Taiwanese, who had lived on the 

island before its takeover by Chinese exiles, as well as the lingering influences of Japanese culture from 

Taiwan's long period of Japanese rule. Native Taiwanese culture represented a threat to the KMT's 

nationalistic goals, and as Lin writes, the government, along with it broadcasting system, worked hard 

to suppress it: "While the tradlional Chinese culture was regarded as orthodox and noble, the native Tai-

wanese culture—including drama, music, and many other forms of folk art—was considered crude and 

less refineo."2° This also extended to the promotion of the Mandarin language above all others. The use 

of native Taiwanese dialects—Minnan and Fiakka—was discouraged, particularly after 1972. At this 

time the central government passed laws that mandated the gradual phasing out of dialects on televi-

sion, and forbade the mixing of dialects within programs. 

However, beginning in the early 1980s, the winds of democratic social reform began to blow in Tai-

wan. In 1987 martial law was lifted and democratic elections were held. In 1991 President Lee Tun-Hui 

became the elected leader of native Taiwanese extraction. This was highly symbolic, since, as Lin points 

out, native Taiwanese identity and culture had become closely connected with democratic reforms. 

The reform process had been aided by the explosion of cable television in Taiwan in the late 1980s. 

Though str'ctly illegal, hundreds of illicit satellite receivers began receiving imported television channels 

and providing low-cost cable service to households in major cities. Some cable channels began to 
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provide original Taiwan-produced programming, much of it taking an oppositional stance to the martial 

government. In particular, the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), by 1991 Taiwan's major oppositional 

group, owned over 28 cable stations and used them to break through the ruling party's broadcast 

monopoly. Pirate cable was profitable, too, as advertisers began to take an interest in this medium that 

reached an affluent, upscale, and educated audience. A myriad of cable companies flourished, though 

still officially illegal. As fast as the government tried to shut them down, cutting cables and raiding sta-

tions, the cable pirates sprang back up. Some companies ran their lines through city sewers to keep 

from being detected. One DPP cable station named itself Sweet Potato Broadcasting because, as a 

spokesperson said, " No matter how many times you cut up a potato and bury it, it keeps coming up." 21 

The name also made reference to the members of Taiwan's suppressed native culture, who were some-

times irreverently called Old Taro Roots. 
Cable pirates put pressure on the established broadcasters to liberalize their political and cultural 

policies, not least because the central networks were losing audiences and revenues to the upstart 

alternative. In 1990, restrictions on the use of dialects on television were removed. The most popular 

type of program in Taiwan had long been the dramatic serial aired in the 8 to 9 PM timeslot. Most 

centered on historical themes, emphasizing Chinese culture and produced solely in Mandarin. They fo-

cused on the encouragement of traditional Chinese virtues and values, emphasizing the enduring qual-

ity and timelessness of Chinese culture, while virtually shutting out the history of Taiwan and its native 

traditions 

But in the 1990s with the lifting of restrictions, this slowly started to shift. The first prime-time 

serial drama to feature characters speaking both Mandarin and Minnan was Love, broadcast on CTS in 

December 1990, which dealt explicitly with inter-ethnic relations. It was hugely popular, gaining the high-

est ratings ever for a serial drama, and it sparked a host of imitators. The term Hsiang-tu Hsi began to be 

used to refer to these indigenous dramas dealing with the specifics of Taiwanese life and history, and 

they became consistently the most popular shows on Taiwanese television for the next decade. Mostly 

set in rural areas, mostly using the Minnan dialect, Hsiang-tu Hsi dramas dealt with sweeping historical 

events but with a focus on the family. The family became the site in which and through which historical, 

ideological, and cultural tensions played themselves out. Since family in Chinese culture is most centrally 

the territory of women, the Hsiang-tu Hsi began to address topics related to women's lives that had 

never before been broached on Taiwanese television. And, too, since the serial dramas' audiences were 

primarily female, commercial broadcasters wished to attract this group with female-centered storylines. 

Family, the lives and actions of women, and oppositional democratic Taiwanese culture and language all 

came together in these serial dramas and made possible the articulation and discussion of women's 

social issues in a way previously impossible. And these issues, as Lin points out, became "topics of con-

versation and discussion in people's daily life." 22 

One of the most successful of all was The Daughters-in-Law, which aired on CTS from May to 

December 1995. The subject of the relationship between mothers and their sons' wives has always 

been an extremely conflicted one in Chinese and Taiwanese culture. In a society in which women's 

power is predicated on their ability to bear sons for their husband's family, a mother's power is threat-

ened when her son marries. The role of the Chinese daughter-in-law is to be subservient and obedient 

to her husoand's family, until she herself can produce a son and assume a stronger position. A woman 

never has as much power as a wife or daughter as she does as the mother of a son and as a mother-

in-law; a daughter-in-law occupies the bottom rung in the family hierarchy. As Lin summarizes, "the 

term daughter-in-law in Chinese and Taiwanese cultural vocabulary has . . . become an almost fixed 

metaphor for someone who is dominated, oppressed, and mistreated and has to attend upon others at 

a disadvantageous position." 23 As such, the figure of the daughter-in-law in the Hsiang-tu Hsi dramas 

became a way to talk about the position of women generally in male-dominated Taiwanese society and 
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also retained a hint of the relation of the indigenous Taiwanese to Chinese-dominated culture. In a 

changing society, where an indigenous democratic movement struggled for reform and in which women 

had begun to demand more rights and power (over 45 percent worked outside the home in 1990), this 

was a powerful metaphor indeed. Long taboo as a subject of discussion, the attention that the Hsiang-

tu Hsi brought to the mother/daughter-in-law relationship extended further into issdes of expanding 

democracy tor all groups. 

Becoming the single most popular dramatic genre in the 1990s, the Hsiang-tu Hsi extended their 

family and female-centered focus into various realms, including the expressly political. Series such as 

Tales of Taiwan, Once Upon a Time in Taiwan, and The Root placed women in key political positions in the 

dramas, counterposing ethnic Taiwanese with mainland Chinese women. Another serial, broadcast in 

1996, that attracted not only auge audiences but much cultural controversy was Shun-Niang: The 

Women with Broken Palm Lines. The title refers to an ancient Chinese belief that a woman with a certain 

characterist.c marking on the palms of her hands—a strong central line breaking the palm in two— 

brings bad luck onto the family into which she marries, and is destined to live a tragic life. Men with a 

similar pattern are seen as difficult and ill temperad, but likely to achieve success. In a woman, however, 

the palm markings bring suspicion, mistreatment, and fear. Traditionally, a woman with such palms will 

be subject to cruel treatment, be able to marry only under highly unfavorable conditions, and live a life of 

subjugation to others. Shun-Niang told the story of such a woman who fought against the system of folk 

beliefs and superstition that had condemned her to a lesser life and who succeeded in overcoming the 

prejudice and discrimination directed against her. She demanded to be able to define herself and what 

she was capable of and not to be held under the thrall of an unjustified system of false knowledge. Obvi-

ously, this theme spoke to the social and politica conditions of women generally. It also undermined the 

validity of traditional ways of knowledge and the power of tradition itself, showing the arbitrariness and 

emp:iness of belief systems that kept women in inferior status. 

Besides its high ratings, Shun-Niang prompted an outburst of discussion and confession about 

palmistry and superstition across Taiwan. The production company and network reported receiving hun-

dreds of letters and telephone calls from women with the distinctive broken paint markings; some 

begged them not to bring attention to the painful topic, some confessed to the mistreatment and dis-

crimination that they had received because of it, and some attested to their own success and good for-

tune in the face of superstition. A Buddhist social work group, Tsu Chi, offered counseling to troubled 

women; and the production staff reportedly felt like amateur courselors from responding to calls and 

personal stories. A formerly taboo topic with deep implications for women's lives became discussable in 

the public sphere and helped to break through repressive traditions and resist cultural domination. It ran 

for 40 episodes and created a new high mark for the genre. 

Production of Shun-Niang itself was unusual in that the series was based on a book written by a 

female Taiwanese academic whose work dealt with superstitious beliefs and their oppression of women. 

Its producer, a former television actress, spent several years trying to get the program produced, in the 

end mortgaging her own home to finance it. Its success vindicated the role that women had begun to 

play in Taiwanese television production, built on women's role as majority audiences, and confirmed the 

vitality of the Hsiang-tu Hsi genre with its focus on women's lives. It remains one of the dominant com-

ponents of the lively Taiwanese media scene today. 

Though inclusion in television's representational sphere does not automatically lead to 

social change or progress, it can be argued that without suca representation change is yen' 

unlikely h) take place. At the ven least. public discussion of a topic. that had been buried in 
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superstition or ruled to be outside of public concern can lead to a new awareness that even-
tually can work real social change. Although contrary opinions are also mobilized by discus-
sion, sometimes provoking backlash and negation, public sphere recognition of a social 
phenomenon seems to be the basic prerequisite to accomplish more political tasks. And 
where national identity-building norms of state systems work to maintain repressive hierar-
chies alternative voices can sometimes break up the discursive logjam and allow debate to 
flow more freely. 

On the other hand, though it is the commercial populism of many systems that has pro-
vided competition to hidebound state broadcasters, commercialism itself is no guarantee of 
liberalization. As in Taiwan, economic concerns can also stifle speech, especially when it 
comes to criticism of corporate practices or maintenance of identities that are not commer-
cially viable. When linked too tightly to political power, commercialism can create a system of 
control and exclusion, incorporating popular forms into the dominant regime. The prospect 
of this kind of corporaiized centralization and control forms the basis for fears of cultural sur-
veillance that are only exacerbated by the potential of new technology. 

Once again, the question of the divide between private and public lies at the heart of the 
new surveillance culture being produced by technological innovation. Privacy itself takes on 
new dimension in the Internet age. Radio might have provoked fears that one's receiver might 
pick up and transmit sounds from inside the home as easily as it brought in sounds from out-
side, as did television's capacity to spy on its users. Nielsen's Peoplemeter asked American 
families to record their at-home viewing behavior, even down to who it was that sat before the 
set, flipping from channel to channel. Cable companies have long possessed the ability to 
reveal who subscribes to channels, from Playboy to PTL, and can pass along marketing infor-
mation for those whose cable subscriptions reveal young children in the household, or a con-
cern with health and fitness, or a fascination with movies. 

But the Internet supercedes all others in its ability to collect as much information about 
the user as it dispenses. Simply accessing many Web sites allows an invasion of the home com-
puter, placing cookies on the hard drive that can later be identified and addressed. Many sites 
request a degree of personal information before allowing a user to log on, a particularly dan-
gerous practice with children's sites. By monitoring a person's Internet browsing, a corpora-
tion can put together a profile of that person's characteristics. Marketing companies that 
specialize in this kind of profiling, such as DoubleClick, have sprung up. This could consist 
only of fairly harmless details, such as an interest in media sites, or music, or sports. But it 
could also reveal a health condition, membership in political groups, an interest in pornogra-
phy, or an identity that someone else might target with hatred such as sexuality, race, or reli-
gious preference. More and more, the home screen is a two-way mirror; as we look in, 
someone else is looking back. 

In countries where dissident politics can get you thrown in jail, the Internet's access to a 
whole world of political information and organizing presents a challenge indeed. China has 
attempted to curb its citizens' use of the Internet to access certain sources by requiring all 
content and service providers to obtain a security certification. The government has made it 
illegal for individual users to send email containing state secrets, which in China could 
include any news not officially released to the public. Observers believe it is directed particu-
larly at chat moms, which frequently serve as sites for discussion and criticism of government 
policies. Additionally, it has required all encrypted information coming into China to use 
scrambling technology developed in that country—to which Chinese government officials 
have access. 
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In a different vein, France has passed laws requiring all organizations doing business on 
French soil to provide Internet information primarily in French, to help stem the worldwide 
tide of English. While Internet access and computer ownership is confined to the elite edu-
cated classes who have always had ways of obtaining forbidden culture, repressive govern-
ments can overlook the problem. But as Internet use widens, stronger efforts at crackdown, 
both political and cultural, are sure to follow. Meanwhile, organizations working toward the 
free flow of information across the globe sometimes contend with the contradictions posed by 
Third World countries defending their cultural heritage. When women in the Philippines and 
Korea use information from Western feminist organizations to combat the mail-order-bride 
trade and put pressure on local governments, are they importing unwanted Western cultural 
values into their country or accessing important information previously unavailable to them? 
When Black British youth play American- rap tunes downloaded from the Web on local radio 
stations, are they erasing British culture or developing it in a new direction? 

Off the Web, it is hard to enter a store, ride an elevator, park in a garage, or use a cash 
machine without coming under some form of video surveillance. Many cities have adopted 
the practice of installing videocameras in troubled neighborhoods or in neighborhoods sus-
ceptible to crime. This ensures that some lives will be more heavily surveilled than others, 
usually those of minority and low-income groups. In a few states, cruising police cars now 
contain videocameras that record an officer's interactions with those she or he stops; though 
this was done in response to police harassment of minority groups, it has the potential to 
backfire on those it was intended to protect, since control of the tapes is one-sided. Even in 
the gung-ho arena of e-commerce, the public/private divide remains controversial. As we'll 
discuss in the final chapter, technologies like M P3 audio recording blur the lines between pri-
vate use of copyrighted materials and their public dissemination. Police departments and the 
FBI insist that they must have the ability to encrypt their private communications and to 
decode the encrypted communications of others, but this raises Big Brother questions that 
give most citizens the chills. In early 2000, an outbreak of e-raids on commercial Internet 
sites, using the computers of unsuspecting citizens to tie up lines and cause the servers to 
crash, provoked fears that high-speed access lines let a wide-open avenue into the home. Your 
own computer could be running an illegal e-attack and you wouldn't even know about it. 

Satellite technology, though promising diversity and access to a wide range of program-
ming, also has an unsettling side. By 2001, many automobiles will be equipped with a satellite 
radio receiver that can pick up hundreds of nationally distributed signals. Travelers will no 
longer have to tune from station to station as they drive cross-country, or deal with interfer-
ence from physical or electrical sources in the local area. Yet another contemporary feature is 
the global position system (GPS) that allows a driver to seek directions and maps while on the 
road. This also allows a car to be tracked by satellite should some organization care to do so. 
Combined with technology that can search license plate data and identify individual drivers, 
the car may no longer be a bastion of privacy. 

A similar technique can be used for surveilling communication. This is not simply a sci-fi 
scenario. In 1999, the American Civil Liberties Union set up a Web site dedicated to reveal-
ing the existence and practices of Echelon, an automated global interception and relay system 
operated by the intelligence agencies of five nations (the United States, United Kingdom, 
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand). Working together, the agencies monitor radio and 
satellite transmissions across the globe, including Internet transmissions. It scans Web sites 
for information of interest to national intelligence and also monitors surface traffic—tele-
phone, radio, and computer communication that takes place via wires and local microwave. 
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The operation is highly secretive, and although it has existed since 1971, the first rumors in 
the press only surfaced in 1988. Some reports suggest that it is being used to spy on political 
action groups such as Amnesty International, and that it has also waged industrial espionage. 
Other countries are reported to have similar satellite surveillance centers. 

FUTURE VISIONS 

This all-too-brief excursion into the global media picture cannot possibly reveal the complex-
ities and intricacies of our rapidly expanding culture of global convergence. Just trying to 
identify some of the major tensions and fault lines is complicated enough. Clearly the strain 
that new technologies and their development have put on inter- and intranational relation-
ships will only increase. The relationship between the state and private corporations, always in 
flux, has assumed an even greater degree of importance now that formerly national compa-
nies have merged and formed partnerships with others from around the world. The narrow 
regulatory hold still exercised in many nations over media development becomes more and 
more difficult to maintain, and state systems must either jump with both feet into the com-
mercial rush or deliberately opt to provide a noncommercial alternative, which may appeal to 
so few as to lose its public mandate. When Sony or Disney or Silvio Berlusconi controls all the 
major media channels in a country, can an individual nation's interests possibly compete with 
a self-interested corporate agenda? And can cultural affiliations that blur or resist national 
lines—between language groups, racial or ethnic groups, gender or sexuality identities, po-
litical and cultural interests—freely form and communicate in a media environment that is 
dominated by the ideology of commerce? 

The relationship between dominant media countries—such as the United States, Britain, 
Germany, Japan, and India—and the smaller nations that cannot compete as strongly in the 
global sphere represents another area of conflict. Though the European Union's rules specify 
that 60 percent of European stations' content must be produced in Europe, in practice, as 
media executives admit, this means programming from one of the larger media-producing 
nations that speaks the same language. In French-speaking countries, programs from France 
will find airspace but not those from Belgium or Switzerland. Germany's programs will play in 
Austria, Switzerland, and nearby countries, but they will not air each other's, nor will Ger-
many broadcast theirs. Britain serves the Scandinavian nations where English is widespread 
and, by default, countries such as the Netherlands, whose programs do not find great demand 
on the part of the larger nations; yet few Scandinavian or Dutch programs show up on British 
media channels. So smaller nations face the prospect of becoming even further marginali7ed 
in a global media system that has opened up only to the largest, loudest voices. On the other 
hand, both Belgium and France have devised ways to make channels that purvey imported, 
commercial programming pay a fee or tax that can be used to fund local production. These 
productions may not reach far beyond the borders of their native countries, but the fees can 
make a big difference there. 

The United States, with the small but growing exception of Spanish-language programs, 
remains resolutely isolationist. However, the BBC now exports a channel of British program-
ming (BBC America) available mostly on satellite to general audiences. American ethnic audi-
ences who wish to can usually find satellite-delivered channels in their native languages, but 
they are not carried on most cable systems, nor is any effort made to subtitle or dub them into 
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English. Most Americans haven't a clue as to what is going on in other countries' media sys-
tems, and news sources are limited as well. Despite a growing number of U.S. television shows 
based on foreign models (the hit game show Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? was borrowed 
from England and revamped for U.S. audiences) their original versions are forgotten and the 
shows are assumed to be quintessentially American as soon as they reach popular mass. 

However, the trend is building. CBS's surprise summer 2000 hit Survivor, an American 
version of a Swedish original, stranded 16 people on a Pacific Island, surrounded them by TV 
cameras, and carefully edited the resulting footage into a gripping TV series as they faced a 
series of tests and alliance-forming machinations, successively voting one another off the 
island. By the time the last few survivors competed for the final prize, the nation was hooked. 
It became the most discussed event of the summer (presidential conventions running a dis-
tant second). 

PBS purchased the rights to a series based on a British prototype called 1900 House, 
which documented the experiences of a group of people adjusting to life as it was lived in 
1900, while cameras rolled. And bidding was high for the U.S. rights to the Dutch program 
Big Brother, which put ten twentysœnething people into a house and watched them interact 
via cameras and recorders embedded in walls and ceilings. It was streamed onto the Internet 
24 hours a day, including bathroom scenes and sex. Each week one cast member was voted 
out of the house by the cast and viewers, until the one left won a large cash prize. However, 
the furor that ensued over Fox's special showing of Who Wants to Marry a Multi-Millionaire? 
in February 2000 may have put a damper on these reality-based contests. Investigation of the 
chosen multimillionaire, who was allowed to select a bride from 50 female contestants, later 
revealed a history that included show business pretensions, a restraining order filed by a for-
mer girlfriend, and questions about the actual amount of his assets. The potential for lawsuits 
would seem to restrict U.S. interest in real-life genres. Such programs, though popular and 
inexpensive to produce, may not survive in this country's litigious atmosphere, despite their 
success elsewhere. And it is doubtful that international understanding is helped much 
through such uncredited borrowings and adaptations. 

CONCLUSION 

Nowhere does the clash between national and corporate culture seem to have more rele-
vance than with the Internet. As companies merge to control telecommunications systems, 
the flow of content for now remains untrammeled and largely free from national or corporate 
interference. But this is how amateur radio looked, too, before 1922. What could happen to 
force the Internet in the same restricted, closed-access and one-way direction as radio went 
so long ago? 

Well, a dual-level structure could emerge, similar to the Class A and Class B distinction so 
damaging to amateurs in 1922. Corporate users could reserve the high-speed backbone and 
primary connections for their own uses, allowing individuals to browse sites (and make pur-
chases) from only authorized content providers—like an AOL with a restricted, corporation-
only site provider policy. This commercial Net might only be accessed through portals owned 
by major providers, who would act to restrict other providers' access or take a cut of their 
profits. Individual, noncommercial users and site providers could be shunted off to lower-
speed, more congested servers and connections, where they would compete for attention in 
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a low-budget cacophony of underaccessed sites, with increasing charges levied or qualifica-
tions required. These sites might be patrolled by government security agencies or corporate 
censors, who could intervene to delete pages they found objectionable and fine or jail their 
originators. Copyright restrictions might find corporate-friendly enforcement, removing 
much of the material circulating freely on the Web and putting it into some kind of pay-per-
view structure. National firewalls could be erected, preventing traffic from flowing freely 
to individual computers except in the lowest speed connections. If these things happened, 
the Internet could go the way of broadcasting and lose its potential for radically restructur-
ing communications between the disempowered and the powerful, the marginal and the 
mainstream. 

Even with these restrictions, the technology of the Internet might still remain the most 
promising medium for allowing individual and small-group communication instantaneously, 
across physical, cultural, and national barriers. Its technology is fundamentally different from 
radio—but only as long as the transmission media can escape restrictive institutional control 
and oversight and only if a condition of abundance can avoid becoming a condition of scarcity. 
It is obvious now in retrospect that scarcity of broadcasting frequencies was used as the 
excuse for a level of restriction that far exceeded any actual lack of spectrum space. It was not 
spectrum scarcity but fears of the cultural chaos that unrestricted broadcasting might bring 
that allowed governments and major corporations to take on their dominant roles. A similar 
restrictive policy in the Internet is much more likely to come from corporate entities than 
national ones. If the vast majority of Internet users enter by the Disney or Sony or Microsoft 
gate and roam only as freely as those corporations allow, something vital will have been lost. 
The concluding chapter of this book looks at two situations that exemplify these historically 
recurring dangers and perhaps points out a way to work against them. 
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CHAPTER 

2000 AND BEYOND: 
LOOKING BACKWARD 

W e opened this book with some reflections on history and its relationship to culture and 
to media specifically. Throughout, w've b focus the r nedia 

for the n • tion o ltural sower, as a 
th 
'nd s e( . These s ggles are not just matters of entertainment and diversion • ut co ect n 
wry re. and important ways to the vectors of power in the modern world. The ongoing and 
ever idin4temnt.eultural ndsociaLtituti sron, 

to try to determine what voices will speak the loudest and whose experiences will be repre-
sented, can be understood as part of recurring conflicts over borders and identities: how we 
define who we are and who we are not, on a national level, on a global level, on political, cul-
tural, and social levels. 

These worlds all meet in the media—the primary venue in which we as citizens, con-
sumers, and individuals connect with one another and communicate our diverse situations to 
the world. Thus this history, as promised, has not attempted to tell the "full, total, complete" 
history of U.S. broadcasting, because that is literally an impossible task. It has emphasized 
those aspects of U.S. broadcasting history that speak most directly to concerns of national def-
inition, struggles for equality and inclusion within the nation, and the effects of the outreach 
to other nations that media has always engendered. A lot has been left out in this particular 
telling of history; you've got a big task in front of you, adding your corrections and supple-
ments to what is on record here and exploring the widely divergent versions of history avail-
able to you through further investigation. 

This final chapter will attempt to derive some lessons from history. What can we, looking 
backward, use to make sense of the kaleidoscope of events that surround us? What can we 
glean out of the historical cupboard that can help us perhaps even intervene into current 
events, before they're history? T o re irnn historical phenomena • rticular seem si if-
icant for mrposes of avoiding repetition of our 
h 
0. 0 e. We've traced the e fects o these two historical tendencies or 
nea-iTy 100 years and watched them time and time again confuse our thinking, provoke 
repressive reactions, and detract from the wider distribution of social power to place it in the 
hands of a few. Maybe we can start to spot these two phenomena when they first occur, to 
greet them with suspicion and cynicism, and then build up ideas, representations, discourse, 
structures, and institutions that can combat their effects. They are the notion of technological 
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determinism—that a technology somehow determines its own uses, and we just have to go 
along with it—and social hysteria—the outbreak of panic and repression that occurs when a 
new cultural form disrupts old hierarchies and social relations. Finally, we'll look at how 
remembering the past can help us avoid repeating it. 

TECHNOLOGICAL DETERMINISM 

The notion of technological determinism has been best discussed by British historian and 
social theorist Raymond Williams, who views it as one of the twentieth century's most prevail-
ing and harmful myths. Technological determinism is the kind of thinking that uses the innate 
qualities of technology to justify the way it is used in society In this determinism, technology 
"just naturally" develops out of neutral, scientific principles; it comes with its own determined 
agenda that we are helpless to alter; it has to be used in a certain way because that's just the 
way the technology is. And once it has developed it cannot be shifted or changed. Technolog-
ical determinism is bound up in the kind of utopian excitement (and dystopian dread) that 
arises whenever a new machine arrives on the scene and awakens ecstatic pronouncements 
about its capacities to solve our pressing current problems—automatically. Film, it was 
tliought, would preserve space and time and lead to international understanding, since the 
peoples of the world could finally get a good look at one another. When that didn't happen, 
well then radio would do the trick. Okay, that didn't work either, but television would surely 
lead to the development of the global village and usher in a new era of peace and under-
standing. No? Well, maybe the Internet. .. . 

Lost in these ambitious and utopian visions is the recognition that no technology is "born 
free," no machine arrives without attachments to a wiry web of social interests, corporate 
agendas, political hierarchies, and personal trajectories that shape it and affect what it is and 
what it can do. The moving picture might have been developed by a number of eccentric sci-
entists who simply wanted to build on the art of photography by making pictures move, but 
they were funded by institutions with profitable uses in mind. Once invented, it entered into 

of ents ht, o rs o d 
lith. Documentaries 

lost out to fictional narratives; individual filmmakers with an eccentric personal vision gave 
way to businessmen entertainers; film gradually became an industry, a set of professional 
practices, and an art form with expectations, genres, and profits. We have seen how radio 
emerged from a jumble of possibilities to become a highly nationalized, institutionalized, 
commercial form providing certain kinds of programming most acceptable to existing social 
hierarchies. With television, FM radio, cable TV, satellite transmission, and the Internet, we 
see elements of this same story. The early, ambiguous, unformed potential in new technolo-
gies is gradually channeled, restricted, diverted into the most profitable directions (in terms of 
economics and social power), and its earlier promises are silenced and forgotten. Technologi-
cal determinism says that these things happened because of neutral technical qualities of the 
medium: Film had to develop like that because of its innate capacities, radio as it did because 
of spectrum scarcity, television because of its technological requirements; the Internet will re-
main free because it is naturally a decentralized medium. 

However, the utopian rhetoric that floats around a new technology's birth does not simply 
disappear but remains and festers, so that its corollary is an outburst of dystopian inevitability. 
Film would—automatically—corrupt the morals of youth, lead to social degeneration, allow 
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disreputable cultural strands to flaunt themselves. We'd better institute censorship boards. 
Radio would fall into the hands of irresponsible pranksters or would wallow in its inevitable 
slough of crass commercialization, feeding mass culture to its passive listeners, unless national 
governments exerted strong, antidemocratic force to turn it dawn a better path. Better tax it, 
license it, make sure only reputable, established groups could get their hands on it. Cable 'IV 
would permit all kinds of wild hippies to vent political dissidence unchecked unless we 
allowed responsible corporations to take control. The Internet is full of pornography and hate 
speech; let's pass an act to forbid indecency and censor content providers and encourage peo-
ple to shop rather than communicate. In each case, fears stirred up by the extravagant prom-
ises circulating around each new medium led quickly to fears that such power might fall into 
the wrong hands, which in turn led to the establishment of controls, restrictions, and exclu-
sions. These were understood to be natural outgrowths of the technology that produced them. 
It was the nature of radio to be one-wa , cent • and li • it w e  

, s ion. - s - ncies at had disciplined; it is nature of the 
In et to encoura e trres at mus n ro 

t w we look more care u y at the history of ese technologies, we see that it 
required many deliberate decisions, small and large, to create an impression of the technol-
ogy's nature that had to be controlled and to imagine needing to shape it along lines that suit 
the more powerful groups involved in its deployment. In fact, often technological rationales 
are given for actions that clearly demonstrate the workings of social power. When the Inter-
state Commerce Commission created a Class A and Class B station structure in 1922, it did 
so with the rationale that the technology of radio demanded the creation of a tier of power-
ful, more responsible stations—but we have seen how the fear of jazz and the interests of 
major corporations had more to do with it. When the BBC justified its state-controlled 
monopoly, it did so on the technological basis of spectrum scarcity and the need to avoid 
American chaos—but in fact it was fear of the chaos of popular culture that drove a large part 
of that decision. When the FCC made its TV station assignments in the 1950s, it did so on 
technical grounds—but with most of its advice coming from the networks who made self-
interested recommendations. In each case, the technology itself had far less to do with the 
way it was structured, shaped, controlled, and determined than did the system of social reg-
ulation into which it fit. 

Two current events in the late 1990s and early 2000s illustrate both the tendency toward 
technological determinism in our thinking and the ways in which it can be subverted and dis-
rupted. One is the recent FCC decision to authorize low-power FM stations; the other is the 
current MP3 technology that allows the downloading of music over the Internet. 

Connection Low-Power Radio and Internet Audio 

All along, the dominant technological rationale for controlling access to the airwaves has been scarcity. 

In the United States, because it was claimed not everyone could have a station, the government decided 
that it needed to allocate the power of broadcasting into a few responsible hands. We have seen that 

to do so, it needed to erect a whole screening mechanism based on things that were not technical at 
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all—like privileging live broadcasts over recordings, passing rules forbidding certain kinds of practices 

(like Dr. Brinkley's), establishing a small number of high-power stations rather than a large number of 

low-power stations, discouraging wired reception of radio and TV, and promoting commercial broadcast-

ing in the hands of large corporations rather than helping noncommercial radio to flourish. 

In the United Kingdom, the need to fend off undesirable outside (and inside) influences was based 

on a justification of scarcity as well: We must have a monopoly so that tie right kind of radio can be 

encouraged since there isn't enough spectrum space for everyone. The fact that there might have been 

ways of combining high power with low power, commercial with nonprofil, corporations with individual 

broadcasters received little consideration under the justification of scarcity. Even later, when the FM band 

remained undeveloped and the UHF TV spectrum was virtually empty, the FCC held on to the technolog-

ical scarcity justification to explain its decisions. Scarcity was used to justify tight control of " limited" 

resources. 

LPFM 

But recent events have ironically blown the lid off this piece of deception, even as larger deceptions are 

being produced. Partially as a result of the enormous wave of mergers and consolidations in the radio 

industry following the passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, the FCC has recently authorized 

the creation of hundreds of new low-power FM (LPFM) radio stations. These small local stations, with 

power of 1 to 100 watts, will be heard only in a radius of 2 to 5 miles from their point of transmission. 

They will be wedged into the existing FM assignments where space is available, but since there must be 

a separation of three channels between them and existing stations, many of the largest markets will not 

have room. 

In January 2000 the FCC began accepting applications from nonprofit educational, community, and 

religious groups to open up the first wave of LPFMs, as they're known. Community groups and would-be 

LPFM broadcasters pointed out that consolidation has virtually driven the community station out of the 

market and that this new plan will give back a voice to individuals, create greater diversity in content, and 

encourage more minority and female ownership and presence in the airwaves. FCC Chair William F. Ken-

nard shared this vision: 

I've been struck by the outpouring of interest on this issue as I've talked to people around the coun-

try. From cops and clergy and community groups of all kinds. Local governments, Indian tribes, and 

a whole range of subcultures, such as the Creole community in Florida, zydeco fans in New Orleans, 

and others who would love to have an outlet.' 

The NAB and commercial broadcasters rose up in righteous indignation, claiming that the new sta-

tions would create interference problems and have a disastrous effect on their business. They clung to 

the old technological justifications: "The FCC has come up with a way to confound the law of physics. 

We've documented in an unassailable case that this will result in additional interference on already 

crowded airwaves."2 Low-power advocates produced their own studies showing that no significant inter-

ference would result and that it was commercial stations' audience numbers rather than their radio sig-

nals that was really at stake. Supporting the low-power idea was "a grass roots coalition of churches, 

schools, musicians, municipalities and ' pirate' radio stations that billed itself as a kind of civil rights 

movement intending to democratize the airwaves."3 More powerful advocates included musicians like 

Bonnie Raitt and the Indigo Girls, the U.S. Catholic Conference, and the United Church of Christ. 

Under the new legislation, commercial companies were barred from operating low-power stations, 

and no group could obtain more than one LPFM license during the first twc years. Ownership of the sta-

tions must be based in the community for which the license is authorized, and the provision of local con-
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tent was encouraged. Another provision dealt with a phenomenon rarely recognized in U.S. broadcasting 

discussion: what to do with pirate broadcasters. 

Over the decades many individuals and small groups, frustrated with the lack of access to U.S. air-

waves, have set up unauthorized radio stations. The FCC patrols the spectrum for these pirates, often 

raiding the stations, seizing equipment, and levying fines against the operators. Nevertheless, pirate 

radio has been an ongoing phenomenon in this country and in others. Mbanna Kantako has operated 

Black Magic Liberation Radio from his housing project apartment in Springfield, Illinois, since 1986, 

broadcasting a mix of music, news from the streets, political discussion, and community information. His 

1-watt station covers only a few square blocks, but because of Springfield's highly segregated housing 

patterns, he can reach three-fourths of the Black community. He calls his station "an important act of 

social protest."4 Radio Free Berkeley has been on the air in California since 1993, operated by Stephen 

Dunifer. Dunifer not only runs his own pirate station but builds transmitters and offers advice to others 

interested in low-power radio. He has helped to establish pirate stations in Mexico City (Radio TeleVer-

dad), GLatemala, El Salvador, Chiapas, and Haiti. 

As radio consolidation swept the country in the mid-nineties, the number of illicit broadcasters rose 

into the hundreds. Despite fines and frequent moves forced by FCC investigation, Karrtako, Dunifer, and 

others continue to resist what they perceive as FCC attempts to restrain democracy and access to the 

means of communication. Others who defied the FCC in speaking openly about their pirate stations 

include Marro Hernandez in San Marcos, Texas, and Doug Brewer in Tampa, Florida, both of whom used 

their stations to bring music, talk, and local color to communities unavailable on local commercial sta-

tions. All specialize in the kind of individual, politically subversive, culturally transgressive content the 

FCC has long sought to repress on the airwaves. They believe in the right to broadcast as an extension 

of the right of free speech. When in 1995 a judge in California denied, on First Amendment grounds, the 

FCC's injunction to shut down Radio Free Berkeley, the agency's lawyer claimed that her decision would 

unleash "anarchy and chaos."5 It also claimed that "the public interest would not be served by licensing 

a low-power FM broadcast service."6 Justification? Technological interference. Suddenly, with the new 

legislation, that has changed. However, the new low-power assignments will not be authorized to anyone 

who has previously ignored FCC orders to close down unlicensed stations or who has been charged with 

illegal broadcasting. These pioreering pirates of the airwaves will have to remain iricit. 

Since the frequencies in major cities are already crowded, it is unlikely that the new LPFMs will bring 

much change there. But in smaller cities and in rural areas, underserved by commercial radio enter-

prises, low-power FM gives back an opportunity for local voices to be heard in a way that has not existed 

since the 1920s. Suddenly the rationale of technological determinism—the scarci7y justification for lim-

itation of broadcasting rights—has been overturned by the FCC itself. Why did it take this long? Though 

technology has changed somewhat, making transmitters smaller and cheaper and refining the tuning 

mechanism, most of these changes occurred long ago. The FCC might have approved low-power broad-

casting 20, 30, 50 years ago—perhaps even in 1934, as educational radio adherents argued. But when 

political pressures brought on by industry deregulation grew strong enough to make some kind of 

accommodation necessary, suddenly a technical problem disappeared. And it was revealed that technol-

ogy was just a smokescreen for social policy: Technology would have allowed multiple local stations long 

ago. but social regulation ruled it out. 

Internet Audio 

Simultaneously, a new technology opened up the possibility of combining local and global broadcasting 

in a way that confounds all previous regulation. Internet radio has been developing at a great rate in the 
late 1990s. Using technology like RealAudio's RealPlayer or Microsoft's Media Player, any Internet user 
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with a high-speed connection can tune in online. With more than 3,000 stations on the Web in 2000, 

and growing rapidly, Internet radio offers a way to receive some elements of traditional radio and some 

that are wholly new to the Web, all without the restrictions of FCC regulation or licensing. 

There are several ways that content providers and listeners are using Internet radio. One is simply 

for an existing local radio station to find new listeners on the Net. Some stations allow access to their 

streamed, online broadcast via their station's Web page. It's the same material as what they're broad-

casting on air, but now it can reach a worldwide audience, similar to the satellite-delivered radio available 

in many places. These are radio superstations, extending their reach from the local to the global market. 

A few use the Net as a supplement to their regular schedule. KISS-FM in Los Angeles, for instance, 

offers an online KISS-FMi that plays more extreme music than its broadcast audience would appreciate. 

Sites like Broadcast.com serve as a clearinghouse for such radio services so that a user can access a 

variety of stations from its site. And radio from all over can be received this way—from the BBC News 

service to Joy-FM's English-language service out of Beijing, from samba on JB.FM from Rio de Janeiro 

to sports talk on sportsfanradio.com. The new low-power FM stations could also broadcast on the Net, if 

they choose to do so. 
A second type of Net radio " station" really only uses that word for convenient identification; it has no 

broadcast presence but only exists on the Web. Usually offering a type of music or content that cannot 

be easily `ound on the regular radio dial, the site operator sends out a continuous stream of music and 

talk, patterned after a broadcast station. Lousianaradio.com offers cajun and zydeco; About.com spe-

cializes in discussion and interview programs on a variety of subjects, with participants from around the 
world; Bringthenoise.com features new rap releases. And a third variation promises something truly new: 

the ability of listeners to act as their own program directors, creating a cache of personally preferred 

music that can be played in any rotation a listener might desire. Services such as Radio SonicNet or 

DiscJockey.com allow listeners to search for material stored on a central site by keyword such as the 

name of an artist or a genre, then download it using MP3 technology. It can be stored and retrieved on a 

basis determined by an individual user. Many recording artists have used tnis technology to reach their 

fans directly, without going through the increasingly centralized control of major recording companies 

and radio groups. From the obscure local band to nationally known names like the Indigo Girls, Pete 

Townsend, Alanis Morissette, the Beastie Boys, Smashing Pumpkins, and the Eurythmics, artists can 

upload a few cuts from their latest CD onto the Web and allow listeners to sample it. One pioneering site, 

MP3.com, boasted, before it was shut down, a repertoire of over 180,000 free songs from 30,000 

artists, from over 200 independent labels as well as the majors. And digital 'eproduction means that the 

sound comes through clean and free from distortion. 

It also means that copies downloaded onto home or dorm room computers can be easily and end-

lessly reproduced without degradation, creating anxiety within the recording industry of a new kind of 

piracy. While the Recording Industry Association of America (RIM) works feverishly to come up with a 

piracy-proof way of encoding digital music material, thousands of others work to keep such restrictive 

practices at bay. Though most MP3 Web sites do charge users a fee, and royalties are paid to artists and 

companies from those fees, the industry worries that, as receivers become freed from telephone lines 

and become more portable and as playback devices spread, it will undercut the sale of CDs via tradi-

tional routes. In January 2000 the RIM filed a suit against MP3.com for copyright law violations, and a 

federal judge in New York issued an injunction against a company that specialized in streaming audio 

and video over the Net. A similar suit filed against Napster led to its announcement in November 2000 

that it would enter into an alliance with major recording companies and begin to charge a fee for access 

to its music library. This issue, along with lawsuits over DVD reproduction, promises to be the pitched 

battle of the new millennium. Here it is legal and economic determinism, along with technological deter-

minism, that threatens the development of a new means of communication. 
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When new media fundamentally undermine the regulation that protected an older set of rights and 

powers, industries and politicians clash, with the individual user often the one disempowered. The debate 
over new technology has established interests arguing that the nature of the Internet is to allow illicit and 

illegal piracy so that strict regulation is necessary Rather than focusing on ways to work with the democ-

ratizing, populist tendencies of the new technology—and surely there are ways to make money from 

it—the Internet is demonized as chaotic and its users denigrated as pirates to protect the established 

interests of those who profit from the current system. This is an old ploy, and it has worked in the past. It 

takes an awareness of historical uses of repressive strategies to break through the self- interested rhet-
oric and craft a solution that keeps the means of expression available to everyone, not just those in 

power. We can learn from history to see how interested parties try to shape or explain current events, 
and we can challenge the discourse of technological determinism. 

SOCIAL HYSTERIA 

Lurking behind the rhetoric of technological determinism is the second major historical trope 
that has worked to limit and restrict the radical potential of new cultural developments. As 
noted above, the utopian promise of new media and technologies finds its negative expression 
in dystopian fears and panics that can lead to the social hysteria that produced the jazz scan-
dal of the teens and twenties, the rock 'n' roll flap of the fifties, and the outcry over gangsta 
rap of the 1990s. 

Note the racial component of all of these outbreaks of hysteria: At certain key moments 
in our nation's history, when a new technology or cultural form threatens to challenge the 
social hierarchy and shake up the established order, a discourse of revulsion and fear is gen-
erated that links the threatening new form with racial "others," usually African Americans and 
forms of Black cultural expression. Given the social dynamics of American culture, it is not 
surprising that ace la a c • • role • our out ursts i te • . (If not race, it 
is usually sex, as with e dustups over comic boo , soap operas, daytime talk shows, and 
Monicagate. Often the two are combined.) Even as commentators point to the often obvious 
self-interested agendas of those involved in fanning the flames of hysteria, institutional 
attempts to regulate the offending technology play on racialized and sexualized fears of cul-
tural decay, using metaphors of infection, pollution, and contamination. It is not surprising 
that the media upheavals of the late twentieth century fall into this same pattern. 

Connection Rap Takes the Rap 

Music, with its close attachment to youth culture, has always occupied a suspect role in American cul-

ture. It is a cultural form produced close to the ground, out of the oversight of social institutions, in base-

ments and garages and smoky nightclubs, always reshaping itself to fit the cultural tensions and needs 

of the current time, and addressing itself primarily to youth. 
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Though record labels seek to contain it and profit from it, and though its marketing and sales drive 

a large portion of the media economy, music is often the first cultural arena :o respond to trends and 

forces that bubble up from the lives of ordinary people, particularly young people, and form an important 

part of their identity and culture. This is especially true for groups that have been marginalized by main-

stream cLIture; music becomes a primary way of asserting community, identity, and resistance to the 

culture at large. 

Much of our popular musical heritage in the United States derives from African American roots, with 

elements of other ethnic heritages. It is no coincidence that it was jazz that spawned some of the earli-

est attempts to control radio broadcasting, which promised to bring an African American cultural form 

into the living rooms of the White middle class. It is no coincidence that rock n' roll emerged from Black 

roots at the time that television freed up radio to experiment with new things and that the payola scan-

dal and other culturally recuperative forces rose up to clean it up and channel it in a Whitened direction. 

So we should not have been surprised when, at two points in recent media history, music formed the 

focus of U-e social hysteria that helped to contain more recent developments. 
The first contemporary outbreak of panic over popular music occurred in 1985, in the depths 

of economic recession and as the media industry began the series of changes that followed the intro-

duction of new technologies such as cable television, music videos, and the VCR. Congress convened 

a series of hearings over what were characterized as rock and rap lyrics and the message they 

conveyed to America's children. Though it was the heavy metal genre that came in for most criti-

cism, mainstream hits such as Bruce Springsteen's " I'm on Fire," Prince's " Dirty Mind" album, and 

Madonna's latest release were called obscene and offensive. Out of this early controversy came the 

RIM-sponsored record labeling program of the Parents Music Resource Center (PMRC), headed by a 

group of political wives (prominently including Tipper Gore) and backed by the National Parent-Teacher 

Association. Cynics pointed out that the RIM was currently involved in lobbying for a tax to be assessed 

on blank tape and tape recorders to protect their revenues against the threat that taping songs off the 

air presented. In the conservative political climate into which MTV had recently erupted, bringing rock 
music out of the kids' bedrooms and onto the TV in the family room, politicians saw a susceptible tar-

get and a good publicity opportunity. Aside from a labeling system that kept a few family-oriented 

chains like WalMart from marketing the more explicit audio material, little resulted from this particular 

hysterical flareup except political posturing and a lot of social hyperventilation over what those crazy 

kids were up to now. 
In 1995, hysteria broke out again, this time in a clearly racialized form against so-called gangsta 

rap. William Bennett's Empower America campaign, joined by the National Political Congress of Black 

Women headed by C. Delores Tucker, launched an attack against rap music 'or Is "obscene and violent" 

lyrics. In this presidential campaign year, their charges were taken up by Republican candidate Robert J. 

Dole, who zeroed in on the Hollywood entertainment industry in general and Time Warner, owner of rap-

oriented lnterscope records, in particular. It may have been no coincidence that his rival, President Clin-

ton, had received much support from Hollywood and had allied himself with popular music during his 

campaign. 

Though the tactic backfired on Dole, who was forced to admit that he himself had never listened to 

the music he was excoriating, a barrage of criticism sounded against rap music and its practitioners. The 

recordings under fire had participated in the labeling system and were clearly marked "Parental Advi-

sory—Explicit Lyrics" but that did not stop Empower America and its allies from demanding that Time 

Warner and other record labels "stop producing, marketing, and selling this stuff."' Under particular crit-

icism were artists such as Snoop Doggy Dog, Dr. Dre, Tupac Shakur, and Ice-T. Senator Joseph Lieber-

man, who joined Bennett and Dole in the campaign, claimed, "These companies are profiting from the 

pollution of our culture and poisoning the minds of our children."8 He later added, "The lyrics in these 
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songs celebrate some of the most anti- social and immoral behaviors imaginable. They include some of 

the most filthy and disgusting sentences that I have ever seen or heard." In radio ads produced by 

Empower America, C. Delores Tucker said, "We're calling on all of the dominant corporations in the 

music industry to stop participating in the production and distribution of this vicious, violent, vulgar 

music."9 Bennett called rap lyrics " a great big cu tural cancer."1° Critics pointed out the strangely limited 

focus of Empower America and Dole's attack: One noted, " Guns ' n Roses' Appetite for Destruction' is 

as stupid, worthless and racist as anything released in the last decade, and I've never heard Bob Dole 

say a word about it." 11 Another pointed out that gun control was currently on the political and campaign 

agenda, an issue that Dole had come out against: " Clearly there is something amiss about politicians 

rejecting gun control in favor of lyric intervertion "12 

That the campaign went after Time Warner particularly heavily, even though it had none of the rele-

vant artists under contract (though its partial suosidiary lnterscope did), was owed more to the current 

mecia context than to Time Warner's actual role in distributing gangsta rap music. Time Warner had 

recently merged with Turner, making them a conspicuous target. Congress was gearing up for passage 

of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, making media companies, who had much to gain from favorable 

congressional treatment, potentially easy targets for politically advantageous pressure. Additionally, the 

recordirig industry itself was in 1995 pushing for the passage of a performance rights bill (soon to 

become the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act) that would preserve its right to demand royalties on 

satellite and Internet-distributed recorded material. In response, Time Warner agreed to divest itself of its 

lnterscope label, which it did in 1996. Thus rap artists were used as a form of political currency, promot-

ing the ideological campaign of the conservative right. Time Warner gave the campaign a victory by 

agreeing to sell lnterscope and was perhaps rewarded by the favorable passage of the Telecommunica-

tions Act and the provisions of the performance rights legislation. The Internet and satellite distribution of 

recordea music came under the jurisdiction of the existing royalty system, protecting the profits of the 

large media corporations. 

But in the meantime the disparaged artists themselves gave the matter a new twist. By 1999, the 

Internet had become a favorite way for rap and other musicians and labels to avoid the constrictions 

of mainstream corporations and distribute their music directly to the public. Public Enemy released 

its recording "There's a Poison Goin' on" on the Web through Internet label Atomic Pop. Spokesman 

Chuck D. said, " I can tell you that, for hip- hop and rap music generally, this unites it into a whole dif-

ferent thing." 13 The album existed only on the Web for two months before being released to regular 

music stores. Other artists followed and could be heard on the Atomic Pop Internet radio source, 

Bringthenoise.com. Though Public Enemy, Puff Daddy, and Ice-I remain the biggest rap names online, 

many sma:ler groups now attempt to make themselves known first on the Web And FCC restrictions 

don't apply. 

Another feature of this particular outbreak cf social hysteria, and one that perhaps helped to contain 

it, was that some prominent critics and commentators had obviously done their homework and knew 

their history. Several writers for such well-read publications as the Washington Post and the Los Angeles 

Times explicitly linked the outcry against gangsta rap to past musical panics and cautioned that this was 

just the latest variation on a very old tune. They used the historical example to undercut the criticism 

directed at rap and hip-hop music, noted its link to patterns of American thought about Black culture, 

and suggested that nothing new was going on. opular culbre is complicated, they explained; you can't 

just read a few lyrics and think you understand the message an artist is conveying. These cultural inter-

ventions kept the hysteria over rap music from blowing out of proportion, and ironically Empower Amer-

ica's overreaction may have helped to legitimate hip-hop as a cultural phenomenon. Here we can see the 

power of historical knowledge. 
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CONCLUSION 

So the history of broadcasting marches on, even though broadcasting itself has become a 
rather archaic term. The electronic or digital dissemination of popular culture—via radio, TV, 
cable, satellite, Internet, and a variety of other means—grows and expands by the minute, 
rapidly exceeding the old economic, industrial, institutional, and regulatory structures that 
have tried to contain and control them. As the new millennium begins, we are witnessing a 
very rich period in U.S. and global media, with a plethora of channels, media, products, and 
voices to choose from. 

Despite some disturbing tendencies for power to concentrate at the top in global indus-
try mergers and consolidations, here on the ground we are experiencing an exponential 
breakthrough in the quantity, diversity, inclusiveness, and even quality of the media that sur-
round us. However, we should remain mindful of the disparities and inequities that such 
abundance can conceal. New technologies do not automatically take care of social problems; 
indeed, they tend to become the heart of the next social problem unless we keep our histori-
cal perspective firmly in mind. As concentration, economic power, and political containment 
seek to find their own self-interested path through the maze of new opportunities, there are 
many people and groups working to ensure that access, choice, diversity, and freedom con-
tinue to characterize the media environment in which we live and breathe. This is not a dry, 
dead process that can be neatly contained within the covers of a history book: It's what you do 
when you put this book down, how you use the knowledge you have obtained, and how you 
create history yourself in the present day. I hope it's given you some things to think about, and 
some tools to use. 
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television industry (continued) 
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oligopoly, 194 
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quiz show scandal, 191-192 
station ownership, 155 
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Black women, 283 
Cagney 6. Lacey (TV), 279-283 
Charlie's Angels (TV), 273-274 
as Communist villains, 178 
as crime victims, 202 
in daytime and primetime radio, 98 
Dumb Dora, 169-170,316 
home as domain of, 6,108,111,137,151, 

156 
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women, representations of (continued) 
as housewives, 8 
I Love Lucy (TV), 170-171 
lesbianism, fear of, 281 
older women, 320 
"public woman," 137-138 
Roseanne (TV), 317-319 
in sitcoms, 169-173 
in Taiwan, 392-393 

women's rights movements 
feminist, 186-187 
liberation, 222-223 
political participation, 19 
post-WWI, 37-38 
suffrage, 19 
talk shows and, 322 

Woodstock, 221 
working class, portrayals of, 97-98,247-248, 

317-319 
Works Progress Administration (VVPA), 64-65 
World Net channel, 379 
World War I, 19-20,30,370 
World War II. See also propaganda 
Armed Forces radio, 138-141 
BBC and, 373 
end of, 150-151 
government/industry cooperation, 121, 

134 
immigrant heritage theme, 130-133 
isolationism, 118-119 
journalism, 142-143 
nationalism and identity, 10,121,130-133 

propaganda, 119-121 
rationing, 135-136 

World Wide Web. See also Internet 
audience involvement via, 325-326 
media ventures, web-based, 343,344, 

384-385 
movies and, 348-349 
music exchange, 350 
newspapers on, 347-348 
portals to, 343 
social hysteria over, 335 
television and, 351-352,363 

WTBS television, 265 

XER radio, Mexico, 12 

youth 
baby boom generation, 187-188 
consumer culture, 191 
crime, fear of, 179 
music and identity, 407-408 
music consumption, 190,191 
music TV shows, 205 
programming for, 199,229,240-241, 

356-357 
1960s counterculture, 221 
teenage girls, 191,199 

Zee TV (India), 388 
Ziegfeld, Florenz, 25 
zoot suit riots, 133 
Zukor, Adolph, 89,90 


